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THE

PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE.

L Researches respecting the Action exercised by Caloric on

the Vitality of Animals. By Victor Michelotti, *
M.D.*

JL he necessity of caloric for the maintenance of life has

at all times been acknowledged f : in consequence of the in-

genious experiments of Haller on irritability, which showed
with what facility caloric excites the irritable parts of ani-

mals, a very eminent exciting property has been ascribed

to it.

If the motion of the irritable parts increases in the ratio

of the degree or of the dose of the irritants applied, every
other circumstance being equal, it is no less certain that

by heating the irritable parts their motion is increased. It

has also been found that the application of caloric to excite

an animal or an irritable part ought only to be made by de-

grees, especially if the living being is in a state of torpor ;

which agrees with what has been observed in regard to cer-

tain known excitants ; for to bring by their means a living

being to a state of less excitement it is necessary to proceed

only by degrees in removing the excitants. But caloric in

this respect presents one difficulty to be resolved.

* From the Journal de Physique, Brumaire, an. 12.

f What Cicero says in his sublime work De Natura Deorum, is very
remarkable :

—Sic enim res se ftabet, ut omnia quse alantur et quae cres-

*cant, contineant in se vim caloris, sine qua nee ali possent nee crescere;
nam omne quod est calidum et igneum cietur et agitur motu suoj quod
autem alitur et crescit, motu quodam utitur certo et aequabili ; qui quam-
diu remanet in nobis, tamdiu sensus et vita remanet; rcfrigerato autem et

exrincto calore. occidimus ipsi et extinguimur .... Jam vero venae et

tfrterise m'icare non desinunt, quasi quodam igneo motu ; animadversumque
saepe est cum cor animantis alicujus evulsum ita mobiliter palpitaret ut

imitaretur igneam celeritatem. Omne igitur quod vivit sive^animal sive

*erra edituin, id vivit propter inclusum in eo calorem. Etc**-lib. ii. 9.

VolIXIX. No. 73. A 2 The
June 1304.

* * J*
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i On the Action exercised hj Calorie

The experiments of the celebrated Hunter are well known.
1 By these he found that several living beings are more injured

by a successive and slow passage to cold than by a rapid

change of temperature. It is known that Hewson observed

that blood rapidly frozen still possesses the property of coa-

gulating, which never takes place if it has been frozen

slowly. It is certain that the arguments of Hunter for a
certain vitality in the blood, deserve the attention of phy-
siologists.
M. Dufay* and the celebrated Blumenbachf have had

occasion to observe that salamanders and frogs speedily
frozen are preserved alive in the midst of ice, for they*

may be brought to life by exposing them slowly to heat..

Besides, it is a fact well known that the men in several of

the northern nations, after they have heated themselves

thoroughly, immediately plunge into cold water, or even

mto snow, without any inconvenience J.

Whatever method may be taken to explain this pheno-
menon, it appears to me that it must always be admitted

that a sudden passage to cold can be followed only by a

privation of caloric greater and more rapid, according as the

two temperatures to which the bodies are successively ex-

posed are more distant, that is to say, when there is always
a sudden removal of an excitant.

Since the action of caloric does not here correspond with
what has been observed in regard to other excitants, the re-

moval of which is the more dangerous to animals the spee-
dier it is, it will be necessary to seek for the cause in the

action itself Which caloric exercises on living beings. But
before we deduce from these facts the consequences which

might overturn the opinion commonly entertained of the

action of caloric, and which seems to be supported by a

great number of experiments, I think it necessary to make
better known, and more directly, what takes place to ani-

mals deprived slowly or rapidly of the caloric necessary for

the state of life.

The object here in view will be only the caloric necessary
for the state of life, and not that which is necessary for an

organized being to retain its vitality, as it may be in the
latter state, without being what is called alive.

To ascertain what would happen to animals during a
slow transition to cold, it appeared to me at first that in-

* Mem. de I'Acad. des Sciences de Paris 17x9, p. 135.
f Biumenbachii Specimen Physiologiae Comparatae, &c. j Gottingse

1787, p. 10.

X Coxe's Travel 3.

sects-
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on the Vitality of Animals* 5

sects would be very convenient for my experiments, because,
as it was necessary that they should be comparative, I should

thus be enabled to try several animals at the same time and
under a similarity of circumstances.

The first which I tried were caterpillars of the phalcema
-chrysolea. The most favourable temperature for these ani-

mals is between -f 10 and 4- 20 *, and the further it is di-

stant from temperate the less vivaceous they are, till they
become entirely torpid at 4- 2, Q, &c. I took twelve of

the most lively of a multitude of these caterpillars and made
them pass from the temperature of 4- 5°, at which they
were, to that of 4- 2°, G and — 2°, always leaving the

space of a quarter of an hour between each temperature.

Having left them at -f- 2* for four hours, I brought them,
in equal spaces of time, to 4- 16°, in order to excite them
to life: but my attempt was fruitless, since the heat of the

fire was not able to produce in them any vital motion.
But as my phalaenaj were killed by a slow passage -from

iieat to cold, it was necessary to examine what would be
the case by a rapid transition. For thia purpose I conveyed
tweive other caterpillars, as lively as the former, from a

;place the temperature of which was 4- 5° to another where
it rose to -f 7 .,

in order to render more sensible the rapid

passage to that to which I intended to make them descend.

I then took the small phial in w*hieh they were and im-
mersed it suddenly in pounded ice at — 2°. Having left

them in this state for lour hours, I gradually raised the

small phial, in which they remained completely torpid, to

the temperature of + 16°, at which they gave signs of life.

I repeated these experiments on other caterpillars with
results entirely similar. I at length made the same experi-
ments on spiders ;

but as they are much less sensible of

cold, it was necessary to keep them a longer time in a cold

temperature. The results, however, were similar to those

given me by caterpillars.
Sometimes I raised the temperature of -the spiders to

4- 30°, at which they were exceedingly lively, and then
threw them speedily into phials immersed to the neck in

pounded ice. I always observed that these spidc rs returned

-sooner to life than those which passed as speedilv to cold,
but which had proceeded from a temperature much lower.

It was therefore sufficiently confirmed that these animals
were more injured by being slowly rather than rapidly de-

prived of caloric. But it was of importance to ascertain what

*
Probably Reaumur's thermometer is intended.

A 3 would

$



6 On the Action exercised by Caloric

would take place during a continued privation of the ca-

loric necessary for the state of life. This might serve to

explain whether the real death of animals rendered torpid

by cold arises from the want of that caloric necessary to the

state of life, or rather from the manner in which they are

deprived of it. I thought it necessary also to ascertain what
would take place by rendering torpid and reviving alter-

nately the animals, or by making them to pass slowly from
heat to cold, and from cold to heat, or rapidly from heat to

cold.

Being desirous of subjecting animals to these three dif-

ferent circumstances, I employed ants. It is well known
that these insects pass the whole winter in a state of torpor
in their hills : those which I subjected to experiment were
inclosed in the large trunk of an oak, where, notwithstand-

ing the severe cold, they were not in a state of great torpor.
I exposed to the north during winter ninereen of these

ants in a flask in such a manner that they should receive

none of the sun's rays. During the warmest hours, the

thermometer indicated -f- 5° and — 2° for the mean cold.

These animals, in consequence of the continued cold, re-

mained in a state of perfect torpor during seven days. On
the eighth day

I resolved to recal them tq, life by subjecting
them gradually to the influence of heat; and I had the plea-
sure to see them all return to life.

At the same time I exposed nineteen others to the open
§outb, where the highest temperature in the sun was -f 2.5°,

while in the shade it was only 4- 5° or + 6°, and the great-
est mean cold — 2P . In this manner the ants were alter-

nately and slowly thrown into a state of torpor at sunset,
and revived at sunrise. On the eighth day I exposed them

gradually to heat; and recalling some of them in this man-
ner to life, I found eight of them dead. By these facts it is

seen that in the first experiment the privation of the caloric

necessary to the state of life was not fatal to ants though,
continued for a considerable time, but rather the slow pri-
vation of it which they daily experienced.

Before I proceed to other facts I must take notice of the
%

state of weakness into which living beings fall after the

state of torpor. It is to facts of this kind that I reduce the

ingenious experiments of the celebrated Hunter, who ob^
served that blood, eggs, &c. freeze, more readily

after they
have been once frozen.

Not being well acquainted with the method of preserving
ants alive, I had left them all exposed to the open south

in a flask, hoping that the beneficent rays of the sun would

£ preserve
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preserve them alive much rather than a temperature con-

stantly cold.

One may readily foresee that the fate of these ants, which
I had thus collected for other experiments, would not be
more fortunate than that of those which, for the sake of

comparison, I had -purposely exposed to the south ; that is

to say, the mortality daily increased, and the vitality of the

living ones was so much weakened that they could not re-

sist, with the same force, a continued state of torpor, and
still less an alternate change of temperature.

It was no doubt for the same reason that the attempts of
AI. Gleditsh * and others to preserve in life swallows, larks,

frogs, &c. after they were revived from their state of torpor
proved ineffectual

; since this kind of weakness, which arises

in consequence of the torpor, takes from animals the strength

necessary to resist new cold, and therefore in this state of
weakness a small excitant may be mortal.

1 shall now relate the three last experiments which I

made on these ants. 4
Seventeen ants, contained in one flask, having -remained

for seven hours in a state of torpor exposed to the north,
I revived them to life on the eighth day, and found sixteen

of them alive: of seventeen ants contained in the second

flask, which had been exposed to the south, two only on
the eighth day were found alive.

The third flask contained seventeen ants also. As soon
as the sun appeared on the horizon I exposed the flask,
and when the ants were well heated, the thermometer being
often at 4-25°, I immediately immersed the flask up to

the neck in pounded ice- I kept it in this state during the

night at a cold which was -several times — 2°, until the sun
had again risen. The ants were exposed seven times suc-

cessively to this rapid change of temperature. 1 recalled

them to life every day before I exposed them to the solar

rays ;
and on the eighth day, having attempted the same

thing, I found thirteen of the seventeen alive.

If we therefore take into consideration these last experi-
ments, in which the same insects were tried in three different

ways, it is seen that if 9*9 in 100 died of those who were

preserved in a state of torpor on account of the cold conti-

nued for eight days, 88*2 in 100 die of those who are sub-

jected to an alternate and slow privation of caloric, and that

25*5 in 100 die of those who have been suddenly and alter-

nately deprived of the caloric necessary to the state of life,

* Mem. de l'Acad. dc Berlin, 1769.

A 4 Such



S On the Action exenvised ly Caloric

Such are the. results which I obtained by trying the action

of caloric on insects : I shall here add what I observed in

regard to frogs, reserving for another occasion my experi-

ments on other animals.

It is well known ihat Spallanzani several times reduced

frogs to a state of torpor even after depriving them of their

blood, heart, &c, and recalled them to life. In repeating
the curious experiments of that philosopher, I thought pro-

per to make the following variations :
—I separated the thigh9

of a frog by two cuts, and then buried them both in pounded
ice. I in like manner took the heart, still palpitating, and

immersed it also in ice. At the end of an hour all these

parts appeared to me to be exceedingly torpid and stiff: the

heart not only had lost all motion, but on touching it with

a pin it seemed as rigid as the rest. I threw one of the

thighs into water which was at -f- 20°: it manifested no

sensible motion, and was also entirely pale. I exposed the

other thigh slowly to caloric : it retained its colour, and

even showed some signs of irritability. In the last place,
the heart, an organ highly irritable, having been slowly ex-

posed to heat, resumed its motion, which was not weakened

and did not cease till an hour after it had begun to move. .

But it is still more remarkable that if vital beings do not

return to life but when they have been speedily deprived of

the necessary caloric, this law should be general, as ani-

mals exposed to excessive heat do not return to life but

when their temperature is rapidly changed. As this may
be easily conceived, I shall mention only one example.
Of four lively frogs, which appeared to be of the same

age, exposed in water to a heat equal to + 35°, a degree
fatal to these animals, only two, which were immersed sud-

denly at that temperature in water at 4- 16°, were recalled

to life. It is always, therefore, a sudden privation of caloric

which leaves organic beings in a state susceptible of life.

Since our present knowledge of physiology inclines us to

admit an identic vital principle throughout the whole of

living nature, it is very probable that the general laws of

vitalitv are the same in all living beings, and particularly
in animals. For this reason, facts which relate to one only
of the universal agents, such as caloric, cannot fail of being

applicable to several other living beings.
For if attention

be paid to the difference which there is, for example, be-

tween the ceconomy of the spider and that of a caterpillar,
one will be convinced that an agent which exercises its ac-

tion in a manner altogether similar on these two species of

animals.
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animals, ought not to vary much in its manner of
acting

on others.

In making experiments on ants, spiders, frogs, 8cc, I

have found,

1st, That I may consider as highly applicable to my ani-

mals what was observed by Hunter and Hewson in other

vital beings, such as pullets' eggs, anu twn blood, which
one might suppose to have no relation to living beings if

this grand and universal principle, which communicates life

to all organic beings did not give, even in the blood, signs
of its existence.

2d, By inquiring directly what would take place in dif-

ferent temperatures, I have sufficiently proved, in my opi-

nion, that we must not seek for the reason of the preserva-
tion of life during sudden transitions from one temperature
to another, but in the speedy privation of caloric.

To explain the phenomena here related, I find myself

obliged to recur to three hypotheses, and to consider caloric

first as a particular excitant.

1st, It seems to me that we must admit that the slow

privation of caloric produces a greater debility than rapid

privation. It is well known that an animal when kept

very warm, well clothed, &c, may resist more the debili-

tating causes ; but it is true that in this case the animal

contains a greater quantity of excitants, and for a similar

reason a greater degree of excitability ought to be ascribed to

oxygenated animals *. Is it therefore a greater or less loss of

the exciting caloric that deprives animals of life or preserves
it ? But then it is seen that animals exposed to cold and at

equal temperatures during a considerable time, ought to have
lost only that quantity of caloric which is indicated by the

temperature, yet so great is the difference between them.

2d, If caloric be considered only as a modification of

matter, a kind of motion for example, I can the less con-
ceive that the animal should be colder. But how are ani-

mals preserved in life by losing in a speedier manner this

kind of movement ? It is because the organic parts, by the

help of a slow change, assume dispositions which they
could not acquire by a sudden privation.

3d, A similar explanation may be given if we consider

caloric as a matter which disposes living beings to motion
and sensation.

*
I shall make some observations hereafter on these facts, which have

been treated in an able manner by Dr. Beddocs and M. Socquet.

II. History
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U. History &f Astronomy for the Year 1803. Read at tk&

Cdllege de France by Jerome De Lalande.

[Concluded from p. 221.]

Astronomical geography this year has made some pro-

gress, particularly at New Holland. This immense part
of the world, which contains almost five hundred thousand

square leagues of surface, might alone maintain four hun-
dred and fifty millions of inhabitants, which is more than
half the number on the whole earth; This is sufficient to

show the importance of the voyage.

Captain JBaudin, who set out on the 13th of October

1800, from Havre-de- Grace, wrote on the 12th of No-
vember 1802, that he had sufficiently explored, for the se-

curity of navigation, Lew in's-Land, Concordia and De
Witt's Land, d'Entreeastcaux's Channel, the island Ma-
ria, the eastern coast of the large island of Van Diemen,
Basse's and Banks's Straits, and the whole of the south-

west coast of New Holland, from Cape Wilson to the
islands of St. Peter and St. Francis. He proposed to direct

his course through Basse's Straits, in order to explore a large
island discovered by English fishermen, King's Island,

Kangaroo Islands on the south-west coast of New Holland,
the southern part of which neither he nor captain Flinders

were able to examine, and he expected to go thence to the

islands of St. Peter and St. Francis, to ascertain the direc-

tion of the continent in that part which is unknown to him ;

then to proceed to Lewin's Island, to terminate the labour

of the large Bay De Geographe, and then to De Witts's

Land, the northern coast of New Holland and Carpentaria,

They hope to return in a year. If all this is not performed,
it will not be the fault of the astronomer Bernier; for he

possesses all the zeal and ability which I announced when
1 proposed him for the expedition, which I did with great

regret.
The French have admired the immense labours performed

by the English during the twelve years *hey have been
established in PortJackson; and the splendour and opulence
of this colony, formed near our antipodes, which is the

fruit of a
lar^e navy, by which they can easily unite the

extremities of the universe, and which will long be wanting
to the prosperity of France. The observations of Bernie'r

at New Holland, from the 27th of May 1802, are indicated

in the Moniteur of August 15, 1803, The examination

of

.-••
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of the whole southern coast, which is owing entirely to

France, has been completed.

Captain Hamelin set out from Port Jackson on the 19th
of November 1802. On the 9th of December he separated
from Captain Baudin to return to France with a collection

of natural history and curious animals, an account of which
has been giveu to the Institute by M. Lacepede. This phi-

losopher is of opinion, that there must be in the midst of

this immense country a sea like the Caspian ; but no infor-

mation has yet been obtained in regard to the interior parts
of it.

Bernier has sent me an observation of the transit ofMer-

cury, made at New Holland. He concludes his letter by
saying,

"
I beg of you, my dear master, not to forget your

pupil, who, at the extremities of the world, renews to you
the assurances of lasting respect and gratitude." In this

manner my ardent zeal for astronomy has sometimes pro-
cured to me great enjoyment, in which self-love is not the

least sensation, but it is not the only one.

This long voyage to New Holland is not the only one of
which I have to speak :

—On the 9th of August two Kussian

ships, the Hope and the Neva, captain Rasanon, set out on
a voyage round the world. They will

proceed
to Brasil,

Chili, the South Sea, Japan, and to China. There are on
board naturalists and artists, who will enlarge geography
and natural history.

Captain Krusenstern, destined to circumnavigate the

globe, has received from the emperor of Russia an estate

worth three thousand rubles per annum. The minister,
count Romanzof, has requested from M. Von Zach an as-

tronomer for the expedition.
The astronomer Horner writes from the island of Tene-

riffe, October 25th,
" Baron Von Humboldt, one of the

most learned and most intrepid travellers that ever existed,
after having visited the unknown parts of South America,

says, in a letter dated November 2.)th, 1802, that he had
traversed the snows of the Cordillera, to go to the province
of Quito. On fhe 23d of June 1802, he w?as at Pinchincha
and Chimborazo, at the height of 3015 toises, which is

only 236 toises below the summit. No person was ever at

such a height before; the blood issued from his eyes and his

lips ;
he experienced retching, and an uneasiness which

continued several days after this terrible journey.
"

Yes-

terday M. Dclambre received a letter of the 19th of July,
from Mexico :

—With M. Bonplan he has formed a herhal

#f si* thousand plants. He has been of equal use to geo-

graphy.

it
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graphy. He hoped he should be able to return in the spring
of 1804, to publish. the immense and valuable collection of

observations he has made in the course of five years.
The taste for travelling into Africa, which I strongly re-

commended, has continued to produce curious enterprises :—M. Domingo Badia, a Spaniard, sent by the Prince of

Peace, caused himself to be circumcised, and assumed the

name of Ali-Beik-Abdallah, that he might travel in greater

security. M. Durand, celebrated by his work on AJrica,
has communicated to me the observation of an eclipse at

Tangcr, and I have deduced from it the longitude. This

new Mussulman is at present in unknown deserts, where,

supported by his zeal, he braves want, sufferings, and dan-

gers. The depot of war. under the direction of general
Sanson, continues its labours for geography; and details

respecting it may be seen in the Moniteur for Novem-
ber 9, 1803. Five numbers of its memoir, for the instruc-

tion of geographical engineers, have been published. M.

Henry continues the map of Helvetia; Tranchot that of the

four departments of the left bank of the Rhine; Nouet that

of Savoy. Engineers are now employed on maps of Ha-
nover and the island of Elba.

The maps of Bavaria and of Swabia will soon be con-
nected with that of France. The fifty sheets ol the map of

Egypt are finished, and the map of the Morea, on which
M. Barbier de Boccage has been employed with that know-

ledge of which he has given so many proofs.
M. Lapie has pifblished a beautiful map of general Bo-

naparte's expedition in Italy, from the passage of the Great

Saint Bernard on the 14th of May 1800, to the battle of

ftiurengo on the 14th of June.

On "the 25th of December 1802, the vice-president of

the Italian republic decreed that the three astronomers, de

Brera, Oriani de Caesaris, and Reggio, shall continue the

map of the Milanese, begun in 1788, and measure an arc

of the meridian. They set out in the month of May to

erect a portable observatory at the extremity of the base

measured in 1788. They observed with a repeating circle

which we gave them, the angles employed for the map of

Lombardy. They will unite their measurement to that

which general Von Zach, brother of our celebrated astro-

nomer, made in the Venetian territory; and with the tri-

angles of Beccaria in Piedmont, of fathers le Maire and
Boscovich in the states of the church, and of Tranchot in

Corsica. Brassier is charged with the details.

The legislative body of the Italian republic has decreed

the
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the establishment of the decimal measures
;

the more ne-

cessary as Italy had in its measures an inexplicable variety,
as may be seen in my Travels in Italy, ^u
The king of Spain has ordered a map of his states to be

constructed by a body of geographical engineers, under the

direction of M. Ximencs. We have already maps of al)

the coasts ;
but it will require a long time to survey the in-'

terior. M. Chaix, an able Spanish astronomer, will be the

first co-operator. M. Megnie, an ingenious mathematical

instrument maker, has settled at Madrid, and will furnish

the necessary instruments. . g
The king of Prussia and the elector of Saxony,, desirous

©f having maps of their states, M. Von Zach, who is at

the head of this labour, will take advantage of it to measure
a degree of longitude which is still wanting notwithstanding
the efforts made for that purpose by Cassini.

Since the longitude of Brest and Manheim is known, it

appears to me, that, by applying the measurements made in

France, we might have the 13° of longitude which there are

under the 49th parallel to a six hundredth part, or 60 toises

nearly for a degree; but we ought to obtain greater precision,
and the chief of the state waits only for peace to procure
to the sciences this new benefit.

In the month of August, Baron Von Zach established

himself with Brug on the mountain called the Brocken, at

the height of 550 toises. He made signals with gun- powder
from the top of a tower ; they were seen at the distance of

thirty-three leagues. The astronomers took different posts,
and they were joined by Prussian officers, who served an ap-

prenticeship at Gotha. They were provided with sextants,
artificial horizons, achromatic telescopes', and chronometers.

They were able to take corresponding heights within half a

second, and they observed by their chronometers the signals
made by night, and by day at convenient moments. M.
Von Zach kindled only half a pound of gun-powder each

time. In the day the explosion and flame were seen at the

distance of thirty-three leagues, by means of a small com-
mon telescope, which magnified only twenty times ; in the

night they were seen by the naked eye. The duchess of

Gotha, who is short-sighted, saw these fires in her garden,
between nine and ten at night, without the assistance of a

telescope \ thev appeared like lightning, though the di-

stance is nearly twenty -three leagues in a straight line. The

principal places which baron Von Zach has determined, and
where there are observers, are the towns of Magdebourg,
Halberstadt, yuidiembourg, Bernberg, Coetheji> Dessau,
BET l Casseij

**
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Cassel, Brunswick, Wolfcnbuttel, Hclmstadt, Wernigordey
Ilsemburg, Naumburg, Leipsig, the mountains of Peters-

berg near Halle, Weissenstein, the Meisncr in Hesse, the

Gleichen near Gottingen,
and the Possen near Sonder-

hausen. Each place will be determined by at least thirty or

forty observations. Thus the celestial arc of the parallel
will be perfectly determined. He will repeat the same

thing in another manner the next year. Baron Von Zach.

expects that he shall be able to proceed gradually to Nime-

guen, which is six degrees towards the west in the fifty-

second parallel. No arc of longitude will have ever been

measured with so much precision. The case will be the

same with the meridian of the Brocken. There are already
three hundred observations of latitude with a multiplying
circle of nineteen inches made by Lenoir, to whom we
are indebted for the largest and best instruments of this

kind. He has just constructed one for Palermo, in Sicily,
where M. Piazzi proposes to measure a degree; but artists

of this kind are still too few at Paris. M. Jecker has made
several reflecting circles and sextants for the navy. Baron
Von Zach employed the sun and the eagle, and he found a

singular agreement: the results will appear in his journal.

Thirty observations, made indiscriminately, gave him the

same second as three hundred : he measured a base of a

thousand toises to within an inch. Such extensive opera-
tions have never been conducted with so much exactness.

Messrs. Goldbach and SeyfTert have determined six places
of the electorate of Saxony during an astronomical tour,

undertaken for the purpose of observing the signals by fire

which baron Von Zach made on the Brocken. I shall men-
tion only the two principal towns: Eisleben 51° 32' 30"
and 8' 45" in time to the west of the meridian of Dresden;

Merseburg 51° 21' 33" and l' 29" to the west of the meri-

dian of Leipzic. The last determination is exceedingly
exact, having been verified by the result of a trigonome-
trical measurement begun by M. Goldbach, and for which
he had been collecting for several years the best instruments 3

namely, a toise made by Lenoir
;
a repeating circle by the

same artist
; a sextant by Ramsden ;

a circle by Baumann 5

a steel chain of fifty feet, constructed like that made by
Ramsden for general Roy's measurement ;

a clock by Syf*
fert, and a travelling time-piece that beats half seconds*

It is much to be regretted that so zealous and able'an ama-
teur a> \1. Goldbach, can devote only a small part of his

time to astronomy. The chronometer he employed in this

journey Jfcas
made by M. Syffert. g

The
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- The history of meteorology is every year connected with

that of astronomy : but this year meteorology has furnished

remarkable phaenomena : the equinoctial winds have been
little felt, and the autumnal rains were very weak.

The tide at the end of March ought to have been exceed-

ingly stronjr, according to the theory of Laplace. Traulee,
of Abbeville paid attention to this object at that

place,
and sent curious observations to the Board of Longitude.
M. Maignon observed the tides at Brest : precautions had
been taken, and indeed if the west wind had been strong we
should have had inundations. We request from every quar-
ter observations on the tides ; and during my journeys to

Cherburg and Ostend I had the pleasure this year of seeing
that scales of the tides are preparing. I received observa-

tions from M. Caron, a lieutenant in the navy at Ostend;
and I have been a witness to his assiduity and correctness.

The thermometer this year was only once at 12° 30' of

cold, or 43° of my new thermometer. The heat was of as

long continuance as it was extraordinary : the drought lasted

three months and a half, yet the heat was only 29° 30', or

37° of my new thermometer; while in 1753, 1765, and
3 793, it was at 42° : but the duration of it occasioned one
of the hottest summers we have had for a century. If I

speak of my new thermometer, it is because the division I

have adopted, which is more philosophical, more natural,

simpler, and more convenient, contains numbers easier to

be retained : every body speaks of 30 and 40 ; and it hap-
pens, by a singular chance, that these numbers 30 and 40
are those which express the moderate and scorching sum-

mers, the mild and severe winters, the degrees of heat and
of cold. These numbers hitherto decried will be ennobled

by becoming the kev of the thermometric science. Ouf
ablest artist for this kind of instruments, M. Mossy, known
by his excellent and accurate works, has undertaken to con-
struct my thermometers, and flatters himself he shall be
able to extend the use of them.
M. Thulis has sent us observations of the barometer,

which give for the mean height at the borders of the sea

28 inches 2*8 lines, instead of 2*2 lines which I found as

the mean of several determinations. M. Burckhardt found
from 2*2 lines to 2 , 8*. There still remains an uncertainty
of half a line in regard to this fundamental determination
of meteorology. It exists even at Paris; for the thermo-
jneters at theobservatory indicate half a line more than that

* Connoksance des Temps, an J
3. p. 34.9* ^.

of

§
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of M. Fleurieu and mine, which were made with the greatest
care.

The water of the Seine sunk lower than ever before ob-

served. It has been seen lower than the zero at the Pont

de la Tournelle, or the low water or 17i°- In 1731, Sep-
tember 23d, it was

5-J inches; in 1742, between the 7th

and 14th of September, 3 inches; in 1753, from Septem-
ber 28th to October 1st, 1 inch; in 1766, December 5th,

2 inches; in 17 57, January 1st, 9§ inches; in 1778, Sep-
tember 8th, 4 inches; in 1800, August 8th, 6£ inches;
and in 1603, from the 12th to th** 15th of September, it

fell to 10 inches, according to M. Fiot, inspector of the sa-

lubrity of the prefecturate. The year concluded with a very

extraordinary phenomenon,—the hurricane ot December 28,—which unroofed houses, overturned chimneys, and tore up
trees by the roots, in a manner never before known at Paris.

Mr. Wheatcroft, an Englishman, settled at Caen, and

who ha* made many observations on the variation of the

magnetic needle, has sent us a memoir on the aurorae bo-

reafes. He has observed some of the most remarkable ; the

nucleus or focus of which seemed to be in that place of the

heavens which corresponds with the magnetic pole : I gave
the position of this pole in lat. 77° and long. 282° from the

first meridian *. We have therefore a new reason for be-

lieving that the aurora borealis is an electric phenomenon,
for it "is well known that there is a great affinity between

electricity and magnetism.
In regard to the position of the magnetic pole, as soon as

peace takes place we mean to propose that government
should send observers to verify on the spot this important
and curious fact in natural philosophy, and the zeal which

it shows for the sciences gives us reason to hope that our

request will be attended with success.

I shall conclude this history of meteorology with an ac-

count of a fire-ball which burst on the 26th of April near

PAigle. I class these fire-balls among shooting stars, and

I have enumerated thirty-six instances of them f . They
have given rise this year to a great many dissertations. The
noise of it was heard at Kvreux, Caen, and Havre. A great

many stones similar to those collected on other occasions of

the same kind fell at TAigle. They were analysed by Vau-

quelin. M. Izarn has published a volume on this
subject

under the title of Lithologie Atmospherique. Some consider

* Connoissanct des Temps, an 13.

-f Ccnaoissancc des Temps, an 7. 1799*
them
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them as formed in the atmosphere ; others as coming from
the moon in two days and a half: some ascribe them la

volcanic eruptions, the focus of which is unknown j and
others to small planets, the revolutions of which have by
some obstacle been suspended.

After that which appeared June 17, 1798, several stones,
one of which weighed twenty-six pounds, were picked up
at Villefranche, near Lyons *. Hitherto there have been
nine instances of such stones falling from the heavens : they
are all of the same nature, and, have no resemblance to any
of those known on the earth in mines or near volcanoes.

As for my part, when I consider that these stones are fria-

ble ; have an odour of sulphur ; that the explosion is heard

to the distance of thirty miles round ;
and that the rolling

noise resembles that of musketry ;
it appears to me that all

these circumstances, collected by M. Biot in his learned re-

port, which has been printed, indicate their formation in the

fire-ball, which is heard to detonate. Chemists are divided

in regard to the possibility of this formation ;
but M. Cadet

Gassicourt, son of our celebrated chemist, who has already

distinguished himself in the same career, and who has pub-
lished an excellent dictionary of chemistry, reasoned with
me in this manner:
U Hydrogen gas dissolves sulphur, charcoal, phosphorus,

zinc, and iron : its gravity is not thereby sensibly increased,
and it may rise thus charged to a considerable height.

"

May not hydrosulphurets which assume the gaseous state,

and which dissolve a great deal of earth and metals and vo-
latile acids, carry with them silex and magnesia, or the ele-

ments of the latter, which is strongly suspected to be a

compound body ? There is nothing in the received theories

which opposes this idea. IF the constituent principles then
of atmospheric stones can be at the same time in solution

in very light gases, when the hydrogen gas inflames they
will be formed into stones

;
for the gas, by detonating, aban-

dons the bodies it held in solution ; the vacuum which it

forms draws towards the centre the moleculse of the revived

substances
; they yield to the general attraction, and tend to

unite : as they pass from the fluid to the solid state, they

necessarily disengage enough of caloric to produce incan-

descence, and that vitrification which we see at their sur-

face, but not enough to fuse them or oxidate them entirely.

Yesterday t the Institute received from the minister Chaptai
a stone of seven pounds weight, which fell on the 8th of

*
Journal de Physique, Germinal, an ft. f Novenbcr *1. 1803.

Mo. 73. June 1804, B October
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October near Apt, in Provence, under similar circumstance?,
and which resembles all the others of the same kind *.

I shall terminate my history by an account of some losses

•which astronomy this year has sustained.

M. Prosperin, one of the ablest astronomers of Sweden,.
died on the 28th of March, at the age of sixty-four. He
gave a great many calculations of comets and of longitude?
deduced from eclipses, which may be seen in the Transac-

tions of the Academies of Stockholm and of Upsal. He
never published any separate work, but he rendered great
service to astronomy by his memoirs. He calculated the

comet of 1795f.
We lost in France, on the 7th of March, the oldest of

the astronomers in Europe, esteemed for his long labours,

Edme-Sebastian Jeaurat. He was born Sept. 24, 1724; he

was the son of an ingenious artist, engraver to the king,
and grandson of the celebrated Sebastian Leclerc, of whom
we have more than 4000 engravings.

His uncle Etiennc Jeaurat, who was afterwards painter to

the king, taught him early to draw ; and an intimate friend

of the family, Lieutaut, astronomer of the academy, in-

structed him in the mathematics. He improved under these

two masters ; for at the age of twenty-two he obtained a

medal for drawing from the Academy of Painting, and in

1749 he was employed as a geographical engineer in con-

structing the large map of France, 600 square leagues of
which he surveyed. In 1750 he published a treatise of per-

spective, which has always been of great use to painters in

consequence of the clearness of the operations and demon-
strations. In 1753 he was professor of mathematics in the

military school, the first established provisionally at Vin-

cenne, where I had an opportunity of knowing him.
I engaged him to cooperate in our astronomical labours,

for which we were then in want of assistants. Jeaurat ex-

erted himself with zeal : he calculated the oppositions of

1755 and following years; he observed the comet of 1 7 5 1>

and that of 1760; and he gave analytical formulae for cal-

culating the motions of the planets. His formulae contain

the sixth power of eccentricity, and prove that he possessed

great readiness in analysis, which at the time was rarely em-

ployed by astronomers.

The academy published several of his memoirs in the

collection Des Savans Etrangers in 1763; and the same
year he participated with Bailly in the suffrages of the aca-

* Sec Moniteur, November 24.

f Connoissanoe des Temps, an 6, 1798, p. 16.

demy
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demy for succeeding the abbe De la CailleA and they were

both nominated. ^
The volumes of this society for twenty-five years contain

memoirs, observations, and calculations by him. In 1 766
he gave new tables of Jupiter, which appeared with the

theory formed by Bailly for the satellites and the diplauti.-

dian telescope, which he constructed with Navarre, an in-

genious optician. After the year 1763 he obtained a wooden

observatory at the military school, together with some in-

struments
;
but in 176S the duke De Chatelet enabled him

to construct a complete and more solid observatory, which
in 1788 led him to the building of the present one, which
is one of the most useful in Europe.

In 1775 he succeeded me in the calculation of the Con-

moissance des Temps, He published in succession twelve

volumes, each of which contains new things y tables by dif-

ferent astronomers, and many calculations ;
a reduction of

the large English catalogue of stars
;

calculations of the

inoon ; a determination of the longitude of all countries,
the most extensive that ever appeared ; the position of the

steeples of Paris, determined with the assistance ofM. Prony
and another engineer ; tables of aberrations, and other ob-

jects useful to astronomy* The Institute paid him a flat-

tering compliment by nominating him a member on the

£5th of December 1796> though there were a great number
of well known and respectable competitors. When he was
iio longer able to labour on account of his age, he still

interested himself in favour of astronomy. He assisted

M. Rotrou in observing the last transit of Mercury over

the sun on the 9th of November 1 802, though then seventy-

eight years of age.
After rendering justice to Jeanrat in regard to the con-

stancy of his labours, it is my duty to observe that he was

equally estimable by his character. He was beloved by his

pupils at the military school and to his associates in the

academy. I have seen him do a kindness with great plea-
sure, and even to some who had offended him.

Father Kautsch, whose calculations of eclipses I have

quoted, died at Leutomischel, in Moravia.
M. Witzleben T who translated into German the abridg-

ment of my astronomv, died on the 23d of April.
An astronomical poet deserves to participate in our re-

gret :
—Dominic Ricard, born at Toulouse on the 23d of

March 1741, died at Paris on the 28th of January 1803. He
is known by a translation of Plutarch, and by a long poem
on the sphere, which is very correct, and written in an in-

teresting manner.
B 3 III. Letter
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III. letter from John Flaxman, Esq. to the President

and Council of the Royal Academy of London*, \

GENTLEMEN,
It is well known that the late demand made by France on
Borne for the finest works of Greek sculpture and the best

paintings
in that city produced two petitions, from different

bodies of French artists, to the executive directory ;
one pray-

ing that those works might not be removed, signed David,
Giroudet, Vincent, &c, which was answered by a second,

blaming the first, and desiring that all the fine works might
be immediately brought into France', to form an univer-

sity, in which all nations should be obliged to study the

arts of design, signed by Hubert, and thirty-eight other

artists.

This question, whether the fine works should be brought
from Italy to Paris, is of the greatest importance to art,

science, and literature, and of consequence, in this re-

spect, to all Europe ;
and although it is much more likely to

l>e decided by force than reason, yet every artist, of what-
ever country, will have an equal right with the petitioners, to

consider the object of this latter petition and its probable
consequences.

I shall therefore avairrnyself of this privilege ; and with-
out engaging in any political discussion further than is abso-

lutely necessary, T shall examine the arguments contained
in this second petition by the test of truth only.

I shall first consider upon what pretence the French na-
tion have made this demand on the papal state, and how
far it is reasonable with respect to the rest of Europe. When
compensation is demanded by one state from another, it is

for some injury or loss sustained : but France has sustained

neither loss nor injury from the papal state
;
on the con-

trary, by the formation of the French republic and the pro-
gress of the French arms in Italy, the papal state has lost

the provinces of Avignon, Bologna, and Ferrara; and there-
fore in justice the Romans might demand a compensation
from France; and without doubt would were they strong
enough to make their claim good. The memorial says :" The French artists were persecuted by the Romans, and

*
Hiving been favoured with a copy of this letter, which was written

about seven years ago, when the French demanded from Rome those in-
stable works of art which have since been transported from that city,

we are pemiaded our readers in general will feel gratified by seeing it

^rL.erv'd in our work.—Edit.

have
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have escaped from their barbarity
*

However, this jflfce-

cution, as it is called, was only an endeavour on the part of

the Roman government to secure itself
against

an attempt
made by Messrs. La Flotte, BasviJle, and their adherents,
to excite a revolution in the city. All of this party were

sent out of the territory ; such as had been imprisoned were

indemnified for their losses, and such as had no money were

supplied by the Roman government with a
sufficiency

to

bear their travelling charges. From this statement* is

certain that there is no justice in the claim which France

has made : now let us sec how far it is reasonable respect-

ing the rest of Europe. The petitioners say :
u If we re-

quest that the master-pieces of art should be transported

hither, it is solely for the honour and glory of the French

name, and the veneration in which we hold those great ef-

forts of genius.
"

Upon this it may be remarked that the

codes of law in all countries consider such veneration for

valuables as criminal in an individual ; for instance, if any
one should break open another man's house and by force

carry away any fine statue or gem, the laws of England
would hang him for his virtu. Now this crime is certainly"
not diminished, but aggravated, when it is extended to a

hundred gems or statues, and committed against a whole
nation instead of an individual.

But the arts of design ate cultivated in different degrees in

most countries of Europe. Fine museums of sculpture and

painting have been formed in Naples, Tuscany, Spain, Ger-

many, England, and Russia; each of these countries doubt-
less would be glad to give such an increase to their museums
as should make them universities for the world to study in.

Let us now suppose each of those powers to be animated

by the same sentiments of patriotism with the petitioners,
to decorate their countries with the spoils of Rome ; and
that the emperors of Russia and Germany, the kings of

Prussia, England, Spam, and Naples, and the grand duke
of Tuscany, should severally say,

" The honour and glory
of my country and the veneration in which I hold those

fine works have made me determine to bring them into my
own capital." What would be the consequences of all this

patriotism ? Discord ! war ! Europe would be more abun-

dantly deluged with blood! the possessors of those works
would be destroyed, as well as, most likely, the fine works
themselves in the contest. Such patriotism is not virtue;
it is a splendid vice. That patriotism alone is virtue, by
which we provide for the good of our own country without

doing any thing that interferes with the happiness or wel-

B 3 fare
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fare^f another. This is the only way in which we can
honour our country, and not, by behaving- like highway
robbers or pirates, in bringing home whatever valuable

plunder we can seize.

Thus we see that the intended removal of the fine works,

Ipture and painting is as unreasonable respecting the
. Europe as it is unjust respecting Rome ; for, as France,

docs not appear to have any claim upon Rome for com-

pensation, any other plea might be urged, with as much
reason, by any other country of Europe.

If France in her demand on Rome for those works had

any motive of state policy, or view of indemnification for.

general losses, these I can say nothing to, as being out of
the way of my intention, which was to enter into no poli-
tical discussion : but surely it may be said that these works

supply no means to support a war
;
and it must be doubtful

whether their removal to Paris would facilitate the study of

design even in that city ; whilst the great community of

arts and letters both of the' present and future ages, natives

as well as
foreigners, would have reason to blame France,

for having dismembered the university of the world.

However, before I quit this, part of the subject, I shall

notice one argument of the petitioners for wishing to bring
those works to' Paris : it is this :-

—c< The Romans, although

anfiently rude and unpolished themselves, civilized their'

nation by transplanting into it the productions of con-

quered Greece." It is true that the Roman orators and

poets owe almost the whole of their splendour to what they
had learned from the Greeks. But Rome profited little by
Grecian philosophy and mathematics; they were reduced to

be the handmaids of politics and war in that metropolis;
and, according to the testimony of Pliny the elder, as well

as the remaining monuments, we have but slight grounds
to believe that all the painting and sculpture brought from
Greece ever produced a Roman artist of real excellence ;

on
the contrary, it has been supposed that the.genius of Rome
was buried under the ruins of Greece.

I shall now consider how far it is possible to make France
an university for the arts of design equal to Italy.
The petitioners desire that France may become the uni-

versity for the arts of design in the following words :
—u

It.

is necessary that all nations should henceforth borrow the

fine arts' from' us with the same eagerness they formerly
imitated our follies; and when we shall have granted them

peace, they will be anxious to come to this country to imi-

tate the wisdom and taste which those works of genius im-

part/'
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part." But let us see what advantages of this kind France

possesses, or islikelv to be possessed of, in comparison with

Italy.
An university or school in which all nations are to study

the arts of design should possess all possible assistance to

the progress and exercise of pain-ting, sculpture, and archi-

tecture. This supposes the greatest number and variety of

the most excellent works of Grecian sculpture, groups, sta-

tues, busts, and bas-reliefs, in marble and bronze; as like-

wise gems and medals, of paintings, the greatest number
and variety of .antient Greek or Roman paintings and mo-
saics ; as also the best of those works winch have been pro-
duced since the revival of the arts. This university should
be situated in a country abounding with buildings erected

from the remotest antiquity, through the barbarous ages
down to the revival of the Grecian orders in the fifteenth

century. Here the student of architecture should see and

study the palaces, temples, basilicos, theatres, amphithea--
tres, baths, aqueducts, fountains, tombs, chapels, altars,

sarcophagi, and whatever eke of public or private building
or decoration might enable him to make the most profound
and perfect studies in his art : the painter and sculptor
should be excited by the objects to a habit of copying fine

living models and draperies.: they should have easy access

to able masters for instruction. The local situation of such
a school should be connected with the classical history of
the works which it contains, in order that the natural con-
nection between the arts of design and the belles lettres may
he preserved. The very climate itself should be favourable

to grand forms of countenance ana* person, to the limbs

being more uncovered than in colder countries ; to careless

and variegated groups and actions, and flowing draperies.
This school of art should likewise lie in the high road to

Greece and Egypt, Syria, Balbec, and Palmyra, to enable

such as would study art and science, and their spurce, to

make the easier journeys into those countries. Now, as

Italy is the only country in the world that has all these ad-

vantages, it is evident that is the university in which all

nations must study the arts of design.

France, on the contrary, wants them all in common with
her neighbours. In France there is no series of Greek and
Roman buildings for architects to study ; in France there is

no collection of antique sculpture worth notice; nay, in

this respect, perhaps, England, Saxony, Prussia, Russia,
and Spain, excel her ;

for in those countries there are very
£ne collections of antient sculpture, notwithstanding that

B 4 all
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all the first, second, and perhaps third class remain in Italy,

where every true lover of arts and letters must hope they

may long continue. In Paris there is certainly an extensive

ana valuable collection of pictures, which will be of the

freatest

assistance to painters preparatory to their studies in

lome. Among the works of chiefest merit are the Luxem-

bourg Gallery by Rubens, some pictures of Raphael and

Corregio, the Battles of Le Brun, and the Life of St. Bruno

by Le Sueur. But the paintings of greatest excellence, upon
the study of which alone a historical painter can hope to

become great, remain in Italy j
and there the best of them

must remain, as their sizes are enormous, and they are

painted on walls. The paintings which we allude to are

Michael Angelo's Last Judgment, and the Cieling in the

Capella Sestini
;

the Martyrdom of St. Peter and the Con-
version of St. Paul in the Capella Paulini, by the same ar-

tist
; the Chambers of Raphael in the Vatican

;
the Chapel

painted by Signorelli at Orvietto ; paintings of Titian in

the Ducal Palace of Venice, and the Domes by Corregio
and Parmegiano, &c. &c. To which I may add the an-

tient paintings in Naples ; for these are in Italy, although
not of the number of immovables. If to the objections

already stated we add the disadvantages of the climate and
local situation of Fiance in comparison with

Italy,
we shall

immediately see that nothing less than a new dispensation
of Providence, and arrangement of things in this part of the

globe, can ever give France the advantages which Italy pos-
sesses as an university for the arts of design.

If it should appear from what has been said that this

scheme of making France the university is impracticable as

well as unreasonable and unjust, all the lesser arguments
of the petitioners must of course fall to the ground ;

but if

any one is dissatisfied with what has been advanced, although
I could produce other arguments I cannot produce stronger
to convince him.

It would be great and disinterested in France, as she is

valiant in war, to be moderate in peace, and to suffer Italy
to remain, as it has been, the university for all nations to

study in, from which she will ultimately derive much greater

advantages in common with the rest of Europe than she can
in future by dismembering that venerable school. Such an
instance of moderation would secure to France the praise
of the present and future generations ;

it would prove that

her love for the fine arts is equal to her professions : those

inestimable collections should be sacred and inviolable which
are. contained in Rome, Florence, and Naples, cities so con-

veniently
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veniently situated for communication with each other, and

which, together with the surrounding country, make up tie

great university of Italy, which may be said immediately or

mediately to have produced ail the great restorers of arts and

letters. The collections of Rome are not in the same danger
of being dispersed as formerly ;

for all the fine works of art

which have been found or purchased for many years past
are lodged in the Clementine museum, and belong to the

Roman people ; the nephews of popes do not now marry
into the families of crowned heads, and by that means

give
their powerful relations the power to seize their collections

by inheritance; besides which, the Reman government will

in future permit only duplicates of antique siatues or inferior

works to pass out of the state.

I can assure the petitioners that the Barberini and GiuS-
tinian collections are not "

wholly carried off:" it is true

that a few years back some few articles were injudiciously
sold out of them

;
but they are at this time great and valua-

ble collections : I can assure them likewise that four of the

best statues and some other articles from the Negroni col-

lection are in the Clementine museum in Rome.

Having gone through an examination of the object and

principal arguments of the petition, it only remains to say

something concerning those by whom it is signed. Several

of them are persons highly esteemed for their industry and
talents in painting, sculpture, and architecture. In this

latter study the French have been particularly successful ;

and in this place I cannot forbear doing justice to the merits

of my former friend and fellow -student in Rome, M. Percier,

although he is not of the number of the petitioners : he is

a man of uncommon virtue, his compositions are the most
beautiful architectural assemblages; his' drawings have been
much admired, and sold for large sums in England. From
a considerable knowledge of several of the petitioners whilst

we pursued our studies at the same time in Rome, 1 shall

set down the following anecdote only :
—About ten years

since, a M. Drouvais died, who was a pensioner of the

French academy in that city. He was universally regretted
for his extraordinary talents in painting. His fellow-stu-

dents, eleven in number, instantlv agreed to honour him
with a marble monument. M. Michalton, one of the pre-
sent petitioners, was the sculptor employed, and nobly gave
his labour; the other students p?id by subscription for the

marble and other expenses out of their lirtle pensions of six

shillings per week allowed bv their government to each, ex-

clusive of their board and' lodging in the academy. The

design
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design was the side of a large altar ; the pediment presented
a medallion of the deceased : on the dodo were three figures
in |?as relief,

—
Painting wrote his name. Sculpture supported

her arm, and Architecture looked on with a mournful coun-
tenance. I have introduced this anecdote to inform Eng-
lishmen of particular virtues and talents in an enemy's
country which otherwise might not be so generally known,
and to let Frenchmen see that we can acknowledge what-
ever is praiseworthy in them with as much zeal as they
would themselves.

I have only to add my earnest wishes as an Englishman
and a real lover of my country, that we may in future cul-

tivate the arts of design with as much fervour, and labour

as indefatigably to bring them to perfection, as the French

haye done, by those means only which are
just and ho-

nourable.

I have the honour to be, &c.

IV. New Method of separating Tin and Copper from BelU
Metal. By C. Anfrye, Assay Master of the Mint*.

JT rance, deprived by war of many of the products which
commerce afforded her in ordinary times from foreign coun-

tries, was not very long ago almost totally destitute of copr

per. Pressed by the distress which the scarcity of this metal

occasioned in the casting of artillery and other articles for the

common purposes of life, all the enlightened chemists were
called together, and from their knowledge that assistance

was demanded which the science they professed could af-

ford towards warding off the impending danger. These

expectations were not
disappointed

: its hopes were realized

even beyond the point to wnich they were directed. In the

year 1792 all the French chemists were busied in finding
out an easy and expeditious method of separating the copper
from the other metal of which their church bells were ma-
nufactured ;

the only source from which copper could be
obtained. They were successful in their attempts, and the

'* From a manuscript of C. Anfrye's not yet printed, communicated

by Dr. Bourlaye to professor Tromsdorflf, and inserted, by permission,
in Gehlen's New Journal of Chemistry, vol. i. part 2. p. 213, whence
this translation is made.

Dr. Bourlaye remarks, that by this ingenious invention the republic of
France has saved upward of seven millions of pounds of copper and one

milfion of pounds of tin, which were thrown away as an useless refuse

of the process formerly adhered to for separating copper from bell-metal.

method
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method pointed out by Fourcroy was deemed the most adr
vantaffeous

The method pointed out by this great chemist, which
was universally adhered to, consisted in oxidizing one part
of the bell -metal from which the copper was to be extracted,
and uniting, by long continued agitation, the oxidized por-
tion with another quantity of the same metal rendered fluid

oy fusion. The oxygen of the oxidized metal became thus

transferred to the fused tin of the merely melted bell-metal;
and the copper, at least a considerable quantity, was se-

parated. 100 parts of bell-metal treated in this manner

yielded from 50 to 60 of copper, besides a considerable

quantity of slag, vitreous dross or glassy oxide, consisting
of oxide of copper and oxide of tin.

The complete reduction of this vitreous oxide proved ex-

tremely difficult : the great excess of oxide of tin which it

contained prevented its complete fusion ; the reduced par-
ticles of copper, in whatever manner the reduction had been

accomplished, could not sink through the viscous matter, and
the particles of metal could not be collected into one mass ;

at least no cecononucal method could be advised which could
be adhered to in the large way. Thus several millions of

capital remained as dead stock, and it became a national

question, Whether it would not have been better never to

pursue this attempt of procuring copper from bell-metal,
than to sacrifipe the original compound ?

Several attempts were made to rendeT the prodigious

quantity of slag or vitreous refuse, which was soon pro-
duced, useful for other purposes : but they all failed, and
no hopes remained of bringing them to account

; except of

reconverting them again into bell-metal by a fresh addition

of metallic copper.
In contemplating this subject I persuaded myself that

the decomposition of bell-metal was, perhaps, possible by
completely converting one of its compounds into a perfect

glass of oxide. Before I attempted this, I reduced the slag
obtained in Fourcroy's process to the metallic state, in order

1p learn its precise nature. The result was a white brittle

metal,

I then took 3 cwt. of this metal and oxidized two of it,

in order to reserve the other third for deoxidizing the copper
of the first oxidized part, by abstracting

from it its oxygen,
by the admixture of the third unoxidized portion. The

product was a mixture of oxide of tin and particles of me-
tallic copper slightly adhering together, from which the,

greatest part
of the oxide of tin could be separated by mere

ablution
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ablution and other mechanical efforts. The more pondera-
ble part of this mass, thus freed from the

greatest portion
'

of its oxide of tin, was fusible, and a bad kind of cannon-
metal consisting of 0*80 of tin and 0*20 of copper. It was
far too brittle, on account of its containing too much tin.

There was also again a loss in the oxide of tin, which car-

ried away with it a portion of copper in the process of ab-

lution.

This process not being satisfactory, I attempted to sepa-
rate the portion of tin which was united to the copper ob-

tained in the before-mentioned process, by fusing it with a

substance capable of effecting a complete fluidity. I sub-

stituted for that purpose common glass, and I found that

it completely succeeded. Pursuing this method, I became
soon sensible that this process was not so ceconomical as I

first imagined, for one part of the white metal absolutely

required three of glass. The great quantity of glass con-

sumed, which was also lost, (for it could only be used

once,) was a sufficient reason for giving up this proceed-

ing : in short, the process, on account of the great bulk of

the mass as well as the real value of the wasted flux, made
its prosecution in the large way unadmissible.

Having found in some other experiments that the oxide

of tin obtained by digesting strong nitric acid upon tin was
reducible by l-10th of charcoal, I had recourse to the latter.

Without
detailing

all the different processes which proved

unsuccessful, I snail merely state that method which suc-

ceeds best in the large way, and which is as follows :

Let the slag from which the metals are to be extracted be

ground to powder; mix it with 0*08 of charcoal powder,
and fuse the mixture in a reverberatory furnace for six

hours; after which remove the fused metal in the usual

maimer. The glass which covers the reduced metal is to

be put aside for further reduction ; for it is capable of yield-

ing a metal of (V75 of tin and 0*25 of copper.
The metal thus obtained by means of charcoal always

consists of from 45 to 50 of copper and an equal quantity
of tin. To diminish its quantity of tin it must again be

fused in a reverberatory furnace capable of exposing a large
surface of the fused metal to the contact of air : by this

means its surface soon becomes covered with a crust, con-

sisting of oxide of tin and oxide of copper. By thus keep-
ing the metal melted for some time it soon becomes con-
verted into bell-metal, and when this is accomplished it

must be drawn from the furnace.

The gray oxide which is during this process obtained,
when
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when reduced in the melting furnace yields-a compound con-

sisting of 0*75 of tin and 0*25 of copper. This metal is

put together with that obtained from the vitreous refuse

into the calcining furnace, and the whole oxidized to a cer^

tain point. The first oxide which is formed is white and

light, but it gradually becomes coloured. At this period
the oxide produced is not merely oxide of tin, but a mix-
ture of oxide of copper and oxide of tin. The formation

of this oxide serves the operator to judge of the quality of

his oxidizing metal ; for, the moment this oxide begins to

appear, the metal consists of equal parts of tin and copper,
and it ceases to appear when the metal is in the state of bell-

metal : just before this takes place the oxide becomes very
black.

As the metal is brought to this standard it is drawn from
the furnace, in order to procure from it again, as before,
metallic copper and a vitreous oxide 3

which is again treated

as already stated.

All the oxide obtained during the different processes
must be reduced by means of charcoal in the melting
furnace.

If it should happen that the tin obtained by these pro-
cesses contains copper, let it be again fused, and cool

slowly so far till a piece of paper let fall upon it does not

become charred. The tin may then be ladled off, and the

copper will be found at the bottom adhering to a portion
of tin only, which may be got rid of by oxidation.

V. On the supposed new Metal lately discovered in Platina*

By Jos. Hume, Esq.

To Mr. Tilloc/u
DEAR SIR,

X he new metal lately obtained from crude platina seems,
in many respects, so nearly allied to tungsten that I cannot
but entertain strong suspicions of their identity ; and that

the difference, if there be any, possibly arises more from
one or the other retaining a slight admixture of chrome or

its acid, or some other trifling alloy not yet discovered,
than from any specific distinction in their nature. As crude

platina is now found to be generally contaminated by various

substances, such as iron, copper, titanium, chrome, silex,
and this metal, we cannot be much surprised should one or

more of these so far influence the new metal, supposing it

4 "to
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to-be tungsten, as to give a new turn to its usual habitude.*

and character.

It does not appear that tungsten has ever been submitted

to the same experiments, nor treated exactly as the metal in

question ; indeed all that has hitherto been written respect-*

ing it seems still, involved in doubt, and frequently in error.

Can any thing be more ambiguous than the present history

of tungsten r What can we infer from such a passage as

the following ?—<c L'acide tunstique se fond avec les phos-

phates et les borates, qu'il colore en Llanc ou en vert/'

(Systeme des Conn. Chim.) Here it is difficult to decide

whether the acid gives constantly a white colour to one

class of these salts, and a green to the other; or whether with

both salts the colours are merely adventitious. It is also

generally affirmed that nitrous acid, which is so potent in

acidifying almost ev*ery basis, when poured upon tungstic
acid, changes it into a yellow oxide

; consequently, that the

addition of oxygen destroys acidity. This is surely a com-

plete paradox in chemistry, and cannot be fairly ranked

amongst anomalies. But not to dwell upon these and many
other instances so very open to controversy, I shall proceed
to offer the chief reasons on which my doubt is founded.

At present, as no notice of the specific gravity and other

essential qualities of the new metal has yet been taken, either-

by Collet Descotils or any other writer, it is impossible to

draw a perfect parallel of the two metals ; more especially
as the history 'of tungsten is so very vague and incomplete*
This being the real state of the case, nothing I shall now
lay before you should be judged of too rigidly ; or, I hope,
taken in any other sense than as an attempt to promote the

inquiry by urging others to take it up. We have been eo

long accustomed to consider malleable platina, and many
other metals, as pure, that we need not wonder should tung-
sten, by industrious research, be also discovered to be ait

ullov, and that it has never before been produced pure and
isolated,

. In comparing the new metal with tungsten, even under
all the disadvantages already noticed, we mav frequently di-

stinguish a most striking resemblance
;
and in nothing so

much as a disposition to produce colours of a transitory
nature, such as from yellow to blue, blue to white, white
to yellow; and we may add also green and red to the list.

What appears an exceedinglv prominent feature in their si-

militude is, that the blue colour, by whatever method it has
been effected, is in both metals equally beautiful, and in

l both
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both eminently fugitive. In regard to green, we can sup^
pose it to be easily produced wherever a yellow and a blue

can exist; the inference is therefore but natural for any
mixture of these to centre in the former. The comparison
will, I am fully persuaded, lose nothing of its value by ex-

tending it
;
we may therefore, for the present, further as-

sume the following positions :

1st, That both the new metal and tungsten are difficultly
soluble in acids.

2d, That the oxide of one as well as the other is soluble

in alkalies.

3d. The new metal, when fused with potash, forms a

green mass.

4th. That tungsten may perhaps give the same result,
since wolfram, one of its ores, gives a green scoria when
fluxed with potash.

5th. Neither of the metals gives colour when fluxed with
borax.

6th. That the blue colour in both metals is soluble in

water, and may be easily changed or dissipated by heat.

The fugacious nature of the blue tint, so peculiar to both
these metals, is often very perceptible in tungsten; and
this distinctive mark may be exemplified in many instances.

I have observed paper in which some oxide had been iil-

tered, when exposed to the sun become of an elegant blue

colour; and the same paper during tfoe night or in the dark
lost its colour, and regained it on exposure to the sun.

Whether it be the heat or light of tjie sun, or both, that

produces the change, remains to be examined.
In the following experiment it appears that heat is the

cause of dissipating the blue when in solution.
• If a cylinder of zinc be left for some time in a solution

of the triple acidulous salt, generally called tungstic acid,
the liquid will soon become of a most brilliant blue

; espe-

cially if the zinc be frequently moved, as if to stir the fluid.

When the zinc has produced a full effect it may be with-

drawn, and the solution then placed over the flame of a

lamp, or in a gentle heat, to evaporate. In a short time
the colour will lessen in its intensity, and at length totally

vanish, leaving the remaining solution nearly colourless.

This is not the only instance of the fleeting nature of the

blue colour of tungsten, though a very effectual one to

elucidate this singular peculiarity.
That zinc and iron turn some preparations of tungsten

blue, has already been noticed by several authors ;
I do not,

however, recollect that the entire dissipation of the colour

bv
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by a subsequent application of heat has yet caught the at-

tention of any other person.

Among many other experiments that may be suggested
to compare and explore the nature of these two metals, the

two following, forming, as it were, reciprocal proots> natu-

rally present themselves to our notice :

1st, To observe whether the new metal gives a blue co-

lour when fluxed with phosphates and phosphoric acid, and
if it be in the same degree of intensity as is produced by
tungsten. That tungsten has this property has, I believe,
been mentioned only by Klaproth, whose accuracy cannot
be questioned.

2d, The next is to form an alloy with pure platina and

tungsten, and, from its solution in nitromuriatic acid, en-

deavour to obtain the same red precipitate which so point-

edly characterizes the new metal when so combined.
It is perhaps solely to the admixture of this new metal

we should ascribe the present imperfection of platina, that

crucibles formed of the latter are liable to be abraded bv al-

kalies ; a circumstance first noticed, I think, by Mr. Che-
nevix. That this is really the truth, admits, I apprehend,
of very little doubt ; for it has already been observed {Ann.
de Chimie, no. 143. p. 185), that from the malleable platina,

purified by Jannety and Neker Saussure, as much of the

black powder or new metal was obtained as if the same

proportion of crude platina had been employed. This fact

has since been partly confirmed in a note in the last Philo-

sophical Journal. \

How far this imperfection of platina may in future be

obviated by subtracting this new metal, still remains to be

ascertained ; we may, however, reasonably expect, that, be-

sides making a complete cure of this defect, the nature and

properties of this very singular substance must put on such
a change of dress as to render a revision and new arrange-
ment of the whole history of platina absolutely necessary.

With much esteem I remain, sir,

Your obedient servant,

Jos. Hume*
Lonr: Acre, ^

June u, 1804.

vr. Ex-
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VI. Experiments on the Yolk of Wool; with some Obser*

vations on the Washing and Bleaching of Wool. By
M. VAUaUELIN*.

Oeveral chemists have thought that the yolk of wool f is

a fat matter; others, finding that it dissolves in water, have
not adopted the same opinion. Chemical analysis can alone

decide this question, which is the object of the present

paper.

1st, Water discharges much colour from wool
; and this

liquid acquires colour, odour, and taste.

2d, The water with which wool has been washed is

milky, like an emulsion of gum-resin^ and it passes with

difficulty through paper.

3d, It suffers to be deposited by rest a mixture of sand,
carbonate of lime, and several other foreign bodies : it

froths by agitation and heat like a solution of soap.

4th, Water with which wool has been washed, when fil-

tered and evaporated furnishes a brown extract, thick like

syrup, of ail acrid, Salt, and bitter taste : in this state it still

retains the odoiir peculiar to it.

5th, Alcohol applied to this extract dissolves a part which
communicates to it a reddish brown colour. If the alcohol

be separated by evaporation from this substance, it exhibits

the appearance of thick, viscous, and 'transparent honev.
The other properties which appeared to me in this sub-

stance were as follow :

1st, It dissolves readily in water, and the solution is im-»

mediately coagulated by acids, which separate from it grease
insoluble in water. This matter, when thus separated by
acids, collects itself very slowly^ and has a yellowish co-

lour. Acids, as will be seen hereafter, hold a great quan-
tity of it in solution, which gives them a reddish brown co-<

lour. By evaporation the greater part of this substance dis-

solves by acids, deposits itself under the form of black bi-

tumen; and salts, with a base of potash and of lime, are

obtained from it. These salts cannot be obtained in a state

of purity and whiteness till after several calcinations and so-

lutions, as the fat matter is v«ry adhesive.

At the same time that the acids precipitate this fat mat^

ter, they expel a certain quantity of acetous acid, very per*

* From the Annates de Chimlc> No. 14.1*

f The French call it suint.

No. 73k June 1804,
.

C ceptible
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ceptible by its odour. Concentrated sulphuric acid black-*

ens the thickened yolk, and disengages from it some vapours
of muriatic acid.

2d, Lime water renders the solution of yolk turbid and

milky ; but it forms in it no coagulum, as in a solution of

common soap.

3d, Neither caustic alkalies nor quicklime show the pre-
sence of ammonia.

4th, Nitrate of silver produces in it a yellow precipitate,
which adheres to the sides of the vessel in the manner of a

greasy substance. This precipitate dissolves in a great part
in nitric acid.

The part of yolk insoluble in alcohol has still a salt taste,

but fainter than the
portion

soluble in that reagent. After

being thus treated with alcohol, it does not redissolve en-

tirely in water
;
there remains a glutinous matter of a gray

colour, which effervesces with acids : this announces the

presence of an alkaline carbonate. The portion which re-

tains its solubility in water, communicates to it a reddish

colour and a salt savour : its solution is not rendered turbid

by acids, as it was before being treated with alcohol. Caustic

alkalies do not disengage from it ammonia
;
muriate of ba-

rytes forms in it a very abundant depot, the greater part of

which dissolves in water ; nitrate of silver occasions in it

also a precipitate which partly dissolves in nitric acid. Al-
cohol precipitates this matter under the form of a mucilage,
which is speedily deposited.

Nitrate of iron mixed with the solution of this substance

formed in it a brown precipitate, and the liquor at the end
of some days furnished a pretty large quantity of nitrate of

potash.
The filtered liquor of yolk decomposed by dilute nitric

acid blackens by evaporation, exhales vapours of sulphuric

acid, and becomes carbonaceous in proportion as the con-

centration of the sulphuric acid takes place. The residuum

being then washed with water, and the solution properly

evaporated, furnishes crystals of neutral sulphate of potash ;

but there remains a great deal in solution in consequence of

the superabundant acid, which reduces it to the state of

acidulous salt ; by longer evaporation this salt crystallizes
in needles, and into laminae of a white pearly colour. During
the course of these successive evaporations, another kind of
salt presents itself under the form of flattened needles of a

satin white colour and without any taste.

This salt,when carefully examined, appeared to me to be

nothing:
5
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nothing but sulphate of lime. It differs, however, from it

in several respects; for example, it fuses much sooner in

the flame of the blow-pipe into a globule transparent while

in a state of fusion, but which becomes opake when fixed:

it is also much more soluble in water, and yet does not

contain acid in excess, as I fully assured myself. A solu-

tion of it in water precipitates abundantly muriate of barytes
and oxalate of ammonia : one of these precipitates is sul-

.phate of barytes, and the other oxalate of lime. The solu-

tion is rendered turbid neither by lime nor by ammonia. It

appears then that it is a modification of the sulphateof lime,
which is probably produced by the proportion of the ele-

ments. It is possible therefore that this salt may still con-
tain some portions of fat matter, which, by decomposing the

sulphate of lime and forming a little sulphuret, might faci-

litate the fusion. I regret that I had not a sufficient quan-
tity of this salt to examine its properties more in detail.

The yolk of wool dissolved in water, when filtered, thick-

ened, and distilled with weak sulphuric acid, furnished a

liquor in which I readily distinguished the presence of the

acetic acid by its odour, its savour, and the properties of
the salts which it formed with different bases, and particu-

larly with lime and potash. This matter therefore contains

acetic acid, which, no doubt, is in part combined in it with
,the potash. It contains also a little muriate of potash; for

it forms with the solution of silver an abundant precipitate
which is not entirely soluble in nitric acid, and it gives by
distillation with sulphuric acid sensible traces of muriatic

acid, which is found mixed with acetic acid.

Yolk, when evaporated to dryness and strongly heated in

a silver crucible, swells up, becomes charred, and exhales

some foetid ammoniacal vapours ; oily fumes then arise,

which inflame, and when the
greater part of the oil is dis-

sipated it becomes red and calmly fuses. At this period, if

it be poured on marble, a matter is obtained which becomes
fixed on

cooling,
has a grayish colour, and a very caustic

alkaline taste : if this substance be then dissolved in water,

nothing remains but an infinitely small quantity of carbona-
ceous matter, and the liquor, by evaporation, gives real

potash slightly
carbonated.

It results from these experiments that the oil or
grease,

the presence of which in yolk has been proved by acids, is

combined with potash in the state of a real animal soap ;

that, besides, there is a portion of carbonate of potash if*

excess, since the acids produce in the solution of yolk, when
concentrated, a pretty strong spumous effervescence. Be-

C 2 sides
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sides the substances already mentioned, yolk contains a cer-

tain quantity of animal matter; for it gives by distillation

very sensible traces of ammonia, and an oil the foetid odour

of which has a considerable resemblance to that furnished

by animal matters.

Yolk then is composed, 1st, of soap with a base of pot-

ash, which forms the greater part of it : 2d, a small quan-

tity of the carbonate ofpotash : 3d, a considerable quantity
of acetite of' potash: 4th, lime, with the state of the com-
bination of which I am unacquainted : 5th, a small por-
tion of muriate of potash : 6th, a peculiar animal matter,

to which I ascribe the particular odour of yolk.
In my opinion, all these matters, which are essential to the

nature of yolk, are not found in it accidentally, for I have

always found them in a great number of the {JifTerent kind*

of wool both of Spain and of France.

I shall not speak here of the other matters insoluble in

water, which are found also on wool, such as the carbonate

of lime, sand, filth of every kind,
—these being evidently

accidental.

It still remains to determine whether all the matters

which exist in yolk are the product of cutaneous perspira-
tion accumulated and thickened on the wool, or whether

they are contracted in cots or other places where sheep re-

side. It is very certain that all the elements proper for the

formation of the matters contained in yolk are found in the

excrements of these animals, and in the vegetables which

serve them as litter. I cannot, however, believe that the

whole is the effect of beds of dung ;
on the contrary, I am of

opinion that the perspired humour is the principal source.

The analysis of dunghills would give us no certain in-

formation on this subject, because the matters found in

them might have been deposited by the sheep themselves.

But even if we suppose, what appears to be very proba-

ble, that the principles of yolk arise from the humour of

perspiration,
do these matters issue in this manner from

the body of the animal, and do they not experience any

change during their remaining on the wool ? This is a

question to which it would be difficult to give a decisive

answer. We can only presume that in wool, as in all very

compound substances deprived of movement, there are ef-

fected changes, of which, in the present case, we know nei-

ther the mode nor the cause.

Yolk being, as already seen, a real soap soluble in water

and in alcohol, it appears that there can be no better me-
thod of scouring wool than to wash it in running water.

But
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But I must observe that there is on wool a small quantity
of greasy matter not in combination with the alkali, and
which adhering to the wool makes it retain something
pitchy, notwithstanding the most careful washing.

But if wool be put into tubs, and the quantity of water

necessary for moistening it be poured over it ; and if it be
suffered to remain in that bath, for some time, often treacling
it down, it will be much better scoured, and become whiter

by washing it afterwards in running water.

Scourers are accustomed to macerate their wool in pu-
trefied urine, and it is generally believed that the ammonia
which is thus developed effects the scouring j

but I have
6ome reasons for thinking that this alkali is of no use. This
effect is owing rather to the yolk itself, or to some other

principle -of the urine, to uree for example ; and my opi-
nion is founded on the following circumstance :

—I put
washed wool into a current of water in a mixture of sal-

ammoniac and common potash. This mixture had a strong
odour of ammonia; and yet the wool was not scoured,
because this alkali does not form, or forms only with diffi-

culty, a saponaceous compound with the greasy matter of
wool. I am of opinion then, from these observations, that

putrid urine is almost useless in scouring wool, at least so

far as its ammonia is concerned.
If the utility of putrid urine be at least doubtful, it is on

the other hand very certain that fresh urine would be very
prejudicial in regard to the proposed end ; for the soap con-
tained in yolk would incontestably experience a decomposi-
tion by the acid of urine, which would precipitate the grease
on the wool.

I suspect that the same effect would be produced by
washing wool in water containing earthy salts, which, as

is well known, decompose alkaline soaps. For this reason
it is always prudent to employ for this purpose the purest
water possible to be obtained.

The case is not the same with soapy water ; it perfectly

completes the scouring of the wool, and at the same time

gives them more whiteness. If wool then, after being
washed in running water till it gives no more filth, be suf->

fered to macerate for some hours in a twentieth part only of
its weight of soap, dissolved by, a sufficient quantity of tepid
water, often treading it down, it will be entirely freed from
the small portion of grease still adhering to it, and then ex-
hibit a softness and a degree of whiteness which it would
pot have acquired without this operation.
Yolk itself a little concentrated, as I have alreadv an-

C 3 nounced,
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nounced, has an efficacious action on the portion of grease
which is not in the saponaceous state

;
for I observed that

by pouring over wool no more water than the quantity ne-.

cessary to cover it completely, it was much better scoured,

especially with a slight degree of heat, than when washed in,

running water. But I observed also that wool which had
remained a long time in its own yolk swelled up, split, and

lost its strength ;
effects which take place also in too strong

soapy water.

If the water of
yolk causes wool to swell and to split in

this manner, may it not be possible that this accident often

takes place on the backs of the animals, especially during
warm damp weather, or when they are shut up in folds the

litter of which is not often enough removed ? It may not

be impossible also that the acridity of yolk may occasion an

irritation in their skin, and prove the cause of some of those

maladies to which this organ is subject in these animals,
and which must occur chiefly during damp warm weather :

fortunately, at this season, they are occasionally exposed to

rains, which wash them arid carry off at least a part of this

matter, In this respect I am inclined to adopt the opinion
of those who think that the washing of sheep during dry
warm weather may be useful to their health and to the qua-
lity of the wool.

The loss which wool experiences by scouring is variable.

The greatest I ever observed was 45 per cent., and the least

35. The wool, indeed, which I washed was exceedingly

dry. This loss does not arise entirely from the yolk it con-

tains : moisture, earth, and filth of every kind contribute to

it also.

I have made some attempts to bleach scoured wool
;
but

I confess that I did not carry them so far as they deserved :

I observed in general that wool which had been immersed
in soapy water bleached much better, by every method, than

that which had not been subjected to the same operation.
The sulphurous acid dissolved in water bleaches it pretty
well

;
but it does not remove the yellow colour acquired by

wool in the groin and under ihe shoulders of sheep. Wool
in liquid sulphurous acid acquires the property of" making
a noise between the fingers like sulphurated silk, and at the

same time contracts a foetid odour exceedingly strong,
which is not dissipated till a long time after.

I have not tried $ie steam of burnt sulphur ; but every

body knows that it whitens wool exceedingly well, and that

it is employed by all manufacturers of woollen stuffs to give
them the last degree of whiteness. Of all the means I tried

\ for
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for bleaching wool, I found none better than that of ex-

posing it on the grass, to the dew and the sun, after being
well scoured with weak soapy water : the yellow spots,

however, observed in that of the flanks are not entirely de-

stroyed ; their intensity only decreases.

VII. Letter to Dr, Thornton from Mr. Arthur Aikin,

sir,

x ou have very satisfactorily
shown that the author of the

critique upon your "New Illustration of the Sexual System
of Linnaeus," in the Annual Review, is but slenderly ac-r

quainted with the science of astronomy : you would also

have been perfectly justified in drawing the same conclusion
with regard to the editor, who, if he had been aware of it,

would not have permitted so grievous an error as that which

you have exposed, to pass uncorrected.

I am sorry to find, however, that your otherwise laudable

zeal ill your own vindication has betrayed you into an un-

generous and unjust allusion to Dr. Rees's Cyclopaedia. If

you have any authority for believing that I am concerned
in that respectable publication, you must know that the

only departments in which I have engaged to furnish arti-

cles are those of chemistry and mineralogy, sciences which
have no more connexion with astronomy than astronomy
has with botany.

I have the honour to be, yours, &c.

Arthur Aikin,
Broad-street, Buildings,

June 1, 1804.. ,

VIII. Letter to the Editor of the Philosophical Magazine,
ly the Author of the Review of Dr. Thornton's Must
tration of the Sexual System of Linnceus, given in the

Annual Review.

v SIR'

X ou are perfectly right in your persuasion that the editor

of the Annual Review did not write the criticism on Dr.
Thornton's great national work, and that he is not respon-
sible for its mistakes and demerits. The author of that ar-

ticle has long since learnt that no real honour is lost by the

ready acknowledgment of, an error. He is thankful even

C4 tO
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to Dr. Thornton for making him acquainted with facta

which had escaped his notice, and which are not mentioned
in most, if any, of our English professed treatises on astro-

nomy. In his younger years he studied the mathematical

principles of that very extensive science, in connection with
the other essential parts of what is esteemed a regular edu-
cation. Professional and other circumstances soon directed

his chief attention to other pursuits. But, though occupied
in what to him were more important concerns, he did not

entirely relinquish what had given him a high pleasure.
In subsequent periods of his life he recalled to his memory
the knowledge which he had formerly acquired, by care-

fully reading Rutherford's System of Natural Philosophy
and Nicholson's Introduction

;
and a very little time before

he engaged in the very irksome task of reviewing the vaunted

Illustration of the Sexual System of Linnaeus, he had hap-

pened to take a cursory view of professor Vince's Complete
System of Astronomy. In these standard works there is

not a word concerning a satellite of Venus ; and so little

credit has its existence obtained with our English astrono-

mers, that Mr. Vince, though he gives a detailed account
of Cassini's dispoveries, passes it (Over in silence. There-
viewer was not ignorant that, among other advantages ex-

pected to be derived from the two transits of Venus over the

sun, which, fortunately for the astronomers of the time, hap-

pened within eight years of each other, it had been sug-

fested,

that if Venus have a moon, it must then be seen.
Jone of the able astronomers who solicitously viewed this

interesting phenomenon in different parts of the world, per-
ceived any appearance of a secondary planet. The reviewer^
therefore, believed that the question, which in his appre-
hension had been only a speculative one, was completely
decided. But he feels no reluctance to confess, that had he
been aware of the observations related in the Encyclopaedia
pritannica, or if he had happened to consult Dr. Rees's

folio edition of Chambers, to which he had readier access,
that passage which Dr. Thornton has exclusively selected

for animadversion would not have been written. He has

made a blot which, he trusts, will not be thought.very dis-

graceful to one who never professed himself a thorough pro-
ficient in the game. This blot Dr. Thornton has fairly hit;

and he has a right to avail himself of it as far as it will go.
But he must make many more such hits, or he will not save

his gammon. The moon of Venus, as he himself owns,
has only a very remote connection with the object of his

work. And he has not attempted to invalidate any of the

6 serious
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serious objections which have been made to it as a system
of botany, professing to lead the young student, step by
step, from the threshold to the inmost recesses of the sci-

ence. lf.Dr. Thornton will prove that he has been igno-

rantly or maliciously misrepresented, and that the work, as

far as it has proceeded, has realized the greatness of its pro-
mise, the reviewer will take shame to himself, and kiss the

rod. Till then he must take the liberty to declare, that his

opinion of Dr. Thornton, as a writer, remains unaltered.

The work and the review are before the public. Those who
understand the subject will decide between them. To their

impartial judgment he calmly and respectfully leaves it ;

and is at the same time, sir, your constant reader and
humble servant, Y. Z.

IX. Experiments to ascertain whether tKere exists any
Affinity betwixt Carbon and Clay> Lime and Silex, se~

,

parately or as Compounds united with the Oxide of Iron

forming Iron Ores and Iron Stones. By David Mushet,
Esq. of the Colder Iron- Works*.

[Continued from our last volume, p. 398.]

X o prove that there exists any affinity betwixt clay and

carbon, or that the latter unites to the former either by
fusion or cementation,' the following experiments were
made :

I. 100 grains of well dried Sturbridge clay were intro-

duced into a crucible of the same clay, and exposed in the

assay-furnace till the pot began to sink and lose shape.
When cold, I found the clay resolved into a neat semi-sphe-
rical mass firmly connected together, of a pale straw co-

lour, but without any symptoms of fusion. It easily parted
from the crucible, and weighed 83 grains.

II. J 00 grains of the same clay, reduced to a fine powder
and mixed with half a grain of lamp carbon, were exposed
to a similar heat as No. I. The result was a mass every

way the same in point of shape, but the colour was blueish

gray throughout the whole. The carbon had completely
disappeared, and seemed now only to exist as the colour-

ing matter in the clay. A few specks of vitrification were
evident upon the surface that had been in contact with the

crucible. The mass weighed 81 grains, and had therefore

lost in water J 9 grains.

* Communicated by the Author,
III. 100
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III. 100 grains of the same clay were exposed 'with two-

grains
of lamp carbon. The latter disappeared, and a par^

tially vitrified mass of clay was obtained of a blackish blue
colour.

IV. 100 grains of clay and 3 grains of carbon afforded a
result similar, though without any symptoms of vitrification.

A portion of carbon equal to half a grain remained untaken

up,
V. 100 grains of clay were exposed in a Cornwall clay

crucible along with 8 grains of carbon, to a heat of 1 70?
of Wedgwood. The result was a mass more friable than

any of the former. Its colour was black, and the interior of
the crucible was covered with a dark lead blue glaze, which
had penetrated a little way into the thickness.

,

As was ex-

pected, a considerable quantity of the carbon remained un-
taken up. It is presumable, therefore, from these experi-
Hients, that the addition of charcoal, in quantity not exceed-

ing l-50th or !-40th the weight of the clay, hastens its

fusibility by uniting with it, but that beyond' this propor-
tion the fusibility of the mixture is retarded.

In the fabrication of crucibles the same fact is clearly
illustrated. Cast steel

pots
are frequently made with pow^

dered black lead pots mixed with the Sturbridge clay. This
lenders them more fusible, but less apt to clink in heating
and cooling. An extra dose of either black lead or coke dust
in forming smaller crucibles decreases the fusibility, but by
impairing the tenacity of the compound in high heats en-
tails an evil of as great importance as that meant to be re-

moved.
VI. A Sturbridge clay crucible filled with charcoal, upon

which a lid was accurately fitted, was exposed to a heat of
sufficient strength to melt it into a flattish cake. In this

state the consistency was soft, and nearly entering into fu-
sion. When cold, I found a great portion of the charcoal
still inclosed. The interior of the pot was of a rusty black

colour, and honey-combed. The fracture was porous,

throughout, and exhibited an imperfect glassy appearance
of a dirty black colour. The fracture of vitrified Sturbridge
clay in general is white, and even when urged to fusion is

of a dull yellowish colour. The result now obtained was
different from the common appearances, evidently in con-

sequence of the quantity of charcoal inclosed, and readily
presented to the clay at a high temperature.

VII. Fifty grains of SturbYidge clay, mixed with 3 grains
of chalk, or nearly 1-1 7th of its" weight, were melted into a

whitish
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whitish yellow porcelain, which had flown freely upon the

bottom of the crucible.

VIII. Fifty grains of the same clay, mixed with 5 grains,
or l-10th of chalk, were easily reduced into a blackish glass,
The surface was shining; the fracture spotted with whitish

brown concretions; but the general appearance was a black

incompact semi-glass.
IX. Fifty grains of clay mixed with 3 grains of chalk, to

which was added half a grain of carbon, yielded a dense

porcelain glass of a dull lead-blue colour. The carbon had

totally disappeared. This result, so very different from
No. VII, was occasioned simply by the addition of the mi-
nute portion of carbon.

X. Fifty grains of the same clay, mixed with 3 grains of
chalk and 1 grain of carbon, yielded a mass half elass

and half porcelain. The colour a deep black. The char-

coal had entirely disappeared.
XI. Fifty grains of clay, 3 grains of chalk, and 1J grain

of carbon, yielded an unshapely mass, composed of very
dark glass, and the mixture in a vitrified gritty state. A
quarter of a grain of carbon remained untaken up.

XII. Fifty grains of vitrified Sturbridge clay pot, finely

pounded, was mixed with 5 grains of chalk, and fused into

a beautiful red spotted porcelain very much resembling
some varieties of porphyry. The surface was more glassy
than the fracture, shining, and covered with wavy and cir-

cular impressions. The colour was most probably owing to

the oxide of iron contained in the chalk. The great differ-

ence betwixt this and the result of No. VIII, wherein „the

same proportions, but with raw clay, were used, and in

, which a black glass was obtained, might be owing to the

absence of water, which in the former might tend to super-

oxygenate the iron. In the latter experiment the vitrified

clay could contain little or no water; and if the affinity which

clay is generally admitted to have for oxygen was exerted,

the iron might in the last experiment be considerably de-

oxidated, and give the singular tinge of red to the whole
mass.

XIII. Fifty grains of vitrified clay, 3 grains of chalk,
and 1-i grain of carbon, were thoroughly mixed, and sub-

jected to a heat similar to the former. The result was a

convex button of glass, of a flirty blueish black colour.

Upon breaking the mass I found it hollow, and entirely
filled with a beautiful arrangement of a mixture of the car-

bonaceous matter and the residuum ash. The group was

fibrous resembling down, and so extremely light as to ele-

vate
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vate itself upon the slightest motion given
to the glass. The

quantity of carbon thus obtained weighed short of I -8th of
a grain. Upon examining the fracture of the glass I found
its colour darken as it approached the cell where the char-

coal was found, and neither so dense nor perfect as towards
the surface or extremities of the mass.

It will appear, therefore, conclusive from these experi-

ments, that carbon unites to Sturbridge clay either by ce-

mentation or fusion, and the quantities will be to the dif-

ferent states of the clay respectively as follows :

Raw Sturbridge clay in cementation causes to disap-

pear 2-J per cent, of carbon, and is thereby changed from
a pale straw to a blackish blue colour. Experiments No. I,

II, III, and IV.
Raw Sturbridge clay, fused by the assistance of chalk,

causes to disappear 2-£ per cent, of carbon, and thereby

changes its colour from a yellowish porcelain to a hetero-

geneous mass of black glass and gritty vitrified clay. Expe-
riments No. VII, VIII, IX, X, and XL
But as this clay was found to contain from 18 to 20 per

cent, of water, it was probable that part of the carbon would
be carried off by the water in the act of evaporation.

Vitrified clay was used, and a portion of charcoal disap-
peared in contact with it equal to

2-J- per cent., changing
the colour from a kind of blood red to a blackish blue co«r

lour. Experiments No. XII and XIII.
XIV. One of Wedgwood's rolls, weighing 27 grains, was

heated to 163°, and then weighed 20 grains. It was
x

then

put into a crucible filled with charcoal, and exposed for two
hours to a stronger degree of heat. It was then found to

weigh 187-J grains. Its surface was
entirely glazed, of a

blackish blue colour. Its fracture presented a small ring
of the same colour, proceeding from the circumference of
the roll. The interior was pure white. The colour in no
place exceeded the limits of the circle.

XV. A portion of very pure Cornwall clay was exposed
in a crucible made of the same stuff, and, after a heat of
1 7 1° of Wedgwood, I found the clay loosely connected toge-
ther, gritty, and easily pulverized. I returned it with a por-
tion of carbon, and gave it the whole "power of the furnace
for half an hour. The result was a pulverulent mass of

grayish gritty clay, in which the whole of the charcoal em-
ployed had disappeared.
XVI. Twenty grains

of pure Cornwall clay, 11 grains of

water, and 2 grains of lamp carbon, were formed into a
small ball, which was dried, and afterwards exposed to a

high
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high heat. I found the ball vitrified throughout, and pos-
sessed of an uniform black fracture, slightly porous from
the excessive heat. A fragment of raw clay, weighing \5

grains, was placed at a little distance from the ball in the

same pot. It was found perfectly vitrified and glazed, in
'

the same manner as the roll in Experiment XIV. The co-
loration had penetrated a considerable way further towards
the centre of the piece than in the case of the roll, probably

owing to the spongy texture of this clay in its native state.

The ball weighed, after being exposed, 17 grains ; being five

less than the weight of the clay and carbon. The mass of

clay 18} grains^ being 2£ less thari when introduced. The

quantity of water in the clay being nearly 15 per cent.

XVII. Fifty grains of raw Cornwall clay were mixed
with 5 grains of chalk, and fused into a button of beautiful

white porcelain. The colour of the fracture was uniformly
pure throughout.

XVIII. Fifty grains of the same clay, mixed with 5 grains
of chalk and half a grain of lamp carbon, formed by fusion

a very perfect glass of considerable density. The colour
was light lead-blue, and possessed considerable transparency.
XIX. Fifty grains of Cornwall clay, 5 grains of chalk,

and I grain of carbon, afforded by fusion a glass of a darker

colour than the former, but not so perfect, arising from an

apparent extra dose of carbon* The charcoal, however,
had disappeared, and from the increased colour of the glass
its combination was obvious.

XX. Fifty grains of Cornwall clay, 5 grains of chalk,
and li. grain of carbon, yielded a porous mass of porcelain
of a very dark rusty black colour. The whole of the carbon

disappeared.
XXI. The same experiment repeated with the addition

of half a grain, or in all 2 grains of carbon. The result

was a semi-fused mass of vitrified matter, the fracture of
which resembled porcelain. The colour was darker than in

No. XX, and *
grain of carbon remained untaken up.

XXII. Cornwall clay, vitrified in 168° of Wedgwood:
50 grains of this, finely pounded, were mixed with 5 grains
of chalk, and fused into a primrose-coloured porcelain glass.
This result differs as much from No. XVII, wherein the

same proportion of mixture was used with raw clay, as

No. XII did from No. VII, in the experiments with Stur-

bridge clay. The latter contained from 1 8 to 20 per cent.

of water, the former about 15.

XXIII. Cornwall clay, vitrified, 50 grains, mixed with
5 grains of chalk and 1 grain of carbon, yielded by fusion

« very
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.a very perfect dark lead-blue glass. The carbon had en>

tirely disappeared.
XXIV. The same proportions of vitrified Cornwall clay

and chalk, were exposed in the furnace, intimately mixed
with 1-J grain of carbon. The result was a mass of very
fine porcelain minutely porous, of a dull blackish lead co-

lour. No remains of carbon were visible.

XXV. Fifty grains of the same clay, mixed with 5 grains
of chalk and 2 grains of carbon, were fused into a spongy
mass of very black porcelain, somewhat tinged with blue.

A few flakes of carbon were found upon the surface of the

product, mixed with some snowy white flowers supposed
to have come from the residuum ash of the carbon. As
soon as the cover was broken from the crucible they began
to elevate themselves, and float lightly about.

The same experiments were performed with a fifth in

place of a tenth part of chalk to clay ; and similar results,
but more fusible products, obtained. One deduction only,
different from the others, I was able decidedly to make,-r~
that the addition of from l-50th to l-100dth part of carbon,
when a fifth of chalk was used, increased the fusibility of

the mixture from 168° to 152° of Wedgwood.
It appears therefore generally conclusive, that carbon

unites to Cornwall clay either in cementation (see Experi-
ments No. XIV, XV, and XVI,) or in fusion, and probably
in a much greater proportion, changing the colour of the

products from milky white, through various shades of lead

blues, to black : increasing the fusibility with small por-
tions, and changing porcelain to glass : then again retard-

ing the fusibility when an extra quantity is used, and de-

stroying the perfection of the glass, and producing a spongy
porcelain. The greatest quantity united,' or which disap-

peared in the experiments with raw clay, amounted to 1£

grains to 50 of clay, or
3-J- per cent., No. XXI. But as

.Cornwall clay contains nearly 15 parts of water in 100, vi-

trified clay was used, and the experiments with it indicated

an absorption of carbon equal to 4 grains in the 100, or

1- J5th part the weight of the clay No. XXV.
XXVI. A portion of pure clay

was taken, and, after being
introduced into a crucible made of Cornwall clay, was ex-

posed for an hour to the greatest heat of a furnace 8 inches

square, with a chimney 48 feet in height. The crucible was
found considerably furrowed on the sides, but quite erect.

The clay remained pure and unchanged, but much reduced

in bulk. It, however, possessed a roughness and asperity
.which it had not before its introduction.

XXVII.
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. XXVII. Fifteen grains of pure clay were mixed with J of
a grain of carbon, and exposed for an hour to a heat of 165*

oi Wedgwood. I found the clay quite unaltered as to co-

lour. The charcoal had glazed the interior of the crucible

in place of uniting to the pure clay. This led me to infer

that the combination of carbon was not in the ratio of the

absolute temperature, but in the ratio of the fusibility of
the mass. In all these experiments I found that carbon
united with S'turbridge clay at an inferior temperature to

that at which it combined with Cornwall clay, the fusibility
of the former being much greater than that of the latter j

and I found it quite impossible to colour pure clay by the

most minute particle of carbon. In place of 15 grains, I

found the product only weighed 7. Lost 8 grains of water.

XXVIII. Twenty grains of pure clay were exposed to

1 6*6? of Wedgwood, and then found to weigh only 8 grains.
This was mixed with 2 grains of pure lime and half a grain
of carbon, and an imperfect reduction obtained. The mass
was only partially vitrified.

XXIX. Twenty grains of pure clay and I grains of pure
lime were intimately mixed and exposed. The result was a

very perfect glass arranged in detached irregular columns
or crystals upon the bottom of a Cornwall clay pot. The

purity of these masses was entire. The colour generally

whitish, but in some places tinged with pale yellow.
XXX. Twenty grains of pure clay, 5 grains of pure lime,

and 1 grain of carbon, were exposed for an hour ; when I

obtained a small flat button of earth, hollow in the centre

and entirely black upon its upper surface. It, however, con-
tained a portion cf the clay and lime, white, and rough as if

granulated. In a few places, symptoms of vitrification and

glass were evident. The charcoal had disappeared, and the

interior of the pot remained unglazed. In point of weight,
the whole mass was reduced to a fraction more than ten

grains.
XXXI. Twenty grains of pure clay, 5 grains* of pure

lime, and 2 grains of carbon, formed bv fusion a rough
half-softened mass of an uniformly black colour. The char-
coal was all united to the clay ;

but a small portion of the

mixture, in a pulverulent form, and of a gray colour, re-

mained unfused, which indicated a saturation of the car-

bonaceous principle, first manifested in excess by retarding
the fusibility of the mixture.

It would appear from these experiments, that pure clay
causes to disappear a quantity of carbonaceous matter equa!
to l-10th part of its weight; but as the clay operated upon.

contained
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contained nearly 6-10ths its weight of water, I deemed it

necessary to prepare a few experiments with clay dried in a

heat of 1 65°, and used almost immediately when taken from
the crucible.

XXXII. Twenty grains of pure clay thus prepared were

mixed with l-4th its weight of pure lime, and exposed in

a Cornwall clay crucible to 170° of Wedgwood. The re-

sult was a partially coagulated mass, slightly adhesive, gra-
nulated, and resembling very fine silex. The want of fusion

in this experiment arose from the extra quantity of real clay
introduced by means of depriving it of its water.

XXXIII. Twenty grains of the same clay, mixed with

10 grains of pure lime, were fused into a transparent glo-
bule of glass of a milky white colour.

XXXIV. This mixture, fused with 1 grain of carbon,

yielded a fine glass of a blueish crystal colour. The char-

coal was most evidently united in the mass, which exhibited

a cloudy water, as if the glass had inclosed a fine charcoal-

coloured vapour. This so completely deceived me, that I
broke the glass with a view to liberate it, but found it dense

and solid throughout.
XXXV. Twenty grains of pure clay, 10 grains of pure

lime, and 2 grains of carbon, were intimately mixed, and
fused into a black porcelain mass. The surface was dull

and earthy, but the fracture possessed considerable lustre.

Half a grain of carbon remained untaken up; so that In-

grain had united to the mass in fusion. It may therefore

be concluded, that pure clay deprived of all moisture, reck-

oning the calcareous earth to have been neutral, absorbs

*}\ per cent, of carbon, or betwixt 1 -13th and l-14th part
its own weight.
An abstract of the quantities of carbon united to the dif-

ferent substances now operated upon in one fusion, will

stand thus :

Sturbridge clay, vitrified, absorbs of carbon 2-f per cent.

Cornwall ditto ditto * 4
Pure clay dried in a heat of 1 65° Wcdg* 7£
It is further probable, that were the products thus ob-

tained by single fusion reduced and re-fused, with addi-

tional doses of carbon, that a still greater combination of

carbon would take place, and a greater alteration upon the

results ensue.

I shall conclude this branch of the inquiry with the fol-

lowing remarks :

J st, The combination of carbon with clay uniformly
tends to form a black porous porcelain, sometimes resem-

bling
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bling the coarsest lavas or cinders that come from the blast-

furnace.

2d, From this circumstance I would endeavour to explain in

part a chief constituent in the scouring cinder of the blast-fur-

nace, not hitherto explicable upon common grounds. When
these circumstances unite to produce this cinder at the fur-

nace, it flows copiously of a black spongy texture, frequently

igniting sparks resembling the deflagration of carbon. The

quantity of iron, which has hitherto been deemed its colour-

ing principle^ seldom exceeds 3 percent., and always ap-

peared to me to be inadequate to explain the uncommon

appearance of the cinder. Upon the grounds of clay- ab-

sorbing carbon, it is easy to suppose, should any cir-

cumstance occur in the smelting process to establish an

extra share of affinity betwixt the argillaceous matter of the

ores and the carbon of the fuel, that a considerable portion
of the latter will unite to the former, and change the colour

and form of the lava. The crude iron then will become

decarbonated, as a consequence of this affinity. It will be

deprived of its necessary share of fuel, become inflammable,
and oxidate before the blast. The iron thus debased will

unite to the general current of lava, and account for the

portion of iron which such cinders generally contain. This

explanation is the reverse of what could be formerly ad-

vanced; for the scouring or running of a black porous
cinder could only be attributed to the combustion of the

iron by some more remote cause.

3d, The affinity or tendency which carbon has to unite

with clay is so great, that l-300dth part of the former pro-
duces the most striking varieties in the result. In many
other experiments, not particularized here, I found that

even 1-SOOdth part of carbon produced an effect upon the

product, as to density, colour, and transparency. This

being the case, may' there not exist similar unsuspected
affinities betwixt iron and clay, and betwixt oxygen and

clay, even in the process of smelting ? and may not these

be productive of permanent effects upon the quality of the

manufactured iron ?

4th, I had frequently occasion to notice, in the course of

performing these experiments, the strength of affinity ex-

isting betwixt carbon and the different clays. In one ex-

periment, wherein pure clay and carbon were exposed in a

Cornwall clay crucible with a Sturbridge clay cover, I re-

marked that the pure clay was equally so as when intro-

duced
;
but the interior surface of the crucible was covered

with alight blue glaze, while the top of Sturbridge clay
No. 73. June 1804. D was
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was of a dark colour inclining to black. The charcoal
which was introduced along with the argil had disappeared;
bat the sides and cover of the pot, being composed of clay
which in the same temperature had approached more nearly*
to fusion, had attracted the carbon, from its simple mixture
with the

argil,
and became united to it by a regular process

of cementation.

[To be continued.]

X. A Case of Typhus Fever cured hy the Use of Yeast,

To Mr. Tilloch.
sin,

Xv you think the following history of the cure of a typhus
fever by the use of yeast, worth inserting in your Journal,
it is at your service.

A young gentleman, about thirteen years of age, was
sent home sick from school. The physician who attended

the family was sent for immediately ; he thought it a tri-

fling complaint, and that the child would be well again in

two or three days. The next day, however, he found him
worse : the throat began to ulcerate, and his pulse was very
tmick. He now began to think the disorder was of a serious

nature. The third day he declared him to be in imminent

danger : his pulse was still quicker, his mouth and fauces

so ulcerated that it was with great difficulty he could be
made to swallow any fluid; and blood began to exude from
his eyes, nose, and ears. On the fourth day the symptoms
were all worse, and his neck was swelled to the level of the

chin ; he had so much anxiety that he had obliged the nurse

to remove him continually from one bed to the other, there

being two in the room ; such a quantity of blood was dis-

charged from his ears, that they were obliged to change the

pillow-cases frequently; his pulse was at 140, and the

stench of his chamber was intolerable: finally, the physician
declared he could not possibly live forty-eight hours, and
that it was not probable he would live twenty-four.
At this period, one of the

principals
of the family recol-

lected having read of the wonderful powers of yeast in curing
putrid fevers, and thought he should be perfectly justifiable
in superseding the medicines which had no effect, and

giving the yeast a trial. Some was immediately procured,
and, being diluted with warm water and coarse sugar, was
with great difficulty conveyed to the fauces with a spoon :

he
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hfe presently found himself refreshed, grew calmer, and all

the threatening symptoms began to abate.

The next day, when the physician came, expecting to

find a corpse, he was struck with astonishment : his pulse
was already reduced from 140 to 100 strokes in the minute;
the ulcers had put on a more florid appearance ; he Was per-

fectly tranquil ; and the discharge from his eyes> nose, and

tars, considerably diminished. The yeast Was continued,
and he recovered as rapidly as he had fallen sick—so as, in

a few days, to be perfectly Well.

I have only further to observe, that, as they got a pail of

fermenting wort into his room and skimmed the Veast GfV

occasionally, the precise quantity he look cannot be stated;
but it is estimated that he took three or four table spoonsful!
of pure yeast in twenty-four hours. It was so far from af-

fecting the bowels, that it was found necessary to administer

some opening medicines while he was taking the yeast.
If any persons wish to be further informed, I will give

them a "reference to the parties, who are people of consi-

derable notoriety in the city.
I am sir, your humble servant,

Grocer's Hall Court, J. HeAtH.
March 20, 1804.

Xl. On tJie best hitherto known Methods ofpurifying Colalt

and Nickel from Bismuth, Arsenic, Iron, and Copper,
ivhich in general accompany these Metals; hut particu-

larly on the lest Methods of separating Colalt from
Nickel, or Nickel from Colalt, in the targe Way. By
Dr. RichTer*.

JivERY practical chemist so well knows how difficult it is

to obtain cobalt and nickel free from other metals, that it

is not necessary to say any thing concerning it. The author

of this paper is well known as an able chemist, and his si-

tuation as director of the manufactory of colours for the

royal Berlin porcelain manufactory, has enabled him to ex-

periment upon the subject in the large way. Our present

object is to give the results, which, 110 doubt, will be ac-

ceptable to those who are concerned in similar undertakings.
We shall therefore give an abstract of his paper, which is

as follows :

Let the pulverized ore of cobalt be repeatedly roasteJ

*
frotti Gchlen's Xeiv Journal of Chemistry, vol. u. part i.-p. 61.

D 2 with
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with charcoal powder until no more arsenic (or at least very

little, for it is impossible to tree it wholly from arsenic and

sulphur,) or sulphur is volatilized. Upon the ore thus partly

desulphurated, &x., pour 2-3ds of its weight concentrated

sulphuric acid previously diluted with double its quantity
of water: heat the mixture in earthen pans placed on a sand-

bath nearly to the boiling point, and add to it gradually
nitrate of potash till no further action takes place, or till

no more red vapours
are disengaged. This being done., eva-

porate the whole to dryness, and heat the dry mass strongly;
a new disengagement of red vapours again takes place ; keep

up the heat till no more red fumes are evolved. The heated

mass must then be thrown into water, and its soluble part
washed out by the repeated affusion of this fluid. The in-

soluble residue is to be treated in a similar way till the re-

sidue consists of nothing else but part of the matrix of the

ore.

The before- obtained solution, after having been suffered

to subside, must be decanted or filtered, and mingled with

a solution of carbonate of potash. By this means the bis-

muth and a considerable quantity of iron (frequently also

arseniate of iron) become separated ; sometimes also copper
and nickel, in combination with arsenic acid. The colour

of the precipitate cannot be determined, for it differs ac-

cording to the nature of the ore.

The fluid may now be examined for copper. If a polished

cylinder of iron, after having been immersed in the solution,

acquires the slightest reddish hue, copper may be suspected.
It is, however, not advisable to separate the copper by iron ;

for part of the cobalt would also be precipitated in combina-
tion with the copper, and a loss would thus be occasioned.

It is therefore, more profitable to decompose the. whole solu-

tion at once by carbonate of potash. The precipitate ob-

tained must be washed, dried, and sublimed with muriate

of ammonia.
If the cobalt is contaminated with a small quantity of

copper, that part of the sublimed muriate of ammonia which

escapes undecomposed elevates all the copper, and the sub-

limate has a blueish colour. If a larger quantity of copper
be present, the sublimation must be repeated successively
until the last sublimed muriate does not show any vestige
of copper by the usual tests.

The cobalt thus purified from copper (if it contained any)

may again be dissolved, and the solution decomposed by
carbonate of potash ; taking care to add the alkali in

excess. The precipitate obtained is to be digested in a soju-

5 tiou
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tion of carbonate of potash ; or this trouble may be saved

by adding to the precipitated solution a considerable quan-

tity of carbonate of potash, and then suffering the whole
mixture to boil for some time : we are now sure that the

difficultly soluble arseniates, if any were present, are de-

composed and got rid of.

In order to know the nature of the precipitate, let a

portion of it be neutralized with sulphuric acid ; mingle
the solution with sulphate of ammonia, evaporate the fluid,

and suffer it to crystallize. From the colour of the crystal-

lized salt, the experienced operator may form already some

judgment of what his precipitate principally consists : if,

namely, the crystals have a greenish colour, he is sure they'
contain nickel. In that case, it is necessary to redissolve

and recrystallize them till they acquire a red colour. Should

it, however, happen that during the repeated solution and

recrystallization the salt acquires a more lively green colour,
and that the noncrystallized fluid or mother-liquor acquires a

more lively red colour
;
in that case his principal object should

'

be directed towards the direct separation of the nickel from
the solution. For that purpose, let the whole remaining so-

lution be divided into four equal parts ; neutralize one part

by sulphuric acid, and note the quantity of acid which was

necessary for that purpose, in order to learn the quantity
required for the rest.

To save, however, the expense of the direct application
of sulphuric acid, it is more ceconomical to convert the

quantity of sulphuric acid necessary for the saturation of
the precipitate into sulphate of ammonia, by making it act

on muriate of ammonia. The muriatic acid, though not
wanted in the process in view, and the sulphate of ammo-
nia which will thus be obtained, will amply repay the ex-

pense incurred.

The sulphate of ammonia must be dissolved in water, and
the before-obtained precipitate digested in this solution. If

the whole precipitate should not become dissolved, sulphuric
acid may be added to effect a solution. This, however, will

be seldom found to be the case. Should the solution be tur-

bid, suffer it to stand undisturbed to subside ; for it may
happen that a minute quantity of arseniate or oxide of iron,
or both, becomes deposited, which is in proportion to the

care with which the operator has conducted his former pro-
cesses.

The clear fluid must then be evaporated at a low heat till

a considerable pellicle appears, and then suffered to cool :

D 3 green
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green crystals of nickel will then be obtained, which prove
that this metal was present in a considerable quantity ;

whereas, on the contrary, the crystals are of a reddish hue.

Remove the crystals, and let the fluid be repeatedly evapo-
rated and crystallized till the last crop of crystals are red.

The remaining fluid then contains no more nickel $ it may
therefore be crystallized.
The obtained crops of crystals, which are more or less of

a beautiful red, should be put together, redissolved, and

recrystallized repeatedly, till a new crystallization does not

increase their beauty.
The obtained green crystals of nickel are treated in a si-

milar manner till their green colour does not become more

lively by a fresh crystallization. These tedious processes
of crystallization may be considerably shortened if the ope-
rator picks his crops of crystals, or sorts and dissolves them

accordingly.
The cobaltic solution of nickel, or the solution of nickel

soiled with cobalt, as it may be called, according to the

nature of the solution, may be purified respectively by sul-

phate of ammonia and subsequent repeated crystallizations;
a process which can by far more easily be adhered to in the

large wav than any of the methods now made use of. I

need hardly mention that both the salts may be decomposed
by carbonate of potash, and the carbonate of nickel and car-

bonate of cobalt be reduced in the usual way.

XII. Fifteenth Communication from Dr. Thornton,
relative to Pneumatic Medicine.

To Mr. Tilloch.

May ao, 1804.

SITl, No. 1, Hind-streer, Manchester-square*,

JL ii k following is an account of the efficacy of the oxy-

genated marine acid gas in a case of chlorosis or green sick-

ness ; and I have not any additional information to add,

although the cure was accomplished in the year 1795, be-

cause my success in such disorders has been uniform with
the simple oxygen gas orvital air, properly diluted, aided

by tonic medicines
;
and this gas has little or no irritating

effect upon the lungs, which the other gas, if not properly

diluted, undoubtedly has
;
and it is the part of the prudent

phvsician to apply the mildest means, when these are gene-

rally found to answur.

Letter
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Letter from John Biggs, Esq. to Dr. Thornton.

SIR, Iping, near Midhurst.
In answer to your letter I need not inform you that I

have a patent for the bleaching of paper, which is accom-

plished by means of the superoxygeuated gas, which has
the power of rendering the darkest paper a fine white, taking
out all colour. I have had paper which was mildewed in

going to India, completely restored by this air; which cir-

cumstance has given considerable profit to the trader* to the
East. Discoloured and mildewed prints are restored by the
same means. Mr. Splilsbury, printer, had Milton's Para-
dise Lost, a fine copy, much mildewed, perfectly recovered.
Books discoloured by age are rendered beautifully white by
this process. As I make no secret of it, I shall just men-
tion, that the articles are inclosed in a wooden receiver made
of deal, dove-tailed, and the inside set with large panes of

glass fastened together by filling any interstices with slips
of: wood. Manganese powdered is then used, with salt and
vitriolic acid, and these are placed in an earthen retort in a
sand heat, and, communicating by pipes with the boxes,

disengage in them the oxygenated gas. When the bleached

paper is taken out, after an hour or less, much of the gas,
of course, is distributed in the apartment. The persons

employed in this process enjoy excellent health
; one man

and two women have worked four years with me, and
have had uninterrupted health. I observe myself, that after

breathing this gas diffused in the room, I always experience
a greater warmth on that day, with an increased appetite.

My work-people make the same observations.

The case you particularly inquired after, was that of a

young woman, aged 1 7, excessively pale, and so delicate a
skin that you might see through her fingers ; teeth a pearly
white, lips the colour of her complexion, breathing very
short, a violent cough, and great expectoration ; body much
reduced ; steel, &c. had been used in vain, and the fa-

culty with us supposed she would not recover. When she

came to work in my manufactory, my people told her she

would soon get well from the steam let out of the boxes :

and instead of her breathing getting worse, as some might
expect, it was greatly relieved ;

her appetite came round ;

her complexion soon was rendered ruddy ; nature assumed
all her proper functions ;

the cough left her
; and she has

continued to work in my manufactory more than a twelve-

month, and enjoys a very excellent state of health.

I have the honour to be, sir, with great respect,
Your obedient humble servant, John Biggs.

D 4 Observations
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'

Obsej'vations on this Case by Dr. Thornton.

I. Chlorotic consumption, even oftener than any other,

proves fatal from the pernicious treatment of this disease, as

considering it a true consumption, and lowering the patient,
It arises from a defective oxygenation of the blood.

II. Steel gives the blood more power to abstract oxy-

gen,"and form of it one of its component parts : hence the

benefit of this remedy. Tonics do the same, but in a less

degree.
ill. That the superoxygenated marine acid gas imparts

oxygen to the blood, or animal fibre, is shown by Girtan-

ner (vide Beddoes* translation), who thinks that no sub-

stance imparts more of this principle; and hence, when

concentrated, as in the superoxygenated muriatic acid, its

most powerful effects ; when having acted on the animal

fibre, it is no longer superoxygenated : hence in the form

of gas, probably, the oxygen is in a similar manner,

though in a less degree, imparted to the blood or animal

fibre.

IV. As this air may require more caution than in acci-

dental admixture with common air in an apartment, much

good may hereafter be derived from it under a prudent ad-

ministration. Sed ars longa, vita brevis, as Hippocrates

observes, and the strong prejudices against aerial remedies

still exist.

XIII. Description of Mr. William Bowler's improved
Churn *.

Jt
1 or this improvement, thirty guineas were voted to the

inventor, by the Society for the Encouragement of Arts,

Manufactures, and Commerce, which has one of the churns

reserved in its repository for the inspection of the public.
The churn itself is of the barrel kind, being a cylinder

eighteen inches diameter and nine inches wide, the sides

wood, and the rim tin plate, having
two openings; the

one, eight inches and a half
long, by four inches wide,

through which the cream is put into the churn, and the

hand introduced for cleaning it
;
the other, a short pipe one

inch diameter, by which the butter-milk runs out of the

churn when the operation is finished. The first of these
*

•

* From the Transactions of the Society fa the Encouragement of Arts,

Manufactures ,
and Commerce, vol. xiii.

openings
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openings has a wooden cover, fastened down by two screws,
and the other a cork fitted to it, while the butter is churn-

ing. There is also, near the larger opening, a small vent-

hole with a peg, to allow a passage for any air discharged
from the cream at the beginning of the operation. An axle

passes through the churn, terminating in two gudgeons on
which it hangs, its lower part being immersed in a trough,
to occasionally hold hot or cold water according to the sea-

son of the year; and on the inside of the rim are four pro-

jecting pieces of wood, with holes in them, serving; to beat

the cream by the motion of the churn: this motion is caused

by a pendulum, three feet six inches long, having an iron

bob weighing ten pounds, and at its upper end turning a'

pulley ten inches diameter, from which goes a rope twice
round another pulley, about three inches diameter, fixed on
the axis of the churn, and causing it to make a partial re-

volution by each vibration of the pendulum. There arc

sliding covers to the machinery, and also a cover to the

water-trough, in order, when the hot water is used, to se-

cure the steam, and keep the cream in a due and necessary

degree of warmth. The motion of the pendulum is given
and kept up by a wooden rod, about three feet nine inches

long, turning on a pin about three inches above the bob of
the pendulum.

A Front and Side View of this Churn is given on Plate I.

A, A, the body of the churn.

B, an opening, by which the cream is put in.

C, the cover of the large opening, c, the small hole on
the opposite side of the churn, by which the butter-milk
is poured out.

D, the gudgeon on which the body of the churn hang?.
E,E, the upper or larger pulley. The screw e tightens

the band which goes round

F,F, the smaller pulley, fixed on the axis or gudgeon of
the churn.

G,G, the rod of the^pendulum hanging from the upper

pulley E.

II, H, the bob of the pendulum.
I, the handle, moveable on a pin at a, by which the

pendulum is moved to and fro, making a traverse, in form
oft the dotted line K, K.

L, L, L, the trough for the hot or cold water.

M,. a rest for the handle when the churn is not at work. -

XIV. Re-
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XIV. Report made to the Class of the Physical and Ma-
thematical Sciences of the French National Institute^ by
C. Ramon, respecting a Memoir of C. Daubuisson on

the Basaltes of Saxony *.

L. Hauy and myself have been charged to give an ac-

count to the class of a very long and circumstantial memoir
of Daubuiason on the basaltes of Saxony, accompanied with

observations on the origin of basaltes in general. It is

well known that the question respecting the origin of ba-

saltes has excited many disputes and discussions among na-

turalists. It is, however, among the small number of sub-

stances which it is impossible to mistake in the antient

mineralogy. Pliny and Ptolemy give this name to the lapis

JEtkiopicus of Herodotus and Strabo
;
a stone which was

found in Upper Egypt, on the frontiers of Ethiopia, and

which, according to the latter author, appeared always under

a regular form. According to their description, it was of

the colour and hardness of iron
;

it was employed in dif-

ferent works of sculpture, and particularly for making mor-
tars. No object of natural history has been described with

more precision bv the antients ; and a great number of
works of this basaltes, still preserved, afford us the means of

fully examining the nature of it.

•Dolomieu, to whom we are indebted for these details,
'

examined the antique basaltes with great care. He found

in it what is called schorl en masse, hornblend, trapp, pe-
trosilex, granitella composed of feld-spar with grains more
or less perceptible, and scales of schorl : he found the com-

ponent parts vary in their volume and proportions, and in

the same masses veins and spots of granite on the smooth
black ground of the stone : he therefore declares, with every
assurance of conviction, that basaltes is not of volcanic

origin.

Twenty years before, our fellow-labourer, Desmarets,
made similar observations ; and he deduced exactly the

rame consequences, describing under the name of %abbo
I he amphibolic stones which Dolomieu calls hornblende

mid schorl en masse.

The idea of the volcanic origin of the antient basaltes,
continues Dolomieu, arose from the physical constitution

of Italy, where people must have been gradually accus-

tomed to consider all stones not calcareous, and of a black-

* From the Annates de Chimie, No. 137.

ish
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ish colour, as produced by fire. In the time of Adrian the

Egyptian statues were repaired and imitated with certain

kinds of compact lava, which had nearly the colour, the

grain, and hardness, of basaltes. Basaltes, then, was con-

sidered as compact and prismatic lava; and foreign mine-

ralogists received this opinion on vague analogies, and at

tirst without examination. Let us therefore do justice to

Dolomieu, who from fragments of a rock, the position of
which is unknown, conjectured in part what could have

scarcely been determined by thirty years discussion in re-

gard to the basaltes of Germany ; and let these abuses of

analogy, inseparable from the progress of the human mind,
explain better the errors into which respectable naturalists

may have fallen, than a fondness for the marvellous, of
which the author of the memoir accuses those who do not

participitate in his sentiments; as before him, and in si-

milar circumstances, M. Noze was not afraid of making
the same accusation against the celebrated and judicious
Saussure.

From these considerations, Dolomieu wished that a more

precise nomenclature might put an end to the numerous

ambiguities which the word basalf.es had occasioned. He
confined this denomination within its antient meaning, and
extended the name of lava to that even which affected pris-
matic and globular forms, when the fire had imprinted on
it the character of its action. Being at length convinced,,

by long observation of the principal volcanoes in Europe,
that a stone may have been in a state of fusion without expe-

riencing in its contexture any sensible alteration, he was of

opinion that nothing but actual inspection could dissipate
the doubts on this subject ; and by readily allowing that the

black prismatic trapp of Saxony, as well as that of Sweden
and Scotland, are products of the moist way, he asserted

that those of the Vivarais and Sicily were productions of

fire.

Such, thirteen years ago, was the opinion of the ablest

pf our geologists ; a naturalist who spent a part of his life

amidst volcanoes. He published it in the Journal de Phy-
sique for the year 1/90, in consequence of the accounts,

transmitted to him of the labours and ideas of the most ce-

lebrated mineralogists of Germany. If it be true that this*

grand observer, brought up, in some manner, in the domain
of fire, . extended the limits of it too far, even when he ima-

gined that he had confined them within too narrow a com-

pass, can we believe that his adversaries, placed in a quite

opposite situation, should have been less carried away by
the
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the seductions of analogy, and that their general conclu-

sions should never show any trace3 of the influence of the

places which have been the principal object of their study?
The basaltes of the north was unanimously considered as

of volcanic origin, when Bergman, having made a compa-
rative analysis of the basaltes or StafFa and the trapp of

Hunneberg, found them to be composed of the same prin-

ciples*. From the result of this analysis he was led to doubt
that the former was the immediate product of fire. This

fact, which, in the opinion of Dolomieu, would prove no-

thing, had a strong influence on that of the German mine-

ralogists ;
and the basaltes of their country was examined

under a new point of view. Several of the most illustrious,

at the head of whom was the celebrated Werner, were soon

persuaded that the basaltes of Saxony, Hesse, and Bohe-

mia, were of aqueous origin. Among the motives which
determined their opinion, two observations, to which it was

impossible to make any objection, have long been remarked :

1st, The position of an immense stratum of basaltes on a

stratum of coal,, which is not altered; 2dly, The gradual
transition of wacke into basaltes, and of the latter into gra-
nitella, which is known to the Germans under the name of

gi-unstein. The last observation, though in other terms, is

exactly that which determined Dolomieu to consider the

basaltes of Ethiopia as the production of water. In a word,
however decisive these observations may appear, they are

far from having terminated the dispute. The learned in

Germany were divided into two very animated parties, Vol-

canists and Nepluntans ; and these denominations, which

may appear a little more pompous than the subject requires,
did thev not refer to the importance of the contested ground,

prove at least the value which each attached to victory. It

is on this' ground, even, on which the Neptunians defied

their adversaries, that the Voleanists thought they should

be able to retort their proofs against themselves. The
wackes, according to them, belong to muddy eruptions ;

cellular basaltes is porous lithoid lava
; they point out the

craters and cavities from which these currents have issued :

and lately, M. Voigt, in examining the stratum of coal

which the flowing of the basaltes has covered, analysed it

with a great deal of address and ingenuity, to prove the dif-

ferent alterations produced in it by heat f. We shall not

$peak here of the German mineralogists mentioned by Dau-

"*
Haiiy Traitc de Minera'o^ic, torn. iv. p. 479.

f Mineralo^i&chc Rcibi;, Weimar xScu.

buisson ;
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buisson ; but we must add that C. Faujas visited also the

Meissner, and persists in his opinion of the volcanity of its

basal tes.

It must, however, be confessed, that the longer this dis-

cussion is continued, the less the proofs of the Volcanists

seem to prevail over those of their adversaries ; at least in

what concerns the basaltes of Saxony. Several distinguished

mineralogists have successively appeared in the field of the

Neptunians : they reckon Klaproth, Kirwan, and many
others among their conquests ; and it is at this moment,
when the balance inclines in their favour, that C. Dau-

buisson, a distinguished pupil of M. Werner, and educated

in the sentiments of his school, presents the motives of an

opinion become very general
in Germany and England, and

supported by the result of his own observations.

The memoir of C. Daubuisson is divided into five very

long articles or chapters, accompanied by a great number
of notes, and considerably enlarged by observations on
mount Meissner, which he considers as the most interest-

ing of the basaltic mountains he ever saw.

The author employs the first chapter to determine with

precision what he understands by the word hasaltcs, and by
the expression volcanic productions.
He describes then the basaltes, and justly remarks that

this stone highly characterized, and always similar to itself,

whatever may be the region from which it comes, is exactly
that to which the antients gave this name. Its most striking

properties £re, a grayish black colour, a dull and generally

fine-grained fracture, a specific gravity about triple that of

water, and a manifest action on the magnetic needle. Its

masses, for the most part, are divided into prisms, some-
times into plates, and sometimes, but more rarely, into

balls with concentric strata. Certain varieties present ca-

vities more or less numerous, as if produced by bubbles:

when subjected to the action of fire, it is converted into

glass of a brownish or greenish black colour ; but this glass,

when again fused and slowly cooled, reassumes a stony ap-

pearance, according to the results of the ingenious experi-
ments of Sir James Hall. The author then mentions and

compares two analyses made by Klaproth and Kennedy,
which correspond very well. Silex, alumine, and iron,

predominate among the constituent
principles.

There are

found also a little muriatic acid, soda, and a small portion
of water. Klaproth discovered also carbon.

The author then proceeds to a definition of volcanic pro-
ductions. He confesses that he never saw a volcano, but

he
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he declares that he will comprehend among their produc-
tions those substances only luhich have been completelyfused
and altered by subterraneanfires, and which a volcanic crup*
tion has afterwards conveyed to those places where they are

found at present >,
that is to say, substances similar to those

thrown up in our days by iEtna and Vesuvius. In regard
to the testimonies which might be deduced from the real or

supposed existence of extinguished volcanoes, he rejects

them, because their existence, he
says,

is a matter of dis-

pute. C. Daubuisson, therefore, will not easily be con-
vinced by the experiments of Sir James Hall, which prove
that gradual cooling may restore a stony appearance to fused
and vitrified rocks : consequently he will be under no em-
barrassment from that lithoid lava, which, according to

Dolomieu, cannot be distinguished, but by its position, from

analogous stones which have not been subjected to the ac-
tion of fire : to explain the latter, therefore, he will have no
Meed of recurring to another mode of fusion, another degree
of heat, than that which has given its form to common lava.

He rejects all these suppositions, as so many hypotheses,
invented without any foundation, to explain facts which are

themselves hypotheses. It may be readily perceived that

to lay down the question in this manner is to determine it

beforehand, since the whole is then reduced to basaltes,
and that it would be sufficient to prove that this basaltes

has none of the characters which distinguish lava, whose

origin is beyond dispute. It will, however, be found that

the author does not always adhere to this negative kind of

proof.
In the second chapter, C. Daubuisson proceeds to a ge-

neral and particular description of the basaltic chain of

Saxony. This part of his labour deserves great praise, on
account of the method which prevails in it, and which it is

much to be wished were to be found in the works of other

geologists.
The chain which he describes, remarkable for the great

number of veins it contains, is called the Erz^Gcbirgc, or

metalliferous chain. It separates the electorate of Saxony
from Bohemia, and runs north-east for the extent of about

130 miles. The maximum of its elevation is about a thou-

sand yards above the plains of Saxony, or from eleven

to twelve hundred above the level of the sea. Its nucleus

is granite ;
but this rock is almost entirely covered with

strata of gneiss, micaceous and argillaceous schist. There
are found in it also serpentine quarts?, calcareous strata,

coalsj and clay. The whole of the eastern part is covered

4 towards
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towards the north with an immense bed, no less extensive,
of free-stone.

It is on the ridge of this chain thus constituted that the
basaltes is placed in the form of cones, domes, and plateaux.
It forms about twenty summits, sometimes insulated and
sometimes connected by their sides to the neighbouring
mountains. All these basaltic summits, however, taken

together, do not form the sixteenth part of the whole chain
crowned by them.

C. Daubuisson describes separately about a dozen of
summits.

1st, The Scheilenherg rises under the form of a very ir-

regular truncated cone. The body of the mountain con-
sists of gneiss, having above it micaceous and argillaceous

schist, covered by horizontal strata of gravel, fine sand, and

clay. The basaltic bed, which is about 250 yards in length,
and from 80 to 1 00 in thickness, rests upon the latter strata.

The basaltes is divided into vertical irregular prisms with
blunt angles. It is of moderate hardness

; contains a great
number of small crystals of amphibolite, and some grains
of peridot, or the olivin of Werner. Several galleries" have
been cut out under this bed. Fifteen years ago, M. Wer-
ner found here a stratum of wacke, on which the basaltes

was immediately placed ; and he asserts that these two rocks
formed a transition into each other by gradual shades. It

was on occasion of this discovery that the celebrated pro-
fessor of Freyberg published for the first time his ideas on
the origin of basaltes.

2d, The Pochlberg is also a truncated cone, and the body
of the mountain consists of gneiss. It is covered in the

same manner towards the top with gravel, fine sand, and

clay, above which arises a large bed of basaltes. The latter

is 540 yards in length, and about 54 in thickness. It is

divided into irregular prisms, and in its nature differs very
little from the preceding.

3d, The Baerenstein is also composed of gneiss, and co-
vered with a thin stratum which supports the mass of ba-
saltes. This mass is from 87 to 108 yards at least in thick-

ness. It is divided into large irregular pillars of considera-

ble length. The basaltes is of the same nature as the pre-

ceding.

4th, The Heidelberg is to the top formed of gneiss, which

passes to the state of micaceous schist. But in one of the

Hanks there are two groups of prismatic basaltes a little

divergent. This basaltes is black, compact, contains some

grainj of olivin^ and in its cavities a kind of marly earth.

5 th,
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5th, The Lichtewalde is the object of more important
considerations. The body of this mountain is composed of

large-grained reddish granite* It is terminated by a mass

of basaltes not less perhaps than 200 yards in thickness,
and about 1000 in diameter. It is not easy to determine

whether it be divided into prisms. It is of a grayish, black

colour ; some blocks of it are entirely pierced with tortuous

cavities. These are lighter, and have less hardness than

common basaltes. But what in particular distinguishes the

basaltes of this mountain is the quantity of beautiful olivin

which it contains. It appears in irregular morsels some*

times larger than the fist.

6th, The Steinkopf, an oblong mountain the base of which

is of gneiss, and the upper part of porphyry, a pate argil-
lease rouge. On the back of the porphyritic part is found a

basaltic summit divided into prisms, which contains a ca^

vity two or three yards in depth and about four in diameter,
the sides of which are composed of prisms, that proceed di-

verging like the radii of a hemisphere the centre of which

is in the middle of the depression. The basaltes here is very

hard, and of a dark colour. It contains a little olivin, and

grains of magnetic iron ore.
t

.

7th, The Landbcrg is gneiss, covered on the side with

argillaceous schist and porphyry, having a base of compact

feldspar : over this porphyry is extended a stratum of gres
which supports the basaltes. The latter is divided into

plates ; but this division ought not to be considered as the

work of stratification. On the eastern declivity of the

mountain is a s-mall cavity three yards in depth and two

and a half in breadth. This has been considered as the

crater of a volcano. This hole exhibits only fragments of

basaltes, and an earth somewhat rough to the touch, which

results from the imperfect decomposition of some parts of

the same rock.

8th, Ascher-higel is a small eminence of grcs, the ridge
of which is formed by a thin stratum of basaltes divided

into irregular vertical prisms. In some of this basaltes the

author found fragments of gres.

9th, Geissingenberg is a large mountain where tin ore,

disseminated throughout a quart zy substance impregnated
with chlorite, is worked in the mines known by the name
of Altenberg. Above this substance, towards the west, is a

kaW mass of porphyry with a base of hornstein ;
but to-

wards the east it is gneiss covered by sienite of a porphyritic

structure. On the'back of the .mountain rests a basaltic

excrescence the circumference of which is nearly a thousand

yards
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yards
and the height about fifty. This basaltes is divided

into prisms, most of them dismembered. It is of a grayish
black colour, very hard, and contains a large quantity of

olivin, which, being rapidly decomposed on the surfaces

exposed to the air, leaves a multitude of irregular or angular
cavities. This basaltes contains also some grains of carbo-
nated lime.

10th, The Luchauerherg has the form of a cone, almost
insulated on every side, and terminating in a basaltic sum--
mit about fifty yards in height. The body of the mountain
is gneiss covered by porphyry. The basaltes is of the same
nature as the preceding; but it contains only few grains of
olivin and amphibolite. At the summit of the cone is a small

cavity or depression two yards in depth.

11th, The Heulenberg, situated near the frontiers of Bo-

hemia, consists of gres, of which almost the whole region
around is composed. The basaltic summit consists of two

groups of prisms, very regular. The basaltes is black, and

exceedingly compact. It contains a great many grains of

magnetic iron ore, and a mineral which has a close relation

to the pyroxen (augite of Werner), and which is found
here in considerable quantity.

12th, The Stolpen is the most remarkable of all the ba-
saltic mountains of Saxony, on account of the beauty and

regularity of the basaltes. The body of the mountain is of

granite. C. Daubuisson does not venture tO'assert that the

basaltes rests immediately upon it ; he observed on the gra-
nite a sort of wacke, which, perhaps, is extended between
both. The basaltic summit appeared to him a kind of in-*

verted cone, the point of which is sunk into a depression
which existed in the top of the mountain when these mat-
ters were deposited. This basaltes is an assemblage of
beautiful prisms, most of them regular hexagons, standing
in a position almost vertical, and traversed by horizontal

and parallel fissures which divide them into stories. They
are of a black colour, \Vith a blueish tint. They are so-

norous, and as hard as iron. Small round cavities, the sides

of which are covered with a stratum of chalcedony, lined

itself with crystals of quartz, or filled with green steatites,
are often remarked in them. At other times these cavities

contain balls of calcareous spar, zeolite, and lithomarga,

having the appearance of semi-opal. This basaltes contains

besides, small grains of olivin and black shining points of

amphibolite,
— if it be not, perhaps, the substance mentioned

in the preceding article.

After having thus described the principal basaltic sum-
Mo. 73. June 1804. E mits
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mits of Saxony, the author observes that the same country'

presents
also some veins the mass of which has a greater or

less affinity to basaltes, and particularly the wacke and

grunstein. Those who know the opinion of Werner on
the origin of these veins, may readily conceive the advan-

tage which partisans of the aqueous origin of basaltes must
derive from this arrangement.

C. Daubuisson terminates this article with a review of

the basaltes of Lusatia. Here it is still the same substance,

containing the same heterogeneous principles, exhibiting
the same peculiarities of arrangement and structure. The

only difference between them consists in this, that in Sax-

ony the basaltic mountains are nearest to the ridge of the

chain, and that in Lusatia they are nearer the bottom : some
even are seen at a considerable distance in the plain, and

completely insulated.

[To be continued.]

XV. Curious Extracts from old English Books, with

Remarks which prove, that the Telescope, &c. were

known hi England much earlier than in any other

Country,
To Mr. Tilloch.— {Letter II.)

[Coi eluded from our last volume, p. 156.]

18. If this be granted, and if it be also proved, by our

quotations from the Pantometria and the Stratioticos, that

Digges, the father and son, actually constructed telescopes,
then it will follow, that that instrument was known in Eng-
land long before the period of its reputed invention ; which
was all that I proposed to prove.

19. But it is so natural to ask how those ingenious men
came by that knowledge, that I find it impossible to quit
the subject, without looking somewhat more particularly
into the source from whence such knowledge was probably-
derived. And here we have little else to do, than to follow

the lights held out to us by the authors, whose works we
have cited. Dr. Recorde, as we have seen (§ lr3), though he

does not expressly mention Roger Bacon as his instructor

in this subject, gives us reason to infer from his own words,
that he acquired what he knew of it, either from the writings
of that philosopher, or from rules traditionally transmitted

from his time, along with the maxim, that such knowledge
wa> " more meet for princes than for other men." Bacon

has
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has a whole chapter (the eighth of his tract De Nullitate

Magice)
" on the Concealment of the Secrets of Nature

and Art*:" and the free-masons adhere to this maxim at

the present hour. Digges the son, however, makes no
mention of tradition ;

for he expressly affirms, that his fa-

ther's knowledge of optics "partly grew by the aid he had

by one old written booke of Bakon's experiments, that by
strange adventure, or rather destinie, came to his hands ;

though chiefly by conioyning continuall iaborious practise
with his mathematical 1 studies" (§ 9). But surely we should

not think it more "
strange" that a MS. of Roger Bacon

should fall into the hands of Digges, than that a writing
300 years old should come into the possession of an anti-

quary of the present day (and many much older writings
are yet extant) ; nor nearly so strange as that you should

now have in your hands the MS. of Raymond Lully, men-
tioned in the foot note. And that Digges,

"
chiefly by con-

ioyning continuall laborious practise with mathematicall

studies," should discover the construction of the telescope,
is by no means so strange as that Porta, Jansen, and Me-
tius, should hit upon the same thing, as they appear to have

done, without either labour or mathematics ; especially if

it be true that " the optical principles whereon telescopes
are founded, were well known to the antient geometricians,

being contained in Euclid f, and that it was for want of
attention thereto that the world was so long without that

admirable invention J." I say, f/* this be true; but I must

*
I have just seen an old MS. dared 1319, with a similar title, namely,

Liber Secretorum Natur/r,
" A Book on the Secrets of Nature," by the

famous Raymond Lully, a cotemporary of Ro^er Bacon. The philo-

sophers of the middle ages did no more than continue the exoteric and
esoteric rules of the antients. For example, the Dionysians of Ionia mo-

nopolized the building of temples, &c. as the freemasons did the erection

of cathedrals ; and both kept their science secret: for much science the

builders of our cathedrals certainly possessed. Nay, the learned compiler
of the article Arch, in the Supp. to the Encycl. Britann. does not scruple
to affirm that " there is infinitely more scientific skill displayed in a Gothic
cathedral than in all the buildings of Greece and Rome:" and he appeals
to the nice balancing of the arches in the open spires at Brussels, &c. 9

to which he might have added those of St. Giles's, Edinburgh ; St. Ni-

cholas's, Newcastle i and King's College, Aberdeen. Sir C. Wren was
one of the few moderns who could imitate such structures; as he has

successfully done in the elegant spire of St. Dunstan's in the East. If

the cotemporaries of Bacon possessed such consummate skill in architec-

ture, why not some skill in optics
f But this I merely ask, without press-

ing it as an argument.

f Nor Euclid the compiler of the Elements. Sec the Note, vol. xviii.

p. 54, of this Magazine.
$ Harris's Lexicon Iccknicum, article Tdescopt.

E^ confer
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confess that this exaltation of the antient geometricians, on
such grounds, reminds me of the folly of those fanatical pe-
dants, who maintain that the elements of all the arts and sci-

ences, are to be found in Homer. No worse a judge than

Huygens was of a very different opinion.
" If any particular

person (says that great man) had been so diligent and saga-
cious as to invent this instrument from the principles of
nature and geometry ;

for my own part, I should have

thought his abilities were more than human. But the case is

so far from this, that the most learned men have not yet been

able sufficiently to explain the reasons of this casual inven-

tion." These are the. words of Huygens, as translated from
his Dioptrica by Dr. S.*, who seems to have forgotten
them when, merely from some errors in theory, he con-

cludes that Roger Bacon was unacquainted both with spec-
tacles and telescopes. Nor doe3 he seem to have recollected

that a 6i casual invention" might as well have been made

by Bacon, or some other philosopher, in a dark age, as by
.Tansen and other ignorant men in an age more enlightened ;

an argument which wrould no doubt be equally strong in

favour of the antients, if they had left us as strong proofs
of optical knowledge, as Bacon has.

20. Dr. S. being, as far as I know, the only respectable au-

thor f who has seriously disputed Bacon's pretensions, against
the judgment of Dr. Plott, the two Molyneuxes, Dr. Jebb,
*Dr. Friend, Muschenbroek, and other learned men %, I should

here hazard a few pretty close remark's on his arguments, if

I were in possession of the Opus Majus, whence he quotes
the passages from which he endeavours to justify this sin-

gular opinion. That work of Bacon cannot be very scarce,

as it was published among that philosopher's works, by Dr.

Jebb, in 1733 §; but it is probably immured in our public

libraries, to which ordinary men cannot have any easy or

useful access
|| ;

for I have never seen it, or met with any
one

*
Compleat System of Optics, Remark 103, e.t scqq.

+ See Mr. Bonnycastle's excellent translation of Bossut's Hist. de. Ma-
themaiiqttes, p. 189, and Dr. Mutton's valuable Dictionary, art. Telacops.

- * Among v.'i'om we may reckon Dr. Campbell, who (as appears from

an adveitisemcnt by his amanuensis, cut out of a newspaper and pasted
into the first volume of the B.o^rapbia Britannica, first edition, 1747*
now before me) drew up all the articles marked E and X in that work.

The arricle Ba on (Rog,r), on which the learned compiler has bestowed

grc.it labour, is marked S.

§ Sec Biog. Britann., article Bacon (Roger).
(j.

For example, a few months ago, an advertisement appeared in the

public prints, stating that papers were to be delivered at the porter's lodge
of the British Museum, showing the manner of applying for admission to

i the
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one who has. The doctor's quotations by no means* satisfy

my mind ;
as he has left us quite in the dark as to the con-

text, which is commonly of the utmost importance in de-

termining the general scope of old writers, and the manner
in which it may affect the sense of particular passages.

Hence, being afraid of doing injustice to the commentator
or his author by random remarks, I must confine myself to

such as the few authorities before me will fairly justify.
21. In the first place, I beg leave to lay before you and

other scholars, the doctor's translation * of these words of

Bacon :
—" Si vero homo aspiciat liieras, et alias res mi-

nutas, per medium crystalli, pel vitri, vel allerius perspicui,

suppositi, [i.
e. as the doctor interpolates, superhnposit j\

Uteris ; et sit portio minor spheres, cujus convexitas sit versus

oculum; et oculus sit in aire ; longe melius videhit Titeras,

et apparebunt ei majo?'es ;" that is, says Dr. S.,
" if the

letters of a book, or any minute objects, be viewed through
a lesser segment of a sphere of glass or crystal, whose plane
base, is laid upon them, they will appear far better and

larger." Now 1 appeal to any competent judge, whether
the literal translation be not :

"' But if a man look at letters

and other minute things through a medium of crystal, or

glass or other transparent (substance) set or put before the

letters, and it be the smaller portion of a sphere whose con*?

vexity is towards the eye, and the eye be in the air, he will

see the letters far better, and they will appear to him larger,"
The doctor justifies the liberty he has taken with the word

suppositi, by alleging that it is a contraction ;
and so it

appears to be
;
but whether of supeiimpositi,

(i laid upon,"
or of suprapositi,

" set or put before f," (as a reading-glass
is before a book,) it would not be easy to determine ; espe-

cially as the doctor has not given us Bacon's fifth canon,
to which he refers. But, for aught I can see at present,

my interpretation seems to be as allowable as his. At any
rate, Bacon has no word for a "

plane base;" though, no

doubt, this is implied in the glass being the portion of a

sphere. The doctor lays some stress on Bacon's
figures;

more, indeed, than they will fajrly bear ; for, even in the

most accurate modern books, we daily meet with figures

the libraries in that great national repository. I called twice at the por-
ter's lodge, as advertised, and was told first by a girl, and the second

time by a middle-aged woman, that no such papers had ever come to the

lodge. Similar anecdotes might be mentioned respecting some 9.her

public institutions, particularly Gresham College.
*
Complete System of O; tics, Remark 84.

+ See Ainsworth's Dictionary.
'
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which contradict the rules not of perspective only, but even
of common sense and probability*. And, considering the

imperfection, both of optics and of the graphical art, in the

days of Bacon, together with the errors of transcribers,
would it not be extremely unjust not to make proportiona-

lly greater allowances for the faults of his diagrams? Thus,
it does not appear to me, that the doctor had any satisfac-

tory authority for substituting superimpositi for suppositi,
or for drawing any unfavourable inference from the faults

of Bacon's figures.
22. I may add, that Bacon says, in the sequel of the

same passage, that " this instrument is useful to old men,
and to those who have weak eyes ;

for they may see the let-

ters, however small, in sufficient magnitude." Now what
man would have said " this instrument is useful to old men,
&c. (hoc instrumentum est utile senibus, 8cc), unless he had
witnessed its effects ? This would have been to talk of a

thing as real, which had no existence. If he had only

thought of it, without having seen or made it, he would
have said, such an instrument ivould be useful to old men,
&c. And, had this been Bacon's language,

it would surely
have been a proof that he knew something of the theory,

contrary to what Dr. S. would allege in his observations

on this and other passages of his great author. But do not

Bacon's very excuseable errors in theory only make it the

more probable that he is accurate as to the fact ;
and that

he either invented reading-glasses or spectacles, or had at

least experienced their effects ?

23. Dr. S., before he proceeds to examine the pretensions
of Bacon to an acquaintance with the dioptric telescope,
translates from the Opus Majusf a whole chapter as fol-

lows:—De visione fracia majora sunt, &c. " Greater

* In fig. 67. tab. vii. of Wolfius's excellent Eirm. Diopt. the engraver
has represented a lens as in absolute contact with an eye. Mr. Gibson,
a very ingenious mechanician at Hampstead, whose late brother at Kelso
was one of the first opticians in Great Britain, and who has himself paid

particular attention to optics, complains, that, except Dr. Brook Taylor,
he scarcely knows a writer on perspective free from gross errors. You,
Mr. Tillcch, know to your cost, that, except Mr. Lowry, there are few

artists who engrave figures in ordinary books, which are always correct

in point of perspective. Even the diagrams in Agnesi's Analytical In-

stitutions are not entirely free from the errors of the wood-cutter. Yet
I believe it would be hard to say, whether that work does most credit to

the fair author ;
to Mr. Co'ison, the translator; to Mr. Hellins, the editor j

to Mr. Taylor, the printer; or to Mr. Baron Maseres, to whose munifi-

cence the mathematicians of this country are indebted for its publication.

f Dr ; Jebb's c 'ition, London 1733, P- 3 57> as quoted in the Com-

plcat System of Optics, Remaiks, i;z, 113., •
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things
than these may be performed by refracted vision*

For it is easy to understand, by the canons above mentioned,
that the greatest things may appear exceeding small, and
on the contrary. For we can give such figures to transpa-
rent bodies, and dispose them in such order, with respect
to the eye and the objects, that the rays shall be refracted

and bent towards any place we please ;
so that we shall see

the object near at hand, or at a distance, under any angle
we please. And thus, from an incredible distance we may
read the smallest letters, and may number the smallest par-
ticles of dust and sand, by reason of the greatness of the

angle under which we may see them ; and, on the contrary,
we may not be able to see the greatest bodies just by us, by
reason of the smallness of the angle under which they may
appear. For distance does not affect this kind of vision,

excepting by accident, but the quantity of the angle. And
thus a boy may appear to be a giant, and a man as big as a

mountain; forasmuch as we may see the man under as

great an angle as the mountain, and as near as we please.
And thus a small army may appear a very great one, and,

though very far off, yet very near us; and on the contrary.
Thus also the sun, moon, and stars may be made to descend
hither in appearance, and to appear over the heads of our

enemies; and many things of the like sort, which would as-

tonish unskilful persons."
24, No great fault, I think, can reasonably be found

with this translation, of which Dr. S. also gives us the ori~

ginal. But I must say, that his reasonings upon it appear
to me to be even more inconclusive than those we have been

considering.
" It seems then, (says the doctor, Remark

116,) as if he did not think of performing these problems
by a single portable instrument like a telescope ; but by fix-

ing up several glasses in proper places at large intervals from
one another, which would certainly prove ineffectual ." But
how does this seem to be the sense of Bacon? Certainly not

from (c
making the sun, moop, and stars to appear over the

heads of our enemies," who being in continual and uncer-

tain motion over the face of the
country, any optical in-

strument employed to watch those motions must also be
movable pr portable.

25. (f What he mentions (continues the doctor, Remark

117,) of Julius Ciesar, that he raised up speculums to a

great height upon the coast of France, to discover the dis-

position
of the cities and camps in England, is therefore

impracticable, and probably a fiction, if there be not a

mistake in the interpretation of the word specula for
glasses,

E 4 instead
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instead of a watch-tower. The same is to be understood

of' the story mentioned by Porta*, That Ptolomy, by spe-

culums, could discern ships at the distance of 600 miles,

which could not possibly be done by our best telescopes.
"

The doctor here reiers to the 357th page of the Opus Majus;
but, as he does not give us his author's express words, I

beg leave to cite a parallel passage from the 5th chapter of

Bacon's piece De Secretis, &c. i* Of the secret Works of

Nature and Art, and of the Nullity of Magic f." Possunt

ervim sic figurari perspicua, 8cc. " For transparent (bodies)

may be so figured, that things at the greatest distance may
appear to be the nearest, and the contrary; so that, from an

incredible distance, we may read the smallest letters, and

number things however minute : for thus it is thought that

Julius Caesar, on the coast of Gaul, discerned (per itigentia

specula) by, or through, very large glasses, the disposition
and situation of the camps and cities of Britannia Major."
Now, I can answer for it, that there is not in this chapter, or

in the whole of this very rational account of what is vulgarly
called magic, which I have perused with great pleasure and

admiration, a single syllabic about raising up speculums to a

great height. And I add, without any fear of contradiction,

that in this quotation there can be no mistake about the

word specula, which, happily for my argument, stands in

such a connection that it evidently is, and can only be, the

accusative plural of speculum (a mirror, or looking-glass) ;

but, as the author is talking of perspicua. (transparent things,

bodies, or substances), I am fully authorized to render itsim-

ply
6i

glasses." It is not, indeed, very probable that Bacon
would have lefts it uncertain what specula he meant : for he

was an accurate grammarian; and, as Dr. Campbell ob-

serves J, his Latin style, though perhaps not always classi-

cal, is ^ neat, strong, and remarkablv expresssive; leaving

nothing perplexed or obscure, either from a want or from
a redundancy of words."

26. Dr. S. next proceeds (Remark 118.) to show that

Bacon " was not qualified to invent a telescope by theory"—u
considering the false notions he had from the antients

about distinct and confused vision
; the false principle he

maintains, that the apparent magnitude of an object is as

the angle subtended at the eye, by its image, and recipro-

*' In his Mogia Naturalis, lib. xvii. cap. n. as quoted by Dr. S.

\ See torn. v.
p. 851. of the Thtairum "Ciem.icum, Ar^entorati

(Strasburgh) 1660. in which this little work of liacon is invested entire,

and illustrated with notes.

% Biog. Brit. art. Bacon (Rcga) note K.

cally
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cally as' the distance of the image too; and, lastly, the

false conclusions he has drawn, and must always draw, from
these principles ;

as I (says the doctor) have shown in his

attempt upon making spectacles.
" The theory of vision is

very difficult. I believe it now exercises the genius of those

excellent philosophers and mathematicians Dr. Young, and

your correspondent Dr. Wollaston, and therefore cannot,
even at this hour, be considered as completely unfolded

and established in all its parts. With respect to " the false

principle Bacon maintains, that the apparent magnitude ot*

an object," &x. it is observable that, when the angles are

small, the two ratios he gives are nearly equal, and there-

fore that the ratio compounded of both is nearly the dupli-
cate of either. Not having the Opus Majus, I cannot say
whether Bacon means the apparent magnitude of the sur-

face of an object, or of its height or breadth only. But
whether he mean the one or the other, and whether the/,

principle, as he applies it, be true or false, it seems rather

too much to expect from Bacon an accuracy which, in se-

veral instances, modern philosophers have yet to seek. For

example, it is not yet entirely settled, whether the forces

of bodies hi motion be as the masses and the velocities

simplv, or as the masses and the squares of the velocities.

And Dr. S. should have remembered that, in his 107th

remark, he had said that the (i
great Descartes is quite

mistaken in his method of demonstrating the effects of

telescopes ;" that his demonstration " can never be made
sense of; and that, though many others have since been

labouring at the same problem, which is the chief of all,

yet none of them have been able to solve it." From these

failures, however, Dr. S. does not infer an utter ignorance
of the telescope. Why are different measures of cri-

ticism to be thus applied to Roger Bacon and to some of

the greatest of the moderns? Jt may be said, that it was

necessary for Dr. S. to expose his author's faults in order to

prove, that " he was not qualified to invent a telescope by
theory," this being the subject of this (118th) remark.
But where was the necessity of showing that Bacon was not

qualified to do that which, by the account of Huygens,
acquiesced in by Dr. S. (in his 103d remark) required" abilities more than human ?" No one affirms that Bacon
had theory sufficient to conduct him to the invention of the

telescope. But had Porta, Jansen, Metius, Lippersheim, or

even Galileo, such a sufficiency of this refined theory ? Surely
Dr. S. would not have asserted this. Yet it is afact that one

pr more of these men invented,, or rather re-invented, the

refracting
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refracting telescope, though, Galileo excepted, not one
of them had any correct ideas of the theory ;

and there-

fore Bacon's mistakes in that theory, or in any other

part of his subject, can have no weight against the fact,

proved by many parts of his writings, that he was ac-

quainted with the dioptric or refracting telescope. This

argument applies to every branch of science. Kepler's total

ignorance of the theory of the laws which bear his name,
can have no weight against thefact that he discovered those

laws, and knew that they prevailed in the solar system.
Dr. S. himself submits to the force of this argument on
another occasion. In his 03d remark, he expresses his

surprise that " the ancients could not account for burning

by reflection from a concave metal 1" yet he acknowledges
that " they knew and cultivated catoptrics :" and (Remark
121.) that they had burning mirrors.

27. In his il?)th remark, the doctor asserts that Bacon
" was not qualified to invent a telescope, by experiments,
lor want of lenses."—"

I have shown above," says he,
" that he never had handled a convex spectacle-glass."—^
With what force the doctor has shown this, I must leave

to the reader of his 88th remark. But is it probable that

such a man as Bacon, ivithout theory, would make an
«*

attempt upon making spectacles," as the doctor owns he
did (Bern. 118), and yet not be able to produce some sort of

a spectacle-glass ?—In this same remark Dr. S. quotes a

passage adduced by Dr. Jebb, to show that Bacon was no

stranger to the astronomical use of the telescope. It is

this : Seel huge magis quam hcec : oporteret homines haberi,

qui bene, immo optime, scirent perspectivam et instrumenta

ejus,
—

quia instrumenta astro?wmice non vadunt nisi per
vhiionem secundum leges istius scientiee. Dr. S. gives no
translation of this passage. It may, however, be rendered

thus ;
ci But what is much more (important) than these

things ; men ought to be had who understand perspective*
and its instruments well, yea exquisitely well

;
—because

the instruments of astronomy only proceed by vision, ac-

cording to the laws of that science." Dr. Campbell tells

us that this passage is in the Opus Tertium, and he very

naturally considers it as a proof,
iC that he (Koger Bacon)

made use of the telescope in his astronomical observations."

And certainly, a great force of reasoning would be ne-

* In Bacon's time, and tonsj after it, by the word Perspective was
meant Optics in general, as is evident from the quotations in the former

past
of tins, tetter.

cessary
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cessary to prove, that Bacon here talks of having men who
understand optical and astronomical instruments which did

not exist ! How Dr. S. gets over this argument, the reader

shall judge.
" To this," says he,

iC
it may be answered,

that the ancients had some occasion for perspective in plain
instruments before the invention of telescopic ones."—
What ! Did the ancients pretend that, with their w

plain

instruments," they could,
" from an incredible distance,

read the smallest letters, number (the smallest particles of)
dust and sand, and make the sun, moon, and stars to de-

scend hither in appearance ?"—w
But," continues the

doctor,
" as this passage stands alone, it is not easy to

know the intent of it : however, had there been any more
to the like purpose, no doubt this gentleman (Dr. Jebb), so
much versed in the author's works, would have found them
out and obliged us with thenfc

1' But is it not fair and na-
tural to ask, why Dr. S. himself has not obliged us with
those passages ? He cites the number of Bacon's MS. in

the Cottonian library (Lib. c. v. fol. 6.) which was as ac-

cessible to him, or his friends, as to Dr. Jebb ; for we can-
not suppose that that famous Oxonian repository would
have been shut against a Cambridge-man, when employed
in recording the renown of the greatest of Oxford-men*.
Dr. S. it would seem, had even a better opportunitv of

searching for, and inserting such passages, when he had

yet to write 150 pages of his book, than Dr. Jebb, who,
by Dr. S.'s own account, appears not to have discovered

the above striking passage, till his edition of Bacon was

printed off; so that he was obliged to insert it in the dedi~

cation, the part of a book which, though first in order, is

generally the last in execution. As to the passage itself, it

appears to me strongly to imply that Bacon had been pro-

posing to pope Clement IV.,
cf a wise and worthy man/'

(as Dr. Campbell calls him) to whom he addresses the

Opus Tertium, as well as the Opus Majus, some expedients
for promoting optics and astronomy.

—M But," continues

he,
u what is much more" (important or requisite)

" than
these things"

—an expression which seems necessarily to

imply other things which he had been mentioning. But,

leaving this to be decided by those who have access to the

* The philosophy of Newton (the greatest of nil Cambridge-men)
was taught not only in Scotland, (where it was first introduced into the

schools; see Hutton's Diet. art. Gregory) but in France and Holland, he-

fore it was taught at Oxford, by Keill or Gregory, both Scotchmen. Is

it possible that some remains of the old prejudice could have reached the

year 173?, when Dr. S. published the Remarks we are considering?

MS.
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MS. of the Opus Tertium in the Cottonian library, T must
observe that the passage can by no means be said to ic stand

alone," while it so admirably corresponds with the chapter
which Dr. S. himself has translated, and which we have

above transcribed (§ 23), unless Roger Bacon be the only
old author who is to have his meaning elucidated, or, where

necessary (as in this instance it scarcely is), ascertained

and supported by collating different parts of his writings.
28. Dr. S.'s next remark (the 120th) is, that " this au-

thor speaks only hypothetically, saying that glasses may be

figured, and objects may be magnified, so and so ;

'

but

never asserts one single trial or observation upon the sun or

moon (or any thing else), though he mentions them both."

And, where is the mystery in this ? Bacon, who was re-

presented as a magician, and bitterly persecuted* by his

ignorant brethren of the church, was now writing to the

pope, and might naturally wish that his holiness would
send for him to explain his meaning more fully, which

might have led to a settlement under the protection of that

excellent pontiff. Besides, the inventor, who rashly imparts
his discoveries to any ...man, will generally have cause to

regret his communicative disposition. But would it be fair

to say, that because lord Napier, or the marquis of Wor^
cesterf, or any other inventor, (and Bacon certainly was at

least in part the inventor of the optical knowledge he pos-
sessed,) did not at once explain the whole of their discove-

ries, that therefore they made
u no experiments, trials, or

observations % on the subjects which they professedly
treated? It is true, that I cannot back this question with

any original document
;
but I read in respectable modern

works, founded on such documents, that Bacon himself

states, that (C in experiments, instruments and scarce books,
he spent in 20 years no less than 2000 1., an amazing sum
in those days ;" also that i{ he had great numbers of burn-

ing-glasses § ;" that 6i the first burning-glass he made cost

him 20l. sterling || ;" and that, in his inquiries into che-

mistry
V: Hutton's Diet. art. Bacon {Roger).'
t See my first letter, in vol. xviii. p. 53, &c. of this Magazine.
% See Dr. S.'s 88th and 120th remarks.

$ Dr. Hutton's Dictionary, art. Bacon {Roger).

I Equal to 60I. Paris money ; so that, at-that time (about the year
1150) the French Iwe was worth 6s. 8d. sterling (See B/og. Briiann.

art. Bacon (Rogei), note B.) For the pound in money of France, Eng-
land, and Scotland, was, originally, a Troy {Troisf) pound in weight of

hnc silver, and hence the name. But the pound in England has since

dwindled to 6s. 8d.
j in Scotland, at the time of the Union, to about

is. 8d.
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mistry and other subjects, he' called in the aid of <e
experi-

mental perspective and practical astronomy *."—f( On the

other hand," continues Dr. S. in this same 120th remark,
(C he conceives some effects of telescopes which cannot pos-
sibly be performed by theSm;" The best answer to this is,

that, as is above observed, Dr. S. himself mentions, in his

1 I7th remark, Porta's folly in believing that Ptolomy could
see ships 600 miles off; yet the doctor, in his 104th remark,
allows Porta's pretensions as an inventor (or, as I should

say, a re-inventor) of the telescope, to pass without animad-
version. The truth is, that the ardent spirit of inventors is

but too apt to deal in prodigies; and I see no reason to

exempt either Bacon or Porta from the common infirmity

of their brethren. What wonders and H exuberances"
were to be, and still are to be performed, in our own times,

by air-balloons, and galvanism, and the gases ! .

29. Dr. S. sums up the evidence on Roger Bacon's pre-
tensions to a knowledge of the telescope in his 121st re-

mark, which is as follows :
ie If it be asked, How Bacon

came by these notions ? I answer, From the common doc-
trine of refractions in his canons, and from common ap-
pearances by refraction and reflection; especially from con-
cave speculums, whose effects were well known to him,
both by the accounts of them in antient authors, and by
his own experience. And this I take to be a sufficient

ground for a man of good sense and fancy to produce all

that he has said. I conclude, then that the time of the inven-

tion of telescopes was not earlier than the beginning of the

17th century."
—After what has been stated (though not

so perfect as could be wished) the reader will probably be

inclined, as I am, to substitute for this conclusion of Dr. S.

is. 8d. and in France, before the revolution, to about io'd. all estimated

in. parts of the Troy pound weight of fine silver. (See Henry's Hist, pf
G. Britain.) By Sir Geo. Shuckburgh Evelyn's excellent table in the

Philosophical Transactions for 1798, 60I. in the year 1250 was about

equivalent to 562I. in 1800; so that Bacon's first burning-glass may be

said to have cost him about 187I. and that he laid out on Uli experiments,
&c. in 20 years, about 18733!- of our present money.

* Cum adjutorio schntue expeririienialn peppectii'*, et astronomic opr-

ra/iva', &c. p. 9. Exurpta ex Lib^o Sexto Siuntlaium, qvem jecit tratcr

Rognus Bacon , prefixed to Sanioris Medicine Magistri. D. R-g-ri Bacc'nis

Angliy Thesaurus Cbemicus, Franeofurti, 1620. Bacon's connecting per-

spective (optics) with practical astronomy, as he does on other occasions

also, is very remarkable, and will no duubt be regarded by some as. :t

strong presumption that sciences, which he thus connected in his lan-

guage, he also united in his yractice ; for practical astronomy can no

more exist without optics than navigation can without them both.

4 ' that
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that of th^ « learned Dr. Plott, who," says Campbell,
W considers the invention of the telescope at

large,
and de-

clares, that without wresting of words, or begging favour-

able constructions, it is very possible to prove, that friar

Bacon was either the inventor or improver of that useful

instrument."—" This learned Franciscan," says Dr. Plott,
m did so far excel the ancient magicians, that whereas they

represented the moon's approach by their magical charms,
he brought her lower with greater innocence, and with his

glasses did that in truth which the ancient poets always put
in a fable. All which put together, it must necessarily be

confessed, that he had some such instrument, though not

so trimly made, it is like, as our telescopes are now ; in

favour of which truth much more might be alleged, did I

not think this sufficient to evince it to the unprejudiced
leader*."

30. But I must not dismiss the latter part of Dr. S.'s

Summation of the historical evidence on this question,
without expressing my wonder that he has taken no notice

either of Kecorde or of the Diggeses. It is indeed sur-

prising that a private individual like myself, led casually to

take a transient view of this subject, should presently pro-
cure the Stratioticos, the Pantometria, and the Path-way
to Knowledge ; and that a gentleman publicly known and

esteemed, who had all the libraries in one, if not both, of

the English universities at his command, should employ
many years in writing a very large quarto volume on the

principles and the history of Optics, without once mention-

ing, as far as I can see, any of those respectable testimo-

nials of English ingenuity. Had he consulted them, he

would have been constrained to place the invention of the

telescope in his own country, and many years
" earlier than

the beginning of the seventeenth century ;" and this even

without going so far back as the days of Roger Bacon. My
opinion on this subject is of little consequence; but, after

attentively considering all the evidence which I could pro-

cure, I must say, that I can no more doubt that the re-

fracting telescope originated in the southern part of this

island, than that the reflecting (commonly called the Gre-

gorian) telescope was invented in the northern.

31. What may be the fate of these last remarks I know
not; nor do I much care, while I am conscious of having
dune all the justice to the subject which my limited time and

*
Plott's Natural History of Oxfordshire, as quoted by Campbell, in

the Bmg. Brihvin. ait. liacon ( fcgw) note M.

authorities,
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authorities, and more limited abilities, would permit. I

wish to excite no controversy, neither will I enter into any
on this subject. But nullitis in verba : I will hold such

opinions as I have reason to think well founded. I have
shown all the deference which plain dealing would allow,
to the deservedly respected author from whom 1 dissent—
only because I really do not think he has treated one of the

greatest men whom this island or the world ever produced,
with alt that candour (for Roger Bacon needs no indul-

gence) which is always attached to the name of Dr. S. I

have, in short, endeavoured to observe the happy mean
which Sir Richard Steele recommends, when he says, that

zeal and candour are two very good things, if we can but
contrive to keep fire out of the one and frost out of the
other. Yours, &c.

*D.

XVI. On the supposed Chemical Affinity of the Elements of
AtmospJieric Air : with Remarks upon Dr, Thomson's Ob-
servations on this Subject,

To Mr, Tilloch,
SIR,

-Ln a former letter inserted in your Magazine (vol. xiv.

p. 169.), I endeavoured to show the absurdity of the notion
of atmospherical air being a chemical compound of azotic

and oxvgenous gases. Besides the difficulty, or rather im-

possibility, on the one hand, of conceiving how two ele-

mentary particles, constantly repelling each other, should,

notwithstanding, be held together by a principle of cohesion
or chemical affinity ;—or, on the other hand, supposing the

two atoms to combine and form one centre of repulsion,
how atmospheric air should differ from nitrous gas, &c.
there are a variety of facts which oppose the doctrine so

forcibly, that I have for some time wondered on what

grounds those who are still its adherents defended it. Dr.

Thomson, in the 2d edition of his Chemistry, vol. hi.

page 316, after reviewing the opinions of different philoso-

phers on this head, and amongst others my own, concludes

that air is a chemical compound : he assigns the four fol-

lowing reasons for the conclusion, which, from his exten-

sive acquaintance with authorities, may fairly, it is pre-

sumed, be deemed the most cogent that have been offered

on that side of the question. It is the object of this com-
munication to show their insufficiency.

1. The
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1 . The constant proportion of azot and oxygen in the

atmosphere is considered as an argument for their being
held by affinity. So indeed it may ; but it is equally in

favour of my hypothesis, and, therefore, nothing tending
to decide the question can be obtained from it. For, let

part of the oxygen be abstracted any where from the atmo-

sphere, then the azot may be supposed to attract the ox-

ygen from the vicinity, and thus the equilibrium be resto-

red; but it is certainly equally satisfactory to suppose that,
the oxygen in the vicinity meeting with less repulsive power
from the deficient quarter, nothing prevents its diffusion

into that quarter but the azot previously there, which* by
hvpothesis, can only retard, but by no means prevent, the

effect. Thus, then, whether the azot attract the oxygen,
or the oxygen repel itself, the effect is precisely the same.

From this fact simply it is impossible, therefore, to decide,

the merits of either theory; but if it be found that any
one gas diffuses itself in any other with nearly the same

celerity, it will be a presumption in favour of my hypothe-
sis' ; if otherwise, it may be urged that the quicker diffusion

is owing to the stronger affinity. I have made a great num-
ber of experiments on this head, but could not find any
remarkable difference in the time and circumstances of dif-

fusion of the same gas.
2. The experiments of Morozzo and Humboldt show that

air possesses different properties, from a mere mixture of its

two component parts. I do not credit the experiments. Hum-
boldt finds a variable quantity of oxygen, from 25 to 30, or

more, per cent, in the air ; whereas others, who are more

accurate, find but 21, or at most 22, and that constant. It

is no wonder then, if he mix 28 oxygen and 72 azot, that

the mixture diminishes nitrous gas more than air, and sup-

ports combustion and animal life for a longer time.

3. iC Different combustibles are capable of absorbing dif-

ferent portions of oxygen from a given quantity of air :

phosphorus 22 per cent, sulphur 8, &c." The only infe-

rences I draw from these facts are, that phosphorus will

burn in oxygen of any density; that sulphur will not burn

in oxygen, unless it be of \ of atmospheric density, or more.

The difference in the phenomena of combustion in air and

in oxygen is not to be ascribed to the combination of azot

and oxygen, but to the less density of the latter,
~ of what

a pure atmosphere of the same gas would be. From an in-

cidental, but imperfect, trial I made, in conjunction with

Mr. Davy last winter, I have no doubt but iron wire would

burn in common air of five times the density with brilli-

ancy,
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&ncy, as in an atmosphere of pure oxygen of common den-

sity. At any rate, it is notorious that, as the density of

common air is increased., combustion in it becomes more

vigorous. Though I have never attempted combustion in an

atmosphere of pure oxygen of £th the common density, I

can scarcely doubt that the appearances would be much Uig

same as in open air. It is probable, then, that the facts

under this head, if duly investigated, would turn out in

favour of the hypothesis of air being a mixture.

4. (C A gas, no way distinguishable from common air,

frequently makes its appearance during the preparation of
nitric acid

3
and Mr. Davy decomposed nitrous oxide by

passing it through a red-hot tube, and converted it into nitric

acid and a gas which possessed the properties of common
air. Now, if air were a mere mixture, it is infinitely impro-
bable that its two constituent parts should be evolved du-

ring such processes exactly in the proportion that exists in

common air." Granted : but as the force of this argument
rests upon the exact proportion of oxygen and azpt in the

gases so evolved, that is, upon their being constituted al-

ways of 21 per cent, oxygen and 79 azot, the facts should

be made out accordingly. Dr.
Priestley

is the only one I

know of who has particularly examined the gas produced
in the preparation of nitric acid; and he found it to have

much more oxygen than common air. Mr. Davy, in his

analysis of nitrous oxide, found the gas analogous to atmo-

spheric air always to contain less oxygen, though it was

nearly of the atmospheric standard.

The quick ascent of hydrogen, and the descent ofcarbonic

acid, have been objected to my hypothesis, as facts that

prove the operation of the laws of specific gravities on clas-

tic fluids. No doubt can exist that a portion of elastic fluid

completely insulated, as a balloon, or bubble of carbonic

acid or hydrogen surrounded by a film of water, is subject
to the laws of gravitation, and rises or falls in elastic fluids

on the same principle as it rises in water : the same must be

allowed whenever a vessel containing a considerable portion
of elastic, fluid is suddenly exposed at some surface to the

atmosphere : in this case the fluids must operate upon each

other for a few moments in a collected capacity, as in elastic

bodies; because' the diffusive or repulsive force, by which

they constantly tend to dispersion, is comparatively slow

in producing the ultimate effect, being in this respect ex-

actly similar to chemical affinity, the operation gradually di-

minishing as the effect draws towards a conclusion. No-
No. 73, June 1804, F thing
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thing more, therefore, can be inferred from the facts above

mentioned, than that gravity overpowers, and for a mo-
ment obliterates, the effect of that cause, which in other

cases slowly produces the dispersion of the fluid, whether

it be attraction, as is commonly supposed, or repulsion, as

I suppose. Chemical philosophers have not inquired sum-
mit ntlv into the effects of exposing gases in different circum-

stances to the atmosphere : all that we are usually told is,

that a jar filled with hydrogen, and uncovered, loses its gas
in a few seconds ; but, if inverted, it remains nearly pure for

a considerable time, &x. I find that a cylindric jar of 7

inches depth, and 2^ diameter, being filled with hydrogen,
and inverted, loses more than half of its gas in two mi-

nutes; and there is so little left as scarely to explode in five

minutes. If a tube 12 inches long, and J inch in diameter,
be filled with hydrogen, and exposed in like manner to the

atmosphere, it will lose half its gas in five minutes; and
that the same, whether it is held up, or down, or horizontal.

Here we see effects that cannot be caused by gravity, that

are produced in opposition to its agency, and where, in-

deed, it is almost obliterated by the action of some more

powerful cause. Let the advocates for the atmosphere being
a chemical compound attend to such facts as these, and
thev will soon find themselves reduced to acknowledge that

all gases have the same affinity for one another, a position
which their doctrine ultimately tends to establish. Indeed,
it is the same with regard to air, and vapour of water, aether,

or any other kind; that is, all kinds of gas, or mixtures of

gases, have the same affinity for the same vapour; and even
a torricellian vacuum possesses just the same affinity as any
of them, judging from the quantity evaporated and force

of the vapour in a given volume. If any one doubt it, he

may easily satisfy himself by throwing up a drop or two of

aether into the vacuum of a common barometer ; if the tem-

perature be 0S°, the mercury will fall 15 inches nearly : at

the same time, if a'ther be admitted to a given bulk or" any
kind of gas, subject to the pressure of the atmosphere, its

volume will be doubled
; clearly showing that the elastic

vapour from the mber is the same in both cases, namely,
an independent fluid of 15 inches force.

I cannot di.smi.ss this subject without observing, injustice
to Dr. Thomson, that lie has entered more clearly into my
views of these subjects than any other of our own country who
bus animadverted upon them. There are certain principles,

however, which he, with most chemists of the present day,

embraces,
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embraces, which arc, according to my experience, decided-

ly erroneous. One of these is, that water dissolves air. An
excellent paper of Mr. W. Henry, on the absorption of

gases by water, in the Philosophical Transactions for 1 803,
has shown us sufficiently in what light we should view the

supposed solution of air in water. Certainly air that is re-

tained in water by mechanical force, and which always
escapes when that force is withdrawn, cannot, with any pro-
priety, be said to be held by chemical affinity.
Dr. Thomson has been misinformed respecting my opi-

nions on the expansion of liquids. In vol. i. page 343, he

gives it as my suggestion,
that all liquids expand the same

quantity from their freezing to their boiling temperatures. I

never entertained such an opinion ;
and it is certainly erro-

neous. My idea is, that pure and homogeneous liquids,
such as water and mercury, expand according to the square
of the temperature from the points at which thev congeal ;

but I have not yet found a law to regulate the relative ex-

pansions of these and other liquids.

Manchester,
l am; }

T°urs> &c -

June 19, 1 004. J. DALTON.

XVI T. On a distinguishing Property between the Galvanic
and Electric Fluids. By Mr. John Cuthbkrtso^.

To Mr. Tilloch.DEAR SIR,

Oince my letter to Dr. Pearson appeared in your Philoso-

phical Magazine for last month, I thought the following
additional experiments necessary:
The two experiments last mentioned in the above letter

were compared with common electrical discharges, with a

view to prove what quantity of coated glass would be re-

quired to take a charge sufficient to ignite the same lengths
of wire.

Two jars, each containing about 1 70 square inches of coat-

ing, were set to the conductor of a 24-inch single-plate elec-

trical machine, with my universal electrometer loaded with 31

grains, (see Nicholson's 4to Journal, pi. xxiii. vol. xi.).

"8 inches of the same sort of wire were laid in the circuit :—-

57 revolutions of the plate caused the electrometer to dis-

charge the jars, which ignited the wire perfectly, as in the oth

experiment. In the next place, 6 inches of the wire being

F 2 Jaid
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laid in the circuit, the same number of revolutions caus'ed

the discharge, and the wire was deflagrated and fused into*

balls in the same manner as in the 8th experiment. Hence
I conclude, that 340 square inches of coated glass, properly
constructed, will l>ear a charge equal to a galvanic battery
of 1080 square inches surface.

I compared the above experiments with others gone
before, particularly Mr. Wilkinson's, in Nicholson's Jour-

nal, vol. vii.
p.- 297* wherein he says that one trough of 10O

pairs of plates ignited one half- inch of wire of one-seven-

teenth of an inch in diameter* If this is not a mistake (as
I am inclined to think), it is well worthy of notice; because,
to ignite one half-inch of steel-wire of the above diameter

would require a power sufficient to ignite 120 inches of wire

of 7375th part of an inch in diameter by common electrical

discharges, which is a power equal to two of mv common
electrical batteries. See Nicholson's- 4to Journal, vol.

p. 525.

The greatest power of CO pairs of 6-inch square plates
that has ever been hitherto known, is that of igniting \(y

inches of wire ofV^th part of an inch in diameter. Mr. Wil-
kinson's trough of 100 pairs of plates of 4 inches square is

of much less surface, and, as he says, it is a less favour-

able size; from which, and from the above experiments, I

conclude, that such a battery has not the power of igniting
one half-inch of wire of one-seventeenth of an inch in dia-

meter, unless galvanic discharges act upon metals in some
manner different from common electrical discharges, but with

which I am unacquainted: perhaps Mr. Wilkinson will be
kind enough to clear up this remark.

From the experiments, mentioned in the above letter, and
others since made with the same result, I concluded, that

double quantities of galvanic fluid only burn double lengths
of wire

;
but on examining some of my notes of experiments,/

I find that, on the 6th of June 1803, I had made a Volta's^

pile of \Q pairs of plates of 10 inches diameter, 8 of

which laid upon each other in the usual manner, with cloths'

wetted with diluted muriatic acid, burned one half-inch of

\vire0f-r-i\3th part of an inch in diameter } and when the other

8 were added they burned 4 inches of the same wire. This"

was repeated witli the 8 in pairs with the same result, ^with

respect to burning of metals
;
but it gave strong and loud

sparks from metal to metal, sufficient to be heard at 300

yards distance; which result, I believe, has never been ob-

tained from troughs, to be heard at any distance.
,
For thi*

3 last
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Jast experiment the cloths were wetted in a
strc/ng solution

of muriate of ammonia; so that I am of opinion there is at

present some defect either in the arrangement or construc-

tion of galvanic troughs.
Lam, dear sir,

Fo'nncUtreet, Solx>, Your very humhle servant,
June 21, 1804. John Cuthbertson.

XVIII. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

BRITISH MINERALOGICAL SOCIETY*.

t. our years have now nearly elapsed since the establish-

ment of this society, a review of their labours during which

period will, it is thought, not be displeasing to their mem-
bers. It is a satisfactioirto the minds of persons engaged
in philosophical pursuits, that they have added some truths

to a science like mineralogy, where the researches of eyery
one help to remove the veil in which nature is enveloped.

In the first formation of this society its institutors were

guided by motives of regard for their country, possessing
mines and subterranean riches little inferior to the proudest

empire on the continent, but without any college or school

of scientific mineralogy. In their public declaration they
were not arrogating to themselves the entire possession of all

mineralogical knowledge ; but, as far as their abilities as

philosophical chemists enabled them, they wished to assist

both the miner and the mine-owner in the
analysis and,.re-

duction of substances, either of a new or unknown nature,
or in a state of peculiar mineralization.

Time, and their labours, it is also hoped, will add one
more great pillar to British mineralogy, in furnishing spe-

cimens, with their provincial names, as well as their scien-

tific, of each county in this kingdom, arranged in cabinets

which will be of easy access to the mineralogist.

To our corresponding members we shall consider our-

selves much indebted in forwarding this branch of inquiry;

and, at the same time, we must take this opportunity to

•thank several of them for their valuable communications
and specimens.
The first analysis undertaken by the society was an ore of

iron from Shetland, found equal with the level of the sea
?

on the south-west side of the island.
> The surface is a

smooth, black mendic, of a metallic appearance, hard to

* Communicated by the Secretary.

F 3 penetrate>
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penetrate, and about two feet thick. The vein runs north*

east, and the specimen was taken four fathoms from the

surface.

The analysis, by Mr. W.H. Pepys,jun. gives in 200
parts,

Iron r -r 30*9
Silex - 92

Argil
- -. 28*5

Sulphur and oxygen
- 27"6*

Specific gravity 2*94.

The proprietor is Mr.Crighton, of the island of Shetland.

The second specimen was from Carnarvonshire, a sulphate
of barytes found equal with the level of the earth near the

fbot of a hill in that county.
The analysis, by Mr. Knight, yielded in 400 parts,

Sulphate of barytes
- 352

Silex r - 17
Loss - - 30

Specific gravity 4*028,
The proprietor Mr, S. Holland.

The third specimen was an iron pyrites found near the.

same spot with the last.

The analysis, by Messrs, Til}och and Pepys, gave in 100

parts,
Iron - - 47

Sulphur
- r 34

Argil
- r 8

Loss t - 1Q

Specific gravity 4*512.

Proprietor Mr. S. Holland.

The fourth specimen is from Hawes, near Winsly Dale,

Yorkshire, above t\\e earth, forming for some way a path
or road.

Mr. Charles Aikin's experiment proved it to contain

4 per cent, of copper in sulphate of barytes. It may, therer

fore, he considered nearly a pure sulphate of barytes.

, Specific gravity 4*20.

The proprietor Mr. J. Hillary, of Yorkshire.

The fifth specimen is a silver from the Herland mine in

Cornwall, in the parish of Gonnear, about seven miles west

of Redruth, and near the direct road from thence to Penr

^ance.
The first discovery of silver was made at 100 fathoms from

the surface in a cross-course which angles the copper lodes.

The silver is found about eight feet in length on each side

of the latter, and it continues in depth as they sink the

mine, which is now 145 fathoms^

u
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It was an abandoned copper mine about 67 years baek.

It had lain unwrought from 1 762 till that time, and had

turned up great profit to the former adventurers.

Specific gravity 4*464.

The analysis, by Mr. William Allen, gives in 100 parts.
Silver *

,

- 2-152

Iron - 27*500

Sulphur and arsenic, 26*600

Silex - - 32*400
Loss - 11-348

100-000

The specimen we received was from one of the propri-

etors, Mr. William Phillips.
The sixth specimen was a green carbonate of copper dif-

fused through an ochrey clay in compact quartz from a

mine in the parish of St. Neots, in the county of Cornwall,
at the depth of 30 fathoms from grass.

Specific gravity 3*078.

The seventh speciin^n is from the same mine.

Specific gravity 2*985.

Specimens 6 and 7, being already worked, are not sub-

jects for the investigation of the society.
Their value is reckoned by the proprietors at 12l. per

ton, when copper in the metallic state sells at 1351. per ton.

The eighth specimen is a copper and iron pyrites in

quartz, found on the surface of the earth, county of Cum-
berland : the specimen obtained by pick-axe.

Spec, gravity 3*788.
The analysis by Mr. T. Cox in 400 parts of the-ores,

Copper
- - 125

Iron - - 139
Silex - - 68

Sulphur
- - - 40

Loss - - 28

The proprietor is Mr. W. Monkhouse of Cumberland.
The ninth specimen is a peculiar arrangement of pyrites

found on the coast of Africa among the stones on the

beach.

On analysis by Mr. R. Phillips it was found to contain

in 100,
Iron - - 43

A 1umine - - 12

Silex 9

Sulphur and oxygen
•> 36

The proprietor Mr. J. Bolts.

F 4 Specimen
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Specimen 10 is a lead ore (from a mine called Hoxlcy, at

Carleton, Derbyshire) in lime stone.

Spec, gravity 6*578.
The examination by Mr. R, A. Cox gave

From 1 ton of ore 15 cwt. of lead.

From 1 ton of lead 23 oz. 6 dwts. silver.

Specimen 1 1 is another lead (from a mine called Dirtlow

in the same county) in fluat of lime.

Spec, gravity 3-068.

By the analysis of Mr. R. A. Cox it appears that

J ton of ore contains 1 Q\ cwt. of lead ;

and l ton of lead 15 oz. of silver.

Tfiese specimens were from one of the proprietors, Mr*
Mawe.

Specimen 1 9 is a beautiful micaceous glittering iron ore

from Moreton-Hampstead, in Devonshire. The vein rises,

from 2 inches to 3 feet wide, and its direction is from S. E.
to N. W. and about 4 feet from the surface of the earth ;

hard gravel on each side.

The analysis, by Mr. R. Knight, gave in 100 parts,
Iron - - - 72

Oxygen and loss, - 28

100
The proprietor Mr. J. Pinsent.

Specimens 13 and 14 were from the high grounds called

Scotland, in Barbadoes. Specimen 14 has a large extent of

ground slid over it on an inclined plane. They were. ana-,

lysed by Mr. Sandman.
No. 13 contained

Carbonate of lime v. 77
Silex - - - 10

Alumine - - 7

Water - -, 3

Iron, muriate of soda, and loss 3

No. 14 contained
Alumine - - 31

Silex - r - 6-2

Iron - 4

Magnesia •* • i 2-

Water - - 4

Proprietor, Mr. Wood, Barbadoes.

Specimens, 15 and 16 were brought from the same situa-*

tion as the last.— 15 is the earth supposed to furnish the.

petroleum of Barbadoes.—16 is found in large nodules in a

white loamy earth.

Specimen
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Specimen 1.5, on a very attentive examination by Mr.

Bingley, was found to contain

Silex - - 72
Alumine 8

Oxide of iron - - 4
Maltha - - 16

Specimen 16, examined also by Mr. Bingley, yielded
Maltha - - 60
Carbon - - - 37' 10
Ashes - - - 2*10

The proprietor Mr. Wood of Barbadoes.

Specimen 17. We have not yet the place from which
this specimen was obtained. It was analysed, without this

information, at the particular request of the proprietor,
Barker Chifney, esq.
Mr. R. Phillips found it to contain, on analysis,

Antimony - - 2*75
Lead - 8*21

Copper - - a trace

Oxide of iron 4
Silex - - 68

Sulphur and oxygen - 7*4

Loss -» - 10

Spec, gravity 2*976.

Specimen 18. A red micaceous substance from Shrop-
shire. As the analysis was for the metallic contents, which
were found to be inconsiderable by Mr. R. Phillips, it was
not deemed of sufficient importance for a humid analysis.

Proprietor Sir Corbett Corbett.

Specimen 19, a carbonat of copper from Cheshire.

The analysis, by Mr. A. Aik\n, gave 1 1-J- per cent, of cop-
per, 6 and T

3
oths of which may be obtained by simple fusion.

Proprietor Mr. Latham.

Specimen 20. A lead ore from the
parish of Llandegfar

in the isle of Anglesca.
Mr. R. Knight's analysis of this ore gave

125 grains of lead in 672 of the ore;
and Mr. Bingley's examination gave

1 grain of silver in 166 of the lead.

Proprietor Barker Chifney, esq.
The 2 1st specimen is under examination.

Besides these regular specimens, the society have deter-

mined to analyse all such substances as a committee ap-

pointed for that purpose shall determine worthy of exami-
nation.

Agreeably to that resolution, W. PI. Pepys has analysed
the
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the satin spar*; Messrs. Aikin and Allen, wolfram, from
which they have obtaine'd the regulus of tungsten, of an

equal specific gravity with D'Elhuyarsf; Mr. R. Phillips
the schiefer spar, and a variety of carbonates of lime J.

During the meetings of the society a series of experi-
ments on the substances which Klaproth treated in the por-
celain furnace of Berlin, have been exposed to the action of

oxygen gas on charcoal
;
from which, when completed, very

interesting results to the mineralogist and chemist will be
obtained.

Our cabinets, the great object of which is to complete
the provincial mineralogy, have received large additions

from correspondents and members. We should let no op-

portunity be lost in completing this useful collection.

I cannot conclude without mentioning the valuable pre-
sent of the mineralogical map of Cornwall, so attentively
drawn out, and presented by Mr. Wm. Phillips to the

society.
The committee are at present employed in making a ca-

talogue of the specimens we have, which, when printed,
will be forwarded to each of the members.—Duplicates of

specimens they have, and which are not in possession of the

society, will assist much in completing our plan.

SOCIETY OF THE FRIENDLY SEARCHERS INTO NATURE AT
BERLIN.

Thissociety has proposed the following prize question :

The disputes in regard to basaltes are terminated
;
but the

nature of it seems not yet to be ascertained, and therefore

a diversity of opinions still prevail respecting it. Since the

period when a prize question was proposed on this subject
at Berne, geognosia has made considerable progress ;

but

the geognostic
relation of this kind of stone has remained

partly a problem, and partly a subject of difference, among
pur best geologists.

It is very remarkable that all the geognosts, both fo-

reigners and others, formed in Germany, and particularly
under the direction of Werner, never entertain any doubt

of the Neptunian origin of basaltes ; but, on the other hand,

the French and Italian mineralogists, who have never been

* A description of the satin spar by Mr. A. Aikin, and Mr. Pcpys's

analysis, were published in the xiith volume of the Philosophical Maga-
zine, p. 364.

+ Philosophical Magazine, vol. xiii. p. 407.

% Philosophical Magazine, vol. xiv. p. 289,
bevond
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beyond the boundaries of their own
country, though de-

sirous of giving up their opinions when they do not coincide

with nature, cannot abandon their volcanic ideas. Of this

Brcislac, Fortis, Fabroni, and, in particular, the acute-

sighted Dolomieu, are striking examples. Does this arise

from the different appearance assumed by the various kinds

of trapp in these countries, and in Germany and England ?

But there is even a great difference of opinion among
those who defend the Neptunian origin of basaltes. In

general they consider the formation of basaltes as belonging
to the class of the alluvial kinds of substances, but assert

that they are formed at different periods. On the other

hand, Karsten, in his mineraiogical tables, unites all the

Stones belonging to basaltes in one peculiar class, and other

geologues entertain other opinions of this species of stone.

As more data can now be obtained than at the period
when the former question was proposed, the object may be

more fully obtained by a repetition of it, especially as many
experiments on this subject are to be found in a variety of
works ;

as a new component part has been discovered in

basaltes by Klaproth and Kennedy, and as many essential

observations not yet published have been since made.
The 'society has therefore resolved to give a prize of thirty

(ducats, transmitted to us by one of our foreign members, to

be employed in improving the study of the sciences, fo» a

paper which shall contain the best account of the nature of

basaltes ; the most satisfactory conclusions on that subject ;

and the best exposition of the errors in the different opinions
hitherto offered respecting it.

. The candidates must readily conceive that all partial con-

clusions, where the geognostic nature of one country only
is taken into consideration, will be foreign to the proposed
end : a comparison therefore of the most striking varieties

of this singular production, found in different countries, is

expected ; such for example as the basaltes in Bohemia and

pn the Rhine ; that of Auvererne with the basaltes of the

middle part of Italy j the basaltes of Scotland with that of

Ireland, &c.
An exposition of the peculiar character of its formation

in different lands, and a clear account of the principal re-

sults in regard to the general formation, corresponding with

fhe acknowledged principles of geology, will answer the

views of the society.
The answers, written cither in German, French, or Latin,

|Uust be transmitted in the usual manner, with a motto and
a sealed
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a sealed note, containing the -author's name, addressed to

the society before the 1st of October 1S05.

IMPERIAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AT ST. PETERSBURGH.

In the sitting* of February the 1 1th, the president, M. von

Novosilzof, presented to the academy a stone which about

eight years ago fell from the atmosphere in the neighbour-
hood of Karkof, and which is perfectly similar to that which

fell last year in Normandy, on the appearance of a fire-ball.

As a particular account of the circumstances by which
the fall of this stone was accompanied is expected, the

president requested that it might be subjected to chemi-

cal analysis, as well as the piece of native iron sent to the

academy by the celebrated professor Pallas, which is also

considered as an atmospherical production.

XIX. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles,

VACCINE INOCULATION.

JL he following letter from Dr. de Carro to the editors of

the Biidiutlicque Britannique, dated Vienna, March 27, 1 804,
contains the latest account of the success of the vaccine

inoculation in the East:
" You have seen by my preceding letters, and my work

on the oriental vaccination, what rapid progress this happy
discovery is making in Asia. We had never before heard that

it had been extended beyond the peninsula of India. A letter

from Bombay states that the vaccine inoculation is prac-
tised every where from Cape Comorin to Delhi. Ihave

experienced a new pleasure,
—rthat of having laid the fornix

dation for vaccination in Persia.
" Dr. Milne, physician to the English factory at Bassora,

having vaccinated a great number of children in that place,

experienced an interruption in vaccinating immediately from

arm to arn); and had recourse to threads, lancets, an,d pieces
of glass containing vaccine matter. Being vexed to find

that all these means failed, he wrote to me, in the month
of May last year, earnestly bejrging me to send him vaccine

matter by the first opportunity. I took every care possible

to collect matter on ivory lancets, and to impregnate lint

with it, according to the excellent method of Messrs. Ball-

hora and Stromeycr : but Dr. Milne, in the mean time, was

obliged to quit Bassora and to retire to Bashirc or Abushe^

her, ii\ Persia. As my packet, which was dispatched from

Vienna
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Vienna in the beginning of the month of August, did not
find him at Bassora, it was dispatched to Bashirc, where
he received it at the end of November. Dr. Milne, and
Mr. Jukes an English surgeon, who for four months had

despaired of seeing vaccination succeed, were agreeably sur-

prised to find lint impregnated with matter still moist,
which produced its effect on the first trial* The ivory
lancets produced no effect whatever.
" I do not know in the whole^history of the vaccine any

instances more satisfactory of what may be done, by care, in

the manner of preserving the matter, than the success of that

which 1 some time ago sent to Bagdad, and lately to Ba-
flhire. We have witnessed the incalculable good produced
by the first of these drops; and I have reason to hope that

what has been so happily introduced into Persia, will be at-

tended with as salutary effects in that immense and cele-

brated empire." Dr. Milne and Mr. Jukes inform me from Bashire,
of date the 11th and 15th of January, that their first suc-

cess made a great sensation in that town, which at present
is one of the most commercial in the whole empire. They
announce also that a mission is about to set out for Tehran,
the seat of government ;

and Mr. Jukes, who is to accom-

pany it in the quality of surgeon, has taken the most effi-

cacious measures to put vaccination under the protection
of the governors of the provinces, and even to explain the

history and utility of it to the sovereign, to whom they will

be presented.
tc

I am very impatient to receive the further details of
this expedition. Mr. Jukes has promised to enter into a

regular correspondence with me. Dr. Miine, who has been
invited to Bombav, is succeeded at Bassora by Mr. Donald,
who proposes to do every thing in his power to favour the

propagation of the vaccine. The East India company have

taken into consideration my exertions for introducing vac-

cination into the British-settlements; and the secretary has

made known to Mr. Paget, the English envoy at the court

of Vienna, by a letter dated December 9, 1803, that the

directors have voted me the sum of two hundred guineas to

purchase a piece of plate.
"

I have received also from the hospodar of Wallaehia

a magnificent India shawl, accompanied by a very nattering
lctter

w
\vhich his serene highness condescended to write to

me, and in which he gives an account of the efficacious

measures he has taken to diffuse vaccination throughout
that principality. J. dl Cakko."

.NOTICE
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NOTICE FROM THE VACCINE POCK INSTITUTION^
No. 44 , Broad-Street, Golden-Square.

tc, June, 1M04..

The public mind being of late much disturbed in conse-

quence of successive reports during the whole of the last

year, and especially of late by publications of cases esteemed
to be instances of the small-pox two or three years subse-

quently to the cow-pock,. the medical establishment of this

institution have thought it their duty, whatever may be
their own opinions, not to be inactive and silent.

Accordingly, I am directed to state that, in the last fort-

night, a number of subjects who had undergone vaccina-

tion in the year 1800 (the first year of the new practice
at any professed institution) have been submitted to the

test or counter-proof, variolation, in circumstances the most
favourable for exciting the small-pox. Besides these trials,

additional ones have been instituted on subjects who were
vaccinated in Dr. Pearson's early practice in 1 799- Further,

Reports have been already received at the Institution from
several provincial correspondents who were witnesses to

whole parishes of subjects vaccinated under Dr. Pearson's

and Mr. Keate's inspection, or with matter furnished by
them, early in the year 1799 *•

A very brief, but it is presumed conclusive statement of

evidence, collected from these sources, on the question
with which some persons have agitated the minds of so

many families, is intended to be laid before the public in a

week or ten days. This statement, it is apprehended, will

be the most proper return to the respectable author, who
has lately addressed his pamphlet

u To the Directors of the

Vaccine Institution,*' very justly conceiving
" that the

point at issue is within the power of this Institution, if they
will give directions for a number of persons to be inoculated

with small-pox matter, and exposed strongly to infection,

who were vaccinated early in the practice/'
—As no other

professed vaccine institution but this has been established

long enough to answer the demand, it has been determined

to comply. W. Sancho, Secretary.
* It may be very important information to affirm, that the matter now

used at this Institution was that originally taken in January and Febru-

ary i?99» by one of the physicians, from cows in Marylebone-ficlds and

Gray's-inn-lane ; with the addition, about three years ago, of matter

from the Milanese, by Dr. Sacco. But it does not appear that this exten-

sive succession has at all altered the properties, nor that there is any dif-

ference of properties among these different sources of matter. The expe-
rience of this Institution does not justify the conclusions, that the failure

of the cow-pock in preventing the small-pox depends in general upon the

selection of matter on a particular day.

4 1SEW



New Earth—The Princess Dashkoff.
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NEW EARTH.

KJaproth has discovered a new e^th in an ore which has

hitherto been supposed to contain tungsten. He has given
it the name otoc/iro'it earth. It seems to form the connect-

ing link between the earths and the metallic oxides. It

produces, like yttria, a reddish-coloured salt with sulphuric

acid, and is precipitable by all the prussiates ; but it differs

from yttria in not forming sweet salts, in not being soluble

in carbonate of ammonia (or but little so), and in acquiring,
when ignited, a light brown colour. It also diners from,

yttria by not being fusible either by borax or bv phosphates,
with which yttria fuses into a colourless transparent globule.

THE PRINCESS DASHKOFF.

We intended to have given the life of this lady, lately
directress of the. Imperial Academy of Russia, along with
the portrait that appears in the present number of our work;
but not having been able yet to meet with sufficient mate-

rials, we must defer it.

DEATHS.

At Madagascar, the meritorious botanist Andre Miehaux,
author of the History of the American Oaks, and of an Ame-
rican Flora. According to an account of him published

by De Leuze, he was bred a gardener, and, notwithstanding
the many vicissitudes he experienced, had the satisfac-

tion of enriching several parts of the earth with plantations.
Before the revolution he was sent to New York in order to

establish a botanical garden, in which all the plants he had
collected in his excursions were to be preserved till he could

return to France. In the course of the revolution he ex-

pended the greater part of his property to maintain this g;ir-
den ;

but at length he was obliged to return, and on his

voyage home he lost the remainder of it by shipwreck, but
saved his plants, for the preservation of which he sacrificed

the former. Through a desire of travelling he accompa-
nied captain Baudin, but left him at the Isle of France in

order to explore Madagascar, and to establish a garden on
the coast for the preservation of plants brought from the

interior parts of the island. The great fatigue to which he

exposed himself hastened his dissolution.

Letters received at Hamburgh announce the death of that

ingenious philosopher and indefatigable traveller M. von

Humboldt, who is said to have fallen a sacrifice to the yel-
low fever at Acapulco.

METEOR-
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PREMIUMS offered by the Society, instituted at London,

jar the Encouragement of Artsy Manufactures, and Com-

merce, for the Year 1 804.

TO THE PUBLIC.
rTM IE chief objects of the Society arc to promote the Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce
*• of this kingdom, by giving ivw.-rds for ail such useful Inventions, Discoveries, and Im-

provements, (though not mentioned in this book), as tend to that purpose ; and, in pursuance
of tins plan, the Society have aiready expended Fifty thousand pounds, advanced by
voluntary subscriptions of their members, and legacies bequeathed.
The manner in which this money has been distributed may be seen by applying to the Secrc-

ttry or other officers of the Society, at their house in the Adeijthi. The Register of the Pre-

miums and Bounties they have given will show the very great advantages which the Public

iiave derived from this Institution.

The meetings of the Society aic held every Wednesday, at seven o'clock in the evening,
from the fourth Wednesday in October to the first Wednesday in June. The several Coiuuatteel

meet on other evenings in the week during the session. ^
In order still farther to promote tiie laudable views of this Society, it may be necessary

to explain the mode by which its members continue to be elected.

Each member has the privilege, at any weekly meeting of the Society, of proposing any
person who is desirous to become a member, provided such proposal is signed by three mem-
ber^ of the Society.

Peers of the Bedim or Lords of Parliament are, on their being proposed, immediately bal*

lotted for; and the name, with the addition and place of abode, of every other person pro-

posing to become a member, is to be delivered to the Secretary, who is to read tlie same, and

properly insert the name in a list, which is to be hung up in the Society's room until the next

meeting ; at which time such person shall be ballotted for; and, if two-thirds of the members,
then voting, ballot in his favour, he shall be deemed a perpetuul member, upon payment of
r
J 'tienty Guineas at one payment; or a subscribing member, upon payment oi'any sum not lev

than Two Guineas annually.

Every member is entitled to vote and be concerned in all the transactions of the Society, and
to attend and vote at the several Committees. He has also the privilege of recommending two

persons as Auditors, at the weekly meeting of the Society; and, by addressing a note to the

Housekeeper, of introducing his friends to examine the various models, machines, and produc-
tions, in different branches of arts, manufactures, and commerce, for which rewards have been

bestowed ; and to inspect the magnificent series of moral and historical paintings, so happily-

contrived, and completed by James Barry, Esq. which, with some valuable busts and sta-

tues, decorate the Great Room. He has likewise the use of a valuable Library; and is

entitled to the annual Volume of the Society's Transactions.
• The time appointed for admission to the paintings or models, is from ten to two o'clock,

Sundays and Wednesdays excepted.

PRBfflVMS IN AGRICULTURE. three hundred young oaks on each acre, to be

delivered to the Society on or before the hist
Class U Acorns.

Tuesday in December, 1604,

T^OR having set, between the first of Oc- 3. Raising Oaks. To the person who
X

tober, 1802, and the first of April, 180.% shall have raised, since the year 1800, the

the greatest quantity of land, not less than ten greatest number of oaks, not fewer than five

acres, with acorns, with or without seeds, cut- thousand, either from young plants or acorns,

tines, or plants of other trees, at the option of in order to secure a succession of oak timber

the candidate
;
and for effectually fencing and in this kingdom ;

the gold medal,

preserving the same, in order to'raise timber
; 4. For the next greatest number; not fewer

the gold medal. than three thousand
;
the silver medal.

9. For the second greatest quantity of land, Certificates that there were on the land, &t

not less than live acres, set agreeably to the least the number of young oak-trees required,
above conditions, the silver medal. in a thriving condition, two years after the

Certificates of setting agreeably to the above planting, with an acccuni of the methods pur-
conditions, and that there are iiot fewer than sued in making and managing the plantation,

Vol. XIX. No. 73. G
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to be produced to the Society on or before the

lixst Tuesday in January, 180.">.

5. Ascertaining tiik pest Method
of raising OaksO To the person who shall

ascertain in the best manner, by actual expe-
riments, the comparative merits of the differ-

ent modes of raising oaks for timber, either

from acorns set on land properly dug or tilled,

from acorns set by the spade or dibble, with-

out digging or tillage, either on a smooth

surface, or among bushes, fern, or other co-

ver ;
or from young plants previously raised in

nurseries, and transplanted ; regard being had
to the expense, growth, and other respcciive

advantages of the several methods
j
the gold

medal.

The accounts, and proper certificates that not

less than one acre has been cultivated in each

mode, to be produced to the Society on or be-

fore the first Tuesday in November, 1804.

6. CntsNirrs. For having sown or set,

between the first of October, 1302, and the

first of April, 1803, the greatest quantity of

dry loamy land, not less than six acres, with

Spanish chesnuts, with or without seeds, cut-

tings, or plants of other trees, adapted to such

soil, at the option of the candidate ; and for

effectually fencing and preserving the same, in

order to raise timber ;
the gold medal.

7. For the second greatest quantity, not less

than four acres, the silver medal.

Certificates of sowing or setting, agreeably to

the above conditions, and that there arc not

fewer than three hundred chesnut plants, in a

thriving state, on each acre, to be delivered to

the Society on or before the first Tuesday in

January, 1805.

8. Elm. For having planted the greatest
number of the English elm, not less than eight

thousand, between the twenty-fourth of June,

1302, and the twenty-fourth of June, 1803 ;

and for having effectually fenced and pre-
served the same, in order to raise timber ; the

gold medal.
9. For the second greatest number, not less

than five thousand, the silver medal.

Certificates of having planted, agreeably
to the above conditions, that the plants were

in a healthy and thriving state two years at

least after making the plantation, and speci-

fying the distance of the plants, to bo deli-

vered to the Society on or before the lirst

Tuesday in April, 1805.

%0. LabcH. For having planted out, be-

tween the twenty-fourth of June 1801, and
the twenty-fourth of June, 180?, the greatest

number of larch-trees, not fewer than live

thousand ;
and lor having effectually fenced

and preserved the same, in order to raise tim-

ber ; the goid medal.
1 1. For the next greatest number, not fewer

that) three thousand, the silver medal.

Certificates of the number of plants, that

they were in a healthy and thriving state tvo

years at least after they were planted out,

with a general account of the methods used in

making the plantation, to be delivered to the

Society on or before the last Tuesday' in De-
cember, 1801.

12, 13. The saihe premiums are extended
one year farther.

Certificates to be produced on or before the

last Tuesday in December, 1805.
N. B. The larch-trees may be either planted,,

mixed with other trees, or' by themselves, as

may best suit the convenience of the planter.
14. Osiers. To the person who shall have

planted, between the first of October, 1803,
and the first of May, 180 V, the greatest quan-
tity of land, not less than five acres, with those

kinds of willows, commonly known by the

names of osier, Spaniard, new kind, or French,
fit for the purpose of basket-makers, not fewer

than twelve thousand plants on each acre
;
the

gold medal, or thirty guineas.
15. For the second greatest quantity of landj

not less than three acres, the silver medal, or

ten guineas. Certificates of the planting, and
that the plants were in a thriving state five

months at least after the planting, to be pro-
duced to the Society on or before the last Tues-

day in November, 1804.

16. Aeder. For having planted, in the

year 1801, the greatest number of alders, not
less than three thousand

; the gold medal.

Certificates of the number of plants, and that

they were in a thriving state two years at least

after being planted, to be delivered to the So-

ciety on or before the last Tuesday in Decem-
ber, 1804.

17. Ash. For having sown or set, in the

year 1801, the greatest quantity of land, not
less than six acres, with ash for fnnber, with
or without seeds, cuttings, or plants, of such
other trees as are adapted to the soil

;
the gold

medal.
18. For the next greatest quantity, not less

than four acres, the silver medal.

Certificates of the sowing or setting, agree-

ably to the above conditions, that there are

not fewer than one hundred ash plants on each

acre,, in a thriving and healthy condi\ion, two

years at least after the sowing or setting, with
a general account of the methods used in making
the plantation ;

to be delivered to the. Society
on or before the last Tuesday in December,
1804.

19. 20. The same premiums are extended
one year farther.

Certificates to be delivered on or before the

last Tuesday in December, 1805.
A7

. B. It is the particular wish of the So-

ciety, that such lands only as arc hot calcu-

lated for growing corn, should be employed

for the purposes specified in these advertise-

ments.
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21. Forest-trees. To the person who

shall have inclosed and planted, or set, the

greatest number of acres (not less than ten) of

tend, that is inca^ble of bring ploughed, such

•es the borders of rivers, the sides of precipices,

and any land that has too many rocks, or that

is not calculated to repay the expense of till-

age, owing to the stillness or poverty of the

soil, the surface being too hilly, mountainous,
or otherwise unlit for tillage, with the best

sorts of forest-trees, namely, oak, Spanish

chesnuts, ash, elm, beech, alder, willow, larch,

spruce and silver fir, with or without screens

of Scotch fir, adapted to the soil, and intended

for timber-trees, between the first of October,

1801, and the first of April, 1802; the gold
medal.

22. For the second greatest quantity of land,
not less than seven acres ;

the silver medal, or

ten guineas.
23. For .the third greatest quantity of land,

not less than live acres, the silver medal. A
particular account of the methods used in

making and managing the plantations, the na-

ture of the soil, tlie probable number of each
sort of plants, together with proper certificates

that they were in a healthy and thriving state

two years at least alter making the plantation,
to be delivered to the Society on or before the

first Tuesday in November, 1804.

24. 25, 26. The same premiums arc ex*

tended one year farther. Certificates to be pro-
duced on or before the firat Tuesday in No-
vember, 1805.

N. B. With the above forest-trees, the seeds,

cuttings, or plants, of such other trees as are

adapted to the soil, and proper for underwood,

may or may not be intermixed.

N. B. The candidates for planting all hinds

cf trees are to produce certificates that the rc-

tpective plantations arc properlyfenced and se-

cured, and particularly to state the condition of
the plants pi the time of signing such certificates.

Any information which the candidates for the

foregoing premiums may choose to communicate,
relative to the methods made use of in forming
the plantations, or promoting the groioth of the

several trees, or any other observations that may
have occurred on the subject, tviil be thankfully
received.

27. Securing Plantation* of Timber-
trees, and Hedgf.-ro ws-. To the person
who shall give to the Society the most satisfac-

tory account, founded on experience, of the

most cfVectual and Jeast expensive method of

securing young plantations of timber-trees, and

hedge-rows, from hares and rabbits, as well as

sheep and larger cattle, which at the same
time shall be least subject to the depredations
of wood-stealers, the silver medal, or ten gui-

neas. The accounts, and certificates of the effi-

cacy of the method, to be produced to the

Society on or before the first Tuesday in No-
vember, 1804.

28. The same premium is extended one

year farther. The aecoimls and certificates to

be produced on or before the first Tuesday in

November, 1805.
29. Comparative Tillage, For the

most satisfactory set of experiments, made on
not less than eight acres of land, tour ofwhich to

be trench-ploughed,* and four to be ploughed
in the usual manner, in order to ascertain in

what cases it may be advisable to shorten
the operations of tillage, by adopting one

trench-ploughing, for the purpose of burying
the weeds, instead of the method, now in com-
mon use, of ploughing and harrowing the land
three or four limes, and raking the weeds to-

gether and burning thera
',
the gold medal. It

is required that every operation and expense
attending each mode of culture be fully and

accurately described, and that proper certifi-
cates of the nature and condition of the land on
which the experiments are made, together with
a circumstantial account of the appearance of
the subsequent crops during their growth ; and
also of the quantity and weight of the corn and
straw under each mode of culture, or, in case
of a green crop, the weight of an average six-

teen perches, be produced to the Society on or
before the first Tuesday m February, 1805. '

30. Comparative Culture of Wheat,
»road-ca«t, drilled, and dibbled. for
the best set of experiments, made on not less

than twelve acres, four of which to be sown
broadcast, four drilled, and four dibbled, the
two latter in equidistant row:;, hi order fully
to ascertain which is the most advantageous
mode of cultivating wheat

;
the gold medal, or

thirty guineas. It is required that every opc^
ration and expense of each mode of culture be

fully described
;
and that proper certificates of

the nature and condition of the land on which
the experiments are made, together with an ac-

count of the produce of the corn, the weight
per bushel, and also Gf the straw, be produced
to the Society on or before the first Tuesday ia

February, 1805.

31. Spring Wheat. To the person who,
between the 10th of January and the 10th of

April, 1804, shall cultivate the greatest quan-
tity of wheat, not less than ten acres

; the gold
medal. li is required, that the time of sowing
and reaping be noticed

-,
also a particular ac-

count of rhe species, cultivation, and expense

attending it, with proper certificates of the na-

ture and condition of the land on which the ex-

periments were made, and the name of the crop,
if any, which the same land bore the preceding

* It is a common practice among gardeners, when the* have a piece of very foul land, to dig it two spits,
«r about eighteen inches deep, shovelling the weeds to the bottom, 'this they call trenching.
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year ; together with an account of the produce,
the weight per Winchester bushel

; and a sam-

ple, not less than a q.urt, be produced to^the
Society on or before the second Tuesday in Fe-

bruary, 1305.

, It is supposed that sowing wheat early in the

spring wjll not only allow more time to till the

land, hut less lor the growth of weeds
; thus

rendering the wheat as clean as a barley crop,
air! exhausting the soil much less than autum-
nal sowiug. It may be seen in the 19th volume,
that the wheat usually sown in autumn may be

put into the ground, with great success, so late

as February or March, thus giving time to clear

the ground from turnips, or to avoid a bad season.

3£i Beans and Wheat. To the person
who- shall have dibbled or drilled, between the

1st of December, 1803, and the 1st of April,

1804, the greatest qua*nt>y of land, not less than

ten acres, with beans, in equidistant rows, and
hoed the intervals twiee or oftener, and shall

have sown the same laud With wheat in the au-

tumn of the year 1804 ; the gold medal. It is

required that an account of the sort and quan-

tity of beans, the time of dibbling or drilling,

•ad of reaping ov mowing them, the produce

per acre tnrushed, the expense of dibbling or

drilling hand or horse hoeing, the distance of

the rows, and the quality of the soil, together
with certificates of the number of acres, and
that the land was afterwards actually sown with

wheat, be produced on or before the second

Tuesday in March, 1805.

33. Beans. To the person who, in the

year 1803, shall discover and cultivate, either

by the drill or dibbling method, on not less than

rive acres, a species of horse-beans or tick-beans,

that will ripen their seeds before the 21st of

August ; the silver medal, or ten guineas. It

is required that a particular account of the bean,
the cultivation, and the expense attending it,

with proper certificates of the nature and condi-

tion of the land on which the experiments are

made, together with an account of the produce,
the weight per Winchester bushel, and a sample
of not less than a quart, be produced to the So-

ciety on or before the lirst Tuesday in Decem-
ber, 1804. It is apprehended that, if a bean

should be brought into cultivation with tin- ha-

bits of the hotspur, or other early peas, that it

would, in a great measure, escape the danger
wising iron* the collier-insect, or other inlets,

»nd allow more time lor the iarmers to till the

land tor the subsequent crop of wheat. The
mccdtek and cert-ficritrs

to be delivered on or

before the fust Tuesday in December, 1804.

34. The same premium is extended one

•ycir farther. The acemtnts and certificates to

'be delivered on or before the first Tuesday in

December, 1805.

35. Comparative Cut.tube of Turnips.
For the best set of experiments made on not less

than eight acres of land, four ot which tp be sown

Agriculture.
broad-ca«t, and four drilled, to ascertain wi-
ther it is most advantageous to cultivate turnip*

by sowing them broadest and baud-hoeing
them, or by drilling them m equidistant rows,
and baud or horse hoeiug the intervals ; \\vz

silver medal, or ten guineas. It is, required, that

every operation and expense of each mode of

culture be tally described, and that proper cer*

tyicates of the nature and condition of the land

on which the experiments were made, together
with the weight of the turnips grown, on a r-dr

average sixteen perches of land, under each
mode of culture, be produced to the Society on
or before the first Tuesday in March, 1805.
The object winch the Society have in view in

ottering this premium is experimentally to as-

certain the most advantageous method of grow-
ing turnips. To do this in a satisfactory man-
ner, both the drilled and broad-cart crops should

have the advantage of the most perfect cultiva-

tion, consequently the drilled crops should have
the intervals between the rows worked by the

horse or hand hoe, or by both these implements;
and the rows should be either weeded or hand-

hoed, or both weeded and hand-hoed. ']!;•.}

broadcast crop should have every advantage

which weeding and hand-hoeing can give it,

consistently with leaving the soil a flat surface.

56, The same premium is extended one year
farther. Certificates to be produced on or be-

fore the Stet Tuesday in March, 1806.

ST. Pap snips. To the person who, in tho

year 1804, shall cultivate the greatest quan-
tity of land, not less than five acres, with

parsnips^ for the sole purpose of feeding cat-

tle or sheep: the gold medal, Cerirficattt
of the quantity of land so cultivated, -with a par-
ticular account of the nature of the soil and

weight of the produce on sixteen perches, and
also of the condition of the cattle or sheep fed
with the parsnips, and the advantages resulting,
from the practice, to be produced to the Society
on or before the second day in February, 1805,

38, Buck Wheat. To the person who
shall cultivate the greatest quantity of land with

buck wheat, not less than thirty acres; the gold
medal. It is required that the time of sowing
and reaping be noticed ;

also a particular
account of the species, cultivation, and expense

attending it, the manner of reaping it, thra- hing
it, and housing the grain ; with proper certifi*

tiaUt of the nature and condition of the, land
on which the experiments were made, and the

name of the crop, if any, which the same land
bore the preceding year, together with an
account of the produce, and a sample of the

seed, not less than a quart, be produced to tho

Society on or before the second Tuesday in

January, 1805.

39. For the next greatest quantity, not less

than fifteen acres, on similar conditions ; the

silver medal. Information respecting its ap-

plication to the feeding of cattle, hogs, and
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J'unltn,

and other of its use?, 1s also desired,

t is known to be particularly serviceable in

iurnislimg honey to bees.

40. Raising Oit ass Skins. To the per-
*on who shall raise the greatest quantity of each
or any of the following named grass seeds, viz.

—Meadow fox- tail (alopecia us pratensis),
sweet-scented vernal grass (anthoxanthum odo-

rfctuin), Timothy grass, meadow Fescue grass.
sraooth-st:;lkcd meadow grass (poa pratensis),

rough-stalked meadow grass (poa trivialis) ;

the silver medal, or ten guineas. It is required
that artifcatcs from persons who have viewed
them in a proper state, to identify that they
are one or other of the seeds above mentioned,

indicating clearly the particular species, and

noticing the quantity produced of such seeds,
free from weeds or mixture of other grasses,

together with proper samples of the seeds, be

produced to the Society on or before the first

day of February, 1805.

41. The same premium is extended one

year farther. Certificates to be produced on
or before the first day of February, 1806.

42. Hotation of Crops. To the person
who shall, between the 10th of August, 1801,
and the 10th of September, 1803, cultivate the

greatest quantity of land, not less than forty
acres, in the following rotation, viz. 1st, winter

tares; 2d, turnips ;
and 3d, wheat

;
and apply

the two former crops in the best and most
farmer-like manner, to the rearing, supporting,

in (ha spring will be particularly suitable for

this premium.
l.S, 46, 17. The same premiums are ex-

tended one year fuj-ther. Certificates to be de»

livercd on or before the first d«y of November,
$805.

48. Prfskhving Turnips. To the perw
son who shall discover to the Society the bent

and cheapest method of preserving turnips

perfectly sound, and in every respect fit for

the purpose of supporting and fattening sheep
and neat cattle, during the months of February,
March, and April ; the silver medal, or tea

guineas. It is required that a full and accurate

account of the method employed, and the ex-

pense attending the process, together with

certificates that the produce of four acres at the

least have boen preserved according to the

method described, and applied to the feeding
of sheep and neat cattle

;
that the whole were

drawn out of the ground before the first day of

February, in order to clear the greater part of
it previous to its being prepared for corn, and
to save the soil from being exhausted by the

turnips ;
and also of the weight of an average

sixteen perches of the crop ; be produced to

the Society on or before tiie first Tuesday in

November, 1804.

N.B. It is recommended to those who nay he

induced to try the necessary experiments for ob-

taining this and the following four premiums, to

consider the method employedfor the preservation
and fattening horses, cattle, sheep, or hogs, on-- ofpotatoes in ridges (which the growers col ! pies).
the land which produced the crops ;

the gold
medal, or one hundred guineas.

43. For the next in quantity and merit, on
not less than thirty acres, the silver medal, or

fifty guineas.
44. For the next in quantity and merit, on

not less than twenty acres, the silver medal.
It is required, that every operation and expense
be fully described, and that satisfactory certi-

ficates
of the nature and condition of the soil

on which the crops have grown, together with
an account of their appearance, the number of

horses and cattle, sheep or hogs, fed by the

two green crops, and, as near as -possible, the

improved value of the livestock by the con-

sumption of those crops, and also the quantity
of wheat per acre, and its weight per bushel,
be produced to the Society on or before the

first day of November, 1804.
It is presumed that very great advantages

will arise to such agriculturists as shall adopt
this rotation of crops on a dry soil. They will

be enabled, with the addition of a few acres of

turnip-rooted cabbage for spring-food, to keep
such large flocks of sheep and herds of seat
cattle as may secure a sufficient quantity of
manure to fertilize their land in the highest
degree, and in every situation. It is farther

conceived, that wheats which will bear sowing

•find also the propriety of adopting a siiyrilar me-
thod in cases where they arc previoushjfrozen. It

is supposed that, in the latter instance, the addi-

tion of ice or snow, and the construction of the

ridges upon a large scale, may be sufficient to

preserve thefreezing temperature till the vegeta-
bles are wantedfor the use <f cattle orsheep, at

which time they may be thawed by immersion in

cold water, and, the rot which a sudden thaw

produces may be prevented.
49. For the next in quantity and merit, on

not less than two acres, the silver medal.

50. Prfsfrving C\bbagjs. To the per-
son who shall discover to the Society tlie best

and cheapest method of preserving drum-
headed cabbages perfectly sound, and inevc-y
respect fit for the purpose of supporting and

fattening sheep and neat cattle during the

months of February, March, and April ; the

gold medal, or thirty guineas.
51. For the next in quantity and merit, on

not less than two acres, the silver medal of

fifteen guineas. Conditions the same as for

preserving turnips, CI. 48. And the accounts

to be produced on or before the first Tuesdaj
in November, 1805.

52. Prkservino Capbots, PArtsvirs, or
Brxts. To the person who shall discover lo

tke Society the best and cheapest method of
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prescrvine carrots, parsnips, or beets, perfectly

5ound, and in every respect (it tor the purpose
of supporting horses, and fattening sheep and
neat cattle, daring the months of February,
March, and April ;

the silver medal, or fifteen

guineas. Conditions the same as for preserving

turnips, CI. 48. And the accounts to be deli-

vered in on or before the first day in November,
1805.

53. Preserving Potatoes. To the person
who shall discover to the Society the best and

cheapest method of preserving potatoes, two or

more years, perfectly sound, without vegeta-

ting, and in every other respect fit for the

purpose of sets and the use of the table, and,

consequently, of supporting and fattening cat-

tle
;
the gold medal, or thirty guineas. It is

required, that a full and accurate account of

the method employed, and the expense attend-

ing the process, with certificates that one hun-

dred bushels at the Jeast have been preserved

according to the method described, and that

one or more bushels of the same potatoes have
been set, and produced a crop without any
apparent diminution of their vegetative power,
and also that they hare been used at taWe,
with entire satisfaction to the person who ate

of them, together with a sample of one bushel,

be sent to the Society on or beibre the first

Tuesday in November, 1805.

54. Making Mkadow-Hay in wit Wli-
tiii v.. To the person who shall discover to

the Society the best and cheapest method, su-

perior to any hitherto practised, of making
meadow-hay in wet weather ; llie gold medal,
or thirty guineas. A full account of the me-
thod employed, and of the expense attending
the process, with not less than fifty-six pounds
of the hay; and certificates .ihat at least the

produce of six acres of land has been made ac-

cording to the method described, and that the

whole is of equal quality with the sample ; to

be produced on or before tbc first Tuesday in

January, 1805.

55. HarvfstinoCorn in wetWtathfr.
To rhe person who shall discover to the Society
Etc b^st and cheapest method, superior to any
hitherto practised, of harvesting coin in wet
v-cather

;
the gold medal, or thirty guineas.

A full account of the method employed, and of
the e*pt nse attending the process, with not less

titan two sheaves of the corn, and certificates
that,at least the produce of ten acres has been
harvested according to the method described,
end that the whole is of equal quality with the

atopies, to be produced on or before the first

Tuesday in January, 1805.

56. Ascertaining tjikcomponfnt Parts
of arable Land. To the person who shall

produce to the Society the most satisfactory set

•f experiments to ascertain the due proportion
of the several component parts of rich arable

land, in one or more counties ia Great Britain,

Agriculture.

by an accurate analysis of it
;
and who having

made a like analysis of some poor arable land,

shall, by comparing the component parts of

each, and thereby ascertaining the deficiencies

of the poor soil, improve a quantity of it, not

less than one acre, by the addition of such parts
as the former experiments shall have discovered
to be wanting therein, and therefore probably
the cause of its sterility ;

the gold medal, or

forty guineas. It is required, that the ma-

nurings, ploughing*, and crops, of the improved
land, be the same alter the improvement as

before
;
and that a minute account of the pro-

duce in each state, of the weather, and of the

various influencing circumstances, together
with the method made use of in analysing the

soils, be produced, with proper certificates and
the chemical resultsof the analysis, which are

to remain the property of the Society, on or

before the last Tuesday in February, 1805.
It is expected that a quantity, not less than

six pounds, of the rich, of the poor, and of
the improved soiis, be produced with the certU

Jicates.

57. Gaining Land from the Ska. To
the person who shall produce to the Society
an account, verified by actual experiment,
of his having gained the greatest quantity of

land from the sea, not less than fifty acres,

on the coast of Great Britain or Ireland ; the

gold medal. Certificates of the quantity of

land, and that the experiments were begun
after the 1st of January, 1798, to be produced
to the Society on or before the last Tuesday in

October, 1804.

58. The same premium is extended one year
farther. Certificates to be produced on or be-

fore the last Tuesday in October, 1805.

59. The same premium is extended one year
farther. Certificates to be produced on or be-

fore the last Tuesday in October, 1806.

60. Improving Land eying waste. For
the most satisfactory account of the best me-
thod of improving any of the following soils,

being land lying waste or uncultivated, viz.

clay, gravel, sand, chalk, peat-earth and bog".
verified by experiments on not less than fifty
acres of land

;
the gold medal, or thirty guineas;

61. For the next greatest quantity, not less

than thirty acres, the silver medal, or twenty
guineas. It is required, that the land before

such improvement be absolutely uncultivated,
and in a great measure useless, and that, in its

improved state, it be enclosed, cultivated, and
divided into closes. Certificates of the number
of acres, of the quality of the land so improved,
with a full account of every operation and ex-

pense attending such improvement, the state it

is in as to the proportion of grass to arable,
and the average value thereof, to be produced
on or before the. first Tuesday in Februarys 805.

6'J. Man up is. For the most satisfactory
set of experiments, to ascertain the comparative.
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advantages of the following manures, -used hs

top-dressings oa grass or corn land, viz. soot,

coal-ashes, wood-ashes, little, gypsum, night-

soil, or any other (it article
;
the gold medal,

or tjfcj silver medal and ten guineas. It* is re-

quired that the above experiments be made
between two or more of the above-mentioned

manures, and that not less thau two acres of

land be dressed with each manure. An ac-

count of the nature' of the soil, quantity and

expense of the manure and crops, with certifi-

cates, to be produced on or before the last

Tuesday in February, 1805.

6.J. The same premium is extended one

year farther. The accounts and certificates to

be produced on or before the last Tuesday in

February, 1806.

64. R.msino Watkii for the Ibriga-
tion of Land. To the person who shall dis-

cover to the Society the cheapest and most effec-

tual method of raising water in quantities sulti-

cient to be beneficially employed for the purpose
of irrigating land, superior to and cheaper than

any other method now in use ; the gold medal,
or fifty guineas. A model on a scale of one
inch to a foot, with certificates that a machine
at large, on the same construction, has been

used, specifying the quantity of water delivered

in gallons per hour, and the height to which it

was raised, to be produced to the Society on or

before the first of March, 1805.

65. The same premium is extended One year
farther. Certificates to be produced on or be-

fore the first of March, 1806!

66. Paring Plocgh. To the person who
shall invent and produce to the Society, a ma-
chine or plough for the purpose of paring land

preparatory to burning, superior to any hitherto

known, or in use for such purpose, and to be
worked by not more than one man and two

horses; the silver medal, or twenty guineas.
The machine, and certificates that at least three

acres have been pared by it in a proper man-

ner, to be produced to the Society on or before

the first of January, 1805.

67. Mac mink for Dibbling Wheat. To
the person who shall invent a machine, supe-
rior to any hitherto known or in use, tu answer

the purpose of dibbling wheat, by which the

holes for receiving the grain may be made at

equal distances and proper depths ; the silver

medal and ten guineas. The machine, with

eertificntt's that at least three acres have been
dibbled by it, to be. produced to the Society on
or before the second Tuesday in January, 1805.

Simplicity and cheapness in the construction

will be considered as principal parts of its

mru-it.

68. Machine for Reaping or Mowing
Corn. For inventing a machine to answer
the purpose of mowing or reaping wheat, rye,

barley, oats, or i^cans, by which it may be done
Store expeditiously and cheaper than by any

103
method now practised, provided it does not
shed the corn or pulse more than the methods
iu common practice, and v that it lays the straw
in such a manner that it may he easily gathered
up for binding ;

tire gold medal, or* thirty gui-
neas. The rnucliine, with certificates that at

least three acres have been cut by it, to be pro-
duced to the Society on or btfore the second

Tuesday in December* 1804. Simplicity and

cheapness in the construction will be consi-

dered as principal parts of its merit.

69. Thrashing Machine. To the par-
son who shall invent a machine by which corn
of ail sorts may be thrashed more expeditiously,

effectually, and at a less expense, than by any
method now in use

;
the gold medal, or thirty-

guineas. The machine, or a model, with proper
certificates thai »uch a machine has been usefully

applied, that at least thirty quarters have been
thrashed by it, and of the time employed in the

operation, to be produced to the Society on or

before the last Tuesday in February,' 1805.
''

70. Destroying the Grub ok the Cock-
chafer.

'

To the person who shall discover to

the Society an effectual method, verified by re-

peated and satisfactory trials, of destroying the

grub of the cockchafer, or of preventing or

checking the destructive effect* which always
attend corn, peas, beans, and turnips, when at-

tacked by those insects; the gold medal, or

thirty guineas. The accounts, with proper cer-

tificates, to be produced on or before the first

Tuesday in January, 1 805.

71. Destroying Worms. To the person
who shall discover to the Society an effectual

method, verified by repeated and satisfactory-

trials, of destroying worms, or of preventing
the destructive effects they occasion on com,
beans, peas, or other pulse ;

the gold medal, or

thirty guineas. The accounts, with proper cer-

tificates, to be produced to the Society on or
before tho first Tuesday in January, 1805.

72. .Destroying the Fly on Hops. To
the person who shall discover to the Society an

easy and efficacious method of destroying tha

fly on hops, superior to any hitherto known or

practised, on not less than four acres of hop-
ground ;

the gold medal, or thirty guineas.
decbuntf and ccrtijicatts to be. delivered to the

Society on or before the first Tuesday in Fe-

bruary, 1805.

7.1. PREVPNTING THE BLIGHT, OR RA-
VAGES of Insects, on Fruit-Trkfs and
Culinary Plants. To the person who shall

discover to the Society the most effectual me-
thod of preventing the blight, or ravages of
insects on fruit-trees and culinary plants, su-

perior to any hitherto known or practised,
and verified by actual and comparative expe-
riments

;
the gold medal, or thirty guineas.

The accounts,, with proper certificates, to h«
delivered to the Society on or before the second

Tuesday in November, 1804.
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74. The same premium is extended one year
farther. The accounts and

certificate
to be

delivered on or before the second Tuesday in

Kovember, 1805.

7.'). Pw MOVING THE IT. I. EFFICTS OF

Hi.ir.ms, on Ins c.s. To the person who
shall discover to tlte Society the most effectual

method of removing the ill effect* of blights,

or insects, on fruit-trees and culinary pbmtn,

superior to any hitherto known or practiced,

and verified by actual and comparative expe-
riments ; the gold medal, or thirty guineas.
The acamnis and certijicutcs to be delivered to

the Society on or before the first Tuesday in

February/ 1305.

76. .Cure of the Rot in Shefp. To the

person who shall discover to the Society the

best and most etfectual method of curing the

rot in sheep, verified by repeated and satis-

factory experiments ; the gold medal, or fifty

guineas. It is expected that the candidates

tarnish accurate accounts of the symptoms and

cure of the disease, together with tlie imputed
cause thereof, and the actual or probable
means of prevention, which, with proper cer-

tificates, must be delivered to the Society on or

before the first Tuesday in February, 1805.

17. Cure of the Foot-Rot in Sheep.

To the person who shall discover to the Society
the best and most effectual method of curing
the foot-rot in sheep ;

the silver medal, or ten

guineas. It is required, that the cure be

ascertained by repeated and satisfactory expe-

riments, and the method of performing it be

verified by proper certificates delivered to the

Society on or before the first Tuesday in Fe-

bruary, 1805.

78. Preventing the ill Effects of

Fr.tr s on Shefp. To the person who shall

discover to the Society the most effectual me-

thod of protecting sheep from being disturbed

and injured by flies ; the silver medal, or ten

guineas. It is required, that Jhe method be

ascertained by repeated experiments, and that

a certificate of its efficacy be delivered to the

Society on or before the first Tuesday in De-

cember, 1804.

79. Protecting Shefp. To the person

who, in the year 1803, shall protect the great-
est number of sheep, not fewer than one hun-

dred, by hovels, sheds, or any other means,
and give the most satisfactory account, veri-

fied by experiment, of the advantages arising

from the practice of protecting sheep from the

inclemency of the weather, by hovels, sheds,

or any other means ;
the silver medal, or twenty

guineas. A particular account of the experi-
ments made, with the advantages arising there-

from, together with the expense, and certifi-

cates of its utility, to be produced to the

Society on or before the first Tuesday in

March, 1205,

QV. The same premium is extended one

Agriculture*

year farther. The accounts and certificates to

be delivered on or beiore the fertit Tuesday irt

March, 1306.

A'. B. It is required that the certificates shall

specify the length of time the thcep were so

protected, and the manner in which they were.

maintained during that time ; together with

the general method oi managing them.

81. Improving hi: Con out on of the
labouring Poor, by hu-ctino Cottages,
and apportioning Land. To the person
who, in the year 180J, shall erect the greatest
number ot cottages for the accommodation of

the labouring poor, and apportion not less than

two acres oi land to each cottage ; the gold
medal. The accounts and certificates to be,

delivered to the Society on or before the first

Tuesday in February, 1805.

82. The same premium is extended one year
farther. The accounts and certificates to be

delivered to the Society on or before the first

Tuesday in February, 1806.

83. Improving the Condition of the
labouring Poor by apportioning Land
to Cottages. To the person who, in the

year 1803, shall apportion to the greatest
number of cottages already built upon his or

her estate, any quantity of land, not less than

two acres to each cottage, for the better ac-

commodation of the respective inhabitants
j

the gold medai. The accounts of the number
of cottages, and of the quantity of land ap-

portioned to each, to be delivered to the So-

ciety, with proper certificates,
on or before the

first Tuesday in February, 1805.

84. The same premium is extended one

year farther. The accounts and certificates to

be delivered on or before the first Tuesday in

February, 1806.

85. Culture of Hemp in certain pap.ts

of Scotland. The Society for the Encou-

ragement of Arts, Manufactures'," and Com-
merce, wishing to encourage the growth of

hemp for the use of the navy in certain petti
of Scotland, comprehending the whole county
of Argy.le, that part of Perthshire situated to

the north of the river Tay, and west of the

Military Road (see Ainslie's Map of Scotland)

leading from Logierait to the county of Inver-

ness, and such other parts of Scotland as lie

north of Inverness-shire, offers to the person
who shall sow with hemp, in drills at least

eighteen inches asunder, the greatest quantity
of land in the above-mentioned district, not

less than fifty acres statute measure, in the

year 1804, and shall at the proper season cause
to be plucked the summer hemp (or male hemp
bearing no seed), and continue the winter hemp
(or female lump bearing seed) on the ground
until the seed is ripe, the gold medal, or fifty

guineas.
8<S. To the person who shall sow with hemp,

in drills at least eighteen inches asunder, the



next greatest quantity of land in the same

e-uieutionecl district, not less than twenty-
live acres, statute measure, in the year 1804,

and shall at the proper season cause the same

to be plucked as above mentioned ; the silver

medal, or twenty-five guineas. Certificates of

the number of acres, of the distance of the
•

drills, of the plucking of the hemp, with a ge-
neral account of the soil, cultivation, and pro-

duce, to be delivered to the Society, along with

fourteen pounds of the hemp, and two quarts
1 of the seed, on or before the second Tuesday in

January, 1805.

PREMIUMS FOll DISCOVERIES AND
IMPROVEMENTS IN CHEMISTRY,

. Dl'IXO, AND MINERALOGY.
87. Preserving Surds t>i Vegetables.

For the best methods of preserving the seeds of

plants in a state fit for vegetation a longer
time i : stherto been practised, such

method being superior to any known to the

public, and verified by sufficient trial, to be

communicated to the Society on or before the

first Tuesday in December, 1804; the gold
medal, or thirty guineas.

88. Preventing the Dry-rot in* Tim-
ber. To t'»e person who shall discover to

•the Society the cause of the dry-rot in timber,
and disclose a certain method of prevention

superior to any hitherto known
;
the gold me-

'dal, or thirty guineas. The accounts of the

•cause, and method of prevention, confirmed

by repeated experiments, to be produced to

the Society on or before the second Tuesday
in December, 1804.

89. PRESERVING SALTED PROVISIONS
FK07.I BECOMING RANCTD OR RVSTY. To
the person who shall discover to the Society
tlie best, cheapest, and most efficacious method
of preserving salted provisions from growing
rancid or rusty ;

the gold medal, or thirty 'gui-
neas. A full description of the method,' witli

proper certificates that it has been found, on
. repeated trials, to answer the purpose intended,
to be produced to the Society on or before the

'first Tuesday in February, 1805.
90. Clearing Feathers from their

animal On,. To the person who shall dis-

cover to the Society the best and most expe-
ditious method, superior to any hitherto prac-
tised, of clearing goose-feathers from their

offensive animal oil, for the use of upholders,
in making beds, cushions, &c. the silver medal,
or twenty guineas. A quantity of such feathers

-unstripped and so cleared, not less than forty
pounds weight, with a full accoant of the pro-
cess, to be produced to the Society on or before
the first Tuesday in February, 1805.
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tinous matter that incrusts the wicks of lamps
and extinguishes the light, though fully sup-

plied with oil
;
the gold medal, or fifty guineas.

It is required, that the whole of the process 'be

fully and hiirly disclosed, in order that satis-

factory experiments may be made by the So-

ciety to determine the validity of the claim
;

and' certificates that not less than twenty gallons
have been purified according to the process de-

livered in, together with two gallons of the oil,

in its uupuriiied state, and two gallons -so re-

fined, be produced to the Society on or before

the second Tuesday in February, 1805.

92. MANUFACTURING Tallow Candles.
To the person who shall discover to the Society
a method of hardening or otherwise preparing

tallow, so that candies may be made of it

Which will burn as clear and with as small a

wick as wax candles, without running, and may
be afforded at a less expense thfin any at pre-
sent made with spermaceti ;

the gold medal,
or thirty guineas. Certificates that 1121b. of

such tallow have been made into candles, and

12lb. of the candles made thereof, to be pro-
duced to the Society on or before the second

Tuesday in January, 1805.

93. Candi.es from Resin or other Sub-

stances. To the person who shall discover

to the Society the best method of making can-

dles of resin, or any other substance, fit for

common use, at a price much inferior to those

made of tallow only ;
the gold medal, or thirty

guineas. Six pounds at least of the candles so

prepared, with an account of the process, to be

delivered to the Society on or before the first

Tuesday in December, 1804.

94. Method or sera rating Sugar in a.

solid Form from Treacle. To the person
who shall discover to the Society the best me-

thod of separating sugar from treacle, in a solid

form, at such an expense as will render it ad-

vantageous to the public ;
the gold medal, or

fifty guineas. A quantity of the sugar so pre-

pared, in a solid form, not less than thh im-

pounds weight, with an account of the process,
and certificates

that not less than one hundred

weight has been prepared, to be produced to

the Society on or before .the first Tuesday in

February, 1805.

95. PROOF-SPIRIT. To the distiller

in the year 1304, shall make the greatest

quantity, not less than one hundred gal

of a cleaii marketable spirit, from articles' not

the food of manor cattle, equal in itrengtli'ur

quality to the proof-spirit
now in use, a

a rate' not higher than the spirit produced from

corn or melasses
;

the gold medal,, or
j

hundred guineas. Ten gallons of the
S]

together with proper certificate;,
and •

account of the expense and mode of mal.

to be produced to the Society on or befoi\ 91. Ri-itxtnt, Whmk on Si al Oil. For

disclosing to the Society an effectual method first Tuesday in January, 1805.
of purifying whale or seal oil from, the glu- 96. Increasing Sieam. To '

the
'

persca
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who shall invent and discover to the Society
a method, verified by actual experiments, of

increasing the quantity or force of steam, in

steam-engines, with less fuel than lias hitherto

been employed, provided that in general the

whole amount of the expenses in using steam-

engines may be considerably lessened }
the

gofd medal, or thirty guineas. To be com-
municated to the Society on or before the first

Tuesday in January, 1305.

9?. Substitute for Tar. To the person
•who shall invent and discover to the Society
the best substitute for Stockholm tar, equal in

all its properties to the best of that kind, and

prepared from materials the produce of Great-

Britain ; the gold medal, or one hundred gui-
neas. A quantity of the substitute, not less

than one hundred weight, with certificates
that at least one ton has been manufactured,
and that it can be afforded at a price not ex-

ceeding that of the best foreign tar, together
with an account of the process, to be delivered

to the Society on or before the first Tuesday in

March, 1805.

98. Preparation of Tan. To the per-
son who shall prepare in the most concen-

trated form, so as to be easily portable, and
at a price applicable to the purposes of manu-

factures, the largest quantity, not less than one

hundred weight, of the principle called by the

French tannin, which abounds in oak-bark

and many other vegetable substances
;
the gold

medal, or fifty guineas. Certificates of the

superior quality of the quantity so prepared, and
a sample of not less than 281b. to be produced
to the. Society on or before the last Tuesday in

January, 1805.

99. Indelible Ink. To the person who
shall discover to the Society, a method of

making a black ink proper lor writing, supe-
rior to any at present known* indestructible by
chemical applications, and not dearer than

that which is now in common use
;
the silver

medal or fifteen guineas. Certificates that not

less than two gallons of such ink have been

actually prepared and found to possess the

qualities above mentioned, with a full detail of

the process of making it, and two quarts of the

ink, to be delivered to the Society on or before

the second Tuesday in January, 1805.

100. Preparation of a red Stain for

Cotton Cloth. To the person who shall

communicate to the Society, the cheapest and

most effectual method of printing or staining
cotton cloths with a red colour, by an imme-
diate application of the colouring-matter to the

cloth, equally beautiful and durable with the

red colours now generally procured from de-

coctions of madder
;
the gold medal, or thirty

guineas. Certificates that the above process
has been advantageously used on ten pieces of

calico, each twenty-one yards or upwards in

leugtb, one piece of the calico so printed, a.

quart of the colour in a liquid state, and %
full account of the preparation and applica-
tion, to be produced to the Society on or be-
fore the second Tuesday in January, 1805.

101. Preparation or a green Colour
for printing CottOn Cloth. To the per-
son who shall communicate to the Society the
best and cheapest method of priming with a
full green colour on cotton cloth, by an im-

mediate application of the colouring matter
from a wooden block to the cloth, equally
beautiful and durable as the colours now formed,

from the complicated process of the decoction
of weld on alumine and the solutions of in-

digo by earths or alkaline salts
;
the gold medal,

or thirty guineas. Certificates and conditions

as for premium 100.

102. Substitute for the Basis of
Paint. To the person who shall produce to

the Society the best substitute, superior to any
hitherto known, for the basis of paint, equally
proper for the purpose as the white lead now

employed ;
such substitute not to be of a noxi-

ous quality, and to be afforded at a price not

materially higher than that of white lead
;
the

gold medal, or one hundred guineas. A quan-
tity of the substitute, not less than 50lb. weight,
with an account of the process used in preparing
it, and certificates that at least one hundred

weight has been manufactured, to be produced
to the Society on or before the first Tuesday in

January, 1805.

103. Red Pigment. To the person who
shall discover to the Society a full and satis-

factory process for preparing a red pigment, fit

for use, in oil and water, equal in tone and

brilliancy to the best carmines and lakes now
known or in use, and perfectly durable

;
the

gold medal, or thirty guineas. One pound
weight of such colour, and a full disclosure of

its preparation, to be produced to the Society
on or before the first Tuesday in Feb. 1805.

A7
. .B. It is not required that the colour

should resist the action of fire or chemical ap-

plications, but remain unaltered by the com-
mon exposure to strong light, damps, and noi-

some vapours.
1 04. 4U lt r am a b in e . To the person who

shall prepare an artificial ultramarine, equal in

colour, brilliancy, or durability, io the be6t

prepared from lapis lazuli, and which may be

afforded a"t a cheap rate; the gold medal, or

thirty guineas, The conditions are the same as

in the preceding premium for the red pigment.
J05. Analysis of British Minerals.

To the person who shall communicate to the

Society, the most correct analysis of any mi-

neral production of Great-Britain, hitherto ei-

ther unexamined, or not examined with accu-

racy ;
the gold medal. The analysis and suf-

ficient specimens to be produced to the Society
on or before the first Tuesday in Jan. 1805.

106. Sia ti: ary Marble. To the persrson



\vho shall discover.

Ireland, a quarry of white marble fit for the

purposes of statuary, and equal in all respects

jo those kinds now imported from Italy ;
the

gold medal, or one hundred pounds. A
rode of at least three, feet in length, two in

height, and two in width, with an account of

the situation of the quarry, and certijicates of
iis

possessing considerable extort, to be pror
duced to the Society on or before the first Tues-

day in February, 180.5,

A7
. B. In order to prevent useless expense

or trouble to the claimant in forwarding so large
a block, the Society will be ready to examine

any .smaller specimen of the marble, and ex-

press their opinion of its value to the candi-

date before the block required by the above

premium is produced.
107. PREPARATION Or SULPHURIC" ACID

)'ROM SULPHUR WITHOUT THE USE OF ANY
Kitme Salt,. To the person who shall pre-

pare the largest quantity (not less than one

ton) of sulphuric acid from sulphur, without

Hay nitric salt, of a specific gravity, not in-

ferior to the best sulphuric acid of commerce
;

the gold medal, or
fifty guineas. Certificates

that not less than the above quantity of such
an acid has been prepared, together with a

sample, to be produced to the Society on or

before the first Tuesday in January, 1805,
108. Preparation of any alkaline

or earthy Nitrate. To the person who
shall prepare, in Great-Britain, the largest

quantity, not less than one hundred weight, of

any salt of nitric acid, with either earths or

alkalies, by a method superior to and as cheap
as those hitherto practised ;

the gold medal, or

one hundred guineas. Certificates of the above

quantity having been prepared, and a sample
of not less than 28lb. to be produced to the Sor

cietyon or before the last Tuesday in January,
1805.

109. Fine Bar-Iron. To the person, in

Great-Britain, who shall make the greatest

quantity of bar-iron, not less than ten tons,
with coak, from coak-pigs, equal

in quality
to the best iron imported from Sweden or Rus-
sia, and as lit for converting into steel ;

the

gold medal, or fifty guineas. Samples, not less

than one hundred weight, witb certificates
that the whole quantity is of equal quality, to

be produced to the Society on or before the

first Tuesday in January, 1805.
HO. Preserving Iron from Rust, To

the perspn who shall invent and discover to the

Society a cheap composition, superior to any
now in use, which shall effectually preserve
wrought iron from rust, the gold "medal, or

titty guineas. A full description of the method
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within Great-Britain or with ten pounds weight of the composition,

on or before the first Tuesday in January, 1805,
111. Rffining Block-Tin. Tothe per-

son who shall discover to the Society the best

method of purifying or refining block-tin, sq
as to render it fit for the finest purposes to
which grain-tin is now applied, and not higher
in price; the gold medal, or fifty guineas.
Certificates that not less than three tons have
been so refined or purified, with a full detail of
the process, and a quantity, not less than one
hundred weight, of the tin so refined, to be

produced to the Society on or before thp first

Tuesday in January, 1305.

112. Glazing Eartiifn-Ware with-
out Lead. To the person who shall discover

to the Society the cheapest, safest, most dura-
ble, and most easily fusible, composition, fit

for the purpose of glaring the ordinary kinds
of earthen-ware, without: any preparation of

lead, and superior to any hitherto in use
; the

gold medal, or thirty guineas. Specimens of
the ware so glazed, with proper certijicates of
its having succeeded, and a sample of the ma-
terials made use of, to be produced to the So-

ciety on or beforethe first Tuesday in Feb. 1805.
113. Refining Copper from the Ore.

To the person who shall discover to the So-

ciety the best method of separating, purifying,
and refining copper from the ore, so as to ren-

der it fit for the finest purposes to which fine

copper is now applied, and by a process su-

perior, to any hitherto known or in use, and not

higher in price ;
the gold medal, or

fifty gui-
neas.' Certificates that not less than three tons
have been so prepared or refined, and a quan-
tity not less than one hundred weight of* the' v

copper so refined, to be produced to the So-

ciety on or before the first Tuesday in Feb. 1 805.
114. Mineralogical Map of England

and Wales. To the person who shall com-

plete and publish an accurate mineralogical

map of England and Wales, on a scale of not
less than ten miles to an inch, containing an
account of the situation of the different

mines therein, and describing the kinds of mi-
nerals thence produced ;

the gold medal, or

fifty guineas. Certijicates of the accuracy of
such map, together

with the map, to be pror

duped to the Society on or beforp the first Tues-

day in February, 1805. The map to remain
the property of the Society.

115. Mineralogical Map of Ireland.
The same premium is offered for a mineralogi-
cal map of Ireland, on similar conditions.

116. Mineralogic.

of preparing the composition, with certificates
that it has stood at least two years unimpaired,
being exposed to the atmosphere during the

jylmle time, to be produced to the Society,

l Map orScoTLAND.
The same premium is offered for a mineralogical

map of Scotland, on similar conditions.

117. Natural History. To the authojr

who shall publish, in the year 1804, the natu?

ral history of any county in England or

Wales ; the gold medal, or fifty guineas. 1%

k required that the several natural production^
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whether animal, or vegetable, or mineral,

peculiar to tae county, or found therein, be

carefully and specifically arranged and de-

scribed, in order that the public may be enabled

to judge what avis or manufactures are most

likely to succeed in such county. The work to

be delivered to the Society on or before the

last Tuesday in January, 1805.

PREMR'MS IN POLITE ART?.

118. HONORARY PrFMIUMS rOR^DRAV'-

JNC,. BY NOBILITY,
rl.-uvvir.ir, of any kind,

position, of live or more human figure? ; Ihe
• of the principal figure nut less than,

eight inches
;
to be produced on or^belov the

third Tuesday in Feb. 1805
;
the gold pallet.

131. For the next in merit; the greater
silver pallet.

132. DRAWING and Esowaving. To
the person who shall complete the best original

drawing and engraving. The design and en-

graving to he executed by the same artist, and

produced to the Society on or before the first

Tuesday in February, 1805
;
the gold medal.

It is required that the chawing and two im?

and
under the age of twerityrone, sons or grand
sons of peers, or peeresses in their own right,

of Great-Britain or Ireland, to be produced on

or before the first Tuesday in March, 1805
;
the

honorary medal of the Society in gold.
119.

"

The same in silver ior the best copy.

120j 121. The same premiums will be given,

on the like conditions, to young ladies, daugh-
ters or grand-daughters of peers, or peeresses in

their own right, of Great-Britain or Ireland.

122. Honorary Prfmu t ms for Draw-
ing, by G e N i t. F m E N . For the best original

drawing, of any kind, by young gentlemen
under the age of twenty -one

;
to be produced

on or before the fust Tuesday in March, 1805 ;

the gold medal.

12$. For the best copy, the silver medal.

121, 125. The same premiums will be

given for drawings by young ladies.

:V. B. As the foregoing honorary premiums
are intended only for such of the nobility and

gentry as may hereafter become patrons or pa7

tronesses of the arts
; persons professing any

branch of the polite arts, "or any business de-

pendent on the arts of design, or the sons or

daughters of such persons, Avill not be ad-

mitted candidates in these classes.

126. Drawings op Octlinis. For the

best outline, alter a cast, \a plaster, of the

Yenus de Medicis, by persons of either sex,

under the age of sixteen, the figure not less

than eighteen incln-s
;

to be produced on or

before the la;4 Tuesday in February, 1805 ;
the

greater silver pallet.
1 27. For the next in merit ;

the lesser silver

pallet.
128. Drawings of Landscapes. For

the best drawing in water.-colours of a land-

scape after nature, not less than eighteen
inches by twelve, by persons of either sex,

under tvyent --one years of age, to be produced
pn orbefore the lastTuesday in February, 1 805

;

{he gold pallet.
129. For the next in merit, the greater

gilver pallet. Each candidate must mention,
on the front of the drawjng, whence the view
was takep.

130. Historical Drawings. For the

For the best original

by young gentlemen pressions of the engraving he produced,
remain the property of the Society.

133. Li n i En o ft a viNGS f La n nsc a pr s .

For the best lino engraving' of a landscape,

published in the year 1804, the size of the en-

graving not less than eighteen inches by lourr

teen; the gold medal. To be produced to

the Society on or before the last Tuesday in

January, 1805
;
and the impression to which

the premium is adjudged to remain the pro*

perry of the Society.
134. For rfee next in merit ; the silver me-

dal, on similar conditions.

135. Line Engravings of Historical
Subject*. For the best line engraving pub-
lished in the year 1804, of an historical sub-

ject, the size of the engraving not less than

eighteen inches by fourteen ;
the gold medal.

'

136. For the next in merit
;

the silver

medal. Conditions, &c. the same as in classes

133 and 134.

137. 133, 139, 140. The same premiums
are extended one year farther.

N.B. It is not necessary in. the classes of

line engravings, for the artist's name to be con-

cealed. The first aquafortis proof of the above

plates are required to be sent in with the

finished impression, and certificates that the

etchings are the entire work of' the candidate.

The aquafortis proof also to remain the pro-

perty of the Society.
141. Morel in Clay or Plastfr.

For the best model in clay or plaster of an

ornamental design for the purpose of embel-

lishing works of architecture ;
the silver medal

or twenty guineas. To be produced to the. So-

ciety on or before ihe lastTuesday in January,
1805. The model not to be less than thirty'

inches by twelve.

142. Pi lisp: crrvE Drawings of Ma?
chines. For the best perspective drawing of

machines by persons under twenty one years
of age ;

the greater silver pallet. To be pro-
duced to the Society on or before the last Tues-

day in January, 1805.

143. For the next in merit; the lesser

silver pa'hM, on similar conditions'.

144. Engraving o:>; Wood, or Metai
Blocks, &C. For the best engraving on

be** Lstorieui drawing, being m original com- wood or
tyeta} blocks Qr any other material,
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to that the same he rendered capable of com-

position
with the letter-press', of any allegorical

<ur other subject suited to the embellishment of

letter-piess the gold pallet.

14.5. Fur the next in merit, the greater

silver pallet. Two or more Impressions along
y\ ith the block to be produced to the Society on

or before the first Tuesday in February, 1805.

Tjie impressions, but not the block, to remain

the. property of the Society.
1 fri. BroMzes. For the best drapery

figure or group cast in bronze ; if a single figure,

not less than twelve inches high; and, if a

group, not less than jime inches; and which
will require the least additional labour to re-

pair ;
the gold medal; or the sdver medal and

twenty guineas. The cast to be exhibited to

the Society before it is begun to be repaired,
with tiic original figure or group, on or before

the first Tuesday in February, 1805, together
with a full explanation of the whole process.

147. Ornamental Drawings for Ar-
chit.kctvral Designs. For the best orna-

mental drawing for the purpose of embel-

lishing architectural designs ;
a silver medal-

lion with the following engraved inscription:

The 1'remium given by the Society for the En-

couragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Com-

incree, in covformitij to the Will rf John Stock,

cf HampsLcad, Esq. The drawing to which

the premium is adjudged to remain the pro-

perty of the Society ;
and to be produced to

the Society on or before the second Tuesday hi

February, 18Q5.

PREMIUMS FOR ENCOURAGING AND
IMPROVING MAN UFACTURES.

1 !8. Machine for carding Silk. For
the best machine, superior to any now in use,

for carding waste silk equally well as by hand ;

to be produced, together with a specimen of
rhe carding*, on or before the first Tuesday in

November, 1801 ;
the silver medal, or twenty

guineas.
149. Cloth from Hop-stalks, &c. To

the person who shall produce to the Society
the greatest quantity, not less than thirty yards
of cloth at least twenty-seven inches wide,

made in Great-Britain, of hop-stales <;r bines,

or other raw vegetable substance?, the produce
of Great-Britain or Ireland, superior to any
hitherto manufactured from such substances,
and Which can be generally afforded as cheap
as cloth of equal quality and appearance now
made from hemp, flax, or cotton, and much
finer in quality than any hitherto manufactured
hi England from hop-stalks, &c. the gold
medal, or thirty gujueas. One pound of the

thread of which the cloth is made, and thirty

yards of the cloth, together with proper cerfi-

Jicatcs that the whole is manufactured from

hop-stalks or bines, ice. to be produced to the

109

Society on or before the first Tuesday in De»
cember, 1804.
Ar

. B. The Society is already in the posses-
sion of doth made in England from hop-stalks
or bines, which may be inspected by applica-
tion to the Housekeeper.

150. Wicks tor Candlfs or Lamps.
To the person who shall discover to the Society
a method of manufacturing hop-stalks or bines,
or any other cheap material, the growth of

Great-Britain, so as to render them equally fit

for the purpose of supplying the place of cot-

ton, for wicks of candles or lamps ; twenty
guineas. Samples, not less than five pounds
weight, of the wick so prepared. to be produce!
to the Society, vr'nh certificates that the whole

quantity is equal in quality to the sample, ex*

or before the second Tuesday in .Tan. 1805.
151. PAPXB FROM FvAW VLG LIABLE S;'P,-

stancis. To the person, in Gi cat-Britain,
who shall, between the first of January, 1801,
and the first of January, 1805, make the

greatest quantity, and of the best quality (not
less than ten reams), of good and useful paper,
from raw vegetable substances, the produce of
Great-Britain or Ireland, of which one hun-
dred weight has not: been used in manufactu-

ring paper previous to January, 1803, superior
to any hitherto manufactured from such sub-

stances, and which can be generally afforded
as cheap as paper of equal quality and .ap-

pearance now made from rags; twenty guinea.
N.B. The object of the Society being to add

to the number and quantify of raw materials

used in this manufacture, it is then wish to in-

clude every useful sort of paper, and to intro-

duce such natural products as can he easily and

cheaply procured in great quantities. The

Society are in possession of two volumes con-

taining a great variety of specimens of paper
made from raw vegetable substances, viz.—
nettles, potaloe-haum, poplar, hop-bines, &c
which volumes may be inspected by any
person on application to the Housekeeper.
Certificates of the making such paper, and
one ream of llie paper, to be produced en oi

before the last Tuesday in January, 1805.

159. TrtAN.-pAULN i Papir. Tbtheper;
son who shall discover to the Society a method
of making paper from the pulp that shall be

perfectly transparent, and of a substance and

body, equal to foolscap, that shall take and
bear common writing ink with the same facility

and correctness as writing-paper generally in

use ;
the silver medal, or twenty guineas.

Certificates of the making such paper, .

count of the process, and one ream of the

paper, to be produced on or before the second^

Tuesday in January, 1805.

153. Chints Pattehns for C.w.iro-

Printers. For the' best original pattern in a

new taste, of light or dark-ground chints for

garment-work, fit for the purposes of calico-
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primers, by persons of either sex ; the gold
medal. To be produced to the Society on or

before the second Tuesday in January, 1805
;

the pattern to which the premium is adjudged
to remain the property of the Society.

151. For the next in merit ;
the silver

nredal, on similar conditions.

155. COPPER-PLATE PATTERNS FOR C.\-

i.rco-PRiNTH?s. For the best pattern, in a

new style, hi for ihe purposes of calico-primers
for garment-work ; the silver medal. To be

produced to the Society on or before the second

Tuesday in January, 1805. The pattern to

which- the premium is adjudged to remain the

property of the Society.

PREMIUMS IN MECHANICS,

156. GuNr'owDFn-Mu.i.s. To the person
who, in. the year 1801, shall invent and brine

to perfection the most effectual method of so

conducting tl>e works of gunpowder-mills, in

the business of making gunpowder, as to pre*
vent explosion ;

the gold medal, or one lnm-

ffred guineas. Certificates and accounts of the

laetbod having been put in practice in one or

tioye gunpowder-nulls in this kingdom, and that

it promises, in the opinion of the best judges
esmcemed in such works, to answer the pur-

pose intended, to be produced to the Society on

cr before tire iirstTuesdayinFeb. 1805.

,\\K As an encouragement to persons to

tr,rn their thoughts to improvements of this na-

ture, if any should be made on the present
iaethnd oi conducting the business of gunpow-
der making, which tall short of thfc total pre-
*evwion oi explosion, mid they are sent to the

Society for the sake of humanity* the papers so

sent in will receive due consideration, and such

foouiitv or reward will be bestowed thereon as

they appear to merit.

157. Transit-Instrument. To the per-
s-m who shall invent and produce to the Society
a cfteap and portable transit-instrument, which

»*av easily be converted into a zenith-sector,

capable of being accurately and expeditiously

iluMtuT. fof the purpose of finding the lati-

tudes and longitudes of places, and superior to

ai>r portable transit-instrument now in use •

Jfie ™dd medal, or forty guineas. To be pro-

duced on or before tl*» last Tuesday in Jan. 1.805.

158. T\nsdWini!s ijy tiii; QoN-HsRr
too\. To the person who, in the year 1801,

shail strike the greatest number of whales, not

fewer than three, with the gup-harpoon ; ten

guineas. Proper certificates
oft he striking.such

whales, and that they were actually taken in

the year 1801, signed by the muster, or by the

mate when the claim is made by the master, to

be produced to the Society on or before the last

Tuesday in December, 180 I.

159. Fa m it y Mill. To the person who
shall inveal and produce to the Society the best-

constructed mill for grinding corn for the use
of private families, or parish-poor ; the cons-

truction to be such as to render the working of
the mill easy and expeditious, and superior to

any hitherto in use
; the gold medal, or thirty

guineas. The mill, and ceitijicates of its having
been used to good effect, to be produced to the

Society on or before the first Tuesday Jin Feb,
1805. Cheapness and simplicity wili be con*-

sidered as, essential parts of its merit; and the

mill, or the model, to remain with the Society.
160. Machine foe raising Coals, Ore-

&c. &c, To the person who shall invent a
machine for raising coals, ore, cic, from mines,
superior to any hitherto known or in mo, and
which shall produce the effect at a less expense
than those already known or in use

; the gold
medal, or

fifty guineas. A model of the mar
chine, made on a scale of not less than one inch
to a foot, with a certificate that a machine at

large on the same construction has heen advan-

tageously used, to tee produced to the Society
on or beioie the second Tuesday in Feb. 1805 .

161. Improver Walking-Wheel or
Crane, To the person who shall invent an

improved walking-wheel or crane, on which
the weight and power of any person or per?
sons .shall be applied with the greatest safety
and efFcct, and SO contrived that the power can
be varied according to the greater or lesser

Weight to be raised or lowered ;.
the gold me-

dal, or thirty guineas. The model, on a scale

of not less than one inch to a foot, with a pros-

per certificate that the machine at large has
been employed to good effect, to be produced
to the Society on or before the secpnd Tuesday
in February, 1805.

16^2. Machine for Praising Water.
To the person who shall invent a machine on a;

better, cheaper, and more simple construction

than any hitherto known or in use, for raising
water put of wells, &c. from a depth of not

less than
fifty

feet
;
the gold medal, or forty

guineas. Certificates of the performance of

the machine, and a model of it, on a scale oi

not less than pne inch to a foot, to be produced
to the Society on or before the fyrst Tuesday in

February, 1805.

163.
*

Elm Pipe?. To the person who shaft

invent and discover to the Society a substitute

for the elm pipes now in common use for the

conveyance of water, which shall be cheaper^

equally effectual, and more durable than any
heretofore employed ;

the gold medal, or

thirty guineas. It is required that one of the

pipes so employed, an accurate account of the

method used, and every expense attending it,

together with satisfactory accounts pf its being
effectual, be delivered to the Society on or

before the secpnd Tuesday in January, 1805.

164. Extinguishing Fires. To the person
who shall produce to the Society the best ancf

most effectual method of procuring an immc-t
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«iiaie supply of water in case of fire, or for the

means best*calculated to prevent or extinguish
accidental fires in buildings, superior to aiiy
now in use; the gold medal, or thirty guineas.

Certificate* of the method having been prac-
tised with Success, with a full description

thereof, to be delivered to the Society on or

before the second Tuesday in Jan. 180.9;

165. Boring and Blasting Hocks. To
the person who shall discover to the Society a

more simple, cheap] and expeditious method
than any hitherto known or in use of boring
and blasting rocks in mines, shafts, wells, ice.

;

the gold medal, or thirty guineas. Certificates
of the method having been practised with suc-

cess, with a full description thereof, to be de-

livered to the Society on or before the first

Tuesday in January, 1 805.

166. Heating Rooms for the pur-
poses of Manufacturers. To the person
who shall invent and discover to the Society a
method of heating rooms, superior to any
hitherto known or in use, and at a moderate

expense, for the purposes of painters, japan-
ners, and other manufacturers, so as to avoid
the necessity of iron or copper tunnels going
through the rooms to convey the smoke,

whereby the danger from such tunnels may he

prevented ;
the gold medal, or forty guineas.

A model, or complete drawing and descrip-
tion of the method, with certificates that it has
been successfully practised, to be delivered to

the Society on or before the last Tuesday in

March, 1805.

167. Improved Ventilation. To the

person who shall invent and produce to the So-

ciety a mode of permanently ventilating the

ftpartments in hospitals, workhouses, and other
crowded places, superior to any now known
or used

;
the gold medal, or fifty guineas.

A model of the apparatus, and a full account
of the means by which the effect has been pro-
duced, with proper certificates, to be delivered
to the Society on or before the last Tuesday in

February, 1805.

168. Preventing Accidents from
Horses Falling with two-wheeled
Carriages. To the person who shall invent
and produce to the Society a method superior
to any hitherto known or in use, to prevent
accidents from the falling of horses with two-
wheeled carriages, especially on steep decli-

vities
; the silver medal, or fifteen guineas. A

model of the apparatus, and a full account of
the means by which the effect has been pro-
duced, with proper certificates that the same
has been used with success, to be delivered to
the Society on or before the second Tuesday in

January, 1805.

169. Improving Turnpike and other
Roads. To the person who shall discover to
the Society the most effectual and cheapest
method, verified by actual experiments, of

MeekMUZ'S. m
combining the materials

ordinarily employed
in making or repairing roads, so as to form them
Of the hardest consistence by their ceinemiug
properties^ or by an artificial mixture of earth,
stones, ixc. altered by heat or any other mode,
so as to form an even, hard, and durable car-

riage-road, not liable to be injured by heat or
rain

;
the gold medal, or

fifty guineas. It is

requited that an accurate account of the me-
thod used, and every expense attending it.

together with satisfactory certificates of its

being effectual, be delivered to the Society oa
or before the first Tuesday in March, 1805.

170. Cleansing Chimnies. To the per-
son who shall invent and produce to the So-

ciety the most effectual mechanical or other
means for cleansing chimnies from soot, and
obviating the necessity of children being em-
ployed Within the flues

; the gold medal.
171. For the next in merit; the silver

medal. The mechanical, or oilier means, with

certificates of their having been used with

proper effect, to he produced to the Society on
or before the first Tuesday in January, 1805.

172. Chimnies Cleansed- To the per-
son who shall during the year 1804 cleanse,
or cause to be cleansed, the greatest number
of chimnies, at least two stories high, not
fewer than three hundred, by any mechanical
or other process, which does not require the

employment of boys within the flut-s; the gold
medal. Certificates, signed by not less than
two-thirds of those housekeepers on whose
premises the said means have been employed,
and an account of the process, to be produced
to the Society on or before the first Tuesday m
February, 1805.

173. To the person who shall cleanse, or
cause to be cleansed, the next greatest number
of chimnies, not fewer than one hundred and
fifty, upon similar conditions to the above

; the
silver medal.

174. Raising the Bodies of Persons
who have sunk under Water. To the
person who shall invent and produce to the

Society a cheap and portable drag, or other
machine, superior to those now in use, for ilie

purpose of taking up in the best and most
expeditious manner, and with tlje least injury,
the bodies of persons who have sunk under
water

;

' the gold medal, or thirty guineas.
The drag, or machine to answer the purpose
intended, to be produced to the Society, on or
before the first Tuesday in March, 1805.

PREMIUMS OFFERED FOR THE AD-
VANTAGE OF THE COMMERCE OF
THE UNITED EMPIRE.
175. Taking Porpoises. To the people

in any boat or vessel, who. in the year. 1804,
shall take the greatest nuifter of porpoises on
the coast of Great-Britain or Ireland, by gun.
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harpoon, or any other method, not fewer than

thirty, tor the ptrrpose of extri from

them; ihe
gold medal, or thirty pounds.

Certificates oi' the number, signed by the per-
sons to whom they have been sold or delivered

for the purpose or extracting tbe oil, to be

produced to the. Society on or before the last

Tuesday in January, 1805.
"

176. On moM Forpoisis. To the per-
son who shall manufacture the greatest quan-

tity ot oil bom porpoises taken on the coast

ot" G- cat-Britain or Ireland, in the year
180-1, not less than twenty tons ; the gold
medal, or thirty pounds. Certificate* of the

oil having been made from porpoises actually

caught on the coast ofGreat-Britain or Ireland,

and two gallons of the oil as a sample, to be

produced to the Society on or before the last

Tuesday in February, 1805.

177.* Coring Herrings by thk Dutch
Method. To the person or persons who shall,

before January, 1805, cure the greatest quan-

tify of white herrings, not less than thirty

barrels, according to the method practised by
the Dutch, r.nd equal in all respects to the

best Dutch herrings, the same being caught
in the British or Irish Seas, and cured in a

British or Irish vessel or port ;
the gold medal,

or
fifty guineas.
178. For the next greatest quantity, not

less than fifteen barrels the silver d'al, or

twenty guineas. A sixteen-gallon barrel of

the herrings to be produced to the Society on oi

before the first Tuesday in February, 1805,
with certificates that the condition? of the pr'e-

mium have been completely fulfilled, and that

the whole were cured in the same manner as

the specimen, together with a full description
of the process employed, in order that the

Society may judge how far the Dutch method
has been adopted.

PREMIUMS OFFERED FOR, THE AD-
VANTAGE OF THE BRITISH COLO-
NIES.

179. Nutmkcs. For the greatest quan-

tity of merchantable nutmegs, not less than

fen pounds weight, being the growth of his

Majesty's dominions in the West Indies, or

any of 'the British settlements on the coast of

Africa, or the several ktahds adjacent thereto,

and equal to these imported from the islands

of the East Indies
;
the gold medal, or one

hundred guineas. Satisfactory certificate*,

from the governor, or commander in chief,

of the place of grow! h, with an account of the

number of trees, their age, nearly the quan-

tity of fruit on each tree, .and the manner of

culture, to be produced on or before the first

Tuesday in December, 1804.

180.' The S3 me premium is extended one

jear farther: Certificates to big produced on

or before the first Tuesday in December,
1805.

181. Clovt s. For importing irvto Great
Britain or Ireland, in the year 1301, the

greatest quantity of cloves, not less than

twenty pounds weight, being of the growth of

some of the islands in the West Indies subject
to the British ehl ire, or any oi the British

settlements on the coast of Africa* or the seve-

ral islands adjacent theieto, and equal in good-
ness to the cloves brought horn the East Indies;
the gold medal, or

titty' guinoas. Samples,
not less than two pounds weight, with certifi-

cates that the whole quantity is equal in good-
ness, together with satisfactory ecrtijicates

signed by the governor, or commander in chief,
of the place of growth, with an account of the

number of trees growing on the spot, their age,
and the manner of culture, to be produced to

the Society on or before the first Tuesday in Ja-

nuary, 1805.

182. The same premium is extended one

year farther. Certificates to be produced on
or before the first Tuesday in January, 1806.

183. Kali for Barilla. To the per-
son who shall have cultivated, in the Ba-
hama Islands; or any other part of his Ma-
jesty's dominions in the West Ind'

of the British settlements on
ics, or any

the coast of

Africa, or the several islands adjacent thereto,
in the year !BCv>, the greatest quantity of land,
not less than two acres, with Spanish kali, tit

for tlie purpose ci making barilla
; the goid

medal, or thi.iv guineas.
'. For the next greatest quantity, not less

than one acre : the silver medal, or fifteen gui-
neas. Certificates, signed by the governor, or

commander in chief, for the time being, of the

quantity of land so cultivated, and of the state

of the plants at the time of signing such certi-

ficates,
to be delivered to the Society, whh

samples of the kali, on or before the second

Tuesday in January, 1805.

185, 186. The same premiums are extended
one year farther. Certificates to be produced
on or before the second Tuesday in Jan. 1806.

187. Destroying the Insect commonly
called the Borer. To the person who shall

discover to the Society an effectual method of

destroying the insect commonly called the

borer, which' ban, of late years, been so de-

structive to the sugar-canes in the West-India

islands, the British settlements on the coast of

Africa, and the several islands adjacent there-

to
;
the gold medal, or fifty guineas. The dis-

covery to be ascertained by satisfactory certifi-

cates, under the hand and seal of the governor
or commander in chief, for the time being, and
of some other respectable persons, inhabitants

of the islands, or other place, in which the

remedy has 1>een successfully applied ; such

certificates to be delivered to the Society on or

before the first Tuesday in January, 1305.



Conditions for
183. Cri.nvATiON of Hemp in Uppkii

and Lowk.h Canada. To the person wlio

sh.iJl sow with hemp the greatest quantity of

laud in the province of Upper Canada, not less

than six arpents (each four-fifths of a statute

acre), in the year 180 J, and shall at the proper
season cause to he plucked the summer hemp
(or male hemp hearing no seed) and continue

tbe winter hemp (or female hemp bearing seed)
on the ground until the seed is ripe ;

the gold

medal, or one hundred dollars.

189. To the person who shall sow with hemp
the next greatest quantity of land in the same

province of Upper Canada, not less than five

arpents, in the year 1804, in the manner above-

mentioned ; the silver medal, or eighty dollars.

190. For the next greatest quantity of land,

in the same province, and in a similar manner,
not less than four arpents; sixty dollars.

191. For the next greatest quantity of land,

in the same province, and in a similar manner,
not less than three arpents ; forty dollars.

192. For the next greatest quantity of land,

in the same province, and in a similar manner,
not less than one arpent ; twenty dollars. Cer-

tificates of the number of arpents, the method

of culture, of the plucking of five hemp, with a

general account whether sown broad-cast or in

drills, the expense, soil, cultivation, and pro-

duce, to be transmitted to the Society, certified

under the hand and seal of the governor or lieu-

tenant-governor, together with 281b. of the

hemp, and two quarts of the seed, on or before

the last Tuesday in November, 1805.

193. 194, 195, 196, 197. The same pre-
miums are extended one year farther. Certi-

ficates, &c. as before mentioned, to be trans-

mitted to the Society, on or before the last

Tuesday in November, 1806.

198 to 208. Premiums exactly similar in ali

respects to those held out for the province of

Upper Canada, are also offered for the province
of Lower Canada, and are extended to the

same period. .

209. Impohtatiov of Hemp rnoji Ca-
nada. To the master of that vessel, which

shall bring to this country the greatest quantity
of marketable hemp, not less than one hundred

tons, in the year 1804, the produce of Upper
or Lower Canada

; the gold medal.

210. To the master of that vessel which shall

bring the next quantity, not less than fifty tons;
tuc silver medal. Certificates satisfactory to the

Society to be produced by the master of the

vessel on or before the first Tuesday in Febru-

the Toltie Arts,. Mh
ary, 1805, to testily that such hemp was grown
and prepared in Canada.

211, 212. The same premiums are extendud

one year farther. CcrtiJtcuUs to be produced
on or before the first Tuesday in Feb. 1806. ^

'

PREMIUMS OFFERED FOR THE' AD-
VANTAGE OF THE BRITISH SEITLI?-

1

MENTS IN THE EAST INDIES.

213. Biiavgulpork Cotton. To the per-

son who shall import into the port of London,

in the year 1804, the greatest quantity, not less

than one ton, of the Bhaugulpore cotton, from

wbieh cloths are made in imitation of nankeen,

without dying ;
the gold medal. A quantity

of the cotton, not less than five pounds weight
in the pod, and five pounds carded, to be pro-

duced to the Society, with proper certificates,

signed by the Secretary to the Board of Trade of

Bengal or Bombay, on or before the last Tues-.

day in February, 1805.

214. The same premium is extended one

year farther. Certificates
to l>e produced on

or before the last Tuesday in February, 1806.

215. Annatto. To the person who, in the

year 1804, shall import into the port of Lon-

don, from any part of the British settlements in

the East Indies, the greatest quantity of annatto,"

not less than five hundred weight ;
the gold

medal. A quantity of the annatto, not less

than ten pounds weight, to be produced to the

Society, with proper certificates, signed by the Se-

cretary oi the Board of Trade of the respective

settlement, that the annatto is the produce of

such settlement, on or before the last Tuesday
in February, 1805.

216. The same premium is extended one

year farther. Certificates to be produced on or

before the last Tuesday in February, 1806.

217. True Cochin r.At». To the person who,

in the year 1804, shall import into the port of

London, from any part of the British settle-

ments iu the East* Indies, the greatest quantity
of true cochineal, not less than five hundred

weight ;
the gold medal. A quantity of the

cochineal, not less than ten pounds weight,

with proper certificates, signed by the Secre-

tary of the Beard of Trade of the respective

settlement, that the cochineal is the produce of

such settlement, to be produced to the Society
on or before the first Tuesday in February,1805.

218. The same premium is extended one

year farther. Certificates to be produced on or

before the first Tuesday in February, 1806.

CONDITIONS FOR THE POUTE ARTS.
No"person who has gained the first premium in any class shall be admitted a candidate in a

class of an inferior age ;
and no candidate shall receive iuopc than one premium in one year ;

Hor shall they, who for two successive years have gained the first premium in one class, he

again admitted as candidates in that class.

No person shall be admitted a candidate in any class, who has three times obtained the first

premium in that class.
^

No more than one performance in any class shall be received from the eame candidate.
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All performances (to which premiums or bounties are adjudged) shall remain with the Society

till after the pub' ic distribution of rewards in May, when they will be re-delivered unless men-

tioned in the premiums' to the contrary.

No performance shall be admitted, that has obtained a premium, reward, or gratification,

from any other society, academy, or school, or been offered for that purpose.

All performances that obtain premiums in the Pplite Arts must have been begun after the pub*

Jication of such premiums, except line engravings,
To encourage real merit, and prevent attempts to impose on the Society, by producing draw»

ings made or reumched by any other person than the candidate, the Society require a specimen
of the abilities of each successful candidate, under the iuspectioh of the "Committee of Polite

Arts, in every instance where' such proof may appear necessary.
All candidates in the Polite Arts are required to signify, on their drawings, their age ;

and

whether the performances are originals or copies ;
and if copies, whence they were taken.

Society's Office, Adelphi, June 1st, ICO-i.

ORDERED,
That the several Candidates and Claimants, to ichom the

Society
shall adjudge

Premiums or Bounties, do at lend at the Society's Office in the Adelphi, on the lastluesday inMuy,
1805, at Twelve o'Clock at Noon precisely, to receive the same ; that day being appointed by the

Society/ for the Distribution of their Rewards : And before that time no Premium or Bounty will be

delivered, excepting to those who are about to leave the Kingdom.
In Cases where the Society may think Jit to admit excuses for not attending in Person, Deputies

may be substituted to receive the Rewards, provided such Deputies are either Members of the Society,

cr the superior Officers thereof.

GENERAL CONDITIONS.
As the great object of the Society in rewarding individuals is to draw forth and give currency

to those inventions and improvements, which are likely to benefit the public at large, candidates

are requested to observe, that if the means, by which the respective objects are effected, do require
an expense or trouble too great for general purposes, the Society will not consider itself as bound
to give the offered reieard; but, though it thus reserves the power of giving in all cases such part

only of any premium as the performance shall be adjudged tp deserve, or of withholding the

whole if there be no merit, yet the candidates niay be assured the Society will always judge
liberally of their several claims. .

It is required, that the matters for which premiums are offered, be delivered in without names,
or any intimation to whom they belong ;

that each particular thing be marked in what manner
each claimant thinks fit, such claimant sending with it a paper sealed up, having on the outside

a corresponding mark, and on the inside, the claimant's name and address ;
and all candidates

are to take notice, that no claim for a premium will be attended to, unless the conditions of the

advertisement are fully complied with.

No papers shall be opened, but such as shall gain premiums, unless where it appears to the

Society absolutely necessary for the determination of the claim
;

all the resr shall be returned

unopened witli the matters to which they belong, if inquired after by the mark within two years.
All models of machines, which obtain premiums or bounties, shall be the property of the So-

ciety ; and, where a premium or bounty is given for any machine, a perfect model thereof shal}
be given to the Society.

All the premiums of this Society are designed for Great-Britain and Ireland, unless expressly
mentioned to the contrary.

The claims shall be determined as soon as possible after the delivery of the specimens.
It is expected that all articles for claims or bounties be sent to the Society carriage paid.
No person shall receive any premium, bounty, or encouragement, from the Society for any

matter for which he has obtained, or purposes to obtain, n patent.
A candidate for a premium, or a person applying for a bbuntyj being detected in any disinge-

nuous method to impose on the Society, shall forfeit such bounty, and be deemed incapable of

obtaining any for the future. *— •—' '

No member of this Society shall be a candidate for, or entitled to receive any premium,
bounty, or reward, whatsoever, except the honorary medal of the Society. The candidates are,
in all cases, expected to furnish a particular account of the subject of their claims

;
and where

certificates are required to be produced in claim of premiums, they should bp expressed, as

nearly as possible, in the \yordsof the respective advertisements, and be signed by persons who
have a positive knowledge of the facts stated.

Where premiums or bounties arc obtained in consequence of specimens produced, the Society
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mean to retain such part of those specimens as they may judge necessary, making a reasonable

Allowance lor the same.

No candidates shall be present at any meetings of the Society or committees, or admitted at

the Society's rooms, alter they have delivered in their claims, until such claims are adjudged,
unless summoned by the committee.

N. B. The Society farther invite the communications of scientific and practical men upon any
of the subjects for which premiums are offered, although their experiments may have been

conducted upon a smaller scale than the terms of each require, as they may afford ground for

more extensive application, and thus materially forward the views of the Society, and contribute

to the advantage of the public. Such communications to be made by letter, addressed to the

Society, and directed to Air. Chaui.es Taylor, the Secretary, at the Society of Arts, Adclphi,

London.
The models required by the Society should be upon the scale of one inch to a foot. The

Winchester bushel is the measure referred to for grain ; and, as the acres of different districts

vary in extent, it is necessary to observe, that the Society mean Statute Acres of five and i.

halt yards to the rod or pole, when acres are mentioned in their list of premiums; and they request

that all communications to then* may be made agreeably thereto.

The Society desire that the Papers mi different subjects' sent to them may be full, clear, explicit,

ft for publication, and rather in the form of Essays than of Letters; and where descriptive Draw-

ings can be conveniently sent, with the Models and Machines laid before the
Society,

is is recom-

mended to be dont,

Presents to the Society ofBoohsfor their Library will be
thankfully

received.

%* To persons inclined to leave a sum of money to this Society by will, the following form
h offered for that purpose.

Item. I give and bequeath to A. B, and C. D. the sum of upon
condition, and to the intent that they, or one of them, do pay the same to the Collector for the?

time being, of a Society in London, who now call themselves the Society for the Encourage-
ment of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce ; which said sum of

I will and desire may be paid out of my personal estate* and applied towards the carrying on
the laudable designs of the Society. By Order of the Society.

CHARLES TAYLOR, Secretary.
*

N.B. The Society for the Encouragement of Arts, <$c. considering that it would be beneficial to

the Commerce of the United Kingdom, to bring the British Marbles into more general use, and
that the most effectual method ofaccomplishing their object, would be, for the present, to make them
more generally known in the capital, have come to the following resolutions ;—L

Resolved,—That specimens of British Marbles be exposed in the Society's Rooms at the

Adelphi for the inspection of the Public, under the following regulations :

1st, That all specimens be exact to a given size, fife, eight inches high, six inches broad, one
iuch thick, and polished on one face.

,
2d, That a book be kept containing the number of each specimen, and describing the situa-

tion of the quarry, the name of the parish where situated, the distance of the quarry from 3

beaten road, and the distance of that >oad from water-carriage, with the name of the donor
and proprietor. Any remarks on the qualities of the marbles, or on the lime produced from

them, will be gratefully received and preserved by the Society, as materials for future inquiries.

Resolved,—That as the exertions of the Society can only be beneficial to the public, inas-

much as their views are seconded by the public, the Society request, that all persons proprietor.*
•f marble quarries will favour them with a specimen of the marble, worked to the exact size

above mentioned, with the description of the quarry as above, that the same may be entered ia

the book to be preserved for the use of the public.

Society of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, Adelphi.

QN Tuesday the 29th May, 1804, the Rewards of the Society were, as usual, distributed by
his Grace the Duke of Norfolk, arranged under the following classes

;
and on Wfcdn«S«

day the 6th of June the Society held the last Meeting of that Session, and adjourned to the fourth
W ednesday in October next.

IN AGRICULTURE. To J. A. Borron, Esq. Warrington, for plant-
To J. C. Curwen, Esq. M.P. of Belle-isle, ing 600,000 osiers, class 14, the gold medal.

Winandermere, for planting 814,956 timber- To Thomas Plowman, E>q. Broome, in Nor-

trees, class 23, the gold medal. folk, for an improved sheepfoid, the gold utdaL.
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To J. C. Cur*en, Esq. M.lf. Bel!e-i?le,Wi-

jundcrmere, tor drains extending 6000 yards,
In- :;old medal.

To Mr. William Watson, North Middlcton,

n» :;r Belr'ord, Northumberland, for the compa-
rative culture of turnips, the silver medal.

To John Ilutton, Esq. Marske, near Rich-

mond, Yorkshire, for planting 19 acres with

forest-trees, the silver medal.

To Mr. William Pearce, Landewednack,
near Helston, Cornwall, for unremitted in-

dustry, the silver medal and 15 guineas.
To' Mr. John Shirreff, Captain-Head, for pre-

serving turnips in winter, class 51, thirty gui-
neas.

IN CHEMTSTRY.
To Sir H. Englehcld, Bart.Tilney-strect, for

lake from madder, the gold medal.

To Dr. William Dyce, Aberdeen, for a mine
of manganese, the gold medal.

To Mr. Matthew Gregson, Liverpool, for

useful applications of burnt articles, the gold
medal.

To J. Machlachlan, Esq. Calcutta, for ac-

counts of the Eastern red dyes, and mineral

products, the silver medal.

IN POLITE ARTS.
To Miss Elizabeth Penman, Glasgow, the

.gold medal.

To Miss Elizabeth Crutwell, Hammersmith,
the silver medal.

ToMbsHarrictGough, Pontatawee Cottage,

Bear Neath, Glamorganshire, the silver medal.

To Mis:-Grindall, Lower Brook-street, Gros-

vonor-square, the silver medal.

To Miss Sophia Charlotte Day, Lower Bry-

an*tone-street,Portman-square,the silver medal.

To Miss Spurgcon, Lowestoft, Suffolk, the

silver medal.

To Mis* Andree, Hatton-Garden, the silver

medal.

To John Churchman, Esq. the silver medal.

To Miss Matilda Lowry, Trtchiield-streer,

the gold pallet.

To Mr. George Shepherd, Ratcliffe-row,

City-road, the greater silver pallet.

To Mr. Henry Corbould, John-street, Fitz-

rcy-square, the gold pallet.
To Mr. W. Reseltine, Bromley, near Bow,

the greater silver pallet.

To Mr. G. Jones, Great Portland-street,

thf- les'er silver pallet.

To Mr. Middiman, Lower Grafton-street, the

gold medal.

To Mr. Henry Hole, Liverpool, the gold

pallet.

awarded.
To Mr. Richard Austin, Jon. Paul's-allc*,

Barbican, the greater silver pallet.
To Mr. J. Carey, the gold medal.
To Mr. J. S. Halfpenny, Stafford-place, Pim-

lico, the greater silver pallet;
To Mr. H. D.Thielcke, Stafford-place, Pim-

lico, the lesser silver pallet.

IN MANUFACTURES.
To Mr. James Birch, Tavistock-Mews, Ta-

vistock-street, Tottenham-court-road, for an

improved swivel-loom, 25 guineas.
To Mr. James P.ckard, Skinner-street, Bi-

shopsgate-strett, for an improved engine-loom,
20 guineas.

IN MECHANICS.
To the Rev. D. Pape, Penn, near Wolver-

hampton, for improving Rye Harbour, the gold
medal.

To Capt. Brodie, Royal Navy, Leith, for ma-
rine improvements, the gold medal.
To Mr. R. Seppins, Chatham-yard, for ob-

viating the necessity of lifting ships, the gold
medal.

To Mr. George Walby, Goswell-street, for a
hammer for making trowels, the silver medal
and 40 guineas.
To Mr. George Dodd, Duke-street, Portland-

place, for an improved gun-lock, the silver

medal and 10 guineas.
To Mr. James Rawlinson, Derby, for an im-

proved colour-mill, the silver medal and 10

{guineas*
To the Chevalier Edelcrantz, of Sweden, for

a safety valve for steam-engines, the silver

medal.

To Mr. J. M. Elliot, Little Castle-street, for
an improved repeating watch, 30 guineas.
To Mr. W. Hardy, Chapel-street, for a

method o{ banking the balance of a time-keeper,
30 guineas.
To Mr. Thomas Holden, of Petworth, in

Sussex, for a machine to do all the thread-work
in shoemaking standing, 15 guineas.

IN COLONIES AND TRADE.
To J. W. Clarke, Esq. Montreal, for the cul-

ture ot hemp, the gold medal.
To Mr. Jacob Schneider, York, Upper Ca-

nada, for the culture of hemp, class 188, the

gold medal, or 100 dollars.

To Mr. Danie! Mosber, Kingston, Upper
Canada, for the culture of hemp, class 189, the
silver medal, or 80 dollars.

To Wairer Balnc, Esq. Greenock, for curing
white herrings, the silver medal.

Tne Number of Noblemen, Ladies, and Gsntlemen, elected Members since October last, is 1 1 5.
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XX. Extract from a Memoir on Platina, ly FotJiiCROY

and VAuauELiN*.

W e shall not follow the authors of this memoir in all the

details of their experiments, because they are too numerous;
and as it would be impossible to give a clear account of

them in a short extract, we shall attend only to the most

interesting points, and those which exhibit new results.

To ascertain the influence which the foreign substances

that accompany platina in its ore have in operations on a

grand scale with this metal, the authors first separated and
then carefully examined them. It results from this first

labour, that the sand of platina contains iron, copper, tita-

nium, chrome and silex, forming together different combi-

nations, the state and manner of which the authors have

explained from analogies known in the mineral kingdom.
They then treated platina thus freed from foreign bodies

with nitro-muriatic acid, in order to obtain it in solution ;

but they observed, as Mr. Proust and several other chemists

did, that there remained a small quantity of black pow-
der, formed by brilliant laminae, soft to the touch, which
blackened paper like plumbago, and on which the nitro-

muriatic acid had scarcely any action.

This black matter having particularly engaged their atten-

tion, they subjected it to a great number of experiments
after they had obtained a sufficient quantity of it : as acids

could be of no use to them in the examination of this sub-

stance, to make known its nature^ they employed alkalies.

Four parts of caustic potash, and one part of the black

powder, were fused and calcined together in a platina cru-

cible for an hour : the mass, which had then a very rich

green colour, was diluted in water, to which it communi-
cated the same tint.

When the green liquor was separated, and the residuum,
which was also green, had been washed, they saturated the

excess of alkali which the liquor contained, and exposed it

to heat. By these means the green matter was separated
under the form of flakes, and the liquor . retained only a

reddish yellow colour. The green flakes were united to the

residuum not dissolved by the potash, and the yellow liquor
was subjected to different tests, by the help of which they
found that it contained chromic acid.

The residuum treated with concentrated muriatic acid was

* From the Annates dc Chimie, No. 143.

Vol. 19. No. 74. July 1804. K in
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in a great measure dissolved, and gave a liquor of a beau-

tiful green colour; but there still remained a portion of the

black powder which had not been attackedby the potash,
and on which the muriatic acid had exercised no action.

On repeating this operation several times in succession with

potash and muriatic acid, they decomposed it entirely, and

obtained the whole chromic acid in the alkali, and the green
matter in the acid.

It was then necessary to examine the green matter dis-

solved in the muriatic acid. For this purpose the authors

began by evaporating the solution, in order to separate the

excess of acid; but they were much surprised to find, at the

moment when the liquor entered into ebullition, that its

green colour was changed into a beautiful red. When the

greater part of the superabundant acid was volatilized, they
tried the rest by the following means.

1st, Alkalies precipitated from it a brownish red matter.

2d, A small piece of the sulphate of iron made it immedi-

ately
lose its red colour, and gave it a green tint, whick

in the course of time acquired more intensity. 3d, Prus-

siate of potash formed in it a green precipitate, which be-

came blueish in the air. 4th, Infusion of gall nuts pro-
duced a blackish brown precipitate. 5th, A solution of

muriate of ammonia did not form a precipitate, as it does

in a solution of platina. 6th, A solution of tin put into

this solution, diluted with water, did not become red like

solution of platina mixed with the same re-agent. 7th,
This liquor mixed with a solution of pure platina, which
was precipitated yellow by sal-ammoniac, gave it the pro-

perty of being precipitated of a very dark red colour by the

same salt.

This last experiment made Fourcroy and Vauquelin
"suspect that this might be the same substance which causes

that diversity of colour which the precipitates of platina
formed by sal-ammoniac assume

;
and this opinion they

placed beyond all doubt by processes which we shall here
mention. Hitherto every thing announced to them, that

the black powder which remains after the solution of the

platina contained together with chrome a new metal; but

to be convinced of this fact it was necessary to obtain it se-

parately, and in the metallic state.

For this purpose, as the above trials had indicated to them
the presence also of a small quantity of iron, they evapo-
rated "to dryness the muriatic solution before mentioned,
and then treated the residuum with alcohol : the latter dis-

solved the muriate of iron, and left a red powder in which
the
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-the most scrupulous researches were not able to discover the

least trace of that metal.

The residuum when calcined in a platina crucible exhaled

at first vapours of muriatic acid, and then a substance which

gave a blue colour to the name of charcoal : at last there

remained a black powder, which was not attacked by acids.

They then subjected this black powder, covered with borax,
to the action of a strong fire for an hour, and obtained a

white metal, in part fused, brittle, and of which a part was
still inclosed in the borax. To separate the whole of this

metal from the borax they reduced it to powder, and washed
it till the separation was complete.

This metal, when thus purified, does not dissolve in any
simple acid. It combines with the nitro-muriatic acid, and

gives it a very dark red colour. This solution takes place
with more difficulty than that of pure platina, and requires
more acid. It loses its colour by sulphate of iron : with

prussiate of potash it gives a brown precipitate, which be-

comes green in the air : it communicates to a solution of

pure platina the property of precipitating it of a very dark

red colour by sal-ammoniac.

Such are the properties which Fourcroy and Vauquelin.
found in this metal, and which they are inclined to think

do not belong to any of those hitherto known.
We shall now give, in a few words, an account of some

of those experiments which they made on the different kinds

of triple salts formed by solutions of platina and sal-ammo-

niac, to ascertain the cause of their various shades.

If a solution of crude platina in nitro-muriatic acid be
twice precipitated by sal-ammoniac, it almost always hap-
pens that the second precipitate is of a very dark red colour,
while the former is of a pale yellow or orange colour, and
the mother- waters of these two precipitates, when evapo-
rated, furnish more red.

If the yellow precipitate, when washed, be reduced to

the metallic state by a sufficient heat, it does not dissolve

speedily and in large quantity in the nitro-muriatic acid

without leaving a sensible residuum : on the other hand,
the red precipitate, when treated in the same manner, dis-

solves with more difficulty and in less quantity in the nitro-

muriatic acid, and always leaves a black powder, more or

less absorbent, which, when washed and exposed to a strong
heat, is reduced to a metal having a perfect resemblance to

that which they discovered in the residuum of crude pla-
tina dissolved in aqua regia. The whole of this metal,

however, is not separated by the aqua regia of the platina,
K 2 arising
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arising from the red salt ; for the new solution which thence

results is still precipitated red, though less intense : so that,

if these operations were repeated several times on the same

platina, it would at length be freed from this foreign metal.

The authors found also another method of
separating

this

metal from platina : it consists in dissolving the red salt

in boiling water, and mixing with it, as soon as it is dis-

solved, caustic potash. The liquor then becomes turbid,
and there are formed in it green flakes, which when washed
and heated

give
the metal again. The pale yellow precipi-

tate of platina, treated in the same manner, presented no-

thing of the same kind.

It is then proved by their experiments, that there exists

In crude platina a new metal which communicates to the

triple salts of platina the red colour which is almost always

peculiar to them. As this metal is little susceptible of al-

teration by the agents employed to purify platina on a large

scale, the authors suspected that traces of it more or less

abundant ought still to be found in it; and this suspicion
was confirmed by experience,

They found it in platina purified by C. Jannety and
Necker Saussure in almost as great quantity as in crude

platina; which induced them to say that in all probability

they had not yet met with this metal in a state perfectly

pure.
C. Vauquelin and Fourcroy terminate their memoir by

recapitulating briefly the different results to which they were

conducted, and by saying that they suspect that the new
metal existing in platina enters conjointly with the latter

into the composition of the palladium announced by Mr.
Chenevix.

They promise to continue their labour, and to procure a

greater quantity of the new metal for the purpose of sub-

jecting it "to new experiments, that they may make them-
selves better acquainted with iis" properties, and particularly
to discover means more proper for purifying platina than

those hitherto known.

XXI. On Animal. Cotton, and the Insect which produces it.

By M. Baudry des Lozieiies.

Dome successful experiments have been made in America
and the West Indies to preserve and increase the insect

known there by the name of fly-carrier, which produces an

animal
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animal cotton in many respects superior to vegetable cotton.

An intelligent member of the American Philosophical So-

ciety, M. Baudry des Lozieres, has drawn up an interesting
memoir on this cotton, and the insect which produces it.

ff Every inhabitant of the West Indies," says this gen- .

tleinan,
" knows and dreads the greedy worm which de-

vours their indigo and cassada plantations; it is called bv
some the cassada worm ; by others, the fly-carrier ;

and is

produced, like the silk-worm, from eggs scattered by the

mother after her metamorphosis into a whitish butterfly.

The ag^r is hatched about the end of July, when the animal

is decked with a robe of the most brilliant and variegated
colours. In the month of August, when about to undergo
Us metamorphosis, it strips off its superb robe and puts on
one of a beautiful sea green,

which reflects all its various

.sliades according to the different undulations of the animal,
and the different accidents of light. This new decoration

is the signal for its tortures. Immediately a swarm of ich-

neumon flies assail it, and drive their stings into the skin

of their victim over the whole extent of its back and sides,

at the same time slipping their eggs into the bottom of the

wounds that they have made.
"
Having performed this dreadful operation, the flies dis-

appear, and the patient remains for an hour in a motionless

state, out of which it awakens to feed with great voracity.
Then his size

daily
increases till the time of his hatching of

the ichneumon flies. The eggs deposited are hatched at

the same moment, and the cassada is instantly covered with

a thousand little worms. They issue out of him at every

pore, and that animated robe covers him so entirely, that

nothing can be perceived but the top of his head. As soon.

as the worms are -hatched, and without quitting the spot
where the eggs are which they have broken through, they,

yield a liquid gum, which, by coming into contact with

the air, is rendered slimy -ami solid. Each of these ani-

malcula works himself a small cocoon, in the shape of an.

egg, in which he wraps himself, thus making, as it were,

disown winding-sheet. They- seem to be born but to die.

These millions of cocoons, all close to each other, and the

formation of which has not taken two hours, form a white

robe, and in this the cassada worm appears elegantly clothed.

While they are thus decking him, he remains in a state of

almost lethargic torpidity." As soon as the covering is woven, and the little work"

men, who have made it, have retired and hidden themselves

in their cells, the worm endeavours to rid himself of his

K 3 guests^
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guests, and of the robe which contains them. He comes
out of the inclosure deprived of all his former beauty, in a

state of decrepitude, exhausted, and threatened with ap-

proaching death. He shortly passes to the state of a chry-
salis ; and, after giving life to thousands of eggs, suddenly
loses his own, leaving to the cultivator an advantage which

may be so improved, as to more than compensafe the ra-

vages which he occasions. In about eight days, the little

worms contained in the cocoons are metamorphosed into

flies, having four wings. Their antennae are long and vi-

brating 5
some have a tail, others do not show it

; they feed

upon small insects of the family of acarus, and evidently

belong to the ichneumon tribe.

u The cotton-shell or wrapper is of a dazzling white,

and as soon as the flies have quitted the cocoon it may be

used without any preparatory precaution ;
it is made up of

the purest and finest cotton
;
there is no refuse, no inferior

quality in it
) every part is as fine and beautiful as can be

imagined."
M. D. Lozieres, the author of this memoir, urges the

Americans to preserve and endeavour to increase the fly-

carrier, in the same manner and for similar purposes that

the breed of the silkworm is encouraged. He declares that

he has frequently seen so abundant a harvest of the animal

cotton, that in the space of two hours he could collect the

quantity of one hundred pints, French measure. Moreover,
animal cotton is attended with none of the difficulties which
occur in the preparation of vegetable cotton, and it requires
less time and less trouble to procure it

; and there seems to

him no doubt that it will stand the competition with silk

and with vegetable cotton : these, when applied to wounds,
serve only to inflame and envenom

; but the animal cotton

may be used as lint, without the smallest inconvenience.

XXII. Report made to the Class of the Physical and Ma-
thematical Sciences, ly C. Ramond, of a Memoir of
C. Paubuissqn on the Basaltes of Saxony.

[Concluded from p. 66.]

JL he author, supported by this series of observations, pro-
ceeds to the considerations which they suggest, and which

appear to him proper for establishing the aqueous origin of

basaltes. Such is the object of the third chapter. The

following chapter is destined to strengthen this first con-

clusion
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elusion with every thing that can tend to prove that this

kind of rock cannot have a volcanic origin. The author's

proofs may be reduced to the following three principal
classes: 1st, Position; 3d, Connection; 3d, Structure and

Composition of the Basal tes.

If it be considered then in regard to position, we shall

observe, with the author, that it is never found but on sum-
mits ; that it cover* all the mineral substances of which these

mountains are composed, and that it is never covered by
them; that always similar to itself, whether it rests on gra-

nite, gneiss, micaceous schist or porphyry,
or whether it

extends over gres, gravel, sand, and argil, it never partici-

pates in the nature of the soil which supports ft. These
data conduct to very simple results : the basaltes of Saxony
has been the product of a special labour altogether distinet

from that which produced the subjacent strata. This labour

has been posterior to the formation of primitive roeks ; it is

even very recent, since transported earth is among the num-
ber of the substances by which basaltes is supported.

But what is the agent to which we are indebted for this

new production ? If tire be admitted, it will be necessary
to indicate also the focus where the matters were fused ; the

mouths by which they were thrown up ; the route they pur-
sued to arrive at thesre summits, which command the coun-

try to a great distance around. In this hypothesis the whole
will be reduced to either the one or the other of the follow-

ing suppositions ;
—Each basaltic crown must be considered

as the production of a local eruption, or all these masses

must be the fragments of an immense stream which for-

merly covered the whole region.

According to the first system, every basaltic mountain
must have been a volcano; but who does not know that a

volcanic mountain is a confused accumulation of blocks,

fragments, rapilli, pumice stones and scoriae, intermixed

with torrents of lava ? Here nothing of this disorder is seen :

rocks solidly deposited, and regularly placed one upon the

other, have retained the situation given them by the water

which formed them. Before an eruption, prepared in the

interior of mountains, could charge their summits with the

basaltes added to them, it would be necessary that it should

form a passage in the axis of the mountain; that is tp say,
in the line of the greatest resistance ; and where are the traces

and aperture of this chimney, which, according to the sim-

plest laws of mechanics, must be classed among the number
of gratuitous suppositions ? For six hundred years these

mountains have been pierced, and their interior parts
have

K 4 been
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been examined : every where the mountain is sound, its

rocks are entire, and geologists are obliged to look for those

pretended
volcanic abysses, which interrupt as little the gal-

lery of the miner as the vein for which he searches, in a few
small superficial cavities which may have been formed by
the hand of man, or by the least accident.

The second system will not be more fortunate. It will

be readily admitted that the valleys by which the chain is

traversed are posterior to its formation
;
that the strata now

divided by these hollows were formerly continued ;
that the

basaltes now accumulated on these summits formed an un-

interrupted covering along the ridge, of which these strata

are. the remains. But in that case, whence did this enor-

mous stream of fused matters proceed
? At what distance

are we to search for the volcanic region whence it issued ?

How can we conceive that the paste-like fluidity of the lava

should yield to the length of the passage, and to so many
surfaces of a different level, and that a deluge of fire should

have overwhelmed such an extent of ground without cal-

cining the calcareous matters, without baking the argilla-

ceous, consuming the coals, filling up the places where
it originated, and interspersing those where it passed with

scoria?., pumice stones, and ashes?

On this point the author derives great advantage from the

thick stratum of coal on which the masses of the mount
Meissner, in Hesse, are deposited. He, observed this fact

after the celebrated Werner. Like him, he asserts that it is

impossible to distinguish the least traces of alteration in this

accumulation of combustibles, which in general is sepa-
rated from the basaltes only by a thin stratum of argil, and
which very often is absolutely contiguous to it. But this

is not all : in other places the basaltes is found alternately
with the coals. This phenomenon has been observed in

Bohemia, the Feroe isles, the isle, of Mull, at Borrows-

townness, in the mountains of Bathgate. Will it be said

that the basaltes thus inserted between strata of combustible

matters has been currents of fused stones? By what fire

were these stones liquefied, if it spared in the centre of it

crystals more fusible that; itself
;

if it sported in the midst

of bitumen without diss'pating it in flames and in smoke:
in a word, if it respected every thing except these stones

themselves ?

On the other hand, if we restore to the water that part
of its domain which has been taken from it, all these diffi-

culties will vanish. The basaltes of Saxony consists of

strata regularly placed above each other, and formed by
water.
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water. The basaltes of Bohemia, Scotland, &c. are strata

regularly inserted between strata which have no other ori-

gin. Why should we separate operations which are inse-

parable, and seek for forced explanations to facts which

may be explained in so natural a manner ? If it be admitted
that the basaltes of Saxony is the work of water, nothing is

more simple than what took place on that occasion. The
mass of this chain was formed when the aqueous solution

which inundated the country covered the old sediment with

a stratum of basaltes. This stratum was at first continued

like the banks and masses, which served it as a support $

but being exposed to the erosion of currents and the de-

structive action of the weather, it yielded to the first of all

the causes of degradation : it is at its expense that the first

valleys have been dug out, and what remains on the sum-
mits is nothing but the last fragments.

Such is the first point of view under which the present

question may be considered; and it must be allowed that,

adopting the common laws of nature, the partisans of the

latter opinion will not throw the whole onus proband? on
those who propose exceptions. But this first advantage
would become illusory, if it should be contradicted by a

more minute examination of those masses which hitherto

we have considered only under their more general aspect,
and if we should discover some circumstances respecting
the existence of basaltes easier to be explained by igneous
than by aqueous fluidity.
The second object of consideration which occurs to us in

the order we have adopted, is that of the connection of the

basaltes. Though this substance seems to have been pro-
duced by the special and distinct labour of nature, it is not

the only result. If we examine its position, it will be seen

placed alternately with coals, and it is well known that it

has been seen also alternately with shell stones. These suc-

cessions are accidental in the formation. Coals and shell

stones belong in part to its epoch without belonging to it-

self, and their presence indicates only the intermission of

the cause which produced, in turn, these intercalated strata.

But there exist two kinds of stones which are almost al-

ways associated with basaltes, which have the greatest ana-

logy to it, which seem to be products of the same cause,
and whose existence is so intimately connected with it, that

no decision can be formed in regard to its origin tilKm opi-
nion has been formed in regard to the rest : these rocks are

\cacke and grunstein.
What the Germans call wacke is a sort of stone which

holds
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holds a mean place between argil and basaltes. Like the

latter, it often contains crystals of hornblend, but never
ohvin or augite ;

and always black hexagonal mica, which
is rarely found in basaltes, and which serve to distinguish
these two rocks when they approach so near to each, other

as to be confounded. Wacke often forms strata below those

of basaltes.

Grunstein, on the other hand, generally covers basaltes.

It is composed of feldspar and hornblend in distinct grains.
It is the Likinstone of the English, and the granitella of the

French mineralogists. A comparative analysis of basaltes

from StatTa, and whinstone from Salisbury, gave to Dr.

Kennedy the same results with a precision worthy of re-

mark
;
and it is proved, by the experiments of Sir James

Hall, that these two rocks liquefy in the same manner, fur-

nish by sudden cooling the same kind of glass, and by slow

cooling the same stony substance.

If basaltes covered by grunstein be accurately observed,

grains of feldspar appear between grains of amphibolite,
and the rock at length assumes the granitoid texture. It

was in the Meissner of Hesse that C. Daubuisson observed

the most beautiful examples of this transition. He collected,
he says, a series of specimens which in regard to the size

of the grain present a decreasing progression from the most
beautiful grunstein to the best characterized compact ba-

saltes. And that it might not be objected that these speci-
mens did not belong to the same mass, he chose some in

which the granulated part was in the middle of the compact
part, and in which they were seen, as it were, to blend into

each other. We shall here remark, that the observation in

tmestion is exactly the same as that made by Desmarets and
Dolomieu on certain kinds of basaltes which they have ex-

cluded from the number of volcanic productions.
On the other hand, if we consider the wacke on which

basaltes rests, it will be seen to degenerate below into argil
and then into gravel, while above it gradually assumes the

colour, the texture, and solidity of basaltes. C. Daubuis-
son has seen prisms of basaltes very hard and very compact
in its upper extremity, become tender and argillaceous at

its lower. Dr. Reuss found in Bohemia basaltes the pris-
matic division of which was propagated in the wacke and

the argil, which served it as a support. And before these

obsenors, so long as fifteen years ago, the celebrated Wer-
ner, speaking of the Scheibenberg, said :—i( I have seen,

by a progressive series of shades, the most perfect transi-

tion of argil into wacke, and of the latter into basaltes,

These
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These three substances are the product of the same forma-
tion ; that is to say, of the precipitation or sediment of the

same solution, which becoming more and more tranquil
has deposited argil, then wacke, and, in the last place,
basaltes.

"

The partisans of the volcanic nature of the basaltes of

Saxony have considered wacke sometimes as the production
of muddy eruptions, and sometimes as the result of the de-

composition of basaltes itself. If the observations here re-

lated were accurately made, these two suppositions are

equally inadmissible. Wacke, which passes by insensible

gradations to the state of basaltes, cannot be the result of

muddy eruptions, if basaltes itself be not sov~ Nor is this

wacke decomposed basaltes, for it contains neither the pe-
ridot nor the pyroxene of the latter

; but, on the other hand,
contains mica, of which the other is entirely destitute. In

this supposition, founded on the gradual passage of basaltes"

to wacke, it would be necessary to draw the same induc-
tions from the transition of wacke to argil, and from argil
to the gravel which supports it. But who will believe that

basaltes destitute of mica can be reduced by decomposition
to wacke, which is filled with it

;
thence into argil, riiore

and more sandy ; and then into quartzy gravel, which did

not exist in one ofthese substances more than the other?

But if we ascend from basaltes to the grunstein by which
it is covered, what will become of all the explanations bor-

rowed from the direct or indirect action of -fire ?' This grun-
stein so entire, this granitella composed- of grains of feld-

spar and amphibolite, endowed with all their splendour and

freshness, which the least exposure to fire tarnishes, which
a longer continued heat reduces to glass, and which more
careful cooling reduces to a stony state where these' ele-

ments are confounded never to be again separated,
—can? it

be any thing else than the produce of water formed in the

same manner as all other analogous rocks
;
and particularly

as primitive grunstein, the origin of which is doubted by
no one ? Shall we suppose that it proceeds from basaltes

itself, first thrown up by a volcano, then dissolved by the

water, and again deposited ?

It must therefore be allowed that simplicity is on the side

of those who admit here only the effect of water. Accord-

ing to these, grunstein, basaltes, and wacke, with the argil
and gravel on which they rest, are only sediments belong-
ing to the same epoch, and constituting the different parts
of the same system of coordinate rocks. The sea then con-
tained all the elements, some of them suspended and others

dissolved,
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dissolved. It first deposited the coarsest under the form of

argil and wacke, and, chemical precipitations succeeding to

mechanical processes, in proportion as the waters became

purified they then furnished basaltes and grunstein accord-

ing as the crystallization, more or less turbid or tranquil,
confounded or separated the hornblend and feldspar of

which they were constituted.

But when we confess that this explanation is in many
respects more natural, we must admit also that under other

points of view there are difficulties : that this new labour

of the seas, altogether distinct and detached from the pre-

ceding operations, supposes either the return of the waters

which covered the globe, or strange changes in the proper-
ties of those by which it was still covered ;

that it is very

singular
to see these waters suddenly resume the dissolving

power, which they had long lost, to cover the primitive and

secondary mountains, and even the strata of alluvion, with

new deposits, which represent in an inverse order those

which they had before formed
;

to abandon first thecoarse-
est matters, to finish by crystalline sediments, ai}d ^.he least

soluble to crystallize the last; that one can hardly conceive

how this solution, which covered very high mountains, and
which consequently inundated a great part of the globe,
should not leave more monuments of its existence; and
how so great causes, acting so generally and at. periods so

modern, should produce only sonic thin deposits separated^

by intervals so vast.

It is, however, from the analogy which exists between

the basaltes scattered throughout countries very remote from,

each other, that C. Daubuisson derives one of his most spe-
cious arguments in favour of its aqueous origin; and it is,

here that we shall enter into an exposition of this order of.

proofs, on which he founds the composition and structure

of this kind of stone.

If we compare, says he, the basaltes from Sweden,
Hesse, and Saxonv ;

of Bohemia and Hungary; of Italy^

(TAuvergne, and the island of Ueunion ; the same prismatic

division, the same colour, fracture, and weight, will be

found in them all. The foreign substances they contain are-

always amphibolite, peridot, pyroxene, See. : when ana-

lysed they yield the same constituent principles. The d\t\

ferent analyses of the same mineral seldom agree so much
as those which Bergman, Klaproth, and Kennedy, have

given us of the basaltes^of Sweden, Bohemia, and Stafla.-

This conformity appears striking to the author of the me-

moir, and he find:, in it one oi the distmetive attiibutes of

rock*
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fbcks produced in the humid way* The calc^retiu's and

schistous rocks, &c. are every where similar; while the

lava of Solfaterra, Lipari* and Vesuvius., are sensibly dif-

ferent, notwithstanding their proximity to each other. Nay,
more, the lava thrown,up by the same volcano is far froiii

being identic : and how can the case be otherwise, since

the foci of these volcanoes, placed in the middle of different

rocks, must impress on the substances thrown up charac-

ters as various as the matters which are subjected to their

action ?

These considerations would be of little weight in the hy-
pothesis of Dolomieu. The lava of the author of this me-
moir would belong to the strata which compose the crust of

the globe : the basaltes would have issued from the greatest

depths, from that common reservoir where this great ob-
server of Volcanoes sought for the origin of the greater part
of his lithoid lavas. But could basaltes ever be fused ? This
C. Daubuisson denies, and it is from the crystals contained
in it that he thinks he can deduce his most decisive proofs.
The crystals and grains found in basaltes are generally

amphibolite, olivin, pyroxene, and feldspar, &cc. These
either must have pre-existed in the basaltes, and they must
have been enveloped by the matter in fusion, or must have
been formed in the bosom of that matter by the aggregation
of the molecular of the same nature found disseminated in

it. In the first case, how could those which are more fusi-

ble resist the heat which reduced them to the fluid state ;

and how could those which are more refractory preserve
their colour, their transparency, and their splendour ? In
the second case, would not the paste-like fluidity of this

lava have yielded to the movements of these moleculae, and
would not the heat have imprinted its character on their ag-

gregation ? But these crystals and grains which are gene-
rally found in basaltes are not the only bodies inclosed in

them. The author found also gres. Others speak of se-

veral other substances, and particularly calcareous frag-
ments. According to Werner, the basaltes of Carlsbad, in

Bohemia, contains so large a quantity of it that it is em-

ployed for making lime ;
and Saussurc relates in his Travels,

that he saw basaltes which contained angular fragments of

compact gray calcareous stone, which was in no manner
altered at the point of contact. Nav, fossils themselves are

not entirely foreign to this rock, and to that of the same

epoch. M. de Buch found turbinites in a rock of trap.
The author quotes Dr. Blagden and Mr. Chenevix as hav-

ing seen the impression of shells in the hardest and most
. compact
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compact basaltes detached from prisms of the Giant's Cause*
wav. hi that of Vicentin, camites have been found. M, de

Bcsolding has described an ammonite found in a basaltes of
Forez : it still had a pearly splendour. The same naturalist

speaks of other ammonites and gryphites contained in ba-

saltes in the neighbourhood of Constance. In the last

place, there exists in the neighbourhood of Bohemia a large
mass of vvacke which contains whole trees half petrified,,

and still retaining their bark, and even their leaves.

This wacke, which envelops whole trees, could not cer-

tainly be the production of a volcanic eruption. Basaltes

in which shells are found with their pearly splendour does

not appear to have been fused. But can these observations,
made on some kinds of basaltes, be every where gene-
ralized ? If it should result from the state of several of
them that they have not an igneous origin, can we thence

conclude that all, without exception, are of an aqueous
origin ? And does not the existence of certain kinds of

basaltes, in places where its position gives reason for classing
it among the lava, prove that the crystals in them may, in

certain cases, have been subjected to the action of subter-

ranean fire without being altered ?

Here the long discussion which took place on the degree
of the heat of volcanoes is renewed. Deluc, Dolomieu, and
those who adopt their opinion, will affirm that they saw, as

we may say, with their own eyes, torrents of lava the heat

of which respected substances much more fusible than horn-
blend and feldspar.
The author of this memoir did not see any of this lava,

but he answers this objection by experiments which esta-

blish the relative degrees of fusibility of basaltes and of the

crystals found inclosed in it.

The former will set out from their observations to esta-

blish the hypothesis of a certain mode of fusion which does

not alter the stones subjected to it.

Their adversaries will insist on experiments and analogies
which tend to prove that fused mineral substances exhibit

the same phenomena in nature as in our laboratories, and
will mention instances of these kinds of lava having burnt,

calcined, and destroyed, every tiling they met with in their

passage.
The one, then, will doubt what the others establish as a

principle, and will reciprocally inclose each other in a kind

of circle, from which it will be difficult for them to escape.
The question was in this state long before the time when

the author of this memoir took it up; and we shall not en-

large
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large further on this part of the discussion, where the strength

of both parties seems to be balanced, and which scarcely

contains any thing which has not been repeated a hundred

times* But more numerous observations and more careful

analyses have furnished new arms to the partisans of the

aqueous origin of basaltes. It therefore remains to show

how far they make the balance-preponderate in their favour.

All the kinds of basaltes hitherto analysed contain a cer-

tain quantity of water, and from fifteen to twenty per cent,

of iron. The case is the same with the wacke and the

grunstein : they are in no manner different from basaltes,

as appears by the analyses of Dr. Kennedy, which the au-

thor quotes.
If it be believed that the water contained in basaltes be-

longs to crystallization, it is evident that it has been in a

state of aqueous solution itself, and the question is decided.

This is the opinion of C. Daubuisson ;
and he refers also to

the analysis of lava properly so called, which has all the

principles of basaltes, except that water is not found in it.

This argument, however convincing it may appear, is

not unanswerable. The presence of this small quantity of

water may be a consequenoe of the texture of basaltes rather

than an indication of its origin. Since" it is proved that

fused stones resume, under certain circumstances, the lithoid

form, it is probable also that it recovers the property of ad-

mitting water, which the most vitreous lava rejects; and

this property is even proved in basaltes by the existence of

geodes, which the infiltration of the water may have lined

with crystals.
The quantity of iron which basaltes contains is of

more importance to the fate of this dispute. All volcanic

products properly so called, conduct, by observation and

analysis, to known kinds of rock from which they origi-
nated. But whence does basaltes proceed, and what stone

furnishes from fifteen to twenty per cent, of iron, if wc
exclude from the number of rocks basaltes and similar sub-

stances ?

Shall we search for this iron in the depths of the common
reservoir, which Dolomieu has supposed ? C. Daubuisson
will demand whether there exist other indications of this

basaltes, and whether it is possible to admit an hypothesis
which is of no other use than to explain this supposition.

Shall we retort the argument by asking him whence pro-
ceeds that lava so well characterized, that lava of Mount

./Etna, which gives by analysis the same principles as ba-

saltes, including the fifteen or twenty per cent, of iron ? His

3 answer
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answer will be very simple,
—It proceeds from basaltes it*

self, which constitutes a large portion of the soil of Italy
and Sicily : and this answer is the decisive word of the me-*

moir, and the fundamental opinion of its author.

We shall add, that this is the opinion also of the best

English and German mineralogists, and particularly of the

celebrated Klaproth, who announced it almost in the same
terms in his analysis of basaltes, translated and inserted in

the Journal des Mines by C. Daubuisson*.
Hence real prismatic basaltes, which is found in volcanic

soil, will belong to the mass e>f mountains, and not to their

lava: Lava having the aspect of basaltes, and being com-

posed of its constituent principles, will be basaltic lava, and
not basaltes. The greatest difficulties, therefore, of this

great question would rest, in some measure, on ambiguities^
and would be removed by a simple distinction*

Let us now stop, and terminate here the analysis of the

memoir, the examination of which has been confided to us.

C. Daubuisson first examined the basaltes of Saxony.
He then gradually rises to more extensive considerations oii

basaltes in general, and deduces from them conclusions

which form the subject of the fifth and last article of this

memoir.
In regard to the first object, we are of opinion that he has

discharged well the task imposed on him, and that his ob-

servations give a new degree of probability to the opinion
received in Germany on the origin of the basaltes of that

part of Europe.
In regard to the general considerations, by which h<?

raises the basaltes known to him to that which he has not

had an opportunity of observing, we are of opinion that he

must naturally have been conducted to this extension of his

first conclusions, either in the course of reasoning or by the

authority of observers whose testimony he invokes.

A subject, however, where hazarded analogies seem al-

ready to have occasioned more than one mistake, requires,
more than any other, great reserve in the employment of

them ;
and on ground which two parties dispute inch by

inch, each step ought to be justified by an observation and
marked by a fact.

C. Daubuisson never saw those of volcanoes still burn^

ins;, nor those of extinguished volcanoes, the existence of
winch Us has not disputed. Being placed hitherto in the

midst of the works of water, we wish he would proceed to

* Brumaire, year if.

5 those
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those places where the empire of fire has prevailed. We
are desirous, above all, that he should examine the basalte3

of Auvergne, which M. Leopold Buch, another pupil of

Werner, has visited, and among which he observed some

the volcanic origin of which he could not venture to dis-

pute. C. Daubuisson knows how to observe ;
we have a

proof of it in the works he has already published, were it

not furnished bv the memoir in question : and the attention

which his observations seem to us to deserve, cannot be tes-

tified to him in a manner more useful to science than by

encouraging him to continue them.

(Signed) Hauy and Ramond.
The class approves the report, and adopts the conclusions.

(Signed) Cuvier, perpetual secretary.

XXIII. A short Account of Mr. Arthur Woolf's Im-

provement in the Construction of Steam-Engines.

JVlLr. Woolf founds his improvements on a very im-

portant discovery which he has made respecting the expan-

sibility of steam when increased in temperature beyond the

boiling point, or 212° of Fahrenheit's thermometer. It

has been known for some time, and for this discovery the

world is indebted to Mr. Watt, who has been the principal

improver of the steam-engine, that steam acting with the

expansive force of four pounds the square inch against a

safety-valve exposed to the atmosphere, is capable of ex-

panding itself to four times the volume it then occupies,
and still to be equal to the pressure of the atmosphere.
Mr. Woolf has discovered that, in like manner, steam of the

force of five pounds the square inch can expand itself to five

times its volume
;
that masses or quantities of steam of the

like expansive force of six, seven, eight, nine, or ten pounds
the square inch, can expand to six, seven, eight, nine, or

ten times their volume, and still be respectively equal to

the atmosphere, or capable of producing a sufficient action

against the piston of a steam-engine to cause the same to

rise in the old engine (with a counterpoise) of Newcomen,
or to be carried into the vacuous part of the cylinder in the

improved engines first brought into effect by Messrs. Boul-
ton and Watt; that this ratio is progressive, and nearly if

not entirely uniform, so that steam of the expansive force

of 20, 30, 40, or 50 pounds the square inch of a common
safetv-valve will expand itself to 20, 30, 40, or 50 times it*

Vol. 1Q.. No. 74. July 1804. L I volume;
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volume ;
and that, generally, as to all the intermediate or

higher degrees of elastic force, the number of times which
steam of any temperature and force can expand itself is

nearly the same as the number of pounds it is able to sus-

tain on a square inch exposed to the common atmospheric
pressure : provided always that the space, place, or vessel in

which it is allowed to expand itself, be of the same tempera-
ture as that of the steam before it be allowed room to expand.

Respecting the different degrees of temperature required
to bring steam to, and maintain it at, different expansive
forces above the weight of the atmosphere, Mr. Woolf has

found, by actual experiment, setting out from the boiling-

point of water, or 21 2°, at which degree steam of water is

only equal to the pressure of the atmosphere, that in order

to give it an increased elastic force equal to five pounds the

square inch the temperature must be raised to about 2274°,
when it will have acquired a power to expand itself to five

times its volume, still be equal to the atmosphere, and ca-

pable of being applied as such in the working of steam-

engines, according to his invention : and with regard to

various other pressures, temperatures, and expansive forces

of steam, the same are shown in the following table :

Tabic of the relative pressures per square inch, temperatures
cud expansibility of steam at degrees of heat above the

lolling point of water, beginning with the temperature of
steam of an elastic force equal to five pounds per square
inch, and extending to steam able to sustain forty pounds
on the square inch.

Steam of

an elastic

force pre-
dominat-

ing over

the pres-
sure of

lie atmo-

sphere

upon a

safety-

valve,

Pounds per
square Inch.

5

6

7
8

9
10

15

20
25

30
. 35 .

UoJ

requires
to be

maintain

ed by a

tempera-
ture equi
to about

<

Degrees
of Heat.

230-1

232£

235-j;

2374
23pi
250-1

25Qi-

267
2/3
2/8

L2S2 '

Expan-
sibility.

times its

volume,
and con-

tinue

and at

these re

spective

degrees of
fa

r'f
( ' 1 15 felastic*

steam can

expand
itself to

about

20
25

30
35
Uo.

ty
to the

pressure
of the at-

)heremosi.

And so in like manner, by small additions of temperature,
an expansive power may be given to steam to enable it to

expand to 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 200, 300, or more times

3 its
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its volume, without any limitation but what is imposed by
the frangible nature of every material of which boilers and
the other parts of steam-engines have been or can be made j

and prudence dictates that the expansive force should never

be carried to the utmost the materials can bear, but rather

be kept considerably within that limit.

Having thus briefly explained the nature of Mr". Woolf *3

discovery, we shall proceed to give a description of his im-»

provements grounded thereon 5
and for which he has ob-

tained his majesty's royal letters patent. Mr. Woolf in

his specification states, that in describing his invention he
has found it necessary to mention the entire steam-engine
and its parts, to which, as an invention well known, he nei-

ther can nor does assert any exclusive claim : he observes,

however, that from the nature of his aforesaid discovery,
and its application, there can be no difficulty in distinguish-

ing his said improvements from the improved engine (of
Mr. Watt) as to its other common and well known parts,
and then gives the following account of an engine embracing
his new improvements." If the engine be constructed originally with the inten-

tion of adopting my said improvement, it ought to have two
steam vessels of different dimensions, according to the tem-

perature or the expansive force determined to be com-
municated to the steam made use of in working the engine;
for the smaller steam vessel or cylinder must be a measure
for the larger. For example, if steam of forty pounds the

square inch is fixed on, then the smaller steam vessel

should be at least one fortieth part the contents of the

larger one; each steam vessel should be furnished with a

piston, and the smaller cylinder should have a commu-
nication both at its top and bottom (top and bottom being
here employed merely as relative terms, for the cylinders

may be worked in a horizontal or any other required posi-

tion, as well as vertical) : the small cylinder, I say, should
have a communication both at its top and bottom with the
boiler which supplies the steam, which communications,
by means of cocks or valves of any construction adapted to

the use, are to be alternately opened and shut during the

working of the engine. The top of the small cylinder
should have a communication with the bottom of the larger

cylinder, and the bottom of the smaller one with the top of
the

larger,
with proper means to open and shut these al-

ternately by cocks, valves, or any other well known con-
trivance. And both the top and bottom of the larger cy-
linder or steam vessel should, while the engine is at work,

L 2 com-
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communicate alternately with a condensing vessel, into

which a jet of water is admitted to hasten the condensation,
or the condensing vessel may he cooled by any other means
calculated to produce that effect. Things being thus" ar-

ranged, when the engine is at work, steam of high tem-

perature is admitted from the boiler to act by its elastic

force on one side of the smaller piston, while the steam

which had last moved it has a communication with the

larger steam vessel or cylinder, where it follows the
larger

piston now moving towards that end of its cylinder which
is open to the condensing vessel. Let both pistons end

their stroke at one time, and let us now suppose them both

at the top of their respective cylinders, ready to descend;
then the steam of forty pounds the square inch entering
above the smaller piston will carry it downwards, while the

steam below it, instead of being allowed to escape into the

atmosphere or applied to any other purpose, will pass into

the larger cylinder above its piston, which will take its

downward stroke at the same time that the piston of the

smaller cylinder is doing the same thing; and while this

goes on, the steam which last filled the larger cylinder, in

the upward stroke of the engine, will be passing into the

condenser to be condensed during the downward stroke.

When the pistons in the smaller and larger cylinder have

thus been made to descend to the bottom of their respective

cylinders, then the steam from the boiler is to be shut off

from the top and admitted to the bottom of the smaller

cylinder, and the communication between the bottom of

the smaller and the top of the larger cylinder is also to be

cut off, and the communication to be opened between the'

top of the smaller and the bottom of the larger cylinder ;

the steam, which in the downward stroke of the engine
filled the larger cylinder, being now open to the condenser,
and the communication between the bottom of the larger

cylinder and the condenser shut off; and so on alternately,

admitting the steam to the different sides of the smaller

p ston, while the steam last admitted into the smaller

cylinder passes alternately to the different sides of the

larger piston in the larger cylinder, the top and bottom of

which are made to communicate alternately with the con-

denser. .

" hi an engine working with the improvements which
have been ju>t described, while the steam is admitted to

one side of the piston in the smaller cylinder, the steam

on the other side has room made for its admission into the

larger cylinder, on one side of Its piston, by the conden-
sation
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sation taking place on the other side of the large piston which

is open to the condenser; and that waste of steam which

takes place in engines worked only by the expansive force

of steam, from steam passing the piston, is prevented ;
for

all steam that passes the piston in the smaller cylinder is

received into the larger.
" In such an engine, where it may be more convenient for

any particular purpose, the arrangement may be altered, and

the top of the smaller made to communicate with the top
of the larger, and the bottom of the smaller with the bottom

of the larger cylinder; in which case the only difference wi!l

be, that when the piston in the smaller cylinder descends,

that in the
larger

will ascend, and while the latter descends

the former witl ascend, which for some particular purposes

may be more convenient than the arrangement before de-

scribed.
"

Mr. Woolf then proceeds to describe various other mo-
difications of his invention, and points out means for ap-

plying his improvements to the working of steam-engines

already constructed and now in use, of which we shall give
some account in our future numbers.

We cannot, however, conclude without observing that

the benefits likely to result to the manufacturing interests

of this country by Mr. Woolf 's improvement of the steam-

engine, cannot possibly be calculated. On this we shall

offer a few thoughts on some future opportunity.

XXIV. Experiments to ascertain whether there exists any
Affinity letwixt Carbon and Clay, Lime and Silex, se-

parately or as Compounds united with the Oxide of Iron

forming Iron Ores and Iron Stones. By David Mushet,
Esq. of the Colder Iron- Works.

[Continued from p. 40.]

JL he following experiments were made with a view to

unite carbon with silex by fusion.

I. Some pieces of very transparent quartz were intro-

duced alone into a Sturbridge clay crucible, and exposed to

a heat of 16()° of Wedgwood. When cold, and examined,
I found the form and number of the crystals entire. The
surfaces were slightly vitrified : the colour white pearly.
The interior of each crystal was spongy, and adhesive to

the tongue.
L 3 II. Fifty
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II. Fifty grains of this roasted quartz were pulverized
arid mixed with 3 grains of lamp black. The colour of

the mixture was blueish black. 1 exposed it in a Cornwall

clay pot to 170° of Wedgwood; but found the contents

unfuscd, and still pulverulent. The mixture had become

nearly of a black colour, but the fragments of silex re-

mained unchanged.
III. Fifty grains of roasted quartz, mixed with half a

grain of lamp black, were exposed in a similar manner as

No. II. The result was the quartz in as pure and unfused

a state as when introduced. The half grain of lamp black

was nearly dissipated, and had communicated a shining lead

colour to the interior of the crucible.

IV. A crystal of quartz possessing great depth of water

was found xo weigh 36£ grains. It was afterwards, for six

hours, exposed in a bright red heat
; when it was found to

have lost nearly half a grain. The lustre and shape of the

crystal remained unchanged.
V. The same crystal, after losing a small fragment,

weighed 35^ grains. It was then exposed to 168° of Wedg-
wood. It was found shivered into a number of small pieces
of a pearly white colour tinged with blue. A few fragments
still possessed their original angle and transparency. The
whole were carefully collected, and weighed only a quarter
of a grain less than when introduced. In this experiment
a total change was effected upon the subject, but scarcely

any less of weight could be reckoned.

VI. I took two crystals of quartz, weighing 42 grains,
and introduced them into a Cornwall clay crucible filled

with charcoal, The heat to which they were exposed was

nearly 1 70°. When examined, the following was found to

be the result, The crucible was found still nearly filled

with charcoal. The two crystals, with the exception of one

small fragment, remained entire, though fritvered a good
deal. Excepting where the charcoal had entered the fissures,

there was not the most distant appearance of contact, or any"
combination betwixt the siliceous matter of the quartz and

it. The crystals had entirely lost their transparency, were

possessed
of a whitish enamelled surface, and seemed spongy

an the centre. Their weight was 41 grains; and if the

small portion of carbonaceous matter be taken into the ac-

count, which had entered the fissures, not more than 3^4ths

of a grain was lost, of weight, in the exposure. This expe-
riment proves that the combination of carbon with the mat-

ter of silex and clay, which constitutes quartz, takes place
at a higher temperature than 170" of Wedgwood, and ren-

ders
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ders it highly presumable that the affinity is not excited in

any degree of heat short of fusion.

VII. 50 grains of roasted quartz, pulverized,
5 ditto pure lime.

These were exposed, in a Cornwall clay crucible, to ] 67°-

The result of this was a semi-vitrified mass, granulated,

pure in colour, and very hard. The angles cut glass with

considerable
facility.

VIII. 50 grains of roasted quartz,
10 ditto pure lime, were softened into a white

mass of porcelain, possessing a slight tint of azure.

IX. 50 grains of roasted quartz,
15 ditto pure lime, were melted into a whitish

mass covered with some very perfect glass. The fracture

was dense throughout, though not homogeneous.
X. 50 grains of roasted quartz,

15 ditto pure lime,
1 ditto lamp black, formed a solid mass of glass

of a lead-blue colour. The carbonaceous matter had disap-

peared.
XI. 50 grains of roasted quartz,

15 ditto pure lime,
2 ditto lamp black.

This mixture fused, and formed a very black glass consi-

derably spongy. The charcoal had, as in former experi-

ments, disappeared. In this experiment, the interior of the

crucible of Cornwall clay had received the usual glaze ob-
served in experiments where the quantity of carbon made
use of approaches nearly to that which the mixture is ca-

pable of taking up.
XII. 50 grains of roasted quartz,

15 ditto pure lime,
3 ditto lamp black.

This mixture was fused into a honey-combed mass of dark-
coloured glass possessed of neither beauty nor transparency.
A portion of the lamp black remained in its original state,

partly enveloped in the mass and partly upon the surface. It

was found to amount to nearly half a grain. The quan-
tity, therefore, taken up by the quartz in this experiment,

supposing the pure lime remained neutral, is exactly equal
to l -20th

3 and, by the combination of this proportion
of carbon, the pure white porcelain, produced in Experi-
ments VI IF and IX, is changed into a honey-combed mass
of black glass.

XIII. Fifty grains of pure silex were introduced into a

Cornwall clay crucible, and exposed to a heat of 1 70° of

L 4 Wedgwood,
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Wedgwood. I found the silex fused into a rich pearlish

green glass containing an immense number of air-bubbles.

A minute speck of colour was noticed in one part, which
resembled coal. The experiment was therefore repeated a

second and third time
;
and the fused silex obtained in a

state of great purity as to colour, though still containing a

number of minute cells.

XIV. Fifty grains of pure silex and a quarter of a
grain

of lamp black were mixed. The carbon gave a delicate

shade of blue to the silex. The mixture was fused into a

singular glass composed of concentric laminae or convexes

of thin glass. The colour was indefinite and mixed, of a

straw, watery, smoky tinge, and much clouded. It was,

however, very transparent, and so buoyant as to float in air.

XV. 50 grains of pure silex,
-i

grain
of lamp black, were fused into a porous

glass possessing a watery transparency, but of a light lead-

blueish colour.

XVI. 50 grains of pure silex,

1 grain of lamp black, formed a glass consider-

ably darker in point of colour than the former : the cells

were much of the same size, but the thickness of the la-

minae much increased, and the transparency proportionally
diminished. In these three experiments the carbon had

completely disappeared, nor had the interior of any of the

crucibles exhibited the usual style of glazing.
XVII. 50 grains of pure silex,

2 ditto lamp black.

These were intimately mixed together, and exposed to a

similar heat with the former. The result was a jet black

glass much honey-combed, and apparently approaching
a state beyond simple vitrification. The whole carbon had

disappeared, and the interior of the crucible remained un-

glazed.
XVIII. 50 grains of pure silex,

3 ditto lamp black, were fused into an

irregular mass of a very dark colour possessing large honey-
combs. The transparency of the glass no longer existed,

but a minute porosity admitted light with a singular effect.

The carbon had disappeared, and the crucible had received

a slight degree of colour from the carbon.

XIX. 50 grains of pure silex,

5 ditto lamp black.

This mixture assumed an earthy appearance of a very black

colour, in a few places shining, but in general dull. The

honey-combed appearance was less in this than in ihe-for-

mer,
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mer, and the porosity so visible in the last was considerably
diminished. A portion of the carbonaceous matter remained

untaken up which weighed 3-4ths of a^grain, so that in this

experiment 4£ grains of carbon had disappeared, and united

with the silex. This is equal to
8^- per cent., or 1-1 2th

part,
the weight of the silex.

It will not therefore appear rash to conclude, from these

experiments, that carbon in high temperatures unites with
siliceous matter in the same manner as indicated by the.ex-

periments with clay, and that its colour and appearance are

totally changed by the union.

The conclusions to be drawn from these experiments, and
facts in general, so far as they regard the manufacture of

iron, will present themselves with more force of reasoning
connected with the analysis of artificial and natural iron ores,

containing solely or in excess a particular earth of the be-

fore-mentioned varieties.

The present may be concluded with one general remark,
that the carbon does not appear to enter siliceous matter by
cementation, as was evident in exposing the two siliceous

crystals No. VI. In the experiments with clay, not only a

mass of Cornwall clay was pervaded by the carbon, but

many of the crucibles used in all these experiments were

frequently penetrated a considerable portion of their thick-

ness.

^[To be continued.]

XXV. Dr. Thornton's Second Letter to Mr. Arthur
Aikin.

July io, 1804..

SIR, No. 1, Hind -street, Manchester-square.

JL was almost morally sure that you could never have allowed
such gross ignorance and abuse to have passed in your An-
nual Review, had you

" been aware of it," as have been ex-
hibited in the "critique" on my work. Certainly you must
have been planet-struck, when you read, probably, for the

first time, in the letter I had the honour to address you, that,
in your review, it was asserted that the satellite of Venus
had not been mentioned in any work on astronomv, and
that this before unheard of moon was of ?ny invention ;

which seemed to afford your reviewer an opportunity of

fpewing out a torrent of personal abuse against me. Such
conduct could not fail to astonish one, who was in the ha-
bit of esteeming you before as a scholar and a gentleman,
a character adopted from your learned father, and which I

should
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should be greatly surprised
if yon ever departed from.

When excusing yourself as editor, I must beg leave to ob-

serve you have fallen into a slight mistake, when you say,M Astronomy has nothing to do with botany/' Antiently

agriculture was founded on a knowledge of the stars.

Quid faciat laetas segetes, quo sic/ere terram

Vertcre, Maecenas, ulmisqueadjungere vires

Conveniat— Virgil. Georg. lib. i.

Astrology and botany were early connected ; and the four

seasons are so much concerned in botany, that a scientific

knowledge of their production is expected from the accom-

plished botanist. The effect of light on plants supposes some

slight acquaintance with the bright luminary producing it—
.... quandoque bonus dormitat Homeru? .

—Hor. de Arte Poeli a.

I am now publicly challenged by your reviewer to answer
other passages of his "

critique" on my work. "If I can

show the same want of information in these as in astronomy,
he promises to take shame on himself and kiss the rod."

He trusts " the decision to those who understand the

subject. To their impartial judgment he calmly leaves it.*'

With the same sangfroid, he says, "he has long since learnt,
that no real honour is lost by the acknowledgement of an
error ;"

u that he has made a blot, which Dr. Thornton
has fairly hit ; and he has a right to avail himself of it as far

as it will go. But he must make many more such kits, or

he will not save his gammon." Although I conceive a con-
test in which reputation and fortune are both deeply con-
cerned is more serious than a game at back -gammon, and
the hits of more importance than such light amusements,
and that many would excuse my contending with such an

adversary ; yet, as greatly provoked to the contest, in the

next letter I shall have the honour to address you, I will

promise
"

satisfactorily
"

to prove to you, and the philoso-

phic world, that this reviewer of yours is as "
slenderly"

acquainted with authors on botany, as he has been proved
to be with regard to those on astronomy ; and that all my
botanical doctrines are founded on authors of the highest

reputation, and not more of my invention, than was the

satellite of Venus; and, therefore, that I cannot merit, as has

been "unjustly" attempted, to be held up for those opinions
to public ridicule. His sneers have arisen from his total

unacquaintance with the valuable writings of modern vege-
table physiologists, as Bonnet, Duhamel, Lamarck, Scne-

bier, Ventinat, &c, equally as he was ignorant of what had

been
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been said by authors on the satellite of Venus,, in Rees's im-

proved edition of Chambers's Dictionary, the French and

English Encyclopaedias, Long's Astronomy, Wright's Cla-

vis Coelestis, the Philosophical Transactions, and many other

works : and hence all the ridicule he would wish to throw

upon me, will, I trust, fall on his own head. My misfortune

is to have gone further than the surface, and to have read

where your reviewer had no opportunity of obtaining infor-

mation. Hence my literary reputation has received a shock

from an unexpected quarter, and my botanical undertaking

nearly ruined by misrepresentations. You, sir, who can

feel for Rees's New Cyclopaedia, in which you are only par-

tially connected, and complain
" that I have, in my other-

wise laudable zeal fio vindicate myself, been betrayed into an.

unjust and ungenerous allusion to that work ;" who was so

feelingly alive to its interests, as to take in earnest what

every other must at once have understood as ajoke ; for, af-

ter the fine display of deep reading in astronomy exhibited

by your reviewer and yourself (for this part of your review

you had not then disavowed), could I for a moment seriously
intend to assert, that you, or your reviewer, was meant to

be associated with the learned writer on astronomy in the

New Cyclopaedia, and really refute what is incapable of

answer? It would have been the highest insult to Dr. Rees,
the sagacious director of that national work, where, in each

department of science, the ablest men are judiciously cho-

sen, and where, with the utmost propriety, you are singled
out for mineralogy and chemistry, in which departments of

science, it is but justice to say, you have but few rival con-

temporaries ;
—it is, I should think, next to impossible, but

that you must also feel some 5772a// interest for a work

hardly less expensive, conducted at the risk of an indivi-

dual, and which, if crushed, must involve me in a heavy
loss, and disappoint many of my hitherto satisfied subscri-

bers :
—

Surely, under all these circumstances, you will for-

give, I assure you, an unintended hoax ; and if T have ex-

pressed myself too strongly with regard to your reviewer,
it has arisen from that natural indignation, resulting from
the firm persuasion, that I have been "

ungenerously" and
"

unjustly" attacked, and most ignorantly misrepresented.
But believe me at all other times,

Sir, with respect and esteem,
Your faithful obedient servant,

Robert John Thornton.

XXVI. From
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XXVI. From Dr. Thornton, Lecturer on Botany at Guy's
Hospital, to Mr. Tilloch, Editor of the Philosophical

Magazine.
July 10, 1804..Sin* No. 1, Hind-street, Manchester-square.

Although the writer Y. Z. in Mr. Arthur Aikin's Annual

Review, in his letter addressed to you, says not a word of a

second kit obtained from your pen (the first he acknowledges
has been fairly gained by mine), I would here beg leave to

remind Mr. Aikin of it, at the same time thanking you for the

clear light in which you have placed before the philosophic
world my very anxious endeavours. These sentiments of

yours are so much in unison with those of a great poet, that

I trust I shall be excused inserting them in this~place.

To Philip Reinagle, Esq. A.R.A. on his Paintings for
Dr. Thornton's Temple of Flora, or Garden ofNature.

Oh ! thou, whose radiant tints with beauty glow,
Like those that charm us in th' ethereal bow

;

Though bright with heavenly fire the picture shine,

Say 1
whose bold genius plann'd the vast design,

Bade the majestic plant its leaves unfold,
The h'ossoms shoot in vegetable gold ;

Bade gathering clouds the dsrken'd sky deform,
Where round the Cape loud howls th' eternal storm ? s

Or in more genial skies bade Eden rise,

And waked the blooms of opening Paradise?
Howc'ci by thej: in matchless charms array 'd,
* Twas Thornton, first, bis daring powers display'd;
Thine those bright tints, but bis th* inspiring soul

That breathes, that burns, throughout the beauteous whole.

Dr. Darwin, who possessed the most refined taste, with

critical discernment, and at once entered into new ideas, was
so pleased with my picturesque botanical coloured plates,
that in his Phytologia (as you mention) he celebrates them
as having

" no equal
"

and as such u recommends them
to the public." In some letters which I have now by me
(which I shall inclose for your satisfaction), this eminent

poet says,
" All my acquaintance, to whom I have shown

the prints you have been so good as to send me, greatly ad-

mire them indeed ! The coloured print of the tulips quite
astonishes them I" In another letter, he writes: "Besides a

compliment to the fine execution of your work, I will

endeavour also to compose some verses on the flowers as

they occur." And in another letter Dr. Darwin kindly says," I shall be happy to hear your work succeeds according to

your expectations, and its merits, in these bad times. I

have
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have got our botanical society at Litchfield to subscribe to

it." Such was the favourable opinion of a great genius,
whose sudden loss the literary world, and myself in parti-

cular, will ever deplore, respecting my Temple of Flora,
or Garden of Nature. The sentiments of Professors

Martyn and Rutherford have been long before the public,
Y. Z, allows, indeed, that these coloured plates

" do the

highest honour to the artists, and will be lasting* monu-
ments of thefne taste and masterly execution which cha-
racterize the British nation in the present age ;" and the

question now at issue, therefore, is, how far my exertions

are interwoven with those of the eminent artists employed
for the production of these picturesque botanical plates. To
the arguments already adduced by you, I will add the fol-

lowing facts :
—

First, take, for example, the oblique-leaved

Begonia. A plant was obtained from the Physic Gardens
at Chelsea. It had onlyfemale flowers. This was sketched

in, and Mr. Reihagle went.with me in a chaise ten miles

oft* to obtain a branch with male flowers, in order to com-

plete the picture. The blue Passion-flower contains eleven,

stages of that flower, from its first appearance in the bud
to the perfect fruit. No one branch showed these grada-
tions. The flowers were obtained at Barr's nursery, at Dal-

ston, and the perfect fruit from North's nursery, near the

Asylum. The superb Lily, &c. required the same obser-

vances; and as the Venus de Medicis is the assemblage of

different parts, selected first, and afterwards combined, so

no one plant ever appeared in that perfection of beauty as

displayed by the artists engaged. My object was to unite

botanical correctness with picturesque effect, as far as the

association could be accomplished. Hence 1 engaged for

my work neither a professed botanical painter nor engraver.
The paintings being directed by me was sufficient to obviate

any loss of such a knowledge to the artists employed, and

accident gave me more share than usually falls to an author

in these pictures. Ts there no conjunction of exertions in

the beautiful group of flowers expressive of the system of

Tournefort? The merits of the respective artists stand equally
the same, as far as regards their profession, now as before,
and they willingly would allow me this share in thefameoi
these pictures 1 never, I believe, before claimed. Had the

specimens been entirely of their own choice, and fair copies
of nature, as she appeared before them, and the descriptions

* How could these be lasting monuments, (rather fragments,) if my
work had been crushed, as was intended ?

also
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also theirs, the whole merit would have been exclusive?!/
their own. As it is, the reviewer, in his

eagerness
to ruin

me in the public estimation, without possessing, as he de-

clares, one jot of "
malice*," has again here also exposed

either his ignorance or folly; and, fearful that the phw
losophic world would not credit such an unjust attack in a
work professing Arthur Aikin's name as editor, I will put
down the very words of this most extraordinary reviewer.

After highly praising in general the botanical plates, he

goes on :

" But when Dr. Thornton claims a share of thefame,
we are reminded of a farce, which in our playagoing days
afforded its much amusement. It is called, if we mi stake

not, A Peep behind the Curtain, and is written on the plan
of the duke of Buckingham's celebrated dramatic satire* Its

plot turns on the rehearsal of a musical piece, founded on the

story of Orpheus and Eurydice, in which some cows are to

be introduced dancing to the lyre of the antient bard. When
every thing else is ready, the cows are wanting, and the

prompter is dispatched in haste to inquire the reason of the

delay. IVe quote from memory ; and, after a lapse of thirty

years, will not vouch for more than the general spirit of
the dialogue.

(( The author," cries the trusty messenger,
out of breath,

ce
is impatient to see Ms cows; he relies much

on them for the success ofMs piece.'*
" His coivs!" replies

the indignant maker,
"

they are my cows : I know that his

play will be nothing without them; and I will have him to

know that, vain as he is, he shall not run away with the

glory of the carpenter f ."// /

I have the honour to remain, sir,

With much esteem and gratitude,
Your obliged faithful servant,

Robert John Thornton.

* Die! the story of the immense common-place book show no malice?

cr the following,—" Sed ohe : jam satis est. 'The patience of the public:

must be soon exhausted. As to ourselves, we have not a drop left. Never
were lavish promises more scantily realized. His work is, indeed, little

more than a piece of shreds and patches clumsily sritched together with

coarse packthread; find, instead of a national honoury may more justly be

deemed a national disgrace." The impartial public will soon perceive
where the national disgrace lies.

f What will the philosophic world think of n reviewer, who publicly
tells us that wooden cows dancing to a lyre gave him great amusement in

his voun^er days, and who gravely represents the dialogue which was

held by a messenger out of breathy and a carpenter of wooden cows, as re-

levant to my work. > Ase my added marks of astonishment misplaced?

fcXVIL On
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XXVIT. On the Freezing of Water in leaden Pipes, indi~

eating Means for its Prevention; with some Thoughts
relative to the increased Temperature of the Earth at

small Depths, By G. J. Wright, Esq*

X he perplexity arising from the defect of an usual source

of water for domestic use in the winter season, is a casualty
which most individuals have at one time or other experi-

enced, probably not less to their cost than their inconve-

nience. Such is the consequence inevitably ensuing from
the

stagnation
of water in leaden tubes in frosty weather,

particularly in exposed situations
;
the tubes being not un-

frequently burst by that expansion during the congelation,
of the included water, to which if any opposition is made,
the hardest metals and most solid bodies give way.
To endeavour to obviate the same by the naturally sug-

gested mode of surrounding the pipe with the most perfect
non-conductors of heat, is a method only partially applica-

ble, and eligible no further than the course of the pipe
under ground ;

because the impossibility of ascertaining, in

a long course of covered pipe, the exact portion of the tube

where any rupture may have taken place, would occasion

the necessity of laying open the non-conducting coat for a
considerable length to arrive at the injured part. Neither

can we expect by any combination of metals to form a con-

duit capable of resisting the effects of external cold, they

being all of them good conductors of heat. On the other

hand, if we have recourse to compositions of an earthy na-

ture, as porcelain, baked clay, &c, we labour under in-

conveniences from the inflexibility of such tubes
; their lia-

bility to crack in sudden transitions from heat to cold;
their incapability of yielding to internal distension

; and

especially the thickness such tubes would require to be, in

order effectually to prevent the transmission of the tempe-
rature of the contained water to the surrounding air.

Leaden tubes have always gained the preference as con-
duits for conveying water in small quantity for domestic
and other uses

; for, although they are liable to the casualty
of* bursting during frost, their valuable properties of flexi-

bility, ductility, and unalterableness by pure water, render

them well adapted for the purpose.
Leaden pipes are usually of a certain thickness, about an

eighth of an inch: it is this thickness, and the ductility of

* Communicated by the Author.

the
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the metal itself, which prevents them from bursting at all

times. Thus they can only allow of expansion from con-
tained frozen water a limited number of times

;
and old

pipes, and such as may have been frequently repaired by
soldering, must be expected to give way in every rigorous
season.

The pipe being new when first laid down, the low tem-

perature of the succeeding winter occasions a congelation
of the water throughout the whole length of the tube

; an

expansion every way ensues by this process of icefaction ;

the ductility of the metal allows of an enlargement of its

diameter throughout its whole length ;
its thickness is pro-

portionally diminished
;

a milder temperature ensues, and
a thaw subsequently takes place in the tube without occa-

sioning damage. A second, third, and perhaps more win-
ters thus pass on ;

the water each time frozen in the pipe,
each time enlarging its diameter ajid diminishing its thick-

ness : at last, the diminution of this latter renders it no

longer capable of withstanding the force of internal disten-

sion, and the succeeding frost occasions a rupture in that

part of the tube where the resistance may prove the least.

If the. tube had been constructed of a more refractory

metal, as iron, &c, the first expansion would have burst

the same; while it is obvious that the durability of a leaden

pipe must be very precarious after the first occasion for re-

pairing a rupture therein : for, in easting a pipe, if the cool-

ing were slowly and uniformly conducted (a precaution not

Bt all attended to in their manufacture), its texture and duc-

tility would be the same throughout, and we should have

good reason to conclude that the diminution in thickness

throughout the pipe, by all the previous expansions of the

freezing water, would be alike
;
and the necessity of repair-

ing a rupture in one part would be a certain indication of the

extreme thinness of the whole, and its incapability of un-

dergoing any further distens'ion. But as the tube is never

-uniformly cooled, but cast in small lengths of two to three

feet, each of which is allowed to cool as speedily as the

temperature of the surrounding air will admit, and after-

wards joined together to form one pipe of any required

length, there may be certaiu portions the ductility of which

•mav better allow of progressive distension than others ; and

I add, that the mode of cooling a pipe after casting the

fame, were it attended to, would have considerable influ-

ence on its ductility ;
instances of which we have in every

substance capable of fusion (whether metallic or not),

whereby the regular annealing of the same, or cooling them
4 in
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in the most gradual manner, leaves the particles of such

substance in that equable state with respect to each other,

as proves, in the subsequent use of the article, the surest-

safeguard from casualties arising; either from change of tem-

perature or mechanical extension. Thus the durability of

feaden pipes, relative to the freezing of their contained fluid,

is proportional to their thickness, and the uniformity in the

yielding of each portion of the cylinder, which uniformity-

depends on the accurate and equable cooling originally ob-

served in their manufacture.

The compression of air exerted by the mechanical im-

pulsion of the water, is another source of injury to

pipes : thus, before water flows into a cistern, a hissing and

undulating noise is heard for some time to issue from the

cock supplying such reservoir, occasioned by the flux and
reflux of air confined in the pipes, such air being urged to

escape by the engine, or height of the head of water, power-
fully throwing forward the water, whose progression is re-

tarded till the air before it is made to escape at various out-

lets. If no vent were any where allowed to this air, that

is to say, if every copper cock was air-tight as well as water-

tight, and each kept shut, the progress of the water would
be not only prevented, but weak pipes in many instances

would be burst by the mechanical power of the engine thrust-

ing forward the water, and therefore proportionally compres-
sing the air before it. Thus, in frosty weather, all pipes sup 4

plied by any powerful machine have a double hazard of rup-
ture from cylinders of ice retained in them, so closing the

v.-hole number as to prevent the escape of the air, more and
more compressed by violent alternate propulsions exerted in

the water.

So long then as we remain unacquainted with any su!;h

stance conjoining, at ordinary temperature, elasticity with

the ductility and hardness of metals, we can scarce look

to other methods of preventing the freezing of water in

conduits, than by the radical resource of keeping them full

only during
the short interval of supplying the cistern or

reservoir of each dwelling or manufactory.
The air-valve here suggested for the purpose, as facile of

construction as its mode of action, bears with it its own
demonstration, consonant to the most simple of hydrosta-
tical laws, and in most situations applicable as a self-acting

principle, is delineated in
fig. 3, wherein AB represents the

body of the valve formed of pewter; being of six inches

height, and having in the centre of it's summit a small hole

l-4th of an inch diameter. The upper cylindrical portion
Vol. 19. No. 74. July 1S04. M A,
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A, of four inches height and two in diameter, screws 01*

to the funnel-shaped part B, to the extremity of which is

soldered the straight copper cock C, which is inserted into

any leaden pipe, as DE, (fig. 1.) supplied at its extremity D
from the original forcing-pumps of the public water-work?,
and emptying itself into the cistern F. ab is a circular piece
of cork of half an inch less diameter than the cylinder A ;.

its upper surface is furnished with a leathern covering, and

from the centre of this proceeds a small wooden stem or

slender wire c, of such length as that, when the cork shutter

rests in its proper situation upon the three projecting pieces
d d d, the top of the wire may just emerge through the ori-

fice at A. Thus, if, upon opening the stopper or turning
the cock C, water rise into the cylindrical, portion of the

valve (owing to the mechanical propulsion of the fluid from

D onwards), the rising of the cork shutter with the fluid

will be perpendicularly directed by the wire so as effectually

to prevent the fluid from escaping at the orifice A*: on the

other hand, when the water ceases to be impelled from D
onwards, and consequently does not rise through the stop-

per C into A, the cork shutter remains in its former situa-

tion, and a free passage is allowed for air to pass through
the open stopper C round the edge of the shutter, as being
half an inch less in diameter than the cylinder. Thus, the

entrance of the air from A through C into any attached

pipe, will allow the water therein to flow out at any lower

orifice in such annexed tube ; which thus emptying itself

remains in that state till the mechanical impulsion of the

fluid is again commenced, that is, till the water is again
turned on by the turncock on the usual day of supply.
The connection here applies to every case wherein the

cistern is placed at a lower level than the supplying tube

DE, and proves at all times a self-acting principle, as bare

inspection, by any one acquainted with the properties of

the syphon, will convince. But the case is exactly reversed

in those situations where the cistern is at a higher level than

the supplying tube, as at II. Here it is evident that, when
the mechanical impulsion at D is discontinued, the pipe
from G to D will remain full of fluid, although an air-

valve were placed at D> for D is lower than G» Here then

*
It is not improbable that the lower surface of the cork shutter may be

so moist in cold weather as to allow it to be frozen to the resting pieces

dd of the cylinder, preventing its rise with the water shouFd it gain ad-

mittance. To be sore of its desired action, we may unscrew the cylinder
and inspect the condition of the apparatus, and, if the cork \j£ then frozen^

easily dcuch it.

we
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we have no need of the valve, but in its stead a cock only,
as at e

; for, when the water ceases to flow from D through
G into the cistern H (the cock G still remaining open), it

is plain that if the cock e be opened, the upper syphon DEG
will empty itself at <?, the lower orifice of its longest leg,
the air entering at the upper and open cock G allowing of

the same.

The principle of the whole is too plain to require further

comment; and any person of ord.nary ability, acquainted
with the actual course of a pipe, would be at no loss to

apply it to any system of pipes however complicated ; only

remembering that the portion of pipe included between the

street and the cistern must become a syphon, (either by the

application of an air- valve at D when the cistern is at a

lower level, or a cock when at a higher,) air entering at

a higher portion of the pipe, (whether through a valve iri

the former instance, or the cock G in the hitter,) and hence

allowing the contained water to flow out at any aperture
lower than any point or curve formed between*.
With regard to in-door situations, including the pipes

leading from the cistern downwards to the Various apart-
ments of the house, I cart scarce conceive it requisite to be

at any pains respecting them, as the frost must be intense

indeed to freeze the water contained in them, not only on
account of their less exposed situation, but also because the

occasional drawing of water from the cocks at the extremi-

ties of the pipe, carries down, by the rushing motion of the

water, any small particles of ice that may have begun to

form : but in cold aspects the same principle is easily ap-

plicable, placing a cock immediately at the side of the cis-

tern, as at f, and an air-valve directly beyond it. By this

disposition you are enabled, bv first closing the cock f, and
then opening all the cocks at the extremity, to empty the

pipe either every night on going to rest, or once or twice

during the day, as the rigour of the season and degree of

exposure may indicate
;
but the chief utility of the plan is

the ensuring the constant supply of water into the cistern j

* When the ciste-n is at a higher level, if an intermediate curve

should Unavoidably fall lower than the level of D the supplying tube, the

pipe must be either divided into two syphons bv placing an air-va;ve ate

D, and a cock at the lowest part of tie curve as at E (hg. a.), or else the

whole length may be formed into one syphon bv placing a sio;>-cock at D,
and a descending pipe imn.ecliat.elv beyond it, the orifice of whxh mist
be lower thin the level of the inttnv.ediare curve E . then, fir-r c'osing
the stop-cock at D and opening the lower one g, the syphon G i^D g

will

empty itself at g ;
the lower aperture of its longest leg.

.

M 2 exclusive
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exclusive of the advantage it gives us of a command of a

pipe when requiring repair, without being obliged to empty
the cistern before the plumber can solder a rupture in the,

tube; as also the further resource of pouring down hot

water into the same, through the valve, to melt any ice that

may have been formed accidentally therein
; cylinders of

ice so contained wrou Id be melted' by the water, because the

!ead
encircling

such cylinders of ice would conduct the heat

Vom the boiling fluid, and the ice, now surrounded by a,

heated body, would
gradually

receive an augmentation of

temperature sufficient for its liquefaction.

Pumps are less frequently found frozen than leaderi

ipes, chiefly because the water in the upper chamber of

ie pump is occasionally renewed and violently agitated by
the working of the piston at every draught of water, and

that, perhaps^ several times in an hour; and partly because

the Wetter raised from the well, being of a higher tempera-
ture than the external air, requires some time to cool to the

freezing point ;
and also in the case of wooden pumps, the

thickness of the wood, as a bad conductor of heat, prevents

any speedy transmission of temperature from the water to

the surrounding air.

The supply of water through the streets from the public
water-works is very rarely, if ever, obstructed by frost, how-
ever intense. The reason of this hinges on the fact, as

ascertained by accurate observers, that in this country the

temperature of the earth at two feet depth docs not mate-

rially diminish throughout the year, and is scarcely ever,

even in rigorous, winters, lower than 40° of Fahr. This is

about the depth at which the wooden pipes, running under
the street, are usually laid. We have therefore at all

times a certain supply from them in the severest seasons,

by placing plugs over orifices immediately in the pipes
themselves: it is only the smaller leaden tubes proceeding
from their sides that are usually frozen, and that not till

they emerge into such situations as to be unprovided with

that shelter from the cold which a stratum of earth, of two
feet in every direction, before afforded them.

Mr. Boyle, after a fortnight's hard frost, found the same
to have penetrated only 14 inches depth; and at Moscow
the frost is never known to penetrate, in the most severe

seasons, more than two feet. Hales also found the earth at

two feet depth to be unaffected by the continued cold of

a rigorous winter. Exclusive of the non-conducting qua-

lity of earthy matters, there appears to 4}e a source.of heat

at about this depth, which diminishes as we proceed further

till
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till about 50 or 80 feet : beyond that the temperature of the

earth is invariably found to increase, and is supposed to do
•so continually as we approach the centre of the earth.

The warmth of the sub-stratum of mould in gardens, or

wherever the surface or vicinity abounds with the roots of
•

vegetables, may, I think, be reasonably expected to exceed,
at times, the temperature of situations not so circumstanced :

for, as the roots of vegetables have the power of absorbing
moisture from their vicinity, and this having ever a ten-

dency to penetrate toward that point where may prevail the

greatest dryness ; so, in proportion as these roots exhaust the

moisture of the earth immediately surrounding their fibres,

will the aqueous vapour from greater depths be attracted *.

Hence, whenever extreme drought in the soil and super-
natant atmosphere is such as to be unfavourable to vegeta-
tion, the finely divided aqueous vapour from beneath will

ascend toward the upper vegetable mould
;
where having

penetrated to that level which (owing to the non-conduct-

ing quality of the earth) can only, as we have seen, be af-

fected by the temperature of the. air
5 namely, the uppermost

stratum of soil within a foot or two of the surface, .the va-

pour so arising must undergo a condensation agreeable to

~the established laws of heat, w hereby the before combined
caloric of that vapour, now rendered free, becomes diffused

among the surrounding media, augmenting of course the

temperature of the adjacent earth, and that as frequently in

summer as at other times f . Consequently, wherever there

exists the most frequent cause of dryness in a soil, there

will the rise and condensation of subterranean aqueous va-

pour be most frequently found to -ensue; and agreeable

thereto, the effect must more repeatedly take. place in situa-

tions where vegetables abound than elsewhere.

On the contrary, in humid states of the atmosphere, this

water for the. support of the vegetable kingdom will be by
priority attracted from the air (dry earth acting as an hy-
grometer), and the effect will be, the soil cannot then have

that warmth imparted to it as formerly, from the two-fold

cause of the moisture of the atmosphere being at a lower

* In the driest season, if a drinking glass be placed on the ground in

an inverted position, its interior surface will soon be seen covered with

drop of w;ucr, from the condensation of these extremeiy divided vapours
exhaled from the earth, and condensed on the cold sides of the glass. TJie
fluid thus evaporated from the earth, Watson and Hales have calcuimd
to amount to a consideiable quantity per hour from a square foot, of

ground, even after a drought of some weeks' continuance'.

f Hales's Staticks, vol. i. p. fiy.

M 3 temperature
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temperature and in a less divided state than that which i.»

attracted from great depths under ground; hence containing
less combined heat, and being also, in the case of showers,

applied to i he earth and roots already in its fluid state. In

the cold seasons of winter the same cause will prevail in a

yet greater degree ; for, the colder the upper stratum of

mould, the more copious must be the ensuing condensation.

Thus, in proportion as the state of the ambient atmosphere
is more or less favourable to the vegetable process as carried

on by all the parts of the plant above ground; so, the greater
the obstacles here presented to the procedure of the same,
the more do they require of stimuli around their radical fibres

to obviate the opposing circumstances in the atmosphere,
These will be in some measure compensated by the addi-

tional stimulus of heat now imparted around the roots by
the vaporous condensation alluded to : yet, if the same un^

favourable season be of too long continuance, this under-

ground stimulus will, like all other excessive stimuli, be

followed by an equal degree of depression on the part of the

individual plant so circumstanced ; and in this view a hot

and dry summer, by excessive exhaustion of the
vegetable

powers from root to leaf, must prove more deleterious to

vegetation than a cold winter.

From the above premises I beg to draw a conclusion,

consistent with the established laws of caloric, not less war-

rantable from actual fact than from analogy in another king-
dom, and conformable to the ever-prominent uniformity
observable throughout the various operations of nature, that

plants are endowed with the property of indirectly gene-

rating in the vicinity of their roots, by their exhaustion of

moisture, and consequent ascentand condensation of aqueous

vapour from beneath, that temperature, whichj acting as

a stimulus, and, hence enabling them to counteract exter-

nally opposing circumstances, proves most favourable to,

and the natural consequence of, their vegetation,-—in the

same manner as the effect of existence is the engendering
of that degree of heat within the animal system which not

only favours the continued performance of the various func-

tions of the body, but which increases as the external me-
dium is more cold and unfavourable to the living process,
and without which animal life itself would soon terminate.

in insensibility, torpitude, and death.

Ki-riP'ivron.

May j 8, 1804.

XXVIIL Be*
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XXVIII .^Description of a Furnace destinedfor the IJquc*

faction of Copal and Amhcr. By Professor Tingry*.

JL hose who have examined in detail the laboratories de-

Mined for a course of chemistry, may easily form a clear

idea of the construction of this furnace, by recollecting that

employed for separating sulphuret of antimony from its

matrix. Bui to render it fit for the object in question re-

quires some alterations ; by the help of which one may use
,

it without inconvenience for the liquefaction of solid resins,

and even for mixing them with drying oils.

This furnace, a section of which is represented fig. 1.

Plate II, may be entirely constructed of burnt clay, three

large apertures being made in the lower chamber, A, which

supplies the place of an ash-hole in the common furnaces.

The upper part of these apertures is arched
;
and the pillars

or solid parts between them should be as narrow as possible,
in order to enable the artist with facility to extract the li-

quefied matter, and even to mix it with the drying oil, if

this Kind of varnish be required.
The upper part, B, or fire-place of the furnace, is sepa-

rated from the lower part, A, by a bottom or plate, which
answers the same purpose as a grate in the common furnaces.

This
plate

has in the middle a circular aperture, the diame-
ter of which corresponds to that of the tube, C, which it

is destined to receive, and which extends a considerable way
below it. This plate may either form one piece with the

furnace or may be moveable. In the latter case it is sup-
ported by three projections, or by a circular ledge which

projects inwards. In my furnace this partition is composed
of an iron plate covered with a

coating
of potters' clay an

inch in thickness. This precaution is indispensably neces-

sary,
to prevent the heat from penetrating to the lower di-

vision, A.
The sides of the fire-place, B, are pierced with holes an

inch in diameter, and distant from each other about three

inches. These apertures admit air sufficient to maintain
the caloric (heat) at the degree proper for this kind of ope-
ration. The following are the proportions of the three parts
of this furnace, which served me for my experiments, and
in which I liquefied six ounces of copal in the space of ten

minutes, without altering its colour in a sensible manner.

* From his work entitled «* The Painter and Pamuheri Guide" Eng-
lish edition.

M 4 Total
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Inches.

Total height of the furnace - - - - - - - 17^
Height of the lower chamber, A, including the bot-

tom, which was an inch in thickness - - - 11

Height of the upper chamber, B, o»- of the fire-

place,
-------------

5J
Diameter, taken at the upper interior edge of the

fire-place, B ---------- o£
Diameter of the same, taken at the bottom or par-

tition-------------7
This part decreases in diameter 2-J inches, tapering to-

wards the lower part of the furnace, A.
The tube, C, is conical at the upper extremity and cy-

lindrical towards the bottom : it is
9^

inches in length, 4^-

in diameter at the top, and 2f towards the middle. Both
ends of it are open.
The tube, C, is placed in the aperture formed in the mid-

dle of the partition, in such a manner as to rise 3 or 4 inches

into the fire-place. The place where it joins to the parti-
tion is luted with clay, to prevent the ashes or small coals

from falling down.
When this arrangement is made, the net, D, (see fig. 2.)

made of brass wire worked very open, is placed in the tube.

It has the shape of a funnel, the upper edge of which is

made fast to a ring ef wire of the same diameter as the upper

part of the tube, C. The decrease in the diameter of the

tube C conduces to the stability of this net, and the conical

form of the latter prevents it from coming into contact with

"the lateral parts of the tube, which is a matter of great im-

portance to preserve the copal from too great alteration by
the heat.

The copal is placed on this metallic filter in pieces not

larger than a small nut, and the whole is closed up with

the iron plate or cover, E, an inch in thickness, taking
care to lute the joining with clay, to prevent all communi-
cation with the exterior air.

A shallow dish or capsule, F, filled with water, (fig. 3.)

is placed under the bottom of the tube, C, in such a man-
ner that the tube is immersed in the water two or three lines.

The fire-place, B, being filled with burning coals so as

to rise above the iron cover of the tube, the first impression
of the hea,t on the copal is announced by a kind of crackling,
the consequence of its dilatation, which makes it split into

small pieces. This noise is a sign of beginning liquefaction,
which indeed takes place soon after. A small iron pallet-

knife
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knife terminating in an elbow is introduced under the tube,
and moved in such a manner as to cause the liquefied part of

the copal to fall down into the water, and to bring it under
the solid form towards the edge of the capsule. When the

operation
is finished, the copal is spread out on dry linen

cloths, or on unsized paper, to dry ; it is then piled up and

exposed to a gentle heat, to deprive it of all its humidity.
While the copal is falling down there is separated a very-

small portion of oil, which remains fluid after the opera-
lion. It floats on the water as well as the copal, and gives
to the latter a greasy appearance. But when the tube is of
sufficient length there will be no necessity for immersing the

end of it in the water, or even for receiving the matter in the

\\ atcr ; but, in this case, a kind of smoke will escape, which

may be offensive to the artist. The essential point is to gra-
duate the fire in such a manner as not to alter the colour of
the copal. When a very thick smoke issues through the

lower aperture of the tube ;
when the latter is very red

;
and

.when the drops which fall into the water rise into bladders

and form small explosions, there is reason to conclude that

.the. fire is too violent.

I have succeeded in composing varnish with fat oil, in the

same operation, by substituting for the water drying oil in a

state of ebullition, and maintaining it in that state by means
of a mass of very hot iron, which served it as a supporter.
The mixture of the liquefied matter is facilitated by means
of a spatula, with a knee at the extremity ;

and the boiling
-essence is afterwards added. The inconvenience of placing
under the apparatus a volatile and highly inflammable oil

may be readily conceived.

This new mean enables the artist to compose a very du-
rable varnish, very little coloured, and superior to copal var-

nish composed with drying oil, as the composition of the

latter requires processes which alter the essential qualities of
the substances that form the basis of it.

For operations on a larger scale the dimensions of the fur-

nace may be changed ;
but in this case it will be proper to

elevate the fire-place, properly so called, on a kind of iron

tripod, as represented at G, fig. 4, in order that the work-
man may be more at his ease. I must however always insist

on the advantage of employing, in the process, doses of only
four and six ounces.

The valuable advantages which accompany this new me-
thod will be perceived when a trial has been made of the var-

nish composed with essence of turpentine, which results

from
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from it. Copal thus prepared has properties different from,
and more extensive than, those communicated to it by the

common method
;
and it has not that dark brown colour

which it acquires by too high a temperature, and too long
fxposure to heat. Immersed here in an atmosphere of ca-

loric (heat), it receives the impression only at the surface,
which soon yielding to the power of that agent escapes un-
der the liquid state from the continuance of its action ; new
surfaces are successively subjected to the same effect ; and
tbe final result is copal as little altered as possible, and
which can have undergone but a very slight modification in

its constituent principles : the force only of the connexion
which existed between its parts, and which opposed so

great
an obstacle to the solutions proposed to be effected, is

diminished. In a word, it is possible to compose fat copal
varnish almost colourless, by making use of oil as little co-

loured as possible ; such as that of pinks prepared in leaden

vessels, according to Watin's method.
In like manner also this copal, simply modified, may in-

crease the soliditv of alcoholic varnish in a more direct man-
ner than when it is employed without any preliminary pre-

paration. A second liquefaction would perhaps give it the

property of being soluble in alcohol in greater quantity; but

there would be reason to apprehend that the alteration in its

principles,
carried too far, would give it no superiority over

those resins which are most soluble in that liquid.

To prepare Copal Varnish with Essence of Turpentine, with'
out any intermediate Substance*

Take Copal liquefied, according to my method, 3 ounces.

Essence of turpentine 20 ounces.

Place the mattrass containing the oil in a balneum mariae*
and when the water is warm add the pulverized copal in

small doses. Keep stirring the mixture, and add no more

copal till the former he incorporated with the oil. If the

oil, in consequence of its particular disposition, can take up
three ounces of it, add a little more ; but stop when the li-

quid becomes nebulous
; then leave the varnish at rest. If

it be too thick, dilute it with a little warm essence, after

having heated it in the balneum mariae. When cold, filter

it through cotton, and preserve it in a clean bottle.

. This varnish has a good consistence, and is as free from
colour as the best alcoholic varnish. When extended in

one stratum over smooth wood, which has undergone no
1 preparation,
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preparation, it forms a very brilliant glazing, which, in the

course of two days in summer, acquires all the solidity that

may be required.
The same essence employed with copal of two fusions,

that is to
say, copal liquefied a second time, takes up a third

more than in the former case. But it produces very little

effect on copal not prepared.
The facility which attends the preparation of thi3 varnish

by the new method here indicated, will admit of its being
applied to all coloured grounds which require solidity,

pure whites alone excepted. Painted boxes, therefore, and
all small articles, coloured or not coloured, where it is

required to make the veins appear in all the richness of their

tones, call for the application of this varnish, which pro-
duces the most beautiful effect, and which is more durable

than turpentine varnishes composed with other resinous

substances.

XXIX. Parallel of Rome de L'Isle^s and the Abbi
Haly's Theories of Crystallography.

To Mr. TillocLDEAR sir,

too early as in the first number of the Philosophical Maga-
zine you turned your attention to the Abbe HauVs theory
of crystallography : you seemed to predict that his labours

might lead on some future day to deep philosophical re-

search. An erroneous opinion, however, has been pretty

generally propagated in this country as to the similarity of
the systems of Rome de ITsle and of the Abbe Haiiy, which

gave rise to the enclosed paper. With leave of the author,
the Abbe Buee, who had written it in French for a friend

pf his, I send you a translation of it. It may awaken the

energies of the learned public ; and it may be gratifying; to

you to find that the science of crystallography, as treated

by the Abbe Haiiy, will probably lead to the most philoso-

phical
results. May I, therefore, request the insertion of

}t in one of your ensuing numbers ?

I remain, sir, yours, &c.

Welbeck-street, No. 10. JR. CLIFFORD

A Utter
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Lctttr from the Able Buee to Mr. * *
*, on M. Rome

- de LTsle's and the Abbe Hauy's Theories of Crystallo-

graphy.

. In consequence ofyour request, I send you the parallel of
the two theories of crystallography which seem to divide mi-

neralogists in this country; those of Mr. Rome de Plsle and
of the Abbe Haiiy. You arc perfectly acquainted with the

former theory, but nearly a stranger to the latter. Having
Jived for si\-and-thirly years in habits of intimacy with the

Abbe, I dwell with pleasure on his works, and will do my
utmost to satisfy vour curiosity.
To Mr. de I'lsle is due the merit of having called the

attention of naturalists to that neglected branch of mine-

jalogy, crystallography ; of having discovered that that

branch, though neglected, was perhaps the most interest-

ing part of mineralogy, and tjie only part which could

raise it to the dignity of a correct science ;
in short, of hav-

ing discovered order, bv numerous observations, as inge-
nious as new, where a Cronskdt, a Bergman, a Buffon, or

a Kirwan, could perceive nothing but contusion ; and thus

seemed to rescue nature from the charge of caprice, almost

imputed to it, because great mineralogists had neglected to

.study its unerring laws.

It was exclusive! v reserved to the Abbe Haiiy to point out,
to explain, and apply those laws. He.demonstrated where
De Plsle affirmed. He discovered those hidden facts, which
he has since shown to be the mathematical consequences of
facts observed by De 1'Isle. If the latter furnished a part
of the materials, the Abbe has augmented and employed
them.
The discoveries of these two writers force me to subdi-

vide crystallography into two distinct parts ; descriptive,
and philosophical : and under these two heads I will rapidly
describe the labours of each author.

-

Descriptive. The most important part of Mr. de ITsle's

work consists in his crystallographical tables. In each of

these tables (seven in number) he describes one of the

principal forms a-sumed by 'crystals ;
and then delineates

the different modifications- of vvnich that form is suscepti-

ble, by -mean* of different truncations (troncatwes), as he

calls them.

For elucidation, take a cube the primitive form of the

second table. A cube, it is known, has 6 faces, 8 solid

angles, and 12 edges. If the cube be truncated in a pa-
. E rallel
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rallel to one of its faces, a rectangled paralleiopipcclon wfllf

be produced, and the equality of the faces will be destroyed.
If the eight solid angles of the cube be struck oif, eight new

1

faces will replace the eight solid 'angles ;
and in place of six

Sides we shall have fourteen. If the twelve edges be taken

off, twelve new faces will succeed the straight lines, and
the solid will have eighteen sides. Such are Be V Isle's sim-

ple truncations. They may be then combined with each

other, and made more or less deep : hence an immense va-

riety of new figures, put these new forms again may be
truncated in the directions either of their faces, solid an-

gles, or edg",s ;
and these new truncations, more or less*

deep, eallcd by De l'lsle sur-troncatures, may also be,com-
bined with each other. Here the foims must multiply to

infinity, and their boundless numbers will soon bury the

primitive cube in oblivion.

It must not be supposed that nature has furnished us with
this infinite series of forms

;
indeed Mr. de l'lsle in his ta-

bles has only mentioned those he had observed, with some
few additional supposititious figures, of which several have
been since discovered to exist.

This ingenious naturalist has given us, as I have already
said, seven crystallographical tables. In the first, he de-

scribes the tetraedron and its modifications
5

in the second",
the cube, in the third, the rectangular octaedron

; in the

fourth, the rhomboidal parallelopipedon j
in the fifth, the

rhomboidal octaedron
;

in the sixth, the dodecaedron with,

triangular faces
;
and to each are subjoined their respec-

tive modifications. The object of the seventh table is to

point out certain modifications of the octaedron and pa»-

rallelopipedon, whether rectangular or rhomboidal. Plates

accompany each table, where the figures are drawn, and
in the observations and notes on them are to be found the

measures of the principal angles.

These crystallographical tables exhibit only general repre-
sentation's of solids, which Mr. de l'lsle in the course of
his work applies to the different crystals which had already
been discovered, and fallen within his observation. His work
consists. of three parts. In the fitstrhe treats of saline crys-
tals

;
in the second, of stony VpierWi'ix) crystals ;

and in the
• third, of metallic crystals, Those of the first class are arti-

ficial
;
those of the two latter classes are natural, and sub-

divided into genera, species, and varieties.

When treating of a species or of a variety, he refers firs

reader to the table where the figure of that species or variety
'is to be found, and nVthen enumerates every thing relating

4 to
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to minerals assuming that crystalline form. But I cannot
terminate this sketch better than by the following extract

from the Abbe Hauy's Treatise on Mineiaiogy.
i( In short, Rome de ITsle reduced the study of crystal-

lography to principles more exact, and more consistent with

observation. He classed together, as much as he was able,

crystals of the same nature. From among the different forms

belonging to each species he selected one which appeared
to him to be the most proper, on account of it3 simplicity,
for the primitive form ; and then supposing it to be trun-

cated in different manners, he deduced the other forms, and

established a certain gradation or series of passages from the

primitive form to that of polyedrons, which would scarcely

appear to have any connection with it. To the descriptions
and figures which he gave of the crystalline forms, he added

the mechanical measurement of the principal angles, and
he showed (a most essential point) that these angles were

constantly the same in each variety. In a word, his crys-

tallography is the fruit of immense labour, by its extent ;

almost entirely new in its object; and of great value for its

utility." (Vol.1, p. 17.)

The Abbe Haiiy in his Treatise on Mineralogy embraces

a far greater extent than Mr. de ITsle. His mineralogy is

not only descriptive, but it is physical, chemical, and geo-
metrical. In the persuasion that a mineral cannot be well

described, nor even in many cases recognized, unless its

physical, chemical, and geometrical characters are clearly
laid down, the Abbe never omits any one of those charac-

ters, when ascertained, and exposes with the most scrupu^
lous exactness every thing relating to them that observation

has authenticated. He has bestowed particular attention to

the electrical and magnetic phaenomena, and has enriched

the science with a multitude of new and curious observa-

tions. He attentively examined the property of double re-

fraction which several transparent minerals enjoy ; and here

again he has extended the boundaries of science. A few

minerals were known to possess this property, and the

Abbe has discovered it in several where it had never been
surmised.

When we consider that writers on mineralogy have hi-

therto grounded their systems exclusively, some on the

exterior characters, others on the chemical properties of

minerals ;
and that the Abbe really has, pursuant to his plan,

(see in the beginning of the volume of plaies, La distribution

mcthodlqiic des mineraux, par classes, ordres, genres et <?s-

pciuS) The methodical distribution of minerals into classes,

orders,
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orders, genera and species,) united all that has hitherto been

discovered on mineralogy, without falling into that confu-

sion which lias ever been imputed to other mineralogical

writers, we are almost astonished at his success.
" To class mineral bodies ;"

" to furnish the means of

discovering to which class, genus, and species a mineral

under examination belongs/ are the two great problems
which the Abbe Hauy proposes for solution.

He solves the first in following Bergman's method (found-
ed on chemical properties), much improved by the immense

progress which chemical analysis has made since the days
of that great chemist. In the solution of the second he
follows Werner's method (grounded on exterior characters),
but corroborated by a multitude of new experiments, easily

made, and brought to a surprising degree of correctness by
the Abbe's own labours, on the forms of crystals. But I

perceive that the immensity of matter contained in this

treatise is leading me from that point which I had particu-

larly in view, I mean crystallography.
In the description of crystals the Abbe employs three

different means. 1st, He draws their figure ; he does not

give crystallographical tables, as Rome de l'lsle, which are

only general representations, but draws separately each spe-
cies and variety. Every form given in the plates has been

examined by himself; he has calculated every angle, and,

nevertheless, his plates contain one-third more figures than

De l'lsle's tables. 2d, He makes use of symbolic *,gns, than

which nothing can be more simple, and which were invented

not to recall the form of the crystal to the mind, but the laws

by which it had been produced. Yet I have met with per-
sons who were so accustomed to these signs, that at the first

sight of them they could immediately figure to themselves

the form of the corresponding crystals. These signs can

also be spoken, and much circumlocution in consequence
avoided. 3d, A significative nomenclature, subdivided into

general and particular. The general is for the minerals, and

comprises onlv substantives ;
the particular for the crystals,

and is entirely composed of adjectives. He studiously
avoided introducing new names, and nevertheless has been

obliged to introduce many, where new substances, names

capable of giving false impressions, or others void of signi-

fication, and unsupported by long usage, required it. He
then substituted names taken from the Greek; a language,
be says, that eminently enjoys the faculty of combining se-

yeral words together, so as to form one representing con-

cisely the object to be named. The adjectives used m the

nomen-
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nomenclature of the crystals also allude to some remarkable
circumstance of the crystalline form.

I shall now proceed to philosophical crystallography,
which might be called the philosophy of mineralogy, ft

does not consist in searching for the primary causes of phe-
nomena

; nothing can be less philosophical than such a re-

search
; primary causes will ever be beyond the reach of the

human mind. The immortal Newton was the first to point
out to us, by the method followed in his admirable book of

the Principia, that the only true philosophical way of treat-'

ing a physical science, or of explaining a natural fact, was
to demonstrate that it was the mathematical consequence of

a general law, grounded on an aggregate of facts already ob-

served and capable of correct calculation. If any one of

these conditions be wanting, we immediately launch out

into hypothesis; explanations become vague; and, however
much we may be persuaded of the truth of our assertions,
\ve can acquire no certainty.

Let us apply these principles to our two writers. De ITsle,

in declaring that the various forms observed in crystals of

.ne substance are only modifications of one constant

primitive form, certainly announced a most important truth.

It was a flash of genius ;
but in a philosophical inquiry, to

prove it, and not simply to say it, was the necessary step.
On the first inspection of his crystallographical tables, a

student is tempted to think that important truth demon-
strated

; bjt, on a closer examination, the impression is

C ->ne away. The same order pervades every table. By slight

passages the student is led from the simpler to the more 1

compound forms, and after every passage is tempted to say,
This can only be amodiiicationof the primitive. Then when-

the real crystals and the figures of the tables are compared
1

together, and all those of the same species (with a very few

exceptions) are found in the same table, how easy it is to

persuade ourselves that nature must operate by similar pas-
sages when producing the various forms of crystals ! and

the primitive of the table before us must be the primitive
of the crystal under examination. In a word, it is the

most simple form; and first impressions greatly strengthen
the illusion. If persuasion was the sole object of philo-

sophy, De ITsle would have been a powerful philosopher j

but philosophy must convince, demonstrate, and wrest con-

sent, however violently opposed. An enemy must not>

therefore, be able to make use of the same arms, or adduce

the same proofs, to establish a contrary opinion. Neverthe-

less, such would be the case with Mr. de P Isle's tables,, and
the
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the application of them. For it is an incontestable fact,

that by a series of arbitrary truncations we may pass insen*

sibly from any given form to any other. Grounded on this

principle, and seconded by Mr. de ITsle's ingenuity, any
form may become primitive, and any other deduced from

it. Now, as the combinations are infinite, a multitude of

tables may be constructed ; forms of the same species may
be dispersed in different tables

;
the most simple of each

table will be the primitive ;
therefore forms of the same spe-

cies will have different primitives. But when by the same

principle both sides of the question can be proved, nothing
is proved.
To say the most simple form must be the primitive, is

an illusion ;
for we know not what is the most simple for

nature. With our feeble organs and confined senses we
can form no judgment of simple when the operations of

nature are in question. Nature embraces the entire uni-

verse ; her laws are simple ; but the combinations made

according to those laws are unbounded, therefore compli-
cated.

Let u« not forget, however, that the idea of truncations,
and the idea of taking the most simple form for the primi-
tive, are so natural, that they must have been the first to

present themselves to the man who was opening the career.

\\ Often," says the Abbe Haiiy, (vol. i. p. 14.)
« a more

compound form only differs from a more simple one by
certain little faces, which may be produced by sections ei-

ther at the solid angles, or on the edges of the simpler form/*

And in a note he says :
" This was the observation which

gave the celebrated Rome de ITsle the idea of his system of

truncations, that he might successively deduce from each

other the different varieties of crystalline forms assumed by
the same substance."

Mr. de Tlsle terminates the introduction to his work by
certain axioms, as he styles them, the 2d and 1 6th.of which
are as follow :

II. "
Every angular polyedron, or every crystallized sub-

stance, is a salt in the most extended acceptation of thai

term."
XVI. "

Every saline substance whose constituent parts
are perfectly saturated and combined, affects the cubic form,
or its inverse the octa'edron

; whereas the salts which are

not neuter, or whose constituent parts are not exactly comr

bined, affect either the prismatic or the rhomboida I forms."

I need scarcely observe that, to treat such axioms only as

doubtful, would' be treating them kindly. The other axioms

Vol. 19. No. 74. July 1804. N are
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ate matters of fact from which he draws no consequences ;

and indeed it would have been difficult for him to have

drawn
any.

' The Abbe Hatty does not undertake to prove, generally,
that among the different crvstalline forms of the same sub-

stance, one of them is the primitive. But he produces from
feach crystal that primitive form which is always similar in

similar substances. He demonstrates it analytically and

synthetically : by an analys is which might be called minera-

logical analysis, and pointed out by nature herself; by a

svnthesis hitherto the property of mathematicians, but here

supported by the general laws which his analysis has re-

vealed to him. The constant accord found between this

synthesis, and daily observation, is a proof of the exactness

of his method.
Two facts were the foundation of his theory.

1st, In all times, jewellers and lapidaries have remarked

that stones are easier cut in some certain directions than in

others.

2d, Whoever has been in the habit of seeing natural

crystals must have observed that, when their forms are well

determined, they are always terminated by plane surfaces.

if. Thus," says the Abbe,
"" those soft outlines, and that

roundness so frequent in the animal and the vegetable king-
doms, where they are inherent to the organization and con-

tribute even to the elegance of the forms, indicate, on the

contrary, in minerals, a want of perfection. The charac-

teristic of true beauty in minerals is the straight line, and it

was with truth that Rome de ITsle declared that line to be

the peculiar property of the mineral kingdom." The first fact

suggested the mineralogical analysis, and the second furnish-

ed him with the laws on which he grounded his synthesis.

Inquiries on the first fact.

1st, All crystals that can be split by means of instruments

offer to the view, if split in certain directions, plane and

smooth surfaces. If divided in other directions, the frac-

ture is rugged.' I use the word split, and not sawed or cut,

as the sections of the crystal are not to be obtained by slow

and continued efforts, but by sudden shocks. Patience,

dexterity* and habit enabled the Abbe to split a great num-
ber of crystals; in all he discovered plane smooth surfaces,
when split in certain directions, but when in other direc-

tions the fracture was always rugged and irregular. I re-

quest, sir, vour attention to this important fact ; it is fun-

damental, and the more important, as several persons of

Huick general information have neglected to attend to it,

1 anji
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and in consequence have supposed the whole of this theory
to be grounded on hypothesis. It would be equally errone-

ous to confound these sections of crystals with De ITsle's

truncations. The latter, indeed, warns his readers that, by
the word truncations, he wishes only to figure the appear-
ance of the crystal examined. They are not, therefore, real,

but only a means of warping the imagination to the exterior

form of the crystal, and are by their nature only descrip-
tive. The Abbe Hauy's sections are real, and are pointed
out to the observer by the interior structure of the crystals ;

they are experimental.

2d, The plane smooth surfaces obtained by the above me-
thod are respectively parallel to. 3, 4, or 6 planes. The
mutual inclination of these planes to each other is con-
stant in crystals of the same substance, whatever may be
the exterior form of the crystal. Native antimony, phos-
phate of lead, and quartz, seem to show an appearance of
more than 6 planes, and the Abbe Haiiy leans to the opi-
nion of only 5 planes in some cases ; but as these are ex-

ceptions to the general rule, and would only tend to com-

plicate this statement, I shall take no further notice of
them.

Let us suppose the smooth surfaces to be only parallel
to 3 planes, or, in other words, that the substance will

only split in three directions. In that case, the sections can

only produce a parallelopipedon, whose nature is determined

by the mutual inclinations of the planes to each other. If

the planes are perpendicular, it will be rectangular, &c.
We next suppose the smooth surfaces to be parallel to 4

planes. Here a distinction arises, whether 3 of these

planes have a common intersection, or not ; and it must be
remembered that, if the 4 planes have a common intersec-

tion, no solid can be produced ;
as they can neither bound

nor include a space. If, therefore, 3 of the 4 planes have a

common intersection, the splittings will produce either

1 hexaedral prism, or 3 parallelopipedons, which will be simi-

lar or dissimilar, according to the similarity or dissimilarity
of inclination of the planes, or 1 triangular prism. On the

contrary, if the 4 planes only intersect each other, two and

two, there will be produced either 1 octaedron, or 4 paral-

lelopipedons, or 1 tetraedron.

Lastly, let us suppose the smooth surfaces to be parallel
to 6 planes ; then there arise an immense number of cases.

But we will for the present confine ourselves to the only
case that has hitherto been observed in nature,

—where the

N 2 intersection
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intersection of the planes is two and two. Then wc obtain

cither 1 dodecaedron, with pentagonal, quadrilateral or tri-

angular faces, according to the sections made; or 15 oc-

taedrons, or 20 parallelopipedons, or 15 tetraedroms. It

tnay be proper to observe here that, though the sections pa-
rallel to the 6 planes may be clearly indicated, nevertheless,,
it rarely happens they can all be executed

;
but it will suffice

for the purposes of geometry, that they be clearly indicated

to render the consequences drawn from them mathemati-

cally correct.

Having laid down these premises, let us proceed to the

dissection of a crystal of carbonate of lime (the spath cal-

caire of De PIsle), whose primitive form is a rhomboid, or

a parallclopipedon bounded by rhombs. Hitherto sections

have only been obtained in the three directions parallel to its

faces. If these sections be directed so as to always pass

through the centre of two opposite faces, they will produce
8 rhomboids equal to each other, and- similar to the ori-

ginal one. The same operation may be repeated on each*of

these 8 rhomboids, and continued so long as the substance ,

remains carbonate of lime, that is to say, to be a combination

of 55 parts of lime, 34 of carbonic ackl, and 11 parts of

water of crystallization (see Bergman), But this division of

the crystal into similar solids has a termr beyond which we
should come to the smallest particles of the body, which
could not be divided without chemical decomposition, that

is to say, without an alteration in the proportions of lime,
carbonic acid, and water. These last particles, which are still

rhomboids, are what the Abbe Unity calls integrant parti-
cles of the carbonate of lime. In the supposition, there-

fore, that a rhomboid of this substance can only be divided

in three directions, by sections parallel to the faces, it is

evident the inttgrant particles must be rhomboids.

If a crystal can be divided by sections in more directions

than three, what will be the form of the integrant particle?
For example, in the phosphate of lime (the chrysolite of

De Tlsle), where the section- are parallel to 4 planes, 3 of

which have a common intersection. According to what
has been said above, these sections can produce either 1

hexaedral prism, or 3 parallelopipedons, or 1- triangular

prism. It is evident that, by carrying the division accord-

ing to those sections to its greatest length, either the last

hexaedral prism, or the last 3 parallelopipedonsy or the last

triangular prism, will be produced. Are these last solids the

integrant particles ; are each of them so > or is there only
5 - eue
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one of them entitled to that denomination : and if only one,
which of them ? My answer is, Only one of then), and
that one the triangular prism ; which may be proved thus :

It cannot be denied that the integrant particle is that lit-

tle solid which contains the least possible quantity of the

body, without affecting the chemical composition of the

substance. This granted, let us suppose the hexaedral

prism to be the integrant particle. In that supposition the

last triangular prism must contain the last hexaedral prism,
and is equal to the latter more three triangular prisms ; or,

in other words, to nine similar triangular prisms, while the

hexaedral prism only contains six. But the last triangular

prism, and the last hexaedral prism, each contain an exact

proportion, and therefore a similar proportion, of chemical

component parts ; therefore their differences also contain an
exact proportion. But it is impossible to conceive how their

differences can contain the exact proportion, unless each of

the three little triangular prisms also contain it; they must
therefore contain it, and each of them must be an integrant

particle ; therefore the hexaedral prism cannot be one t

neither can the parallelopipedons bfc integrant particles, as

the same arguments will stand good against them, which
have been applied to the hexaedral prism ;

therefore the tri-

angular prism must be the integrant particle; therefore the

sections producing the hexaedral prism cannot lead to the

integrant particle ; therefore all sections, though perfectly

practicable in crystals, will not lead to the integrant particle," The forms of the integrant particles," says the Abbe
(vol. i. p. 30.), "may be reduced to three : the tetraedron,
or the most simple of pyramids; the triangular prism, or the

most simple of prisms ; and the parallelopiptdon, or the

most simple of solids having parallel faces two and two; and
as four faces are necessary to circumscribe a space, it is evi-

dent £hat the above three forms, in which the number of faces

are successively 4, 5, and 6, are again in this
point

of view
the most simple posible."
The phosphate of lime or chrysolite is a substance that has

given rise to much curious anecdote. Tt shows in what a state

the Abbe Haiiy found the mineralogical nomenclature, and

points out the accuracy of his analytical method, Achard,
a chemist at Berlin, had analysed the chrysolite, and pub-
lished that it contained of silex 15 parts, alumine 6*4>,

lime 17, and of iron 1. This startled the celebrated Vau-

quclin, who had seen Klaproth's analysis of the chrysolite

(the apatite of Werner), containing of lime 55 parts, and of

phosphoric acid 45 (probably the water of crystallization is

added to the dcid) . A Frenchman of the name of Launoy
K 3 • sent
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sent from Spain a quantity of this substance to Paris : some
of it was purchased by the Ecole dcs M nes, and Vauquelin
was desired to analyse it. The latter soon suspected Achard
had been misled by the name, and had not obtained the pro-

per substance; amistake the more easily made, as, says Vau-

quelin,
" the name of chrysolite was given to a great variety of

stones, such as the peridot, the cknjsoberil, the olivine (since
found to be the same as the peridot), and in general to stones

having a yellow colour." He observed that the chrysolite
sent from Spain contained limeand phosphoric acid. " I had
no sooner made this discovery," says he,

" than I inquired
of Abbe Haiiy whether he had compared the integrant par-
ticles of the chrysolite with those of the apatite or crystal-
lized phosphate of lime. He answered me that he had not

made the comparison, but that he would get his papers on

primitive forms,
"

(this was four years before the publication
of his work)

" see what notes he had made on each of those

substances, and immediately compare them together ; when
with pleasure he found that there was not the least variation

between them. Thus had the Abbe Haiiy discovered, by
the help of geometry alone, that which I confirmed by che-

mical analysis ;
and this satisfactory accord between two

sciences apparently so distant from each other, while secu-

ring each other's steps, serves also to show the certainty of

the principles on which they are grounded."
—Journal des

Mines, xxxvii. p. 21.

A more singular anecdote is what took place with respect
to the emerald and the btril. Vauquelin had analysed
the emerald of Peru, and read the result of it at a sitting
of the Ecole des Mines, which is preserved in the jour-

nal, (No. xxxviii. p. 96.) viz. of silex 64, ofalumine 29,

oxide of chrome 3, of lime 1 , and of volatile substance 2 ;

I have neglected decimals. Soon after he discovered a new

earth, which he called the glucine, and gives the following
account of it to the National Institute:—" The Abbe Haiiy

having observed a perfect conformity between the structure,

the hardness, and the weight of the beril and the emerald,

pressed me a few months back to make an analysis of these

two substances, to know whether they contained the same

principles, and in similar proportions. In the result, the
t
fact

that will most interest the Institute is the discovery of a new

earth, &c. k,c."—(Annales de Chymie, vol.xxvi. p. 157.)

I am certain, sir, it will give you no less pleasure to

learn that Vauquelin, in consequence of this discovery, made
an addition to the paper read at the Ecole des Mines, begin-

ning thus :
u Since the reading of the above paper, having

fiiscoyered a new earth in the berilj and as this stone, ac-

cording
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cording to the observations made by Hauy, contained sub-

stances similar to the emerald ;
I have in that point of view"

made a new analysis of this latter stone :" and the former

analysis was immediately corrected, and the 29 parts of

aiumine became 16* parts of alumine and 13 of a new earth'.

I hope, sir, it is no* too much to say that, on this occasion,

a new earth was discovered, if not by, at least in consequence
of, a geometrical analysis.
But to return to our subject. The abbe makes a distinction

between the integrant particle and the primitive form. The

former, as I have said, is that last particle, which, pre-

serving an exact proportion of the component parts, contains

the least number of those parts ;
it is the last term of mine--

ralogical analysis. The primitive form, on the contrary, is its

first result, and, retaining the exact proportion of the com-

ponent parts, contains thegreatest number of those parts. It

is easy to see, in the case above mentioned of the phosphate
of lime, that the hexaedral prism will be the primitive form,

precisely for the reasons adduced to show that it is not the

integrant particle. Though the Abbe does not decidedly
define the integrant particle, as containing the minimum of

space under the maximum of surface, and the primitive form
as containing the maximum of space under the 7nhiimum
of surface, the inclination of the intersecting planes being
the same

; nevertheless he makes a remark that authorizes

the above definitions (which, sir, you will observe, are mine,
lest any fault be found with them). He says the dodecae-

dron with rhomboidal faces, which is the primitive form of
the garnet (grenat), contains the maximum of space under

the minimum of surface; and if it be cut into two equal and
similar parts, it will present the same form as the bottom
of the cell of the honey-comb, which has the similar pro-

Pert>%
An objection might be taken on the cuivre pyriteux and

the cuivre gris, or the yellow and gray copper ore of Kirwan,
the Abbe mentioning the regular tetraedron as their primi*
tive form, and not the octaedron as in other cases. The
reason may be, that all the crystalline forms of these sub-

stances which he describes are slight modifications of the

regular tetraedron.

"The primitive forms hitherto observed/" says the Abbe

Haiiy,
" are reduced to 6 ;

the parallclopipedon, the octae*-

xlron, the tetraedron, the regular hexaedral prism, the do-
•decaedron bounded by rhombs all equal and similar, and the

dodeeaedron with triangular faces, and formed by two right

pyramids united base to base."

N4 He
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He also makes a distinction between integrant particles
and sulstractive particles ; these latter are always parallelo-

pipeclons. I shall speedily mention whence they derive

their name. They are substituted for the integrant particles
to facilitate calculations ;

and it is worthy of observation,
that parallelopipedons can always be obtained in all dissec-

tions of crystals.
Thus far, sir, I have stated the first principles of mine-

lalogical analysis 5
I shall now proceed to the synthesis.

[To be continued.]

XXX. On cutting Screws ly Means of the common Turning
Lathe. By Robert Healy, A, B.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Dublin, Dec. z, 1803,
. SIR, James-street, 43.

An application which I propose for adapting the plain
lathe to the purpose of cutting screws is submitted to your
consideration, which if you deem worthy of insertion, your
doing so will oblige

Your obedient servant,
Robert Healy.

Turning, like many of the other arts, unites the agreea-
ble with the useful, and, whilst it is a necessary helpmate
to several branches of mechanics, it often induces gentlemen,
by the ease with which it is accomplished, to fill up their

vacant hours in forming a variety of things the execution
of which both pleases the fancy and exercises the ingenuity*
But to expatiate here on its advantages is not my intention :

suffice it to say, that of the different branches of the art

that of turning the screw has been most cultivated, not only
from the utility which arises from it, but perhaps from the

celebrity that is pained by it, since he is looked upon as

having obtained the summit of perfection in his art, who
can cut every variety of the screw with facility. Thus,
then, it was necessary for those who could not afford time
sufficient for this acquirement, either to resign all idea of

turning them, or else oear with the inconveniences of doing-
it imperfectly, till the traversing manderil was thought of;
and from its general use among one class of turners, it is

obvious that it affords an easy, pleasing, and certain method
of turning screws. But to those who require most its as-

sistance
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distance little advantage has arisen, owing as well to the

expense of purchasing it, as to its incapability of turning
that variety which is necessary, since only screws similar

to those traced on the traversing manderil can be cut with

it ; and these are limited to a very small number. To those,

then, who find it difficult to cut screws without such an in-

strument, an apparatus is proposed, by the application of

which to the plain lathe that difficulty may be obviated.

The plate represents a perspective view of the tool ;
and the

letters referring to the different parts of it may, perhaps,
make its description clearer. On the common manderil

A (Plate IV.), is screwed a chuck, B, to which may be

screwed the chucks of the lathe, as R. On the outside of

this chuck, B, is turned a screw, which is fitted to an inside

or female screw worked in the circular block C, from which
block extends an arm, D, as long as may be thought fit for

the purpose of permitting another arm, E, to slide up and
down it : a piece of iron should be screwed to the circular

block* C, of such a length as to be capable of moving in a

groove that may be cut in the collar, or adapted to it. The

rest, GFO, must not stand, as usual, parallel to the work,
in cutting an outside or male screw; but at right angles, as

when an inside or female screw is to be cut, in order that

the further arm of the rest, F, may be joined to the end of

the second or intermediate arm, E. It is necessary that this

second or intermediate arm, E, shall be capable of fastening

firmly the first arm, D, to any part of the rest, GF, as also

to have a joint at each end to admit in a horizontal plane
its free play. Thus, as the lathe turns to us or from us, the

arms must traverse forwards or backwards ; which gives a

similar motion to the tool H, that is held steadily or fixed

with a screw on the further arm, F, of the rest ;
and thus a

screw is cut with a tool of a single point. It is unnecessary
lo mention that no joggling should arise from the motion of

the arms, as that would cause a failure in cutting a perfect
screw. If the centre of the rest should be drawn nearer to

us, and by that means bring the tool closer to the interme-

diate arm E, then a screw of a much larger size will be cut;
for as the rest, turning within its socket (the. thumb-screw
for fixing it being in this operation always withdrawn),
moves on a centre, tne further the tool is moved from this

centre the greater will be the radius of the circle described,
and consequently the coarser will be the screw; and, vice

versa
,
the nearer the tool is brought to the centre the smaller

will be the radius of the circle, and thus the screw will be

finer. Should the intermediate arm, E, be connected to

the
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the nearer arm of the rest G, and the tool held on the

further one, F, then a left-handed screw will be cut of a

thread the distance between the turns of which will vary-

according to the distance of the point at which the tool is

held between the centre and extreme end
; for, as the

lathe turns to us, the arms receive a forward motion, except
the further arm, F, of the rest, which receives a backward
motion ; but when the lathe turns from us, then the further

arm receives a forward motion ; and as the tool meets the

wood, so it cuts a left-handed screw. It may be apprehended
that a piece of wood so far removed from the collar, K,

might spring in its motion ; but this may be obviated by
not making use of the traversing chuck, B, till the screw is

to be turned ; for, as the cutting of it is light work, there

will be little resistance, and of course but little spring ; or

the traversing screw, B, may be turned on the manderil A.
Another disadvantage would seem to arise from the impos-
sibility of cutting screws when the poppet head is made use

of, to prevent the springing of a long piece of wood. But
this may be obviated by lengthening the intermediate arm,
E, to the part where we intend cutting the screw, and thus

we have the same screw as that of the traversing one : if a

finer or coarser screw should be required, then, by having
an arm of the rest to slide in and out, and the intermediate

arm to be connected to the centre of the rest, we have just
the same power of turning screws as in the former case.

A socket, S, is represented, the lower part of which slides

on the rest, and may be fastened firm to it by a screw : the

upper part, that turns on a pivot, admits the intermediate

arm to slide through it, which arm is held stationary in it

by a screw. Should the difficulty that might arise from

turning screws with a plain lathe be obviated by this me-

thod, I shall feel a double gratification in the reflection that

that time which was spent in amusement has tended to tfre

advantage of others.

To Mr. Tilloch*.

Dublin, April 27, 1804.

SIR, James-street, 43.

T perfectly agree with you, that was the rest to make a

right angle with the piece of wood on which the screw was

f In answer to a letter stating the objection mentioned in the begin-

ning of the present letter, which we have published, as tending to explain
more fully Mr. klealy's invention.—j-Edjt.

to
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to be turned, at the commencement of the process, and
to become parallel to it when the screw was finished, an

approximation would take place from a larger screw to a

lesser, or vice versa ; but it is impossible that the rest could

become parallel to the work, from the connection of the

arms. Now let the traversing arm, D, lie in the centre of

the screw B, on which it plays, and let the rest make a

right angle with the wood on which we intend to cut the

screw. The rest may traverse thirty degrees on either side

of the right angle; which will not cause any sensible ap-

proximation in the thread, and will admit a motion suf-

ficiently extensive for turning the common length of screws.

But as the method answers for a short screw of a hw turns,

that is sufficient for every purpose. For, in order to make
a long screw, there may be three different ways for doing
it:— 1st, At the commencement the rest stands at right

angles with the wood on which the screw is to be cut ; by
it describing an arch of a few degrees, a short screw is cut ;

then by bringing back the rest to its original angle, the right

one, and sliding forward the single-pointed tool to the last

thread of the screw that was just cut, we proceed to any

length by repeating the same process, ^dly, When one or

two threads of a screw is cut, by making use of a common
screw tool, the most unskilful hand will be able to continue

the screw to any length. 3dly, Should a side tool with

jnany teeth be made use of, a screw of any length may be

cut, the rest describing its usual arch. But actual expe-
rience of the utility will, I trust, also do away all objection;
for I assure you, when I first thought of the method, I re-

duced it to practice, and, having made the instrument,
worked with it, to my utmost satisfaction, in the presence
of many friends. Permit me to return you my many thanks

for the trouble you have taken in considering this paper,
and also for the friendly manner in which you expressed

your objection. Believe me, sir,

Your much obliged servant,

Robert Healt.

LETTER
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SpyXI. On the Catoptrkal and Dioptrical Instruments of
the Antients.

LETTER III,*

1 . As I have reason to think that my two last letters have

not been unacceptable
to many of your readers, I should now

proceed to inquire (according to my means) into the state

of catoptrics and dioptrics among the antients. But here our

learned and ingenious friend Mr. Johnston, who in translat-

ing, as he has ably done, Becfonann's History of Inventions,
has had occasion to pay particular attention to the progress
of the arts and sciences, has very opportunely put into my
hand a work which will leave me little more trouble than

that of translation. It is the Ami/semens Philosophiques of

father Abat, printed, it would appear, for the first time, at

Amsterdam, and sold at Marseilles in 1763. If certain

part's of this learned performance could have been known
to Dr. S-, whose book appeared in 1738, he would pro-

bably have been induced to alter some parts pf that valuable

performance.
2. It is possible that some may think such an investiga-

tion has little other use than to gratify an idle curiosity ;

and it must be confessed that such an opinion has received

but too much countenance from some men of character in

the literary world. Dr. Thomas Burnet f, in particular,

* The first letter is inserted in the Philosophical Ma^uzine, vol. xviii.

p. 53, &o; the second, same volume, p. 24$, <kc; and its conclusion,

vol. xix. p. 66", &c.—Part of the note to § 21 of letter ad, should be

read thus: Mr. Gibson, watchmaker, at Hampstead, a very ingenious

mechanician, whose late brother, at Keiso, wftfc one of the first opticians

in Great Britain, and who has himself paid particular attention to per-

spective, complains, that he scarcely knows a scientific (especially an

astronomical) book, the figures of which are free from gross 'en 01 s in per-

spective, where perspective is necessary, or is attempted. Hut he ac-

knowledges the itierits of many writers on this branch of science, parti-

cularly Dr. B. Taylor, Hamilton, fcJoble, Tho. Maltpn, and H.Clarke;
and I hazard lit'lc in adding Gravesande, Murdoch, in the first sect, of

his Netutoni Genesis Curvaru/n per Umbuts, and VVo'fms. in his Elemevta

Matbeseos Univ(rsa.— \x\ § 19. line 9th from the bottom, for ??ierely tead

chiefly. § 26, before Kepler, insert The. great.
—in the note'to § 38, \

state the sum which Bacon bid out on experiments, &c. in twenty years,

at about 18,333!. of our present money , but the learned Dr. Henry (Hist.

of G. Biit. vol. viii. p. 217.. 2d ed.) makes it about 30,000!.
— At the

end of the next note are meant, of course, practical astronomy and navi-

gation in their present improved state.— The writer will be thankful for

remarks and corrections, if made with good manners.

f Arcbeeologia Philosopbica-, lib. I. cap. 8, as quoted in Hcaihcote's

Untoria Astronomies, p. 7.

docs
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does not scruple to speak of such inquiries in these words :

H Ego lites illasy &c.* I hold these national controversies,

about the origin of literature and the first discovery of the

sciences, to be of little moment, since there was nothing
to hinder them from being invented by several at the same
time ;

and it more interests us to know who extended and

promoted the sciences, how far they carried them, and what
monuments or precepts they have left to

posterity, whereby
those sciences may be further advanced.

"—
Undoubtedly

scientific
" monuments and precepts," that is to say, the

sciences themselves, are more interesting to us than it is to

know who were their inventors. Yet it is not easy to see,

why the " extenders and promoters of the sciences" have a

better claim to be remembered than the " inventors." The
truth is, that this learned and worthy author (for such he
was in many valuable respects) was a still greater master in

classical and arehaiological erudition than in strict argu-
ment; and, when he wrote this passage, seems not to have
recollected that a little fame, too often posthumous, is the

only reward * of many inventors ; a cheap reward, surely,
for all their labour and ingenuity. Nor, judging from his

Answers to the Exceptions against his Theory of the Earth,
would he have been pleased, if he could have foreseen that

his own elegant but unsound performance would be neg-
lected as it now is

; except by those philosophers who do
not unreasonably deride antient writers (sometimes inclu-

ding those of the Bible), and who still respect Burnet for his

excellent elucidations of many parts of the Scriptures, and
other venerable antient writings. It may be said, that

the love of fame is a modification of pride, and ought
to be discouraged. Perhaps I might accede to this pro-
position, if accompanied with certain limitations, which
I have not room to state. At present I shall only ob-

serve, that it is entertaining enough to hear men talk thus,
who in their practice act—just like other men; take hu-
man nature as they find it; and even occasionally show that

they themselves are not dead to the influence of the u uni-
versal passion." I must, moreover, appeal to every discern-

ing, well-disposed man, whether he does not feel more sa-

tisfaction in tracing the progress of arts, and sciences, and

civilization, in such a work as Henry's History of Great
Britain f, than in wading through volumes filled with ge-

nealogies,*
Quis enim Pirtutem ampUct tut ipsam,

Framia si tollas ? J u v t N .

t Br, Henry, speaking of Roger Bacon, has these words :
<« We learn,

from the best authority, that no lectures on optics had been read at Paris,
or at any other place among the Latins, except twice at Oxford, before

A. D.
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nealogies, and intrigues, and torturing, and throat-cutting,
and desolation ;

to which we must now add, the late im-

provements in poisoning and guillotining. It is, indeed,
no wonder that such scenes should have provoked honest
Dr. Johnson to brand historv in general with the name of
** The Annals of Blood." But I cannot stop to moralize.

3. Before I proceed to Abat, however, I must lay before
the reader a passage which I have found since writing mv
last (in Heathcote's Hisloria Astronomies, p. 41), and which
comes very properly into this place.

" Wood in Historia,
&c. Woody in his Universal History of Oxford, book i.

p. 122, hath extracted a passage from a manuscript book
of Roger Bacon, De Perspectivis, in which he appears to

own that the invention of the optical tube is much more
antient than his days. For he writes (Julium Ccesarem,
tubi ope, a Gallicano littore, partus Anglice, urbesqite ma-
ritimos spectasse, cum helium in Britannos meditaretur)
that Julius Ccesar, by the help of a tube, viewed, from the

coast of Gaul, the ports and maritime towns of England,
when he meditated a war against the Britons." Here there

is not, any more than in Bacon's words to the same effect,
which I translated, at § 25, of my last, any mention of
iC

raising up speculums to a great height," as Dr. S. would
have it, in order to make' Bacon's glasses entirely fixed and

stationary. Yet, if Ccesar used telescopes, it is natural to

think that he would carry them to the highest ground, or to

the speculce, or watch-towers, which were erected along the

narrow
part

of the British channel, and of which one

lately existed at Dover. All that I would be understood to

mean is, that, as far as I can find, Bacon did not suppose
that Ceesar's instrument was necessarily fixed to a spot.

4. Be this as it may, Bacon's belief of this story of Julius

Ccesar's optical tube," seems to be no bad proof of the ex-

A. D. 1*67; and that there were only three persons then in England
who had made any considerable proficiency in that tcitnee. Friar Bacon,

was one of those three j and that he had made great proficiency in it, we
have the clearest evidence still remaining in his admirable treatise De Sci-

entific Perspective*"
—" In a word, there is the clearest evidence, in the

.works of this wonderful man, that he was acquainted with the construc-

tion of all the different kinds of instruments for viewing objects to advan-

tage, which have been so much admired as modern inventions." Hist.

of G. Brit. 2d ed. vol. viii. p. 198, 200, where the learned author quotes
A. Wood Hist. Oxon. lib. i. p. 122; and Ola Borrick, De Ortu et Prog.
Cbem. apud Mangct, Bibliotb. Cbem. t. i. pp. 31 and Coo. Was not John
Pcrcam^ archbishop of Canterbury, who wrote a hook on optics in 1279*
about nine vears afrer the celebrated t'ole Vitellio wrote his, cne of the*

three English opticians here mentioned by Dr. Henry?— Fid. Woljii Elem*

Math. Univ. t. V. p. 95.

cellence
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cellence of his own. For, if a man of his scrupulous, phi-

losophical turn of mind, could believe, as he certainly ap-

pears to have done, that any optical contrivance could be

useful at such a distance as even the smallest breadth of the

British channel, he must have had sufficient reason for such

belief; and this reason, one would think, could only be the

performance of his own instruments. Mere speculation
could never have produced such a belief in such a mind.

Thus it was exactly, when the happy performance of Buf-
Jbn's burning, apparatus constrained the most fastidious

sceptics to believe in the similar exploit of Archimedes.

5. But 1 have now cited this passage chiefly to prove, as

I think it does satisfactorily, that Bacon did not claim the

invention of the telescope, or equivalent instrument, but

referred it to an age much anterior to his own. This leaves

us at liberty to carry our inquiries on this subject into times

much more remote. And this I shall do by submitting,

though not implicitly, to the able guidance of Abat. I

shall, however, take the liberty to retrench his French ver-

bosity when it becomes tiresome; to support and illustrate

his valuable text with occasional notes; and to express freely

my dissent when I think him in the wrong.

6. (< On a mirror placed by Vtolemy Euergetes upon the

tower called the Pharos of Alexandria." We read in several authors that Ptolemy Euergetes
caused to be placed on the tower of. the Pharos, at Alex-

andria, a mirror which represented accurately every thing
which was transacted throughout all Egypt, both on water

and land. Some authors relate, that with this mirror an

enemy's fleet was seen at the distance of 600,000 paces ;

others say 500 parasangs, or more than 100 leagues.
7.
" Most persons whom I have heard mention this fact,

treated it as a random story, and as a thing impossible.
There are even celebrated opticians who think that, if the

fact was real, it could only be the effect of magic, or a de-

lusion of the devil. Such, among others, is the opinion of
father Kircher, who, when speaking of several effects of

superstition, includes this in the number. The following
are his words: (Ars magna Lucis et Umbrce, lib. x. c. l.

at the end)
" Verum cum hcec omnia, &c. But as all these

things are owing to the delusions of the devil, we shun
them with all our might; and, after the example of holy
mother church, we condemn and execrate them *. Of this

kind,
* It is probable that many of the Scottish peasantry stiii follow, with-
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kind, if historians have truly related the facts, was that spe-
culum, which king Ptolemy Euergetes is said to have con-
structed on the Pharos tower, in which were represented
hostile fleets, and whatever else was to be seen by sea or
land

throughout Egypt ; to all which things, since they
exceed the limits of nature, no credit is to be given."

8. "
Taught by experience that many facts reckoned

chimerical by a number of learned men, having been better

examined by other learned men, have been found not only
possible but in actual existence, I have suspected that the
same might be the case with this mirror of Ptolemy. I

therefore at once concluded that the decision of this fact

ought not to depend on the sole authority of some learned

men ;
but that, in the laws of optics, dioptrics, and catop-

trics, we ought to look for just marks to condemn it as

fabulous, or good reasons to demonstrate its possibility.
9.

" We frequently observe, that in historical details re-

lating to the sciences, which are commonly but little known
to such authors, their ignorance makes them intersperse
circumstances which render their accounts obscure and un-

distinguishable, and even sometimes unintelligible or im-

possible, although, in truth, they may be perfectly real.

Optics catoptrics, and dioptrics, are among the sciences

of which most historians are ignorant, or of which they

possess but a very superficial knowledge. To banish, then,
to the regions of fable or impossibility this famous mirror

of Ptolemy, it is not enough that we find in its historians

impossible circumstances which stamp it as chimerical ;

we must moreover have proofs, which, independently of

the accessory circumstances with which ignorance has

cm knowing it, the example of holy mother church, when they ascriha

the wonders performed by Michael Sco?, to his being a ivarlock, or a per-
son in compact iui the dtil. They will tell you. that if you put a wand

through the key-hole of his door at Melrose, it will come out peeled;
that the deil carried him through the air to Rome, and back again, in

one day, iScc. Sec. It seems that Scot really was sent to Rome to represent
to the pope the absurdny of some claim of superiority over the clergy of

Scotland, which had been set up by the archbishop of York. About 17
or L$yptr*4£3» a writer in one of the periodical publications alleged

(seriously to all appearance) that an air-balloon had been the vehicle in

this wonderful journey. The believers in Scot's supernatural powers al-

ways add, that he got ail his lair, and was taught all his uncanny' tricks\

at Oxford. The truth is, that Wlubael Scot, of Balwirie, the cotemporary
of Rop-cr Ba on

t (for he wns born about the end of the izth or the be-

gfopjng of the \y\\ century, and died in 1290,)
" was one of the greatest

philo,ophers. mathematicians, and linguists, of his age.'' See Macken-

zie's Lives of Scottish Writers, vol. i. p. 214., as quoted in Henry s Hist.
#

of G. Bii:. id ed, vol. viii. p. zzz.— Translator.

clothed
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clothed it, place the principal fact beyond the bounds of

probability, or demonstrate its impossibility.
10. " It is evident that the possibility of the principal

fact, and of the foundation of this story, consists in the

possibility of a mirror, which could alone enable us to see

objects at as great a distance and with as much clearness

and distinctness, as a good telescope. The proofs of this

possibility depend on several delicate experiments in catop-
trics and dioptrics, of which many persons conversant with
those sciences are still ignorant.

11. " We shall have little trouble in discovering the

source of the absurdities, which have been mixed with the

history of this fact, if we prove that the execution of such
a mirror is possible, and that it was also possible in the

days of Ptolemy. This will not be difficult
; and I propose

to do it in the present memoir, which I shall divide into

two parts. In the first, 1 shall prove, by the strictest evi-

dence, the possibility of this mirror
;
in the second, I shall

deliver some proofs that it really existed.

12. (i Part First. Proof of the possibility of the fact." Let a concave mirror be constructed, of a great size,
and forming a portion of a large sphere : I say, that in such
a mirror we may see objects as distant, and with as much
clearness and distinctness, as with a good telescope.

13. " In order to this, the observer must stand between
the object and the mirror, but so as not to intercept any of
the rays. The mirror then should be so placed, that the in-

cident ravs coming from the object, and the rays reflected

by the mirror to the eye, may make a small angle with the

axis. This angle ought not to be greater than is necessary,
in order that all the rays which come from the object to the

mirror may pass by the observer. Things being thus ar-

ranged, I establish the following facts :

14. u
First, If the eye be near the focus, or the place

where the image of the object is formed, and between the

focus and the mirror, the object will be seen much mag-
nified and in the natural situation. But here we must re-

mark, that if the observer be a myope, or short-sighted, he
will sec nothing but a confused appearance. It' his sight
be good, and he be neither a myope, nor a presbyte, he will

distinguish the objects well, and will sec them much mag-,
nified, but with some confusion and obscurity, unless the

mirror be a portion of a very large sphere. Lastly, if the

observer be a presbyte, or long-sighted, he should stand at

the distance at which he sees the objects direct and much
Vol. 19. No. 74. July 1S04. O niagniiied.
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magnified. And thus the objects will appear as clear arid

well defined, as it' viewed through a good telescope.
15. "

Secondly, If the eye of the observer be placed ex-

actly in the focus, or very near it, he will only behold a

very confused appearance, without distinguishing the objects
at all.

16.
S(

Thirdly, If the observer stand further from the

mirror than the focus, so that his eye be distant from the

focus about as far as he holds a book when he reads with

ease, then, I say, that whatever be the state of his sight,

long or short, he will see the objects much magnified, with

very great clearness and distinctness, and as well as if he

viewed them with the best telescope. In this case, how-

ever, the objects will be inverted.— I have established

these facts by many experiments, some of which I shall

now describe.

17.
"

Expcr. 1st. I took a concave glass mirror, which
was silvered on the convex side, its diameter being some-
what more than 10 inches (above 10 and 7-10ths English

inches), and its focal distance about 22 feet. Standing be-

fore this mirror, in the manner I have described, I saw

clearly and distinctly all the distant objects opposite to the

mirror. I must observe that this glass was coarsely po-
lished, and of a bad material

j
which very considerably di-

minished the effect. This mirror was also too small. It is

proper to add here, that mirrors of metal, well polished and

accurately wrought, are better for this purpose, on many
accounts, than those of glass.

hS. u
Exper. <2d. 1 took a glass lens, both whose

sides were of equal convexity, each side being a portion of

a sphere, whose diameter was about 44 feet. It was not

silvered, and was six inches and a half in diameter. Its

focus, made by reflection of the rays, which after passing

through the first surface were turned back by the second,
was distant about five feet and a half.

19.
"
Having placed this glass in the situation described

in the preceding experiment, in order to view the objects

by reflection from the second surface, as if it had been sil-

vered, I saw them with much clearness and distinctness.

20. " It is easy to conceive that the number of rays re-

flected by the lens in this situation must have been very
small, in comparison to what it would have reflected had it

been silvered ;
and consequently in this last case, it would

have produced a much greater effect. Hence it appears
farther, that a concave metal, well polished, of a regular

figuie, and of the. same focal distance, would produce a very

good
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good effect, although its surface should not be greater than

that, of the lens in this experiment.

21. **
-Every optician will easily conceive, that if, with a

single convex glass, he can see distant objects, by refrac-

tion, with as much clearness and distinctness as with a

telescope composed of several glasses, he will experience
the same effect, by reflection, from a single concave mirror.

I shall therefore state some experiments and observations

which prove incontestably, that this effect may be produced
with a single object-glass; which, consequently, will be a new

proof that a single concave mirror will do the same thing.
22. « M. de Fontenelle, in his History of the Academy

of Sciences for the yeaf 1 700, tells us, that M. Tschirn-

hiiusen had described to the learned, the effects of a new

object-glass which he had made. Its focal distance was
32 feet : it was a double convex, a Rhenish foot (12 and
4-10ths English inches) in diameter. He used it without
an eye-glass, and altogether uncovered

;
and he affirms that

objects were seen more clearly with his single lens than they
had ever been seen with telescopes^ and that they appeared

brighter than to the naked eye. Such a glass, then, will

answer its end without any tube, and the object will alwavs
be seen distinctly, notwithstanding the soiar rays, which

pass between it and the eye. The field, or the space which

may be viewed at once with such a lens, is of incredible ex-

tent. M. Tschirnhausen assures us that, without either

eye-glass or tube, he saw very distinctly, at noon-day, a

whole town, at the distance of a German mile and a half

(about six English miles).
23. " After M. Tschirnhausen, the same thing was done

by M. Wolff, or Woljlus, with a large plano-convex, ttie

diameter of whose convexity was 30 Rhenish feet (31 Eng-
lish). This lens was two feet long and a foot and a half

broad (24 inches 8-10ths and 18 inches 6- lOths English

respectively). In his Elem. Diop, prob. 38. schol. 4. Wol-

fius says, that in using this glass, which he left entirely open,
without either tube or eye-glass, he saw very distinctly,
with bbth eyes, some houses on the top of a hill, at the

distance of two German (or about eight English) miles.

He saw them erect, when he stood between the focus and
the lens, and inverted when he stood beyond the focus.

He observes, that his lens was by no means well polished**
13. " Fa-

* I cannot but observe that particular attention, in my opinion, is due

Jo this statement of IVolfius, whose candour and honesty appear to have
O i been
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13. Cf Father Scheiner, who, in his excellent work on the

solars pots, entitled Rosa (Jrsina, describes very clearly many
new dioptrical inventions, which others have since at-

tempted to appropriate to themselves, was the first who
observed that a single object-glass might produce the same
effect as a telescope composed of several glasses. "He made,
in a camera obscura, experiments similar to those of IVolfi/us

and TschirnluM<en, which I have just mentioned ; arid he
made them public 70 years before M. Tsckirnhaitsen pub-
lished his. Here follow the very words in which he states

the results of his experiments, lib. ii. cap. 6. at the end.

1 >. u
Quodsi quis inhis positus, &c. But if any one

placed withn (a camera obsevra, or darkened chamber,)

apply his eye between the paper i nd the lens, (that is, be-

tween the focus, or place of the image, and the lens,) he
will see the external objects much larger, erect, and a good
deal confused. If he apply his eye to the place of the

image, or the paper, he will see a chaos ;
and if behind the

place of the paper, or the picture, he will see every thing

larger and more distinct, but in an inverted posture. Hence

appears the vanity of the man's talk (I know not who he

was) who applauded himself for the invention of the optical

tube; since, the same effect of augmenting visible things,

may also be evidently obtained by one large convex lens,

from a large sphere."
15. i( This discovery of father Scheiner was not altoge-

ther unknown, or useless, during the interval between

his time and that of Tscldrnhausen i for I find, in the de-

scription of the cabinet of Manfredi Septala, written in

Italian by Scarabelli, and printed at Tortona in 1656, that

this learned canon of Milan, celebrated, among other things,
tor his famous mirror, which excited flame at the distance

of 15 paces *, had also two lenses, one of which was a palm
and a half in diameter, and.its focal distance 7 brasses; and

been equal to his ability, and who, at the place cited in the text, mentions

a
paper,

which he published on the subject in the Acta Eruditorum for

October 17 10. He concludes the Scholium quoted above, with these

words: •* Nee Credo, &c. Nor do I believe that this differs from the dis-

covery of the illustrious TscbirnbauscH, which, as concealed by him, is so

h'ghly applauded by the celebrated FontentUe* (Hist-Hcyal Acad, of Sc.

An. 1701, .p. 165, Amst. edit.) For, through a glass not pojished with

sufficient exactness, I have observed the same things which 'Tschimbausen

did .virhhis single lens, and which he described to the iilnstrious Acad.

of Sciences; so tint Fonuxtlle had no reason to suspect that there was any
secret in the business.'"—Trans/aior.

* A geometrical pace Dcing 5
feet French, these 15 paces make nearly

S« English feet.

the
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the other about a palm in diameter, and about 5 brasses

in focal distance*. Scarabelli assures us, not only that

both these lenses readily inflamed combustible bodies placed
in theirybci, but also that each of them could be used with

good effect as a telescope, in the open country.
16. u

Further; in searching for what old authors have
written on the properties of convex lenses, I have found that

John Baptista Porta, more than a century before father

Scheiner, and even before the use of telescopes became com-
mon, knew that their end

misfit
be answered by a single

lens
; for in his Magia Naturatis* lib. 17. cap. 10, he pro-

pounds this problem :
* With a lens of glass, to see distant

objects as if they were near/ Of this problem he adds an
exact solution, although he gives neither the dimensions of
the lens nor its focal distance; and does not enumerate the

precautions which are necessarv for success, f lis solution

is this: ' Posito ocido.9 &c. Having placed your eye in its'

centre, look at the remote object ; for you will view distant

things so near, that you will seem, as it were, to touch them
with your hand, and to see the clothes, complexions, and
countenances of men ; so that you may distinguish vour

friends, though at a very great distance/ He knew the im-

portance of this discovery ;
for in proposing it he observes,

that it well deserves to be reflected on : Quod sequitur, says
he, longe prcestantius vobis cogitaudi prim iphnn affert.

1 7. H Porta knew farther, that the same thing might be
done with a concave mirror : for, in the 1 1th chapter of the

same book, when speaking of the mirror of Ptolemy and its

effects, he says, that he is wishful to show how it may be

executed, so that we may know our friends at the distance

of some thousands of paces (or some miles f), and read from
afar very small characters. He assures us, moreover, that

the thing is extremely easy. It is true that his explication
of it is not intelligible ;

but it appears that he has done this

on purpose, and w ith an intention? not to be understood ;

for he says it is a thing which ought not to come to the

knowledge of the vulgar J. What he advances, therefore,

being verv true and very easy, as he assures us, and as we
have already evinced, we cannot without injustice deny that

he possessed this knowledge.
'

• An Italian palm is between 8 and 9 English inches, and a brasse, or

I rice, about 23 English inches. See Dr. Hutton's Dictionary, articles

Measure and Palm.

f Mi lie passuum =: mllie pas sa mile = iooo geometrical paces each

5 feet = about 534.0 Engfiih feet.—Translator.

X See S 19. of my second lette .n-lrandaior.

3 18. «Thu3
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18. " Thus the learned knew, before M. Tschirnhamcn

taught them, that, with a single object-glass, distant ob-

jects might be viewed, as with a telescope composed of se-

veral glasses. I believe, however, that Tschirnhansen, when
he published the properties of his large object-glass, had no

knowledge of what father Scheiner had written on the sub-

ject, or of what had been executed at Milan by Septala,
who discovered the effect of his lenses, without having seen

Schemer. There may even be others who may have ob-
served this property of large convex, glasses, without having
had any knowledge of what had been written or observed by
the authors I have cited.

19.
iC I never could procure such large object-glasses as I

wished, in order to repeat the experiments of these authors,
and to make many more, which I have thought of. I have,

however, made some experiments with the largest lenses,
which I had it in my power to make or procure. I shall

here give the results :

20. Ci
(I.) With an object-glass, whose focal distance

was about three feet, and diameter about six inches, by pla-

cing my eye farther from the class than the focus, I saw di-

stant objects clearly and distinctly, considerably enlarged
and inverted. This glass was a double-convex.

21. "
(II.) I observed the same thing, with still greater

clearness and distinctness, with a plano-convex object-glass,
a segment of a sphere about six feet in diameter, its own di-

ameter being about seven inches.

22. "
(III.) The clearness and distinctness, with which

I saw the same distant objects, were much increased when I

used a double-convex- of about six inches and a half in

breadth, and twenty-two feet focal distance. With this

object-glass, I had a very accurate and distinct view of ob-

jects, which I could by no means have distinguished so well

with a good telescope.

ei Remarks on the experiments which may he made with

large object-glasses, and with others.

23. "
(I.) In all my experiments with these three glasses,

I always saw the objects with the most clearness and di-

stinctness when they were inverted, by placing the eye be-

yond the focus.

24. " (II.) The two first glasses did not produce a good
effect, when, the eye being between the focus and the glass,
the objects were seen erect; and the same is true of all other

object-glasses of which the focal distance is not very con-
siderable.

25. "
(III.)
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25. u
(III.) In using the third object-glass, although I

saw the objects clearly, by standing between the focus and

the lens, it was not without some contusion. Yet persons
whose eyes unite the rays from distant objects beyond the

retina, by standing between the focus and the glass, will

see objects erect with much clearness and distinctness ;
in-

deed as well as with the best telescope, and even better.

26. "
(IV.) Objects seen through great lenses appear

much more bright than they do to the naked eye, and as if

they had a stronger light thrown on them. This effect is

so sensible, that other objects seen with the naked eye, be-

side those looked at through these glasses, appear obscure,

although equally illuminated. The direct contrary takes

place, when objects are viewed through telescopes ; for they

always appear less illuminated than when seen by the naked

eye. Hence it seems very probable, that these convex glasses
and concave mirrors might be used with success, to view by
night, objects which cannot be seen only because of ihe de-

fect of light; for, happening in a very dark night to try the

glass first mentioned, I saw distinctly objects which, with-
out it, I could not see at all.

27. "
(V.) Through a single great object-glass, several

persons may view different objects at the same instant. I

have frequently observed that, in order to distinct vision, it

is not necessary that the eye be in the axis
; for, though it

be some degrees distant from the axis, the effect is not sen-

sibly diminished.

28. i(
But, what is yet more extraordinary in these large

object-glasses is, that two spectators, without disturbing
each other, may, by means of the same single glass, view
the same object at the same time. In order to this, one of

the two spectators must be so placed that the lens may be
between him and the object, his eve not being in the axis,
but in a line which, passing through the point of concourse
of the axes, and through the object, makes a small angle
with the axis. Then, if a second spectator stand between
the object-glass and the object, so that a line passing through
his eye and the point of concourse of the axes may make
with the axis an angle equal to that which a line passing

through the eye of the first spectator and the same point of

concourse, and both spectators be on the same side of the

axis
;

I say then, that both of them will see the same object
at the same time, the first by refraction, and the secondf by
reflection.

29. "Let AB (fig. 4. Plate ITT.) be a large object-glass,
of which FG is the axis, and C the point of concourse of

04 the
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the axes ; I say that two spectators placed, the one in E
and the other In I, so that the angles GCE and FCI may-
be equal, will see at the same time, the object placed at D;
the first through the object-glass AB, and the other by-
reflection from the second surface ACB of the same glass.

30. " If the object-glass be very large, and its focal di-

stance great, the two spectators may be placed in the axis,

and they will both see the same object, though it be also si-

tuated in the axis, the one by refraction and the other by
reflection

;
and this disposition of things will not in the

least hinder the effect. This property of large object-glasses

may be applied to useful purposes.
3 1 .

u
Forttenelle, in the Hist. Acad, of Sc. for 1 700, after

describing the properties of the glass of Tschirnhausen, of

which we have spoken, says, that, K so many singularities in

this lens of Tschirnhausen announce great and happy disco-

veries in dioptrics. Although this science is yet in its in-

fancy, we shall be surprised at still making important dis-

coveries in it, so much are we of this age accustomed to the

rapid progress of the sciences/

32. u More than sixty years have elapsed since M. de

"Fontenelle made this prediction ;
but I do not see that it is

yet accomplished. But this does not prove that the predic-
tion is not well founded

;
for it frequently happens that dis-

coveries remain a long time unfruitful. For example, the

discovery of the reflecting telescope is almost as old as that

of the refracting one. This last was invented in loOQ, and

I find that the other began to be used as early as the year
16 16 ; so that between the two discoveries there is only an

interval of seven years. Father Zitcchi, an Italian Jesuit,

(in his Optica Philosophia, printed at Lyons in 1652, par. 1 .

cap. 14. § 5. p. 126.) says, that in 1616, reflecting on the

theory
r of telescopes, then recently invented, it came into

his head to employ concave metallic mirrors, instead of

object lenses of glass, in order to produce by reflection the

same effects which result from refraction. Having found,

therefore, in a cabinet of curiosities a concave metallic mir-

ror, exactly worked by an able artist, he applied to it a con-

cave eye-glass, and with this telescope observed terrestrial

and celestial objects, and experience confirmed what theory-
had taught him. I do not think that a more antient date

of the reflecting telescope can be found.

33. <l It appears, however, that this invention remained

unknown, or neglected, till Newton, a long time after, in

1672, constructed in London a reflecting telescope, which

presently became celebrated throughout Lurope. For al-

though;,
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though, after Zucchi, and before Newton, father Mer&m/ie
had proposed to Descartes the idea of using concave mirrors

in making telescopes, and although James Gregory and

Cassegrain had given descriptions of reflecting telescopes, I

<lo not find any mention of such a telescope having been
executed before that of Newton*.

34. "
Notwithstanding the happy success of the Newto-

nian telescope, and the great advantages expected from it,

it was a long time neglected, and there appeared to be little

earnestness to bring it into use. It was only some years ago
that this instrument came into vogue, and was commonly
used with effect f. And how many other fine discoveries

* " It must be acknowled that Mr. James Gregory, of Aberdeen, was
the first inventor of a reflecting telescope. Mr. Gregory describes this tele-

scope at the end of his Optica Promofa. published in 1663 »
ami was ied to

the invention of it, not by the consideration of the different refrangibility
of rays, which was not then known, but by an inconvenience he foresaw
would follow from an hyperbolic object-glass/" Dr. S's Compi. Syst. of

Optics, Rem. 135.
" Mons. Cassegrain' s is not pretended to have been.

contrived before the year 3672, and Sir I. Neiutons was contrived in

j666, and executed in 1670, or at farthest finished in 1671. Besides,
M. Cassegrain s differs in nothing from Gregory's, but that he would have
the small metal to be convex, which Gregory makes concave, and there-

fore his instrument seems only to be Gregory's disguised." Desagulie.rs's

.Append, to the 2d ed.of Dr. Browne's Translation of Dr. Dwvid Gregory's
(the nephew of James) Elem. Caiopt. et Diopt. p. 234. There is no
reason to suppose that J. Gregory knew any thing of the discovery of
Zucchi -

y for, in the Pref. to bis Opt. Prom, he complains that he was not

timely apprised of those of Descartes, on account of the bad supply of
new mathematical books, in the otherwise well-furnished public library
at Aberdeen. Nay, Descartes himself did not (not to say could r.ot,

though Mersenne did) know of the diseovery of Zucchi, who, as appears
above, did not pulxlish it till 1652; whereas Descartes'* correspondence
with Mersenne took place in 1639, though it was not printed rill 1666,
three years after J. Gregory published his Opt. Prom. (See Descaries's

letters, vol. ii.) Add to this, that Mersenne proposed to Descartes his

idea of a reflecting telescope in a way so very unsatisfactory, as to induce
the latter to endeavour to convince him of its fallacy. If it should be said

that J. Gregory might have got the hint from Zucchi in Italy, the answer
would be easy : he published his Optica Promota in London in 1663, the

24th year of his age; but did not go abroad till 1665. In 1667 he pub-
lished, at Padua, his V(ra Circu/i et Hyperbola? Qrtadratura ; and in 1668,
at Venice, his Geometric Pars Universalis.—See Dr. Hutton's

Dictionary,
articles Gregory and Telescope.—Translator.

f From our author's maimer of expressing himself here, it would seem
that reflecting telescopes did not come into use in France nearly so soon
as in this country. For Dr. S

,
in his Compl. Syst. of Opt. Rem. 136,

says,
t4 These telescopes were first brought to perfection in prarrice about

the year 1719 by the great ingenuity and industry of Mr. John Hadl-yi
Sir fsaar Newton*f first, and Mr. Gregory's soon after." "My original, as

already observed, was printed in 1763.-^Translator,

are
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are there, the utility of which negligence alone prevents uS
from seeing ?

35; "
I therefore join M. de Fontenclle in thinking, that

great advantages might be derived from large convex glasses
and concave mirrors ; if they, who are blessed with a fertile

genius and sufficient property, would particularly apply
themselves to construct, in several ways, concave mirrors

and convex lenses of a very large size, making at the same

time, all the researches and experiments of which such men
are capable.

36. " Corollary. It is then very evident, from what
we have said, that the mirror, which historians relate to have

teen placed on the Pharos of Alexandria, was possible.

[The Second Part of this Memoir of Abat will be given in our next

Number.]

XXXII. A Report of the State of His Majesty's Flock of

jine-woolled Spanish Sheep, for tlie Year ending Michael-
mas 1803. By Sir Joseph Banks, P.R.S.

JL he wether lambs of the last year having been sold in

their wool, and the rams' wool retained, in order that two

years' growth might be prepared for sale together, his ma-

jesty's Spanish flock consisted, when shorn in June 1S02,
of ninety-six ewes only ; the fleeces of these, after having
been washed on the sheep's backs as usual, weighed as

follows :

In wool, as shorn from the sheep
Loss in scowering

-

Amount of scowered wool - 256
This wool, when sorted, produced as follows :

Prime wool, or R. - 221 lbs. at 5s. od. ^63 10 9
Choice locks, or F. - 32 3 € - 5 12 O
Fribs, or T. -

.
- 3 1 9 - 5 3

.^69 8 O

After deducting the expense of sorting and scowering, at

the high rate which an individual who is not a manufac-
turer must pay for these processes, this wool is worth about
5l. a tod, or 43l. 5s. a pack^ as clipped from the sheep's
back.

The
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The prime wool was purchased by John Maitiand, esq.
member of parliament for Chippenham, whose mercantile

house, established for more than a century, has always dealt

largely in the importation of Spanish wool, and who, from
the first introduction of Merino sheep into this country by
the king in the year 1787, has uniformly given the most
liberal and zealous aid to the promotion of his majesty's pa-
triotic views, though doubtful in the. beginning of the ulti-

mate success of the project.
It was made into cloth by Mr. Ed ridge, a manufacturer

of Chippenham, whose skill and respectability in his line

are exceeded by no man. He inspected its quality with the

most minute exactness, and with an eye more inclined to ex-

pect symptoms of degeneration than of improvement, du-

ring the whole of the numerous processes to which wool is

subjected in the making of broad-cloth, and he found that

in every one of them it answered to his complete satisfaction.

The cloth made from this wool proved so excellent in its

kind, that the king was graciously pleased, at the desire of
Mr. Maitiand and Mr. Edridge, to permit these gentlemen
to explain, in his majesty's presence, its qualities and pecu-
liarities.

Samples of this cloth may now be seen in Mr. Maitland's
warehouse in Basinghall-street; and it will be found, in

conversing with Mr. Maitiand and his partners, that in their

opinion the Pi's of his majesty's wool, considered as a pile,
are inferior to but few of the best of those imported from

Spain, though it is probable that no pile in Spain throws out
so small a proportion of F's and T's. From this opinion
it may fairly be deduced, that his majesty's wool has im-

proved since the sheep were imported from Spain; indeed

there is every reason to believe that it is still improving, and
will in a very few years equal, if not excel, the very best piles
that have hitherto been imported into this kingdom.
Mr. Toilet, a gentleman of Gloucestershire, who has

purchased Merino sheep both from the king and from lord

Somerville, has been very successful in improving the car-

case without damaging the wool ; he possesses a ram, bred
from a ram and an ewe both purchased from the royal flock

in 1801, which, when clipped in June last, yielded 11 lbs.

13 oz. of unwashed wool. The carcase of this sheep was
then estimated by good judges at 16 lbs. a quarter, and it

was admitted to be a handsome sheep.
For this animal Mr. Toilet has refused an offer of 200

guineas, or of 100 for the next season's use of him
;
he also

refused 30 guineas each for the sire and the dam, though
old
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old and infirm, being unwilling to part with animals which
had belonged to the royal flock ; he however sold their ram
lamb of the last year for 30 guineas, and thus made some

progress in ascertaining the value of this important breed.

These facts, which prove an amelioration in the king's
Merino sheep, are fully confirmed by the improved shape
and weight of his majesty's sheerling rams of the present

year, and give a justifiable hope, that by a due selection

of rams and ewes, and a correct judgment in matching them,
Merino sheep will in time be produced, with carcases per-

fectly fashionable, and wool as perfectly fine.

No purchaser having been last year found for the lambs*

wool at a price adequate to its value, it was made into light

ladies-cloth, which proves excellent, and promises to be a

valuable article. A speculation, however, has offered for

manufacturing the lambs' wool into superfine woollen hose,
which seems likely to yield a still better price for the raw

article than the cloth.

The demand for his majesty's Merino sheep increases at

present beyond all calculation. The best-informed clothiers

hi Gloucestershire, enlightened no doubt by the useful la-

bours of the Bath Society, and the valuable experiment of

Dr.. Parry, as well as by the doctor's, and by lord Somer-
ville's publications, are among the most anxious applicants
to purchase. The Bath Agricultural Society, whose atten-

tion has been most particularly directed to the improvement
of English wool, humbly requested the king to give them
a Spanish ram

;
which request his majesty most graciously

complied with last autumn, and they returned thanks in the

warmest terms of respectful gratitude and satisfaction.

As speculation on the value of Spanish sheep is evidently
on the increase, and a reasonable probability now appears
that his majesty's patriotic exertions, in introducing the

breed, will at last be duly appreciated and properly under-

stood, it would be palpably unjust should the views of those

who wish to derive a fair advantage from the sale of the pro-

geny of Spanish sheep purchased by them from the royal

Hock, be in future impeded by a continuation of the sale of

the king's sheep at prices below their real value.

This circumstance having been stated to the king, his

majesty was graciously pleased to permit the rams and ewes

that are to be parted with from the royal Merino flock this

year to be sold by auction, in the same manner as is done

at Wobum by his grace the Duke of Bedford, and at Holk-

ham by Mi. Coke, on the presumption of this being the

most likely manner of placing the best individuals of their

improved
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improved breeeds in the hands of persons most likely to

preserve, and further to improve them.

August j 7, 1S03. Joseph Banks,

POSTSCRIPT.

As the publication of this report has been delayed by un-
avoidable circumstances to so late a period, it is proper to

add, that the wools of 1803 have yielded, both raw and

scowered, much as usual. The prime, or R., of the ewe
flock were sold for 6s. od. a pound, and that of the rams for

6s. 6d. These enormous prices, however, depended on a

scarcity of imported Spanish wool, and are highly distress-

ing to the manufacturer : they ought not, therefore, to be
allowed to enter into the speculation of the grower.
The sheep that can be spared from the roval flock will

be sold by auction this year at a barn opposite the Pagoda
in Kew-lane, on the 15th of August next. Notice of the

particulars will be given as soon as possible.
July 10, 1804.

XXXIII. Illustration of Mr.DAlton's Theory of the Con-

stitttftoh of mixed Gases. By Mr. William Henry
of Manchester*.

To Mr. Dalton.
DEAR SIR,

JLn the first enunciation of a new theory, it is not unusual
that some links are omitted in the chain of reasoning which
led to its formation; and thus the doctrine fails of that

ready and general acceptance which immediately follows

its more distinct developement. Such an omission appears
to me to have taken place in your theory of the constitu-

tion of mixed eases ; for, according to your own candid con-

fession, several persons, versed both in chemical and me-
chanical science, have declared their inability fully to under-

stand
the scope of the hypothesis, and consequently to

judge of its merits or defects. In the discussions, also,
which took place in this society, on your several papers,

f "The editor has been furnished with a copy of this letter (which was
rdad before the Manchester Society) as a sequel to the various

interesting
communications from Mr. Dalton on the same subject which have ap-
peared in the Philosophical Magazine. It may be proper to itatc, in

apology for the repetition of a few circumstances already advanced in Mr.
Dalton's letter, published in our last number, that the author had not
seen the letter alluded to at the time when these illustrations were
written."

the
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the doctrine was opposed by almost every member interested

in such subjects, and by no one more strenuously than

myself. Subsequent attention, however, to the evidences

of the theory, and, still more, the results of experiments,
which were made under impressions very unfavourable to the

hypothesis, have satisfied me that the opposition to it arose

chiefly from an imperfect comprehension of the argument;
and that your theory is far better adapted than any former

one for explaining the relation of mixed gases to each

other, and especially the connection between gases and

water.

The distinguishing principle of your doctrine, I appre-
hend to be, that mixed gases neither attract nor repel each

other, and that every gas is as a vacuum to every other gas.
It is not my intention to recapitulate your proofs of this po-
sition, but merely to add to them the evidence of a few facts

which have occurred to me, and which strongly tend to

establish the same conclusion.

From a series of experiments, which I communicated to

the Royal Society, and which appeared in their Transactions

for 1803, it may, I think, be safely inferred, that the rela-

tion of gases to water is altogether a mechanical one ; for

the quantity absorbed follows exactly the ratio of the pres-
sure. If then it can be shown that a gas, absorbed by
water, is not retained in its place by an atmosphere of any
other gas, we shall be furnished with a strong presump-
tion, that different gases do not gravitate on each other.

It is well known that water may be charged with its own

bulk, or rather more, of carbonic acid gas under a pressure
of 30 inches of mercury. The gas, thus absorbed, is re-

tained so long as the water is preserved from contact with

any other gas ; but, when exposed to the atmosphere, the car-

bonic acid gas rapidly escapes. Now this effect can be only
ascribed to one of two causes : 1st, The affinity of carbonic

acid for atmospheric, air may surpass that of its affinity for

water
; or, 2dly, The air of the atmosphere does not press

on the gas in the water, which is therefore placed under

similar circumstances, as if exposed under the exhausted

receiver of an air pump.
Were the first explanation the true one, it might be ex-

pected, that equal quantities of various gases w(Tuld detach

different quantities of carbonic acid from like volumes of

impregnated water ; because the affinities of these gases, as

in all other cases of chemical affinity, differing in force,

would occasion their combining with different quantities of

carbonic acid, and in a certain order. But in making the

experiment,
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experiment, with all the attention I could bestow, this did

not prove to be the fact : for similar measures of
impreg-

nated water gave up equal bulks of carbonic acid to like

quantities of all the different gases.
The converse of this fact also occurred to me in the

course of a series of experiments, to which I have already

referred; viz. that the admixture of common air with car-

bonic acid gas diminishes considerably the proportion of

the latter gas taken up by water. Thus, when 20 measures

of pure carbonic acid gas are
agitated

with 10 of water, at

least 10 measures of gas are absorbed. But from a mix-'

ture of 20 measures of carbonic acid with 10 of common
air, 10 parts of water take only six of carbonic acid. That
chemical affinity between the mixed gases is not the cause

of the diminished amount of absorption, is perfectly clear ;

since it is indifferent, as to the effect, what gas is added,
and the proportion alone influences the result. The effect is

therefore to be ascribed to the diminished density of the

superincumbent carbonic acid by mixture with another gas ;

and the pressure of gases being directly as their density, and
the quantity absorbed by water being as the pressure, the

absorbed carbonic acid must necessarily quit the water.

This escape continues till the carbonic acid above the water

has a density equal to that in the water, and no longer.

Previously to my acquiescence in your theory of mixed

gases, I undertook an extensive series of experiments, with

a view to ascertain the order of affinities of gases for water.

But, after a great variety of trials, made with all the accu-

racy in my power, I could discover nothing like a series of

elective attractions. Each gas, it was found, displaced every
other, and, reciprocally, was dislodged by them.

Tt may be urged against the doctrine of the non-gravita-
tion of gases on each other, that from water, impregnated
with carbonic acid gas, and exposed to the atmosphere, the

gas ought, on this principle, to escape as rapidly as under
an exhausted receiver. It must be remembered, however,
that the escaping gas constitutes, by admixture with the air

of the atmosphere, a gas of diminished density, but still of

such density as to retard the escape of further portions.
All that the air-pump effects is to remove these as fast as

they are liberated.

There are various facts satisfactorily explained on this

doctrine which are irreconcileable to any former hypothesis.
Of these I shall mention only a few; since the theory will

receive from yourself all the elucidation that its establishment

can require.

1st, If each gas be a vacuum to every other, a heavier

4 gas
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gas should ascend into a lighter one without the aid of agi-
tation ; and, on the contrary, a lighter one should descend

into a heavier oue. That this is actually the fact, and under

circumstances very unfavourable to their mixture, your own

experiments have fully proved.

2dly, The hypothesis explains why sulphuret of potash
w ; thdraws oxvgen from the air without agitation, and whe-
ther placed at the top or at the bottom of a jar ; for it acts

as if the absorbed gas were the only one present in the

vessel.

3dly, It explains why the last portions of common air

are expelled from water by carbonic acid and other absorb-

able gases. For these gases act as a vacuum to the air con-

tained in the water, which must, therefore, necessarily quit
its place. It solves also the problem how to expel, com-

pletelv, any gas from water
; for, to effect this, the water

must successively be agitated with portions of some other

gas of the greatest attainable purity. Thus, to expel atmo-

spherical air entirely from water, it may be agitated with

pure carbonic acid gas; but as the liberated common air

presses on that remaining in the water, according to the

proportion it bears to the superincumbent carbonic acid, the

gas thus employed must be removed, and fresh and pure

portions used in succession.

4thlv, By applying the same general law, we are taught
bow to effect the highest attainable impregnation of water

with anv gas. There could be no difficulty in accomplish-

ing this object if the gas and water were both absolutely
uncontaminated by admixture with other gases. But when

pure carbonic acid is agitated with water, atmospherical air

is extricated ; which, mingling with the carbonic acid,

lessens its density. To obviate this difficulty as much as

possible, a quantity of water, to be impregnated fully with

carbonic aeid, should be agitated with several successive

portions of the purest possible gas. The unabsorbed resi-

duum should also be very large, in order that the carbonic

acid may bear a large proportion to other aeriform substances

accident ally mixed with it.

These are, doubtless, only a few of the phamomena, to

the explanation of which your theory may be successfully

applied ;
and [ confidently expect that many facts hitherto

referred to chemical principles will be brought, in conse-

quence of your discoveries, within the department of me*
chanical philosophy. I am, dear sir, yours very truly,

Manchester, WlLLIAM Hf.NKY.
June zo, 1804.

XXXIV. Area
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XXXiy. Area of the several Counties of England and

Wales, in square Statute Miles and Acres, as measured on

the Maps in C. Smith's " New English Atlas, 1804/'
the Scale given on each Map having been examined, and

Correction applied to such of the Scales aswerefound to he

erroneous* The Population of each County is annexed, and

the Number ofPersons to each square Mile,

COUNTIES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER.

COUNTIES.
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Counties of England and Wales.

COUNTIES.

6*. Lancashire

7. Suffolk -

8. Somerset

9. Southampton
10. Essex

1 1. Cumberland
12. Kent
13. Sussex -

14. Cornwall
15. Salop

-

16. Wilts -

1 7. Stafford -

18. Dorset -

19. Gloucester

20. Derby -

21. Durham
22. Chester -

23. Warwick
24. Hereford

25. Northampton
26. Leicester

27. Surry
28. Nottingham
29. Bucks -

30. Berks -

31. Oxford -

32. Westmorland
33. Cambridge
34. Worcester
35. Hertford

30. Monmouth
37. Bedford -

'

38. Huntingdon
39. Middlesex

40. Rutland -

England

1 . Montgomery
2. Carmarthen
"9. Glamorgan
4. Carnarvon

Sq. Stat.

Miles.

1806
1566

1549
1533

1525

1497
1462

1461

1407
1403

1283

1196
1129
1122

1077
1040

1017

984
971

965
816
811

774
748
744
742
722
686

674
602
516
430
345

297
200

Acres.

1,155,840

1,002,240

991,360
981,120
976,000

938,080
935,680
935,040
900,480

897,920
821,120
765,440

722,560
718,080

689,280
665,600
650,880
629,760
621,440
617,600
522,240
519,040

495,360
478,720
476,160
474,880
462,080
439,040
431,360
385,280
330.240

275,200
220,800
190,080
128,000

Population,
1801.

672,731

210,431

273,750
219,656

226,437
117,230

307,624
159,311

188,269
167,639
185,107

239,153
115,319
250,809

161,142

160,361

191,751

208,190
89,191

131,757

130,081

269,043

140,350
107,444
109,215

109,620

41,617
89,346
139,333

97,577
45,582
63,393

37,568

818,129
16,356

Vo. ot ?ef
MU if) a Sq.

Mile.

50,210 32, 134,400 8,331,434

982
926
822

775

628,480
592,640
526,080
496,000

47,978

67,317
71.525

41,521

372
134

177
143

148

78
210

109
134

119
144

199
102

224

149
154

189
212

92
137

159
332
181

144

147
148

57
130

207
162

88

147
110

2754
82

166

49
73

87
54
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t*f Copper; by the Count de Bournon, F. R.S. and L.S.

5. Analysis or a triple Sulphuret of Lead, Antimony, and

Copper from Cornwall, by Charles Hatchett, Esq. F.R.S.
-^-6. Observations on the Orifices found in certain poi-
sonous Snakes, situated between the Nostril and the Eye ;

by Patrick Russell, M.D. F. R.S. : with some Remarks on
the Structure of those Orifices, and the Description of a

$ag connected with the Eye met with in the same Snakes ;

by Everard Home, Esq. F.R.S.—7. An Inquiry concern*

ing the Nature of Heat, and the Mode of its Communica-

tion; by Benjamin Count Rumford, V. P. F.R.S. Foreign
Associate of the National Institute of France, &c.—8. Ex-

periments and Observations on the Modon ot the Sap in

Trees; in a Letter frpm Thomas Andrew Knight, Esq. to

the Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. K.B. P.R.S.

Appendix^ Meteological Journal kept at the Apartments of

the Royal Society, by Order of the President and Council.

Analytical Essays towards promoting the Chemical Know-

ledge of Mineral Substances. By Martin Henry
Klaproth, Professor of Chemistry,

&c. &c Vol. II.

Svo. translated from the German,

This valuable volume is translated by the same learned
chemist who favoured us with a translation of the first. Its

contents are: 73. Examination of the Auriferous Ores
from Transylvania.—»-74. Analysis of the sulphated Oxide
of Manganese from Transylvania.-r-75. Examination of

Tungstateof Lime (Scheelium),—76. Gadolinite.—77. Ex-
amination of the Egyptian Natrum (Soda).

—78. Striated

Soda.—79. Analysis of the native Muriate of Ammoniac.—?

80. Examination of Saftolin.—rSl. Examination of the Plu-
moseAlum from Freyenwalde.

—82, Capillary Salt (Halotri-

chium) from Idria.—83. Elastic Bitumen from Derbyshire.
—84. Examination of Mellijito.—^5. Umbra (Umber).—
86. Examination of the muriated Lead Ore.-—87. Phospha-
ted Lead Ores.—88. Sulphated Lead Ores.—89. Tabular,
White Lead Ore, from Leadhills.—90. Examination of the

native Reguline Antimony, from Andreasberg.
—91. Anti-

moniated Silver, from Andreasberg.—9$. Fibrous red An-
timonial Ore.—93. White Ore of Antimony.—94. Arser
niated Olive Copper Ore.—95. Muriated Copper Ore.—
$6. P/wsphated Copper Ore.—97. Kryolite.-r$Q. Beryl,
•—99- Emerald.— 100. Examination of Kljngstone (EchoT
dolitc).

— 101. Basalt (Figurate Trapp).
— 102. Pitch Stone.

1
— 103. Addition to the Analysis of Pumice Stone (Essay
33),.
— 104. Examination of the Jargon (Zircon) frojjj.

P ? Norway,
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Norway.— 105. Examination of Madreporite.-~-106\ Phar-

macolite.— 107. Scorza.— 108. Examination of the Fibru-

ous Sulphate of Barytes.—109. Tabular Spar (Safel-spath).—110. Examination of Miemite.-— 111. Examination of

the prismatic Magnesian Spar, from the Territory of Gotha.
.— 1 12. Examination of the striated grav Ore of Manganese.— 1 13. Earth v, black Oxide of Manganese.— 1 14. Exami-
nation of the Asphaltum from Albania.— 115. Earthy
brown Coal.-^-llG. The Hungarian Pearl Stone.

XXXVI. Proceedings of Learned Societies,

ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

J\(Ir. Smithson Tennant has discovered two new metals

in the black powder which remains after dissolving platina,
of which he has given an account in a paper communicated
to the society. Mr. Tennant's first experiments were made
last summer, when they were communicated to the learned

president, after which an account of one of these metals

appeared in France by M. Descotil and M. Vauquelin, who
ascribe to it the following properties :

— 1. That it reddens

the precipitates of platina made by sal-ammoniac : 2. That
it dissolves in marine acid: 3, That it is precipitated by
galls and prussiate of potash. The properties mentioned

by Mr. Tennant are, that it dissolves in all the acids, but

least in marine acid, with which it forms octaedral crys-
tals. The solution with much oxygen is deep red, with a

smaller proportion green or deep blue. It is partially pre-

cipitated bv the three alkalies when pure. AH the metals,

excepting gold and platina, precipitate it. Galls and pre-

cipitate of potash take away the colour of this solution, but
without any precipitate, and afford an easy test of its pre-
sence. The oxide therefore loses its oxygen by water alone.

When combined with gold or silver, it cannot be separatee!

by the usual process of refining these metals. As the French
chemists have not given a name to the metal, Mr.. Tennant
inclines to call it iridium, from the various colours of it in

solution.

The second new metal is obtained b'y heating the black

powder with pure alkali in a silver crucible. The oxide of
this metal unites with the alkali, and may be expelled by an
acid and obtained by distillation, being very volatile. The
oxide has a very strong smell, from which Mr. Tennant
has called it osmium, It does not redden vegetable

"blues,
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bines, but stains the skin of a deep red or black. The
oxide in solution with water has no colour, but by combi-

ning with alkali or lime becomes yellow. With galls it

gives a very vivid blue colour. All the metals, excepting

gold and platina, precipitate this metal. If* mercury is agi-
tated with the aqueous solution of the oxide, an amalgam
is formed, which, by heat, loses the mercury, and leaves

the osmium pure as a black powder.

THE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE*
Has offered the following preiliiurns :

Culture of Plants.—To the persons who shall make the

most satisfactory experiments, tending to the improvement
of the culture of each of the following plants respectively,
viz. wheat, rye, barley, oats, pease, beans, tares, buck-

wheat, turnips, cabbages, rutabaga, potatoes, carrots, par-

snips, clover, luccrn, sainfoin, chicory, hemp, flax, hops,
—

the silver medal.

Accounts, verified by certificates, to be produced on or

before the second Tuesday in May 1805.

The same premium for 1806.

The same premium for 1S07.

Soiling Cattle.—To the person who shall, through the

entire summer of 1805, keep the greatest number of cattle

in stalls, houses, or confined yards, and fed entirely in the

soiling method, with green food,—the gold medal.

Certificates of the number of cattle, and acres of food,
and sorts eaten, the quantity of dung made, with other cir-

cumstances of the experiment, to be produced on or before

the first Tuesday in December 1805.

The same premium for 1800.

The same premium for 1807.

Comparison of Food to different Animals.—^To the person
who shall, by experiments, ascertain in the most satisfac-

tory manner, and report to the board, the comparative ef-

fect of certain articles of food when given to various kinds

of live stock,—the gold medal.

Grasses, natural and artificial, mown and weighed ; hay,
cut chaff, corn or pulse, oil-cake, turnips, cabbages, car-

rots, parsnips, potatoes, 8cc. compared, in the production
of mutton, beef, butter, and cheese; artificial grasses, cab-

bages, roots, and corn or pulse, in the production of mut-

ton, beef, pork, or the flesh of poultry. It is required that

the food be weighed and registered, and the animals also,

with the increased weight noted from every sort of food.

* See our 17th volnme, p. 185 and 273.

P 4 Accounts
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Accounts to be produced on or before the first Tuesday
in March 1 806.

Waste Land.—To the person who shall improve, and

bring to the annual value of not less than 10s. an acre, the

greatest
number of acres heretofore waste, not less than

fifty,
—t/ie gold medal.

Accounts of the improvement, verified by certificates, in-

cluding the state of the land before the experiment, and of
the cultivation, expenses, and produce, to be laid before

the board on or before the first Tuesday in March 1 805.

Notice of the intended improvement to be sent to the

board, and therefore secrecy cannot be required,
The same premium for 1806.

The same premium for ] 807.

Waste Land.—To the person who shall describe to the

board, in the most satisfactory manner, from actual expe-
riment on not less than one acre, the most profitable mode,
without the use of lime, of bringing heath land (the spon-
taneous growth of which is long or short ling, or heath)
into cultivation, and a state of improvement,

—
twenty gui-

neas.

Accounts of the soil previous to the improvement, and

the means of effecting it, verified by certificates, to be pro-
duced on or before the first Tuesday in March 1806,

SOCIETY OF ATHENIAN TRAVELLERS.

A new literary society has lately been established, which

promises to be of great service to science : it is denomi-
nated " The Society of Athenian Travellers.'" The fol-

lowing is a correct list of the original members. Future

ones, who have visited Athens, are to be admitted by bal-

lot, according to the rules of the society.
Earl of Aberdeen. Mr. Morritt.

Lord Brooke. Mr. Randal Wilbraham,
Mr. Drummond. Mr. Neave.
Mr. Hawkins. Mr. Hamilton.
Mr. Thos. Hope. Mr. Leake.

Mr. Henry Phil. Hope, Mr. Squire.
Dr. Clarke. Mr. Aug. Foster.

Mr. Cripps. Mr. J. L. Foster
r

Mr. Gell. Mr. Wilkins.

FRENCH NATIONAL INSTITUTE.

The following prize questions were proposed by the Class

of the Mathematical and Physical Sciences in the public

sitting of Jurje 25thj
$ Mathematics x
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Mathematics.

*c To give a theory of the perturbations of the planet Pallas,

discovered by Dr. Olbers."

Geometricians have given, with sufficient exactness and

extent, the theory of the perturbations of all the old planets,

and of those which may be still discovered if confined within

the same zodiac, and if they have only a very small eccentri-

city . Mercury till the present time was considered as the most
eccentric of all the planets, and at the same time that which
had the greatest inclination ;

but the smallness of its mass,
and its position at one of the limits of the planetary system,
render it very little calculated to produce very sensible alter-

ations in the motion of the other planets. Uranus, disco-

vered twepty years ago by Dr. Herschel, is placed at the

other limit of the system, with a small mass and little ec-

centricity : jt has also the smallest of all the inclinations

known
;
so tfiat the formulae employed for Jupiter and Sa-

turn have been more than sufficient for that new planet.

Ceres, discovered a few years ago by M. Piazzi, having a

considerable eccentricity and an inclination of \0° 38', must
be subject to strong and numerous inequalities. It, how-

ever, appears that all the astronomers who have endeavoured

to determine them have been contented with known for-

mulae, the development of which does not exceed the pro-
ducts of the three dimensions of the inclinations and eccen-

tricities. Those of five dimensions have been employed in

the Mecanique Celeste for a particular case, according to

a formula of M. Burckhardt, The same astronomer has

since presented to the National Institute the general and

complete development of the third, fourth, and fifth orders;
but this degree of precision would certainly not be sufficient

for the planet Pallas, whose eccentricity is even greater than

that of Mercury, and inclination 34° 37'; that is to say,
five times greater than that of any other known planet* ft

is even difficult to conjecture what will be the powers anfi

the dimensions of the products which it may be allowable

to neglect ;
and the calculations may be of siich length, and

^he formulae so complex., that they might frighten astrono-

mers the best qualified to execute them. This consideration

has induced the Class of the Mathematical and Philoso-

phical Sciences to propose this subject as the question for

which it will adjudge a prize on the first Monday of Mes-
sidor, year 14. It therefore reauests geometricians and

£stroiiomers to discuss completely all the inequalities of this

theory^
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theory, and to omit none of them which may be found en-

tirely negligible ;
and as these inequalities might vary very

sensibly if the elliptic elements were not exactly known, it

is indispensably necessary that the competitors should not

confine themselves to giving the numerical co-efficients of

the equations: they must also give the analytical co-effi-

cients, in order that one may be able to affix to them the

most exact values of the mean distance of the aphelion and

inclination, when these elements shall be better known.
Another advantage will result from these analytical co-effi-

cients :
—As there is so little difference between the distances

of the planets Ceres and Pallas from the sun, that it is even

very difficult at present to say which of the two is the nearest

to that body, the formula given for Pallas may, without much

change, serve also for Ceres, as well as for any other planet
which may be discovered hereafter, and of which, by these

means, a more certain and complete theory will be obtained,

The class hopes that the question will
appear interesting

enough to astronomers to induce them to bestow upon it a

care equal to the difficulty of the subject.
The answers must be written in French or in Latin, and

will not be received after the 1st of Germinal, year 14.

Natural Philosophy*

The class had proposed as the subject of a prize the fol-

lowing question :-—" To determine, by experiment, the dif-

ferent sources of the carbon of vegetables."
It continues the competition till the 1st of Germinal,

year 13.

The class continues also till the 1st of Germinal, year 13,
the competition on the following question :

—" To deter-

mine, by anatomical and chemical observations and expe-
riments, what are the phaenomena of the torpidity which
certain animals, such as the marmot, dormouse, &c, experi-
ence during winter in

regard to the circulation of the blood,

respiration, and irritability : to inquire what are the causes

of sleep, and why it is peculiar to animals.
"

The value of the two prizes is doubled : it consists in two

kilogrammes of gold, about 6800 francs each.

The class had proposed for the second time, on the 15th

of Germinal, year 10, as the subject of a prize, to be ad-

judged in the public sitting of Messidor, year 12, the fol-

lowing question :
—" What are the characters which di-

stinguish in animal and vegetable matters, those which
serve as ferment from those which they cause to undergo
fermentation ?"

As
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As the answers sent in did not fulfil the require! condi-

tions, and the class considering that this question has been

proposed during four years, it decrees that the subject shall

be withdrawn.

Astronomy.

The decree of government, dated Floreal 13th, year 10,

which authorizes the National Institute to accept the gift

of a capital of 10,000 francs offered by C. Lalande, states,
a

that, agreeably to the intentions of the donor, the annual

product of the capital shall be employed by the Institute to

give each year a «old medal, of the weight which the amount
of the revenue will permit, or the value of that medal, to

the person who in France or elsewhere, the members of

the National Institute excepted, shall have made the ob-

servation most interesting;, or published the memoir most

useful, to the progress- of astronomy."
On a report by the commissioners named for that pur-

pose, the Class of the Mathematical and Physical Sciences

of the National Institute decreed the prize to M. Joseph
Piazzi, professor royal of astronomy and director of the

observatory at Palermo, for a work he has published under
the title of Vrcecipuarum Stellarum inerranlium Positiones

7nedi(B ineuvte Sceculo XIX. ex Observationibus habiiis in

Specula Panormitana. Panormi 1803, one vol. fol.

This work, which contains the positions of about six

thousand stars, determined with the greatest care and the

best instruments, is the fruit of ten years assiduous observa-

tions and calculations, which must ensure to the author the

esteem and gratitude of all astronomers. It was while em-

ployed on this catalogue that M. Piazzi discovered, on the

1st of January 1601, the planet to which he gave the name
of Ceres Ferdinandea ; but even before this interesting dis-

coverv he was well known by the publication of two vo-

lumes of observations, which contain the foundations of

his catalogue, and a long series of observations exceedingly
useful to the theory of refractions.

Conditions.

All persons, the members of the Institute excepted, are

admitted as competitors.
No answer must have the name of the author, but only

a sentence or device : the author, if he chooses, may affix

to it a separate billet, sealed, and containing, besides the

sentence or device, the name and address of the author.

This billet cannot be opened unless the paper has gained
the prize.

The
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The papers must be transmitted to the secretary's office

of the Institute, free of postage, or to the perpetual secretary
of the Class of the Mathematical and Physical Sciences.

None of the papers will be returned, but the authors may
take copies of them if they think proper.
A vacancy having occurred, by the death of Dr. Priestley,

*mong the foreign associates of the National Institute,
M. Klaproth, chemist of Berlin, who is known as the dis-

coverer of three new metals and four earths, was elected to

that place. The other candidates proposed were: M. Pi-

azzi, astronomer, of Palermo; Jacquin, botanist, of Vienna;
Scarpa, anatomist, of Pavia ; Vahl, botanist, of Copenhar
gen ; Mascagni, anatomist, of Sienna

;
Mr. Watt, of Bir~

roingham ; Verner, mineralogist, of Freyberg ;
Mr. Dal-

rymple, the geographer ; and the celebrated traveller Hum-
boldt.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF THE SCIENCES AT PRAGUE

Has proposed the two following prize questions :

" I. To discover the means, besides those of the police,
for putting an end to, or at least lessening, the various

kinds of adulteration practised in regard to provisions.'*
It is well known that there are three principal causes of

adulteration : the mixture of corrupted matters ; the intro-

duction of foreign and prejudicial matters ; the preparing
and keeping food in dangerous or unhealthful vessels. The

society is therefore of opinion that it will be doing a great
service to mankind to collect all the means already known
and published by chemists for remedying these inconve-

niences, provided they be accompanied with simpler, less

expensive, and more certain processes ;
and that they be

described in such a manner as to render them practicable
and intelligible to peasants. The competitors, however,
will still be at liberty to propose means of their qwn inven-

tion. The memoirs must be written in German.. The

prize will be 500 florins, and 400 copies of the successful

memoir, which will be printed at the expense of the society.
"II. To examine and appreciate all the sources from

which materials may be drawn to throw light on the his-

tory of Bohemia, and to point out and give a character of

rhe principal historical works which treat of that country."
The prize will be 300 florins, and 400 copies of the success-

ful memoir, printed as the preceding. The memoirs must
be written in German, and transmitted, free of postage, to

ihv secretary of the society before the 1st of January 1806.

XXXVIL ih
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XXXVIL Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

YOYAGE OF DISCOVERY.

It will be remembered that some time in the spring of

1802, the ship named the Investigator was completely fitted

up in the Thames, and amply stored and provided, and put
under the command of captain Flinders, in order to proceed
to the South Sea for the purpose of exploring the coasts and
the interior of New Holland

;
and that, besides the officers

and crew, there were embarked persons
skilled in practical

astronomy, natural history in all its departments, and others

accomplished in the art of drawing and painting.

By a Danish ship arrived very lately at Dover, letters

have been received from Canton, in China, by which it ap-

pears that the Investigator arrived at Port Jackson on the

5th or 6th of June last year, after having finished a part of

the intended survey of New Holland; by which time she

had received such injury in the course of her voyage, and
was so rotten, that, on examination then made, she was
condemned as unfit for further service.

The same accounts further add, that the Porpoise, a small

armed vessel then at Port Jackson, under the direction of

governor King, was pitched on to complete this voyage of

discovery : but that, being surveyed, she was also found unfit

for so dangerous a service. It was then determined that the

Porpoise should proceed to England with the officers of the

Investigator. To the men of science an offer was made of

either stopping at Port Jackson till captain Flinders should

return from England with another ship, or vtaking a passage
home, as many as could be accommodated, in the Porpoise;
the rest to follow by the first proper conveyance that might
offer.

The Porpoise sailed from Port Jackson about the 10th of

August 1803, having under her convoy the merchantmen
Cato and Bridgewater, bound to Batavia. The intended

track was through Forrest's Straights, between the north

coast of New Holland and New Guinea, and so, getting
into the Indian seas, to follow the usual track of the In-

diamen, instead of the circuitous route by Cape Horn.
The public has lately been informed of the unfortunate

result of this voyage. The accounts now received are to

the following purpose :
—About 10 o'clock at night, on the

17th or 18th of August 1803, the Porpoise being a little

a-head of the Cato and Bridgewater, who were on the lar-

board and starboard quarter, breakers were suddenly seen

from
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from the forecastle. The vessel was at that time going right
before the wind at the rate of eight miles per hour ; and it

was so exceedingly dark, that the breakers, though tremen-

dously high,were not discerned till thev were within a quarter
of a mile. The helm was* instantly put down, and an at-

tempt made to brace round the yards, but before the ship
could be brought about she was amongst ihe reefs or shelves.

It was expected she would go down the instant she struck ;

but, providentially drifting on one of the reefs broadside-

ways, she heeled a little, and then remained immovable.
The situation now was dreadful ; so remote from land, the

ttigflt
so dark and stormy, with the breakers driving over

the deck, and the vessel expected every moment to go to

pieces. Yet, for all this, the accounts aid, that the officers

find ship's company, having taken everv preeaution in their

power, remained as composed as if the vessel had been

riding at anchor.

The people of the Cato and Bridgewater did not discern

the breakers so soon as those in the Porpoise. When they
did, they instantly hauled for the wind; but unfortunately
on opposite tacks, and so must have inevitably met one
another. To avoid this destruction there was no alternative

but for one of them to give way. This was done by the

commander of the Cato, the lesser vessel, under the .as-

surance of immediate assistance from the other; which ac-

cordingly poised and was saved, whilst the Cato went stern

on the reefs, and immediately sunk. The people clung to

the figgrag till the morning, when they found themselves

about half a mile distant from a coral sand bank, nearly as

much in circumference. This miserable asylum they all

reached, except two or three who perished; as also did the

company from the Porpoise, who found means of convey-

ing hither the ship's provisions and part of the stores.

Afterwards, captain Flinders and the commander of the,

Cato, with eiuht or nine hands, left the reef in the cutter

which belonged to the Porpoise, and reached Port Jackson,
a distance of more than 900 miles, in safety. From thence

the ship Rolla, in company with two schooners, one of

them commanded by captain Flinders, weighed on the 20th

of September, and made the fatal reef on the Slh of Oc-

tober, and relieved those who had remained there. On the

6th of December the Holla and schooners anchored safely
at Maeao, where they found fifteen or sixteen Jndiamen

nearly ready to sail, waiting for intelligence from Europe;
in some of which the gentlemen belonging to the Investi-

gator proposed taking their passage home*
PHOSPHATE
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PHOSPHATE OF POTASH FOUND IN VEGETABLES.

Th. de Saussure has found in the ashes of the seeds

t)f maize, wheat, beans, and several other plants, a large

quantity of the phosphate of potash united to a small quan-

tity of lime or magnesia*

ANALYSIS OF DOLOMITE.

M. Klaproth, in a letter to M. Vauquelin, dated Berlin,

January 22, 1804, says :
Ci The object of my last analysis

was a more exact knowledge of the constituent parts of do-

lomite. The analysis of this stone of the St. Gothard, hy
Saussure, is false

;
and the division of Hauy, founded on

this analysis of aluminiferous carbonated lime, can no

longer subsist, as this stone does not contain an atom of

alumine. It is composed of carbonated lime 52, carbonated

magnesia 0*25. The case is the same with the primitive
lime which constitutes the mass of the Alps (of Juliers and

Rhaetica) : it contains 48 per cent, of the carbonate of

magnesia, and 52 of the carbonate of lime. All these dif-

ferent stones form only one family with the bitter spar and
miemite.

c> We have not yet been able to succeed in the synthesis
of the palladium announced by Mr. Chenevix."

SUBERIC ACID.

When nitric acid is made to act upon paper, a large

quantity of suberic acid mixed with oxalic acid is obtained,
which seems to prove that Fourcroy was right in placing
cork among the immediate principles of vegetables. For
this discovery we are indebted to Bruffiiatelli.

J o

VACCINATION.

By letters from Russia we learn.that this practice is mak-

ing a rapid progress in that country. In the year 1803 about

15,000 children were inoculated in Lesser Russia, not one
of which died. Drs. Ramm and Hahn have lately published
an account of the progress of their vaccine institution at

Riga ; by which it appears, that in the course of five months

they inoculated 444 children and adults, none of whom
died, nor were exposed afterwards to the least illness. The
exertions of these meritorious physicians to introduce this

practice in Livonia are entitled to the greater praise, as in

one parish alone of 436 children born, 1 96 were carried off

by the small-pox. Above a thousand children belonging to

the peasants have been inoculated in Livonia, Esthonia, and

Courland, with matter distributed by these physicians, and
all with the best success.

3 M£TE,OItQ-
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&KXVIII. On the Mensuration of timber. By Mr.
John Farev.

To the Editor of the Philosophical Magazine.

SIR,

J. he following paper was written at the particular request
of the very intelligent nobleman to whom it is addressed,
and who has since expressed a wish that I would publish it,

on account of the importance of the subject to land-owners
and growers of timber. By giving it a place in your Maga-
zine, you will greatly oblige, sir,

Your obedient humble servant,
June 15, 1804. John Farey.

To the Right Honourable Lord Sheffield, President of
the Board of Agriculture, &c*

MY LORD,
In complying with the wish which your lordship did

me the honour to express, to receive a communication from
me on the subject of timber, and particularly on the cus-

tomary modes of measuring it for sale, it is necessary I

should apologize for enumerating many thiqgs, for the sake

of connecting the subject, which have been often before

published, and are too well known to your lordship and
most other growers of timber, to have otherwise required

repeating. Timber in large quantities is generally sold by
the load, and in smaller quantities by the foot, without
its being generally understood or adverted to, that in reality
three different quantities pass under the denomination of

foot, and the same of load : first, the cubic foot of 1 728
cubic inches

; second, the foot round measure, varying,

according to the shape or dimensions of the different parts
of the tree, from about 2200 to about 2500 cubic inches ;

and third, the foot square measure, varying also, according
to the shape of the tree, from about 1360 to about 2000
cubic inches. In each of these cases the load is equal to

50 of the respective feet.

The first or cubic foot occurs in measuring square sawed

timber, or what is called die-square timber, and plank,

scantling, &c. (as also in the measure of hewn or sawn

btone-work) , and is found by taking; the length, breadth,
and depth of the piece, and multiplving these three dimen-
sions together. For example: suppose a piece of squire

Vol. 19. No. 75. August 1304. Q_ timber,
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timber, as
fig. 1, (Plate V.) to be in length, AB or CE, 2#

feet; in brcadlh, AC or B E, 24 inches f and in depth, AD
or EF, 12 inches; then the breadth 24 multiplied by the

depth 12, gives 2S8 superficial inches (144 of which make
a superficial or plane foot) for the area or measure of the

end, which being divided* by 144 gives two superficial feet,

which, multiplied by the length 25, gives 50 cubic feet, or.

one load, for the measure or content. Planks and boards
are also reduced to this measure by taking their length,
breadth, and thickness.

The second, or foot round measure, occurs in the com-
mon method used in measuring round timber, or whole trees,
either while standing or after being felled. If the tree tapera

regularly from the bottom or but, to the top or smaller end,
as in

fig. 2, it is measured by taking the length AB, and

thereby finding the middle C, and then by a string taking
the circumference or girt at C and applying the same to a

carpenter's rule to take the inches f, one quarter of which is

called the quarter girt, or more commonly the girt ; then

the girt is multiplied by itself, divided by 144 to reduce it

to feet, and these multiplied by the length, to obtain the

content. For example: suppose a tree to be in length AB
25 feet, and that its circumference in the middle at C is

68 inches
;
then the fourth of this, or 1/ inches, is the girt,

and the girt 17 inches multiplied by T7 is 2$Q inches, and
this divided by 144 is two feet, (neglecting the small frac-

tion 1- 144th of a foot,) which multiplied by 25- feet, the

length, gives the measure or content 50 feet round measure,,
or one load. Now since the girt in the middle at C re-

maining the same, the circumferences at the two ends- may
and do in practice vary, in all proportions, from that of

being only 6 inches girt or 24 inches circumference at the

smallest end B,.fig. 3; the but A at the same time being
v

very large, and the tree then differing but little from the

cone AD, to the case in which the two ends A and B are

* In this and the following examples, I have reduced the area into feet

(by dividing by 144) previous to multiplying by the length, as better

calculated for showing the reason of the operation; but in practice it is

more usual and ready to multiply by the length previous to dividing by
144.

f A string is constantly used by the buyers of timber : but the gra-
duated tapes invented for the purpose, and made by Cary, optician, in

the Strand, are more exa«:, and much more expeditious and e;i:
4y in prac-

tice; and hire I would remark, that the allowance of the girt for the

bark ought to be 6^ times the thickness of the bark, and not any certain

proportion of the girt, much less a fixed number of inches, as some buyers
will contend.

equal,
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equal, br the tree a cylinder/ as
fig. 4j a source of uncer*

fcainty and error hereby arises, besides the other source of

error in taking l-4th of the circumference to be the side of

the square equal to the circle*: these causes operate diffe-

rently in different trees, so as to cause the real content of a

foot of timber round measure to vary, as before stated, from
about 2200 to about 2500 cubic inches, always exceeding
the truth by more than one-fourth part of the whole.

In case the tree does not taper regularly as above de-

scribed, but owing to knots or branches tapers irregularly in

different parts, as in fig. 5, having at the points B and D'
what are called stops or knots, occasioning the tree to lessen

suddenly at these places; in such case the tree is measured
at three lengths ;

first taking the length AB and girt at C,
then the length BD and girt at E, and lastly the length DF
and

girt at G ;
and calculating the three pieces separately

by the above method, the three contents are added together
for the content or measure of the whole tree*.

The third, br foot square measure, occurs in measuring
timber which has been hewn or sided in part, as in

fig.
6 ;

the transverse section of such a tree being in fact an eight-
eided figure, contained under four straight lines and four

Curved ones, part of the circumference of the tree; and
trees are never so much hewn or sided as to take out the

Corners entirely^ for then they would be called die-square,
as in the first case. The method of measuring here is to

take the length AB, and thereby to determine the middle

point C, and, instead of girting it there, its depth DE is

taken with a pair of calliper compasses, which are after- .

wards applied to a carpenter's rule to get the inches therein i

in like manner its breadth FG is taken ; and if these differ,

they are added together and the half of their sum taken as

* In the above tree, if the larger piece is in length AB 17 feet and
its girt at C 24 inches, the middle piece in length BD 17 feet and its girt
at h. be 15 inches, and the smaller piece in length DF 17 feet and its girt
at G be 6 inches, then the whole length, or three times 17, being 51 feet,

dhd the girt at its middle 15 inches, (being also in this case the third of

the sum of the three girts, or -—~—~Y> therefore 1$ multiplied by

15, this divided by 144, and then multiplied by 51, gives 79^ feet as the

content when measured in one piece t but if this tree be measured in

three lengths as above directed, then 14 x* 24 4" '44 * 17 =: 68 feet

the content of the greater piece, also 15 x 15 -r 144 x 17 = z6j feet

the content of the middle piece, an. I 6 x 6 -r >4f x 17 = 4^ feet

the content of the smaller piece; the sum of these three or 68 + 26^ +
A-k

=
9 8 4 feet for the content, when measured as three pieces, exceeding

the other by 19-f- feet.

Qj> , the
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the calliper of the tree : this calliper is multiplied by itself,

divided by 144 to reduce it to feet, and these multiplied by
the length to get the content or measure of the tree. For

example: suppose a hewn tree to be in length AB 25 feet,

and at the middle C to calliper in depth i/£ inches, and in

breadth 16^- inches, then is 17 inches the calliper: this

multiplied by 1/ gives 28 J>, and this divided by 144 giy€$
two feet (neglecting a small fraction), which multiplied by
the length 25 feet, gives

50 feet square measure, or one
Joad. On account of the tapering or unequal dimensions
of the two ends, also on account of the unequal manner in

which timber is hewn, some trees having onlv just a chip
taken off their sides, and others being hewn till nearlv die-

square, and in all the intermediate degrees ;
and further,

on account of the loss of the corners, the real quantity of
the foot square measure is still more uncertain and vague
than the foot round measure, for it varies from about 1360
to about 2000 cubic inches, being sometimes below and
sometimes above the truth : but it should be remarked, that

the cubic inches mentioned above, as the limits within

which the foot round measure and the foot square measure

vary, is only on a supposition that the sides of the tree are;

regular, or that it has no particular swelling in the middle
or girting place to cause it to girt or calliper more, or hol-

low to cause it to girt or calliper less, than it would if the

tree were regular; for in these cases (which too frequently
occur in practice) the round measure and square measure;

are often still more wide of the truth.

If a sided or hewn tree does not taper regularlv through-
out, or has the knots or stops described above in the case of

round timber, then the tree is measured in different lengths,
and the contents of the parts are added together for the con-
tent of the whole tree, as in the case of round timber. In

like manner, the branches reserved and sold for knees or

braces in ships, barges, &c. either round or hewn, are mea-
sured in two lengths. ,

The first of the above, or cubic measure, will prove con-
sistent with the weight; thus, if 10 cubic feet of a tree

weigh 578 lb., 30 cubic feet of the same tree will weigh
1/34 lb. ; but in either of the other measures it is but in

some very rare cases that 30 feet of a tfee will be found to

weigh three times as much as 10 feet of the same tree even

when measured by the same mode ! The difference in the

Weights of the round mease.re and the square measure is so

considerable, that for the purposes of f. eight or carriage it

is an established custom that 40 feet of round timber make
a load,
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a load, but of square or hewn timber fifty feet make a

load.

Notwithstanding the glaring inconsistencies of the two
last methods, they are established, and from their facility in

practice, especially to those who are expert at operating
with duodecimals, and to others when aided by Hoppus'
tables and others in use for casting up or performing the

numerical
operation,

or by the still more facile operations
of the slide rule, I ha\re no hopes of speedily seeing them
laid aside and more correct methods introduced

; they will

in all probability continue as long as the other heterogeneous,
multifarious, and absurd denominations of our measures
and weights *. In the mean time it is of importance to the

grower, of oak timber in particular, to be able to calculate,
in a lot containing a certain number of loads or feet of tim-

ber, measured in the round, or as it is generally sold by the

grovVer, how many loads or feet the same lot will measure
when hewn in any determinate manner {i. e. when the

ratio or proportion between A a and £b, fig. 7> is known),
and afterwards measured by callipering it, being the mode
in which it is measured when purchased in his majesty's

dock-yards, and by the private ship and barge builders, &c.
in London. As I am not aware that any rules have been
laid down, or that any table for this purpose has been pub-
lished, I have constructed the following table, consisting of
four columns; the first containing the calliper Aa or Aa
of hewn timber at the middle or girting place, (see fig. 7,)

wherein the diameter Bb or Bb is 1 or 1*00; the numbers
herein begin at *70 or 70-100dths of the diameter, (which
is something less than a tree can be hewn without absolute

waste,) increasing in a regular order by l-100dths to 1*00, of

the case in* which the least possible thickness is hewn off the

tree : hut it must be remarked in this column, that between
this regular series of numbers, *70, *71, *72, &c. other

numbers are inserted in their proper places, but carried to a

greater number of places of decimals, for showing more ex-

actly the proportions in some particular cases mentioned in

'* The true content of any round tree might be found by the help of

tapes and tables constructed for the purpose, in as short a time as it can

be measured by the present mode with a string and rule; and simple
tables might be made for the allowance for the corners generally wanting
in hewn timber, and for showing its true or cubic content. Improved,
slide-rules might also he used for the above purposes, instead of tables.

A very simple instrument has been made, and used with great success by
a friend of mine, Mi. Bevan of Leighton Buzzard, for rinding the true

content, or the customary content, allowing for the bark, &c.

Q^3 the
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the fourth column; thus *7071068, or
IO00

'

oooo
of thedt-g

ameter Bb will be the calliper A a, when the tree is hewn,
to the inscribed square, or the most that it can be hewn
without waste.

The second column shows the ratio or proportion, ex-

pressed in decimals, between the content of any tree mea-
sured in the round bv girting it, expressed by 1 or unity,
and the same tree hewn in any proportion, expressed by its

calliper in the first column, and then measured as square
timber by callipering it, or the ratio between the foot square
measure and the foot round measure, or between the loads

of the same denominations. The third column shows the

proportionate price that the same timber, measured by the

two methods, ought to bear (exclusive of the expense of

hewing, carriage/&c), expressed in shillings and decimals,

assuming the price of round timber to be 100 shillings (5l.)

for the convenience of
calculating.

In the fourth and last

column are mentioned the particular proportions of the num-
bers before mentioned against which they stand : thus the

** side of the inscribed square" is also " l-4th of the peri-

meter;" and when the calliper A a is -8040316, the side A
or A is

" l-5th of the perimeter," or sum of all the sides

A,B, A, b, a,b, a,B, or outline of the figure; also "de-
crease of l-5th in content" against

• 70248 15, shows that in

this case the square measure of any tree is l-5th part less

than the round measure of that same tree ;
at '7853982 they

are equal, and at -9619124 the square measure exceeds the

round measure by half ! In little more than in this last pro-

portion is the small timber generally hewn, which is used

by the barge-builders, carpenters, coopers and others in

London; and in the trade, the prices per load or foot of

round and hewn timber vary nearly in proportion thereto.

The
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The calliper

(A a) of hewi

Timber, the

diameter (Bb
being = 1-00
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For example : suppose a hewn tree of any length, and
that when callipered in the middle, on the angles or cor^

pers, or in the directions Bb and Bl>, fig. 7, the same are

ghown by -the rule to be $6\ and 25^ inches ; add these to-*

gether and take the half thereof, and we have 26 inches for

the

i a

The mathematical reader will readily perceive the mode
of calculating the content of a tree, either by the round or

feirt method or by the square or calliper method, to be the

same, except in determining the area of the section at the

girting place ;
and that the numbers in the second column

of the above table, expressing the content square measure

jn different cases when the round measure is unity, do ex-

press
also the ratio of the areas of the girting or middle sec-

tions in each case: thus, in the first line of the table -/O -f

An . . ir , 3-14 15Q3 X 3-141593
'70 5= -49 is the calliper area, and -—— — xr 4x4
•6168503 is the girt area; whence, as -6168503 : 1 : : -49 :

'7943579 the number in column the second : and thu« the

numbers answering to *71, *72, :J39 &c. were determined.

In the second line of the table, as there is to be a decrease

of 1 5th or 2-10ths in the content, we have given -8 for

the number in the second column; whence, as 1 : "6168503

; : -8 : -4934802 the calliper area, whose square root is

\
70248 15 as in the first column ; and thus, when there is a

decrease of l-6th, l-7th, or an increase of 1-1 Oth, l-9th,
Sec. are the numbers determined.

Let fig. 8 represent one quarter of the end of a hewn tree,

(as fig. 7 delineated the whole end,) draw the line CG,
making the angle ECG (= GCH) = 45°, and join FC;
then in the 20th line of the table, since the side is to be
"

l -5th of the perimeter," half the side (or DF) is to be

equal to 4-5ths of the l-8th part of the perimeter (or DF
4- FG), and DF is equal to 4FG; whence we have re-

quired to divide an angle of 45° into two such parts, that

the sine of the greater part may be equal to four times the

arc of the lesser part. By the help of Dr. Button's or Cal-

let's tables, and the method of trial and error, the greater

angle will in this case be found = 36° 28' 59*42" = DCF,
whose natural cosine is -8040316, the number in the first

column ; and in like manner we proceed when the side is

to be l-6th, I -7th, &c. of the perimeter. The methods of

procedure in the remaining cases are sufficiently evident.

It may, however, be proper to state, that the prices being

reciprocally as the quantities, we have, in the second line, as

.8 : 1 : : 100 : 125 shillings per load, as in the last column.
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the diameter Bb : ia like manner let the tree be callipered
in the same place, but on the sides or in the directions Aa
and A a, and suppose them 22^ and 22]. Then say, by
the rule or" three, as 26 : 1 :: 22£ : -875: looking {'or this

number in the first column, we find the nearest number
thereto to be -8781018, and answering thereto in the se-

cond column is 1-25, (" l-4th increase/') showing that

the square measure of this tree is 1-25 times that of its round

measure, or l-4th part more; and by the third column it

appears that the price per load square measure sfu.-uld be

80-100dths or 8-10ths times that of the price of the same,

tree per load round measure, exclusive of the cost of hew-

ing, carnage, &c. Suppose, therefore, the price of. the tree

in question per load round measure to be 5l. 10s. or 5" 5,

this multiplied by *8 gives 4*4, or4l. 8s. for the price per
load square measure or when hewn. For another example :

suppose a tree callipered in the middle, on its angies or cor-

ners, gave 24 and 24 inches, then 24 inches is the diame-
ter Bb; and that the tree callipered in the same place on
its sides gave 19 and 18| inches; the half of the sum of

these being 18 J, or 18-875 inches, is the calliper Aa, then

as 24 : 1 : : 18*875 : : *786 : the nearest number to this in

column the first is '7853982, in which case it appears from
column the second that the round measure and square mea-
sure are equal, the calliper being equal to l-4th of the cir-

cumference or to the girt; the prices per load should not in

this case therefore vary.

Suppose the price per load of hewn timber or of the square
measure to be given, and also the proportion which the

calliper bears to the diameter, or how many per cent, the

former is of the latter ;
the second column will in that case

give the proportionate price of the same timber round mea-
sure : thus, if hewn timber measured by callipering it be at

7l. 2s. 6d., or in decimals 7*125 pounds per load; that the

cost of hewing and carriage is 2l. Os. 6d. or 2*025 pounds
per load

;
the difference of these or the net price being 5'1

pounds, and that it be. so hewn that the calliper A a is QO

percent, or 90-l00dths of the diameter Bb: looking for

*90 in the first column of the table, I find against it in the

second column 1*313122, which multiplied by 5-1 gives
6-097 pounds, or 61. 13s. lljd., the price which this

timber ought, independent of profit, to have borne at the

place of its growth when round and measured by girting it.

A gentleman or his agent having oak timber to dispose of,

and being unacquainted with the difference of measures, if

offered 5l. 2 s. per load by a timber dealer, who stated at

the
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the same time,
"

it will cost me 2l. Os. 6d. to hew this

timber and carry it to London, where it will only fetch

7l. 2s. 6d. per load," he would instantly conclude what he
would think a good bargain; not suspecting that the diffe-

rence of measure (if hewn, as in the last example,) could

put nearly 1 1. 12 s. per load, or 31 per cent, into the pocket
of the dealer. .

It may be proper to add, that the way to examine any
lot of hewn timber, with the view of determining to which
line of the above table it should be referred, is to take the

calliper in inches of several of the trees indiscriminately
chosen in the middle or girting place, first on each of their

sides, or in the directions A a and A a, and place the results

under each other in a column, and next callipering them in

the same place but at the corners or in the directions Bb
and Bb, placing these likewise in a column; then dividing
the sum of the first column by the sum of the second co-

lumn, and
carrying

the division to three or four places of

decimals, the quotient or result is to be sought for in the

first column of the table.

Hoping that I have made the above intelligible,
and that

the table will not be unacceptable to the growers of timber,
their agents, and others.

I remain, my lord, your lordship's
most obedient and humble servant,

Grown-strcfit, Wesminster, JOHN FAREY.

May 30, 1803.

XXXJX. Parallel of Rome de LTsle's and the Able
IIauy's Theories of Crystallography*

[Continued from p. 172.]

Synthesis is grounded, as I mentioned, on the fact, that

all well formed crystals are terminated by plane surfaces.

Since there exist primitive forms, there must also be se-

condary forms, for the one supposes the existence of the

other. The secondary forms are such, that sections can be

made only parallel to the sides of the primitive ; and when
th^ primitive has been produced by these sections, the di-

vision being continued the integrant particles are. obtained.

The mineralogical analysis descends from the secondary
to the primitive form, and from the latter to the integrant

particle; just so the mineralogical synthesis ascends from
the integrant particle to the primitive, and from thence to

' the
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the secondary forms. A crystalline edifice is therefore

raised by means of the integrant particles. What are the

laws of this extraordinary architecture? '

By laws I mean
the disposition of the laminae, not the means employed by
nature to execute the curious structure.

Laws must exist, 1st, For the formation of the, primitive;

and, 2dly, For the construction of the secondary form. The

primitives are either similar to their integrant particles, or

they are not. If they are, their forms must be paralleiopi-

pedons, and their laws of formation very simple ; for there

will be the same number of integrant particles in each row,
as there are rows in each lamina, as there are laminae in the

primitive form. It is easy to conceive that all the joints

perfectly coincide with each other and form continued

planes ;
neither will there be any vacuity left between the

particles. If the primitive be not similar to the integrant

particle, then the simplicity of the former case disappears.
I have already stated that there are three forms of integrant

particles; the tetraedron, the triangular prism, and the

parallelopipedon. There are also six primitive forms ; the

parallelopipedon, the octaedron, the tetraedron, the re-

gular hexaedral prism, the dodecaedron bounded by
rhombs all equal and similar, and the dodecaedron with

triangular sides and formed by two right pyramids united

base to base. Of these six primitive forms there are only
the parallelopipedon and the regular hexaedral prism that

can exactly fill up a space without leaving any vacuity. The

integrant particles
of the former are paralleiopipedons; of

the latter, triangular prisms. As to the other four primitive

forms, their integrant particles are tetraedrons. The do-
decaedron bounded by rhombs is produced by twenty-four
similar tetraedrons without any vacuity between them;
the octaedron and tetraedron are formed by tetraedrons

leaving octaedral vacuities; and the dodecaedron bounded

by triangles, to be formed of tetraedrons, must implv sec-

tions parallel to more than six planes ;
which perfectly co-

incides with observation.

These vacuities, whose existence must be admitted in the

integrant particles, as well as between those particles when

forming a primitive, give rise to the following reflections :

When the elements of a substance are chemically com-
bined, that substance is homogeneous. Let us suppose a

crystal of such a substance to be subdivided into small pa-

ralleiopipedons equal and similar: as the substance is homo-

geneous, and these little paralleiopipedons leaving no vacui-

ties between them, it is evident the elements that com-

pose
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pose them are equal in number and proportion. We
will next suppose the crystals of this substance can be

divided by sections parallel to six planes. In that supposi-

tion, nineteen or twenty different speeies of parallelopipe-
dons can be produced. Among these species some will

be similar, others not
;
but none of the species will be ex-

actly parallel to each other. We will proeced on two si-

milar crystals of the same substance and equal in solidity ;

dividing the first into one species, the other into a different

species, of parallelopipedons, equal in solidity but not in

surfece; and let the division of eaeh be pushed to its last

term. But as we are come by smooth sections to parallelo-

pipedous of different species, those sections have also pro-
duced their differences : but by supposition these parallelo-

pipedons are the result of the last possible term of division

without destroying the chemical composition, and being

equal in solidity, though not in surface, they cannot con-

tain each other; therefore if their differences are not inte-

grant parts
or' both, these differences must cease to be ho-

mogeneous, and we come to a sort of chemical decomposi-
tion. It is true we cannot execute this excessive division,

but we can form a very correct idea of it. If the little pa-

rallelopipedons contain two sorts of elements, their differ-

ences will also, but in different proportions; and, sir, if

you will turn to Bertbollet's Researches on the Laws of Af*
jinities, you will see him in all his experiments proving, that

"however perfectly a chemical decomposition may have been

made, the results will always contain a certain portion of

those substances from which it was the object of the ope-
ration to separate them. If these reflections, sir, are well

grounded, do they not give us hopes, and perhaps show
the possibility, of descending from the integrant particles

to the constituent particles ? This second research is of the

same nature as the first. It is more than probable that the

constituent particles themselves are divisible, having no de-

termined ligure, but are aggregations, subject to the same
laws as the integrant particles. The object of the natural

philosopher is not to discover the forms of the ultimate par-

ticles, but to determine their respective positions ; which,
if ever they could be determined in the integrant particles

and their component parts, the grand problem of chemical

affinities would be fully solved
;
and should such ever be

the case, to the Abbe IJaiiy's theory would be due the merit.

The Encyclopaedia Dritamuca, under the article Chemistry,
in the Supplement, p. 396*, says :

" This theory, to say no more of ^ is, in point of in-

gcnuitVj
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genuity,
inferior to few ; and the mathematical skill and

industry of its author are entitled to the greatest applause.
" But what we consider as the most important part of

that philosopher's labours, is the method which they point
out of discovering the figure of the integrant particles of

crystals; because it may pave the way for calculating the

affinities of bodies, which is certainly by far the most im-

portant part of chemistry. This part of the subject, there-

fore, deserves to be investigated with the greatest care."

But I return to the point whence this digression carried

me,—to the vacuities left between the integrant particles in

the construction of a primitive form. The Abbe considers

them as filled either by the water of crystallization or by
some other substance. Is it not an admissible supposition
that this other substance is composed of the same elements

as the integrant particles, but in different proportions ? At
least, such is the conclusion I should be tempted to draw
after reading Berthollet's excellent Researches on Affinities.

1 shall now proceed to the laws of formation in secondary
srvstals. It is easy to deduce them from these two facts:

viz. 1st, That the sides of the secondary crystals are planes;

2dly, That they divide by smooth sections parallel to the

Slides of their primitive form.

Let us take a rhomboid of carbonate of lime for example.
If on one of the sides of the rhomboid I wished to raise a

pyramid, I should lay lamina of rhomboidal particles upon
each other. These laminae would decrease in surface until

the last is reduced to a single rhomhoid. Thus the second
lamina contains fewer particles than the first, the third

fewer than the second, and so on. As the faces of these

pvramids are always to be planes, the successive decrements
of the lam: me must be equal ;

that is to say, the second la-

mina is less by one range in every direction than the first,

and the third than the second, Sec. If the decrement is

more rapid ;
that is to say, if two or three ranges are sub-

tracted in the second lamina, the same number will be sub-

tracted from the third, and so on successively till the pyramid
is completed. As the sections are to be smooth, the joints
must form one continued plane ;

therefore the ranges and
even the particles at the joints must not encroach on each
other : hence, it follows that the number of ranges succes-

sively subtracted from each lamina can never be incommen-
surable

;
that is to say, the decrement may be I, 2, 3, 4,

&c; but never \/2, s, 3, Sec.

These are the decrements parallel to the edges, or, as th<$-

Abbe colls thexaj decrements on the edges. But they may
take
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take place in a parallel with the diagonal of the faces of ther

primitive; they are then called decrements on the angles$
because the diagonals are drawn from one angle to the op-
posite angle. This second species of decrement follows the"

same laws as the first.

There is a third species, called by our author inter-

mediate decrements. In this case they are neither parallel
to the edges nor to the diagonals of the faces, but to inter-

mediate lines, which if prolonged would intersect both the

edges and diagonals, but otherwise they follow the same
laws as the two first. It is a general law, therefore, that hi

all cases the lamina? decrease in, arithmetical progression,
and its ratio or the number of ranges subtracted is always
commensurable.

The particles of which the laminae are composed are to

be considered as parallelopipedons ;
not that the integrant

particles always have this figure ; but if they have it not,

they must leave vacuities between them, and each vacuity

being added to its corresponding particle, will complete the

parallelopipedon. If this was not the case, the faces of the*

secondary crystals would not be planes, nor could they be

split smoothly in any direction. These little parallelopipe-
dons which compose the subtracted ranges are what I called

above, after our author, subtractive particles.
I supposed the construction of the secondary form only

to take place on one of the faces of the rhomboid ;
but what

was said relative to that face is applicable to all the others.

It is also to be remarked that different laws of decrement

may affect the different faces
;
even further, different laws-

may successively affect the same face. Hence a diversity
of forms arise scarcely credible to a person unacquainted
with the doctrine of combinations. The Abbe Hauy has

calculated,
" that confining oneself to decrements by 1, 2,

3, or 4 ranges, and not taking intermediate or mixt decre-<

ments into account, the rhomboid is capable of 8,324,604
varieties of crystalline forms.

It is an important remark, that, whatever may be the va-

riety of form, the forms (in complete crystals) will always
be symmetrical. There are two sorts of symmetry, the

perfect and imperfect. In the perfect, the right is sym-
metrical with the left, and the top with the bottom ; but

in the imperfect, the top is not symmetrical with the bot-

tom. This latter species of symmetry appears, by general

observation, to be exclusively appropriated to crystals that

become electrical by heat
5

that is to say, which being ex-

posed to the heai of the fire, or plunged into hot water*

acquire
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acquire the electric power. These crystals, the tourmaenji
for example, acquire a positive electricity on one side, while

on the side diametrically opposite their electricity becomes

negative ; and all observations hitherto made give ns reason

to conclude that these sides are never symmetrical, and are

always produced by different or fewer laws of decrement.
"
Hence," says the Abbe,

"
by mere inspection it is easy

to point out which is the side that will give the positive ancl

which the negative electricity." (Vol. i. p. 23J.)
The astonishing variety in the crstalline forms leads U9

naturally to ask, What can be the cause of this variety ?

This question has not been treated by the Abbe : allow me,
jMTj to submit a few ideas on the subject for the opinion of

mathematicians.

First causes, I repeat, are not the object of this discus-

sion. I state the question thus : Why does the same sub-

stance crystallize in such a variety of forms, always sym-
metrical and always terminated by planes ?

The solution of this question seems to require three con-
ditions : 1st, That the particles of the substance dissolved

in the fluid all leave the state of rest at the same instant, to

form the crystal by their aggregation : 2dly, That, while
these particles are in the act of drawing near to each other,
no foreign power shall imprint on them any other motion
than a common motion, whether it be in a straight line,
or rotary round their common centre.pf gravity : 3dly, That
the particles all arrive at the state of rest at the same instant,
which takes place when the act of crystallization is finished.

The second condition is necessary, and infers the first and
third. The natural consequence of these conditions will be,
that the aggregation of the particles will only take place

conformably to a law acting equally on all of them, what-
ever may be the law.

Since they all leave the state of rest at the same instant,

they are in equilibrio previous to that instant. Since they
all arrive at the state of rest at the same instant, they are in

equilibrio after that instant : but when particles that, are

acted upon by no other force than that which they exercise

on each other, are in equilibrio, they are in the closest pos-
sible union that concomitant circumstances will permit. If

the pai tides were in equilibrio previous to their leaving the

6tate of rest, something must have obstructed their approach.
Let us suppose that something to be the interposition of an-
other substance, and that so long as the interposition re-

mains equilibrium is maintained. But this can only be
the case, in as much as the whole of the particles of the iri7

1 terposcd
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terposed substance are its cquilibrio with tht? whole of the

particles
dissolved and about to leave the state of rest, which

in the future I shall call the proper particles* If by any
cause which acts uniformly on the whole surface of the dis-

solving fluid any of the interposed particles are subtracted,
the proper particles must cease to be in cquilibrio. A step
toward aggregation will immediately take place, and the

equilibrium will be restored. A further subtraction will

produce a further step toward aggregation, and a consequent
equilibrium; and these operations will be repeated so long
as the cause of subtraction continues, and the longer its

duration the larger will be the resulting crystalline mass.

If the above mode of reasoning be admitted, it will suffice

to apply the laws of equilibrium to deduce the laws of crys-
talline forms. The laws of equilibrium to which I allude

are those of the equilibrium of fluids, with certain modifica-

tions which shall hereafter be explained. According; to these

laws, that the preceding conditions may take place in ,the

formation of a crystal, it will be necessary that they take

place in the formation of each and every part of it, what-
ever may be the figure or the smallness of those parts. They
must also take place in those last crystals which contain the

least possible number of particles; and as these particles are

in equilibrio, and in the greatest possible state of proximity
to each other which circumstances will permit, it must fol-

low, to fulfil all the conditions, that these particles form a

symmetrica! polyedron. This peculiar disposition of the

crystalline particles constitutes the modification, to which I

alluded, in the laws of the equilibrium of fluids; it being

necessary in this case to take the number of crystalline par-
ticles into account, which is not the case when treating of

the particles of a fluid. In a fluid, the particles and their

reciprocal distances are supposed infinitely small
;
but the

crystalline particles and their distances to each other must
be supposed finite. This material difference will neces-

sarily cause a difference between the forms of their ag-

gregates. Those formed with the particles of a fluid will

be bounded by curved lines : the crystalline aggregates, on
the contrary,will be terminated by straight lines; and when
these straight lines are not too small, the boundaries will be

sensibly rectilinear.

To ascertain what the power is that holds the particles
in the state c; rest, though not in close contact, is not the

question ;
but the form of the polyedrons which they pro-

duce. The closer adhesion of the particles to be obtained by
the subtraction of caloric sufficiently demonstrates that the

3 particle*
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particles are not in close contact with each other, and the

.constancy of the crystalline forms equally proves that they
are in equilibrio. We will now proceed to the construc-

tion of a crystal with these crystalline particles. That the

constancy of the form in the large crystal be preserved, the

particles must be in equilibrio. That the equilibrium be

preserved, the forces that solicit the particles to motion must

mutually destroy each other. That the mutual destruction

of these forces be effected, those forces after having been

.decomposed into other relatively parallel to three axes perr

pendicular to each other, and having a common point of in-

tersection, must each meet in its direction another force

equal and diametrically opposed to it. This will be obtained

if the similar particles are arranged on straight lines parallel

two and two at equal opposite distances from the common
centre, and bisected by lines passing through that centre;
but if the particles are thus arranged they must produce
symmetrical solids bounded by planes; and they are thus

arranged : for if a foreign force, an excess of caloric for

example, does not impede the free arrangement of the par-
ticles in the formation of the crystal, their exterior dispo-
sition will follow as much as possible their interior arrange-
ment

; but their interior arrangement must be on straight

lines, or the crystal would cease-to be homogeneous; their

exterior disposition will therefore be on straight lines.

As the circumstances giving rise to the approach of the

particles may be in the highest degree variable, it must fol-

low that the forms produced may be diversified in the ex-

treme. Such, sir, is the answer I should submit for the

solution of the question proposed.
When speaking of the approach of the proper particles,

I said that it might be occasioned by the subtraction of
certain interposed particles which obstructed the approach
of the proper particles. The former are generally water,

caloric, or any fluid elastic or not. Their exit may perhaps
make place for others, such as light, electricity, &c &c.
But the essential point is, that whatever these particles may
be, they are in perfect equilibrio with the proper particles,
otherwise they would become perturbing forces. Hence
it follows, that not only the integrant particles of the crys-
tal, but all those that are mixed with them, the chemical or

component particles, and even the vacuities, must follow

the same laws. It also follows, that if each species of par-
ticle (even the chemical) that enters into the formation of
the crystal be separately considered, each species will have

its distinct symmetrical and polyedral form. The forms
Vol. 19. No. 75. August 180-1.' R will
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will penetrate each other, while the particles will not only
not penetrate, but not even touch each other. All forms

would stand in the same predicament as the regular octae-

dron, which contains, as the Abbe Haiiy has demonstrated,
six regular octaedrons and eight regular tetraedrons, each

tetraedron containing one octaedron and four tetraedrons.

It will further follow, if the chemical elements can be looked

upon as particles which are not in contact with each other,
that we may from thence mathematically determine che-

mical affinities.

I have now, sir, but one task left ;
to speak of the appli-

cation our author has made of algebra and geometry to crys-

tallography. Many persons complain of the difficulty ne-

cessarily resulting from it in the study of mineralogy; and

dare not engage in it, uncertain whether they will find a

compensation for their trouble. Our author has therefore

adopted a double plan, and begins by exposing his theory

by a series of reasonings and arguments which will suffice

to make the reader understand it, or anv discoveries made
in consequence of it. He then exposes the theory in the

most, correct of all languages
—mathematical analysis ; by

far the most interesting, and the only means of making dis-

coveries oneself: and who can be callous to the pleasure of

discovering an unknown truth ? If the solution of a problem

gives so much satisfaction, though the data be only ima-

ginary., what must be the sensations of those who are happy
enough to solve problems whose data are set by Him whom
the greatest of pagan philosophers calls the eternal .Geome-

trician? This recalls reflections to my mind which I cannot

suppress. Conversing one dav with the Abbe Haiiy, he

was taking a cursory view of all the modern discoveries ;

when he could not help remarking, that there was not one

of them but what furnished victorious arms to the cause of

religion. My answer was, that in future the name of God
would be as distinctly written on a crystal as it had hitherto

been in the heavens. The observation of this most religious
and ingenious man reminds me of the saying of lord Bacon :

" A little philosophy estranges us from religion, but a great
deal reclaims us again." Even d'Alembert could not help

saying:
" An atheist in the Cartesian system is a philoso-

pher mistaken in the principles ;
but an atheist in the New-

tonian svstem is something worse, an inconsequent philo-

sopher.
"

But to return to the mathematical part of our author's

theory : the branch of mathematics, and the manner in

which he treats it, are almost new. The theory of polye-
drona
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tfrons had been nearly neglected by geometers, both on
account of the difficulty to represent a polyedron on a plane,
aind because they did not feel the utility of the pursuit.

Nevertheless, strange to say, all the regular figures that are

to be found in one of the three kingdoms of nature are po-»
Ivedrons. In this point of view, the branch of mathematics
illustrated by the Abbe becomes very interesting; and it is

not a little so, to see with what ingenuity he extricates him-
self from the difficulties he meets with in his researches.

He forms all the polyedrons, however complicated, of little

equal rhomboids or parallelopipedons, and by that means
he reduces the theories of every possible polyedron to that

of the rhomboid, which is extremely simplified by two very
simple remarks: 1st, That in all equilateral rhomboids,
whatever may be the species, their projection on a plane

perpendicular to their axes will always be a regular hexagon:
2dly, That the axes will always be trisected by perpendicu-
lars drawn from all the lateral solid angles. His theory has

also led him to discover in a variety of crystals geometrical

properties, which must be highly gratifying to geometers.
But the ejeat advantage to be derived from it is, that it ena-
bles us with the fewest possible data to calculate the crys-
talline forms just as astronomers do the motions of the hea-
vens. By the very means by which the latter determine the

future motions of the heavens, the Abbe decides which
forms are possible and which are impossible. .

It is thus by
his simple and general law of crystallization,

" the number
of the ranges of the subtractive particles must always be a

commensurable quantity," that he has demonstrated the

regular dodecaedron and the regular icosaedron to be im-

possible forms in mineralogy. As the immortal Newton,
by having discovered the law of attraction to be " in the

inverse ratio of the squares of the distances," explained and
calculated every thing in the vast regions of the firmament ;

so at the other extremity of the creation the Abbe Haiiy, by
means of a single law which he has discovered, explains
the

irregularities
and calculates those problematic forma-

tions with which the mineral kingdom had hitherto asto-

nished the natural philosopher.
Laws, sir, that result from the study of nature enjoy this

inestimable advantage, that they always lead to equations ;

and it is only by the help of equations (expressed or under-

stood) that questions can be solved which relate to objects
that can be either counted or measured.
Of late, sir, the word nature has been so much abused,

that I must beg leave to state the precise sense in which I

R 2 wish
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wish to be understood whenever I have made use of that

word in the course of this letter. The Abbe Haiiy found it

necessarv to take a similar precaution at the beginning of
the excellent work (Traite de Physique) he has lately pub-
lished. He says :

" This word Nature, so frequently in

our mouths, can only be looked upon as an abridged ex->

pression, either for the result of those laws which the Great
Creator has imprinted on the universe, or for that aggregate
of beings the works of his hands. Nature, thus viewed in

its true light, is no longer a subject of cold and sterile spe-
culation. The study of its productions, of its phaenomena,
ceases to be a mere exercise of the mind; it moves the heart,

and strengthens the moral virtues in man, by awakening in

his mind sentiments of respect and admiration at the sight
of so many wonders bearing the visible characters of infinite

power and wisdom."
With these sentiments 1 remain, sir, yours,

July 13,1804. A. Q. BCJEE,

XL. On the Catoptrical and Dioptrical Instruments of the

Antients.

LETTER III.

[Coniinutd from p. 190.]

€e Part Second. Conjectures on the Existence and the

Reality of the Mirror of Ptolemy*.

49-
<e It is by.no means so easy for us to satisfy ourselves

with respect to the reality of the fact which we are exa-:

mining, as to demonstrate its possibility. The proofs of

the possibility of facts subsist throughout all ages ; time

cannot destroy them
;
and they may always be discovered

by diligent search. But when the question concerns things
which have existed formerly, but do not now exist, we have

only remaining monuments, or the testimonies of historians,
to convince us of their past existence. If such monuments
and testimonies have not come down to us, we have no
other means whatever of establishing such facts.

50. u Hence, in our researches concerning the possibility
of facts, we may find complete evidence. But, in inquiring
into their real existence, we are frequently obliged to stop

* The reader is nquesred to correct th« numbers of the paragraphs in

the first part, wliich ar- 4.8 La all.

in
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in uncertainty and doubts which we cannot resolve. We
are often obliged to content ourselves with probabilities; and

at best we can only arrive at a degree of certainty propor-
tional to the number, quality, and circumstances of monu-
ments and historical testimonies.

51. " The testimonies of the existence of Ptolemy's mir-
ror on the Pharos, are not commonly thought to have the

authenticity necessary for the solid establishment of a his-

torical fact. Two reasons, which at first sight appear plau-
sible, may be alleged for the rejection of those testimonies.

52. " The first reason is, that some authors attribute this

mirror to Ptolemy, and others to Alexander the 'Great.

John Baptista Porta, father Kircher, and father Gaspard
Schottus, are among those who place the construction of
this mirror in the time of Ptolemy. M. de la Martlniere,
in his Geographical Dictionary, cites Martin Crushes, who
in his Turco-Grcecia says, on the authority of the Arabians,
that M Alexander the Great caused to be placed on the top
of the Pharos tower, a mirror made with such art, that in

it might be seen 500 parasangas, or above 100 leagues of}',

hostile fleets coming against Alexandria or against Egvpt,
and that after the death ofAlexander, this mirror was broken

by a Greek named Sodor, who watched his opportunity
when the soldiers in the fort were asleep:

53. " But this difference of opinion respecting the origin
of the mirror cannot affect the truth of the fact. For it

often happens in history, that different authors attribute the

same fact to different men, without our regarding the fact

itself as fabulous. Of this we have an example in the erec-

tion of this very tower, the Pharos, which is ascribed by
some to Alexander, and by others to Ptolemy. It would
seem that they who have spoken of the mirror, have thought
that it was constructed by the very person who built so won-
derful an edifice.

54. " The second, and the strongest, reason against the

existence of this mirror, is the impossible circumstances

and properties which historians ascribe to it. Paul Aresa,

bishop of Tortona, in his Impresa Sacra, Impr. 54. n. 1

and 2, cited by Scarabelli in his Museo SeHaliano, says :

i( He knew that Ptolemy saw, 600 miles off, fleets coming
to the port of Alexandria, not by strength of sight, bat by
the virtue of a crystal or glass." But he adds,

" that he

suspected the truth of this fact, on account of the rotundity
of the earth, which rendered it impossible."

55. " But I maintain, that this circumstance of seeing

600,000 paces, or 500 parasangas off, totally impossible as

H3 it
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h is *, docs not derogate a tittle from the probability of tire

fact in question- For, if this mirror existed, it is probable
that it was the only one of its- kind, and that no other mean
had then been found of viewing distant objects distinctly.
ft must therefore have been considered as a great wonder in

those times, and must have filled with astonishment those

who saw its feffects. Even though its effects had not been

greater than those of a small telescope, it could not fail to

be regarded as a prodi<ry. Hence it is natural to think that

those effects were exaggerated beyond all probability, and
even possibility, as commonly happens to rare and admira-

ble machines and inventions f. If we abstract then, from
the accounts of the mirror of Ptolemy, the evident exagge-
rations of ignorance, nothing will remain, but that at some

distance, provided nothing was interposed between the ob-

jects and the mirror, those objects were seen more distinctly
than with the naked eye ;

and that with the mirror many
objects were seen, which, because of their distance, were

imperceptible without it. Here is nothing but what is both

possible and probable.
56. " Let us next inquire whether the knowledge which

the antients had of dioptrics and catoptrics, and especially of

* It is certain, however, that, under some circumstances, objects may
be seen at a greater distance than is 'generally supposed. For example :

it is said that the Isle of jV^hu is clearly visible fiom the summit of Ben
'

Lomond, in Dumbartonshire, which*cannot be less than a direct distance

of 1 20 miles. Mr. Glas, in his History of the Canary Islands, affirms,

that the Peak of TenerifTe is visible izo miles in approaching it, and 150
in leaving it. The difference, no doubt, arises from the difficulty a man
has to distinguish from a cloud the first appearance of a mountain he is

approaching, and the ease with which in leaving the mountain he can

keep it in view till it gradually disappear. Brydone, if 1 mistake not,

-says that, frvjm the summit of Etna,' mountains may be distinguished at

the distance of even 200 mile*. Whether in this instance any mention

is made of glasses I do not iccollect. But the most extraordinary fact of

this kind L have met with, if it be a fact, is to be found in the Encycl.
Biitan. art. London, § 22, where we are told that the illumination of the

atmosphere bv the great fire at London in 1666, is said to have been vi-

sible at Jedburgh, in Scotland.— Translator.

\ Witness the strange stories propagated about the barometer possessed

by David Gregory, of Kinartiie. See Mutton's Diet. art. Gregory; or the

Suppl. to the Encycl. Brit, same article. Here I cannot help expressing
mv satisfaction at finding that, in dissenting from Sir Isaac Newton, which

I did with a trembling pen, respecting the effects of Gregory s warlike

engine, I have the learned editor of this Lst excellent work on my side.

I need scarcely add, that the same opinion extends to Mr. Gillespie's new
invented revolving battery ; which, as a powerful, cheap, and compen-
dious instrument of defence, attracts more and more the attention of offi-

cers of distinction both naval and military. See my first Letter, towards

the end.—Translator.

the
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the art of working mirrors, was sufficient to enable them to

invent, or to find out by chance, a mirror which could pro-
duce such effects

;
or whether this kind of knowledge was

in such a state among the antients as to put the fabrication

of such a mirror beyond the limits of probability, or make
it fit to be considered as morally impossible.

57.
i( The antients certainly possessed a great variety of

knowledge which has not come down to us
; and, among

those parts of their science of which we have still some ves-

tiges in the authors of antiquity, some are not sufficiently

intelligible for want of attention in the readers, or because

they have not been clearly enough explained by the writers,

ilence it is that wc discover, from time to time, in those

antient writers many things which we have been accus-

tomed to consider as new discoveries. Consequently we
run much greater risk of being mistaken, by averring that

the antients did not possess certain parts of science known
to us, than by endeavouring to prove that they did possess
them. For the testimony of one antient author is sufficient

to prove that they had the knowledge of a particular thing;
whereas, to prove the contrary, it would be necessary to

consult all the antient authors who may have spoken of
that thing, and to be very sure that we rightly understand
them.

58. "" As to catoptrics and dioptrics, I say, that the sci-

ence of the antients went somewhat further than is gene-
rally believed. Of this assertion I shall give some proofs,
and chiefly such as may contribute to give probability to

the existence of the mirror of Ptolemy.
59.

" M. cle Fontenelle, in the Hist, of the Acad, of Sc.

•for 1708, says, that "
burning mirrors were undoubtedly

known to the antients
;

for some historians allege that Ar-
chimedes used them in burning a fleet; and, although they
attributed to them an impossible effect *, even this circum-
stance proves them to have been known. But it is certain

that those mirrors which they contrived must have been of

* The actual production of this "
impossible effect," by Bujfcm, in the

year 1747 (not to mention what had been done by Leonard Digges and
father Kircbcr in the two preceding centuries) proves how very cautious

philosophers ought to be in dogmatically applying the epithet impossible
to natural effects which they have never seen or experimented. About
the same period another impossibility was performed, when Frank/in drew

lightning from a thunder cloud. Fontaiclle lived to see both these dis-

coveries, and no doubt to be convinced that such language from men of

eminence tends exceedingly to retard the progress of knowledge, by dis-

couraging the attempts of persons of less celebrity perhaps, but often o£

equal or superior ability.
—Translator.

R 4 metal,
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metal, and concave, having a. focus by reflection; and it \i

the common opinion, that the antients knew nothing of the

foci by refraction of convex glasses/'
60. " M. de Fontenelle and M. de la Hire prove satis-

factorily*, bv several passages horn Aristophanes and his

scholiast, ana from Pliny and Lactantius, that the antients

also knew the effects of convex glasses and globes of glass
in burning. In the History (of the Acad, of Sc.) which I

have ojuoted, we find all these passages ; to which I may add

another, from S. Clemens Alexandrhnus, Stromatum lib. vi.

cited by father Feijoo, Theat. Crit. torn. 9. p. 146 :
" Viam

txcogiiat, (j7ia lux, qum a sole procedit, per vas vitreum,

aqua plenum, ignescat f. He devises a way by which the

light, proceeding from the sun through a glass vessel filled

with water, excites fire." Here also I may add another

passage from S. Isidore, of Seville X, in his Etymol. lib. xvi.

cap. 13, where, speaking of crystal, he says :
" Hie oppo-

si,'us radiis solis, adeo rapitflam-mam, ut aridis fuvgis vel

foliis ignem prcsbeai. When opposed to the rays of the

sun, it so urges flame as to set fire to dry agaric, or leaves.
"

61. u But Ml de Fontenelle, in the place above cited,

and other philosophers with him, suppose the antients to

have been ignorant of several things which they certainly

knew, as I shall prove in the following articles.

62. (c In the first place, it is by no means certain, as

M. de Fontenelle alleges, that the mirrors of the antients

must have been concave. There is nothing to induce us to

believe that they did not know the manner of burning with

an assemblage of plane mirrors; and, if they had this know-

ledge, it is plain that their mirrors were not necessarily con-
cave.

63. <c
Although this invention of burning with plane

mirrors be regarded by some as very recent, yet it is, in

truth, very, antient. According to several modern authors,
the burning mirrors of Proclus and Archimedes were com-

posed of plane ones. If this opinion be correct, the anti-

* In Hist, de VAcaJ. R. drs Sr. T708, p. 137, &c. Amst. edit. See

also Encycl. Brit, or Hutton's Diet. art. Burning Glass or Burning
M. nor .

—Trans!a 'or.

f The same passage is quoted by Rep;»ardt in his Orig. Ancien. de la

JPbyi. Nowv. torn. 1. p. 275, with this difference, that he begins it,
" An

'Xi:og;!at, ha. Art devises a way," &'c.— Translator.

\ Isidore of Seville, otherwise calied fsidorus Hispalensis, the latest of

those called antieiits in this memoir, flourished about 'he middle of the

seventh century. See Fallemont, Elem. de I' Hist. t. iii. p. 350. AIfat,

in the work now 'before me, p. 458. says, that this Isidore died A. D.
C 3 h .
—Tran s Iator .

quity
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quity of this invention stands established. I shall examine
it further on. Only I now remark, that the first author, as

far as I know, who held this opinion was father Kircher,

who, in his Ars magna Lncis et Umlrce, 1. x. p. 3. c. i*

prob.- 7, expresses his belief that Proclus, who lived in the

fifth century, used plane mirrors to burn the enemies' fleet

at the siege of Constantinople. Several authors have adopted
Kircher's opinion, not only with regard to the mirrors of

Proclus, but those also of Archimedes. All the learned,
before that reverend father, and several since his time, be-

lieved that all those anlient burning mirrors were parabolical.
64. " This invention of plane burning mirrors is so fine,

and has for some years made so much noise in the learned

world, that it well deserves some detail of its history and

origin ; which will show that we do injustice to the ancients,
when we deny that they had this knowledge.

65. ei
Among the catoptricians of these last ages, father

Kircher was the first who asserted, that, with plane glasses,
it was practicable to compose burning mirrors superior to

any before known, &c*
66. ?.f After Kircher, father Gaspard Schottus gave (in his

JMagia Universalis, torn, i.) the solution of a problem con-

cerning plane burning mirrors, in two different ways. He
has, however, done nothing more than copy the former,
without adding aught of his own, either in theory or prac-
tice.

67.
" It is astonishing that so fine an instrument, ex-

plained so neatly and precisely in the works of these cele-

brated men, which are well known to the learned, should
have lain dormant above a century, before any one, thought
of bringing it into use. Fontenelle, it is true, in his Eulogy
on Hartsoekerf, tells that this philosopher/ in his observa-

tory at Amsterdam, attempted a large burning mirror, com-

posed of several pieces connected together, like that, which,
according to some, was used by Archimedes. But M. de
Fontenelle does not tell us, whether or not those connected

pieces were plane mirrors, or what was the success of the

attempt.

* Here my learned author goes on to sate, from Khcber, the facts

which I have already given, in my first letter (concerning Lord Napier's
Memoir, &c.) in vol. xviii. p. 53, &c. of this magazine. Almost the

only difference is, that he cites Kircher's Ars Magna Lucis et Umbra,
lib. 10. par. 3. p. 765, 771 et 772. edit. Amst. ; and I cite that father's

Magia Catoptrica, as quoted by Paulian.—Translator .

t The celebrated Dutch philosopher, Har:soeker> died in the vear 17x5.
See Paulian' s Diction, de Physique, article Hartsoehr.— Translator.

(38.
« It
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6b. " It was reserved for the genius and ability of ST. dc

Buffon, to execute these machines with such happy success,
that he ought to be regarded as the inventor of them

; espe-

cially since we know, that, before the execution of these

plane mirrors, he had not read father Kirchcr*; that he
used methods of his own; that he has given them some

advantages ;
and has brought them to such a high point of

perfection as was formerly unknown, and has left us no-

thing to wish for on the subject.
69.

" What wc have said only regards the recent history of
this invention. If we now examine its antient vestiges, we
shall find, that although it had been neglected for above
1000 years, when Kirchc.r revived it in the last century, it

is not on this account the less antient.

70. "Antliem'uts, who lived under the emperor Justinian,
m the sixth century, not only contrived a way of making;
burning mirrors with plane ones, but found that twenty-four

* From something in the manner in which Bujfon mentions Kircber,

I took it for granted (Lett. I. § 1.) I thought naturally enough, that he

had seen that father's book before he entered on his experiments. But,
as my ingenious author thinks differently, I beg leave to lay before the

reader a translation of Buffon s own words; of the fidelity of which he

may satisfy himself by comparing it with the original (for which I have

not room) in the Mem. del'Acad, des Se. 1747- pp. 144, &c. Amst. edir.

*' While I was employed," says that celebrated philosopher,
" on these

mirrors, I was ignorant of the detail of what the antients had said of

them; but I was not displeased to gain information in this respect, after

I had succeeded in making them. M. Melot of the Acad, of . Belt* s

Letlres, and one of the king's librarians, whose great erudition and ta-

lents are known to all the learned, had the goodness to communicate to

me an excellent dissertation, which he composed on this subject, and in

which he gives the testimonies of all the authors who have spoken of the

burning mirrors of Archimedes.''—" In the same dissertation of M. Melot,
I found that Kircber had written, that Anbr^edes had been able to burn,

at a great distance, with piane minors."—" In fine, in the Mem- de.

L' Acad. 1726, M. du Fay t whose memory and talents I shall always
honour, appears to have touched on this discovery. At the end of his

Memoir, he says, that some authors (he means no doubt father Kircber)
have proposed to form a mirror of a very great focal distance, witli a

great number of small plain mirrors, &c."—Now I must fairly confess,

that it would not be easy to convince mc, "hat Bvffon, a celebrated philo-

sopher, in habits of intimacy with very many other celebrated philo-

sophers, was unacquaiuted not only with the works of Kircber, which,
as my author observes above,

" are well known torhe learned," but with

a transaction better known to common fame than any other work of the

renowned Archimedes; a transaction, I had almost said, which every

school-boy has heard of. Was it not sufficientlv creditable to Buffon to

have verified that famous experiment, after it had been pronounced incre-

dible, and even impossible, by some of the greatest judges in Europe;
without aspiring at an entire originality of idea, by putting the credulity

of bis readers to so severe a trial ?
—"translator.

Of
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of these last were sufficient to produce fire. Vitcillo assures

us of this fact, in the fifth hook of his optics. This pas-

sage, then, proves, that the invention is at least 1200 yeai*
old.

71. " This antiquity will he increased by 600 years, \iAr-
chimedes really used plane mirrors to set on fire the Roman
fleet at the siege of Syracuse. Although this circumstance
cannot be directly proved by any positive passage in any an-
tient author; yet, from the words of Tzetzes, when speak-

ing of this fact, we may draw arguments which will enable

us to conjecture with much probability. For he says pre-

cisely, that the apparatus of Archimedes was composed of

many mirrors, and that those mirrors were moveable, by
means of certain planks.

72.
(i On this circumstance, I observe in the first place,

that although a compound burning mirror may be formed of

concave mirrors, as well as of plane ones, while it does not

appear that Archimedes used the one rather than the other;

yet we have at least as good a right to say, that his mirrors

were plane, as that they were concave. A machine is more

simple and more easily executed with plane mirrors than

with concave ones : it is therefore more natural to think,
that Archimedes composed his machine of the former than
of the latter.

73.
(£ Add to this, that to compose a burning mirror of

concaves, it is by no means necessary that they be moveable;

though this property be of great utility if the component
mirrors be plane. For the making concave mirrors move-
able will not alter their common focus, or carry it to many
different distances, and consequently by their means flame

cannot be produced at more than a determinate distance.

Hence it follows, that when the burning point was to be
carried either nearer or further off, a new and totally diffe-

rent machine would have been necessary, which could not
but be attended with great difficulties in practice.

74.
ie But if the machine were composed of plane mirrors,

all these difficulties would disappear: even inconveniences

would vanish; the burning point might have been carried

to very different distances, greater or less, as might have
been required, merely by a greateror less inclination to each
of the plane mirrors.

75. " The object of Archimedes was to produce fire at a

great distance. For this end, it was necessary for him to con-
struct it in such a manner, that he might easily uiake the

burning point fall exactly on the Roman ships, to which he

wished to set fire. The distance of those ships was always
uncertain,
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uncertain, and might, change every minute. In order then,
that Archimedes might succeed, it was absolutely necessary,
cither that he should be provided with a great number of

burning minors of different local distances, or with one

onlv, the focal distance of wheh he could augment or di-

minish at pleasure. Other vvise his success would have been
left to accident; for, if the distance of the ships changed
while he was directing his mirror towards them, he ran the

risk of embarrassment, if he could not have altered its fo-

cal distance. Now the focal distance of concave mirrors

being invariable, it is plain that if Archimedes had wished to

use such, and had not made the distance of the focus ex-

actly equal to that of the ships from the mirror, he would
have lost all his time, trouble, and expense.

76. " But by using plane mirrors, his machine would have

always answered equally well. If he had mistaken the di-

stance of his object, he could have easily remedied the

error, by only changing the position of his component
plane mirrors.

,

77-
(i From what has now been said, it follows, that if it

be true, as Tzetzes assures us it is, that the component mir-
rors of Archimedes were moveable, it is also proved that

they vvere plane; and consequently the invention of raising
flame by plane mirrors is as antient as the days of that

philosopher*.
- 78.

" In the second place, it is not certain, that the

burning mirrors of the antients were necessarily metallic;
for T shall presently prove, that they might have been of

glass.

70 ff Thirdly, M. de Fontenelle positively affirms that the

antients were ignorant of the power of glass globes to mag-
nify objects. So much indeed was he persuaded of this,

that he labours to prove why they were unacquainted with

this property of glass globes, while they knew their power
of burning. The truth is, that they were equally well ac-

quainted witb both these properties; as is proved by this

passage from Seneca {Natural Quest, lib. i. cap. 6.) Litera9

qitamvis minutes at obscures, per vitream pilam, agues pU*

f This arrurr.cnr, which I could not put into fewer words, without

entirely departing frpm rhc original, is. as J t-ke it. perfectly conclusive.

It is, however, ijarural for me to think so; foi as far aa motion is co0-

cerned,thervasaning is the tattle, mutatis mw n!'s, with that by wh'ch I

endeavoured ro prove {§ 24 of my 2d iett
)
that vvhipn R Bacon talks of*

making '.he sun, &c. appear to us to be over the heads of our enemies,

anyopr.cal instrument contrived ro produce this effect on aft enemy always
in movicn, must itself be moveable.—Translator.

5 nam,
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7iam, majores, clarioresque cernunlur : Letters, although
minute and obscure, are seen larger and clearer through a

glass globe filled with water *."

80. ff I prove also, by a passage in Pliny, that the antients

were acquainted with the property of concave transparent

bodies, in rendering vision more clear, and also that they

possessed the art or" producing this figure. What Pliny

(lib. 37. cap. 5.) says of the emerald, appears to me decisive

on this point.
"

Iidem," (Smaragdi)
"
plerumque et con-

cavi, ut visum colligant. Quapropter decreto hominum, iis

parcitur, scalpi vetitis. Quorum vero corpus externum est,

eadem qua specula ratione, supini, imagines rerum reddunt.

Emeralds are mostly concave, that tiiey may collect the

sight. Hence, by the common consent of men, they are

spared, and the engraving of them is forbidden. But those

which have a plane surface, being held up, reflect the images
of things like mirrors."

81. " On this passage I observe, 1st, That concave eme-
ralds were common in the time of Pliny ;

as the adverb pie-

rumque (mostlv) proves.
—

2dly,That this concavity must have
been artificial; for emeralds are not naturally concave; or, if

by accident one should be so, this could only happen very

rarely. For the same reason, then* that concave emeralds

were common, their concave figure must have been artifi-

cial
;
so that the cotemporaries of Pliny must have possessed

theart of rendering emeralds concave, and of polishing them.—
3dly, The phrase, ut visum colligant, can have no other

sense in this plaee, than that concave emeralds were proper
for rendering vision more distinct. What Pliny says a few
lines lower (when speaking of plane emeralds, he only at-

tributes to them the representation of images in the way of

mirrors) proves that he knew that coneave emeralds could
assist the sight in virtue of their concavity only; and in a
manner which those of other figures did not do.—4'hly, If

the antients knew the propertv of concave emeralds in as-

sisting the sight, it was very just and reasonable to prohibit
the engraving of those to which they hid once given this

figure. But if they were ignorant of this property, and if

Pliny's words, ut visum colligant, had meant something

* In the same chapter of this first book, Seneca has these words:
"

Quidi/uidv/detur per humorem, longi ampliusvero est; Whatever is seen

through a liquid is far larger than the truth." And, cap. 3 tsid. the
same sntient philosopher says: '* Poma per <vitruni aspicienttbn, mullo

majora sunt, App'ts are much larger to those who view them, through
3 glass." See'Regmiul/, Oig. Ancien, de la Pbjs. Nov. t. 1. p. 174.—
'Translator.

common.
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common to emeralds of other figures, the prohibition to en-

grave eonea e emeralds in particular, would have been ridi-

culous and without any reason. It is therefore established

by the authority of Pliny, that the antients knew that the

concave figure of transparent bodies gave them the property
of rendering the sight more clear and distinct; and that

they knew how to give them this figure, and how to palish
them.

82. " Further: the antients were acquainted with the pro-

perty by which concave mirrors enlarge bodies by reflection.

Thev made such mirrors from pure curiosity, and in order

to have the pleasure of seeing objects magnified by them.

They even made very large ones for this purpose. To be
convinced of this fact, we have only to read attentively the

1 6th chapter of the 1st book of Seneca's Natural Questions.
(t is also evident from the 5th chapter of the same book,
that the property of concave mirrors in inverting the images
of objects was known to the antients. They knew likewise,
that a spectator may stand before a concave mirror, in such
a position, as to sec the image in the air between the mir-
ror and the eye. For Artemidorus of Parinum, cited by
Seneca, in the same book, chapter 4th, says : "Si speculum
concctrum feceris, quod sit sectce pilce pars, si extra medium,^

ronstiteris, qukinique juxta te steterint, universi a te vide-

luntur prop lores tibi quam speculo : that is,
" If you make

a concave speculum, which is the portion of a sphere, and
if vou stand beyond the middle of it (or further from the

mirror than the centre) you will see those who stand by you
nearer to vou than the speculum.

83. u The art of making large mirrors was not unknown
to the antients. For Quintitian, in the last chapter of his 2d

book De Oratore, and Plutarch, in the life of Demosthenes,
tell us, that this famous Athenian orator, when young, used

to declaim before a large mirror, in order the better to re-

gulate his gestures. Seneca also, towards the end of the

2 7 th chapter of his above-cited book, says, that mirrors

were made as large as the human body.
61." The antient Peruvians, in the time of the Incas, had

the art of making mirrors plane, convex, and concave, of two
kinds of stone, capable of receiving a fine polish ;

and also,

according to some, of a composition of several metals now
unknown. They were all plane on one side, and concave
or convex on the other. Don Antonio de Utloa, who saw a

great number of them in South America, says,
" They were

ai well finished as if those Peruvians had had all the neces-

sary machinery, and great knowledge in optics.'' He saw
2 one
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one whose principal surface was concave, and a foot and a

half over, lie Bays that " this mirror greatly enlarged ob-

jects, and that it was as well worked, as well polished, and

as perfect, as if it had been made by one of our present
•skilful artists."

85. 6i
These, however, bavins; no immediate connexion

with my principal subject, I shall not now dwell on them,
but pass to other indications of the knowledge which the an-

tient inhabitants of our own continent had of mirrors. The

antients, in addition to what we have stated, possessed the

art of making mirrors of glass, as is evident from a passage
in Pliny, lib. xxxvi. cap. 26\ where speaking of glass, he

says,
" Aliud flatu Jiguratnr, aliud torno teritvr, alhid ur-

genti modo ccelatur, St/done quondam us ojpeinis vvhil't, si-

quidem etlani specula excogitaverat. Some of it is figured

by blowing, some turned in a lathe, some embossed like

silver; Sidon having been formerly famous for such manu-

factures, since even specula had been contrived there." If

we had more particular accounts of the glass-works and the

manufactures of Sidon, and their arts of forming and po-

lishing mirrors plane, concave or convex, of glass and

metal, we should perhaps find out some secrets, as well as

antient inventions, which we believe to be modern
;
and

should see that the limits of their knowledge were not quite
so narrow as we arbitrarily prescribe.

86. " But be this as it may, I shall now prove, that the an-

tients possessed more than sufficient knowledge of mir-

rors to have furnished Ptolemy with that of which we speak.—We learn from experience, that the mirrors which we call

plane, are not really so when strictly examined. They are

almost always irregularly concave or convex, or both ; and
this is a necessary consequence of the manner of working
them. Everv intelligent artist, in preparing large object-

glasses for telescopes, has frequent occasion to be convinced

of this fact*. It is true that the concavities and convex-

ities in mirrors intended to be plane, are commonly por-
tions of very large spheres, and do not enlarge or diminish

objects; so that, as to sense, they produce the same effects

as if they were perfectly plane-.

* I have heard that intelligent and philosophical artist, and worthy
man, Mr. Samuel Farley, explain (he cause of this inequality of plane
mirrors, and indeed the whole process of grinding and polishing glasses,
in a veiy satisfactory manner ; while he was performing with his hands

the work which he was describing. This method of illustrating by actual

performance, the nicer mechanical operations which occur in experimen-
tal philosophy, Mr. Farley practises in other instances; which renders

his lecture* uncommonly interesting and instructive.—'translator.

87.
" Among
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87. " Among the great number of mirrors considered as

plane, there are some so sufficiently and regularly concave,
as to produce the effect of concaves, when the mirror, the

object, ,and the spectator happen to be properly situated.

Father Zahn, in his Oculus Artificialis Teledioptricus Fun-
daw. 3. Sijntag. 3. cap. 4. Prob. 6. mentions a singular oc-
currence which happened to a canon of Erfurt, and which

proves my assertion. This canon walking one day in his

apartment, happening to look at a mirror hanging on the

wall, saw a crucifix as large as life, which seemed to be the
same with that on the altar in his church. On changing
his situation it disappeared, but when he returned to the

same spot he saw it again. Looking around he could see

nothing to which he could ascribe so large a figure; but at

last he perceived, in an elevated situation, a small image of
a crucifix; on removing which, and returning to his first

situation, he no longer saw the image in the looking-glass.
Not being able to account for so s nail an image appearing
so large in a mirror, which he had always considered as a

plane one, he mentioned the phaenomenon to father Zahn,
who very properly told him, that his pretended plane mirror

was really concave; that the diameter of its concavity being
great, it did not sensibly enlarge the faces of those who
stood near it, but that, at a considerable distance, they must
of course be magnified. He added, that " Plura similia, 8cc.

Many such things occur, which appear altogether astonish-'

ing to those who are ignorant of their causes.'
*

88. u
I never yet met with a mirror, which, being accu-

rately examined, turned out to be perfectly plane; but 1 have

met with more than one supposed plane mirror, which were
not only concave, but of a tolerably regular concavity; sq

that when, from a considerable distance, [ viewed remote

objects in them, I saw those objects sensibly enlarged with-

out being disfigured.

89-
" It is evident from Zahn

y

s observations and my own,
that among mirrors given to us as plane ones, we may hap-

pen to find some which are concave, whose focal di-

sance is 30, 40, 50, &c. feet, and whose curvature is at the

same time regular. I will add, that there is a greater chance

of our meeting with mirron of a regular concavity or con-

vexity than with those which are perfectly, plane. For ar-

tists, who have been long employed on large object-glasses
for telescopes, know that it is much easier to make glasses

perfectly spherical than perfectly plane. If necessary, it

would even be easy to demonstrate rigorously, that let mir-

rors intended to be plane, be worked how they may, they

musj
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must of necessity degenerate into concavity or convexity.
Yet when the diameter of their curvature is very great, and

their spherical figure perfect, they ought to be considered as

perfectly plane. An easy and sensible proof of this is, that

none of our mirrors can be considered as more plane, even,
and regular, than the surface of perfectly tranquil water.

Yet this surface is really convex, the diameter of its con-

vexity being the same with that of the globe. But a dia-

meter of convexity of some hundred fathoms, is sufficient to

denominate our spherical mirrors, plane ones.

90.
" Let us now endeavour to make it appear, from what

has been said in this memoir, that the existence of the mir-

ror of Ptolemy is very probable ;
and for this purpose, each

of the two following considerations is more than sufficient.

91.
"

First, It cannot be doubted, that in a city so power-
ful, opulent, and flourishing as Alexandria was in the days
of the Ptolemys9 mirrors were very numerous, and even

very large*. It appears from history that Alexandria was
then the centre of the arts and sciences; the liberality of the

Ptolemys having attracted to it the most learned men and
the most skilful artists.

92.
" Without either granting or refusing to the Alexan-

drian arts and sciences, such perfection as the intentional fa-

brication of such a mirror would require, I say that it is

no way contrary to probability, that in the great number of
mirrors in that city, some one should be found of a conca-

vity sufficiently regular, and whose focus, in some circum-

stances, might become sensible by its effects.

93.
" This being so, there is nothing extraordinary in con-

ceiving, that some philosopher or artist, happening to stand

favourably with regard to the mirror and distant objects,
should see those objects larger, and more clearly and di-

stinctly, than with his naked eye ; and that, after several

trials, he should find the spot from which the effect was the

greatest.

94. " Whether the cause of this phaenomenon was known
or not, is a matter of indifference, and could not hinder the

knowledge of the effect, which must have been regarded as

wonderful; especially if the cause was unknown. Such a

mirror must have been looked upon as a present worthy of

Ptolemy Euergetes, who having been so great a protector of

the sciences, and a lover of curiosities, would recompense
the donor magnificently. And it is extremely natural to sup-

pose, that he would place it in that superb edifice, the Pha-

* See § 83, above.

Vol. 19. No. 75. August 1804. S ros,
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ros, where it would be more useful than in any other situa-

tion.

95.
"

Secondly, The learned of Alexandria might come"
to the knowledge of such a mirror, m a way whieh is yet
more probable. It is indisputable., that the antients w ere

acquainted with burning concaves, and with their property
of magnifying objects, which was to them a source of

amusement
;

as appears from the 1-Uth-chafpftr'-Of Senec&'s

book, above quoted. Is it then impossible or even impro-
bable, that some Alexandrian philosopher or artist, in amu-

sing himself with viewing objects in a well-finished con-
cave mirror, six, eight, or more inches in diameter, and*

eight or ten feet focal distance, should place his eye in the

point from whence distant objects- could be seen to the best

advantage ? This appears to me so clear, that I do not think

any one will dispute its probability. What very much aug-
ments this probability is, that a good effect may be produced'

by a mirror of not more than six or seven inches in dia-

meter, and five or six feet in: foeal distance.

96.
(( Corollary. From what has been said, then, I

conclude, that historians having positively affirmed thai litis'

admirable mirror existed, and ivas placed on the Pharos;
and the fact, in itself, being neither impossible nor difficult,-

but ow the contrary very probable ; ive have no reason ivhat-

ever to condemn this piece of history asfabulous; and this is-

the point mhich I proposed to prove *."

97. With this corollary my author closes this his sixth*

recreation or memoir, and I shall close the present commu-
nication. In my next, I propose to give a brief sketch of
his eighth and ninth memoirs, and to conclude with some
inferences from the whole of the premises. In the mean
time^ dear sir, I remain, very truly,

Yours, &c. *D.

* It is observable that Abat takes no notice of the opinion of some of

the learned, (whether well founded or not I shall not inquire, ) that trans-

parent glass was unknown to the ancient Egyptians. But this circum-

stance, even ifproved, would not aifect his reasonings respecting the con-

cave mirror of the Pharos.—Translator.

XLI. Sine-
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XLI. Sixteenth Communication from Dr. Thornton,
relative to Pneumatic Medicine*

To Mr. Tilloch.

June 1 5, r8&4.

*^
SII*> No. 1, H ;

nd-srreet, Manchester-square.

JL here is a very prevailing notion that the aerial practice is

excellently suited for the cure of asthma, as the medicated

airs go to the part supposed to be affected, and the common
air in different places and times has a most extraordinary

and undoubted operation on persons labouring under this

cruel disorder.

Case of Asthma,

William Exail, aet. 44, formerly a coachmaker in Wel-
beck-^street, residing at Headley, near Farnham, Surry*
was afflicted with a most distressing asthma, as the parox-

ysms which came upon first going to bed would continue

the whole of the night, and it was towards morning before

any expectoration arose, when an hour or two of sleep might
be obtained : his breathing was excessively laborious ; nor
did the wheezing completely go off during the following

day, being more or less perceptible, and very much so upon
drawing in a deep inspiration. This disease increasing in

violence made Mr. Exall come up to London to be under

my care; and as different asthmas require different airs,

but from no very accurate criterion that I have hitherto ob-

tained, I wished him to inhale the hydro-azotic gas equally
diluted with atmospheric air, and to take some of the usual

tonic. medicines. From this plan the asthma was relieved

in less than four days, and disappeared totally
in the course

of a fortnight. Upon making a deep inspiration no wheez-

ing was perceptible; and having returned home, six months

after, he again called upon me in London, and says
Ci he

has had no return of asthma, and enjoys now a better state

of health than he remembers for many years past.*'

Observations on this Case by Dr. Thornton*

1. Some cases of asthma arise, I suppose, from a morbid

irritability of the membrane which coats the lungs and

adjoining parts ;
hence the commencement of some asthmas.

is shown by a continual sneezing.
2. Where this is the case, to lessen the quantity of oxy-

gen in the air, and take off the morbid irritability of the

system by tonic medicine, as bark and bitters, is the philo-
S 2 sophic
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sophic way of remedying such a complaint, and was at-

tempted here.

3. The hydro -azotic £as is made by burning a table-

spoonful of vitriolic aether under a bell-glass suspended
over water, when the oxygen gets destroyed, and some of
the hydrogtri or inflammable gas mixes with the remaining
azotic gas, producing an air of a lower standard.

4. About forty pints of this air, the nostrils being free,

\\ ;> inhaled daily, and always produced a great relief.

5. In another ease of asthma (I hope shortly to publish)
an cc'jual advantage was derived from the vital air; but the

disorder was of longer duration, and another theory of the

disease will be then attempted.
In the interim, I have the honour to remain, sir,

Your much obliged and faithful servant,

Robert John Thornton.

XLIL Dr. Thornton's Third Letter to Mr. Arthur
Aikin, Editor of the Annual Review*

Aug st io, 1804.

STR, No. 1, Hind-streer, Manchester-square.

We both of us stand upon the same ground, being able

to boast of fathers whose celebrity is already allowed; and

following their footsteps,
6i baud passibus acquis,

" when we
come forward to the public view we are u tremblingly alive

1 *

not to sully a name they have honoured. As public lecturers,,

both of us cannot but be sensible how distressing it must be

to be publicly accused 6C of not understanding the sciences*

we pretend to teach :" also, as your brother Mr. Charles

Aikin, surgeon, has compiled a book, like myself, in favour

of vaccine inoculation *, undoubtedly with the same disinte-

rested motive, and is, with mvself, an honorary member of

Guy's Medical and Physical Society, and probably, we may
boast also of having had him as a pupil to that medical school,
where I now have the honour of being one of the teachers,

—
it must have been doubly galling for me to see your name af-

iixed as editor to an attempt to hold me forth to the world u as

a man of the weakest memory," p. 876;
i( of the most

impetuous and desultory imagination," p. 876 \
cc of judg-

''' Had I been previously acquainted with this iittle work, I might have

spoken in nunc iu praise of its utility, and a;-, such, recommended it to

ftfe pu
merit
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inent the most deficient," p. 876 ;
" the inventor of an un-

heard-of moon," p. 880;
"

vain," p. 882;
u

insufficient,"

p. 882;
"
ignorant of botany ;" passim; my whole labours

" a national dishonour," p. 880; and other such passages of

personal abuse, disgracing, I presume, the character of a re-

view % More than twice did I turn to the title, to see

whether your name was really affixed as the editor ; and
when I contemplated the weakness, or rather ignorance, of
the sneers, I cannot call any part of this review, argument,
but the whole as designed and ignorant abuse^ I was asto-

nished !
—So public, so open, so violent an attack, either de-

mands your assent or dissent; and I am persuaded you possess
too much justice in your character not freely and chearfully to

retract all such charges of " ignorance" against me, as I shall

be able satisfactorily to prove to you to be completely ground-
less. The duties of an editor certainly make you in this

affair a party concerned, and my only anxiety has been, I

assure you, to see myself so attacked in a work wherein your
respectable name was prefixed to it as the editor ; and it would,
I am persuaded, redound more to your honour, to acknow-

ledge
u

hits," when these are fairly obtained, and for you
afterwards to come handsomely forward and "

repair" the

injury occasioned, than to continue to lessen the fortune,
and wound the feelings, of one who hopes and trusts he de-

serves from the family of the Aikins f a far different treat-

ment.

*
Nothing can be better drawn up than the imperfections of a,review,

p. 648, of the Retrospect of Domestic Literature, in ttie supplementary
number of the Monthly Magazine for J-'ly, so easily do we see the moat
in our neighbour's eye.

" The Anti-Ja ohm Review gives offence to the

moderate, the wdl-meanmg, and the well-mannered of both parties.

They make no distinction between the cal:r> investigations of a philo-
sopher and the factious philippics of a demagogue. The Edinburgh
Reviewers are also unsparing in severity and bitterness of expression.

They seem to take delight in saying severe and ill-natured things, and
the feelings of an author are wounded by them with the most frigid and
.callous mdiftereuce. The palpable partiality uniformly shown by the

Edinburgh reviewers towards Scotch authors, is an evidence that they are

not above the influence of personal feelings! !"

f Dr. Aikin, the celebrated biographer, is the editor of the Monthly
Magazine. In the supplementary number, published July i8, p. 649,
the writer of the Retrospect of Domestic Literature, with, I suppose,
the approbation of Dr. Aikin, says:

" This work (The Temple of
Flora, with the New Illustration) was not intended for the common class

of readers. It is dressed our for the levee and the drawing-room of

princes and nobility. The plates are finished with exquisite delicacy, and
will immortalize the vanity and insufficiency oi Dr. Thornton." Compare
what was previously said in the same magazine for May, p. 349. Speaking
of this work, it was there declared,

" that it encouraged the fine arts ;

S 3 that
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ment. From a critic I do not sue for lenity. This charac-
ter (who guides the balance betwixt the author and the

public) I hold as sacred, and we all bow before the tri-

bunal. But previous to judgment being awarded, and sen-
tence of condemnation on the author parsed, the mind of
the critic should be unclouded by prejudices, and the equity
of the decision certain. Much honour, otherwise, must be

lost; and when it is said,
" that ro acknowledge an error is

an acquisition of glory ," it is only when with such con-
fession a becoming apology is given, and then the honour
is in the apology,

—which has not been made, nor do I ex-

pect it from the reviewer you engaged,
—but it would come

handsomely from you, if you think, in foro consvientice,
that I have refuted the charges against me.

In my last letter I might have mentioned, that my Tem-
ple of Flora, or Garden of Nature, was intended partly as

a supplement to Dr. Darwin's beautiful poem, The Botanic
Garden. In this part of my work will be found, 1 . the

Passifloras Ccerulea; S.Alata; 3. puadrangularis; 4. Re-

nealmia; 5. Dragon Arum; 6. Oblique-leaved Begonia;
7. Pontic Rhododendron; 8. Hirsute Stapelia ; 9. Carna-

tions; 10. Auriculas; 1 1. Hyacinths; 12.Meadia; 13. Li-

modorum; 14. Strelitzia Regina; 15. Narrow-leaved KaU
mia; 16. Nelumbium speciosum; 17. Nymphsea Lotos;
18. Pitcher-plant; 1Q. Superb Lily; CO. American Aloe, &c.
flowers not so much as named by Dr. Darwin in hiss

immortal poem. To each description of these flowers by
me, some friendly muse has kindly furnished appropriate
verses. Besides the contributions of the late Dr. Darwin,
T>t. Shaw, of the British Museum, the Rev. Mr. Maurice,
of the British Museum, Miss Sheeles, George Dyer; See.,

I have just received some beautiful lines, on the Strelitzia

Regina, from the Poet Laureate. " I wish," says Mr. Pye,"
they were more worthy of your splendid work, and the illus-

trious company of poets who have contributed their labours

to it."—In order to blend the (( utile" with the «
dulci/'

each flower there represented has been carefully dissected

by me, and faithfully delineated under my own eyes; and

that the arts and sciences having a kind of relationship, and being con?

nected, as Cicero expresses it, by a chain, explain and mutually assist each

ether; and further, that such productions are monuments of the state

and prog' ess of the arts in any given period : as such it was recom-

mended to persons who, with a taste for the polite arts, possess also the

means of indulging it; an:l to public libraries, the archives of what is

curious in a country ; and even as a sbezv-book of the two universities,

to. foreigners who might visit the head seats of science."

these
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fchcse dissections have met with the full encouragement
aof professors Martyn, Rutherford, and Dr. Smith—in short,

with the approbation of all who arc conversant with art and

-science. The rest of my botanical plates are, I believe, su-

perior to those of any former work. Am 1 accused of

f4 vanity" because these have met with universal approba-
tion? I acknowledge the crime; and as St. Paul boastedwhat
he had undergone for the cause of religion, so I feel an ex-

ultation in what I have attempted for the cause of botany.
I am proud that, when Dr. Smith quitted the chair at

•Guy's Hospital, he kindly said,
44 that so handsomely

elected to this station, he would not have quitted the du-
ties of it unless he had found one fully adequate to fulfill

them." I am proud when such a man as the Rev. Mr.

Martyn, the professor of botany at Cambridge, equally in-

capable of false flattery, writes to me, that (i
all my bota-

nical works are admirably adapted *to improve our favourite

science, and meet with his approbation." J am proud when
Dr. Rutherford, the professor of botany at Edinburgh, also

writes to me,
"

anxiously do I wish that yeu shall meet with

suitable encouragement, and enjoy health and leisure to en-
able you to finish your noble undertaking." I am proud
of the testimonies of men of sterling merit,

(C Laudari bo-
nis viris est vera laus ;" nor do I refuse the pleasure that

even anv part of my works, for the plates constitute some

part, are capable of extorting from your reviewer more than
iaint praise. My father, BonneH Thornton, was the first who
persuaded Churchill to write; and unless I had brought for-

ward these choice representations of select flowers, the lyres
of several of our first English poets on subjects of botany
might have remained unstrung: and as a Laura produced the
sonnets of a Petrarch, so my work has drawn forth the most

charming effusions- on the sweetest flowers from heaven-born

poets; sounds which, if they cannot touch the strings of your
reviewer's heart, might even rejoice his " dancing cows/' I

am proud that such a man as Dr. Thomson, speaking publicly
of my medical -work, should say,

" Thus hav-cwe ,given a

brief analysis of the Philosophy of Medicine, or Medical

Extracts, winch will be found of the highest -use to. all those
who .are desirous of preserving or regaining the invaluable

blessing of health, it is the lest work on the subject in am/
language: it is the production of a mind, learned, compre-
hensive, candid, open to, and desirous of, information; cau-
tious in investigation, yet resolute to embrace the truth; a
friend to mankind, ardent in his hopes, as in his efforts, for

increasing the stores of knowledge; and particularly into-

S 4 rested
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rested in the general adoption and success of Pneumatic

Medicine: of the advantages of which the author (for he

has drawn from the facts of others his own conclusions, and

incorporated his own observations) entertains almost un-
bounded expectations, showing evidently that temperament
which accompanies genius." (English Review.) Afterwards,
when dining at the veterinary professor's, the Doctor ac-

knowledged he did not know at the time who was the author,
but imagined it to " have proceeded

from the masterly pen
of a Beddoes or a Darwin. I am proud that the late Dr.

Cruickshank proclaimed this work as one " that would do

credit to the knowledge of the first medical character in

England," (see his work on Perspiration;) and he was asto-

nished at my period of life, when I afterwards informed

him I was the author. I am proud that this work still

continues to be recommended from the chairs in the dif-

ferent universities. I am also prOud that my earliest pro-

duction, the Philosophy of Politics, or Political Extracts,
was handsomely spoken of in the Critical Review. " When
we took up this work, we expected," say they,

" to find

it an ephemeral production, devoted, as usual, to some party
or other, and we were agreeably disappointed in our expec-
tations, and with pleasure discovered it to be a work planned
with the best designs possible, executed with the greatest

propriety ; and noticed throughout the traces of a sound,

discerning mind, neither led away by the delusive theories of
modem times, nor yet a slave to antiquated prejudices. The
author has made a very excellent use of the writings of the

best politicians, and brings the most valuable parts of their

several ivcrks to bear on the subjects most deserving poli-
tical inquiry ;

thus constituting, upon the whole, a most
excellent compendium of general political science." I am
even proud that I have stemmed, in part, the difficulties of

the most adverse times, aud though greatly reduced in my
patrimony from my works, and hourly sinking yet more of

my principal in my unprofitable, yet grand, Dofanical un-

dertaking, that under these losses I still persevere*, and ul-

timately

* Afrer the publication of the Annual Review, every one cried out that

my work was ruined,—as Linna±us reports,
'• That it w?s in the mouth

of every one, that Sigesbc k hud overthrown him/' " He has been un-

fprtunaxe enough," says Dr. Smith, president of the Linnean Society,
" to be always held forth as the botanic Zoilus; but I think there have

been some critics, even in our own country, who for futility, ignorance,
and malevolence, would have much greater claims to that title, if they
were of consequence enough to claim any title at all." It is unfortunate

for science when such men can influence the public opinion and guide
their
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timately hope that, from the kind countenance of the pub-
lic, my Temple of Flora and Philosophy of Botany will sur-

mount the assaults of mv enemies, and pass down to pos-

terity approved. Yet am I still conscious that T have no
other merit but that of patient industrv, and that my works

will be found to be established chietiy by the genius of

others ;
and all f assume is taste, surncient to feel, and

judgment, to discriminate where true merit lies, and a

capacity* to blend it- with my labours. Those, sir, who
know me personally, see nothing in me of the arrogant
coxcomb, nothing of empty vanity, but only a laudable

zeal, such as have inspired the Aikins *, to amuse and in-

struct

thiir taste. Sorry am I to say, that in consequence of this review, many
of my subscribers have relinquished my work, many impertinent anony-
mous letters have been written to me, and I am reluctantly obliged to

come forward in my own vindication, and claim a merit which I had

much rather leave to others than puolish myself. But the occssion de-

mands some answer, and I endeavour to acquit myself as wed as I am
able. Thus it was Pope overcame by his Dunctad his rancorous and
numerous enemies.

* Dr. Aikin has even Lteiy condescended to publish a Series of Letters

to a young Lady on a Course of English Poetry.
" To the many and

substantial obligations which the rising generation owes to Dr. Aikin, he

has now added another t namely, chis publication. The correctness of Dr.

Aikin's taste, poetical and moral, united to his sound and discriminating

judgment
;

, admirably qualifies him as a guide through the mazy and se-

ductive paths of poetry. The utility of such a work as the present must

forcibly impress any one who reflects on the vast and increasing number
of English poets, whose volumes solicit the perusal of young persons.
To have the best aurhors pointed out, their beauties and defects exa-

mined and unfolded, and the tendency of their works expose.!, are im-

mense advantages to young persons who are entering on a course of Eng-
lish poetry. Dr. Aikin does not assume the office of a master

y requiring
that his pupils should damn where he censures, and extol when he ap-

proves : his object is to form their judgment and improve their lasre, in

order that they m ly themselves be trusted with the delicate task of selec-

tion ; at the same time pointing out those sources from which the finest

sentiments may be imbibed, and the most pure, harmonious, and appro-

priate language learnt."—From the Retrospect of Domestic Literature in

tbe Montblv Magazine for July 1804.—To all which praise ! cordially

assent, and, from my heart, have the highest opinion of Dr. Aikin and
his family. It has ever been a privilege allowed to authors so sell their

publications, for reports to be made on tliem, and these to be circulated*.

Without vanity being imputed on that score. Also it may be said:

Sweet is the concord of harmonious sounds,
When the soft lute or pealing organ strikes

The well-attemper'd ear ; sweet is the breath

Of honest love, when nymph and gentle swain
Waft sighs alternate to each other's heart:

But not the concord of harmonious sounds,
When the soft lute or pealing organ strikes

The well-attemper'd ear j nor the sweet breath

Qf
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struct mankind ;
and posterity will determine how far my

labours will have attached to them " national infamy," or

some small degree of praise.

Quitting the "
dancing cows," a story designed to hum-

ble my vanitv, I shall descend now to your reviewer's re-

marks on my pig story, which may lessen his boastings
as to pretensions to knowledge in natural history. I leave

my Botany to the last, as the public will, for the present
allow me some credit for that.

After having traced the analogy of the seed in the seed-

vessel, fixed to it by a cord resembling the umbilical cord,

attaching the foetus to the uterus, I compared the lobes, or

seminal leaves, in their office, after the most celebrated bo-

tanists, to the mammse, or dugs of animals. Here your
reviewer observes :

" But no absurdity, or opposition to fact,
can stop the doctor in his ardent pursuit of analogies*. As
the number of cotyledons, we beg his pardon, [a sneer]
of mammae or breasts, is different in different seeds,

i
it is

thus,* he observes,
c with the parent animal which pos-

sesses one or more dugs.' This all the world knew. But we>
at least, did not know that c the number of -dugs is always

proportioned f by nature to the
offspring

to be produced;
and that it may be remarked, as, in a Titter of pigs, each

pig always goes to its own dug and never usurps that of

another, so children, when first born, show the same par-

tiality towards one breast/ If this were strictly and uni-

versally true, the cow must have at one birth at least double

Ihe young of the human mother $ whereas both .of them

Of honest love, when nymph and gentle swain

Waft sighs alternate te each other's heart.

So charm with ravishment the raptur'-d sense,

As does the voice of well-dcserv'd repcrt

Str&e with sweet melody the conscious soul !

Dr. Roberts.
The reviewer should have added, "that Dr. Thornton makes these

lobes or seminal leaves of the greatest importance to the young plant; for,

when removed, this indeed grows, but is dwariish, weak, and sterii.

Jn his note to these experiments, he remarks, this ve^etuble fact may-

teach us a truth respecting the rearing of cur own children: the babe

requiring that food which naure has kindly provided for him. It is ia

vain, he continues, that this analogy be shown to x\\t .inconsiderate.

Voxyou no Dryads dress the roseare bower,

Forym no Nymphs their sparkling vase.-; pour.,

Unmarked by yau, light Graces swim the greea.

It cannot, however, fail to strike those

Whose mind the wel'-attemper'd ray
Of Mite and 'virtue lights Avith purer day;

Whom.finer sense each soft vi ;

r, t on owns,

With sweet respon-.ive sympathy of tones." Darwin.

)•
I never sand, exueily profwtio/ied.

have
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tiave generally only one, and the woman, we believe, has
twins more frequently than the cow. We have consulted *

those who have had more experience in these matters than

ourselves, and are assured that new-born children do not

show a partiality for one breast, but, which may easily be

explained on other principles, are often found to incline to

that which they sucked Last. Were we even to admit the

doctor's assumption as a fact, to make it harmonize with
his system, a woman should always bear twins, each of
which should have exclusively its own breast."

I would here beg your reviewer to read what is said in

the Elements of Natural History, (published for Cadell jun.
and W. Davies, and William Creech, Edinburgh, 1801,)

p. 66 .
—" The breasts or dugs {mamma?) of these animals,

in which the milk is secreted from the blood, are furnished

with teats or nipples, which the young suck. The dugs are

* As this reviewer is extremely fond, in ail difficulties, of consultation,
the philosophic world would wish to know a little of the natiue of these

wise men he consults, as described by the reviewer himself, p. 834..

When reviewing Dr. Shaw's work, the writer says :
" Jt is pleasant after

a short separation to rejoin an intelligent fellow-traveller, from whose
extensive acquaintance with the country, and literal communications con-

cerning it, we have already derived much entertainment and instruction, j

and though we are not likely to accompany him again through scenes

equally luxuriant and romantic, we still associate with his person the pro-

spects which we have formerly enjoyed, and find something to delight us
in our passage over many a dreary heath. With sensations of this kind
we take up the fourth volume of Dr. Shaw's General Zoology. We re-

cognize the countenance and
Jpfianners'of

an old friend. We enter at once
into his style of composition; and though his present subject may not

promise us all the satisfaction which th.2 former part of his work afforded,

iue are persuaded that we shall not rise from it d'sappoiuted an:i dis-

pleastd." This consistent reviewer, in a pqge or two after, coming
to the genus Holocentrus and Bodianus :

" Here," cries the reviewer,
" we confess ourselves to be completely posed. We had learnt, indeed,

something concerning the size and colour of the scales ; but as far as re-

lates to these, any one of the species might be placed with equal propriety
under either of the genera ; and with respect to their roughness or smooth-

ness, we were still as much at a loss as ever. Conceiving that we must
have overlooked some part of the description, and attributing the over-

sight to the infirmity of eyes impaired by the midnight watchings of many
years, we first trimmed our lamp ;

then iviped our spectacles ; and theri

took down a pair of greater magnifying power, which we use only io

mend our pen and on other special occasions : (he should have added, and
blew 'our noses, to clear our beads;) but all to no purpose. As our last

resort, we applied to alk our fellow critics " in solemn divan assembled:"
bit still in vain. The difficulty was no sooner stated, than every one, a-j

if animated by one soul, rapidly exclaimed, Davus sum, non (Edipus: k
is a knot which none but a god, or one msptr, d by the gods, can untie. To
he serious

; generic characters so constrmttd are a disgrace to science..

Theyassume a scientijic appearance, but they teach nothing"

I in
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in pairs, either at the breast (mammce pectorales), or on the

belly (abdominals) ,
or between the hind feet (inguinales) .

In general, their number is equal to the number of young
which are commonly brought forth at a time.'

3 Your re-

viewer even, though bred a cockney, in some of the envi-

rons of London might have observed the fact. The first pig
bom is the largest, and assumes the foremost rank in suck-

ing; the last pig born is the least, and has a particular name,
and takes the rear. Every pig, therefore, demands and rights
for his own dug; and when any one pig is killed for a roaster,

that very dug then dries up, and only so many swollen dugs

furnishing milk remain as there are living pigs. How sight-
less it would have appeared had the beautiful human form

been, like the figure of Isis, furnished, like the mother sow,
with breasts down the whole body ! The word dug means
the breast of a beast, and when applied to the woman it is

in derision, and to excite disgust. Thus Spenser :

Of her there bred

A thousand young ones, which she daily fed3

Sucking upon her poisonous dugs -,
each one

Of sundry shape, yet all ill favoured.

So Cowley :

Envy at last crawls forth from that dire throng,
Of all the direfull'st; her black locks hung long,
Attir'd with curling serpents ; her pale skin

Was almost dropp'd from the sharp bones within ;

And at her dugs stuck vipers, which did prey

Upon her panting heart both night and day,

Sucking black blood from thence, which to repair,

Both night and day they left fresh poison there ;

Her garments were deep stain'd in human gore,
And torn by her own kinds, in which she bore

A knotted whip and bowl, that to the brim

Did with green gall and juice of wormwood swim ;

With which when she was drunk she furious grew,
And lash'd herself. Thus from the accursed crew,

Envy, the worst of fiends, herself presents ;

Envy *, good only when she herself torments.

* The Rev. Dr. Milne, author of the Botanical Dictionary, writing'
tome on this controversy, says:

*« Dr.* Thornton will console himself on

! other such invidious occurrences, which men of talent must ex-

pect to encounter from the conjoined efforts of ignorance, malevolence,

and a nairow mind, with the fine observation of the poet :

"
Envy does merit as its shade pursue,

"*liut, like the shadow, proves the substance true." Pope.

Now,
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Now, your reviewer has described the cow as having four

dugs or breasts, whereas the cow, in fact, has only one

stock, or udder, and four teats. The word dug, as the

Elements before mentioned would have taught him, is the

breast of a beast, and teat is its appendage ; for, when ap-
plied, as above, to the female form, it is in derision; and
the word breast is used for the human subject, and its ap-

pendage is the nipple. The cow and the ivoman here are not

therefore at all objects of comparison; and he might have

learnt, p. 123 of the same Elements,
" that when a cow

happens to have two calves, one of them a male the other

a female, the former is a perfect animal, but the latter is

incapable of propagation, and is called by fanners a free,
martin"
When speaking of the undoubted instinct of young pigs,

I only casually mentioned, in the same note, that infants

oftentimes showed the like partiality for one breast, and

probably from the same instinct.

As your cockney reviewer seems as ignorant as the Lon-
don painter, who represented his partridges billing, and

perched upon a spreading oak-tree, I must, for his~ sake,
trace a little further this subject..
When a ewe dies, leaving the bleating lamb, the other

ewes would beat this off, even the one that had lately lost

its own. Shepherds under such circumstances take off the

skin of the dead lamb, and sewing it on the body of the

living orphan bring it to the ewe so habited
; who smelling

the fleece, supposes its dead one restored, and cherishes the

orphan whom otherwise she would have rejected.
So with fowls

;
one brood is put under a hen with an

other brood, and the first hen kept out of the way. This is

impracticable in the day-tkne; the second hen would kill all

the stranger chickens : but not seeing them at night, they
partake by morning of the smell of the first, and she knows
not the difference.

It would be endless to give instances of my own and
others' observations of the prodigious sagacity of divers ani-

mals in hunting, particularly hounds, setting-dogs, &c.
one therefore shall suffice of Mr. Boyle's, viz. " A person
of quality, to make a trial whether a young bloodhound
was well instructed, caused one of his- servants to walk to

a town four miles off, and then to a market-town three

miles from thence. The dog, without seeing the man he
was to pursue, followed him by the scent to the above-
mentioned places, notwithstanding the multitude cf market-

people that went alone: in the same way, and of travellers

2 that
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that had occasion to cross it. And when the bloodhound
came to the chief market-town he passed through the streets'

without taking notice of any of the people there, and left

not till he had gone to the house, where the man he sought
rested himself, and found him in an upper room, to the

wonder of those that followed him."—>Boyle determ. Nat*

of Effliw. c. 4."
That most accurate observer of nature, Linn sens, has re-

marked "that the cow eats 276 species of plants, and rejects

£18; the goat eats 449, and rejects 126; the sheep eats-

387, and rejects 141
;
the horse cats 262, and rejects '21 2 ;

but the hog, more nice in its taste than any of the former,
cats but 72 plants, and rejects all the rest."

The. wonderful narrative of Galen is familiar to every

physician.
ec Nature." says this author,

u
forming, fa-

shioning, and perfecting the parts of the bodv, hath so

brought it to pass, that they should of themselves, without

any teaching, set about and perform their proper actions s

and of this 1 once made a great experiment, bringing up a
kid without ever seeing its dam. For, dissecting some goats

big with young, to resolve some questions made by ana-

tomists concerning the ceconomy of nature in the formation

of the foetus in the womb, and finding a brisk embryon
(young one), I loosened it from the matrix after our usual

manner, and snatching it away, before it saw its dam, I

brought it into a certain room having many vessels full,

some of wine, some of oil, some of honey, some of milk,
or some other liquor ;

and others, not a few, filled with all

sorts of grain, as also with several fruits, and there laid it.

This embryon we saw first of all getting up on its feet and

walking, as if it had heard that its legs were given it for

that purpose ;
next shaking off the slime it was besmeared

with from the womb \
and moreover, thirdly, scratching its-

side with one of his feet : then we saw it smelling to every
one of those things that were v

se't in the room, and when it

had smelt to them all, it supped up the milk ; whereupon
we all for admiration cried out, seeing clearly the truth of

what Hippocrates saith, that the natures and actions of ani-

mals are not taught, but by instinct. Hereupon I nourished

and reared this kid, and observed it afterwards not only to

eat milk but some other things that stood by it. And the

time when this kid was taken out of the womb being about

the vernal equinox, after some two months were brought
unto it the tender sprouts of shrubs and plants, and it again

smelling of all of them, instantly refused some, but was

pleased to taste others 5 and after it had tasted3 began to eat

of
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^F such as are 'the usual food of goats."
—Gahn, lib. vi.

cap. 6.*

By smell the dog discovers the truffle, although the root

be buried deep under ground.
The huntsman who means to surprise the wild boar, is

obliged always to proceed in a contrary direction to the

wind.

Crows are said to smell gunpowder half a mile off.

If a moth be put into a box, and the top be covered with

gauze, and placed any where in a garden, other moths of
the same species are sure to be conducted there and taken

m the place.

Having the Hirsute Stapelia in my drawing-room, which

smells life carrion, the window being opened, in less than

five minutes- above ten blow-flies were killed on the plant in

the act of blowing it.

In a place where there is a decoy for ducks, the master

approaches it with a piece of burning peat on a fork before

his mouth, or every duck would at once rise, by know-

ing the enemy's advance from his breath. Out of revenge
a man, half a mile off, put a little assafcetida in his pipe,
and not a duck but took flight,

and left the decoy-yard
from a dislike to the smell.

The attachment, on the contrary, of cats for valerian,

and their perception of it at a distance, is a well known
tact.

The agency of smells in the animal ceconomy has been

too little considered.

Haller, whose authority is great, says
ft that infants are

first conducted to the breast from instinct alone, before they

possess the least understanding/
'

* *H havyarno-a. te xaiTS'KtiVTara <pu?n etpyaa-aro £*p«c $i$*?x.!t\iaz t-rrt o.x.-ia.v

tvtpyuav ep££<70ar xat (Sacrctvcv yi tovtgv fxtytg-rnv tTronxrafxnv ttoti %pi-la<; Ep«+>ov,

tiMv rov beaxav8a.i 7r-t£ twv xvnrao-av aiyaq yap tyxvfxovaq a*a.Tt(Aa>v evex« «ra>

i^flT«u£»»v ^ixpnfxtxraiv t«c av»Te/uixot$ avSyaai wspi t»c xaTa. to hvoviaivov ewcV3^ia?>

ivpoov
iroT6 yivmiov to ifxipvov, ciTT&Xt/r* (*iv T«f (AnTpas w<rirtp t10.Q3.fj.By eLpwa.-raq o*

itpn Seao-affflai t»iv xvn7<t?ay ti$ otxov fA.lt Tiva KOfxta-aq xaT£9>jxa, woXXa fxtv s^o\tk
Xtxav.a* to /uev oivot/, to Je EXa;ci/, to o*« fA.t\no(t to S's yaAaXT^c, >j aWou Ttvo$ vyp'.v

vrlnpit;,
oux 6X»y« &' aXXa t»v Anfxmpixv »ap7T»v, tsfit'.p Je itai Ta;v ttxptipuan'

t&ia.ra.fxlSa 5e tj
E/txSpusv EXEtvo, TrpwTov /i*£V |3ao\£o» rei? iriiTli, oimip ax»xoaj? ivtxct

/3aoVEa>{ e^eiv to. ct*eX>j- Stunp v oSi etitoviiofxtvov th* sx tk? f*t)Tpet<; vypo-rmzf xat

TplTOV E7H TOVrm HVG-afA.t\OVhl Tfc'V 7ToS'»> TflV ffXEUpaV, BIT' 0?fA.CefXt*0V Eibo/xtv auTo Tecr

y.fifit-.vv xaTtt tsv otxcv ixao-Tcu, ax; S"« 7ravT»v awfxflTO tou yaXaxTo; enrtpo^mriv, ev

eJ »ai evExpayajUEV airaVTEc, Evapywf opiwvTE; oTTfp 'iWTroxparnc £$«, <f>uru? £aar*

aJtS'xitTOi. K«i t<«*v» *«i avtQpl^a.fxr,v txuvo to
Epi+uov, «ifyu£V te TrptT^Epr/txsw

VTTipov ov to yctXa. juuvov, aXXa xat uX>a nva t«v xm/uevkv c*to; Je tov y.aipov xofl' c'»

^np^o t»k ft-mpo; o tpi^oc, l^y^f Tuc i»*pivij? icr»j/uEpiaf, ptTa Jwo Txoy fx*yaQ

Ho-fxo/uio-a/tx«v «yr« /t/aXaxru: axo'/uov.-tf l&ajucw* ti x-ti <>ut*v, o5» TraXtV xai «tT*»»

W/uno-a/wfvov oVavTOiv, Ivjov /uf* fw9£*c a^yrn, tiv*» J« r,^.oj« yit;ffa5-3o«, xat ytv »

ly««» 15TJ t>!» iSxor.v |ToawiT» rofv x«i Tai; /utvaXui? a»^« r^fucffty E-Jicr^«*Tyv.

^The
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« The babe," says the illustrious Dr. Darwin,
"

soofi

after it is born into this cold world, is applied to its mo-
ther's bosom ; its sense of

perceiving
warmth is first agreea-

bly affected 5 next its sense of smell is delighted with the

odour of her milk ; then its taste is gratified by the flavour

of it ; afterwards the appetites of hunger and thirst afford

pleasure by the possession of their object; and lastly, the

sense of touch is delighted by the softness and smoothness
of the milky fountain, the source of such a variety of hap-
piness."

Unless smell directed, how should the calf immediately
raise itself up, and at once fix where its nourishment is

LvJged ?

Is it not more reasonable to suppose instinct, enabling
to discriminate the difference of two brtasts, in the child,

than unders tanding r
Who taught it first how to suck ?

For the child to remember the breast last sucked, is less

credible than to be led on by instinct.

Analogy in matters of difficulty must be resorted to when
we cannot prove it otherwise.

Surely what I have advanced is not deserving to be ranked

as •*
absurd/* and iC

contrary to fact ;" and whenever your
reviewer goes out of his way to attack me, (for it was only

casually mentioned, like the satellite of Venus, in a note,)
he is sure to stumble, and evince not mine, but his own
"

insufficiency."
I have the honour to remain, sir,

With respect and esteem,
Your faithful obedient servant,

Robert John Thornton.

XLIII. Method of preparing the Chinese Soy, ly M. de
Grubbens : extracted from the Memoirs of the^ Aca-

demy of Sciences at Stockholm for 1 803, first Quartery

by M. Lindeom, Captain of the Swedish Mines'*.

JL he Transactions of the Swedish Academy for the year
1764 contain a description of the method of preparing soy,

by the late captain Ekeberg ;
but as this description is in-

complete as well as incorrect, since the real Chinese soy
will not be obtained by following it, I am fully persuaded

* From the Annates de Cb/'mie, No. 148.

that
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that M. Ekeberg never saw, nor was acquainted with, the
true process for preparing this substance. There is reason

to believe that he gave his description from the accounts
of the Chinese, who are not always ready to speak, the truth,
as I observed during the five years I resided in China, when
I wished to obtain complete information in regard to the

method of managing a certain kind of silkworm whkh
spins five of six times every year; the method of dyeing
silk and cotton, and -various other particulars in regard to

the Chinese ceconomy.
Having since obtained, for a very high price, certain

information in regard to these points, I have seen how
much their accounts differed from the truth. The case was-

the same when I wished to be made acquainted with the

preparation, of soy ;
but as I have now procured a very cor-

rect account of it, I think it my duty to communicate it to"

the Academy.
Soy is prepared from a kind of beans which are whiter

and smaller than those of Turkey, the farina of wheat, salt,

and water. The proportions are, 50 pounds of beans, 50

pounds of salt, 60 pounds of the farina of wheat, and 250

pounds of water.

After the beans have been well washed they are boiled

with well water in an open pot for some hours, or until

they become soft enough to be kneaded with the
fingers.

During the boiling they must be always covered with water
that they may not be burnt. Care must be taken not to

boil them too much: if they are diluted, too much of the

substance remains in the juice. When the beans are boiled

they are put into
large

flat wooden tubs, or, as the Chinese

do, into vessels made of thin broad splinters ofbam-bou,
two inches and a half in depth and five feet in diameter.

In the latter they are spread out to the depth of two inches.

When they are sufficiently cooled to be touched with the

hand, the farina of wheat is added, and well mixed with
them

;
and this is continued till the whole farina is ex-

hausted. When the mass becomes too dry for the farina

to adhere to the beans, a little warm juice is added.

When the whole is well mixed the mass is spread out in

the tubs above mentioned, taking care that the strata are not
more than an inch or an inch and a half in thickness. The
mass is then covered by placing' over it a lid which exactly
closes it. When it is observed that the mass becomes

mouldy, and that heat is disengaged "from it, which takes

place in the course of two or three days, the cover must be
raised up by placing two rods below it in prder that the air*

Vol. 19. No. 75. August 1804. T may
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may have freer access. In the mean time a rancid odour

is exhaled. If the mass assumes a
green colour, it is a sign

that every thing goes on well ;
if it begins to grow black,

the cover is raised a little more, in order that the mass may
be more in contact with the air. When the mass becomes

completely black it is entirely spoiled.
As soon as it is observed that the whole mass is green

and mouldy, which is generally the case in eight or ten

days, the cover is removed, and the mass is exposed for

some days to the air and the sun.

When the whole mass has become hard like a stone, it is

cut into small fragments, which are thrown into an earthen

pitcher, and 250 pounds of water, in which 50 pounds ot

salt are dissolved, are poured over them. The whole is well

stirred ;
and the height which the water occupies in the

pitcher is noted. In case one pitcher is not sufficient, the

mass is put into several, taking care that each be propor-
tioned to the quantity of the matter.

When the pitcher is thus filled it is placed in the sun.

The matter must be regularly stirred and shaken every morn-

ing and evening, but at night care must be taken to put the

cover on it to preserve the mass from the cold. This cover

is made convex on the outside that the rain may more rea-

dily run ofF from it, and it is employed also in the day time

when it rains. The greater the heat of the sun, the mors
the preparation of the soy is accelerated. This operation in

general is undertaken only in summer, and yet it continues

for two or three months.
In proportion as the mass decreases bv evaporation, well

water is added, and this is continued till the salt water has

entirely dissolved both the farina and the beans. The pitcher
is then left some days longer in the sun, in order that the

solution may be so much the more perfect, as on this de-

pends the good quality of the soy, and even during this time

the matter must be stirred every day.
When the mass has become very succulent and oily, the

whole is poured into bags, which are pressed to squeeze out

the sov, which is then pure, and ready to be employed. It

is not boiled, as M. Ekeberg asserts. It is- then put into

bottles, which are well closed. The Chinese who deal iiv

this article put it into large pitchers. The soy before' it is

squeezed out is of a dark brown colour, but it afterwards

becomes black.

The Chinese prepare from the refuse that remains two

other kinds of soy. The first time they add 1.50 pounds of

-water and 30 pounds of salt : having squeezed this mass,
4 they
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they again pour over it 100 pounds of water and 20 pounds
of salt, proceeding always in the same manner as above

described.

The last two kinds are not strong, but very salt ; espe-

cially that of the last extraction, the colour of which is also

clear. These two kinds are the commonest in China. The
difference between them is as 9, 4, 1.

In the year 1759 I prepared in this manner, in my lodg-
ings at Canton, all the soy which I employed. I even

brought some bottles of it to Sweden: it was succulent,

oily, moderately salt, and entirely different from that usually
sold in Europe : in regard to its taste it was equal to that of

Japan, which is generally considered as. the best.

This description is the more certain, as I always executed

the preparation myself: I will even venture to assert, that

it is that used to obtain soy of the best quality.
-

M. Ekeberg asserts that the soy is boiled, and that sugar,

ginger, and other spiceries are added : but this is void or

foundation and cannot be true, since a Chinese pound of

soy does not cost more than two canderins Chinese money,
which are equal to 1^ skilling Swedish*. This was the

usual price during my residence in China, and there is no
reason to believe that these ingredients were employed in

the preparation of it. Besides, soy has no taste either of

sugar or of spiceries ;
the prevailing taste is that of salt.

XLIV. Memoir on some rare Fossils of Vestena Nova, in

the Veronals, not yet described, which were given to the

Museum of Natural History at Paris by M. de Gazo-
LA. By FAUJAS-SAlNT-FoNDf-

JL he collection of fossil fish found at Vestena Nova, in the

Veronais, with which the Museum of Natural History is

enriched, must be considered as unique in its kind. To

employ the same constancy and activity in research that

M. de Gazola has done, one must be animated with a noble

enthusiasm for the advancement of that knowledge which
relates to the theory of the globe ;

one must possess the

same fortune and disinterestedness to sacrifice large sums
for the acquisition of cabinets, and to cause researches to

be made for thirty years, in the bosom of a mountain co-

vered with lava. It was in this manner that this naturalist

* A ennderin is equal to about 3 sou 11 7^ deniers French money.

t Froai Anna!?s du Museum Nat'ovnl tTHitfoirt Naiurrfft, No 13.'

Ts obtained
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obtained the most numerous collection of this kind which'

an individual could procure; at present it forms one of the '

principal ornaments of one of the galleries of the Museum
of Natural History ;

M. de Gazola still proposes to enlarge
it, b'v generously adding to it the fruit of his new researches.

Being de-irons on the other hand to render his discoveries

more generally useful, he has caused to be engraved the

different and numerous species of these* ichthyolites, in a

work, the publication of which he has entrusted to the ca-

non Volta, of Mantua, a learned naturalist, muc*h versed in

the knowledge of fish*. There are found in the stones

which contain the fossil fish of Vestena, plants of the fa-

mily of the ferns, the mimosa, and other terrestrial plants,,
which prove, that at the period when these fish were living,

in the bosom of the sea, the waters did not cover the whole

surface of the globe; and that there were parts of the earth,

and perhaps even whole continents, more or less elevated,

where vegetation was able to deveiope a part of its riches.

Does not this truth, proved not only at Vestena Nova, but

at /Ettingen, Pappenheim, Rochesauve, and by the argilla-
ceous schists which cover the coal mines, clearly show, that,

since plants and quadrupeds then existed, as is attested by
several instances, there must at the same time have been

birds? I know that the facility with which birds can fly,

may often rescue them from the danger of perishing in the.

water, and that those which are aquatic are still in less dread

of that element; Omitholites, therefore, have hitherto been

very rare, some naturalists even have denied their exist-

ence.

That in the cabinet of Darcet, a figure of which has been

given in the Journal de Physique, along with a memoir of

Lamanon, has not been admitted either by Camper or For-

tis: I have examined it several times, but still entertain

great doubts on the subject. The same Journal for the

month of Thermidor, year 8, contains an engraving of an

ornitholite, or rather the impression of a bird found in the

plaster-quarries of Montmartre : this fragment belongs to

M. Alluin of Abbeville. As no person, however, at Paris

ever saw the original, and as M. Alluin has given no de-

scription along with this figure, it will be prudent to wait

for further details
;

if the drawing, however, be correct,

one cannot help observing the two legs of a bird.

f Ittiologia del Musco-Bozziano, ora nanesso a qucllo del rente Gic-

van jBattisra Gazola tdi altri gabinetti di fos>ili Vcroncj.i, con la vcisicne

Latina. Verona daila stamperia Guilari, 1796, in fol. rLagno, with mag-
nificent plates.

When
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' When we read in the same^ number of the Journal de

Physique what professor Cuvier has written on thefoot ofa

bird, the osseous parts of which are incrustcd in gypsum,
from the quarries of CHgnancourt near Montmartre, there

is no reason to doubt that real ornitholites exist, at a great

depth, in old strata of gypseous matter.

On the other hand, Blumenbach, in his Manual of Na-
tural History*, mentions bones of aquatic birds found in

the marly schist of the quarries of iEttingen, and the bones

of swimming birds, or anseres, discovered in the calcareous

schist of Pappenheim. .

T here annex a confirmation of these facts, in the figure
of two feathers found in the middle of the quarries of Ves-

tena Nova, in the same stones which contain the fish, and

which I caused to be engraven of the natural size, to avoid

details in regard to measures. (See Plate VI.)
That represented iig. 1, is in perfect preservation, and as

it were amalgamated with thestone: what is most remark-

able is, that it is of a very black colour; it is extended and

flat, and except some barbs which cross each other, the rest

are arranged in the most regular manner. It cannot be

confounded With certain fuci, which have some apparent
resemblance to feathers, because the' barbs of the latter, are

furnished with other barbs. Professors Jussieu, Lamarck,
Des Fontaines, and Thouin, who have examined it with at-

tention, consider it as a real feather.

But if, notwithstanding the discussion of philosophers
who are accustomed to acute observation, any doubts

^

should be entertained of the identity of this fossil* with

a feather, a second feather found in the same quarry will

serve to fix in an irrevocable manner the opinions of

philosophers on this subject. The latter, of which we have

a counter-part, is represented of the natural size, fig. 2, and
3. The stone broke so fortunately, that, like those contain-

ing the fish, it opened in the middle, in the part even con-

taining the feather, which left its impression, while the body
of the feather was found on the other; one might even say,
that the feather as it were is divided in the middle.

This feather is smaller than the other, but in a preserva-
tion equally perfect;' all the barbs on the left side, fig. 2-. are

in their natural position ;
those on' the right side are di-

vided into small bunches. From the middle almost to the

extremity it is a little arched, and its colour, instead of be-

ing black, is grayish.

* T. 408, of the nth vol. French Translation.

T 3 Thi
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This feather was discovered in 1777? and came into the

possession of I. 1, Dionisi, canon of the cathedral of Ve-

rona, who is fond of the study of natural history. It was
considered as a very rare object, for it was the first fealher

ever found in the quarries ot Vestena Nt:va.

In regard to the first feather that is to say, the one re-

presented fig. 1, it was sold, about ten years ago, to count

Ignatius Ronconi, of Florence, then resident at Verona, by
the workmen, who had taken it from that portion of the

quarry of which M. de Gazola is proprietor. These work-

men, tempted by the price which M. Ronconi, who was then

forming a collection, set on this rare article, privately be-

trayed the confidence of the person who employed them as

day-labourers. M. de Gazola, some time after, purchased
from the heirs of M. Ronconi the feather with its double,

impression : there is seen on the stone of one of the coun-

ter-parts a small fish. M. de Gazola, when he gave the

feather to the Museum which I have caused to be engraved,
reserved that part to which the fish is attached; but being

pleased with the reception given to him by the professors of

the Museum, he has promised to deposit the second frag-
ment in the galleries of geology, along with that which is

already in it.

I have caused to be delineated on the same plate a small

crab and a marine insect, presented by M. Gazola along
with the stones which contain feathers: both of them were

found in the quarrry of Vestena Nova.

The marine insect, fig. 4. seems to belong to the genus

pycnogomim of Fabricius, or to a genus which must ap-

proach very near to it. It is not an asilus attached to the

fish, for the asili have fourteen claws, and their mouth is

*not formed into a tube; whereas the pyc?wgomcm has only

eight claws, and its mouth is tubular; a character found in

the insect of Vestena Nova, fig. 4. Rondelet has given
the figure of an insect of the Mediterranean, which has a

great relation to the one in question; he distinguishes it,

after Aristotle, by the Greek name oi<rh*$, in Latin, asilu$>

and in French, thon marin. He has given an engraving and

description of it from the insect which he found adhering
under the fins of a tunny fish in the Mediterranean. The

figure given by Rondelet* resembles, in regard to the cha-

racter

* *'
Having seen the animal.'* says Rondelet,

" I have ar'ded what

follows, to the description of Aristotle : Instead of mouth it has a small

long tube, and on both sidss of the body th^-rc are, as it were, two han^s

which turn towards the mouth
j thjen foilo.vs the hollow pat of the

body,
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racter of the mouth, the insect of Vestena Nova, which
differs from it only m the form and size of the body, but

which, like the fishes of that quarry, belongs in all proba-

bility to an exotic insect ;
I have, however, published a

very accurate figure of it. The zoologists will be tnibled

to compare it with marine insects of the same genus, which
we may receive in the course of time from the Indian seas

or from New Holland.

Fig. 5. represents a fossil crustaceous animal of the same

place, in good preservation: it resembles the Crustacea

known under the name of shrimps, which belong to the

genus Palcemon and Crangon of Fabricius; Cancer {aria-

cus) scjuilla, Herbst, Plate XXV IT, fig. 1. Cancer (artacus)

crangon, of the same, Plate XXIX, fig. 3 and 4. But the

Cancer squilla being much smaller than the fossil, it would
be more proper to refer it to the crangon, which is the opi-
nion of M. Latreilie, whom I consulted. However, not-

withstanding the respect due to the opinion of a naturalist

well vefsed in the knowledge of crustaceous animals, I

should rather be inclined to consider the fossil crab in ques-
tion, as nearer to the Cancer pedunculatus of Herbst, of

which a representation has been given by that naturalist, in

his 43d coloured plate, fig.
5. But as the latter, which is

exotic, is rare, and not in the collection of the Museum, we
can refer 'it only to the figure ; it is therefore prudent to

suspend our opinion till more favourable (jircumstances en-

able us to examine the insect in its natural state,

I might publish in the annals of the Museum a descrip-
tion of some other objects of Vestena Nova, confining my-
self to those which do not belong to the beautiful series of

fish of the same place, destined to form the Ichthyology of

the Veronals, undertaken by the canon Volta ; I should

even have considered it as a merit to glean in a field which

belongs to him, and which he knows how to cultivate with

so much benefit to natural history, had not M. Gazola as-

sured me, that M. Volta's work will be exclusively conse-

crated to a description of the fossil fish of that mountain.

body, with indentations the end of which there arc six feet
; the two which

are short at the end of the hollow part of the body are the largest and
the longest; the two following a little less, and the other two which are

more on the side, are the smallest of all. Rondclet Hist, des Poissons,

1558, folio, p. 78.

T4 XLV. Me-
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XLV. Memoir respecting the State cf Vegetation on high
Mountains, Readin the National Institute, June 1804.

J. hr* first thing which strikes an observer of plants at the

entrance of high mount a'ns in our temperate regions, is the

vigour and luxuriance of vegetation : every thing he has seen
in the adjacent plains suddenly changes its dimensions, its

aspect, and its form; he scarcely knows the most common
plants under the new dress which they have assumed. The
stems are high, the flowers enlarged ;

and even the leaves

of trees have acquired such an amplitude, as often excites

some doubt in regard to the identity of their species. The

groves are better clothed with foliage, the grass thicker as

well as more abundant, its green colour livelier; in a word,
every thing is enlivened with more brilliancy, from the

depths of the valleys to those heights where the eye can
discern nothing but bare rocks and eternal snow.
The plants being thus endowed with a vigour of vegeta-

tion unknown in other places, they tend with more energy
to pass through the periods of their existence. Time, which

regulates the periods of it, creeps on with a slow pace in

our plains, but in the mountains it flies. Every thing
hurries on along with it: meteors succeed each other with
extreme rapidity; the air there is in continual agitation; all

the determining causes act at once with their whole force;
the signal of germination, floration, and fructification is

given at the same time to all individuals placed under the
same conditions. The decoration of the meadows and fo-

res! s changes suddenly at the pleasure of the south wind,
of a storm, or stroke of the sun, which uniformly affects the

whole of certain kinds of species ;
and each day of the fine

season is the spring of an order of vegetables, or of one of
the regions in which they grow.

This first view is succeeded by another; in traversing the

mountains and valleys, each situation has its own soil, and
each region .its climate. These particular regions have each
their productions : each has its own characteristic vege-
tables, which are distinguished in the number of those cos-

mopolite plants, whose temperature, more robust or more
•e, seems to adapt themselves to every soil, and to tri-

umph over every climate. In the plains these local distinc-

tions occupy immense spaces, the limits of which are too
extensive and too indeterminate to be easily perceptible.
In the mountains every thing, on the other hand, is con-»

filled within narrow limits, which the eye often embraces

at
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at one time : a humble hill continued between two valleys,

a ridge of rocks, and some steps, which the traveller passes
over in a few instants, are the insurmountable barriers

which nature has raised between things which it has thought

proper to separate.

Among these different causes of separation, one more ap-

parent seems at first to direct all the rest: it is the eleva«*

tion of the different stages of mountains; every hundred
metres of height lower the temperature about half a degree
of the common division of our thermometers ;

and if we
take as the term of cold that which generally suspends the

progress of vegetation, the eternal ice with which the sum-
mits 'are charged will represent the ice also eternal with

which the pole is covered
;
and each hundred metres of ver-

tical elevation will correspond to a degree of the distance

of the mountain from the pole.
It is on this short scale that the phaenomena of the cli-

mates which succeed each other on the surface of the earth

are presented ;
the circumstances are different, but the re-

sults are nearly the same: on the one hand, the increase of

the cold is accompanied with a shortening of the column
of air; on the other, with an obliquity of the rays of the

sun. The vegetables, however, are distributed in a manner

nearly similar; and th?s conformity teaches us to exclude

from the number of the causes which act on this distribu-

tion, those which are not common to the two scales on
which they have been executed by nature. Thus, in the

Alps and the Pyrenees trees stop at the absolute elevation

of 2400 or 2500 metres, as they do about the 70th degree
of latitude; and the band of the mountains occupied by
these large vegetables is divided into as many particular
bands as the trees constitute different species : oaks remain'

at the bottom; the beech occupies the mean heights; and
above these are the pitch-pine and the yews, which soon

give place to the pines, and these pines both in the Pyre-
nees and the Alps are those of Scotland and of Riga:
while the latter chain possesses also the cembra and the

larch, which are foreign to the former; but it wants the ce-

dar which grows on the Lebanon, and which would, no

doubt, thrive in our mountains of Europe, had nature placed
them there, as it has done on the mountains of Asia. But
such is the mystery of the original dissemination of vege-
tables, that nature seems, in turn, indifferent in regard to

the similitude of places and the distances by which they
are separated ; sometimes placing in similar climates the

plants of countries the most distant from each other, and
sometimes
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sometimes refusing this conformity of productions to re-

gions which unite all the conformities of soil and of cli-

mate.
In the zone of trees is seen a shrub common to all the

mountains of Europe, and which is at the same time pecu-
liar to them : it is never found any where else. Intractable

to cultivation, it languishes in our gardens : it requires the

soil, air, water, and snow of its native place ;
it requires

mountains, and it must even-have a particular determinate

situation. The plant here alluded to is the Rhododendron :

nothing can be more brilliant than this shrub when in

flower," but nothing is more delicate or intractable. It ap-

pears in the Pyrenees exactly at the absolute height of 160O

metres, and stops exactly at 2600 ;
but between the limits

within which it is confined it is so abundant and so vigo-

rous, that it would almost be as difficult to extirpate as it is

to transplant it.

The juniper traverses this band, and ascends much higher.
I have found it at the altitude of 2900 metres above the

level of the sea; but at each stage to which it rises it loses

some part of those characters by which it is distinguished
in our plains*.

In the high region it is the juniper of Swe-

den and Lapland, low and stuntod, with its tiunk creeping
over the ground to seek for shelter between the quarters

of the rock which are within its reach. There conducted

by nature, as it would be by instinct, it searches for and

finds, without ever being deceived, the faces of the rocks

which are exposed to the south or the west; rises upon
them, and expands its branches in the form of an espalier,

with a regularity scarcely to be attained by art.

Higher up, the severity of the climate admits nothing
but low shrubs, which can be entirely covered by the

first snow
;
but still higher, this shelter is insufficient against

the cold and the length of the winter: nothing exists but

what is contained in'the earth ;
the only vegetable produc-

tions found here are herbs with vivacious roots, and nature

has almost entirely banished from these places the
annual^

plants which would deceive its hopes, when in the course of

a summer reduced to a few days, and often to a few hours,

a gust of wind, or a frost, may blast its flowers scarcely ex-

panded, bring back winter, and terminate the year.

On the other hand, no elevation checks those vivacious

kinds which, on the approach of the intense cold, entirely

re-enter under the double shelter of the snow and tl>e

earth, and revive from their roots on the first fine weather ;

their duration exhausts ail the changes of the seasons to

attain
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attain sooner or later to the year favourable to the matura-
tion of the seeds from which they are to be renewed.

At Neouvielle, at an elevation greater by 250 metres than
thar of the Pic du Midi, and at which the thermometer
rises in summer only to 8 degrees, I collected, during five

excursions, twelve species, all vivacious.

On the summit of Mount Perdu, at the absolute eleva-

tion of 35GO metres, in the bosom even of the permanent
snow, but under rocks freed^ from it by the inclination of
their sides, I collected six species exceedingly vigorous.
Here on one of the warmest days of a year remarkable for

its heat, the thermometer rose only to 5-5°, above the freez-

ing point, and it no doubt descends in winter to 2.5°- and

30°; and is it certain, that the plants which 1 foand here

uncovered, in a year when the snow had undergone an ex-

traordinary diminution, disengage themselves from it every
year ? Beside?, I have seen some reappear, which existing on
the edge of the permanent snow, remain almost always bu-
ried under its extension: they do not see the light perhaps
ten times in a century, and then they pass through the

circle of vegetation in the short "space of some weeks, to

sleep again during a winter of several years. It cannot be

expected that plants subject to conditions of existence so

singular should be found among the number of the species
which we observe in the plains of our temperate climates :

they belong either exclusively to the highest summits of the

mountains, or jhey are represented merely in the polar
countries of Europe. Norway, Lapland, ,

and Greenland
are countries which furnish plants analogous to those

which grow on the summit of the Alps and the Pyrenees;

they arc not found in Siberia or Kamschatka, nor in the po-
lar countries of America^ though it is as difficult to conceive

the diversity which prevails among the vegetable produc-
tions of countries so similar and so near to each other, as it

is difficult to explain the conformity which exists between
the vegetation of one of them ar.d that of the summits of

some mountains which are 40
degrees

distant from them.
But we are informed by observation that the propagation of

vegetables does not always take place parallel to the equator;
that if a certain number of plants confined by their tempe-
rament to a determinate climate are found at some distance

under the same latitudes, many others, on the contrary,
seem to have been carried away in the direction in which
our continents separate, and to be dispersed in the direction

of the meridians. On the south, America, Africa, and

Asia; on the north, Europe, A*ia, and America, are far

4 from
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from presenting the same vegetation on the same parallels :

while a multitude of plants faithful to each of these parts of

the world, faithful even to certain subdivisions of these

grand divisions, brave all those obstacles which diversity of

temperatures oppose to them, to propagate in a direction

absolutely contrary to. that to which they are called by the

conformity of climate.

. But, not to wander from the subject, it is thus, for ex-

ample, that several remarkable vegetables of. Sardinia, Si-

cily, and Italy, climb the Alps, pass over them, and spread
to the Lower Germany, without yielding to the invitations

of climate, which would carry them to the contrary side.

It is thus that the Pyrenees receive from Spain a great num-.
ber of the plants of Barbary, and convey them to the western

part of France. The meadow Saffron, which grows in the

north of Africa, shows itself in Andalusia, Castile, Arragon,
the Pyrenees,and descends even to the department of Landes:
the Hyacinthits tardisus, the Narcissus bulbocodium, have the

same origin and pursue the same route; the Anthericum bi-

color, setting out from Algiers, traverses the same chain and
arrives at Anjou; the Scilla iimbellifera, the Saffranum mal-

tifida, go from the Pyrenees to England, without any of

these plants proceeding laterally to meet, those which the

Alps receives in like manner from the south to proceed to

the northern parts of Germany.
But it is in the large valleys of the Pyrenees hollowed out

from north to south, that these directions assume a char

racter altogether striking and singular.
I find the large Dianthas plumarius at the entrance

of the valley of Canopan and that of Gavarnic. It tra-

verses them entirely without entering any of the oblique

valleys which open into it. The VBrbascum miconi, that

beautiful and rare plant, which neither belongs to the genus
in which Linnaeus has placed it, nor perhaps even to any

family of plants now established, and which having a for

reign air amidst our vegetables of Europe, is distinguished

among them as the alcyon is among our indigenous birds,

The verbascum miconi affects the same preference for the

same direction. It is found in all the large valleys of the

Pyrenees, where it shows itself indifferent to all soils and

ail exposures; and the same soils and the same exposures
do not attract it into any of the collateral valleys. I could

quote a multitude of examples of the same fact
;
but it will

be sufficient to mention only one, that of box. This shrub, ?

so robust, grows in the mountains like the most delicate

plants ; on the first regions of the Pyrenees it covers all the

5 hills
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hills both on the side towards France and towards Spain.
These large valleys, lying north and south, open before it ;

there it enters, but never to issue from them :. in vain do
the ramifications of these valleys .present it on all sides other

valleys to people ; it passes over thes^e openings, and, con*

tinuing its route in the direction it has adopted, it ascends

from north to south, stops at; the bottom of the ridge of
the chain at about 2000 metres of absolute elevation, and,

reappearing on the other side atthe same height, descends

towards the south in the same direction from which it has

constantly refused to deviate.

It is thus that the first designs of nature preserve more
determinate tracts in the mountains, where each order of

vegetables confines itself within limits better defined and
more difficult to be passed,, and where the influence of the

places resists more powerfully the influence" of secondary.
causes, which incessantly tend to confound what the pri-

mary causes had separated ;
and even these numberless mo-

difications have been introduced by the lapse of ages, and
in particular by the presence of man. I traverse the im-
mense deserts of the lofty mountains : suddenly, among the

rare plants which compose their herbage, I discover some
of our trivial plants. The verdure assumes a darker tint,,

which forms a contrast with the bright green of the alpine
turf. I advance: the ruins of a hut, or a rock blackened by
the smoke, explain to me the mystery ; around this asylum
of man the plants which surround our rustic habitations-

have been naturalized ; the common mallow, the nettle,
the Anagallis arvensis, the chenopodium, and the common
patience; with which is mixed the patience of the Alps, as

the chamois are seen to approach the domestic goats.
- A

shepherd has sojourned there several weeks, perhaps some

years. In conducting his flocks he has carried thither,
without knowing it, the birds and insects of the valleys,
the seecls and germs of his village. He will, perhaps, never

return thither
;
but these savage countries have received in

a moment the indelible impression of the domination of
man. So much weight has a being of this importance in

the scale of nature 1 i

In other places it is by destruction he has marked his

presence : on approaching the mountains, he has torn in

every part the immense veil of the forests which covered

their bases. The woods are not the habitation of man. He
dreads the windings of that vast labyrinth : he is suspicious
of its shades : he regrets the want or the sun, towards which
he turns a look of respectful hope : he never penetrates thi-

ther,
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ther, but to carry with him fire and the axe. The germs of
nemoral plants sleep in the dried earth, which is not proper
for their development. Their place is supplied by other

vegetables. The climate itself has changed, and attracts

pew species. The temperature rises
;

rain is less frequent,
and more abundant ; the winds more inconstant and im-

petuous ;
the torrents increase ; the declivities become fur-

rowed with ravines
;

the rocks are stripped of the earth

which covered them, and of the plants with which they
were ornamented. Every thing grows old with increasing

rapidity : an age of man presses on the earth more than

twenty ages of nature.

And, however, it is still there that places and their pro-
ductions have preserved more of their original character. It

is there that the primitive distribution of vegetables has been

less interrupted ; that circumscription has been less strongly
traced out; that the influence of soil and climate is most

perceptible. It is there that ther comparison of objects
shows in turn symmetry and contrasts, and that the eye
can embrace at once every thing which attracts observation

and determines the judgment. And if it be in the structure

of the grand chains that the geologist ought to study the

structure of the earth and the history of the grand cata-

strophes which imprinted on it its last form, it is in these

mountains also that the botanist will attempt to penetrate
the mystery of the original dissemination of vegetables and
of their successive propagation.

XLVT. New Method of preparing in a speedy Manner
Nitrous Ether, without the Application of external Heat*

By Brugnatellj *.

JL ut into a tubulated retort an ounce of sugar, and pour
over it two ounces of pure alcohol : adapt to the retort a

capacious receiver; wrap round it cloths moistened in wa-
ter, and cover the joints with pieces of paper rolled round
them. Then pour through the tubulure of the retort three

ounces of concentrated fuming nitrous acid. An effer-

vescence immediately takes place ; the mixture becomes

hot; the sugar dissolves
;

the solution seethes
;
and the al-

cohol converted into ether passes over into the receiver. By
these means the whole of the alcohol, changed into excel-

'"

From Xnnali di Ch'wMid; BrngnateUi, 1S02, torn. x\x. p. 99.

lent
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lent ether, may be collected in a very short time. The
ether has a weak orange colour, with a very agreeable smell:

it docs not change blue vegetable colour to red ; and exhi-

bits in general all the phenomena of the best nitrous ether.

During the formation of the ether there is disengaged
some nitrous gas, which may be known by a red vapour
diffused throughout the apparatus. When this vapour ap-
pears, the receiver must be changed. The sugar which re-

mains in the retort may be easily converted into oxalic acid

by treating it with a fresh quantity of nitrous ccid.

XLVII. Experiments to ascertain whether there exists any
Affinity betwixt Carbon and Clay, Lime and Silex, se-

parately or as Compounds united with the Oxide of Iron

forming Iron Ores and Iron Stones. By David Mushet,
Esq. of the Colder Iron-Works.

[Continued from p. 141.]

JLXaving thus ascertained certain peculiar affinities betwixt

carbon and clay and silex, manifested by the disappearance
of the former, when exposed to melting heats in contact

with the latter, I now proceeded ta investigate what effects

would be produced in the revivification of iron from ores

compounded with various proportions of mixture.

I combined malleable iron with oxygen, and thus formed
3. considerable portion of rich oxide. This was pounded,;
and afterwards mixed with various earths and proportions-
pf carbon. Thus prepared, it was found to contain,

Iron 74

Oxygen - 24
Moisture ' - 2

100 parts

The following experiments were made with this oxide
and carbon, to ascertain the proportions of carbon neces-

sary to revive a given quantity of iron.

I. 200 grains of oxide were fused per se. A very dense

glass of iron was obtained with a partially crystallized frac-

ture. The. surface contained some beautiful crystallizations
of detached radii possessed of various shades of colour

; but
no appearance of revived iron.

II. 200 grains of oxide,
-

5 af carbon, or l-40th.

The
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The fusion of this mixture afforded glass of iron less per*
feet than the former. The fracture divided itself into two
distinct beds. The under one was a smooth black shining

glass : the upper possessed a similar fracture and appearance
to what was obtained in No. I. This difference was evi-

dently the result of the combination of the small portion of

carbon : for in the smooth black glass a disposition of the

metal to separate was manifested by the formation of a mi-
nute cell exactly in the centre of the glass. This cavity is

uniformly obtained in all experiments of this nature, and is

sometimes found containing beautiful prismatic colours and

possessed of an uncommon degree of lustre.

III. 200 grains of oxide,
8 of carbon, or 1 -25th part.

The fusion of this mixture afforded a very neat spherule
of metal, which was found to weigh 8 grains or 4 per cent.,
or I grain of metal for 1 grain of carbon. The glass was
black and shining throughout, resembling very much the

lustre and polish of a highly finished razor. The iron ob-

tained was soft and ductile. It easily flattened without

cracking when cold, and exposed a fine gray spotted
shale.

IV. 200 grains of oxide,
10 of carbon, or l-20th.

The result of the fusion of this mixture was a minute

though elegant spherule of iron, possessing some fine wa-

tery shades. It was found to weigh 10 grains, or equal to

5 per cent. This, as in No. Ill, is exactly 1 grain of iron

for every grain of carbon added. The glass in this experi-
ment was still more shining and perfect than in the former,
and the quality of the iron was equally soft and malleable.

V. 200 grains of oxide,
20 of carbon, or 1 -10th.

An elegant ovular button of iron was obtained in this

experiment ;
the surface was possessed of an uncommon

lustre and polish, contrasted by a variety of shades. It

weighed exactly 56 grains, or equal to 28 per cent. The

quantity of iron revived is nearly 2-J grains for each grain
of carbon in the mixture.

The glass was not perceptibly different from that of

No. IV. The quality of the iron was malleable, though
not so soft and ductile as in former experiments.

VI. 200 grains of oxide,
30 of carbon, nearly l-;th.

From the fusion of this mixture a very smooth beautiful

metallic button was obtained, which was found to weigh
94
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94 grains, and equal to 47 per cent* The proportion of

iron revived in this experiment exceeds 3 grains for each

grain of carbon. The surface of the glass was striated, of a

blueish white pearly colour. The fracture, however; resem-

bled the glasses obtained in Experiments III, IV, and V*
A few faint impressions of crystallization were observable

upon the under surface of the metallic button. This al-

ways indicates a combination of carbon, and uniformly an-

nounces a change to the state of steel*

VII. 200 grains of oxide,
40 of carbon, or l-5th*

This mixture was reduced in 15 minutes, and a perfect
metallic button obtained, which weighed 123 grains, equal
to 61 £ per cent* The quantity of metal revived was nearly
in the same proportion to charcoal as in the former experi-*.

ments. The quantity of glass was now considerably dimi-

nished, and was not sufficient to cover the upper surface of

the button. In point of colour and opacity, however, it

was not materially different from Exp. V and VI. The

quality of the revived iron was highly decarbonated, of a

white crystalline fracture.

VIII. 200 grains of oxide*,

50 H of carbon*, or l-4th.

From the fusion of this mixture there resulted a partially

crystallized button of crude iron which weighed 140 grains,
Or equal to 70 per cent. The glass had entirely disappeared,

excepting a thin crust of a blackish green colour, attached

to the edges of the button. The proportion of iron revived

to carbon in this experiment is as 2f to 1.

IX. 200 grains of oxide,
60 ——) of carbon*

The fusion of this mixture yielded a very perfect metallic

button which weighed
- - 140 grs.

Globules of a
silvery

colour thrown against the

sides of the cruciole - * 4

144

Equal to 72 per cent. «—
«!

In this experiment only a very thin film of glass wa9
found of a light lead blue colour ; and, as there remained

untaken up 4 grains of the charcoal, it is presumable that

the whole contents in iron contained in the oxide> making
allowance for unavoidable loss, was now revived and col-

lected together. As the quality of the metal now obtained

Was still highly deficient in carbon, it appeared probable
Vol. 19. No. 75. August \ 804. U that
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that by carbonating the product a larger quantity by weigh?
would be obtained.

X. 200 grains or* oxide,
100 of carbon.

. This proportion of mixture was found but partially fusi-

ble. A considerable portion of iron was revived in large
aud small elobules beautifully carburated. Part of the mo-
lecular of the oxide had lost its oxygen, and was either re-

solved into an imperfect carburet with the charcoal, or into

minute malleable grains of iron.

XI. 400 grains of oxide,
200 -—- of charcoal.

Although the proportions in this experiment were ffc£

same as in the former, yet a perfect reduction was effected t

and a fine button of carbonated metal obtained which

weighed
- - •* - 280 grs.

: Globules thrown up in the ebullition of the

metal - - - - 12

Equal to 73 per cent* 295

The under surface of, the product now obtained was richly

carburated, the top. plain and smooth. The fracture open
and gray, resembling No. I, (or smooth-faced) pig iron.

The different*results of these two last experiments are one

of the many instances which occur in this department oi

metallurgy, where the perfection of the operation depends
more upon the quantity of matter used than the direct pro-

portions of the mixture.

The deductions which are liable to be made, arising from
this source of error, are sometimes most erroneous, and

frequently beyond belief. For example :

XII. 1750 grains of oxide,

87-J-
— of charcoal, or 1 -20th.

This mixture was fused into a dead ponderous glass of

ironXvherein no trace of revived metal could be found : now
in Experiment IV, the same proportion of mixture yielded
5 per cent, of iron. Again,

XIII. 1750 grains of oxide,

175 —'— of charcoal, or l-10th.

The fusion of this mixture afforded a black, shining,
heavv glass,

without the most minute particle of revived

metal. In Experiment V, with the same proportions of

oxide and carbon, 28 per cent, of iron was revived,

XIV. 1 750 grains of oxide,
0.50 —— of charcoal* or l-7th.
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This mixture was perfectly fused, and equally destitute

t)f revived iron as the former. In Experiment VI, the same'

proportion of mixture yielded 47 per cent, of iron. I after-

wards found that, when this quantity of oxide was used^
the first symptoms of separation took place with l-5th its

weight of charcoal.
.

.

t

.

I know of no satisfactory reason which can be given to
1

solve the material difference of the results in these experi-

ments, simply arising frofn quantity, unless the additional

exposure- requisite to reduce the large quantity destroys a

greater portion of the charcoal uselessly than when the small

portion of matter is operated upon. The process of sepa-
ration divides itself into branches. The first consists in the

action of a well known affinity,—-the combination of the

tarbon with the oxygen 6'f the oxide, which leaves the par-
ticles of metal highly disposed to become the subject of the*

second affinity, viz. the,vcombiriation of the carbonaceous

matter with the iron. Now, if we suppose that in both

Series of experiments there existed in each mixture a particle
of carbon for" every particle of metal 5 and one for every par-
ticle of oxygen (if I am allowed the expression),- then we
'cannot see that in either operation a difference of result

Should take place, provided the experiments are alike accu-

rately performed, and the time of exposure similar.- The

fact, however, turns out very differently, and, I make nor

doubt, is guided by some regular and well established cause-

May not the last portions of oxygen be more difficult to re-

move from the large than fro'rii the small quantity? or, iri

other words, May they not require a greater dose of carbon

to saturate them under the double circumstance of increased

quantity and approximation to fusion ?

Although I could not reduce the mixture operated upon iri

Exp. X, I found this
easi-ly effected by the addition of chalk.

XV. Oxide of iron - - 200 grs;
Charcoal - * - lOO'

Chalk - - - 100
But in place of finding the revived iron carbufated as iii

fhat experiment, I found it quite the reverse.

A review of these experiments performed with pure iron/

Oxygen, and carbon
^

will convey a pretty accurate idea of

the real quantity of the latter necessary to revive certain

portions of iron. It is however most difficult to decide

what portion of the carbon unites to the oxygen of the ox- .

ide, and what to the metallic part. I have uniformly found
that all iron ores and oxides take up a portion of carbon

before any of the metal is separated. This combination-,

U 9 brings
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brings the glass of iron more and more to the metallic J

state, undoubtedly by removing a portion of the oxygen,
This appears most evident from Experiments III and IV,
where only one grain of metal was revived by each- grain of
charcoal in- the mixture. As the quantity of oxygen by this

means became reduced, we find that the quantity of iron-

revived increased in & greater ratio, and at some times ex-

ceeded 3 to 1 of the charcoal. (See Experiments VI and-

VII.)

Recapitulation of these Experiments, and the Rate of Char-
coal at which the metallic Particles become revived*

Exp. I. Fusion per se, afforded no metal.'

II. Oxide, af?d l-40th of charcoal ;
n'o metaf.

III. diHO -— l -25th of ditto j 4 percent, of iron

revived

IV. ditto — 1 -20th of ditto; 5 per cent.

V. ditto — l-10th of ditto, 28
VI. ditto — 1-9-th of ditto, 47
VII. ditto ~ I -5th of ditto, 61^
VIII. ditto — 1 -4th of ditto, 70
In these eight experiments the charcoal had totally dis-

appeared.
IX. ditto and 1 -3d of ditto, 72

Along with which was found a residuum of 4 grains of

carbon.

It is also worthy of remark, that in t:he early proportions-
of charcoal, when one-half of the metallic eontents only
are revived, the metal is then discharged from the oxide h*

a state of complete malleability,; though highly red-short.

This takes place in all experiments of this nature with a.

sufficient dose of carbon
;
and I have frequently taken ad-

vantage of this circumstance to form an opinion of the pro-

perties and strength of the malleable iron which any given
ore was* hkely to afford from the manufacture of the pig.

Part of the metallic contents of any ore or oxide being
thus precipitated by means of charcoal in a state of uncom-
mon softness and ductility, we are led to infer that any ad-

ditional portion of carbon would' only increase the quantity
of malleable iron, and ultimately produce the whole contents

of the ore in a state of malleability. This, however, is by
no means the case ;

for as soon as nearly one-half the metal-

is revived, a more powerful affinity is established betwixt

it and the additional carbon. Steel or crude iron is formed

through the whole mass by this extra combination, and every

appearance of softness and malleability vanishes. This takes:

plaed
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place -when nearly 3-4ths of the vyhole metal is revived, and

decidedly proves a reverse of affinity to what at first existed.

At the beginning of the experiment we find that the char-

poal prefers uniting with the general body of oxygen, rather

than clearing a minute portion and reviving its appropriate
metal. This takes place till a considerable part of the oxy^

gen is dissipated.. In the progress of this, the affinity be-

twixt the carbon and iron is gradually developed ; and be7

fore it is fully established a portion pf the iron is precipitated
in a malleable state, not as a direct consequence of the union

pf the carbon with it, but in consequence of the oxygen of

the oxide being removed, and the particles left in a metallic

state. So long as this takes place, I look upon the affinities

of carbon for tjie remaining oxygen of the ore, and for its

metallic contents, as nearly balanced ;
and this will always

have a direct reference to the proportion of each. When this

.equilibrium is destroyed by the addition qf certain extra

portions of carbon, a paramount affinity is immediately esta-

blished betwixt these and the iron which had before been

separated in the malleable state, and steel or crude iron of

various degrees of saturation proportioned to the carbon is

the result.

From another mode of operatiqn it is pretty evident that

this reverse of affinity is occasioned in a great measure by
the temperature, particularly as in the above case, where it

uniformly is productive of fusion. If the same oxide here

operated upon, or indeed any ore, is exposed to a tem-

perature in contact with charcoal considerably short of

fusion, a deoxidation nearly complete will take place, pro-
vided the experiment as to proportion of mixture and time

has been properly conducted, The matter thus exposed will

be found to have lost considerably in weight by the Joss of

oxygen. If it is carefully freed from the surrounding char-

coal, washed, and immediately dried and introduced into a

clay crucible and exposed to a very high heat, a'button of

metal will be found, amounting to 8-10ths or D-10ths, the

whole produce in iron which the ore contained. This iron will

be in the state of malleability nearly as soft as copper when
cold, but uncommonly red-short when heated beyond a

bright red. The deficient iron, amounting to 1 or 2-l0ths,
will be found in a small portion of glass of iron attached tu

the edges qf the button, and which may be easily called to

existence by the addition of a few grains of carbon.

This still proves that the temperature employed in ce-

mentation, though adequate to remove the greatest part of

{he oxygen, yet is insufficient to dissipate ifs last remains.

U 3
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To effect this, a higher temperature and a more powerful

affinity must be exerted. That this effect is complete we
have no proof, but that a larger portion of metal is called

into existence. If the affinity continues to increase in the

ratio of the diminution of the quantity, then a much higher

temperature and a more powerful affinity may be requisite
to remove from iron the last

portions
of oxygen than any

with which we are acquainted.
The external characters assumec} by iron separated in this

shnple mode of assaying, are of much importance in under-

standing thoroughly the process. As long as malleable iron

continues to be precipitated, the metal, if covered with glass,

possesses a surface of the highest polish. The colours are

frequently various, chiefly shades of blue and azure, some-
times black-watery inclining to rich deep brown. The
union of carbon, even in small quantities, under the same

pressure of glass, is immediately known by the fine crystal-
line form vyhi.ch begins to spread over the surface : some-
times the entire surface is thus elegantly marked. As the

quantity of carbon increases to form steel, the crystallization
assumes a radiated structure, convex upon the upper surface

and concave below. This form continues through all the

states of steel, but in approaching to crude irori the under

surface loses the concave and crystallization, and assumes

a smooth skin, sometimes marked with hollows equally
smooth. When the combination' of carbon is sufficient to

change the fracture of the metal from white to mottled or

gray, every trace of crystallization then vanishes, and a sur-

face comparatively rough,, but highly convex on, all sides,

succeeds.

JCLVIII. Notices respecting New Books t

JVjLr. Parkinson, of Hoxton, to whom chemists are in^

debted for a very useful publication, the Chemical Pocket

Book, of which we have more than once had occasion to

speak, has just published the first volume of a new work,,
which will be found extremely interesting and useful to

geologists and mineralogists. It is entitled, An Examina-
tion of the mineralized Remains of the Vegetables and Ani-
vials of the AvJedilv.vlan World, generally termed extras

Tieous Fpssih* 4 to, 471 pages and an index.

This volume, which contains the vegetable kingdom, is.

embellished and illustrated with a frontispiece and nine

4 P^tes,
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plates, containing accurate delineations of a great number
of curious fossil vegetable remains coloured after nature.

In a future number we shall give a further account of this

useful and valuable work.
.

"Shortly will be published a new Edition, with improve-
ments, of

The Magnetic Atlas, or Variation Charts of the whole ter-

raqueous Globe, comprising a System of the Variation

and Dip of the Needle, on the Projection of the former
Editions, by John Churchman, Fellow of the Russian

Imperial Academy of Sciences.

This plan represents on a plane as truly as on a globe the

necessary proportions of every country, and the true nature

of every curve. The improvements of the new edition will

.consist principally of J lalleian lines drawn through all the

different places where the degree both of variation and dip
are the same, and thus avoiding the trouble of measuring

angles. These charts will be found to possess great advan-

tages, particularly in cloudy weather ; for the darkest day at

sea often shows the sun long enough at noon to observe the

latitude. Or the dip alone (being easily found at all times)
is sufficient near the land, as the lines of equal dip inter-

sect every part of any coast in certain latitudes. Thus the

difficult problem of the longitude may be determined at sea

by two different methods : 1st. From a true knowledge of
the latitude and variation: 2d. Of the latitude and dip..

Perhaps no observation, except the dip, can be taken so fre~-

quently as the variation. That a mean of these observa-
tions- can be found accurately enough at sea, many expe-
rienced navigators have already borne witness; the only
difficulty arising from the iron on ship-board giving some-
times a false direction to the needle, may be overcome by
ascertaining the magnetism of the ship.

XLIX. Proceedings of learned and Economical Societies,

IU)YAL INSTITUTION.

At a special meeting of the managers and visitors, held

the 1 fth day of May 1 S04,
The Duke of Somerset" in the chair,

The following address to the proprietors, subscribers, and
others, respecting a proposed mineralogical collection,
and office of assay, was read, approved, and ordered to be
circulated ;

- •

'

• - '

U 4 In
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In the. progress of their labours for the improvement of
the Royal Institution, the managers and visitors have lately
had the pleasure of noticing the liberal donations already
made towards a mineralogical collection. They have now
the greatest satisfaction in announcing the receipt of a pro-

posal to raise a fund of 40OO1., in order to contribute fur-

ther towards forming, and connecting with the Institution,

an extensive and useful collection of minerals; so as to esta-

blish there, on a great scale, an assay office, for the im-

provement of mineralogy and metallurgy.
The gentlemen to whom the public at large, and the

Royal Institution in particular, are indebted for this patri-
otic proposal, are the right honorable Charles Francis Gre-

ville, and Sir John St. Aubyn and Sir Abraham Hume,
barts. They observe, that the mining, concerns in this

kingdom are conducted by individuals with such advantages
of capital, and with such a degree of speculative enterprise,
as to exhibit those effects of combined chemical and me-
chanical powers applied to them, which no other country
in the world has hitherto been capable of producing; whilst,
at the same time, no other state is so deficient in the pro-

portionate means of rendering the knowledge of minerals

accessible to persons desirous of instruction. This defect

they impute
l< to the want of an adequate public fund, to be

applicable, under the direction of mineralogists and che^

mists, to the following purposes ;-r-viz, the formation of a

scientific collection of minerals on such a scale as to in-

clude all the latest discoveries ;
—the arrangement of the

collection in a manner to exhibit all the interesting series

of mineralogical facts;
—and the establishment of an assay

office, to be exclusively employed for the advancement of

mineralogy and metallurgy."
The formation of such a collection of minerals, and the

foreign anc) domestic correspondence incidental to it, will,

they conceive, afford sufficient employment for the whole

time of a mineralogist of considerable talent; while the

Conduct of the assay office must require the continued at-

tention of a chemist of approved abilities. Hence, they
infer the expediencv of a considerable fund for the improve-
ment of mineralogy and metallurgy ;

and hence, the ne-

cessity of an union of men of science, talent, and practical

experience, to direct the application
of the fund to its ap-

propriate object.
The proposal then proceeds to notice a suggestion, that

private collections of minerals might answer the desired ob-

ject 5 and that men of science have never been wanting to

elucidate
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elucidate those material facts which scientific inquiries or

accidental circumstances have placed within the sphere of

their observation. Upon this they remark, that '.' it must
be obvious that the researches of private collectors seldorh>
or at least very gradually, extend beyond a limited circle

;
and

that gentlemen who occupy their leisure hours in pursuing

interesting inquiries in chemistry, cannot interrupt them, itl

order minutely to examine and investigate an incidental fact

in mineralogy, which may, at the moment, be deemed a

new discovery." v

To corroborate this, it is further stated that specimens for

analysis of corundum and muriate of lead had been given

by Mr. Greville to Mr. Woulfe, Dr. Withering, and Mr.

Kirwan, several years before they were sent by him to Mr.

Klaproth; who immediately analysed them, and published
the result thereof in the foreign journals. And they ob-

serve,
cc that the more perfect description of these and other

rare minerals, in the joint papers of Count Bournon, Mr.

Hatchett, and Mr. Chenevix, recently published in the Phir-

losophical Transactions, cannot be taken to the credit of the

private collections which contained them. Mr. Hatchett
and Mr. Chenevix fortunatelv had peculiar leisure for the

analysis; and the whole time of Count Bournon was at that

period employed informing one collection, and in arranging
two others ;

a circumstance which gave him the same adr-

vantage as if the collections had been public. The joint

papers of these three gentlemen may be proposed as the

models of the plan to be followed in the examination of
minerals in the British dominions in every quarter of the

globe;
—

-supplying examples from which may be formed
the most interesting collection of geology that can be ima-

gined."
To attain this national object, and to encourage contribu*

tions to the funds for the original establishment of the col-r

Jection and assay office, it is proposed to give the subscri-

bers similar privileges to those on which a large sum has

been recently and rapidlv collected for the library of refe*

rence,-«-with only this difference, which the difference of the

object appears to warrant, that, in case of a patron's sub^

scription to this collection^ whether a proprietor, a life

subscriber, or ah annual subscriber to the Institution, it may
be competent for him to exercise the rights of a patron;—^
and that a select committee shall, from time to time, be ap-
pointed by the managers, from among the subscribers, to

form and arrange the collection, arid direct the operations
of the assay office.

For
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For the provision to be made for the future expenses of

the collection and office 'of assay, the managers look

•with confidence to the public for sufficient assistance, in

ease the measure shall appear, upon investigation, to be de-

serving of it.

With respect to the subscription for the collection, it is

proposed to open it, not only to the proprietors and sub*

scrioers of the Institution, but to the members of the dif-

ferent mineral companies and others in this kingdom, and
also to the members of those learned bodies which do so

much honour, and render such essential service, to this

country ; and particularly to the fellows of the Royal So-

ciety, of the Society of Antiquaries, of the Society for the

Uncouragement of Arts, &c, and of the Linnean Society;
to the trustees of the British Museum, to the members of
the Board of Agriculture, and of the British Mineralogicaj
and London Chemical Societies,

It is also proposed,, that the patrons of the collection

frhall, with the sanction of the.managers, have the power to

ionn any arrangement with the trustees of the British Miw
scum or others, whenever it shall appear that it may tend to

the advantage of their respective collections of minerals.

Upon an attentive view of the subject, the managers and
visitors discover great advantages which may result from
the execution of this measure, on a scale worthy of the

British empire; which has, from the most remote antiquity,
he.cn peculiarly distinguished for mineral productions. To
the British Islands, and to the lesser territories which form
their immediate appendages, the benefit of the proposed
collection and office of assay will be highly important. But
in the immense territory which now forms our East India

possessions, are to be found the most valuable mineral trea*

sures that are known in this globe ; and from the wisdom
and liberality of the East India Company, great and effec-

tual assistance may be hoped for in aid Of the execution of
a plan, by 'the adoption ofwhich the intrinsic value of those
treasures may be ascertained and brought into use.

The proprietors and subscribers may be assured, that the

managers and visitors will never consider their labours as

finished, while there remains any effort to be made for the

.diffusion and useful application of practical science in this

country. They would indeed have deemed themselves ex-

tremely culpable, if there had been any neglect or dclav on
their part, in submitting to the consideration of their mem-
bers, and of the public, a plan which promises essentially

to promote the prosperity of the Royal Institution, and at

tfio
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the same time to contribute to the extension of useful sci-

ence and to the increase of our national resources.

Somerset, Chairman,
17th May, 1804..

Plan of the proposed Collection of Minerals and Office of
uissay.

I. The collection of minerals and office of assay shall be

find remain under the same direction- and government as

tlie other parts of the Institution; subject only to such pri-

vileges (to be enjoyed by those proprietors or subscribers

who shall think fit to qualify themselves as patrons of the

.collection) as are hereinafteranentioned, or may be hereafter
conceded by the by-laws of the institution.

II. Proprietors and subscribers contributing to the collec-

tion tool, or upwards, shall be hereditary patrons of the

collection,

III. Proprietors and subscribers contributing 50l. or upr
wards, not amounting to lOui., shall be patrons for life.

IV. Subscribers of lesser sums (when their united sub-

scriptions amount to sixty guineas or upwards) may, by
writing, appoint, of their own number, any one, being a

proprietor or a subscriber, a patron for life.

V. The application of the subscriptions, in providing and

arranging the collection and establishing the office of as-

say, shall be under the direction of the patrons.
VI. The collection shall be open at times to be fixed on

the part of the Institution for the proprietors aud subscri-

bers; and also for scientific men, of this or any other coun-

try, to be introduced or recommended by the patrons; each

patron having a power to introduce or recommend one such

person, each day, to the collection.

VII. No person shall be capable of
exercising

his right
as a patron, except during such time as he shall continue

and be a proprietor or subscriber to the Institution,

VIII. In case of the death of any of the patrons for

life, the surviving patrons may elect in his room a life pa-
tron, who shall have previously paid, or secured to be paid,
the sum of 50l. or upwards to the funds for the support
and increase of the collection

;
which money shall be forth-

with applied accordingly, under the direction of the pa-
trons.

IX. The patrons ahall make rules for the direction of
their mode of proceeding, and shall elect a chairman, de-

puty chairman, treasurer, and secretary, "and appoint com-
mittees
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mjttees end sub-committees for such part
of their business

As they shall think proper.
X. A select committee shall, from time to time, be ap~

pointed by the managers, from among the subscribers to

the collection, to
arrange

the collection, and direct the ope-
rations of the office of sssay.

Subscriptions to the collection and office of assay will be

received by William Savage, at the Royal Institution, and by
the following bankers ; Messrs. Ransom, Morland, and

Co,, Pall Mall; Messrs,, Hoarc, Fleet-street; Messrs. Her-

ries, Farquhar, and Co., St. Jameses-street; and Messrs,

Pybus, Caljj Grant, and Hale^
Old Bond-street.

ACADEMY pF SCIENCE? AT PETEESBURGH.

The following account of the transactions of the Aca^

demy in the course of the year 1803 has been published :

The papers read in the different sittings were, 1st, On
s.iliquose plants, by T. Smelovsky. 2d a A brief account

pf the extraordinary cold whicfi took place at Saratof on
the 13th of January, by J\ A. Meyer. 3d, A specimen
of Phoenician literature in some inscriptiq,ns of Citium.,
described and decyphered from their analogy to the wedge-
iformed characters, by Lichtenstein. 4th, Doubts in reT

gard to the system of Dr. Gall, by C. A. Rudolphi.
5th, A speech addressed to the Chamberlain Novosilzof on
the day he took the President's chair, in the room of the

President Fuss. 6th, Account of some general results

from the tables of births, ^eaths, anfj marriages, at PeT

tersburgh, by Kraft. 7^h, On the integration of a dif-

ferential equation, by Fuss. 8th, On the Io^odromic curve

^escribed on any round body, by F, T. Schubert. Qth,

History of the Imperial Academy of Sciences for the years

1797—1798, by Fuss, 10th, Observations on
|he stuffing

^nd preserving
of animals, by Dr. Langsdorff. 1 1th, Nevy

observations on stones formed
b,}

7

aggregation, by Sever7

guine. 12th, An attempt towards explaining different

phaenomena connected with tfye crystallization of salts, by
Lowitz. 13th, Ob ognemere, ill orudii hum moshns opre-

fieldt vse slepeni shararotschiny Zacharova. 14th, A dtT

scription of some rare plants. 1 5th, Memoir on the
tables of the population of the imperial establishments for

the mines of Catherinenbourg, transmitted by Mr. Her-r

mann, by Kraft. 16th, On the viburnum opulus, by
Oseretzkovsky. 1 7th, Some astronomical observations

made at the Observatory of Petersburgh, by Inschodzof.

5
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j§th, Speech of ihe President Novosilzof, on the daf
when he announced to the academy the confirmation of its

n.e\v regulations, loth, Piantae contortae discovered at the

Cape of Good Hope, by C. P. Thunberg. 20th 3 Re-
searches respecting the first integrals of equations with

partial differences, by Trembley. 21st, On the great use

of continued fractions in the integral calculus, by F. fcaus-

ler. 22d, A specimen of the metamorphosis of amphi-
bious zoophytes, by Lichtenstein. 23d, Observation on
the white

variety
of the lepus timidus, by A. Pansner,

24th, Detailed plan of a new Technological Journal, pre-
ceded by some general reflections, &c, by Fuss. 25th5

Dissertation on the loxodromic curve, &c.,, continued by
Schubert. Qolh, New method of making platina mallea-

ble, by Count Moussin-Pouschkin. 27th, Chimitsclieskoie

ispytanii e kammennych ugoV yev blir goroda Borovoitschii j

sbtch, Volkova.
The following observations, experiments* and notices^

were laid before the Academy;—Meteorological experiments
were made at St. Petersburgh, by Inschodzof; at Mosco>
by Professor Bause ;

at Nicolayef, at the school of naviga-
tion for tfie Black Sea ; at Kasan, by M. Lachtin ; at Ka-<

tharinenburg, by M. Hermann; at Saratof, by M. Meyer*,
M. Kraft communicated observations respecting a galvanic

experiment; an experiment on the preparation of jelly
from bones

;
on the present declination of the magnetic

needle. M. Lowitz transmitted notice of a fat substance

extracted from Siberian cochineal, with a specimen, antf

observations on a remarkable crystallization of nitro-mu-
riate of platina, effected by intense cold. By Mr. HeN
iriann, account of a new gold mine .discovered on the

Tshussovaia; on the freezing of quicksilver at Katherinen-

burg, and on a remarkable fire-ball observed at the same

place. By M. Kritschevskii, on some phaenomena which
occurred during the freezing of quicksilver; and,« by M.
Robertson, a notice in French, respecting observation?

made in the upper regioris of the atmosphere, during an
aerial excursion. The Academy has lately published the

first number of a Technological Journal, of which a vo-

lume, consisting of two numbers* will appear annually.The

object of this useful collection is to make the public ac-

quainted, in a manner suited to the capacity of readers in

general* with the newest technological discoveries, and

their application to different purposes,

Peters-
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Petersburgh, July n, 1804:.

The serial excursion unttcrtaken by order of the Acade-

iny of Sciences for making scientific discoveries has had
the wished-for result. On the 12th instant the Academi-
cian SacharofF, who is an excellent chemist, and Professor

Robertson,- ascended from the gardens of the corps of
cadets at twenty-five minuj.es past seven, the weather af-

that time being fine.- The learned bodies, and all those

interested for the progress of the sciences, were pre-
sent at this ascent, which was the finest ever seen at this

place. The three small balloons which were previously let-

off proceeded first southward, but soon after were driven

towards the feltic- This, however, did not prevent the'

two philosopher's from undertaking their journey, for which
a great many instruments had been provided in order to

make experiments. The balloon hovered more than an-

hour above the sea. Jt was found that there were two cur-
rents of air. The spectators observed the travellers make
a manoeuvre, the object of which was1

to avoid the higher cur-
rent and to cause the balloon to proceed more to the south.

It was then observed to rise gradually higher till about ten

o'clock, when it entirely disappeared from the persons who
were stationed on the Observatory. In the evening of tha,

following day an account was brought to the Academy of

Sciences, by a courier, that the travellers had arrived safe

at Sivarctz, sixty versts from this capital.- They descended
about forty-five minutes past ten at the English garden,

opposite the seat of his excellency General P. G. Demidof,
by whom they were received in the most hospitable manner.
The result of this aerial excursion, undertaken merely for

scientific purposes^ will soon be published.-

ACADEMY OF BERLIN.

Colonel von fcnobelsdorf, ambassador at the Ottoman
Porte, who was received on the 7th of June as a member'
of this learned body, presented to the Academy twelve

volumes of Persian manuscripts which he had collected hi

the East. This valuable present consists of the following
works : 1st, Kauzat al Safa, the Great History of the East

bv the celebrated historian Mirkond, in seven volumes, of

w'hieh an account may be seen in Herbelot, and in the

history of Gengis Khan, by La Croix. 2d, Zobde Tavarij
Select Histories. 3d, A History of the Family of Stfi to

Sehah Abbas. 4tb, History of Nadir Schah. 5th and
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<5ih, The Works of the celebrated poet Gram!, entitled

Divan,

ACADEMY OS* SCIENCES AT TUR*N<

The class of the physical and mathematical sciences has

proposed the following prize questions :
—

1st, The phaeno-
mena of electricity and galvanism present on the one hand
so many analogous circumstances, and on the other such a

great number ordifferent effects, that many philosophers con-
sider them as identic, while others suppose that there are two
different fluids. The Society therefore requires new expe-
riments, which may determine in a definitive .manner whe-
ther the fluids are the same or different.

The prize is 600 franks
;
and the papers must be sent in

before the 20th Dec. 1804.

2d, It appears by the Connoissance des Terns, an 12,

p. 217, that the refraction assumed does not make the ob-
servations of the summer and winter solstice of the years
7, 8, and g, to coincide so exactly, as to give to the

ecliptic that obliquity which it ought to have; and it is

evident that a difference of eight seconds, found in the-

result of the calculations, not of one or two, but of all the

observations made, on different days of different years,
must arise from some cause or other :. a satisfactory expki-r
nation of this subject is required. The prize and period
the same as above.

The class of literature and the arts have proposed the

following question:
—To show whether the science known-

under the name of Statistics be new; and what advantage
states derive from it. Prize and period as before.

The papers may be written in Latin, French, or Ifalian
f>

and must be sent to the Academy post paid.

THE MARKISH ECONOMICAL SOCiETr.

This society has offered a premium of twenty- five rix-

dollars for the surest and best means of extirpating cater-

pillars. The premium will be adjudged in the spring of ;

the year 180G, but the papers must be transmitted to^the

society before May 1805.

ITALIAN NATIONAL INSTITUTE.

Paris, Auguft 8th.

Equally desirous of conferring the blessings of order

a*nd the happiness derived from science, his Imperial Ma-

jesty has decreed a National Institute for the Italian repub-
lic. This body of scientific men opened their sittings at

Bologna-
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IJologna on the loth ult. All Italians eminent for learri-

ing, illustrious from talents, and respectable for virtues,

are members of it. The constitution of the Italian Insti-

tute is the same as that of the French, and foreigners may
be elected members of it, and received as such, if the

Emperor approves of the choice. The report, that all

learned Frenchmen, members of our Institute, are, dejiire,

members of the Italian Institute, is without foundation ;

though the Italians, by free-will, and without any foreign

impulse, have chosen many French literati for their asso-

ciates in the difficult task to enlighten the superstitious
nations of Italy. His holiness the Pope has been elected

deputy protector, the Emperor their sovereign being the

natural protector; but Pius VII., by the advice of some

fanatics, has declined the proffered honour ; and the Vice-

president
Melzi has been chosen in his place. Among

Us most remarkable members is SignOr Paulini from Ra-

venna, who, though blind, is one of the first Italian ma-
thematicians, at the age of only eighteen. The Italian

men of letters, subjects of the Emperor of Germany, and
of the King of Naples, have returned the diplomas sent

them as members of the Italian Institute; no doubt by the

prders of their respective sovereigns.

BOARD OF AGRICULTURE*

Premiums offered by this Board*

[Continued from p. 204 ]

ttrgining.-r-To the person who shall lay before the

"poard the most satisfactory account Of one of Mr. Elking-
toivs drainages-! the silvtr medal.

The soil, and state of the land before draining, the me-
thod and expense of the improvement, with a plan, and
the result of the operation, to be produced on or before the

second Tuesday in December, 1805.

braining.
—To the person who shall execute, and report

to the Board in the most satisfactory manner, the greatest

drainage in any method the most applicable to the state of

the soil- tlie gold medal.

The soil, and state of the land, before draining ; the

mtthod and expense of the improvement, with a plan, and
the result of the operation, verified by certificates, to be

pioduced oh or before the second Tuesday in December,
)805.

Folding Sheep.
—To the person who shall, by a series of

the most satisfactory experiments, ascertain the compara-
tive
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tive advantages and disadvantages, and best method of

folding or cotting; sheep -the gold medal.

Accounts, verified by certificates, to be produced on or

before the first Tuesday in April 1805.

The same premium for 1806.

The same premium for 1807.

Irrigation.
—To the person who shall, in a country where

irrigation is not generally in practice, water the greatest
number of acres, not less than ten, and in the completest
manner —the gold medal.

To the person who shall, under similar circumstances,
water the next greatest number of acres, and in the com-

pletest manner--—-the silver medal.

Accounts of the old and new state of the land, and its

value, and of the method, expense, and produce, verified

by certificates) to be laid before the Board, on or before the

third Tuesday in January 1805.

The same premiums for 1806.

Horses and Oxen.-^-To the person who shall make, and

report to the Board, the most satisfactory experiments on
the comparison of horses and oxen, in the general business

of a farm—-—the gold medal.

The account, verified by certificates, to be produced on
or before the last Tuesday in April 1 8o5.

The same premium for 1 806.

The same premium for 1807.
Manures*—To the person who shall lay before the Board,

the most satisfactory account, verified by chemical experi-

ments, or other sufficient authorities, of the nature of ma-
nures, and their effect on the principles of vegetation
the gold medal.

To be produced oti or before the first Tuesday in Decem-
ber 1804.

The same premium for 1805.

Manures.—±To the person who shall lay before the Board,
the most satisfactory account of the application and effect

of manures, verified by practical experiments on not less

than one acre for each sort of manure the gold medal.

To be produced on before the first Tuesday in Decem-
ber 1804.

The same premium for 1805.

Marl and Chalk*—To the person who shall report to the

Board, the result of the most satisfactory experiments,
made by or under the inspection of the reporter, on marl-

ing, chalking, or claying, not less than 1 00 acres of land
the gold medal.

Vol. 1 9. No. 75. August^ 1 801. X It
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It is required that the nature and quality of the manure,
and of the land on which it is spread be described.

Accounts, verified by certificates, to be produced on or
before the first Tuesday in March 1805.

L. Miscellaneous Correspondence*

To Mr. Tilloeh.

v_/ne essential service which is rendered by a Philosophical

Journal, conducted on the plan which you pursue, is to

unite, and bring into a more general point of view, many
curious facts and remarks that are scattered up and down in

literature, and often in works where you would least expect
to find them. The learned Warhurton, in his Divine Le-

gation of Moses (vol. ii. 4to. ed. p. 241.), has the follow-

ing note, referring to this preceding passage: if. We are

told that Pythagoras's popular account of earthquakes was,
that they were occasioned by a synod of ghosts assembled

under ground.'' But Jamblichus informs us, that he some-
times predicted earthquakes, by the taste of well-water.—
One scarce meets with any thing in antiquity concerning

Pythagoras's knowledge in physics, but what gives m
fresh cause to admire the wonderful sagacity of that extra-

ordinary man. This story of his predicting earthquakes
has so much the air of a fable, that I believe it has gene-

rally been ranked (as it is by Stanley) with that heap of

trash, which the enthusiastic Pythagoreans and Platonists

of the lower ages have raked together concerning him.

Yet we learn from the collections of Pliny the elder,

which say,
"
futnro terrce jnotu, est in puteis turhidior

aqua," 1. ii. c. 83. that the antients profited of this dis-

covery, verified by a modern relation of Paul Dudley, Esq.
in the Philosophical Transactions, No. 437- p. 72, who,

speaking of an earthquake which lately happened, was sur-

prised
to find his water, that used to be always sweet and

limpid, stink to that degree that they could make no use

of it, nor scarce bear the house when it was brought in ;

and thinking some carrion was got into the well, he

searched the bottom, but found it clear and good, though
the colour of the water was turned wheyish, or pale. In

about seven days after the earthquake, his water began to
'

mend, and in three days more returned to its former sweet-

ness and colour. Yours, &c.
R. Ml^OKQUEEN.
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Mr. Tilloch.

On Tuesday the 1 4th instant (August) , about tea at

night, the atmosphere being rather cloudy, a most brilliant

stream of light suddenly appeared at Petworth in Sussex^

extending from the N. E. towards the South Downs. It

lasted about a minute and a half, and then gradually dis-

appeared, beginning from the.N;' E. Probably some of

your correspondents may have also observed this curious

meteor. 1 never witnessed any so singularly beautiful.

Yours, &c: J. S; S.

Mr. tilloch.

Your excellent publication possesses, in my opinion, art.

additional value, from the extracts you have lately inserted

from curious and scarce books, which now are not gene-
rally known. With this idea I send ycu the following
excellent recipe for the speedy recovering of the use of the

foot or hand that has been violently sprained : which ap-

peared in the Annual Register for 1760, signed Theoph.
Lobb, Bagnio-court, Newgate-street."

1. Let it be fomented with vinegar, a little warm, for

four or five minutes at a time, once every four hours : this

will render the circulation of the fluids in the parts affected

more easy ;
and either prevent a swelling, or promote its

subsiding." 2. Let the person stand three or four minutes at a

time on both his feet, in their natural posture, and some-
times move the strained foot : and sometimes, when sit-

ting with his foot on a low stool, let him move it this way
and that, as he can bear it. This will contribute much to

contract the over-stretched vessels, and to .recover a due
circulation of their fluids through them.
" 3. Let a gentle dry friction with a warm hand be

sometimes used to the parts affected, which will conduce
much to the same ends.
" 4. Two hours after every application of the vinegar,

let the part affected be just wetted with the rectified spirits
of wine, and then gently rubbed.
"

By these means persons to whom I have advised them
have recovered from the effects of very violent sprains in

a few days, as some others have been weeks in recovering

by different ways of management ; such as a continual

resting of the strained foot, and disuse of 'its motions."
F. M.

X2 Mr.
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Mr. Tilloch.

DEAR SIR,

As it is the wish of philosophers to collect every thing"
that has occurred relative to the stones which, at different

periods, have fallen on our globe, I send you the following
extract from the third volume* of the poet Cowper's cor*

respondence, as published by his learned friend Mr. Hay-
ley, June IS, 1783.

66 The fogs I mentioned in my last still continue;

though, till yesterday, the earth was as dry as intense

heat could make it. The sun continues to rise and set

without his rays, and hardly shines at noon even in a

cloudless sky. At eleven last night the moon was a dull

red
j
she was nearly at her highest elevation, and had the

colour of heated brick. She would naturally, I know,
have such an appearance looking through a misty atmo-

sphere ;
but that such an atmosphere should obtain for so

long a time, and in a country where it has not happened
in my remembrance, even in winter,- is rather remarkable.

We have had more thunder storms than have consisted

well with the peace of the fearful maidens in Olney,

though not so many as have happened in places at no great

distance, nor so violent. Yesterday morning, however,
at seven o'clock, two fire-balls burst either on the steeple
or close to it. William Andrews saw them meet at that

point, and immediately after saw such a smoke issue from
the apertures in the steeple, as soon rendered it invisible :

the noise of the explosion surpassed all the noises I ever

heard : you would have thought that a thousand sledge
hammers were battering great stones to powder, all in the-

same instant.
"

Yours, &c. J. S. S.

LI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

PARTICULARS OP THE SALE OF FART OF HIS MAJESTY'S
FLOCK OF SPANISH SHEEP,

On the 1 5th Day of August 1S04.

It ') a singular circumstance, considering the great length
of time that fine or broad woollen cloths have been in use

in Europe, that the wool from a particular breed of sheep,

kept only in Spain, where there are exceedingly large flocks

*
Patrc 178. In a letter to the P*ev. John Newton.

of
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cf them, should have been essential to its fabrication.

These sheep are known by the name of the Merino breed,

and were peculiar to Spain till about the year 17&6, when
the unfortunate Louis XVI. introduced a flock of them
into France, the progeny of which are still subsisting, and

their wool possessing all its original qualities, upon the

national farm at Rambouillet, and in the neighbouring
communes. His Britannic Majesty was not unmindful of

this object, and within a year of the same period began,
and continued from time to time, the importation of small

flocks of Merino sheep, which were, with his majesty'*
known liberality, presented to different agriculturists and
breeders

;
or sold, with a view of disseminating the breed,

at the common prices of English sheep at the time. In

the year 1/92, through the medium of lord Auckland, who
had been ambassador to Spain, his majesty procured from
the marchioness Del Campo Dialange, forty of the best

Spanish sheep, in exchange for eight fine English coach

horses : this flock his majesty confided to the care of Sir

Joseph Banks, bart. president of the royal society, who
has paid more attention to the subject of wool (and is" with-

out doubt the most perfectly informed on all points relating
to its production and uses) than any other man. His royal

highness the duke of York's park, at Oatlands, was se-

lected as the scene of these interesting and national expe-
riments.

Sir Joseph Banks had assiduously employed himself upon
his estate in Lincolnshire, since the first introduction of

Spanish sheep, in trying the effect on wool and carcase,
of all the crosses which could be made between them and
the different breeds in England ; but on receiving charge of

the royal Merino flock, in 1792, he disposed of all his own
sheep, in which there was any mixture of Spanish, and has

confined his views in the management of the royal flock to

the preservation of the original breed of 1 792, having since

admitted no crosses, not even of newly imported Spanish
sheep, however superior their pretensions. These sheep
are very far from handsome in their shape, and too gene-
rally look thin and poor ; they are principally distinguished
from other sheep, next to the superior fineness of the fibre

of their wool, by the dirty appearance of their fleece outside,

though beautifully white within, owing to the greasy mat-

ter, or yolk, as it is called, with which it abounds, causing
the dirt of the land to adhere to the wool

; they have also

white faces, of a peculiar silky a.ppearance; just above the

nose are two or three singular wrinkles, and upon the. head,

X 3 behiud
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behind the horns, is a soft protuberance of flesh : they are

also less in size than a great proportion of the English sheep.
The Merino flock continued healthy, and increased very
fast : but the buyers of wool were averse to the idea that

any wool grown in England could answer the purpose of

that imported from Spain, in the manufacture of fine cloth;
and Sir Joseph Banks was unable to obtain more than 2s.

per pound for the wool of these sheep in 1796, and only
2s. 6d. in 1797- In 1798, this wool was washed previous
to the sale, and sorted into three different parcels, according
to its fineness, as is done in Spain, viz. prime wool, or

Rafnnos (R), which sold for 5s.: choice locks, or Finos (F),
at 3s. 6d.; and fribs or Terceros (T), which fetched 2s. 6d.

The fleeces of 1 799 from this increasing flock, treated in

the same way, were sold • the prime wool, or R's, for 5s. 6d.,
the choice locks, or F's, for 3s. 6d., and the fribs, or (T's),

for 2s. 3
— 5s. 6d. being in these two last years the standing

price of the very best imported wool. The royal Merino
flock at Oatlands continuing to increase, in 1800 the R's

produced 5s., the F's 3s., and the T's Is. 6d. In 1801 the

R's fetched 5s. 6d.; the F's 3s. 6d.; and the T's Is. 9d.

Eleven wether or castrated sheep were this year fatted, and

at Christmas 1 SOI sold at good prices; the mutton also

proving excellent in quality : and very unexpectedly the pelt

wool, or that obtained from the skin by the fellmonger,

produced 10s. for each, sheep, after allexpenses attending
it were paid.

In 1802 Sir Joseph Banks obtained for the wool of his

majesty's Spanish flock, the R's 5s. 9d. ;
the F's 3s. 6d. ; and

the T's is. 9d. ;
and in the year 1803, the prime, or R's,

produced ,6s. gd.; the F's 4s. 6*d., and the T's 2s. The quan-

tity
of the inferior sorts of wool, from each fleece, has

evidently decreased since these sheep were in England, and

at this time less of the fribs will be found in any number of

fleeces of his majesty's wool, than in the same number and

weight of fleeces produced in Spain ; a proof that the wool

is not disposed to degenerate in our climate. The wool of

the present season was washed on the backs of the sheep in

the English wav, and sold all together without scouring
or sorting, at 4s. 6d. per pound. The royal Merino flock

in June last consisted of 100 ewes, 5 rams, and 78 lambs ;

these 78 lambs being the produce of 90 ewes, with which

4 rams were used; also of 23 shearling rams, 7 rams of

greater ages, and 14 ewes, which were selected for the in-

tended sale, in a paddock in Richmond park, by the side of

Kew Foot- lane, not far from the Pagoda.

Among
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Among those who have most distinguished themselves in

eeconding the noble views of his majesty, in introducing
and extending the breed of these sheep, are to be named,
lord Somerville; Dr, Parry, of Bath $ Mr. Bridge, of Win-
ford Eagle; Mr. Ridgeway, of Upperton; Mr. Toilet, of

Gloucestershire; and the Bath Agricultural Society; while
Mr. John Maitland, of Basinghall-street ;

Mr. Laycock,
of the Borough; and Mr. Edrige, of Chippenham, have
done themselves

great
honour in their endeavours to pro-

mote the sale and manufacture of English Merino wool.
Mr. Gibblet, of Bond -street, and Mr. King, of Newgate-
market, are also -deserving of great praise for their exertions

in removing the prejudice which was generally entertained

against Spanish mutton, en the first introduction of the

Merinos into this country.
Mr. Toilet possesses a ram, bred from a ram and ewe

"sold to him from the royal flock in 1801, which in ^June
last yielded ll^lb. of wool of the very first quality. The
same care and attention which have been for some years past

paid to the improvement of other breeds of sheep in this

kingdom, by breeding constantly from the most perfect ani-

mals in the flock ra preference to others, have succeeded in

the carcases of several of the royal Merino flock; and as

Sir Joseph Banks, in a late address to the public, observes,—Ff give a justifiable hope, that by a due selection of rams,
and a correct judgment in matching them, Merino sheep
will in time he produced, with carcases perfectly fashion-

able, and wool as perfectly fine." The same address, after"

noticing that the demand for his majesty's Merino sheep
increases prodigiously, particularly in Gloucestershire, thus
introduces the notice of the present sale from his majesty's
flock: " As speculation on the value of Spanish sheep is

evidently on the increase, and a reasonable probability now
appears that his majesty's patriotic exertions in introducing
the breed, will at least be duly appreciated and properly un-

derstood; it would be palpably unjust, should the views of
those who wish to derive fair advantage from the sale of the

progeny of Spanish sheep, purchased by them from the

royal stock, be ya. future -impeded by a continuation of the
sale of the king's sheep, a-t prices below their real value."

This circumstance having been stated to the king, his

majesty was graciouly pleased to permit the rams and ewes
that are to be parted with from the royal Merino flock this

year, to be sold by auction, in the same manner as is done
at Woburn by his grace the duke of Bedford, and at Hoik-
ham by Mr. Coke, on the presumption of this being the

?L 4 most
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most likely manner of placing the best individuals of their

improved breeds in the hands of persons most likely to pre-
serve and further to improve them.

Notwithstanding the heavy and almost incessant rain on
the morning of the day of sale, near 50 gentlemen and
breeders of sheep assembled soon after eleven o'clock, at

the pens of sheep intended for sale, and minutely examined
them. Sir Joseph Banks, who has but just got abroad from
a severe fit of the gout, ventured out, and staid in the field

the whole time.

About two o'clock, Mr. Farnham, the auctioneer of

Richmond, opened the business by a short but neat speech,
on his majesty's gracious views in promoting the breed of

excellent sheep before them, and read the printed conditions

of the sale. After Sir Joseph Banks had stated that his

friends Sir Richard Worsley, of the Isie of Wight, and Sir

James Riddle, of Scotland, not being able to attend, had

commissioned him to bid for six or more of the sheep, the

sale commenced,—at which much keen bidding was seen

among the amateurs and breeders present.
The first twenty-three lots consisted each of a single

shearling ram.

Lot 1, was a ram, labouring under a temporary privation

Qf sight, which Sir Joseph Banks and Richard Stanford,
the king's shepherd, stated to be not very uncommon with

these sheep at this season, but from which there was no
doubt he will perfectly recover; the weight of his fleece

was stated to be, at the last shearing, 3lb. 4oz.; he was

knocked down to captain Macarthur, at 61. 15s. after Sir

Joseph had apprised him that an old act of parliament stood

in .the way of exporting sheep from this country
—the cap-

tain's object being to take the sheep which he was purcha-

sing to New South Wales, in about three weeks time, to

add to the flock which he is rearing near to Botany Bay,
with a degree of success which promises to be of the

greatest national importance. The sheep intended for lot 2

was unwell, and not offered for sale. Lot 3, fleece 4lb. 3oz.

was sold to George Home Summer, Esq. at 7l. 12s. Lot 4,

fleece 3lb. of very fine wool, was sold to Mr. Knowles, at

pi. 10s. Lot 5, fleece 4lb. was bought by Mr. Andrews,
for Mr. Beckingham, near Canterbury, at 10 guineas.
Lot 6, a very lively sheep, was bought by captain Macar-

thur, at 111. Lot 7, fleece 3.1b. I2oz. with bad eyes at

present, was knocked down to Sir Joseph Banks, for one of

his friends, at 61. 7s. Lot 8, fleece alb. 4oz. was sold to

Mr. Knowles, at 10 guineas and a half. Lot 9, fleece 3lb.

.3 12oz.
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12oz. was bought by J. W. Allen, Esq. near Bury, at 3Q

guineas. Lot 10, fleece 3lb. 6oz. was sold to Mr. Leith,
at 10 guineas and a half. Lot 1 1, fleece 3lb. 12oz. of better

wool than the last, sold to captain Macarthur, at 15 guineas.
Lot 12, fleece 5lb'. 4oz. was sold to George Home Summer,

Esq. at 27 guineas. Lot 13, fleece 3lb. 4oz. was bought by
captain Macarthur, at 16 guineas. Lot 14, was sold to Mr.

Warren, at 15 guineas. Lot 15, a sheep at present blind,

fleece 4lb. ISoz. sold to captain Macarthur, at 22 guineas.
Lot 16, a very perfect sheep and fine fleece 4lb. 4oz. sold to

Sir Joseph Banks, at 20 guineas. Lot 17, a sheep having
the disorder called the foot rot, fleece 4lb. 12oz. was sold to

Mr. Warren, at 12 pounds. Lot 18, fleece 4lb. Soz. was

bought by Sir Joseph Banks, at 14 guineas. Lot 19, fleece

4lb. 12oz. very fine wool, was 3old to G. H. Summer, at 20

guineas. Lot 20, fleece 4lb. ooz. was bought by Sir Jo-

seph Banks, at 15 guineas. Lot 21, fleece 5lb. to Mr.

Beckingham, at 25 guineas. Lot 22, fleece 4lb. 4oz. to

captain Macarthur, at 21 guineas. Lot 23, fleece 4lb. 8oz.

to Sir Joseph Banks, at 20 guineas. Lot 24, fleece 5lb,

12oz. to Mr. Freeman, near Henley, at 42 guineas, which
finished the shearling rams. Lot 25, a full-mouthed

ram, which had not been used, though so expressed by
mistake in the bill, was sold to general Robinson, of Scot-

land, for 7 guineas and a half. Lot 26, a full-mouthed

ram, called Young Snag, four years and a half old, whose
sire was in as much repute among the king's sheep, as

Eclipse among race-horses, and who had been used in the

king's flock, fleece 5 Jib. was sold to G. H. Summer
for 18 guineas. Lot 27, a four-tooth ram, which had not
been used in the royal flock, fleece 7lb. 8oz. was sold to Mr.

Jefferson, at 38 guineas. Lot 28, a ditto, fleece 8lb. was sold

to Mr. Heaven, at 25 guineas. Lot 29, a four-tooth ram,
which was used last year in the king's flock, was sold to

John Proctor Anderson, Esq. at 24 guineas. Lot 30, a

ditto, fleece 7lb. 2oz. was sold to captain Macarthur for 27

guineas. Lot. 31, a good ditto, fleece 6lb. 8oz. was sold to

Mr. Kidd at 24 guineas, which completed the lots of rams;
the remaining; fourteen lots being full-mouthed ewes, which
had been bred from in the royal flock, and were warranted

good bags. Lot 32 sold to Mr. Beckingham at '9 guineas.
Lot 33, to Mr. Hallet, at 8 guineas. Lot 34, to Mr. Beck-

ingham, at 7 guineas and a half. Lot 35, to Mr. Freeman,
at 7 guineas. Lot 36, to Mr. Freeman, at 8 guineas. Lot

37> to Mr. Leithj at nine guineas and a half. Lot 38, to

Mr.
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Mr. Eyton, at 11 guineas. Lot 39, to Mr. Knowles, at

7 guineas. Lot 40, to Mr. Beckingham, at 8 guineas.
Lot 41, to captain Macarthur, at 11 guineas. Lot 42, to

Mr. Campbell, at 9 guineas. Lot 43, to colonel GreviUe,
at nine guineas. Lot 44, to general Robinson, at 7 guineas;
and lot 45, to Mr. Hallet, at 6 guineas. .

The sale ended about a quarter past four o'clock, when
Sir Joseph Banks stated, that the prices at which the sheep
had been sold exceeded his majesty's and his own expecta-
tions and wishes on the subject; his majesty never having
before sold a Spanish sheep for more than six guineas, (they
were always before sold by private contract) while he had

given away more than 17b sheep: but from the eagerness
exhibited this day in bidding, he had no doubt but his ma-

jesty's intentions, of placing the sheep in those gentlemen's
hands who would most value and attend to the increasing
of the breed, would be fully answered. It was stated, that

the sheep might stay three days in his majesty's pasture,
or even a longer time, at the risk of the purchaser, if

jiot convenient to remove them sooner ; but such was the

eagerness of the buyers to bear off their lots, that two or

three carts appeared in the field in a few minutes, and were
loaded with the sheep ;

and one gentleman took away a

sheep he had bought in a post-chaise with him! Besides

the gentlemen mentioned above, as present, we noticed

Henry Hugh Hoare, Esq. Mr. Chute, Mr. Snart, superin-
tendant of his majesty's farm at Richmond, Mr. Lawrence,
Mr. Farey, &c. This show and sale of sheep is intended to

be annual ;
and next year a larger number of ewes are in-

tended for sale, his majesty's flock having now arrived at

the number intended to be kept.

COPERNICUS.

The following letter ofcount Thadaeus Czacki and colonel

Molski, who have been employed in collecting information

respecting this celebrated man, has lately been published in

one of the foreign journals :

"
During the tour which we undertook with a view to coir

kct monuments of our country, now become extinct, we

sought for the remaining traces of Copernicus. Our disco-

veries have not been great ; but, agreeably to our own
wish, and the desire of our society *, we have deposited
tbem in the hands of a person who has resolved to make

* Of the Friends to the Sciences at Warsaw.

particular
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particular researches respecting the life and writings of

Copernicus *. N. Copernicus was a canon at ErmeJand,
And administrator of the possessions of the chapter of

Allenstein. As he had therefore two places of residence,

he had observatories at both. In the habitation possessed
at present by an evangelical Lutheran pastor, there were
some manuscript verses, written by Copernicus with his

own hand, pasted to the chimney piece ; but about fifteea

years ago a pastor who left the place carried with him this

memorial of that celebrated man. The name and arms of

Copernicus were also painted in colours on a pane of a

window; butthis monument, which had remained three cen-
turies and a half, disappeared likewise about a dozen years

ago. Over the door is shown a place where there was
an aperture, through which the solar rays entered at stated

times and passed into another chamber; but six years ago
the present possessor caused the hole to be filled up f. The
tower in the neighbourhood, on which Copernicus made
his observations, is kept in bad repair, and serves for the

confinement of prisoners, the rattling of whose chains we
could hear. When we arrived at Frauenburg we visited

the church where the ashes of Copernicus are deposited,
and several times repeated his name—a name never men-
tioned by the old or the young but with the greatest re-

spect; they leave to the learned to pay honour to the extent

of his scientific knowledge, and venerate the remains of a

man who is their neighbour. Frauenburg has a high situa-

tion ; where the church stands there is no water, nor is

there a single mill in the surrounding district. Copernicus
constructed half a mile higher up the river an oblique dam
fifteen ells anda half in length, where he erected a mill, and
the water was raised by a wheel to the summit of a tower,
from which it was distributed by pipes, so that each of the

canons had water .conveyed into his house. This machine
has been worn out. The chapter, whose finances in the

year 1772 were in a bad state, are now about
repairing this

work. It is a common saying among the learned of this

place, that a model of this machine was requested in the

time of Louis XIV. We entered the church. Near the

altar is a grave-stone covered in part by a marble balustrade

* T. Sniack-cki.

f It is probable that thj? was an astronomical gmnnon, which Coper-
nicus had caused to be constructed in his habitation for the purpose of

observing the equinoxes, solstices, and inclination o£ the ecliptic.
—Note

i>y,Sniadecki.

which
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which surrounds the altar. Spheres cut out on it in relief,

and the letters Nicol, showed the place where the ashes

of this man were deposited. The chapter were so kind as

to permit us to remove every incumbrance. Having washed
the stone, we found the following letters Nicol ....

Cop . . . .cus, and in another line an .... m; the other let-

ters were obliterated. We raised up the stone and came to

the grave, where we found only the remains of mouldering
bones, of which the chapter kept a part, and gave us five

fragments with an attestation by the chief prelates : two of
these fragments we have reserved for ourselves, another we
sent to Pulavy, and two we shall bring to the society. We
searched for the manuscripts of this great man, and found
some of his signatures among the acts of the chapter. It

gives us pleasure to remark, that the tour of Copernicus to

Italy, where he seems to have formed his system, was defray-
ed by the chapter*. The inhabitants of Frauenburg relate,

according to an old tradition, that there were there some ma-
thematical instruments made bv Copernicus himself. Ty-
cho Brahe in the 16th century set great value on an instru-

ment called a parallacticum, which, as he said, had been
constructed by that incomparable man, and which was

presented to him by Hannof canon ofErmeland. All these

monuments are lost, and those who have seen them differ

in their accounts. We endeavoured to find some work of

Copernicus ;
but all his works, unfortunately, have been di-

spersed. His work on the establishment of the mint, to an

office in which he was appointed like Newton, is lying
somewhere in a town of West Prussia. We, however,
found some of his letters on private affairs. One of them
we transmit, in order to verify his writing, in case any of his

manuscripts should be discovered. We were also in the

place in which he resided. It is a small chamber in the

upper story, from which there was a passage to his observa-

tory ; and of the steps some fragments are still remaining.
On three sides he had a view of the strait ; on the fourth was
a plain, which at present is concealed by a tower built at a

later period. Thad^ius Czacki,
Martin Molki.' 1

*. M. Sniadecki is of a different opinion.

HUMBOLDT
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HUMBOLDT THE TRAVELLER.

It gives us much pleasure to be able to state that the ru-

mours of his death, which have found their way into dif-

ferent journals and newspapers, are unfounded. A letter

from Baltimore in America, dated the 16th of June last,

states his arrival there from his tour through a great part of

South America ; and we learn by subsequent accounts that

he reached Bourdeaux on the 6th instant (August), accom-

panied by M. Bonpland, after a favourable passage of

twenty-nine days from Philadelphia. Besides the geologi-
cal collections transmitted to Europe, they brought with
them nearly thirty boxes of different articles, which are the

more valuable as the countries traversed by these travellers

have been little visited.

PROFESSOR PALLAS.

St. Petersburgh, 24th July.
Cf The celebrated professor Pallas, whose death has been

announced in the public journals, is now residing in good
health in the neighbourhood of Achmetshet, or Simphero-
pol, the capital of the Crimea, called at present the pro-
vince of Taurida, on an estate given to him by the late

empress Catherine II., and on which he has lived for several

years."

LECTURES.

On the 1st Monday in October next will commence
Lectures on Physic and Chemistry, by George Pearson,
M.D. F. R.S. or the College of Physicians, London; and
senior physician to St. George's hospital.
A lecture is given on Therapeutics, from a quarter before

to a quarter past eight o'clock
;
on the Practice of Physic,

from a quarter past eight to about nine; and on Chemistry,
from a quarter after nine to ten evcrv morning, excepting
Saturdays ;

on which days a lecture is delivered on the Prac*
tice of Physic, from eight to nine, and on the Cases of Pa*

tients, from nine to ten .

A complete register is kept of- the cases of Dr. Pearson's

patients in St. George's hospital, and an account is given
of their progress, treatment, and termination, every Satur-

day morning.
In the course of lectures on the Practice, as preliminary,

theoretic Principles of Physic are delivered ;
the text or lieads

of which are contained in a printed work for the pupils only.
Here
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Here are fully explained the laws of excitability ; the leading
characteristic symptoms of each disease are given ; the evi-

dent causes of diseases in general are arranged and explain-
ed; and the means and substances for the prevention and
cure of diseases in general are also explained, according to

an arranged plan.
The articles of the Materia Medico, in the Therapeutics,

are arranged in a printed work for the pupils only, accord-

ing- to the principal effects on account of which they are

prescribed in diseases
; specimens of them may be seen ;

the natural and other parts of their history are related ; the

forms of administration ; the doses ; the indications they
can fulfil, or diseases in which experience has shown them
to be efficacious, are fully explained.,

During the summer courses, evening lectures are given
on Pharmacy, in which the London Pharmacopoeia for 1 791
is used as a text book, which may be attended gratis by the

perpetual pupils to all the other lectures ;
as well as lectures

on the Cow-pock, at the Institution, 44, Broad-street.

The following courses of lectures will be delivered during-
the ensuing winter at the Medical Theatre, St. Bartho-

lomew's Hospital :

On the Theory and Practice of Medicine, by Dr. Roberts
and Dr. Powell : Clinical Lectures on select cases occurring
in the hospital will be occasionally given by Dr. Roberts.

On Anatomy and Physiology, by Mr. Abernethy.
On the Theory and Practice of Surgery, by Mr. Abernethy.
On Chemistry and the Materia Medica, by Dr. Powell.

On Midwifery, and the Diseases ofWomen and Children,

by Dr. Thynne.
The Anatomical Lectures will begin on Monday, Oc-

tober the 1st, 1804, at two o'clock; and the other lectures

in the. ensuing week.
Further particulars may be known by applying to Mr.

Nicholson, at the apothecary's shop, St. Bartholomew's

Hospital.

At the Theatre ofAnatomy, Blenheim-street, Great Marl-

borough-strect, Mr. Brookes will commence his autumnal
course of lectures on Anatomy, Physiology, and Surgery, on

Monday, the 1st of October, at two o'clock.

A suite of spacious apartments, thoroughly ventilated,

and replete with every convenience for the purposes of dis-

X .
>

secting
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secting and injecting, will be open every morning till two,
where Mr. Brookes attends.

N. B. All the subjects are preserved by an antiseptic

process.
Dr. Hooper will commence his autumnal course of lec-

tures on the Practice of Physic, Materia Medica, and Phar-

maceutical
Chemistry,

on Wednesday, the 3d of October,
at a quarter before eight o'clock in the morning, at Mr.
Brookes's Theatre of Anatomy.

Dr. Batty's lectures on Midwifery, and the Diseases, of
Women and Children, will begin on Monday, the 8lh of

October, at half past ten o'clock, at Mr. Brookes's Theatre.

For particulars, and a prospectus, apply to Mr. Brookes,
Theatre of Anatomy ;

Dr. Hooper, St. Mary-la-bonne In-

firmary ; and Dr. Batty, Great Marlborough-street.

LIST OF PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS, FROM JULY 24 TO
AUGUST 9A, 1804,

Tlmt have passed the Signet -office.

His Majesty's grant,
To W. Warris, of Sheffield, in the county of York,

optician, of the sole use, benefit, and advantage of his in-

vention of an improvement in the mounting of glasses,

commonly called opera-glasses. To hold to him, his exe-

cutors, administrators, and assigns, within England, Wales,
and the town of Berwick upon Tweed, for the term of 14

years, pursuant to the statute in that case made and pro-
vided.

To Edward Greaves, of Sheffield, in the county of York,
razor manufacturer, for his invention on razors.

To Joseph Huddart, of Highbury Terrace, in the county
of Middlesex, esquire, for his invention of a mode or art of

manufacturing and spinning yarn, different from any such

now in use.

To Barker Chifney of London, gentleman, for his inven-

tion of a composition to be used in washing, in order to

render muslins and linens beautifully white, and for other

purposes.
To John Gregory Hancock, of Birmingham, in the county

of Warwick, die engraver, for his invention of a method of

forcing or working the bolts of presses, or of engines, used

for the purpose of cutting, pressing, and squeezing of me-

tals, horn, tortoise-shell, leather, paper, and other sub-

Stances*

METEORO-
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Lll. An Inquiry concerning the Velocity of the calorific

Rays which proceedfrom the Sun, with a Flew of ascer-

taining the Rate of it experimentally , though it should

not hefar short of the Velocity of Light, &c. &c.

JL he author of the following paper sends it with his most

respectful compliments to Mr. Tilloch, and refers the pub*
lication of it, in his valuable Philosophical Magazine, en-

tirely to his convenience. Though it has been but lately

drawn up, yet the general view of the subject, and the the-

orv of the experiment, were fully explained by the author

to' a few of his philosophical friends and correspondents
more than a year ago.

RaxMsgatk, 9, Effingham Place,

25 August, 1804.

TILL of late times, whatever effects were observable in the

case of different substances being, for a longer or shorter

time, fully exposed, to the influence of the sun, it was held

as evident that all such had a necessary dependence upon
his rays of light.. The changes produced on vegetable co-

lours, the aromatic oil of plants, their acquiring the pro-

perty of being combustible, the irritable state of their

leaves; and further, certain curious effects on the mineral

acids, on manganese, on the oxides of silver* lead, bis-

muth, &c; nay even the burning heat of the focus of a lens

or speculum. All these changes and effects were con-
sidered as in some way or other produced by the action and

properties of the sun's light. This conclusion seemed in-

disputable ;
as derived from the direct information of sense.

In this however we meet with a remarkable instance of our

being sometimes liable to error, from the limited nature of

our faculties, even when pursuing philosophical researches

according to the rules of a just and cautious induction.

It was not then suspected, that in the solar beam were
blended other emanations, which, being unrelated to vision,
had altogether eluded our notice

;
or that the marvellous body

of the sun, by those recondite processes in his atmosphere
which our telescopes show to be in perpetual activity,

might be the great fountain not only of light, but of other

radiant principles, subservient also to the ceconomy of na-

ture, as established in the planetary system.
That the sun's radiations are actually so compounded,

and richer far than had been thought of, has lately begun to

appear by two very interesting discoveries.

Vol. 19. No. 76. Sept. 1804. Y The
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The numerous and important experiments of that excel-

lent and most indefatigable philosopher Dr. Herschel, mani-

festly show, that rays of a nature different from light, on
which depends the vivifying heat of the sun, are also

emitted by him, and are subject to similar laws of reflection

and refraction. By the experiments also of the admirable

Scheele and Senebier, as further cultivated by Messrs. Rit-

ter and Bockman in Germany, and by Dr. Wollaston in

England, we have still more recently detected a third sort

of rays, fairly separable by the prism from those of light
and caloric, and which, beyond the visible boundary of the

violet colour, are found to produce very peculiar effects,

heretofore falsely imputed to the sun's light.

These two discoveries will probably be thought important

by the philosophical chemist. At any rate, they will de-

mand of him to review and new model certain received

opinions, and may ultimately lead to no small improvement
of his science, by discarding from it several imaginary ef-

fects of light, and tracing the same to their real sources by
a more enlarged experience.

Ever since considering the sun's emanations as so com-

pounded, and as consisting at least of three different prin-

ciples, namely, light, caloric, and rays also of what has

been called the deoxidizing principle,
—it has appeared a cu-

rious question, how far these radiations may differ in re-

spect to the velocity with which they are emitted or sent

forth by the sun. This inquiry seems not only interesting
on its own account, but because, were their velocities found

unequal to any considerable degree, we should have an ad-

ditional argument of much force in favour of such rays

being of a nature entirely different.

In a valuable philosophical work lately published by a

very respectable author, there is an observation relating to

this subject expressed in the. following terms :
u That as

the ravs of light and of caloric, emitted by the sun, accom-

pany each other, it cannot be doubted that they move with

the same velocity*." But as to this, so far as the meaning
is understood, there seems to be some mistake or oversight.
If by the rays so accompanying one another be meant that

all the constituent particles of each of the two kinds, at the

same instant emitted, still keep contiguous, each to each,
in their progress forward from the sun, then surely they

must move with the same common velocity. This, how*

* Sec Mr. Thomson's System of Chemistry, 2d edit. Edinburgh, 1804,
vol. 1. page 306.

ever,-
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fever, seems to be merely an identical proposition, or a beg-

ging.of the question. For where is the proof of their so keep-

ing together? Perhaps it may be said it consists in this,

that we alwavs find a body is both illumined and warmed
as soon as exposed to sunshine; which shows that, wherever
the luminous particles are found, they are accompanied by
those of caloric. But this may be very possible without

supposing the particles in question have kept contiguous in

their journey all the way from the sun, or indeed longer
than a very small moment of time. Their velocities may
differ exceedingly, and yet, as to sense, particles of each kind

may every instant arrive simultaneously, and affect the

body. For this, nothing more is required than that the in-

terval of time between the arrival of one particle after an-

other, belonging to either of the rays, be so Very transitory
as wholly to elude our perception : a position which it 13

presumed will not be disputed.
The same author, in the way of further proving the great

velocity of the rays of caloric, refers to some experiments
made by the ingenious M. Pictet,of Geneva, the result of

which shows, that they pass over a space of sixty-nine feet

in an interval of time too minute to be measured. If how-
ever the velocity in question, even supposed mueh slower

than the, astonishing speed of light., approximates to that

high scale of rapidity, such experiments would be utterly

incapable of assisting us when aiming at any measurements*

For, though the motion were a hundred times slower than x

that of light, still the calorific rays would be propagated
from the sun at the rate nearly of two thousand miles in a

second of time; a transit far too rapid to be measured or

ascertained by M. Pictet's method.

If, indeed, the sun had been so constituted as that, now
and then, a total failure of his emanations took place for

twelve or fifteen minutes, their relative velocities could have
been determined, according to Mr. Pictet's method, by
watching the order of their arrival after such an inter-

mission. According to this, should his light,-
for exam-

ple, move with double the velocitv of his calorific ravs,

a lens or speculum might give a bright image of the sun

deprived of all power of affecting the thermometer for near

four minutes, till the arrival of the rays of caloric, which,

would then give a burning focus. In like manner we

might wait shorter or longer, before the effects of the de-

oxidizing rays could be perceived beyond the violet colour

of the prismatic spectrum, according to their velocity com-

pired to that of light. Such means of trial are, how-

ever, utterly to be despaired of.

Y 2 It
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It shall next be attempted to explain the principles of ati

experiment applicable to the same purpose, and which does

not seem to be altogether beyond our reach. Though great
difficulties may stand in the way of an adequate apparatus,

yet at any rate it may not be amiss to expound the theory
of the method, so as to have it in reserve. The history
of science affords not a few instances of

great
difficulties

of a practical kind being at last surmounted.

It is well known to astronomers how, by Dr. Bradley's
noble discovery of what has been called the aberration of

the fixed stars, the velocity of their light has been deter-

mined. The observations of the same astronomer prove
also the remarkable fact, that the velocity of all star-light
is the same. From this circumstance it might have been

concluded, upon the strongest grounds of analogy, that the

light of our sun is emitted with equal rapidity. But pre-
vious to the discovery of aberration, the velocity of the

sun's light, as reflected to us from Jupiter's satellites, was
determined by Romer in a different way; and the near

agreement between this and that of star-light makes it still

more reasonable to believe that the velocity of the sun's

emitted light makes no exception to the general law.

It must therefore be so astonishingly rapid, as to carry the

rays over a space little short of two hundred thousand miles

in a single second of time. Still, however, rapid as this is,

the velocity of the earth in its orbit is found to bear some
sensible proportion to it. In consequence of this, it is de-

monstrable that we can never behold the sun in his true

place in the ecliptic, but always removed from it towards

the west, or contrary to the order of the signs, by an angle
of twenty seconds, corresponding to what has been called

the aberration of his light.

Were the sun's light to be emitted with only orte half or

one third of its present velocity, the corresponding aberra-

tion or apparent change of place towards the west, as is

well known, would be doubled or tripled ;
the centre of his

disk all the while still keeping in the ecliptic.

In like manner, were the sun all at once to emit an addi-

tional set of rays equally refrangible, suppose of a deep
violet colour, but with one tenth part only of the velocity

belonging to his present white light, the centre of this vio-

let disk would appear to' us more westerly on the ecliptic
than that of his usual white disk, by an angle of three mi-
nutes ;

that being the difference of aberration correspond-
ing; to the supposed difference of velocity of the two kinds

of
light'.

These two equal round disks, therefore^ each of

2
' whose
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whose diameters would subtend an angle more than ten

times sweater than this separation of their centres, would

appear~in the heavens not entirely to coincide, but to over-

lap one another, as represented in
fig.

I. (Plate IX.) where

the strong marked circle stands for the sun's usual white

disk, and the faint one for the disk corresponding to the

supposititious violet rays, and the line EC for the ecliptic

passing through the centres of both.

The consequence of this overlapping would be remark-
able. We should behold what now might be called a com-

pound disk of the sun, a little drawn out or elongated in

the direction of the ecliptic, and having the lunula or cres-

cent W shining with white light, forming its eastern limit,

and an equal and opposite c/escent V shining with the

supposititious violet light, while the intermediate portion of

the disk bounded by the two crescents GGGG, would shine

\vij:h both the white and violet light blended together,
The very same description would equally apply to an image

of this kind of sun, formed by a large object-glass of long
focal distance, on a white screen or plane placed at the focus,
and perpendicular to the principal axis of the lens. The

image formed on the screen would consist of the white and
violet crescents, and the intermediate space of a mixed co-

lour ; only inverted as in fig. 2 ; just as it would be were

there no aberration in the case, and as if such a party-co-
loured sun as in fig. 1, really shone in the heavens, the

earth being supposed at rest.

To draw nearer to what is ultimately to be illustrated by
this detail, let it next be supposed, that either the calorific

or the deoxidizing rays were emitted by the sun, in place of

the violet rays above mentioned, with the same slow velo-

city, but agreeing with the sun's white light in refrangi-
bilitv. Then it is evident that the rays of caloric, for in-

stance, would be collected in the very same circular space
on the screen which was formerly occupied by the violet

rays ; that is, within the space defined by the Joint circle,

fig. 2. The consequence of this would be, that the portion
of the bright image represented by the crescent W would
he wholly^deprived of the rays of caloric, whilst the rest

of the image would be overspread by such rays. Further,

Jt is manifest that another space V beyond the image, but

bounding it, corresponding to the former violet crescent,

would also be overspread by the rays of caloric.

Thus, therefore, would the sun's bright image on the

Screen be attended with extraordinary circumstances, which,

though not in the least perceivable in. the first instance by
Y 3 our
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our sight., yet might be made evident by a careful applica-
tion of very minute delicate thermometers, or by any
other means suited to discover to us the presence of calo-

ric. For thereby that whole portion of the bright imae;e

answering to the crescentW would be incapable of heat-

ing Or affecting the thermometer, since by hypothesis no

rays of caloric are there to be found
;
whilst all the rest

of the image, as well as the dark space beyond it corre-

sponding to the crescent V, would suddenly heat and affect

the instruments.

It may be observed, in passing, that similar extraordinary
circumstances would also attend the sun's bright image, in

relation to the deoxidizing rays, upon the same assumption
of the slowness of their motion and equal refrangibility.
For a narrow slip of paper, prepared by the muriate or ni-

trate of silver, would not be discoloured when exposed any
where within the bright crescent W, which by hypothesis
is deprived of the deoxidizing rays ; but would soon be so

in any other part of the image, and even when exposed in

the dark crescent V.
But to return to the instance of the calorific rays : it will

easily now be understood that the greatest breadth AB,
fig. 2, of either crescent W, V, will be more or less consi-

derable, according as their velocity falls more or less short

of that of the sun's light. For these crescents, so related

to the sun's image on the screen, maybe considered merely
as creatures of aberration, so to speak, arising from the

difference of velocity of the two sorts of rays. AB there-

fore, the greatest breadth of either crescent, must in all

cases be equal to PO, the separation of the centres belong-

ing to the bright image and "circle comprehending the rays
of caloric. But, from the principles of aberration, this

space PO, or its equal AB, considered, as lying in the

plane of the sun's image on the screen, must subtend at

the Vertex of the object-glass, an angle equal to the diffe-

rence of the aberration of the rays of light and of caloric.

If, therefore, we could by any means ever measure this

space AB, the greatest breadth of either crescent, we should

immediately discover the difference of aberration sought.

For, the* focal distance of the image being always given,
that would be to AB, suppose found, as radius to the tan-

gent of the angle required ;
from which the velocity of the

calorific ravs is immediately deducible; as will more fully

appear in the sequel.

Further, it is obvious that the space AB, so to be mea-
sured in the screen, would become more and more extended

3 in
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in proportion as the image itself and corresponding circle

of calorific rays are enlarged by increasing the focal di-

stance. Even though the velocity of the rays last men-
tioned fell but little short of the vast rapidity of light, still

the crescents might be measurable on the screen, if we
had it in our power to extend the focal distance at pleasure,
with a suitable enlargement of aperture, so as to give an

image of the sun a little hotter than common sunshine.

Part IL

To enter now, a little, upon a practical view of the sub-

ject, it comes to be considered how much slower the velo-

city of the sun's calorific rays ought to be, compared to that

•of his light, before we might expect to discover, by the most
delicate thermometric trials, the presence of the two cres-

cents susceptible of being measured. In order to this, it is

apprehended that a focal distance of at least fifty feet could
be so managed, by a proper apparatus, as to give sufficient

steadiness to the image, whose diameter on the screen would
be about five inches and a half, as in fig.

2.* Next sup-
pose that, by thermometrical trials, we found out the two

crescents, the bright one from B to A relatively cold, and
the opposite dark one hot to the distance of A, and that

AB, the greatest thickness of either, measured 2-10ths of
an inch. From this last datum, the velocity of the calorific

rays, corresponding to it, would be determined by the fol-

lowing analogy : As six thousand, the focal distance ex^

pressed in tenths of an inch, is to two-tenths the greatest
breadth of either crescent, so is radius to a fourth propor-
tional, the tangent of an angle of sixty-eight seconds, or

l' 8". This would be the difference between the angles of

aberration of light and the rays in question, which when
increased by twenty seconds, the known aberration of the

former, would give an angle of eighty-eight seconds for the

real aberration of the calorific rays. Lastly, as it is well

known that the velocities of any two sets of rays must be

inversely as the tangents of the angles of aberration corre-

sponding to them, or to the angles themselves when very
small, it follows that, in the present example, the velocity
of the calorific rays would be to that of light in the ratio of

£0 to 88 ; that is, only between fo'ur and five times slower.

It is of importance here particularly to remark, that

* In the original diagrams sent with this article the diameter of tr.e

circles was 5-^ inches, but. in the engraving this has necessarily been re-

duced to 3 inches.—Edit.
Y 4 though,
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though, with this extent of focal distance, we discovered

not any symptoms whatever of such crescents, yet still such
an apparatus, if sufficiently manageable, would enable us

to conclude, in the way of approximation, that the velocity
of the calorific ravs comes nearer to that of light than in

the ratio above mentioned. For otherwise the crescents

would be rendered very palpable by the power of such an

apparatus.
It is almost needless to mention, that the foregoing ex-

ample would equally apply in the case of inquiring about

the velocity of the deoxidizing rays ; since, by their property
of quicklv changing the colour of certain prepared sub-

stances, the crescents corresponding to them might, by
careful trials, be either made evident, or, if that failed, a

certain conclusion might be drawn in the way of approxi^
mation.

It will not probably have escaped notice, that hitherto it

has been all along supposed, that crescents only of very small

extent would be the consequence of the different aberrations

arising from the different velocity of the sun's several radia-

tions. This has arisen, in some measure, from having pre-

judged the question, bv thinking it most probable that the

difference of the velocities may be so inconsiderable. But,
for what is at present known, to the contrary, the crescents

may be found somewhat more extended, and so much the

more favourable for the experiment proposed.

Possibly it will not immediately occur to those who think

that the velocity of the calorific rays may be comparatively

exceedingly slow, why we have adhered to the supposition
of crescents of any size. It may be said that, according to

the principles kid down, and the possible sluggish motion

of the rays, we ought, in place of two crescents, rather to

look for a total separation of the sun's bright image from
the circle comprehending the calorific rays, and to some

distance, more or less considerable, on the screen. To this

it can be answered, that though the aberration would cer-

tainly, in an extreme case, produce that effect, were the

velocity so slow as is contended for, vet many facts already
well known ineonttstably prove the contrary of that low

degree of velocity*. For, in the manifold experiments which

have been occasionally made with lenses and mirrors exposed
to the sun, some of which were of considerable focal

lengths, it was never observed that the burning focus lav

separated from the concentrated light, or distant laterally

from the sun's bright image ;
which ought to be the case

on the hypotheses alluded to. No lens or speculum has

ever
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ever been found to produce a bright and cold image of the

sun in one place, and to burn at another. This fact is now
referred to, for the first time so far as we know, as a com-

plete demonstration that the motion of the calorific rays
looks up to some high scale of rapidity ; though as yet we
know not whether it equals or exceeds, or how far it falls

short of, the velocity of light. This view of the subject will

fully account for our having confined the
foregoing illus-

trations to the case of even small crescents.

Part IIL
In order to take still a nearer practical view of the whole

of this matter, it is full time now to mention, that though,
'

for the sake of greater simplicity, all the illustrations have

proceeded on the supposition of the sun's ima^e being
formed by refraction, yet the image made by reflection from.

a metallic speculum would exhibit the same phaenomena
of the crescents, &c. as have been treated of at so much

|ength.
Indeed it is only in this way that trials on the principles

advanced can be attempted : and for two reasons. 1st, Be-
cause we can easily command a competent aperture for the

object speculum, in order to obtain, at a long focal distance,
an image of the sun sufficiently hot for the intended experi-
ments. Double or triple the force of common sunshine

may probably be found the most commodious. 2dlv, Be-

cause, by reflection, the foci of the calorific and deoxidizing
rays, how much soever they differ from light in refrangi-

bility, would lie in the same planewith the luminous image.
This condition, it is evident, would be quite necessary for

discovering the crescents, if such existed to any sensible

extent*, and especially for measuring AB, their greatest
breadth. In order to this, it would not be requisite to have
the sun's image projected on the under side of any screen

placed at the focus of the speculum, where it could not
be seen or examined without uneasy postures and much in-

convenience. The place of the image, free from any screen,
and when formed in the air, might in several ways be made
visible so far as to know where to apply the thermometers
or minute spherules of wax or jelly at the two opposite

points, where the crescents, if existing, ought to be broad-

est, as at A and B, which may be called their vertices.

As the success of the experiments would much depend
upon our knowing at any time the precise place of either

vertex, the following short theory of them ought to be fully
understood :-.

—
When
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When the principal axis of the speculum, by means of a

telescopic finder of sufficient magnifying power, is directed

to the centre of the sun's disk, it may be considered as pa~
rallel to the plane

of the ecliptic ;
the sun's parallax being

so very small as not sensibly to alter the case. For the

same reason the plane of the ecliptic may then be regarded
as cutting the image at right angles and centrically. The
-diameter of the image, corresponding to this common sec-

tion, must therefore lie in the direction of the earth's mo-
tion in the orbit at the time. The aberration, accordingly,
of the sun's rays must lie in the direction of that diameter

of the image which, if produced a little at one extremity,
must consequently pass through or mark out the vertices

of both crescents, should any such be formed by a diffe-

rence of aberration of the rays of light and caloric.

To find out practically this diameter, or directrix as it

may be called, some apparatus would be necessary near the

focus of the speculum. It might consist of frame-work, so

contrived that two harpsichord wires stretched across one
another in the same plane, and revolvible on a fixed centre,

might be made to intersect at any angle. Let the centre

round which the wires turn be placed in the axis of the

speculum, at the focus, and the plane of their revolution

at right angles to it. Then, on any day at noon, when the

centre of the sun's image is brought to the intersection of

the wires, turn one of them* into the plane of the meridian,
and then the other till it cuts the first at the same angle
which the ecliptic does the meridian, at the time, as found

by calculation, or nearly so. Then this second wire will

lie in the plane of the ecliptic, and in the direction of the

earth's motion at the time, and consequently will be the

directrix sought, passing through the vertex of each cres-

cent, should any such be formed by a difference of aberra-

tion.

Should the experiment be reserved for the noon of the

day of either solstice, selecting such as fall very near to

noon at the place of trial, a horizontal line, conceived drawn

trirough the centre of the image, would then be the direct

trix, and would continue so, without an equatorial motion,
for such short time as might suffice for some trials of the

crescents.

The same may be done at any time of the day and year,

by first setting the two wires to the same angle which the

ecliptic makes with the parallel of the place for the time,
and then turning round both till the sun's upper or under

limb
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limb keeps on one of them as it passes through the field of
view. Then will the other wire lie in the plane of the eclip-

tic, and so will become the directrix, marking out the ver-

tex of each crescent when the axis of the speculum is again

pointed to the centre of the disk. 1

Some have imagined that rays of any kind which are less

refrangible than others must, on that account, move with

a greater velocity before incidence. According to this opi-

nion, those calorific rays, which Dr. HerscheT's late admi-
rable discovery has shown to be less refrangible than light,
must move the swiftest of the two

;
and light, in like man-

ner, swifter than the deoxidizing rays, whieh, by a more
recent discovery, highly interesting also, have been found

more refrangible. But such conclusions do not appear to

be at all sufficiently supported. They depend on several

assumptions ; particularly on this, that the constituent par-
ticles of the three different kinds of rays, were they to begin
their motion at equal distances from the refracting surface,

would be equally accelerated in. the perpendicular direction

by the power of the medium. For what can be shown to

the contrary, however, this may be wide of the truth. May
not the refractive power of the same medium accelerate very

differently the particles of which rays wholly different in

their nature are constituted ? May not those even be re-

fracted the least whose velocity is the slowest, and m a ratio

little depending on the velocities
; according to what may

be called elective attractions, or peculiar affinities, whieh

may obtain between the medium and rays differing so much
in kind ? The phenomena of the different dispersions of

the constituent parts of the same rays, namely light, evi-

dently show some variable affinity of this sort, according to

the nature of the refracting medium. Why, therefore,

may not such an affinity be anomalous, according to the

nature of the rays which differ from one another so much }

Though therefore the rays of caloric, as emitted *by the

gun, were all found the least refrangible, yet their velo-

city may be far inferior to that of light. For what we know,
the fact really may be, that the retracting medium governs
the motion of the latter much more powerfully than that of

the calorific rays.
As in the present state of our knowledge we can entertain

nothing but conjecture on a point so interesting, so the ne-

cessity of having recourse to some experimental mode of

proof,
to clear away doubts and lead us to the truth, appears

in a strong point of view,

Before
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Before concluding it may shortly be hinted, that the prin-

ciples which have now been explained may possibly serve

also for discovering whether the colour-making rays
them-

selves which constitute the solar white light be all of them
emitted with the same or with a different velocity.

If ever it shall be found practicable to procure a very

sharp image of the sun by a speculum of such small aper-
ture and feeble reflecting power as to admit of our viewing
the image in the way of Dr. Herschers front view, at a

local distance of about a hundred feet, and without the in-

tervention of any medium put before the eye-glass, it would
be. well worth while to examine carefully whether the ex-*-

treme verge of the limb of that image on the opposite sides,
as pointed out by the directrix so often mentioned, assumed,
in any degree, tints allied to the red- and violet-making
rays. If so, this would manifestly be the effect of aberra-

tion arising from the different velocity of the extreme pris-
matic light. Though this were so small as to make the

difference of aberration half a second only, still the space
at tiie image corresponding to this angle would be three of

those parts of which an inch contains a thousand. Such
therefore might be considered as the greatest breadth of the;

incipient crescents, so to speak, in this instance. These,
if at all perceivable, would be distinguished from one an-

other by the outermost confines of the one being related, in

point of tint or colour, to the least refrangible rays, and of
the other to the most refrangible, in looking; for such a

criterion, our sight would enable us to discern very minute
and delicate differences.

It is not at present asserted that a telescope such as ha&
been described would have power enough to decide the me-
rits of that theory which makes the different refrangibility
of the prismatic ravs of light to depend on their different

velocity before incidence. But should the power be suffi-

cient, and supposing the experiment practicable, if no sym-
ptoms of such incipient crescents were perceivable, the ne-

gative of the theory would thereby be demonstrated. Ip
cither case, therefore, such an experiment would be highly
valuable also by settling a matter which has long been merely

conjectural, and which, besides, is intimately connected
with other elementary points of great importance to optical

science, themselves doubtful, at this day, by resting on

hypotheses.

LIU. Ac-
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LIII. Account of the Object and Destination of the Jirsi

Voyage round the World undertaken by Russia,

J. he great number of establishments which the Russian

American company, encouraged by the favourable result of

its fur trade, has formed in the course of a few years past,
on the north-west coast of America, from Cook's River to

Norfolk Sound, and the great increase of the seamen and

otter persons in their service, render it necessary to send

thither a larger quantity of European manufactures, am-

munition, and even provisions, for no corn is cultivated

cither in the Aleutian Islands or on the American coast.

A dock for ships has, however, been constructed at Prince

William's Sound, where vessels of 250 tons are built
;
but

no materials for constructing and rigging vessels can be

found, except timber. Hitherto the company's establish-

ments have been supplied with necessaries and stores

through Iakutsk and Ochotzk ;
but the great distance, and

the difficulty attending the transportation of them, for

which four thousand horses are annually employed*, raise

the price of the articles even at Ochotzk 560 per cent, and

more. A pood of rye meal, for example, costs five

rubles, a pood of tobacco twenty-five, and a gallon of

brandy twenty rubles, &c. These articles also, when they
have got half way, are frequently plundered, and a remnant

only, which has been saved, reaches Ochotzk. It appeared
at first that to send thither anchors and cables would be al-

most impossible ;
and as those articles could not be di-

spensed with, it was necessary to have recourse to means
which occasioned the loss of many ships : cables were
cut into pieces of seven or eight fathoms, and after-

wards joined when they reached Ochotzk ; by which process

they always lost some part of their strength. The anchors

Were also transported in pieces, and afterwards welded; but,
in consequence of the want of good workmen, they were

put together in a very imperfect manner. But however
difficult and expensive the transportation might be to

* Those who have read Muller's, Lessep's, and Billing's Voyages,
must know, that from fakutzk to Ochotzk there is no road for carriages ;

and that all goods must be transported on horseback : each horse carries

iibout five pood, and with such a load can travel twenty versts a dav.

^The carriage is a copec for each verst; one driver is allowed to six

jiorses, besides another on which he rides, and he carries with him two

felay horses.
.
Ochotzk is a thousand miles distant from lakutzk.

Ochotzk,
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Ochotzk, it was still more so to the islands and the coast
of America. The ignorance of the greater part of the

commanders, and the stormy nature of these seas, which
renders it dangerous during the greater part of the year for

such vessels to navigate in them, occasioned .every year the
loss of a great many ships and of the valuable cargoes with
which they were laden 5 even at present no intelligence has
been received these three years from Kodiak, and therefore

it is not impossible that the vessels expected from that

place have perished.
This trade, however, which, notwithstanding difficulties

that might have discouraged a nation possessed of a less*

enterprising spirit than the Russians, produces great profit
to those engaged in it, and would no doubt be attended

with still greater advantages, were these obstacles only in

part removed ;
and since the fur trade has been carried on

not by individual merchants, but by a company, some mea-
sures have been adopted which cannot fail of having a very

happy influence on the progress of their commerce. The

company have taken into their service an Englishman, who
constructed on the coast of America a very tine ship, which
he commands himself, and who has entered into a contract

to build more. They supply the captains of their ships
with the best sea charts, the necessary mathematical and
astronomical instruments, the latest voyages, and the best

books which treat on the subject of navigation. But it

was only since the accession of the present emperor, who
interested himself in a particular manner for the success of
the American company, took a share in it, and encouraged
others to do the same, and on whose protection dependence
can be placed, that the company has exerted itself with
zeal and activity to give a new form to this trade, so long
and so much neglected.

Nothing therefore was more natural than that their first

object should be to supply with the necessary stores and

provisions those colonies which were first established, and

which, in an inhospitable country destitute of every thing,
must soon have fallen to ruin

; to place them in a proper
state of defence against the attacks of the natives, to which

they are so much exposed ; to procure to their agents better

means for building ships ',
to supply them with good tackle,

anchors and cables ; and to give them more skillful com*,

manders and more expert seamen.

In the month of March last year, when the emperor granted

permission
to the officers and sailors of his navy to serve on

board merchant ships, the company engaged a very expert na-

vigator>
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viator, M. Chuvastof, whom they sent along with a mid- v

shipman, named Davidof, toOchotzk, to assume at that place
the command of one of their best ships. The company,
however, would not have entirely accomplished the object in

view, had they not, in order to supersede the necessity of

the difficult and dangerous land carriage, resolved to dis-

patch ships direct from Cronstadt to the north-west coast

of Amer'Kja, which, after delivering their lading, were to

take on board a part of the. furs which are collected ia

larger quantities in the islands and on the coast, than can
be disposed of at Kiachta, and to convey them to Canton,
to be exchanged for Chinese articles, which not only find a

ready sale in Russia, but can be sold at a very great profit-

Under the reign of the Tate emperor, captain-lieutenant
Von Krusenstern, a meritorious officer, who served several

years in the British navy, and had ifiade a voyage to

India and China, transmitted to count Kuschelef, then mi-
nister of the marine, a detailed plan for a voyage of this

kind
; but, in consequence of some causes' which are not

known, it was never carried into execution. Since the ac-

cession of the present emperor, this plan, and the represen-
tations made on the same subject from other quarters, were

thought worthy of a more minute examination. Admiral

Mordvinof, who succeeded count Kuschelef in the naval de-

partment, was desirous that the first voyage might be un-
dertaken by government : and this would have been the

case, had not the American company offered to fit out two

ships at their own expenses ;
an offer which the government

immediately accepted, and at the same time advanced to

the company for this undertaking the sum of 250,000 rubles,
at five per cent, interest, for eight years.
As there were no ships in Russia fit for the purpose, it

was resolved that two should be purchased in England,
Captain-lieutenant Lisianski, destined to command one of
the vessels belonging to the expedition, was for this pur-

pose sent with M. Rasumof, an eminent ship-builder, to

this country, where they bought for 50001. sterling the

Leander of 170 tons, three years old; and for 17,0001. the

Thames of 430 tons, built twenty months. The sheath-

ing with copper and the repairing of these ships cost about

50001. more.
*

The name of the former was changed to the

Nadbshaf

a. (the Hope), and the other to that of the Neva,
and both were to proceed to Cronstadt as soon as the sea-

son would permit. The names of the officers appointed to

the Nadeshda were as follows :

Krusenstern
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Krusenstern, captain-lieutenant/ commander*

Radmonof, -x

c . ^ c y lieutenants.
Solovaschef, C

Lovenstern, J

Bellingshausen, midshipman.
Kamenschikof, pilot.

Bistram, garde marine.

Dr. Espenberg, surgeon.
Those appointed to the Neva were :

Lisianski, captain-lieutenant, commander.

Arbusof, lieutenant.

-nf
r
^i n • ! midshipmen.

Druskorskoi, J l

Kalinin, pilot.
'Dr. Labaud, surgeon.

While the ships were getting ready, and other prepara-
tions making for the voyage, the government resolved to

embrace this opportunity of sending an ambassador extra-

ordinary to Japan. The trade with these rich islands seems

to promise the greatest advantages to the American com-

pany. The neighbourhood of Kamtschatka*, which produces
so many articles suited for the Japanese market, such as furs,

the teeth of the walrus, whale's blubber, salt fish, &c. must
be. very favourable to this branch of the Russian commerce.
The attempts made from time to time by individual navi-

gators, to open a commercial intercourse with the Japa-
nese are well known, and also the mission of lieutenant Lax-

man, who was dispatched by government, in the year 1792,
for the purpose of carrving home some Japanese who had

been wrecked on the Russian coast. The favourable an-

swer given to the request of the Russian government, for

leave to send a ship every year to Nangasaki^ certainly af-

fords reason to hope, that a solemn embassy attended with

the necessary pomp and splendour, and accompanied with

valuable presents, will make a still greater impression. The
counsellor of state, Rcsanof, whom the emperor had nomi-
nated one of the lords of the bed-chamber, was appointed to

this important and honourable mission. To receive a favour-

able reception to his propositions, he has not only carried

Withhim a great many valuable presents, but also. some Ja-

panese who were wrecked in the year 1 793 on the coast of

the Aiulreanofskoi Islands, and who since 1797 resided at

Iakutzk. As the ambassador took his passage on board

the Nadeshda, the return of the vessels, in consequcntc of

the embjssy, may be delayed a year longer than it other-

wise
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wise would have been
;
and on this aeeount the emperor

has engaged to defray the whole expense of this vessel; hut

he allowed the company to send out in her, without paying

freight, as large a quantity of goods as she could conveni-

ently take on board.

The lading of both ships consists of iron, sail-cloth, an-

chors, cables, ropes for rigging, gunpowtler, cannon, mus-

kets, pistols, sabres, flour, wine, rum, French brandy and

other spirits, coffee, sugar, tea, and tobacco; all kinds of

tools and instruments proper for mechanics ; and various

articles fit for carrying on trade by barter with the natives

of these islands and of the coast of America. The com-

pany engaged two ship carpenters, together with lock-

smiths, common smiths, and carpenters, who will settle

in America, and be conveyed thither by these vessels.

The following is the route of the voyage: Both- vessels

double Cape Horn, and proceed to the Sandwich Isles,

where they will separate : the Nadeshda will then direct her

course to Japan, to land the ambassadors, and go to winter

at Kotliak. The Neva will sail straight from the Sandwich
Isles to Kodiak, and at the proper season proceed to the

coast of America : she will winter also at Kodiak. In the

month of April the second year, both ships will steer for

the coast of America, in order to visit the different Rus-
sian establishments, and to take in the lading destined for

China. In the month of August they will direct their

course to Canton, and, having exchanged their American
for Chinese articles, will return the third year to Russia by
the way of the Cape of Good Hope.

Both ships sailed from Cronstadt on the 26th of July,
1803. The presents carried out by the embassy, for the em-

peror of Japan, were selected from among the curiosities

preserved in the hermitage of the imperial winter palace;
and in the choice of them great attention was paid to the

taste of the Asiatics. Among them is a beautiful piece of

mechanism representing a peacock of the proper size,
which spreads out and folds together its magnificent fea-

thers with the most perfect imitation of nature; it is sur-

rounded bv a great many small birds, which all move in the

easiest manner, and emit the notes peculiar to each: this

beautiful automaton was purchased by Catharine II. for

15,000 rubles.

The number of the Japanese wrecked on the coast cf

Russia amounted to sixteen*, but four of them afterwards
*
According to some accounts, they arrived at Irkutsk in the month of

September 1794-
Vol. 19. No. 76. Sept, 1804. Z died:
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died : of the remaining twelve four embraced Christianity ;

only three of them resolved to return to their own country,
and even one of these will accompany the embassy back to

Russia. They have made themselves pretty well acquainted
with the Russian language, and may be of great use as in-

terpreters*.
But besides the commercial and political objects of this

expedition, it is destined to promote the cause of science.

The emperor, desirous that so favourable an opportunity of

enlarging human knowledge might not be lost, invited sci-

entific men to take a share in it. M. Tilesius of Leipsic,
and Dr. Horner of Hamburgh^ were accordingly engaged to

accompany the expedition, the former as naturalist, the latter

as astronomer. The two surgeons, Dr. Espenberg and Dr.

Labaud, are also men of talents, who will keep regular jour-
nals of every thing remarkable that occurs. The latter had

left Petersburg on a literary tour to Paris, and had reached

Riga, when he was overtaken by a courier, who brought
him a commission as surgeon on board one of the vessels f.

The chief of the expedition, M. Von Krusenstem, is not

onlv an expert navigator, but a man of excellent character,

and inspired with great zeal for the success of the expedi-

tion, which he once proposed himself. He married not

long ago a respectable lady whom he was obliged to leave

behind him in Russia, because he had given up his cabin to

the embassy ;
but the pain of this separation has been

much alleviated by the munificence of his imperial majesty.
This magnanimous prince, to render M. Von Krusenstem

easy in regard to his family, whatever may be his fate, has

* The situation of the J ipanese who have remained in Russia was

determined in the following manner by an ukas of August iz, 1803 :

one of then who, at bapfism, assumed the name of Kolotygin, and who
had been before appointed teacher of the Jap-.nese language at the school

of Irkutsk, with a salary of 200 rubles, returns to his post, and besides

his s hry will receive a pension to the same amount during life. The
other eight : Andrew Kondratyef, Ivan and Semen Kisselef, who have

emhrjccd Christianity; and Min Sucha, Motsch Si Fey, Seen Sa Buro,

Schee Sa O, and Sa Day, who have adhered to the religion of their

country, are earh to receive a pension of fifty rubles for life, with ex-

emption from all taxes and services, and lbcrty to reside in any pTt of

the empire, and to follow whatever occupation they think proper. Those
who wish to return to Irkutsk are to receive money from government u>

defray their expenses.

f Besides these men of science. Dr. Langsdorf of Gbttingen accom-

panies the expedirion. His zeal for the progress of natural history in-

duced him to repair to Copenhagen, and to offer his services without any
view to pecuniary remuneration ; but M. Von Kesanof and captain Kru-
'enstem immediately engaged to defray the expense of his maintenance

on board ship, which will amount to 800 rubles per annum.

consigned
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fetmsigned to his lady an estate in Poland, worth 3000
rubles per annum.
A letter received by the Academy of Sciences from cap-

tain Krusenstern, dated Santa Cruz, in the island of Tene-

riffe, October 25, 1 803, states that the vessels had arrived

there in safety altera short passage from Falmouth ; there

was not a single person sick on board, and the Russian

sailors were in high spirits, and performed their duty with

alacrity, though no Russian ship had ever proceeded so far

South. The Spanish governor received captain Krusen-

stern and his fellow-navigators in the most polite manner,
fitted up as an observatory for them the house where the

Inquisition holds its sittings, and transmitted their letters

to Europe by the speediest conveyance*
On the 25th of October the vessels had taken on board

water, with a supply of wine, and were to set sail next day*
in order to proceed to Rio Janeiro in Brazil, where they in-

tended to remain a few weeks* In latitude 37° 40' north,
and longitude 3° 28' east, the Russian navigators had an

opportunity of observing a very, remarkable meteor. At
half past eight in the evening, October the 10th, they saw
in the sOuth-west a large fire-ball, which proceeded in a

horizontal direction, at the elevation of fifteen .degrees, to

the north-west^ where it disappeared i It had a very long
tail, which was so bright that the whole ship was illumi-

nated by it for a minute. What was most remarkable,

however, and perhaps unexampled, is the great strength of

the light; for after the meteor disappeared there remained a

bright line in the same direction, which was visible for an
hour. Mi Krusenstern communicated also to the Aca-

demy some important observations on currents, which
he had an opportunity of making in the course of his

voyage.
The last letters received from the expedition are dated

from Brazil, January 22 : at that time M. Krusenstern had

sent the crews of the vessels on shore to procure refresh-

ments-. He purposed putting to sea in the beginning of

February, and expected to reach Japan by the middle of

June.

LIV. Account of thefirst Russian Embassy to Japan in the

Years 1792 and 1793.

X he Russians have been acquainted with Japan ever since

their second vovage of discovery in the eastern ocean, or

Z 2 the
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the second Kamtschatka expedition. In the year 1738 cap-
tain Spangenberg explored the whole Kurile Archipelago^
which had been known to the Russians but imperfectly
since 1 71 1^, and the islands of Matmai and Niphon, on
which occasion both he and lieutenant Walton, who com-
manded the second vessel, landed in Japan.

This attempt, the immediate and principal object of

which was to rectify the geographical knowledge of that

part of the world, was attended with no beneficial conse-

quences to commerce, and forty years elapsed before a

Russian ship appeared again on the Japanese coasts; but

during that period government established a school of na-

vigation at Irkutsk, in which young persons who were bred

up to the sea received instruction also in the Japanese lan-

guage.
In the year 1777 some private Russian navigators made a

second landing on the Japanese coast : a ship fitted out at

Ochotsk, by SchelechorT and company, which had come
to anchor at the 18th Kurile Isle*, in order to winter, dis-

patched thirty-three men in laidarsf to Matmai, where

they went on shore in the neighbourhood of a village named
Atkis. The Russians were received with great friendship

by the Japanese, and an interchange of presents, consisting
of such articles as they had with them, took place between

them.
The ship which performed this voyage, after remaining a

fortnight at Ochotsk, proceeded a second time to Japan,
under the direction of M. Schebalin, a merchant of Ir-

kutsk. She wintered at the. 18th Kurile Isle, and next

year, that is in 1799, M. Schebalin sailed with forty- five

men to Atkis. Here he met with an officer of the Japanese

government, to whom, during a formal audience, he ex-

pressed a wish, that in future a trade by barter might be

established between Russia and Japan ; but this proposal
the Japanese endeavoured in a civil manner to decline.

M. Schebalin, without accomplishing the object of his

voyage, then returned to the 1 8th Kurile Island, from
which he proposed next year to proceed again to Matmai,
but was prevented by an earthquake, which took place in

the month of January 1780. No attempt of importance
to cultivate an acquaintance with the Japanese was then

made for thirteen years; but in 1792 a. vessel was fitted out

* This island, in the language of rhe natives, is called Uf7t/>\ but by
the Russians, who in a bay at the eastern side of it have formed the

settlement of Kuri'o Noss/>, it has been named Alexander's Island.

f A particular kind of boats.

at
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at Ochotsk by order of government, for the purpose of car-

rying back to his own
country

a Japanese merchant, named
Kodoiu, who had been wrecked at Unalaschka, in a ship
laden with rice. Some of the Japanese who accompanied
him came to Petersburg, where they received presents
from the empress j

and all of them had experienced so much
attention to their situation, and so much friendship, parti-

cularly in Siberia, that they quitted their benefactors with

every mark of the liveliest gratitude. As M. Laxman of Ir-

kutsk, in particular, had acquired their confidence in the

highest degree, his eldest son, lieutenant Adam Laxman, was

appointed commander of the expedition; and at the same
time was charged to exert his influence to procure to the

Russians, if possible, liberty of trading to Japan on defini-

tive terms. That the embassy was not intrusted to a per-
son of higher rank, and that the empress did not, on this

occasion, herself write to the emperor of Japan, but gave
orders to the governor-general of Irkutsk to write a letter to

the Japanese government, arose in all probability from her

being unwilling to expose her dignity in an affair the result

of which miglit be uncertain; but there is great reason to

think that in consequence of this neglect the mission was
attended with so little success.

It is however probable, that the formal embassy accom-

panied by valuable presents, which the emperor Alexander

lately dispatched to Japan, will make a greater impression,
and meet with a more favourable reception. Of this em-

bassy some account has been given in the preceding article;
and we shall now, as a companion to it, lay before our
readers an extract from the journal of lieutenant Laxman,
which contains several curious particulars respecting the

Japanese.

Extract from tlie Journal of Lieutenant Adam Laxma?i3

kept during a Voyage to Japan, undertaken in the Years

1792 and 1793, by the Command of Empress Catha-
rine IL

Lieutenant Laxman received orders by an imperial re-

script, addressed to M. Piel, governor-general of Irkutsk

and Kolyvan, to carry home in a vessel fitted out at the ex-

pense of government some Japanese, whose ships had been
stranded on the Aleutian Islands. In consequence of this

order, lieutenant Laxman sailed from Ochotsk on the 13th
of September 1792,
On the 17th the vessel having proceeded west about 300

versts was found to be opposite to the island of St, Jonas,
Z3 the
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the circumference of which is estimated at six versts. It

consists for the most part of granite rock, produces neither

trees nor bushes, and seems to be inhabited only by sea^

gulls and other aquatic birds.

On the 26th, after
keeping some time on the same

course, our navigators came m sight of the 1 Qth of the

Kunle Islands, named Itarop*, along the coast of which

they proceeded towards the south-west.

On the 28th of September they saw a small peak like a

sugar-loaf, the summit of which was covered with snow,
and which formed the northern extremity of the 20th

island, named Kunaschiri.

Till the 6th of October they stood off and on along the

series of islands, and passing through the strait between

the 19th and 20th island, keeping in the same direction as

the eastern shore of the latter, came to anchor in a harbour

at the south end of it. The ground however was so soft,

that they were soon obliged to heave up again, and to con-

tinue their voyage till the next day, when they found good
anchorage at about the distance of seven versts from the

northern shore of the 22d island f. A boat was here dis-?

patched with thirteen men, to search out a harbour proper
for wintering in. The natives, as soon as they saw the

ship, left their summer habitations on the coast, and re-

tired to the interior parts of the island. The boat's crew,

however, at length, found some of them
5
and by means of

M. Schebalin, a merchant of Irkutsk, who understood

their language, a friendly intercourse was opened, and some
fresh fish were procured from them in exchange for to-

bacco, on which they seemed to set great value. Satisfied

with this introduction, the crew towards night returned to

their ship. On the day following, October 8th, a boat was

dispatched to another settlement, pointed out by the nar

tives the day before, and named Nischpaz, from the name
of a rivulet, at the mouth of which it is situated, and
where the crew were received by a great number of Kuri-

lians and Japanese. The latter resided here only for the

purpose of collecting the duties on the merchandise sold by
the Kurilians to the subjects of Japan. They informed

them that at the southern extremity of the island there was
a spacious and secure harbour named Atkis:}:; but as the

approach to it was dangerous on account of numerous

* In the best Russian maps it is called Atorpu or Atorku.

f Th-tt is the Island of iVIarmai.

% Atkis lies oa tae north-c^t coast of the island.

shoals
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shoals and two reefs of sunken rocks at the eastern end of

the island, they recommended another bay named Nimuro ;

which being found convenient, they anchored in it ou the

9th, and made the necessary preparations for passing the

winter. At this landing-place they found a very neat house

belonging to a Japanese custom-house officer, together with

a magazine. The Japanese not only offered to build a ha-

bitation for the Russians, but promised for their greater se-

curity to reside therewith his people during the winter; a

circumstance which never before took place, as he was ac-

customed to return about that time to Matmai. Matmai,
which is the residence of a Japanese governor, is situated,

according to the Japanese mode of reckoning, at the di-

stance of 300 rih from Nimuro.
On the 1 2th of October M. Laxman dispatched a letter

by a Japanese messenger to the governor of Matmai, to

announce his arrival, the object of his voyage, with his in-

tention of wintering there
;
and to request that he would

communicate this information to his government, and ob-
tain from it permission for him, in case he should be pre-
vented by contrary winds in spring from reaching the prin-

cipal landing-place, to touch at any other part of the kingr

*<Jom,

On the 13th of December an officer brought to M. Lax-
man a note from the governor, in which it was stated, that

his letter had been sent to Jedo to be submitted to the de-

cision of government. The officer, who was a man of great

politeness, requested some of the charts which he saw in

the ship, in order that he might copy them, which he did

with wonderful precision, by means of transparent paper

placed over them. He also showed two charts of Matmai,
Jedo, and the island Karop, lying to the north-west, which,
were exceedingly well executed. TJi£ island of Karop is

subject to the governor of lytatmaL The tribute paid by
the inhabitants consists of dried fish, train oil, dried mush-

rooms, and a small quantity of fox skins : they trade

chiefly with the Coreans, from whom they are separated

only by a strait of about fourteen versts in breadth. The,
articles they receive from these people are, coral and Chi-

nese stuffs of every kind, for which they give in exchange
the skins of sables, foxes, and wild goats.
On the 29th two civil officers arrived from Matmai, in-

duced, as they pretended, by mere curiosity; but it was
soon discovered that they were spies. The Japanese in ge-
neral, and these two in particular, showed a great desire for

acquiring knowledge: ihev not onlv took drawings of all

Zi the;
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the instruments and utensils which the Russians showed

them, but made a great many models, in the construction

of which they displayed much ingenuity : the objects,

however, for which they seemed to have the greatest fond-

ness were charts and plans.
The Japanese divide their common year into twelve, and

every leap year into thirteen months*; the first and fif-

teenth days of each month are for the most part holidays f.

On the evening before new-year's day they perform a great

many ceremonies, and decorate their idols and houses
with ribbons, lights, &c. The compliments of the new

year are punctually observed, and in general the first month
of every year is spent in idleness and salutations]:. The

age of a child is not reckoned from the day on which it

comes into the world, but from the first day of the year in

which it is born. To point out the lapse of time, they use,
instead of clocks, matches made of twisted rope-yarn, di-

vided by means of knots into a certain number Of intervals

accurately measured. These matches are kindled, and as

the divisions burn they indicate the hours. In all the

towns there are watchmen who announce the hours pointed
out in this manner, by striking upon bells. They admit
twelve celestial signs as we do

; and these, as well as the

whole of their kalcndar, are as old as Nin-Oo, one of their

first rulers, who lived about 660 years before the birth of
Christ §: the same prince laid the foundation of the pre-
sent political constitution of the country, and established

the greater part of the laws by which it is governed.
The Japanese ships are ill calculated for enduring storms

at sea, because the stern is entirely open, and for this reason

they always keep close in with the shore
;
the under-part

of the keel, the joinings, and all the seams of one of these

ships which lay at Nimuro, along with the Russian vessel,

were sheathed with copper, ft had only one mast, and a

very large
sail of double cotton cloth; the breadths of

which, instead of being sewed., were lashed together with

a piece of twine. The advantage of this method of uniting
the pieces is, that when storms take place, and the sail can-

not be soon enough furled, the wind tears asunder the la-

cing, and, passing through the seams, does not exercise so

much forc«t on the sail.

When a Japanese of distinction dies at a distance from

* See the German edition of Kempfer, vol. i. p. 183.
+ Kempfer, vo!. i. p. 267. J Kempfer, vol. i, p. 269.

§ Kempfer, vol. i. p. 1S0. . .

his
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his home, which was the case while the Russians lay at

Nimuro, he is buried on the spot with great ceremony ; but

the hair of his head, his beard, and his favourite pipe are

sent to his relations, who inter them with the same cere-

monies as they would do the body.
The neighbourhood of Nimuro produces a great number

of trees and plants, which belong to a variety of climates.

Along with the pine and larch are seen the vines of the

south, the chestnut tree, plum tree, and other tender vege-'

tables, such as wild asparagus, which requires warmth.
There are also three volcanoes on the island ; one of them
has in the middle of its declivity several warm springs, the

medicinal quality of which in various diseases is much ex-

tolled by the Japanese.

Respecting the Kurilians, the proper natives of the island,

M. Laxman, notwithstanding all the trouble he took, was
not able to procure any certain information, because they
were narrowly watched by the Japanese, who endeavour to

prevent them from having any intercourse with strangers.

They are entirely slaves to the Japanese, who employ them
for all laborious and mean occupations ; they even would
not venture to accept the small presents offered them for

the service they had rendered to the Russians by order of
the Japanese. Besides the maize and the rice which they
receive from Japan, their food consists of fish, mush-
rooms, wild roots, and the flesh of a kind of antelope
found in the island. They feed also dogs, the flesh of

which they eat, and consider it as delicious nourishment.
The Kurilians supply the Japanese with dried fish of

every kind, seal's blubber, walrus and fish oil, beaver,

otter, sabk, fox and bear skins, but particularly bears' tails,

for which the Japanese pay a very dear price. The princi-

pal trading places are the 16th, 17th, 18th, and lath

islands, to which a flotilla, consisting of more than 500
laidars or Kurilian boats, proceeds every year about the

middle of March, and after they have transacted their bu-
siness return again about the end of May.

v

The rest of the Japanese trade, as is well known, is
exclusively

in the hands of the Dutch, who, as one of the principal men
among the Japanese told the Russian interpreter in confi-

dence, use every possible means to blacken the character of
all other nations, and particularly of the, Russians. The go-
vernment, however, notwithstanding the continual machi-
nations of the Dutch, begin already to see, that a trade to

Russia would be much more advantageous than that with
the Dutch, who bring them from a great distance those ar-

ticles
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tjcles which they could obtain much nearer and much
better from the Russians.

On the S&th of April 1793 a numerous embassy arrived

at Nimuro, from Jedo and Matmai. The whole suite con-

sisted of sixty Japanese and a hundred and fifty Kurilians;.
the latter of whom were employed as an escort and porters.
Next day the Russians were invited to an audience, and re-

ceived in a large hall, which was formed of all the apart-
ments of the house by removing the paper screens or parti-
tions usual in Japan ;

and where they were entertained with

tea, cakes, and a kind of wine called sakki, which the Ja-

panese extract from rice. The senior then read the impe-
rial answer to the letter sent to Jedo, by which, instead of

the requested permission, the Russians were allowed only to

proceed bv land under an escort to Matmai, in order to de-

liver the Japanese whom they had brought with them. As
this declaration, however, did not correspond with the ob^

j.ect of the voyage, M. Laxman declined the proposal ;
and

till the end of May the Japanese officers used every means
in their power to prevent the Russians from proceeding fur-

ther with their vessel. But M. Laxman, tired of the long*

delay, having at length declared that he would continue his

voyage to Chakodasche, as being the nearest harbour ofMat-

mai, they resolved to accompany him
;
and on the fourth

of June he sailed from the harbour attended by two Japa-.
nese vessels.

On the 17th they passed the small island of Yururi, in

the neighbourhood of Nimuro, at which the two Japanese

ships, which had found a much shorter but a very danger-
ous route through two exceedingly narrow and crooked

channels, had already landed in order to wr
ait for their ar-

rival.

On the 23d they sailed along another small island, Ki-

dab, which had a small bay exceedingly convenient for an-

choring.
On the 24th they anchored opposite to Atkis, in ten fa-

thoms water. This harbour is deep, and sufficiently con-,

venient and capacious for large vessels; it is entirely sur-

rounded by hills covered with bushes, and sheltered from

every wind. Besides the native Kurilians. settled in the

neighbourhood, there resides here a Japanese custom-house,
officer.

On the 4th of July the vessel arrived in the harbour of

Chakodasche, and came to anchor. The daigvan or com-
mander of the town immediately made his appearance, and

wilh great politeness offered |o. assist the Russians in what-.

ever
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ever they might want. Besides a guard, which was re-»

guested to restrain the curiosity of the populace, who

thronged around them, he dispatched thirty boats manned

chiefly with Kurilians, by whose assistance, as it was then

calm, the vessel was towed into the harbour.

In consequence of an invitation, the officers went oa
shore in the afternoon to refresh themselves, after the fa-

tigues of their vovage, in the baths of the daigvan. M.
Laxman and his suite were received on the shore with great

ceremony by the daigvan and principal persons of the town,
and conducted to a building, over the entrance to which
was affixed a board with the inscription

" Russian House."
The house was neatly furnished, and lay contiguous to a

garden, in which the wildness of nature was imitated with

great art, by means of moss, shells, and other things. After

enjoying the refreshment of the bath, the Russians were
entertained with a collation, and then conveyed back to

their vessel with the same ceremonies.

On the 9th M. Laxman paid a visit to the north side of

the harbour opposite to the town. On both sides of the

road he observed fields in a high state of cultivation, which
were sown with wheat, beans, flax, hemp, and tobacco.

In the gardens he remarked in particular, turnips, carrots,

radishes, beet-root, common and Turkish beans. Of cattle

he saw no trace, which arose, as he conceived, from the Ja-

panese not being accustomed to eat the flesh of quadru-
peds. Of fowls, they keep only hens*. M, Laxman re-

quested leave to walk through the town, but this was abso-

lutely refused.

The 13th of July was at length fixed for their journey to

the town of Matmai, two days before which M. Laxman
was again conducted on shore with great ceremony, and

spent the night in the house already mentioned. Next

morning he received notice that every thing was ready for

his departure ;
two covered chairs, which in their foim had

a great resemblance to those of Europe, were provided for

him and the second officer. They were carried by four

men, who every half-hour were relieved by others, and who
showed a considerable dexterity in changing places, even
on lull speed, without occasioning the least stoppage. Be-
sides these bearers, each chair was accompanied by four do-

mestics; the rest of the suite rode on horses, each of which
was conducted by two men ; so that the whole train con-

sisted of 450 persons f. The road passed through the lol-

*
Kempfar, vol. i. p. 141, 145.

f Ktmpte:, vol. iu p. J44 10 152.

Jewing
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lowing towns and villages : Moiatschi, Nikona, Schir-

kudschi, Fuguschima, Yuschaga, Refige, and Ossamarussa,
which was the last station before they arrived at Matmai.
]n each of these places a house was prepared for the Rus-

sians, and was furnished with the before-mentioned inscrip-
tion.

At Ossamarussa the cavalcade was joined by a guard of
600 men, in the midst of whom the Russians were con-
ducted into the town. The houses were all thrown open,
and hung with carpets; they seemed to be full of people,
but not a single person was to he seen in the streets, except
the police officers, who were armed with spears, and posted
at all the corners and crossings. Before the house destined

for the residence of the Russians stood a guard of 1 20

men, one half of whom were armed with bows and arrows;
the other with muskets without locks, and lighted matches.

The house was completely fitted up in the European man-
ner, with tables, chairs, and other furniture; and behind it

lay a garden, on the wall of which, though of considerable

height, a kind of railing was erected, hung with blue and
white striped cotton cloth, to prevent the Russians from

having any view of the town. Towards evening two masters

of the ceremonies appeared, in order to make known to

M. Laxman the manner in which he was to have his first

audience, and the regulations to be observed on that occa-

sion. They proposed that, agreeably to their manners, he

should present himself -barefooted, creeping on his belly,
and that he should then speak, lying on his right side, or in

a kneeling posture; but as M. Laxman absolutely refused

to comply with this ceremonial, and proposed the Euro-

pean mode as much more convenient, they at length con-

sented.

In consequence of this agreement the Russians next day
were conducted to the house destined for the audience,
which was situated on the summit of an eminence, so steep
that it was necessary to ascend to it by a flight of steps.
The emperor's deputies were sitting in a large hall, in a se-

micircle, and had over their dresses of ceremony mantles

of white satin ;
their heads also were covered with large

black lackered caps. As soon as the Russians were seated

the senior deputy pulled out a letter, and read in substance

as follows:—" We have received the letter of governor
Piel, together with a Japanese translation, which informs us

of your mission, the delivery of our people, and other

matters, but the translation is so bad that we cannot make
^ense of it

;
and as it is impossible for us, on this account,

tQ
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to come to any decision, we return your letter." A do-*

mestic then crawled forwards, half kneeling and half pro-

strate, and, having received the letter in that position,
handed it to M. Laxman. To make up in some measure
for this disappointment, the senior ordered the screen to-

wards the garden to be drawn aside, and showed him a
hundred bags of rice lying in a heap, which were destined

for him as a present; a paper was then delivered to him,
for the receipt and safe delivery of which to the Russian

government he was obliged to give one in return. After

this he was conducted into an adjoining apartment, where
various refreshments were served up; and on the collation

being ended he returned to a second conference in the hall

of audience. M. Laxman was now permitted to make
known verbally the object of his mission, which he accor-

dingly did ; and in a very long speech stated to the depu-
ties, that by an order from his court he had been commis-
sioned not only to carry home some Japanese subjects who
had been wrecked on the Russian coast, but to convey them
to Jedo-Koda the capital, that he might thus have an op-
portunity of expressing to his Japanese majesty the friendly-
sentiments of the empress of Russia, and her desire of en-

tering into a closer and more intimate intercourse with the

Japanese government. He concluded with proposing a

journey to Jedo, and requested the advice and assistance of
the deputies to enable him to carry his design into execu-

tion^ The answer to this proposal- was exceedingly short;
the substance of it was : That according to the fundamental
laws of the empire no strangers could be permitted to visit

Jedo; and that M. Laxman had enjoyed the same advan-

tage as if he had seen th** emperor, as he had spoken to his

deputies. They also desired that M. Laxman would make

preparations for quitting as soon as possible with his ship
the harbour of Chakcdasche ; and that he would either re-

turn to Russia, or proceed to Yedomo, which was the place

originally destined for his landing. The deputies then re-

tired, and the Russians were conducted with the same ce-

remonies back to their habitation, where they found a great
number of presents provided for them by order of therein-,

peror, and of the governor of Matmai. M. Laxman, desi-

Tousof testifying his gratitude to the latter, by giving, some

presents in return, requested that he might have the honour
of waiting upon him

;
but this was refused. He was at the

§ame time informed that the governor was a child, an ex- .

preasion by which the Japanese denote a man of simplicity;,
and that he was not worth seeing : they however added,

that
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that the presents might he sent by Japanese messengers?
which was accordingly done.

Next day they were waited upon by two Japanese, who
offered to assist the Russian interpreters in translating the"

Russian letter which had bee.i returned, and the paper de-5-

livered to M. Laxman by the deputies. But when the trans-

lation of the Russian letter was ready the deputies refused

to receive it, because it was not addressed to them by name 5

M.Laxman represented, that it was impossible their names
could be known in Russia, but his remonstrances produced
no effect; and after much trouble he obtained permission to

have the letter read by an interpreter* The answer he re-

ceived was, that strangers could be received only at Nan-

gasaki. That the Russians, however, might in future have
free access to that harbour and town, they wrote a permis-
sion on an imperial blank order, which they had by them,
and transmitted it to M. Laxman. M. Laxman then en-
deavoured to obtain leave to exchange some articles of mer-

chandise, which two Russian merchants onboard the vessel

had brought with them
; but this was refused.

On the 23d of July M. Laxman had an audience of

leave, during which he delivered the Japanese he had

brought with him, and received a receipt.
On the 25th he was conducted back with the same cere-

mony to Chakodasche, and on the road the domestics who
accompanied the suite, requested the Russian interpreters
to give them privately, and without the knowledge of M.
Laxman, a copy of the letter which the deputies at Matmai
had refused to receive : this request was; readily complied
Vith.

On the 11th of August the Russians hove up their an-

chor, and sailed from the road of Chakodasche as far as the

tust Kurile Isle; being accompanied at some distance by
two Japanese vessels, who were, no doubt, ordered to ob-
serve whether they attempted to land at any place in the

neighbourhood.
On the 19th they discovered the summit of the 19th Ku-

rile Island, and entered the strait between the 18th and

19th, in which, however, they made little progress, in con-

sequence of the weakness of the wind.

On the 3d of September they were opposite to Mori-

kon, a ridge of rocks half covered by water, which extend

about fifteen versts from Ochotzk, in a north-cast direction.

On the 8th they arrived in the road of Ochotzk, and on
the 9th entered the harbour, after a voyage of 28 days from
Matmai.

4 M. Lax-
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M. Laxman concludes his
journal

with the following
translation of the paper transmitted to him by the Japanese

government :

" We permit one Russian ship to enter the harbour of

Nangasaki ;
but we at the same time renew the prohibition

that no foreign ships can be admitted into any other part of

our kingdom, and that neither the Christian religion, nor

iny signs of it, can be allowed. We desire also, that in all

transactions nothing may be done contrary to the laws of

our empire, and that the regulations which we have esta-

blished shall be strictly observed. For this purpose the pre-
sent writing has been delivered to M. Adam Laxman.

Done in the town of Matmai."

LV. Experiments to ascertain whether there exists any
Affinity betwixt Carbon and Clay, Lime and Silex, se-

parately or as Compounds united with the Oxide of Iron

forming Iron Ores and Iron Stones. By David Mushet,
Esq. of the Calder Iron-Works.

[Continued from p. 282.]

XjLaving rigidly ascertained the metallic properties of the

oxide of iron which was to enter into the composition of

several artificial mixtures, I next proceeded to reduce it to

a very fine powder and mix it with different earths.

First Class

Consisted of 6 parts of well dried Sturbridge clay,
4 of oxide.

Exp. I. 500 grains of this mixture,

12^., or l-40th of carbon, were fused together.
A minute spherule of malleable iron was obtained which

weighed 14 grains, equal to 2-^ths per cent, from the mix-
ture.

The glass was dark and rough, excepting where it ap-

proached the neighbourhood of the metallic mass.
II. 500 grains of mixture,

25 of carbon, or l-20th.

These were intimately mixed and fused. A neat button

of metal was obtained which weighed 46 grains, and equ*l
to

O-f.jths per cent. The glass in this experiment. \vas mate-

rially altered : the additional dose of carbon and the revival

of a greater portion of metal left the glass of a fine black

shining colour,, possessed of a Beautiful lustre where it sur-

rounded
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rounded the iron. Its surface, however, was covered with
a deep crocus-coloured film striated with milky blue lines.

In the former experiment a fraction more than a grain
of metal was obtained for each grain of charcoal

;
in the

present nearly 2 grains of soft malleable iron were obtained.

III. 500 grains of mixture,

33-J of carbon, or l-15th.

There resulted from the fusion of this mixture a very per-
fect button of malleable iron, which was found to weigh 63

grains: produce in metal equal to 12 (̂y
ths per cent. The

glass in this experiment was less black and shining than in

former, inclining to clear brown somewhat transparent. A
few globules of metal had evidently deflagrated upon the

surface of the glass.

IV. 500 grains of mixture,
42 , or nearly 1 - 1 2th carbon.

This mixture was exposed to a very high heat. The cru-

cible was shapeless when taken from the furnace, but the

contents were safe. The fusion was imperfect. The clay
and charcoal evidently form with the oxide a mixture very

infusible, of a rough spongy nature, full of bright globules
of metal.

A mass of malleable iron was found which weighed 77

grains, equal to 15-j*jths per cent.

V. 500 grains of mixture,
50 of charcoal, or l-10th.

This proportion was exposed to a similar heat with

former, but was found to possess less evident marks of

fusion. One small globule of iron only was found sepa-
rated.

VI. 500 grains of mixture,
70 , or nearly 1-Jth' of charcoal.

This mixture, after a similar exposure, was also found

tin fused. A number of minute silver-coloured globules
had exuded from the surface of the agglutinated mixture,
and a few were found carburatcd upon the surface.

It would appear therefore to result from these experi-

ments, that clay alone, as a mixture, is unfavourable to the

operation of iron, seeing that the largest collected produce
did not exceed 15-Aths per cent, (see Exp. IV.) ;

whereas

the proportion of iron contained in the oxide, had it been

entirely revived, would have amounted to at least 28 per
cent.

To prove that the oxide contained no matter capable of

reviving iron, nor the clay which was mixed along with it,

I took

3 VII. 300
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VI T. 300 grains of Sturbridge clay*
200 —k—* of oxide*

This mixture was fused into a rough mass without any
appearance of glass or vitrification. It was carefully ex-

amined, but not one particle of metal could be found re-

vived.

VIII. This was Exp. IV* repeated with the addition of
80 grains of raw chalk. The result was a very perfect fu-

sion. The glass was of a dark olive green colour, and co-
vered a very neat metallic button, which was found to weigh
1 14 grains, equal to 22-^ths per cent. This additional pro-
duce of 8 ,Vhs percent, above what was obtained in Exp. IV*
and the perfect fusion of the mixture, may be solely attri-

buted to the addition of 80 grains of chalk. From which
it may be justly inferred, that although calcareous earth

does not appear to absorb carbon itself, yet it acts a part
not less important or interesting, by facilitating the union
of the metallic particles with the carbonaceous matter in the

mixture, and thus enlarging under the same circumstance
the metallic produce.

IX. This experiment was performed with the same pro-

portion and quantity of mixture as Exp. I
; only vitrified

Sturbridge clay was put in place of the same clay in a raw
State. The result was a very neat metallic spherule of iron

which weighed 1 2 grains; equal to 2-^ths per cent. The ex-

periment which more immediately corresponds with this is

Exp. I; the result of which gave 2T
tt

ff
ths per cent. The diffe-

rence of -A-ths per cent, is so small, that nothing certain can
be inferred from the use of clay in two states so opposite
to each other.

A very different result, however, takes place when Wedge-
wood 's pyrometric clay is used in the mixture.

X. Wedgewood's clay
- - 300 grains*

Oxide x- 200
Charcoal - - -

12-J

The result was a neat spherule of malleable iron which

weighed 1 1 grains ; equal to 2-,-^ths per cent. This expe-
riment was repeated, and a similar shaped spherule of iron

obtained which weighed 14 grains ; equal to 2T
B ths per cent.

These results are nearly the same with Experiments I and

IX, where Sturbridge clay was used.

XI. Wedgewood's clay, vitrified in

a heat of 1 70°* - - 300 grains.
Oxide - - 200
Charcoal - - -

12^-

Vol. 19. No. 76. Sept. 1804. A a The
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The fusion of this mixture afforded a fine metallic button

of malleable iron which weighed 30 grains ; equal to per
cent, from the artificial compound. The same experiment

repeated yielded a button of iron which weighed 28 grains j

equal to 5-^ths per cent.

The extra quantity of iron revived in this experiment in

consequence of vitrified Cornwall clay, beyond what took

place in "Experiments I, IX, and X, with the same pro-

portions of mixture, cannot be satisfactorily accounted

for. It is an important lesson, however, in so far as it

manifests the peculiar action which even the same earth,

differently prepared, has upon the separation of iron from

its ore.

'Recapitulation of the foregoing Experiments ivith Oxide

and Clay in the Proportion of six of the latter to four of
the former,

Exp. I. l-40th of carbon yielded 2-^ths per cent. .

II. l-25th of ditto
'

9foths
III. l-15th of ditto 12/^ths
IV. 1 -1 2th of ditto 15-^ths
V. Mixture not fusible.

YI. Ditto ditto.

VIII. No. IV, fused by means of 80 grains, chalk s

iron separated equal to 22
l

R
^ths per cent.

Second Class

Consisted of 6 parts of very pure sand,
4 parts of the same oxide formerly used.

I. 500 grains of this mixture were exposed to fusion. The
mass of glass was carefully examined afterwards to ascer-

tain whether it contained any revived metal. The glass
was dense 'and uniform in the fracture throughout, without

anv trace or vestige of metallic iron.

IL, 500 grains of mixture,

12^ of charcoal, or nearly l-40th.

. This mixture was reduced to fusion, and a perfect glasa-

obtaineu faintly marked with dull yellow, but possessing
metallic lustre. A minute irregular mass of malleable iron,

was found separated which weighed 7 grains : equal to 1-^ths

per cent.

III. Mixture - - - 500 grains.
Charcoal 1 -.25th,. or -

- 20

The fusion erf this was productive.of five very perfect

spherules of malleable iron which weighed 37 grains. Pro-

duce
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duce with this small proportion of carbon 7-^ths per cent.

The glass obtained was of a rusty yellow colour mixed with

black veins : the surface covered with brown vitrified oxide.

IV. 500 grains of mixture,
25 of charcoal, or l-20th.

This mixture had fused in a very perfect manner, and a
beautiful metallic spherule obtained which weighed 45

grains; equal to 9 per cent. The quality was malleable

iron as soft as copper. The glass was a curious heteroge-
neous mixture of yellow and vitrified sand. In cooling, a

complete separation of the parts had taken place. The iron

was found beneath the yellow glass, but a mixture of sili-

ceous particles and oxide had formed a handsome cone over
all about one inch in height.

V. 500 grains of mixture,
33 of charcoal, or 1-1 5th nearly.

The fusion of tl*is mixture yielded a button of smooth-
skinned malleable iron which weighed 65 grains ; equal in

point of produce to 13 percent. The mass of glass was

light shining yellow, surmounted by a thin stratum of oxide

of a purple brownish colour.

This experiment was repeated, and a metallic button ob-
tained which weighed 63 grains, or lS^ths per cent. The
result otherwise was the same.

VI. 500 grains of mixture,
50 of charcoal, or l-10th.

This mixture was found unfused in a heat of I6o°of

Wedgewood. The particles of quartz remained pure as

when first introduced, but considerably rounded by the ac-

tion of the oxide. The latter had resolved itself into a dark

yellow glass, which had penetrated in small veins the mass
of some vitrified sand.

Three detached masses of iron were found which weighed
45 grains ; or 9 per cent. This experiment was repeated at

a higher heat, and apparently a greater quantity of iron was

revived; but this was dispersed over the surface of the un-
fused matter in thousands of minute silvery globules. What
could be collected weighed 62 grains ; equal to 1 2T

4 ths per
cent.

VII. 500 grains of mixture,
80 of chalk,
50 of charcoal, or 1 - 1 0th the mixture.

The result of the exposure of this mixture in a tempera*
ture similar to the former was a complete fusion, a very per-
fect mass of greenish glass, and a neat metallic button which
weighed 101 grains; equal to 20T^ths per cent.

A a 2 By
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By comparing the effects produced by chalk under the

first class, Experiment VI If, with this it appears evident

that calcareous earth produces the same facility to fusion
when mixed with siliceous matter as with argillaceous, and
the tendency of the iron to revive is nearly the same in both.

LETTER IV.

LVL On the Catoptrical and Dioptrical bistrnmcnts of
the Antientsx with Hints respecting their Revival, Re-

invention) or Improvement, in modern Times.

DEAR SIR,

1. Agreeably to what I promised in my last, I proceed
to give a brief account of two memoirs of father Abat,
which, though hot so interesting perhaps as that of which
I gave a translation in my last, tend, in a considerable de-

gree, to elucidate the present inquiry. I shall endeavour
to corroborate my author's statements with such proofs as

happen to be within my reach
;
and shall conclude with a

concise recapitulation of what has been advanced.

2. Abat's eighth Recreation is *j On a Mirror of Emerald,
in which the Emperor Nero viewed the Combats of the Gla-
diators

"
Having proved, from respectable antient autho-

rities, that Nero, the most detestable monster who had
then disgraced the name of emperor, was a myope, or short-

sighted, my author, whom the reader, no doubt, has by
this time discovered to be both learned and ingenious, ob-

serves, that in many myopes the organ of vision is so de-

licately sensible to the impression or light, as to require it

to be moderated before they can see distinctly ; that for this

purpose, some myopes view distant objects through small

holes, in thin plates of metal
;
and that Nero, in order to

moderate the light, used a mirror, which my author argues,
I think with great appearance of truth, was nothing more
than an emerald reduced to a plane polished surface.

3. I fear a detail of his arguments and authorities would
be thought tedious. But 1 cannot omit a curious fact

which he has taken from our countryman Ellis's Voyage
to Hudson's Bay; a work which, it would seem, is more

respected by the French than by ourselves; for I find my*
late excellent friend, Dr.Beattie, in his Dissertations, Moral
and Critical, regretting that so good a book should have been

suffered to go out of print. Speaking of the Esquimaux, (I

translate
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translate the French of Abat, having never seen his English
original,) Mr. Ellis says :

" Their snow eyes, as they very

properly
call them, are a proof of their sagacity. They are

little pieces of wood or ivory*, properly formed to cover
the organs of vision, and tied on behind the head. They
have two slits of the exact length of the eyes, but very nar-
row

; and they see through them very distinctly, and with-
out the least inconvenience. This invention preserves them
from snow-blindness, a very dangerous and painful malady,
caused by the action of the light strongly reflected from tne

snow; especially in the spring, when the sun is considera-

bly elevated above the horizon. The use of these eyes
considerably strengthens the sight; and the Esquimaux are

so accustomed to them, that when thev have a mind to view
distant objects, they commonly use them instead of spy-
glasses."

—
Surely a more ingenious device never originated

among any untutored tribe. Yet I could mention a modern

system-wright, who is pleased to rank these Esquimaux
among the naturally inferior races of men, which owe their

existence to his own imitative imagination. But this is not
the proper place.

4. My author's ninth Amusement, or Memoir, appears to

be more interesting than the eighth ; or at least it is more

analogous to that which I translated in my last com-
munication. It is

" On the Antiquity of Glass Mirrors,
such as we use at present ;

and on the Perfection of the

metallic Mirrors, which were in Use among the Antients."

In this memoir, Abat endeavours to prove that several an-
tient nations possessed abundance of plane metallic mirrors,
some of them of a large size; and he contends (against

Muratori, in his Antiq. Italicce Medii AZvi ; M. Carry, in

a MS. paper which he sent to the Academy of Cortona in

1733; and Mr. Nixon, in the London Phil. Trans, for

1758), that the antients had the art not only of casting and--

polishing glass plates, but of coating them on the back with
metal. It would be tedious to follow him through his rea-

sonings on this subject ;
but as his authorities must have

cost him very considerable research, and some of the books
are scarce, I shall here insert them.

5. M I, Metallic Mirrors.—In Exodus, eh. xxxviii.

v. 8, we read that Bezalcel sc made the laver of brass and
the foot of it of brass, of the looking-glasses, or brazen

glasses,
of the women." (Mirrors are among the furniture

v No doubt the author means by ivory, any kind of solid bone.-—•

ylranslalor,

Aa3 of
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of a Jewish lady's toilet, as described in the third chapter
of Isaiah.)

—2. Pliny, lib. xxxiii. cap. 9. says:
u

Optima
(specula) apud majores Jiebant Brundusina, stanno et cere

mixtis. In the time of onr forefathers, excellent mirrors

were made at Brundusium, of a mixture of tin and copper."
The same writer has these words :

"
Specula quoque ex eo

(stanno) laudatissima, Brundusii temperabantur, donee ar-

gen'eis uti ccepere et ancillce. Highly praised mirrors were
manufactured at Brundusium, till the very maid-servants

be«;an to use silver ones."—3. Seneca, in his Natural Ques-
tions, book i. ch. 17, and also in his 8Sth epistle, says,
that there were mirrors as lar^re as the human body *, and
that they were not thought suitable furniture for apartments
unless they were adorned with silver, and gold, and precious
stones ; so that one such mirror would cost a lauy more
than the national dowries formerly given to the daughters

,

of great officers who had fallen in battle.—4. Mnratori, in

his Thesaitr. Inscript. class 7. p. 521), has preserved this

inscription, which proves, that the mirror-makers were so

numerous as to form a corporate society :
" M. Ogvlino

Feroci .... ./Editvo JEdis Concordia . . . Collegivm
, . . . Spfculariorvm .... Patrono Optimo. DD
Dedicated, by the Company of Mirror-makers, to their ex-

cellent Patron, Marcus Ogulinus Ferox, Warden of theTem-

ple of Concord."— 5. There are not many mirrors remaining,
either of the antient Romans, or of other nations. Yet
M. Cailas, in his Recueil d'Antiq. t. iii. p. 331, says, that
" there were sent him from Aries several antient Roman
mirrors, one of them four inches in diameter, which still

fits a case of the same metal, with the greatest exactness."

(The kind of metal is not mentioned.)
II. "Glass Mirrors.— 1. The following words are

cited by Oleaster, from Rabbi Abraham :—W Mos erat om-
nium mulierum suam decorare faciem, et aptare tiaram,

singula mane, in speculis tends, aut viti-eis. It was the

custom of all the women, to adorn their face and to adjust
their head-dress, every morning, in brazen or glass mirrors."

Here Ahat adds, that he might cite many similar passages
from Andreas Placus, in his Lexicon Biblicon, and from
other authors.—2. Anthony of Padua, who died in the year
1231, in a sermon, on the fifth Sunday after Easter, cites

St. James, ch. i. v. 23 :
—" If any man be a hearer of the

word, and not a doer, he is like unto a man beholding his.

natural face in a glass," or mirror; and he adds,
"
Speculum

* Sec § 83 of the last letter.

nihil
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nihil aliud est quam subtilissimum vitrum. A mirror is nothing
else than a very thin, or fine, glass."

—3. Vincent de Bau-

vais, who flourished under the emperor Frederic II. A.D.
1240, in his Speculum Nalurale, lib. ii. cap. 78, says, that
" Inter omnia melius est speculum ex vitro et plurnbo : The
best mirror of all is of glass and lead." For, says he, in the

same chapter,
"
Quando superfunditur. plumbum vitro calido9

efficitur altera parte terminalum valde radiosum: When
lead is poured on hot glass, a very brilliant surface is pro-
duced on the other side."—4. The celebrated John Peckam*,

archbishop of Canterbury, in his Perspectiua communis,

pars 2. prop. 7, says :
"

Reflexio est a denso, quia densum ;

propter quod specula consueta vitrea sunt plumbo obducta :

Reflection is made from a dense body because of its density;
.on which accountcommon glass mirrors are coated with lead/'*

He afterwards adds :
" St ut quidam fabulantur, diapha-

veitas essct essentialis speculo, non fierent specula de ferto
et chalybe a diapkaneitate remotissimis, nee ctiam de mar-
more polito ; cujus iamen contrarinm videmns : Jf, as some

feign, transparency were essential to mirrors, they would
not be made of iron and steel, which are most remote from

transparency, nor even of polished marble ; of which, how-

ever, we see the contrary."—5. My author next quotes from
the Ars Magna of Raymo?id Lully, who lived from the

year 1225 to 1315, the whole chapter De Speculo, which
is too long and perplexed with school metaphysics to be

here inserted. It may suffice to observe, that the subject
of it is mirrors coated with lead.—QP S. Isidore, of Seville,
who died A.D. 636, in his Etymol. lib, xvi. cap, 15, speak-

ing of glass, says,
u
Neque est alia speculis aptior materia ;

* I cannot but observe that, as far as I can find, Abat takes no notice

of Roger Ea on, the countryman and cotemporary of Peckam, or Peccam\

though in several parts of his' book he had fair opportunities of doing so.

Can this neglect be any way owing to the critique of Dr. S. ' Certain it

is, that in Mr. Bonnycastle s excellent translation of Bossut's Hist. Gener.

des Matbem. p. 189, we find this passage:
—"

Roger Ba on's Treatise on

Optics is particularly remarkable for the ingenious, just, and at the same
time new, ideas it oilers on the subjects of astronomical refraction, the ap-

parent magnitudes of objects, the extraordinary size of the sun and moon
near the horizon, the place of spherical foci, &c. Some English writers,

a little too much prejudiced in favour of their countryman, have fancied

that they discovered in this trratise that the author knew the use of

spectacles, and even of the telescope; but Mr. S., an Englishman of

more impartiality, and an irrefragable judge, has controverted this opi-
nion by an accurate and critical discussion of the passages that gave rise

to it,'.' Does not Roger Bacon s fame gain more by the just commenda-
tion of the learned Frenchman, than it loses by the hypei criticism of the

Uained Englishman >— Translator.

A a 4 Nor
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Nor is any other material fitter for mirrors."—Henry Ste-

phens, in his Thesaurus Ungues Grcecce, article 'Yaki**^
(of or belonging to glass) cites a passage from Alexander
of Aphrodisium, the celebrated commentator on Aristotle,
who lived towards the end of the second century. Abat,
not having seen the original, does not give the passage,
but says that Stephens ad3s,

" Unde 'YaXivx KdV^rpa, apud
Atexandrum Aphrodishun, vitrea specula : Hence the Hya-
Una Katoptra of Alexander Aphrodisius,, signifies glass
mirrors."

6. Abat goes on to state, that, in consulting authors

whose only subject was the art of making glass, such as

Antonio Neri, Kunckel, Merret, Haudicquer de Blancour,
and Brumoy in his Latin poem De Arte Vitraria, he has

not found a single hint of the time of the invention of glass,

mirrors ; although all these writers inquire into the antiquity
of glass, and the purposes to which it has been applied, not

forgetting mirrors. He says that all the books of travels,

geography, and history, he has met with, which notice the

glass manufactories of Venice, Germany, he. are silent as

to the time and place of the first establishment of such works.

Abat further observes, that Scarabelli, in his Description of
the Cabinet of Settala or Septala, in Italian, positively says
that no author has mentioned who was the inventor of glass
mirrors. In short, my author declares, that, as far as he

knows, no writer has given the least inlimation of the time

when glass mirrors were invented
; except Pliny, who (in

the words cited above,^§ 85,) says that they were contrived

at Sidon.

7. My learned author observes, that, from all antiquity,
the practice of coating copper with lead or tin has been
used *

; and he intimates that the following method of coat-

ing glass globes, which is common in Germany, is so an-

tient, that no author who describes it makes mention of the

inventor :
—u Take equal parts of lead and antimony (the

stibium f of the antients) and melt them together. Blow
a glass

*
AinszuQrtb, under the word Stannum, gives this quotation from Piiny,

xxxiv. 17.
*« §tannum illitum ane'is vasis compesat arvginis virus s Tin

overlaid on copper vessels allays the poison or the verdigrise." In one

of the volumes of Dr
r

. AncUnons. excellent miscellany, The Bf:e, there

js a very simple recipe observed by the Turks in tinning metallic vessels;

but I cannot get trie volume at present.—Translator.

f I have somewhere met with the following whimsical, but not im-

possible, account of the origin of the name Antimony:—Some monks hav-

ing thrown out an antimbnta! preparation, with which they had been

making experiments, it happened to be swallowed by some hogs, along
with the kitchen offals, 'and almost worked them to death. But the

animals
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a glass globe of the size you want
; and, while it is red hot,

pour into it the melted mixture, along with a bit of colo-

phony, or black rosin. Turn it gently, in all directions, till

its whole interior surface be coated over. Take it imme-
diately off the tire, and pour off what is left, and keep it for

another occasion. Then with a diamond or an agate cut

the globe into as many mirrors as you think proper. The
same thing may be done with a mixture "of tin and anti-

mony.
"

8. I suppose my readers will agree with my author, that

the total silence of history respecting the time and place of

the introduction of glass mirrors, to which we may add the

inventor's name, is one of the strongest possible presump-
tions that they had their origin in very remote antiquity;
like the use of iron and the other common metals, alpha-
betical writing, the arithmetical digits, and other admirable

and highly useful invention's. Abat appears to me to prove

satisfactorily, that leaded glass was early used for mirrors ;

but he has not been able to discover any direct evidence that

silvered glass mirrors are equally antient. He only quotes
Isidore of Seville, Etymol. lib. xvi. cap. 18, where that

father says,
" Sine hoc (argento vivo) neqtie urgenturn neque

<ses inaurari potest :—Seruatur autem melius in vasis vitreis ;

7?a?n centeras materins perforat. Without mercury neither

silver nor copper can be overlaid with gold.
—But it is kept

best in glass vessels, for it perforates other materials."

Abat observes, that such an opinion would induce people to

keep their mercury in glass vessels
; that when mercury

contains lead or tin it adheres, though not very strongly,
to glass, and thus presents to the eye the exact appearance
of a silvered glass mirror

;
that Pliny's word excogitaverat

implies, that the Sidonians had bestowed thought and pains
on their glass mirrors ; and that so simple a process a$ sil-

vering them, could not long escape such ingenious artists.

For, when they had once observed that mercury, mixed
with tin or lead, adheres to glass, it would not be difficult

for them to conceive, that foils of these metals, well imbued
with mercury, would have the same property. In short,

says Abat, an ingenious man, after some attempts, would
easily succeed in doing the rest; or, in other words, would
discover the process of silvering glass mirrors, which we
now practise.

[To be continued.]

animals growing afterwards uncommonly fat and sleek, the monks tried

its operation upon themselves, and suffered severely by the experiment.
Hence, says my forgotten author, the name Antimony, which signifies
An enemy to monks.—Translator.

LVII. On
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LVII. Osteological Description of the one-homed Rhino-

ceros, by Cuvier 3

*.

/lis I propose to publish a part of the researches I have

made to discover to what species the tossil bones have be-

longed, I must first give the osteology of some quadrupeds,
which, under this point of view have never yet been de-

scribed.

When Pallas first published, in the 13th vol. of the No-
vi Commentarii of Petersburg!*, an account of the fossil

bones of the rhinoceros found in different parts of Siberia,

he regretted that he did not find in the work of any natu-

ralist an osteological description of the living rhinoceros,
and particularly of the cranium.

Some time after Camper had an opportunity of procur-

ing a part of what he wanted
j
he transmitted to the Aca-

demy of Petersburgh a description and figures of the head

and cranium of the two-horned rhinoceros of the Cape of
Good Hope. His memoir was inserted in the first volume
of the Transactions for the year 1777* part ii, which was
not printed till 1780.

This great anatomist had then no knowledge of the

difference of the teeth, by which the two species of rhino-

ceros are characterized
;
and as he did not find incisors in

his two-horned species, he accused Parsons, Linnaeus, and

Buffon of error, for having ascribed any to the one-horned

species.
But before his memoir was printed' he paid a visit to Pa-

ris, and, having observed the one-homed rhinoceros then in

the menagerie at. Versailles, he found its incisors. He
.even procured the head of a young individual of this spe-

cies, and had a drawing made of the alveoli. He immedi-*

ately_ sent an account of all these facts to Pallas, that they

might be printed along with his memoir, i

He related the same facts in his Dutch dissertation on the

one- horned rhinoceros, printed in 1 782, the figures of which
\vere ;

the same as those transmitted to the Academy of Pe-

tersburgh. .

These he confirmed in 1785, when he procured a draw-

ing of the head of a one-horned rhinoceros preserved in

the British Museum; and having obtained an older than

that which he had first in his possession, he caused it to be

engraved by Vinkeles in 1767, with the old figure of the

one-horned rhinoceros, in a superb folio plate, dedicated to,

* Frotn Annates du Museum National d'Histoire Naiurelle, No. 13.
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I. Vandersteege ;
this plate, however, was never published,

but distributed among his friends. For one of them I was
indebted to the kindness of his son.

This figure of the head of the unicorn is imperfect, as

the real figure of the bones is still covered by some liga-
ments: there is one in particular behind the orbit, which

might deceive those little acquainted with the subject,
and be considered as an osseous partition separating this

fossa from that of the temples.
M. Blumenbach, however, has copied this plate on a

6mall scale, in his collection of objects relating to natural

history, No. 7.

M. Faujas also caused to be delineated on a small scale,

by Mareschal, the bones of the head of an adult one-horned

rhinoceros, which is preserved in the Museum, and had it

engraved in the 10th plate of his Essais' de Geologie, but

this figure is not accompanied by any description. Besides,

though very exact on the whole, it is confused by the ru-

gosities being too strongly marked by the engraver, and the

sutures not being seen.

If to these be added the excellent figures of the lower

face of the cranium and of the lower jaw of the one-horned
rhinoceros given by M. Merck, in his third knter on fossil

bones, printed at Darmstadt in 1786, we shall have, I be-

lieve, a complete catalogue of the materials hitherto pub-
lished in regard to the osteology of this remarkable species
of quadrupeds; and it will be seen that 1 am not pre-
cluded from resuming the subject, and treating it with an
extent suited to its importance.
The pieces which will serve as a basis to my description

are the beautiful skeleton prepared' by M. Mertrud, of the

rhinoeeros which lived twenty-one years in the menagerie
at Versailles, the same which was examined alive by M.
Mickel and Peter Camper; and the head of a younger rhi-

noceros, for which our Museum is indebted to the genero-

sity of Adrian Camper, and which served as an original for

the plate given by his illustrious father.

1st, The Bead.

What strikes most in the form of the head of the rhino-

ceros, {see Plate VII.) is the pyramidal projection of the

cranium : the occipital bone forms the posterior face of it,

and the temporal fossae are the faces of the sides: the ob-

liquely ascending continuation of the front is the anterior

face; and instead of a point the summit is a transverse line
1

.

The occipital ascends obliquely from behind forwards,
ed 3 which
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which is peculiar to the rhinoceros, and renders its pyramid
almost straight. In the hog even, which has a pyramid al-

most similar, it is inclined hackwards.
The contour of the occipital is a semi-ellipse, which be-

comes broader towards its base, to produce a projecting

plate behind the foramen of the ear and the posterior base

of the zygomatic arch.

The line of the base exhibits at its middle the condyles,
and at the sides the mastoid apophyses pointed and hooked:
in the hog they are exactly under the condyles. Before
each of these apophyses is another very large one, which

belongs to the temporal bone, and which contributes to form
the articulation of the jaw; it prevents it from moving much
from right to left, and it corresponds with an indentation

situated at the interior extremity of the Condyle.
Between these two apophyses, but a little more inwards, is

another short apophysis, the end of which is hollow, and
reeeives the os styloides.
The impressions of the muscles divide the occipital face

of the four fossa?.: the anterior face of the pyramid de-

scends, always becoming broader between the eyes, where
the post-orbitar apophyses of the frontal are the most di-

stant limits. The point of the nose completes the forma-
tion of the rhomboid, which characterizes the upper face

of the whole cranium. The region between the eyes is

concave in the longitudinal direction, and plane in the

transverse ;
that of the bones of the nose becomes convex

in every direction.

The parietals begin a little before the summit of the

pyramid ; they terminate towards the middle of the space
between that ridge and the orbitar apophyses ; the sutures

analogous to the coronal, and the lamdoid are perfectly
transverse.

The scaly suture, or the limit of the parietal and temporal
in the temporal fossa, is parallel to the direction of the an-

terior face of the pyramid.
The large ala of the sphenoid ascends only very little in-*

to the temporal fossa, and this bone is not articulated with

the parietal.

The posterior half of the zygomatic arch belongs to the

temporal; all the rest belongs to the os jugale or the cheek

bone.
The direction of the arch is like an Italic S, descending

obliquely from behind forwards : its inferior edge is very
thick in my adult individual, and projects considerably ; it

is much less in the young subject given by M, Camper.
Tho
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The maxillary bone advances under the orbit, and forms

there a plate : there is no apophysis either of the frontal or

the jugal to join the zygomatic arch to the irons, and to

close the orbit behind.

The sub-orbitar foramen is small, longer than broad, and

near to the bottom of the nasal indentation.

The maxillary bones form before a projecting apophysis

parallel to the bones of the nose, and situated under them,
which articulates with the incisors. The alveoli of the in-

cisors form together an angle of more than eighty degrees
in the adult, but which is not sixty in the young individual.

The incisor foramen is very large, elliptic, and not divided

into two parts.

,The incisor bones have at their upper edge a small apo-

physis, and a square plate which rises towards the roof,

formed by the bones of the nose.

The latter are of a size and thickness of Avhich there is

no example in other quadrupeds: they form an arch which
inclines to the incisor bones, and which supports the horn.

In my adult individual their upper face is granulated like

the head of a cauliflower.

Between them and the incisor bones and that part of the

maxillary bones which supports them, is that large nasal in-

dentation, which on the first view characterises the cranium
of the rhinoceros. It results from the depth of this inden-

tation that in this animal three pairs of bones, the nasal,

the incisors, and the maxillary, contribute to form the con-
tour of the external apertures of the nostrils ; while in other

quadrupeds, the tapir excepted, there are only the two
latter. The lacrymal bone is small, and advances a littla

on the cheek. It has a very broad lacrymal canal, before

which is a small pointed apophysis.
The vomer is ossified only in its most remote part, and

there remains nothing in four-fifths of its length even in

my rhinoceros full grown, and in which all the sutures

were effaced. This remark is of great importance for a.

comparison of the living with the fossil rhinoceros.

The posterior groove of the palate is very deep, for it ad-

vances opposite to the fifth molar tooth
;
the suture which

separates the palatine from the maxillary bones corresponds
to the interval between the fourth and fifth molar tooth.

The pterygoid apophyses are short in the longitudinal di-

rection, but very high in the vertical; single, and only a

little forked towards the end.

The middle part of the sphenoid is straight, and proceeds
much further back than its pterygoid ala; its articulation

with
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with the os basil iare of the occipital forms a very sensible

projection ; along the middle, of this basiliary part is a pro*
jec-img ridge, which becomes broader and 'is flattened to*

Wards the inferior edge of the occipital foramen.
The

rapes
is small and very irregular : the foramen lace-

rum is large, and extends along the interior edge of the

rapes.

Length of the head from the edges of the occipital
foramen to the edges of the incisor bones - 0*6

Distance between the most projecting part of the

zygomatic apophysis
- 0-43

Height of the occiput counting from the lower edge
ot the occipital foramen - - - 0*26

Breadth between the apophyses placed behind the

holes of the ears - 0*31
Breadth between theorbitar apophyses of the frontal 0*23

Depth of the nasal notch -. '- -• - 0*15
Its height » - 0*095

[To be continued.]

LVIII. On the Antiquity of the Gealic Language. Bij
Cuthbert Gordon, M.D.

Mr. Tilloch,

Xf you deem the following observations on the antiquity
of. the Gealic language not entirely foreign to the nature of

your publication, and v/orthy of a place in it, you .wilj

oblige me by inserting them.
I am, Sec.

Cuthbert Gordon,

The Gealic presents numbers with their names, which
no other language, the antient Hebrew only excepted, can do.

To know why those names are fixed to numbers we must
take them in their order, beginning at one. Doing so will

naturally show why they contain such excellent names, as-

it were, within themselves; and why those names, in pre-
ference to all others, are given to be our numbers. Their

order runs thus :

THE
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By this order of our numerals we discover one of the

most excellent and interesting precepts that ever was deli-

vered to man; containing, first, an excitement to wonder
with amazement at the procedure of the Presence and the

operation of the Spirit in the production of Light, calling
forth our gratitude to the Great Author for that portion of
this Light or Ray of himself he is pleased to endue us se-

verally with : and, secondly, the prevention of hurt towards
our neighbours ; whether by defamation, murder, false

witnessing,
false weights and measures, unjust accounts,

or otherwise. We are commanded to depart to replenish
the earth, and not to prostitute in their own symbols those

great and awful attributes ; he must be most hardened, in-

deed, who, knowing the significations they bear, can dare

to do it. Therefore those excellent names, preferable to all

others, are given to be our numbers ; and they are com-

prised in those numbers, that in all our transactions they

may be as a lamp before us.

The commanding number Dec, the others being attri-

butes of the Almighty, evinces that those characters, though
commonly called Arabic, are truly the Gealic's j and m
fact, neither the Arabians nor any other nation until now
did ever claim them ;

nor could they, indeed, having no
title to show. Whatever the Jews may have had> they

dropped it long since in jEgypt.
The Gealic alphabet, if not

providentially preserved as

its numeral characters have been, is long since lost; and

the following facts, handed down by tradition, may account

for their being so.

The Magi (from the nominative plural Maghi, Maghim,
or Maghin ; singular, Mai

; i. e. Ma-I, the goodness of

God), or expositors' of the goodness of God, became in

process of time, from being esteemed the best and wisest of

men, to be dreaded as dangerous innovators ; and were ac-

cordingly suppressed. The more ignorant vulgar believed

that, by their great knowfcdge in the secret operations of

natural powers, they could at pleasure transmute their own
bodies into those of other animals, and in particular into

that of the hare
;
and from this opinion conceived so deep

a prejudice at the flesh of that animal as to be scarcely worn
out even at this day. Many of the more common High-
landers will say that they prefer eating of any other flesh to

that of the ghare ;
i, e. the cut-lip or hare. If asked why?

they immediately retort,
" Ne Vaghi" (the oblique case of

Maghi), Is it the Magi, or would I eat the Magi ? and with

fk serious countenance will add, that ten hates to one are

witches
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witches or warlocks. N© doubt the goodness of the Magi
made them too communicative to the people, who could

not well comprehend the principles of
things taught them :

and hence magicians> witches, and warlocks.

The Druids (from the nom. phi. Druidghi), or explorers
of the wisdom of God, succeeded the Magi* and were in

most instances the very contrasts of their predecessors.

They nearly kept a total silence, suppressing all kinds o(
literature except what they themselves were pleased to teach

orally; and even that was but to the flower of the people.
There was neither book nor writing of any jrind but what

they eagerly sought after; and, if found, as eagerly destroyed.
In short, the polity of the Gealic Druids was unhappily
such as to destroy all letters and characters, of whatever de-

nomination, within their power. Thus the Gealic alpha-
bet is irrecoverably lost, if not somehow found in the an-

tient Hebrew or in its primary dialects ;
but it is feared that

those too are gone. The Jews were long captives in ^Egypt;
and their language as well as their precept gave naturally

way to that of their masters ; nor was Moses, while he led

them in the wilderness, inspired to restore them the former

though he was the latter, made suitable to man's declining

powers ; for now they must be commanded to do their duty,
whereas formerly they had the Precept to guide them, with

one only command—To withdraw, to replenish the earth.

The Gealic numeral characters must have shared the fate of

its alphabet, had it not been for the extensive communica-
tion that, some time or other prior to the administration of
the Druids, its people must have had with other countries

out of their influence; and their own transactions at home
have kept their names almost pure.

Notwithstanding the great change that the Hebrew must
have suffered during the long captivity of the Jews in ^Egypt,

yet the following names seem to retain their antient purity.
If we view them along with the Gealic, comparison will

£how the affinity or relation they bear one to another.

Vol. 19. No. 76. Sept, 1804. £ b Hebrew.
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Hebrew.
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Tfie Hebrew Decalogue,

The eighth commandment

requires, not to steal.

The ninth commandment

requires not to bear false wit-

ness against our neighbour;

The tenth commandment

requires not to covet thy

neighbour's wife, nor his

servant, nor his maid, nor

his house, nor his ox, nor

his ass, nor anv thing that

is his.

The Law was given to

Moses out of the midst of

the Fire, of the Cloud, and
of the Thick Darkness, by
God.
Moses inculcates the Jews

diligently to instruct their

children in the words of the

Law; to bind them as a sign

upon the hands, and that

they be as frontlets between
the eyes.
Our commandments are

ten.

The above plain and cursory view puts the affinity of the

Gealic Precept and the Hebrew Decalogue in so clear a

light, that we can discover no material difference, or rather,

indeed, none at all
;
and therefore must conclude them to

be one and the same : which is the greatest proof that pos-

sibly can be given for the authenticity of the Precept, or for

the antiquity of the Gealic language. The word Gealic, de-

rived from Geal or Gial—Reason, Light, or Understanding;
and Ec or Ic—He has ;

i. e. Rationality, is presumed to be

the proper name of the primitive language, and not the

word Hebrew, from Eber, a man's name. Eber, indeed,
and his successors for a long time after him', may have prer
served the language in its antient purity; and, to distinguish
it from the corrupted dialects of their cotemporaries, may
have also given it the name of their predecessor, Eber, who

B b I fir?:

The Gealic Precept.

The eighth number shows
that the Light is Charity or

universal Love.

The ninth number shows
that the Light is Innocent
as the Lamb, Pure and with-
out guile.

The tenth number com-
mands to withdraw or de-

part; but not to prostitute
those attributes of our Great

Author in their own sym-
bols to the hurt of our neigh-
bour by coveting his goods
or estate, &c.
The production of the

Light was out of the Thick

Darkness, through the ope-
ration of the Spirit, by God.

The Precept is comprised
in Gealic numbers, that we
should be initiated in both
the one and the other at one
and the same time, and thus

in all our transactions be as

a lamp before us.

Our numbers are ten.
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first had observed, perhaps, the falling off of the language,
and endeavoured to provide against it

;
and hence called He-

berew: but surely the word is of too selfish or confined a

nature to be the proper name of the primitive or universal

language^ the distinguishing mark between the rational and
brute creation. Gealic is therefore the antient and real

name, carrying in its basom the idea of Rationality.

LTX. Fourth Letter from Dr. Thornton, Lecturer on

Botany at Guy's Hospital, to Mr. Arthur Aikin, Edi-
tor of the Annual Review.

September t <;, JS04.
$Wy No. 1, Hind-street, Manchester-square,

XJ.AVING skirmished at the out-posts, we come now to the

body of the work itself, and the same want of soliditv

of criticism will, I trusty be shown here, as in the other

parts.
The reviewer begins by declaring his total unacquaint-

ance with the author, and very properly hopes,
" that our*

minds are free from every improper bias, and as we shall

nothing extenuate, so we shall set down nought in rnalice."
i( The first section, of twelve pages," he observes,

'* con-

tains only the plan of the work.'
" The second is devoted to an explanation of the three

kingdoms of nature
;
and a.fanciful comparison of the great

families of plants, with the different ranks of civilized so-

ciety, translated with little variation from the Systema Na-
tural of Linnaeus. The whole would scarcely have rilled two

paces; but to swell it to the hulk offour, it is stuffedf with

two quotations from Milton, with a long note from Ari-

stotle and Cicero, and a pious address to the Deity from Fe-

nelon; which having, likeBayes's prologues, zixumversalfit-

ness, would do equally for any part of any system of natural

history, that ever has teen, or ever will be published."

* There is no egotism, in the writer. When reviewing Dr. Shaw's

work, he there says,
" Sudi tve have reason to believe :r> be the case.

In the summer of i?oi, wr ourselves happened to be at Inverary in the

heigh* of the htrring fishery.'' Page 844..

f AppKirg the word stuffed to anv insertion from the prince of poetsr

recalls to miud the story of a poor author, who, on a Saturday night,
<

.1,!-., ;:s his last resource, his Milton's Paradise Lost to a pawnbroker,
who looking at the work said,

"
Pray, sir, where does this Mr. IViilton

Jive ? I don't know nor never l\eard talk of such a man. If you had

brought me -some Milton ousters, I should have then known ivbat value to-

have put on them.

To
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To those unacquainted with my work it may be necessary
to declare the whole truth. I open as follows :

—My Title,
«' The Philosophy of Botany," is the finest penmanship of

Tomkins, engraved by Vincent. Her most gracious Majesty

having condescended to suffer me, with permission, to de-

dicate to her my work; facing the dedication is the por-
trait of her majesty, by Sir William Beechy, R. A., en-

graved, and surrounded by angels; the masterly execution of

Bartolozzi, R. A. Then follows the bust of Linnaeus, from
a painting in the possession of Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. K.B.
honoured by ^Esculapius, Flora, and Ceres, with Cupid ;

by Opic, R. A. and Russsel, R. A., engraved by Ridley;
with a description of the emblematic design or this pic-
ture. Then follows a secondary kind of dedication to the

most eminent living botanists, or but lately deceased
;
and

there now open on the " astonished view" the portraits of

the patrons of botany : the late Earl of Bute, first lord of the

treasury ; the right honourable Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. K. B,

president of the Royal Society; next the president and iusli-

tutor ofthe Linnean Society, professor of the Royal Institution ,

James Edward Smith, M. D. ;
the vice-president of the Lin-

uean Society, Aylmer Bourke Lambert, Esq. ; professors

ofbotany and lecturers in the three principal BritishUn'wer-

sities, the Rev. Thomas Martyn, George Williams, M.D.,
and Daniel Rutherford, M. D. president of the Royal

Edinburgh College of Physicians ; professors of botany and
Lecturers of the National Institute at Paris, Jean Baptiste

Lamarck, Antoine de Jussieu, and Des Fontaines
; amateur

and promoter of the science of botany, Jean Jacques Rous-
seau ; poetic writers on the subject of botany, Erasmus Dar-

win, M. D., George Shaw, M.D.; botanic physiologists.
Sir John Hill, M.D., Rev. Stephen Hales, Jean Ingen-
housz, Charles de Bonnet, Joseph Priestley, LL. D., Ro-
bert Hooper, M.D.; writer on medical Z>oto?/, William

Woodville, M.D.; historian, Richard Pulteney, M. D. ;

agriculturist, Arthur Young, Esq.; voyager, Rev. Joseph
Townsend*; with appropriate vignettes by the m'ost emi-

nent

* Among these portraits might have been expected the head of Dr.
Aikin ; for throughout his excellent work, Evenings at Home, are

interspersed many very excellent lessons on botany.
u To m ike a book

on the subject of natural history for young people," says the reviewer,
" an union of genius and science is required, which is rarely employed in

providing the first rudiments of knowledge for the young. VV
f
e know

of ONLY ONE living writer, who has all the qualifications neces-

sary for the task, and is at the same time accustomed to the consideration

of entering into the imperfect views, and supplying the wants of the un-

B b 3 instructed
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nent masters. Besides these original and fine portraits, we
are promised by the author those of Grew, Malpighi, Ray,
Tournefort, Vaillant, two or Linnaeus : one of these from an

original picture in his own possession ;
and next succeeds

his own portrait by Russel, R. A. engraved by Bartolozzi 5

the vignette by Loutherbourg. witrTa plan of the work.
And in the second section is, Man at his first creation : a

subject which has called forth the utmost stretch of genius
of a Howard, R. A., who at first doubted how far he had
abilities to represent this figure of Adam : and the back

ground is by Rcinagle,sen. R. A., to be engraved by Sharp,
and Landseer, sen. engraver to his majesty.

— I appeal to'

every generous heart, whether, after an expense of three thou-

sand pounds for an opening to a work, which Dr. Darwin was
«

delighted with," and " in which," he said,
" he felt it an

honour to have his portrait introduced;" whether, after such

exertions on my part, and such a risk of fortune, I deserve

to be accused of ie
stuffing my work with unadapted matter

to swell its bulk from two tofour pages." I appeal to the

Barbaulds and the Aikins, themselves poets, whether the

low vulgar expression
(i

stuffed" be applicable to th$ grand
description of man, by Milton, at his first creation, alone

capable of exalting our conceptions to that most astonish-

ing act of the omnipotent Creator'. I appeal to the philo-

sophic world respecting my quotation from Cicero, who has

from Aristotle also endeavoured to raise our minds to the

conception of that act. And lastly, shall the pious prayer

instructed mind. No one who has read, and who has not read? the

sketches of natural history scattered throughout the little volumes, en-

titled Evenings at Home ; or, The Juvenile Budget opened,
can be at a loss to guess ivbomwe mean. That writer's plain and elegant

style * and happy talent for familiar illustration, would be most beneficially

employed in conducting the unpractised naturalist through the three

kingdoms of nature, in explaining the principles on which the classifica-

tion of their various parts has been conducted ; and in selecting such de-

tails as would render the whole equally interesting and instructive.
"

P. 864. of Annual Review, Arthur Aikin editor ! As this perhaps in-

tended work has notyet appeared, Dr. Aikin will forgive me for not

placing him among those great botanists whose portraits 1 have presented
to the public. 1 again, as I have often done, repeat that, in truth, I have

an high sentiment of respect for Dr. Aikin j and as supposing the name
of Aikin to starrp a considerable degree of weight on any Review passed
under that name, from that cause alone I have entered the lists with an of-

fouent, whom otherwise I should have considered as beneath my notice.

As Dr. Aikin is grouped next but one to me in the print of some of the

principal members of the Bolt-court Medical Society, of which his son

Mr. Aikin is register, (but his portrait Dr. Sims has somehow omitted),

I could have wished we had been next to each other, and I am sure ive

should not have troubled the world by our jarrings.

of
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of Fenelon, the author of Telemachus, who thus concludes

his Survey of the Wonders of Creation, to rouse the sense-

less spirits of a giddy
world to the contemplation of his

glory who formed it, be also included in the mass of dull,

stupid, and unappropriate matter? To its fitness, not as

books commonly run, I appeal to every judge of composi-
tion. Adam is supposed, after the wonder excited by the

objects of creation, to begin to class these in his mind, and
he separates the three kingdoms of nature : he then dis-

criminates the seven vegetable tribes, as represented to us by
Linnaeus. This appeared to me a proper, grand, and suitable

opening to a botanic work ; and, if wrong, might even
from its

i(
magnificence" have disarmed the severity of criti-

cism. But your reviewer is devoid of all "grandeur of con-

ception" and of "taste;" and, had he been placed as Adam
was, would have only said,

" All this is very pretty, but I

want something good to stuffmy guts with;" and brute-

like, after filling
his belly, would have fallen into a profound

sleep,, and snored like a hog, not caring about waking *.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient and much injured servant,
Robert John Thornton.

P.S. I would here wish to apologize to the philosophic
reader for making him a party in this contest : but being

openly challenged in this magazine to vindicate myself
from what are called iS serious charges/

9

brought against
me by Mr. Arthur Aikin's reviewer; as a public lecturer,
successor to the Linnean Smith, I have esteemed it as a

duty not to shrink, when the gauntlet is thus publicly thrown

down; or I had contented myself with the single letter <( on
the satellite of Venus," not willing to obtrude more on the

time and patience of the philosophic world.

* How delicately does Milton handle this subject ! When he repre-
sents our first father as falling into a sweet ilumbcr^z nevertheless makes
him dream.

«' On a green shady bank, profuse of flowers,

Pensive I sat me down : there gentle sleep
First found me, and with soft oppression seij'd

My drowsed sense -.----.
Then suddenly stcod at my head a dream.
Whose inward apparition gently mov'd

My fancy to believe Ijet bad being
"

B b 4 IX Ae+
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LX. Account of a Journey to tlie Summit of Mont Perdu:
read in the French National Institute by C. Ramond*.

X several times attempted to ascend Mont Perdu, but was

always stopped at a little distance from its summit by pre-

cipices and an accumulation of ice, which it was impossible
for me to pass. I was, however, anxious to reach it, either

to verify, by the help of my barometer, the elevation of

this mountain, which appears to be the highest of the Py-
renees; or to ascertain the nature and disposition of the

banks of which the summits are formed: and thus to place

beyond all doubt one of the most singular geological phe-
nomena ever observed.

Of all the faces of Mont Perdu there was only the eastern

declivity which afforded me any chance of success. On
that side there is a very high defile, which the intrepid
mountaineers sometimes pass in order to proceed directly
from the valley of Beousse to that of Fanlo : this is what is

called the Col deNiscle. I was persuaded that by proceeding
from this defile it would not be difficult to ascend the peak
itself, if the interval by which I was separated from it did

not conceal from me some obstacle which it was impos-
sible to surmount. I therefore sent two of my best guides
to explore the way, and followed them myself four days
after. I now found that I was not deceived in my opinion,
and that I had conjectured the real route to Mont Perdu.

I took my first station at the Port de Pinede. In the Py-
renees the name of port or gate is given to those defiles

which serve as passages of communication between one

•valley and another. The latter is in the Spanish boun-

daries, and is at a considerable elevation. According to a

barometrical observation, it is 2516 metres, or 1291 toises;

being 98 metres higher than that of the Col du Grand
Saint Bernard. The Port de Pinede, however, is far from

being the most elevated passage of this part of the Pyrenees.
Here the Col de Nii-cle is seen opposite; but the spectator

is separated from it by the valley of Beousse We there-

fore descended, proceeding in an oblique direction towards

those enormous walls which sustain the lake of Mont Per-

du and its terrace ;
and we arrived at the

point where the

torrent, issuing from this lake, falls down in a most awful

* From Annates du Museum Rationale dEistolre Naturelle, No. 13.

cataract
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cataract to the bottom of the valley. Here we passed the

night in the open air, surrounded by the vapour of the cas-

cades above us; Mont Perdu suspended over our heads, an

abyss below our feet, and the storm growling every where
around us.

Our first labour in the morning was to ford the torrenl

which discharges itself from the lake: its depth, its great

rapidity, and iu particular the coldness of the water, ren-

dered this operation exceedingly troublesome. The water

made the thermometer rise to only two degrees above con-

gelation.
From this place to the top of the Col de Niscle we expe-

rienced no other difficulty than that which arose from the

great inclination of the declivities. 1 ascertained the height
of this defile, and found it to be on a level with the Port de

Pinede, and a little more than that of the lake.

The last stages of Mont Perdu appear to the west of this

defile, and rise suddenly with an awfulness which an-

nounces the avenues to the summit. Four or five terraces

piled one upon the other form so many stories, the steps of
which are in part covered with eternal snow, and ruins,
which in some measure facilitate the approach to these

walls, otherwise inaccessible. The first of these ruins are

very large blocks of gres containing testacea; among which
I found fragments of calcareous schist, strongly stained

with argil, and interspersed with small polypiers to which
I never saw any analogous, and which seem to constitute a

new genus. Higher up, the ruins become smaller; and the

greater part of them belong to a calcareous kind of stone,

compact, blackish, and singularly fsetid. By being crushed
under our feet it infected the air with a nauseous odour,
which had no similarity to any of those called forth by per-
cussion from any of the common hepatic and sulphureous
Stones.

We employed more than an hour in traversing theseim-
mense ruins

;
and this part of the journey fatigued us very

much, by the efforts we were obliged to make in climomg
up the steep declivities, and in consequence of the mobility
of the soil, which had a tendency to throw us towards the

precipice.
At length we arrived at the upper terrace, and found our-

selves on a band of solid rocks. This band was at first a

narrow ridge cut out like the roof of a house; but it gra-

dually became broader, and conducted ya to a kind of valley
or commencement of the glaciers, with which the peak i*

surrounded. Here I found the last rocks which I was able

to
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to observe, as all the rest were covered by the ice and the

snow. I here discovered a repetition of those calcareous

banks interlarded with silex, which I saw at the Port de Pi-

nede. They afreet in the like manner a situation nearly ver-

tical, and a direction parallel to that of the chain ; they
are accompanied with laminae of another calcareous stone,

very much charged with sand, and which contain so great
a quantity of lenticular numismals, that they often seem to

be almost entirely formed of them.
When we arrived at this terrace we were obliged to

ascend the glaciers, by the lower precipices of which I had

been hitherto stopped ; but this time I approached them at

their origin, and consequently at the place where they have

the least inclination. The passage, however, was disagree-
able and very dangerous : sometimes the surface was slip-

pery, hard, and resisted our cramp irons; sometimes we
sunk into the fresh snow, which had fallen on the summits
towards the middle of July. Beneath this snow we felt

fissures, where we were every moment in danger of being
lost. Other fissures were open, and opposed our passage ;

and we had very nearly been stopped by the last, at the di-

stance of two hundred yards below the summit. This fis-

sure extended transversally from the commencement of the

glacier as far as the precipices of the valley of Beousse.

We had no other resource than to clear this interval by
leaping down : we did so, and succeeded : this was the last

obstacle we had to encounter. I measured the visible

depth of this fissure, and found it to be 50 feet; and as

the point where we passed corresponded to the convexity
of the mountain, it was evident that it was the place where
the glacier had the least thickness.

From this place I beheld the summit, which before had

been concealed from me by the disposition of the declivi-

ties which I had traversed. It appeared under the form of

an obtuse cone, covered with the purest snow. The sun

shone at the time in full splendour, and the sky appeared of

a dark blue colour, so strongly tinged with green that my
guides were struck with its strange appearance. The former

shade has been observed on all high mountains, but there is

no instance of the second ; and I do not know to what
cause this singular optical illusion is to be ascribed.

At a quarter past eleven I reached the summit, and had
at length the pleasure of seeing the Pyrenees at my feet. I

immediately prepared my instruments for making expe-
riments. A violent wind prevailed at east-south-east,
which rendered this operation very difficult, and which occa-,

eioned
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sioned some confusion in the results. At noon I noted
down the heights of the barometer and thermometer. The

corresponding operations were made at Tarbes : at that

place, the barometer, when every correction was made,
stood at 27 inches 1*47 line; and the thermometer, at 20*50

<>

of Reaumur. At the summit of the peak the barometer
was 18 inches 11*14 lines; and the thermometer at 5*50°

above the freezing point. The height given by calculating
these observations is about 72 metres, or 37 toises below
what is given by trigonometrical observations ; but this dif-

ference seems to have arisen from the stormy state of the

atmosphere : at least I think myself authorised to infer so,
from more than 600 operations of the same kind, at diffe-

rent heights, with a view to ascertain the nature, extent,
and influence which the different modifications of the at-

mosphere have on measures obtained by means of the baro-

meter.

The peak is covered with snow- to its summit : this snow
is continued towards the north, and transformed into an
immense glacier, which descends by stories to the margin
of the lake; its vertical height being about 800 metres.

On the south, however, the face of the peak is unco-
vered

; but this is occasioned not so much by the action of
heat as by its steepness : as the snow cannot adhere, it con-

tinually falls down from the top of the mountain on a slope
six or seven hundred metres below, where it forms a glacier
of such extent as to resist the direct and reverberated heat

to which it is exposed by its situation.

The uncovered part of the mountain did not exhibit to

me any strata in their natural place: it is an accumulation
of ruins divided by time, macerated by the snow, buffeted by
the winds, and beaten by the thunder, of which the greater

part bears impressions. All these ruins belong to the cal-

careous kind of stones, compact and fcetid, which arc here

in 'alternation with shell stones. I examined them with
an attention suited to the importance given them by their

situation. They contain a smali quantity of fine sand, coals,
a little iron, and a fcetid cadaverous principle, which seems
to arise from a bitumen of an animal origin.

This last conjecture is certainly well justified by the dread-

ful destruction of the marine animals which accompanied
the formation of these mountains. This fcetidity, there-

fore, is not exclusively annexed to the strata of marble
found here. It is observed on breaking gres, of which car-

bonate of lime constitutes the smallest part, in the same
manner as sand is found in marble^ in which one might

scarcely
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scarcely suspect its existence. All these masses form dif-

ferent mixtures of similar matters : sand, lime, ftetid car-

bonate, argil, shells, united in all possible proportions, ac-

cording to accidents which modified in every point the in-

fluence of general causes. Such are the elements of all

these strata and veins arranged here in so capricious a man-

ner, and which succeed each other with so much irregula-

rity.

From the top of Mont Perdu the eye beholds, at one

time, all this system of similar mountains : it is a long
series of summits with upright strata arranged in the same

line, and which divide the immense horizon of the spec-
tator into two parts, as different in level as distinct by the

form of the mountains with which they are filled.

On the north, primitive mountains arise, the sharp and

torn summits of which are closely enchained, and form a

large band, the elevation of which totally intercepts a view

of the plains of France.

On the south the spectacle is very different ; every thing
is suddenly depressed. It is a precipice of from a thousand

to eleven hundred metres, the bottom of which is the sum-
mit of the highest mountains of that part of Spain. None
of the summits have 2500 metres of absolute elevation, and?

they soon degenerate into low round hills, beyond which-

opens an immense prospect of the plains of Arragon.
But what attracted my attention was the aspect of that

southern band of the Pyrenees, on which I looked down as

if from the clouds. It seemed to me to be divided into two
distinct parts. The nearest to the plains exhibited to my
view those long ridges and those hollow valleys which in

general form the calcareous hills on the borders of the large
chains. On the other hand, the band which adheres to

Mont Perdu, and which serves it as a base, retained that

Strange appearance which distinguishes every thing that, be-

longs to this singular mountain. It is an immense and long

plateau, the whole surface of which, seen from this height,

appears to be nearly on a level. Some paps only, and a few

sinall hills, separated by broad but shallow valleys, appear
on it. But in the midst of these superficial inequalities,
traced out by anticnt currents, there are four enormous
crevices with sides exactly vertical. They proceed diverging
from the bases of the peak, and are continued to the limits

of the plateau, the protuberances and valleys of which

they divide, and they even intersect it itself to its founda-

tions. They absorb also the waters of it, and conceal them

by thick forests observed in their hollows. These fissures,

which
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which might be supposed recently formed, have preserved
so well their salient and re-entering angles, that every thing

perfectly corresponds on both sides—their sinuosities and

undulations—so that one might think their edges, in order to

unite, waited only for a new effort of the power which dis-

joined them.

One might traverse these crevices without any advantage,
were they not seen from above. Their extent, their depth,
and the gigantic size of all their proportions, would not al-

low one to conjecture their origin and nature. To approach
them, one must seek for the opening in the Val de Broto or

of Fanlo. They are vast and majestic valleys covered with

forests as old as the world, and which are known only to

some shepherds who conduct thither their migratory flocks,

I spent two days in that called Val d'Ordera. I never

saw any thing more striking or extraordinary. The soil is

a series of terraces, perfectly horizontal, formed
by banks

of gres, between which is observed red gres, considered by
geologists as one of the oldest on the globe. The torrent

falls in cascades so regular, that the long ramp down which
it pours seems to have been formed by the art of man. On
the other hand rise, as far as the eye can reach, the sides of

this vast fissure disposed in stories of a prodigious height,
and of which the steepness, the matter, the colour and join-

ings excite so much the idea of human structures, that the

spectator thinks he sees an immense edifice in ruins. From
the bottom of this fissure I ascended to the plateau. Its

elevation is 2430 metres or 1 200 toises above the level of

the sea, and the depth of the fissure is 900 metres or 460
toises towards its middle, and 1257 metres or 645 toises to-

wards its mouth.

Every thing is secondary in these enormous masses. Pud*

ding stones, gres, calcareous and foetid shell-stones, are

the materials ;
and among the marine bodies inclosed in

them the most predominant genus is that of the numis-

mals, which are found every where in such prodigious abun-

dance, that it strikes with awe the mind the best accus-

tomed to the idea of the grand devastations of nature.

In regard to the plateau itself, it is a frightful desert.

Being too high to produce trees, it stifles the small vegeta-
tion which exists by the mobility of the ruins with which it

is covered, and scarcelv are there seen here and there a few

meagre grass-plats. The heights even of Mont Perdu are

not so naked : as far as the last stories I found rare and

superb plants; and I collected, at the distance of some
metres below the summit, the cerastium alpimtm and the

aretiq
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areiia alpina in full bloom. I never saw the latter so

vigorous and so beautiful as I did at an elevation which is

the greatest, perhaps, at which parasitic plants have been

observed in the same latitude.

These organic beings were the last I met with on the sum-
mit of Mont Perdu. I remained on it two hours; and to

whatever distance I turned my eyes I observed no living
creature but an eagle which passed over us, flying directly

against the wind with inconceivable rapidity : in less than

a minute we lost sight of it.

We struggled against this impetuous wind, over which,

an eagle triumphed so easily, and which made us experi-
ence a considerable degree of cold. No wind diminishes

so speedily the sensible heat as the south wind, when one
is exposed to its action in the superior regions of the atmo-

sphere : it derives this property from its dryness and rapi-

ditv, which promote and hasten the evaporation of which
bodies are susceptible. We were penetrated by it, though
the thermometer indicated a very low temperature. This

is the only inconvenience I experienced. We could breathe

without difficulty this air so light, and which is not suffi-.

cient for the respiration of many others. I have more than

once seen vigorous persons obliged to stop at a less height.
On the Col dn Geant, where the air was not so highly ra-

refied, Saussure experienced a shortness of breath and un-
easiness as soon as he made the least exertion. Here nothing
similar occurred ; the state of the pulse only indicated a

change independent of the agitation of the journey : it was

not calmed by rest. During the whole time that we conti-

nued on the summit it remained small, tense, and accele-

rated in the ratio of 5 to 4. This fever, which is nervous,
announced the uneasiness we should have experienced at a

greater height; but, according to what we experienced, it

was attended with an effect contrary to what a degree more
would have produced. Far from occasioning dejection, it

seemed to support my strength and to rouse my spirits. I

am persuaded that we were often indebted to it for that

ability of the limbs, delicacy of sensation, and flights of

fancy, which instantly dissipated our fatigue and apprehen-
sion of danger ;

and we ought not, perhaps, to seek any
where else for the secret cause of that enthusiasm found in

the accounts of all those who have ascended to extraordinary

heights.

LXI. Ac-
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LXI. Account of an Aerostatic Voyage performed ly
Messrs. Guy-Lussac and Biot. Read in the Ma^he*
matical and Physical Class of the French National Insti-

tute, August 27, 1804.

Oince the use of aerostatic machines has become easy and

simple, philosophers have been desirous" that they might be

employed for making observations which require a great
elevation at a distance from terrestrial objects. The mi-
nister M. Chaptal afforded a favourable opportunity for re-

alizing these projects so useful to the sciences; and Messrs.

Berthollet and Laplace having been pleased to interest them-
selves in this affair, the minister complied with their re-

quest, and M. Guy-Lussac and myself* offered to under-

take the expedition. We have performed our first voyage,
and we now give an account of it to the class.

Our principal object was to examine whether the mag-
netic property experiences any appreciable diminution on

removing from the earth. Saussure, according to experi-
ments made on the Col du Geant, at the height of 3435

metres, thought he could perceive a very sensible decrease,
which he estimated at one-iifth. Some philosophers even
"have announced that this property vanishes entirely on

ascending from the earth in an aerostatic machine. As this

fact is naturally connected with the causes of magnetism,
it was of importance to clear up and ascertain the truth of
it. At least, such was the opinion of several members of
the class, and of the illustrious Saussure himself, who

strongly recommends this observation, to which lie several

times paid attention in his excursions to the Alps.
To determine this question a very simple apparatus is

sufficient. Nothing is necessary but a magnetic needle,

suspended by a very fine silk thread. The needle is turned

a little from its magnetic meridian, and suffered to oscillate.

The more rapid the oscillations, the greater the magnetic
force. This excellent method was invented by M. Borda,
and Coulomb gave the means of estimating the force ac^

cording to the number of oscillations. Saussure employed
this apparatus during his excursion to the top of the Col
du Geant. We carried one of the same kind with- us in our

balloon. The needle we employed had been carefully con-

structed by that excellent artist Fortin ;
and Coulomb was

SjD kind as to magnetize it himself by the method of ^Epi-

* M. Biot.

nus.
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nus. We tried its magnetic force several times before wer

quitted the earth. It made twenty oscillations in 141 se-t

conds of the sexagesimal division; and, as we obtained the

same result a great number of times without the deviation

of half a second, it may be considered as very exact. We
used for our observations two excellent watches that beat se-

conds, lent to us by an ingenious watchmaker, M. Lcpine.
Besides this apparatus we carried with us a common va-

riation compass and a dipping needle ; the former to ob-
serve the direction of the magnetic meridian, and the other

to determine the variation in the inclination. These in-

struments, much less sensible than the preceding, were
destined only to point out to us the differences in case any
verv considerable should take place. That we might obtain

onlv comparative results, we placed all these instruments in

our car when we observed on the earth the oscillations of

the first needle. No iron was employed in the construction

of the car or of the machine. The only articles of iron we
carried with us, a knife, a pair of scissars, and two penr-

knives, were suspended in a basket below the car at the di-

stance, of from 25 to 30 feet ; so that they could have no.

sensible influence on the magnetic virtue.

Besides the principal object of this voyage, we proposed
also to observe the electricity of the air, or rather the diffe-

rence in the electricity of the different strata of the atmo-

sphere. For this purpose we carried with us metallic wires

of different lengths, from 60 to 300 feet. By suspending
these wires close to the side of our car from the extremity
.of a glass rod, we were brought into communication with

the lower strata of the atmosphere, and enabled to call forth

their electricity. To determine the nature of this
electricity

we had a small electrophorus weakly charged, the resin of

which had been rubbed with earth before we ascended.

We proposed also to bring back air collected at a great

height. To accomplish this part of our plan, we had an

exhausted glass balloon closely shut, so that to fill it with

air nothing was necessary but to open it. We were pro-
vided also, as may be readily conceived, with barometers,

thermometers, electrometers, and hygrometers. We had

likewise metallic disks to repeat the experiments of Volta

in regard to electricity excited by simple contact
;
and we

carried with us different animals, such as frogs, birds, and

insects.

We ascended from the garden of the Conservatoire des

Arts on the 24th of August, at ten in the morning, in the

presence of a few friends.. The barometer stood at 28 in.

1 3 lines $
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3 lines; Reaumur's thermometer at 13*2°, and the hygro-
meter at 80*8°; consequently very near to the greatest de-

gree of humidity. M. Conte, whom the minister of the

interior entrusted with the preparations, had taken every pos-
sible care to render our excursion successful

; which was
in reality the case.

The first moments after our ascent were not employed,
we confess, in making experiments. We could not help

admiring the beauty of the surrounding spectacle. Our
slow and gradual ascent produced on us that impression of
confidence which one always experiences when abandoned
to one's self with secure means. We could still hear the

encouraging shouts of the spectators : but we had no need
Of them

;
we were perfectly collected, and without the least

uneasiness. We enter into these details only to show that

some reliance may be placed on our observations.

We soon reached the clouds. They were like light fogs,
which occasioned only a weak sensation of humidity. Our
balloon being entirely distended, we opened the valve to

let out the gas, and at the same time threw out ballast that

we might ascend higher. We now found ourselves above
the clouds, and we did not enter them again but in de-

scending.
These clouds, when seen from above, appeared to us

blueish, as when viewed from the surface of the earth.

They were all exactly at the same elevation; and their upper
surface, full of small eminences, and undulating, presented
to us the aspect of a plain covered with snow.
We were then at the height of about two thousand

metres*. We tried to make our needle oscillate; but we
soon found that the balloon had a very slow rotary motion,
which made the position of the car^ in regard to the direc-

tion of the needle, continually vary, and prevented us from

observing the point where the oscillations ended. The mag-
netic property, however, was not destroyed ; for, on pre-

* We calculated these heights from observations of the barometer and
thermometer made in the balloon, and compared with those made by
M. liouvard at the observatory. We employed the formula of Laplace
with the corrected co-efficients which he adopted, and which M. Ra-
rnond deduced from a great number of trigonometrical measurements
inade with great care. Our thermometer was filled with spirit of wine ;

the scale was divided into ioo parts, and it was secured from the action

of the sun by a white handkerchief folded double, which was wrapped
round it, but in such a manner as not to be in contact with it. We took

every necessary precaution in the calculation, that we might not give to

our heights too great values j and they were rather too small than too

great.

Vol. 19. No, 76, Sept, 1804. C c senling
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senting a bit of iron to the needle, attraction took place,
This rotary motion became sensible when the ropes of the
car were brought into a straight line with any terrestrial

object, or with the sides of the clouds, the contours of
which exhibited differences verv sensible. In this manner
we soon perceived that we did not always correspond with
the same point. We, however, hoped that this rotary mo-
tion, already very slow-, would cease in the course of some
time, and permit us to resume our oscillations.

In the mean time we made other experiments. We tried

to excite electricity by the contact of insulated metals : it

succeeded as on the earth. We then prepared an electric

pile with twenty disks of copper, and as many of zinc. We
obtained, as usual, the pungent taste, a shock, and the

decomposition of water. All this could be easily foreseen

from the theory of Volta, and since it is besides known
that the action of the pile docs not cease even in vacuo ; but
as there was no difficulty to ascertain these facts,, we thought
it our duty to examine them. Besides, the apparatus could

serve us as ballast in case of need. We were then, accord-

ing to our estimation, at the height of 2724 metres.

When about this elevation we observed the animals we
had carried with us. They did not appear to suffer any in-

convenience from the rarity of the air. The barometer,
however, stood at the height of 20 inches 8 lines. A bee

(apis violacea) which we set at liberty flew off quickly, and

quitted us with a humming noise. The thermometer indi-

cated thirteen degrees of the centigrade division, or 10-4° of
Reaumur. We were much surprised that we experienced
no cold : on the contrary, we were very much heated by
the sun ;

and we took off our gloves which we at first put
on, as they were now of no use to us. Our pulse was ac-

celerated : that of Guy-Lussac, which in general gives 62
beats per minute, gave 60; and mine, which in general

gives 79, gave 111. This acceleration, therefore, in both,
took place in nearly the same, proportion. Our respiration,

.however, was in no manner eonfined : we experienced no

uneasiness, and our situation seemed exceedingly agreeable.

We, however, still turned round : which thwarted us

greatly; because, while that effect continued,.we could not
observe the magnetic oscillations. But by bringing our-
selves in a line, as already mentioned, with terrestrial ob-

jects, and the sides of the clouds, which were at a great di-

stance below us, we perceived that we did not always turn

round in the same direction
;

the rotary motion gradually
decreased, and took place in a contrary direction. We then

found
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found that it would be necessary to watch the transition

from the one motion to the other, because in the interval

we remained stationary. We took advantage of this re-

mark to make our experiments j but, as this stationary state

continued only some moments, it was not possible to observe

twenty concentric oscillations, as on the earth : we were

obliged to be satisfied with five, or at most ten
; taking care

not to agitate the car
;

for the slightest motion, that even

produced when we let the gas escape, or of our hand when
we wrote, was sufficient to turn us aside. With all these

precautions, which required a great deal of time, we found

means to make ten experiments in the course of the voyage,
and at different altitudes. The results in the order in which
we obtained them were as follow :

Calculated

Heights in Number of the Time.
Alctrcs, Oscillations. Seconds.

2SQ7 - 5 - - 35

3088 - - 5
'

- -
(

35

The same - 5 - - 35
The same - 5 - - 35

28o\> 10 * - 70
3145 - 5 - - 35

3665 - - 5 - - 35*5

3589 10 - - 68

3742 - 5 ^ - 35

3977 or 2040 toises 10 - - 70

All these observations, made in a column of more than

a thousand metres in
height, agree in giving 35 seconds

for the duration of five oscillations : but experiments made
on the earth give 35^ for this duration. The small difference

of a quarter of a second is of little importance^ and at any
rate does not tend to indicate a diminution.

The same may be said of the experiment which gave at

one time 68 seconds for 10 oscillations> which makes 34

for live : it indicates as little a diminution. It appears to

us, therefore, that we may with certainty establish the fol-

lowing proposition :

The magnetic property experiences no appreciable dimi-

nution from the surface of the earth to the height of 4000
metres. Its action in these limits is constantly manifested

by the same effects and according to the same laws.

It remains for us to explain the difference between these

results and those of the philosophers before mentioned. And

*
Voyage dan? les Alpes, tome iv. p. 312, 313.

C c 2 first,
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first, in regard to the experiments of Sauss-ure, it appears to

ns, it' we dare say so, that some fault must have been com-
mitted. This is cieailv seen by the numbers he has men-
tioned. When he attempted to determine the magnetic
force of his needle at Geneva, he found for the time of 20
oscillations 302, 2<}0, 300, 280 seconds,—results which
cannot well be compared, as their difference amounts to 12.

On the other hand, in the preliminary experiments which
we made before we set out, we never found a difference of

half a second in the time of 20 oscillations. There is an

error also in the calculation made by Saussure to compare
the magnetic force on the mountain and in the plain ;

and;

therefore it needs excite no astonishment that his results

should be different from those obtained by us. But it ap-

pears to us that ours are preferable because they seem to

agree better, and because we ascended to a greater height.
Jn regard to the other observation, made by some philo-

sophers, on the irregularities of the compass when one rises*

in the atmosphere, it appears to us that it may be easily

explained from the continual rotation of the machine already
mentioned. These observers, indeed, must have turned

round as we did, since the impulse of the gas alone, as it

escapes on opening the valve, is sufficient to produce that

effect. If they did not observe this circumstance, the needle

which turned' along with them must have appeared to them

uncertain and without any determinate direction. This

irregularity was therefore only an illusion produced by their

own motion.

We have still to remove one doubt which maybe ex-

cited in regard to our experiments. It may be apprehended'
that our watches were deranged during the journey, so that

some variation might take place in the magnetic force with-

out our observing it; but since we perceived no difference,

the magnetic force in this supposition and the going of our

watches must have varied in a contrary direction, precisely

in the same ratio, and in such a manner as to compensate
exactly : an hypothesis exceedingly improbable' and alto-

gether inadmissible. *

We were not able to observe with so much accuracy the

inclination of the magnetic needle, and we. therefore can-

not positively assert that it experiences no variation. It is*

however very probable it does not,, since tile horizontal

force is not altered : but we assured ourselves, at least, that

its variations, if they exist, are very inconsiderable; for our

magnetic bars, brought into equilibrium before our depar-

ture, constantly retained during the whole journey their

horizontal
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horizontal position
• which would not have hccn the case

had the force which tends to incline them experienced any
sensible change.
The declination also was an object of our researches

; but
the weather and the disposition of o.ur apparatus did not

permit us to determine it exactly. It is, however, equally

probable, that it does not vary in a sensible manner; but
he this as it may, we have now the means of measuring it

exactly during another voyage ; we can also ascertain cor-

rectly the inclination. That we might not interrupt this

narrative, we passed over in silence some other experiments
.of less importance, to which it is necessary now to recur.

We observed our animals at various heights, but they
did not seem to be in the least incommoded. In regard to

ourselves, we experienced no other effect than an accelera-

tion of our pulse, which I have already mentioned. At the

height or 3400 metres we set at liberty a small bird called

a greenfinch: it immediately Hew away, but in an instant

returned, and perched on the cordage of the balloon ; it

then took a new flight, darting towards the earth, and de-

scribing a serpentine line very little different from the ver-

tical. We followed it with our eyes to the clouds, where we
lost sight of it

; but a pigeon which we let go in the same

manner, and at the same height, exhibited a spectacle.much
more curious. When set at liberty on the edge of the car,

jt remained there a few moments, as if to measure the ex-

tent it had to traverse
;

it then darted off, hovering about in

an irregular manner, as if it were trying its wings ; but after

a few strokes it confined itself to extenoino; them, and, aban-

doning itself to them entirely, began to descend towards the

clouds, describing large circles like the birds of prey. Its

descent was rapid, but regular ;
it soon entered the clouds,

and we could still see it below them.
Wr

e had not yet tried the electricity of the air, because

our attention had been engrossed almost entirely by observ-

ing the compass, which was the most important object, and
which made it necessary for us to embrace the moments
favourable for that purpose. Besides, we had always had

clouds below us, and it is well known that the clouds are

ciiiierently charged with electricity ;
we had not then the

means necessary for calculating their distance, according to

the height of the barometer, and we did not know what in-

fluence they might have upon us. Howeyer, to try our ap-

paratus,
we extended a wire of 240 feet in length; and hav-

ing insulated it from us, as already said, we extracted elec-

tricity from its upper extremity, and applied it to the elec-

C c 3 trometer ;
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trometcr: it was found to be resinous. We performed khia

experiment twice at the same moment : first, by destroying
the atmospheric electricity by the influence of the vitreous

electricity of the electrophorus ; and secondly, by destroy-

ing the vitreous electricity extricated from the electrophorus

by means of the atmospheric electricity. In this manner
we were able to ascertain that the latter is resinous.

This experiment indicates that electricity increases with

the height; a result agreeable to what had been concluded

from theory, according to the experiments of Volta and
Saussure. But since we are now acquainted with the good-
ness of our apparatus, we hope to be able to verify this

fact by a greater number of trials during another journey,
Our observations of the thermometer indicated on the

other hand a temperature decreasing from the earth up-
wards, which is agreeable to the results already known. But
the difference was much less than we should have expected.

For, on rising to the height of 2000 toises, that is to say,
far above the lower limit of permanent snow, in that la-

titude we did not experience a temperature lower than ]0*o°

of* the centigrade thermometer (8'4° of Reaumur) ;
and at

the same moment the temperature of the observatory of Pa-

ris was 17*5° of the centigrade scale, or 14° of Reaumur.
Another very remarkable fact given by our observations

is, that the hygrometer always advanced towards dryness
as we rose in the atmosphere; and that in descending it

gradually returned to humidity. When we set out it indi-

cated 60&° at \&b9 of the centigrade thermometer; and at

the elevation of 4000 metres, though the temperature was

only 10-5°, it indicated no more than 30°. The air then

was much drier in the high regions than it is near the sur-

face of the earth.

To^rise to this height we had thrown out almost the

whole of our ballast : we had scarcely four or five pounds
left. We had therefore attained to that height to which

it was possible for the balloon to rise with two persons at

once. As we were, however, exceedingly anxious to ter-

minate; the observation of the compass, M. Cuiy-Lussac

proposed to me to ascend alone to the height of 6000

metres (3000 toises), in order to verify our "first results.

We were to deposit our instruments when we reached

the earth, and to carry up in the car only the barometer

and compass. When we had formed this resolution we
suffered the balloon to descend, losing as little gas as pos-
sible. We observed the barometer when we entered the

clouds, and it gave us 1223 metres, or GOO toises of eleva-

tion.
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tion. We had already remarked that they seemed all to be
on a level

;
so that this observation indicates their common

altitude at that moment. When we reached the earth there

was no person near us to hold the balloon, and we were

obliged to suffer all the gas to escape in order to stop it.

J J ad we been able to foresee this disappointment, we should
not have been anxious to descend so soon. About half after

one we found ourselves in the department of Loiret, near

the village of Meriville, at the distance of about eighteen
leagues from Paris.

We have not abandoned the design of rising to the height
of 6000 metres, and even higher if possible, that we may
continue our experiments on the compass at that elevation.

We shall immediately prepare for this expedition, which
will take place in the course of a few days, since the bal-

loon has not sustained the smallest damage. M. Guy-
L-ussac will ascend first; and if he thinks it necessary, I

will ascend alone in my turn to verify his observations.

When we have terminated our experiments on the compass,
we purpose undertaking several voyages together, to make
exact researches, if possible, in regard to the nature and

quantity of the electricity of the air at different heights, on
the variations of the hygrometer, and on the diminution of

heat as one removes from the earth,
—all objects which

must be useful in the theory of refraction.

We do not despair of being able also to observe angles,
in order to determine trigonometrically our

position
in the

heavens, which would give us some interesting ideas in re-

gard to the movement of the barometer as one ascends. The
motion of the balloon is so gentle that the nicest observa-

tions can be made in it
;
and the experience of our first

journey, and in the use of our apparatus, will enable us in

the course of a short time to collect a great number of facts.

»Such are our present intentions, should we be so fortunate

as to find that the class consider our researches as of any
utility.

LX1I. On the fascinating Power of Snakes, By John
Tqpus, A.M>*

Mil. Tili,och,

As the fascination attributed to many kinds of animals,

particularly rattlesnakes, is a subject which has excited

much inquiry and speculation, I hope the following attempt

* Communicated by the Author.

Cc4 to
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to elucidate what has caused so much astonishment and

vague conjecture, may not prove unacceptable to the readers
of your Magazine.

That various animals do possess the power of rendering-
others motionless and afterwards devouring them, is so well
attested by individuals of different ages and countries, that
it is an unreasonable piece of scepticism to deny it. It ap-
pears to have been the belief of mankind at a very early

period, as it is mentioned by Homer, one of the oldest

writers extant.

T^v Q£ke\i%au,evo.s iflepvyo$ Aafsv ap<pia.yviaLv.
II. B. 315.

While hovering round with miserable moan,
The drooping mother wail'd her children gone :

The mother last, as round the nest she new,
Seiz'd by the beating wing, the monster slew. Pope.

Toads, hawks, cats, owls, and various other animals,
have been observed at times to possess the faculty of draw-

ing towards them such small animals as serve them for

food, by intently looking at them. That tigers have this

power, is attested in the very entertaining account of the

manner of hunting and sporting in Bengal, written by co-

lonel Ironside, and inserted in the Philosophical Magazine,
vol. xiv. p. 319-
u It is somewhat extraordinary, but nevertheless a fact,"

says that writer,
" the influence of fascination possessed by

the tiger and all of his (the feline) species over many other

creatures. Spied by deer particularly, they stop at once,
as if struck by a spell ;

* bile the tiger lies still, his eyes
fixed on them, and quietly awaiting their approach, which

they seldom fail to make gradually within his spring; for

the large royal tiger cannot run speedily or far.

" Wherever tigers roam or couch, a number of birds

continually hover or couch round about them, screaming
or crying, as if to create an alarm. But the peacock seems
to be particularly allured by him ; for the instant a flock of

peafowl perceive him they advance toward him directly, and

begin strutting round him with wings fluttering, quivering
feathers, and bristling and expanded tails.

" Of this enticement the fowlers also make their advan-

tage ; for, by painting a brown cloth screen, about six feet

square, with black spots or streaks, and advancing under
its cover fronting the sun, the birds either approach towards

them, or suffer them to steal near enough to be sure of their
*

mark by a hole left in the canvass for them to fire through.
,5

"
BeyoncJ
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f< Beyond all other animals, however, serpents possess
most eminently this occult power : frequently are they seen

revolving on the branches of trees or on the ground medi-

tating their prey,
—either birds, squirrels, rats, mice, bats,

frogs, hares, or other animals."

Birds of prey, and particularly hawks, are frequently seen

flying followed by numbers of those sorts of small birds

upon which they are accustomed to feed. And I have been
several times assured by different persons, whose veracity I

have no reason to doubt, that if a man sees a hare sitting,
and instantly fixes his eyes on its eyes, it will remain mo-
tionless until it be taken up by the hand.

M. Vaillant, in his New Travels into the Interior Parts

of Africa, says, that the fascinating power of serpents is

believed by the Hottentots as well as Negroes and Moors,
That serpents have this fascinating property is attested

by-

great numbers of travellers into various parts of the world ;

and as it is asserted bv the natives of very distant countries

which have no communication with each other, there is

the greatest reason to believe that it takes place. I shall

not therefore trouble your readers with a long list of cita-

tions from various authors in confirmation of the fact, but
content myself with relating the following instances for the

information of those who may not be acquainted with its

effects. They are all, but the last, extracted from the Gen-
tleman's Magazine for the year 1765, page 511

; and were
communicated by Mr. Peter Coliison from a correspondent
in Philadelphia." A person of good credit was travelling by the. side of a
creek or small river, where he saw a ground-squirrel moving
to and fro between the creek and a great tree a few yards
distant : the squirrel's hair looked very rough, which showed
|ie was scared ;

and his returns being shorter and shorter,
the man stood to observe the cause, and soon spied the head
and neck of a rattlesnake pointing at the squirrel through
a hole of the great tree, it being; hollow: the squirrel at

length gave over running, and laid himself quietly down
with his head close to the snake's: the snake then opened
his mouth wide and took in the squirrel's head

; upon which
the man gave the snake a whip across the back, and so the

squirrel being released he ran into the creek.
" When I was about thirteen years old, I lived with

William Atkinson, an honest man, in Bucks county, who
returning from a ride in warm weather, told us, that while
his horse was drinking at a run, he heard the cry of a black-

bird, which he espied on the top of a sapling, fluttering and
v

'

straining
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straining the way he seemed unwilling to
fly, and holding

t the sprigs he was perched upon, that the sapling top
bent. After he had viewed the bird a few minutes, it

quitted the place, and made a circle or two higher in the

air, and then resumed its former standing, fluttering and

crying. Thereupon William rode the way the bird strained,
and soon spied a large black snake in coil, steadily eyeing
the bird. He gave the snake a lash with his whip ;

and
this taking off the snake's eye from his prey, the charm was

broken, and away fled the bird, changing his note to a son<r

of joy.M Mr. Nicholas Scull, a surveyor, told me, that when
he was a young man he happened once to be leaning upon
a fence, and looking over it, he saw a large rattlesnake in

coil
looking- stedfastly at him. Me found himself surprised

and listless immediately, and had no power/or about a minute

(as he thinks) but to look at the snake, and then he had the

resolution to push himself from the fence and turn away ;

feeling such horror and confusion as he would not undergo
again for any consideration.
" Y>\\ Chew tells me, a man in Maryland was found fault

with by his companion that he did not come along : the

companion stepping toward him, observed that his eyes
were fixed upon a rattlesnake, which was gliding slowly
towards him, with his head raised as if he was reaching up
at him. The man was leaning towards the snake, and

saying to himself,
e He will bite me ! he will bite me !'

Upon which his companion caught him by the shoulder,

pulled him about, and cried out,
* What the devil ails you ?

He will bite you sure enough !' This man found himself

very sick after his enchantment.
"

In addition to the above instances, I shall relate the fol-

lowing, which was told me by Mr. Thomson, a gentleman
who resided fourteen years at Burlinton, near Philadelphia,
and in whose house I now lodge. He sa\s, that one day
as he was fishing in a brook near Burlinton, he turned his

head aside, and saw a very large black snake steadily eyeing
him : from that moment all power of moving was taken

from him
;
he stood motionless and filled with horror, unable

to avoid the snake, which he saw approaching towards him.
From this unpleasant situation he was removed by a dog
which was with him, who coming up from a short distance,

immediately saw the snake and flew at it. As soon as the

snake turned from him to avoid the dog, he felt his powers
return ; notwithstanding which he felt himself ill for some
time after.

3 A variety
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A variety of hypotheses have been formed to account for

this remarkable power; some supposing the animals to have

been previously bitten, and from that cause unable to avoid

their enemy ; others, that the serpent emits from its body a

stupefying; vapour : it has been likewise asserted, that those

birds that flutter round the mouth of the animal are in ge-
neral those which nestle on the ground, in bushes, or on
low trees, and which, having eggs or young in their nests,

expose their lives through love for their brood at the ap-

proach of their enemy. The most common opinion is that

which is given in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, article Self-

pent, viz. That the serpent is endued with an occult pro-

perty of attracting small animals to it by its look, somewhat

analogous to the attraction of iron by the magnet. The

generality of philosophers, unable to account satisfac-

torily tor this circumstance, and their minds revolting at

the idea of admitting any occult or fascinating property in

the animal, have peremptorily denied the fact. In opposi-
tion to the above opinions it has been observed, that the

effect of the bite of a serpent is entirely different to that

which attends fascination ; and likewise, that if the serpent
be disturbed the animal runs away uninjured. That it can-

not arise from a stupefying vapour, is evident from birds

living and enjoying themselves when put in a box with a

rattlesnake. Fascination has likewise been observed to take

place where no nest could be in the neighbourhood, and
the bird at first at a considerable distance from the snake :

besides, the same effect takes place with small quadrupeds.
It appears to me that this wonderful effect, which has

been a matter of such astonishment, may be accounted for

by attributing it to extreme fear. That this passion is suf-

ficient to account for it, I shall attempt to
prove ; and if it

appears to be so, where will be the necessity of admitting

amy occult or fascinating property in the snake ? That ex-

treme fear has the effect of rendering a person motionless is

undoubted; there are few people who do not know in-

stances of it: I could relate several, were it necessary. To
what other cause can we attribute the fluttering of small

birds in circles round hawks until they are seized and de-

voured, or the sudden fixed posture of a deer on the sight
of a tiger? The fluttering of pea-fowls around it must arise

from the same cause : nor can it be attributed to any pecu-
liar property in the tiger,

as one painted upon canvas is

found to produce the same effect.

It is ^sserted by many (see Philosophical Magazine,
vol. ii. page 253.) that the rattlesnake fascinates .small birds

and
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and animals by means of its rattle ; and they attribute the
whole charm to the terror produced by the sound of that

organ. It is said moreover that the young Indians place a

jreed in their mouths, and imitate the noise made by the

rattlesnake; by which means they are enabled to catch

squirrels and small birds. By attributing the whole en-

chantment to fear, the above, account will not seem im-

probable, as it is as easy to conceive that small birds

and squirrels may be stupefied by the terror arising from
the known sound of thp rattle, as irom the eight of the

serpent.
Could any doubt remain in the minds of my readers that

fear is sufficient to account for the effect, I think the fol-

lowing extract from Drinkwater's Siege of Gibraltar will

remove it. Speaking of the destruction occasioned by the

falling of bomb-shells, he mentions the following remark-
able circumstances :

" In other cases in wjiich the persons
themselves have observed the shot or shells coining towards

them, they have been fascinated by its appearance, and
unable to move from the spot, as small birds are said to be

by the rattlesnake. This sudden arrest of the faculties was

nothing uncommon : several instances occurred to my ob-

servation, where men totally free have had their senses so

engaged by a shell in its descent, that though sensible of

their danger, even so far as to cry for assistance, they have

been immoveably fixed to their place. But what is more

remarkable, these men have so instantaneously recovered

themselves on its fall to the ground, as to remove to a place
of safety before the shell burst. In this manner lieutenant

Lowe of the 12th regiment was fascinated by a shot which
he saw coming, but had not power to remove from the

place before it fell upon him and took off his leg/*
As the sight of a ball or shell coming towards a man pro-

duces the same effect as the sight of a rattlesnake, why not

attribute it to the same cause ? In the case of a ball or shell

the cause must be undoubtedly fear
;
therefore we may con-

clude that the rattlesnake docs not fascinate by any pccu T

liar property inherent in it, but from the terror which it

occasions by its approach.
Yours, &c.

Arnold, Notts, John Topli? ..

Sqntraber si, 1804.

LXIII. Pro.
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BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.

Premiums offered by this BoarcL

[Continued from p. 294.]

OrjHSTlTUTE for litter.—To the person who shall make,
And report to the board, the most satisfactory experiments
to ascertain the best substitutes for straw, stubble, rushes,
or fern, so as to answer the purpose for littering horses and

cattle, and raising manure
—a piece of plate, or ten guineas <

Accounts, verified by certificates, to be produced on or

before the first Tuesday in March, 180(3.

Manuring grass and arable lands.—To the person who
shall draw up and produce to the board, the most satisfac-

tory account, founded on his own experience, or on speci-
fied facts, of the comparative advantages of manuring grass
and arable lands—the gold medal.

Accounts to be produced on or before the first Tuesday in

March, 1808.

Manuring with peat..—To the
person

who shall report to

the board, the best account, verified by satisfactory experi-

ments, either on grass or on arable land, of applying peat

moss, mixed or unmixed, as a manure—the gold medal.

Accounts to be produced on or before the first Tuesday in

April, 1806.

Salt.—To the person who shall report to the board, the

most satisfactory experiments to ascertain the advantages
or disadvantages which have attended the use of salt as a

manure, either simple, or mixed with other substances,
and also for assisting in the food of animals—//a? gold
medal.

It is required that the accounts of it, as a manure, shall

contain a description of the soils on which the experiments-
are made ; the other manures which may previously have
been used on the land

;
the quantities of salt, mixed or un-

mixed, applied, and the effect carefully ascertained
;
and

the quantity given, and in what manner, to any sort of live

stock.

To be produced to the board on or before the first Tues-

day in December, 1805.—The same premium for 1 806.

Plough.
—To the person who shall produce to the board,

the plough which shall, with the least force, turn a furrow

not less than six inches deep, and nine broad, in the best

and
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and neatest manner—from five to fifty guineas, according
to merit *

To be produced on or before the first Tuesday in Fe-

bruary, 1603.

The plough which gains the premium to remain the pro-
perty of the board, the price of it being paid.

IMPERIAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AT PETEItSBUftGH.

The following observations on the remarkable cold which
took place on the 13th of January last year, were commu-
nicated to the Academy of Sciences by their correspondent
Dr. Meyer, in a letter dated Saratof, January 11, 1804.

They were collected partly at Saratof, and partly obtained
from the southern districts.

At Pensa, which is 200 versts north from Saratof, M,
Europeus made the following remarks during the cold

period.
From the 3d to the 5th of January the eold increased

from 26 to 30 degrees. It then decreased till the loth, on
which day it was only 1G. On the 1 1th, the weather being
serene, with a boisterous north wind, it was in the morn-

ing 23, at noon 22, and in the evening 28 degrees. On
the 12th in the morning 29, at noon 30, and in The evening
31 degrees, the weather serene and windy : the wind north-

west. On the 13th the mercury sunk entirely into the

bulb of the thermometer, the scale of which reached only
to 44 degrees. In the morning and evening the atmosphere
was thick ;

at noon clear, with the wind north. On the

14th the cold was 40 degrees, the weather clear, and the

wind north. On the 15th the cold decreased from 26 to 18

degrees, and then to 21 and to 3 degrees.
From general Savelief, who has an estate on the Cauca-

sian lines, the following information was obtained : The
Terek had ice above half an arschin* in thickness: in

common years this rapid river has ice only 2 verschocks in

thickness, and very often no thicker than a straw. The

greatest cold, which took place in the beginning of .Januarv,

prevailed only in certain places : in some it was milder; in

others all the pear, plum, apricot, and peach trees were

completely frozen ; the apple trees, however, were not

affected. On the 2Cth and 27th of April a strong frost

again took place, and did great injury to the vines.

The ice on the Volga, which in common years is from

12 to 14 verschocks f in thickness, was in February, when

* The arschin is 28 inches English.

f A verschock is the 16th part of an arb'chin.

broken
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broken up for the wine-cellars, 19 inches in thickness.

Hempseed-oil froze in the vessels containing; it
3
and in

taverns the common brandy formed a crust of ice on the

Bides of the casks ;
two things never before seen in that part

of the country. Most of the fruit trees in these districts

were frozen to the roots, and snow fell in an unusual

quantity.

ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AT BERLIN.

On the 9th of August the academy, in honour of hi*

majesty's birth day, held a public sitting, which M. Me-
rian, the dire c.Tor, opened with an appropriate speech.
The director then announced that only two papers had

been received on the question respecting the state of the

arts, of oratory and design in the middle ages, one of which
was written in German, and the other in Latin 5 but as

neither of them fulfilled the expectation of the academy,
this interesting question is continued, with the prize of 100

ducats, till the month of May 180G.

The mathematical class has repeated the question on the

obliquity of the ecliptic, with a prize of 150 ducats. The
answers to be transmitted to the academy before the above

period.
The physical class has repeated the questions proposed

for the year 1804.

1st, on Mariott's law.

2d, on the disease of the spleen among horned cattle.

3d, on the structure of the lungs.
And the philosophical class has repeated the question on the

property of analysis, and the analytical method in philosophy.
A foreign literary man of rank has proposed a prize of,

fifty louis d'or on the following question, to be determined

by the aeademv :

" Whence comes it that the civilisation

of the human race is found only in the East, and that in all

the countries discovered in the West, and in the numerous

groups of islands in the South Seas, scarcely any traces of
civilisation have been observed }" Answers will be received

till the month of May, 1805. They may be written either

m French, Latin, or German.
Mr. liode read a paper on the real and apparent revohif-

tions of the two new planets Ceres and Pallas, and thur

connection \Vith each other, which he illustrated by draw-

ings and a model. M. Hufeland closed the sitting by read-

ing a paper on the influence which the atmosphere and
situation of a place have on the life, health, and physical
character of the inhabitants.

LXIV. Intel-
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LXIV. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

AERIAL NAVIGATION.

W IIILE some persons were making, or endeavouring to

make, a great deal of noise in regard to the means they had
discovered for directing air-balloons, M. Pauli, a native of

Swisseriand, and an excellent mechanic, was inventing and

improving, in silence, a machine proper for raising or lower-

ing a balloon, for carrying it to the right or left, causing
it to turn round at pleasure, and to move several leagues an
hour without the least wind. This discovery is now pub-
lished. The first trial, if we can believe the account given
of it, was crowned with the most complete success. It

xvas made at Sceaux, in the small park of M. Lecompte.
M. Pauli, on the C2d of August, ascended in the -presence
bf a great number of spectators ;

and when he reached the

height of 500 toises, he caused the machine to move round

in a semi-circle, and seemed to return to the' point from
which he set out. He then turned several times from right
to left, and from left to right ;

but being alone in the car^

and having onlv the half of his calculated forces instead of

going directly against the wind, he proceeded south-west,
while the wind ought to have carried him south-east. By,
means of these manoeuvres he advanced to the castle of

Osinvijlej near Arpajon, five leagues distant from the

place from which he set out, in less than aii hour; and in

that interval descended twice to the earth. (Gazette de

France, 30th August.}

According to an account of the ascent of professors
Sacharof and Robertson, read in the last public sitting of

the Academy of Sciences at Petersburgh, it appears that

the object of this aerial excursion was to ascertain with

more precision the physical state of the atmosphere
and its constituent parts at different elevations, as deter-

mined by the barometer. It is certain, that the experi-
ments made by Deluc, Saussure, and Humboldt, on high

mountains, must have exhibited modifications arising from

the terrestrial attraction, or from the decomposition of or-

ganised bodies. The above two aerial travellers, therefore^

carried with them twelve reservoirs, in which a barometric

Vacuum had been formed. These were destined to collect

the atmospheric air at every elevation, indicated by the de-

scent of each inch of mercury in the barometer. The

Academy,
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Academy, desirous of rendering these experiments useful,
had made a trial of the different processes for ascertaining
the direction of an aerostatic machine, when its elevation

does not -admit of its being seen from the earth, and when
there remains no object with which it can be compared.
The process which these philosophers employed is both in-

genious and simple. It Consists in attaching to the car, by
a silk thread, a float, or .very light log, which by its posi-
tion always indicates the direction, the ascent or descent of

the balloon, even before the barometer has made the least

movement. By means of a powerful achromatic telescope,
which traversed in a perpendicular direction the bottom of

the car, the observers were enabled to distinguish the spot
over which the balloon hovered

;
and in this manner they

ascertained the moment when they entered the Gulph of

Bothnia, and the time when they got out of it. They
made experiments also on the echo of sound, the reflection

of which is exceedingly sensible and calculable in the upper
strata of the atmosphere. It is believed that during their

next ascent they will endeavour to determine the difference

of the ratios between the ascent of sound and its propaga-
tion in a horizontal direction. The observation made by
Mr. Robertson, when he ascended at Hamburgh on the

18th of July 1803, is confirmed by M. Sacharof. The
north pole of the dipping-needle was raised ten degrees, &c.

The existence of a superior current, which twice drove the

balloon towards the sea, prevented the travellers from

rising so high as they intended. The mercury in the baro^

meter fell eight inches and a half. Tiie thermometer, which
indicated thirty degrees at their departure, stood at three

degrees at the highest elevation. They remained four hours

in the air, and descended at the distance of twenty-five

leagues from the place of departure.

Venice, Aug. 25.

Count Zambeccari, whose unfortunate aerial journey,
from Bologna across the Adriatic sea to Pola in Istria, is

still fresh in the memory of the public, undertook a new

voyage last week, and from the same place. He was sa-

luted at first with loud acclamations from the manv thou-

sand spectators, because he made the balloon rise and fall

at pleasure. At the end of four hours, when hovering over

the village of Cao, some flasks filled with spirit of wine

caught fire. He immediately descended
;
and M. Andreoli

his companion, jumped from the balloon, in order to secure

it by fastening the anchor. Count Zambeccari was desirous

-of getting out also; but before he could accomplish it, the

Vol. 10, No. 76*. Sept. 1S04. D d balloou
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balloon suddenly rose in the air, and carried the'untorin '

nate Count along with it. JNu accounts of him have sines'

that time been heard.

Bologna, August 24.

The following is a more particular account of the new
aerial excursion which was undertaken here on the 22d by
Count Zambcccari and M. Andreoli, both known by thei?

unfortunate expedition of the same kind last year. They
ascended in the presence of an immense concourse of spec-
tators ; for besides the 70,000 inhabitant ? of this city, about

60,000 strangers were collected fromthe neighbouring places*
The spectators took their station chiefly on the surround-

ing hills, and formed a beautiful spectacle. At six in the

morning a signal was made by the firing of three cannon,
and at ten the ascent took place. About one the balloon

was entirely out of sight ;
and the inhabitants and strangers

who had viewed the scene, were agitated between hope and
fear for the fate of the intrepid aeronauts, when Dr. Aii-

drcoli arrived unexpectedly in a post-chaise, at four in thr*

afternoon, with his arm bound up. The people imme-

distely flocked round him, all anxious to know what had
become of Count Zambcccari. The account which Dr.
Andreoli gave was as follows 1 In order to prevent their

being carried too near to the Adriatic sea, thev had suffered

the balloon to descend at Capo d'Argine, the first post-sta-
tion on the road to Ferrara, and had made their anchor fast

to an elm. At the moment when it caught one of the

branches, the ear received a violent shock, by means -of the

rope, which threw down a i'nw sparks from the Montgolfier
lire- pan contained in the ear, and kindled some spirit of

wine in the vessel below. Alarmed at this apparent dan-

ger, Dr. Andreoli let himself clown to the tree by the anchor-

rope,' and laid hold of & branch; but the branch breaking
he fell to the earth, and received a contusion on his arm.

The balloon being rendered much lighter by the doctor's

quitting it, and more inflated by the lire which took pftice
in the car, could no longer be kept down, though two

peasants, who had' hold of the rope, exerted all their

strength for that purpose. It rose again into- the air with

the velocity of lightning, and disappeared in the clouds.

.Not without reason, therefore, did people apprehend that)

Count Zamheccari would be exposed to the horrid fate of

being burnt alive in the upper regions. But this intrepid

aeronaut, though exposed to the greatest danger, did not
lose his presence of mind. He found means to extinguish
the fire in the car ; and, as the rudder was in flames, to

throw it down to the earth, where it was found : but it wa3
not considered as a proof of the Count's safety. He now en-

1 deavoured
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flavoured to descend as speedily as possible, because he was

already in sight of the Adriatic. The same good fortune which,

rescued him from death during his former voyage, attended

him on the present occasion. Some fishermen, who were
out at sea between Comachio and Rimini, hastened to his

relief, and took him into their boat; but the Walloon

escaped, because they did not immediately make some in-

cisions in it as the Count had desired. This day, at one
in the afternoon, he made his entry into Bologna : above a

hundred coaches accompanied the open chaise in which he

rode, and which was drawn by a crowd of young men,
amidst the thunder of cannon, while the French and Ita-

lian troops lying here marched along
to the sound of mi-

litary music. Count Zambeccari will soon publish a par-
ticular account of this new adventure. The car remains at

Comachio; but the balloon, it is probable, has been car-

ried to a considerable distance, perhaps to the Turks in

Bosnia, who fired at the first as a strange monster, and then
took it prisoner. Whether Count Zambeccari will under-
take a third aerial journey is uncertain ; but at any rate he
will not employ a balloon filled according to Montgol tier's

method, which is always attended with the danger of fire.

The present French method of filling balloons is certainly-
far preferable. Before Count Zambeccari made his trium-

phal entry, 2000 people at least had gone to meet him. The

day was considered as a festival, on which no one did any
work. Dr. Andreoli was not seated in the triumphal car.

VACCINATION.
Vienna, Au%. 25.

According to the latest information received by Dr. de
Carro from different physicians, and the governor of Bom-
bay, it appears that vaccination has become general in all

the British possessions in India; that the neighbouring
Asiatic princes vie with each other in obtaining from them
vaccine matter, in order to propagate it in their states

;
and

that hopes are entertained of soon hearing that it has been
introduced into Tartary and Japan.
A passage translated from an Indian manuscript, written

by a native prince, and published in the Bombay Gazette,

proves that some of the Bramins, many centuries ago,
were not only acquainted with the cow-pock, but with
vaccine inoculation ; that the operation was performed by
means of an impregnated thread

;
but that it was not com-

mon, as the Bramins inoculated only those children whose

parents worshipped the Bhowany, a female deity, the pro-
tectress of those who have the small-pox. The goddess is

D d 2 generally
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generally represented riding on an au ;
and the father of the.

child to be inoculated brings her an offering, consisting of

corn, which he takes from his bosom, and gives to the ass

to feed upon. The ceremony is repeated as soon as the cow-

pock appears. Governor Duncan, of Bombay, has transmitted

this information to Dr. de Carro, with a handsome letter,-

and a present of two valuable shawls and three pieces of

most beautiful muslin for his lady.

ASTRONOMY.
Bremen, Sept. 8.

Mr. Harding, about 10 o'clock in the evening of the 1st,

discovered from the observatory here, in the sign of Pisces,
a new planet perfectly similar to Ceres in light and apparent

magnitude, and moving retrograde towards the west with

increasing southern declination. The following are the

observations which have been made :

Sept.
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declin. south 0° 4/' J 9": its motion in A. R. is about

7' 56", or 31*7" in time retrograde, and in declin. about
12' 34" south per diem."

LIST OF PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS,
Which have passed the Signet Office between August £4

and September 24, 1804.

To Robert Frith, of Broughton, in the county of Lan-
caster, dyer, for an improved method of dyeing cotton wool,
cotton twist, cotton weft, and cotton cloth, of a nankeen
colour, and of ft buff colour.

To Michael Searth, of Castle Eden, in the county of

Durham, sail-cloth manufacturer, for a new method of

manuracturinir sail-cloth with double or single thread warp,
without starch or any substitute for stiffening, and-w thout
the double threads being twisted together.
To John Eywater, of the town and county of the town

of Nottingham, for a new and improved method of clothing
and unclothing the sails of windmills while in motion, pro-
vided that they are made after the Dutch manner, as the

generality of windmill sails are constructed, bv which the

mill may be clothed, either in whole or in part, in an easy
and expeditious manner, by a few revolutions of the sails,

whether they are going fast or slow, leaving the surface

smooth, even, and regular in breadth, from top to bottom ;

and in like maimer the cloth, or any part thereof, may be
rolled or folded up to the whip at pleasure, by machinery
simple and durable, that may be fixed up in a few days, at

comparatively easy expense, requiring very little alteration

of anv part of the mill, and is equally applicable to any old

sails on the common construction, however warped or

bosomed, without the necessity of having new cloths.

To Charles Frederic Mollersten, of Hackney Wick, in

the county o£ Middlesex, gentleman, for a chemical com-

position, and Ynethod of applying the same, in the prepa-
ration of hides, skins, and leather, silks, taffetas, and linen,
and to all articles already made of skins and leather, thereby

colouring and giving a beautiful gloss to the same, rendering
them water-pr6of and impenetrable to hot or corroding

liquids, and at the same time preserving them from decay,
and keeping them soft and pliable.

To Thomas Porthouse, of Hall Garth, in the parish of

Haughton lc Skern, in the county of Durham, flax-spinner,
for a machine for hackling flax and hemp, and at the same

time carding the tow.
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METEOROLOGICAL TABLE*
For September 1804.

Days of the

Month.

Thermometer.

9 §

Height of

tne Baiom.
Inches.

©J
p Weather.

Aug. 27
28

30

Sept.

31

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9
10
11

12

13

14

15

16

17
18

19
20
21

22
23

94

25

58"

63
64
65

65

60

57
55

61

62
63

56
54
58

57
56

57

67
64

66
66
61

59
62
63
56
51

50
46
51

70
(

70

75

78

72
68
66
65

71

72

70
71

69
71

72
68

76

78

76

76
82
66
62
68

71

66
62

56
54
61

61°

62
65

64

58
55

54
60
62
61

54

57
60

57
66

57
66
66
68
65

67
60
60
61

55

50
60

47
50
46

30*22

•20

•13

29*90

30-10
•04

•20

•34

•31

•30

•05

29*98

30*19
•20

•01

•15

•10

•01

•01

29*98
30*05

•18

•18

•08

•08

•06

•01

29*92
30*00

'26

71°
40
53

36

37
75

57
24

37
45
53

52
41

35
45

57
49
65

49
57
53

21
'

20
40
47
59
47
56
40
42

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair : a storm
in the morning
Cloudy
Fair

Fair

Cloudy
Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Cloudy-

Cloudy
Fair

Fair

Fair

Cloudy
Faii-

Cloudy
Cloudy

* By Mr. Carey, of the Strand.
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Adulteration ofprovu
ins. A prize question , 208

Aerial voyage, for scientific ob-

jects, 290

Agriculture. Board of, 203 ;

premiums in, 97,203,292,385
Aikm. A letter to Dr.Ttiornton

from, 39,360 ; analysis of car-

bonate of copper by, 89; let-

ters from Thornton to, 141,

248, 360
A'lkin (£•)• Analysis of sul-

phate or barytes, 86

Allen s analysis of Herland-mine

silver ore, 87
Amber. Furnace for melting,

Analysts of Shetland iron ore,

sulphate of barytes, iron py-
rites, silver ore, 86 ; carbo-

nate of copper, copper and

iron pyrites, African pyrites,

£7 ; lead ore, micaceous iron

ore, Barbadoes limestone,

aluminous silex, 88 ; Barba-

does minerals, a siliceous me-
tallic ore, carbonate of cop-

per, lead ore, 89 ; satin fpar,

wolfram, schiefer spar, car-

bonate of lime, 90 ; dolomite,
211 5 primitive lime, 211

An/rye's process for separating
tin and copper, 26

Animal cotton. On, 120

Animals. Action of caloric on

vitality of, 3

Annual Review. Letter from

a writer in, 39 ; answer to,

141, 248
Ants, Experiments on, 6
Area and population of the

counties of England and

Wales, 197
Arsenic. To free cobalt and

nickel from, 51
Arts. Society of, 97, I

1,5

A say Office at the Royal In-

stitution, 287
Asthma. A cafe of, 247

Astronomy. Hist, of, for 1803,
10 ; a prize question, 20£,

prize awarded in, 207 ; new

planet discovered, 392
Athenian travellers, 204

Atmospheric air. Dalton on com-

position of, 79
Aurora horealis. On, 16

Bacon's (Friar) knowledge in

optics, 68, 177
Ballom. Ascent of, from Pe-

tersburgh, 290, 388
Banfo, Sir J. on the king's

flock or Spanish sheep, 190
Barbadoes minerals analysed, 88

Basaltes. On, 58, 90, 122

Bell metal. To separate tin and

copper from, 26

Bergman on basaltes, 60
Berlin Society of S -archers into

Nature, 90
Berlin Academy, 290, 387
B ngley's analysis of Barbadoes

earth, &c. 89
Biography, 18, 302
Biot's aenal voyage, 371
Bismuth. To separate from co-

balt and nickel, 51
Blood. Exper. on freezing, 4
Board of Agriculture, 2 03 , 292,

Books veuv, 200, 207, 282, 2$%,

289
Bowlers
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Bowler's improved churn, 56
British colo ucs. Premiums for

improving, 112

British Mineralogical Socie'y.

Labours of the, 8 c

BrugnatellPs new method of pre-

paring nitrous ether, 274
Buee On crystallography, 160,

222

Byivatcr's patent, 393

Caloric. Action of, on vitality
of animals, 3

Calorific rays from the sun. On
velocity of, 309

Carbon, affinity of, for clay, &c.

41. W for 275. 33£
.06— . A prize question,

Carbcnat'- pj copper analysed, 87
Carre, (Dr. de),on vaccination,

.
9 2

Cassada worm, produces animal

cotton 121

Caterpillars. Ex per. on, 5 ; a

prize questi 191

Catoptrical instruments of the an-

iients. On, 66, 176, 232,344
Chemistry. Premiums in, 105

Chlfneys patent, 307
Chinese soy. To prepare, 260

Chlorosis. Cure of, 555 obser-

vations on, 56
Churchman's magnetic atlas, 283
Chum, improved, 56
Civilization', a prize question,

387
Clay. Affinity of, for carbon,

lime and iron, 41, 137, 339

Clifford, on Ham's theory, 159
Clouds. Stones from the, 16,

296
Cobalt. To purify

c 1

Cold. On, 3S6
Commerce. Premiums for ad-

ding I I I

Concave mirrors known to the

antients, 74, 212; experi-
ments with, 182; supposed

plane mirror! are often con-

cave, 244; advantage may
be taken of this*, 245

Copal. Furnace for melting,

155 ; varnish, to prepare, 1 5S

Copernicus. Some particulars

concerning, 302
Cv \p:r, to separate, from tin, 26

Cotton, animal. On, 1 20
Cox's analysis of copper and iron

pyrites, 87: of lead ores, 88
Crucibles. On making, 42

Crystallography. Parallel of

De l'Jsle's and Haiiy's theo-

ries of, 1:9, 222

Cuthbertson on galvanic and

electric fluids, 83
Cuvier's ostcological description

of the rhinoceros, 350

Dalton on composition of at-

mospheric air, 79; Henry's
illustration of his theory, 193

Dashfof, princess, 95
Danbuisson on basaltcs, 59
Davy's decomposition of nitrous

oxide, 81

Death;, 18, 95
De V Isle's theory of crystallogra-

phy.
_

On, 1 $9^222
Deoxidizing principle emanat-

ing from the sun, 310
Desnwrets on ba^altes, 58
Dioptrical instruments of the an-

tients. On, 66,; 176, 232,344
Diseases. Cure of, by yeast, 50;

by gases, 55, 247
Dolomleu on basaltcs, 58

Dyeing. Premiums for, 105 ;

patent for, 393

Earth, a new one, 9 c,

Earthquakes. Pythagoras's me-

thod of piedicting, 294
Ecliptic. A prize question, 291
Eisleben. Longitude of, 14
Electric and Galvanic fluids. A

distinct property between, 83

Electricity. A prize question,

291 ; exper. 377
Emerald of Nero, 344
Ether, nitrous. New way of

preparing, 274
Excitants, On removal of, 4

fan*
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Farey on mensuration of timber,

213

Fascination. On, 379
Fine Arts. On the, 20

Fire-balls. One fell at I'Aigle,

16; on origin of, 1 7 ;
one

fell near Apt, 18; one men-

tioned bytht-poetCowper,2o,6

fish, fossil On, 263
Flaxmans letter to the Royal

Academy, 20

Fly-carr'ur. An insect which

produces animal cotton, 1 20

Fossils. On some rare,
'

^
263

Fourcroy, on a new metal found

in platina, u?
French National Institute, 204
/V;7//j patent, ^

393

i'V^i live in ice, 4; exper.

on, 8

Furnace for melting copal and

amber, 1 S 5

Galvanic and electric fluids. A
distinguishing property be-

tween, 83

Galvanism, a prize queftion, 291

Geography, 10, 12, 14
Glass mirrors. To coat with

lead and antimony, 348
GoUbach, astron. labours of, 14
Greavrs's patent, 307
Grubbcns on preparing soy, 2bo

Hancock'*s patent, 307

Harding's discovery of a new

planet, 392

Hauy on basaltes, 58

Hauy's theory of crystallography.

On, 159,222
Hcaiy on cutting screws, 172
Heath on use of yeaft in typhus

fever, o

Henry on Dalton's theory, 193

History, a prize question, 208

Huddirfs patent, 307
Hinnboldt the traveller. Ac-

counts from, 1 1 ; reported
death of, 95 ;

safe arrival in

N. America and return to

Europe, 305

Hume on the new metal found

in platina, 29
Hunter on privation of heat, 4

Insects. Experiments with cold

on, 5

Ir n\ To free cobalt and nickel

from, 5 1 ; Mushet on, 4 1,

i37> 2 75» 339
Iron ores analysed, 86, 88

Italian National Institute', 291

Japan. Russian embassy to, 327
"Jeaurut the aitronomer, death

of, 18

Kautch the astronomer, death

of, 19

Klaproth elected a member of

the French National Insti-

tute, 208

Klaprotb\s analytical essays, 201

Knight's analysis of a sulphate
of baryte?, 86 ; of micaceous

iron ore, 885 of lead ore, 89

LahtuWs Hist, of Astron. for

1803, 10

Laxmans voyage to Japan, 2/29

Leaden conduit pipes. To -save

from injury in frosty weather,

HI
Lead ore analysed, 88, 89
Learned Societies. Proceedings

of, 85, 202, 283, 385
Lectures, 305:

Lensa, Curious experiments

with, 182, 186
Lime. Affinity of for carbon,

clay, &c. 41, 137, 279, 339
Lozieres on animal cotton, 120

Lungs, a prize question, 387
Lussafs aerial voyage, 371

Magnetic pole, \6

Magnetism, exper. on, 371
Manufactures. Premiums in, 109
Markhh Economical Society, 291M it hematics, a prize question,

205
Med1 vie.
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Medicine. Yeast employed suc-

cessfully ns, $o ; oxymuriatic
acid, 55 ; hydro-.izoticgas,247

Men uration of timber. On, 2 J 3

Merselurg. Longitude of, 14

Meteorology, 15, 96, 212,29s,
296,308,394.

Michaux the botanist. Death

of, 95
Miche'otti on action of -caloric

on vitality, 3
Mineraloghal collection at the

Royal Institution, 283

Mineralogy. Premiums in, 105
Mirror of Ptoiomy Eu 'getes.
On the, 1 9, 232

Mirrors of large size made by
the antients, 242, 345

Moll' rsten's paten t, 393
Mountains. Vegetation on, 2t,8

Musbet on affinity of carbon,
earths and iron, 41, 137, 27$,

339
New Holland. Extent of, 10

Nickel. To purify, 5 1

Nitrous ether. New preparation
of, 274

Ochroit, a new earth, 95
Opera glasses. Patent for, 307

Optical invention of the Esqui-
maux, 345

Optics. Knowledge of the an-

tients in, 66, I 76, 344 ; Pcolo-

my's mirror, 179, 232; exper.
with concave mirrors, 182;
with lenses, 182; a lens an-

swers the purpose of a tele-

scope, 183; object glasses,

184 ; reflecting telescope, 188

Ornilholtes. On, 263
Osteology, 350

O.xygen gas. Experiments wit h ,

on minerals, 90

Pallas (Professor), reported
dead, but alive aid well, 305

Paper. On bleaching, 55
Parkinson s work on extraneous

fossils, .82

Patents. List of, 307, 393

Pepys's analysis of Shetland irtftf

ore, 86 ; of iron pyrites, 8(5

Perdu, Mont, journey to sum-
mit of, 364

Petenburgh Imperial Academy,
92

Petcrsburgh Academy of Sci-

ences, 2S8, 386
Phillips's analysis of pyrites, 87;

of antiinonial lead ore, 89 ;

of a micaceous substance, 89
Platina. Fourcroy and Vau-

quelin on, t 17. Anew metal

discovered in, 29, 118
Polite Arts. Premiums in, 108

Population oi England andWales,

197 ; of Scotland and Ireland,

200
Porto's knowledge in optics,

'85
Portbouse's patent, 393
Prague Royal Society of Sciences*

208
Press for forcing, cutting, &c.

Patent for, 307
Prize qu estions, 291, 38c, 387
Prosperin the arstonomer. Death

of, 18

Ptoiomy Euergetes. On the mir-

ror of, 179, 232
publications, New, 200, 207,

282, 288, 289
Pyrites. Analysis of, 86, 87
Pyth goras s method of predict-

ing earthquakes, 294

Rammd on basaltes, 58
Ramond's journey to summit of

Mon; J'erdu, 364
Rattlesnakes. On fascinating

power of, 379
Raysfrom the sun. On kinds

and velocity of, 309
Razors. Patent for, 307
Refecting telescope. Discovery

or the, 188

Reviewer's letter to Dr.Thorn-

ton, 39
Rhinoceros. Osteological de-

scription of, 3)~o

Ricard,
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Ricard, the astronomical poet.
Death of, 19

Rohrtsons aerial voyage from

Petersburg!), 290

Royal Institution, 283

Royal Society, 2 00,202
Muisian voyage of discovery,

321 ; embassy to Japan, 327

Sacbarcffs aerial voyage, 290
Sad-dotbt patent for, 393
Saint-Fond on fossils, 263
Sandman's analysis of minerals

from Barbadoes, S8

Saxony, On the basaltes of, 58,
122

Scarib's patent, 303
Scbeiner's object glass, 184
Screws, to cut with a turning

lathe, 172

Septala's mirror and lenses, 184

Snffert. Astron. labours of, 14

S'gnah made by gunpowder,
seen at the distance of thirty-
three leagues,, 13

Si/ex. On affinity of, for iron,

&c. 41, 137
Silver ore analysed, 86

Smith, (Dr.) refuted, respecting
Friar Bacon, 6tf

Snakes. On fascination 0^379
Societies. Learned, 85, 202,

283
Soy. To prepare, 260

Spanish Sheep. The King's
flock of fine-woolled, 190,

296
Spiders. Exper. on, 5

Sprains. To cure, 295
Statistics, I97, 291
Steam. Table of the relative

pressures, temperatures and

expansibility of, 134
Steam engine. Woolf's im-

provement of, 133
Suberic acid produced from pa-

per, 2 i- 1

Sulphatf of barytes analysed, 86

Sun. On velocity of luminous,
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